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Art. I.— Brief Contributions to Zoology, from the Museum of
Yak College. No. XXIII—Results of Recent Dredging Ex-
peditions on the Coast of New England ; by A. E. Vekrill.

During the past summer Prof. S. F. Baird, U. S. Fish Com-
missioner, esta li-h«'d 1 •- he; d.junrtt r- at Eastport, Me., for the

purpose of investigating the fishes and fisheries of the Bay of
Fundy and the adjacent waters. In addition to the investiga-

tions more immediately connected with the purposes of the

1*1 B; ,1 tli. -lit it v« n !< -i t lat a general

z<>»;I.x_i-iriil >im «-y. a* I'nuiplfte as possible, should be made of the

waters of that region.* He accordingly invited the v, riter, who
I i

] r sady devoted a large portion of six summers to dredging
in those waters,-to organize parties and construct the apparatus

necessary}. this plan. It ought, perhaps, to be
stated that all the persons engaged in these explorations were

' the waters of Vineyard Sound, :

I New England in a steame

A more explicit statemen

ei air appeared ii
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volunteers, the funds at the disposal of the Commission being

no more than sufficient to pay for the necessary apparatus and
materials required for the purpose. Very essential aid was also

rendered by the officers of the II. S. Coast Survey by accom-

modating one party on the steamer Bache, while engaged in the

survey of St. George's Bank, and giving them opportunities for

dredging in that region ; and by the Secretary of the Treasury,

who allowed the U. S. revenue cutter Mosswood to take our

parties to distant localities and aid in the dredging and other

investigations. Much of the success in the explorations of the

deeper waters is due to the interest which Capt. Hodgdon and
the other officers of the Mosswood took in our invesl

and to the aid which they rendered us in many ways.

According to the plans adopted these explorations had in

view several distinct purposes, all more or less connected with

the investigation of the fisheries. The special subjects attended

to by this section of the Fish Commission party were chiefly

the following :

1st. The exploration of the stores and shallow water for the

purpose of making collections of all the algae and marine

animals living between tides, on every different kind of shore,

including the numerous burrowing worms and Crustacea, and to

.us much as possible concerning their liaUts, relative

abundance, stations, etc.

2d. The extension of similar observations by means of the

dredge, trawl, tangles, and other instruments, 'into all depths

down to the deepest waters of the Bay of Fundy, and to make
a systematic survey, as complete as possible, of all the smaller

bays and harbors within our reach, both to obtain complete col-

lections of the animals and plants and to ascertain the precise

character of the bottom, special attention being paid to locali-

ties known "to be the feeding grounds of valuable fishes, and to

those animals upon which "they are known to feed. It is

believed that when the collections and notes made by the writer

and his associates during previous years shall have been com-
bined with those made during the past season, we shall have a

tolerably thorough knowledge of the physical character and life

of the bottom and shores in this region.

3d. The depth of the water and its temperature, both at the

surface and bottom, was to be observed and recorded in as many
l"c i

|f - i-
i
— • .

'
I
<- "vially where dredging was to be

done, and lists of the animals and plants from special localities

or depths were to be prepared, so as to show the influence of

temperature and other upon animal and vege-
table life. Many valuable observations o this kind were made.
The temperature of the water was taken in numerous localities,

both by Professor Baird and the dredging parties, by means of
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the Casella self-registering thermometers, made for this purpose
and imported by Professor Bair<l tor this expedition. These
were tested by comparisons with a standard instrument.*

4th. The life of the surface waters was to be investigated by
means of hand-nets and towing-nets, on every possible occasion,
and at all hours. Towing-nets of different sizes, made of strong
embroidery canvas, and attached to stoat brass rings, were used
with excellent results, but very many interesting things were
obtained bv hand-net^ <killf< llv vised.' The surface collections

made by Messrs. S. I. Smith and 0. Harger in the edge of the
Gulf Stream, off St. George's Bank, were of the greatest inter-

est, and added a large number of new species to our fauna.

oth. The collections obtained were to be preserved by the
best methods: 1st, for the purpose of making a more thorough
study of them than could usually be done at the time, and for

the purpose of.insuring accuracy in their identilication, and full-

"' -- h> the sp ia. lists, for the final reports; and, 2d, in order
to supply the Smithsonian Institution, Yale College Museum,
and a number of other public museums, both American and
foreign, with sets of the specimens collected. For this last

je quantifies of duplicates were collected and pre-

served, and will be distributed at an early day. The alcoholic

collection filled over 2,000 bottles and jars and several large
cans.

6th. Those species of animals which cannot be preserved in

good condition 'for stud\ were to be examined with care and
iuin itely described while living. The color.- and appearance of

the soft parts of other species were to be described in the same
way, and also the egirs and voung of all kinds.

The notes of this kind alreadv made, chiefly by the writer
;,li " Mr. S. L Smith, amount to more than 1,000 pages: but as

we had done this in previous years for large numbers of the

species, our attention was 1 a,rg< v \ 1 i ivc te< 1 d uri ng t h e j
>ast season

to special points and to the new and rare forms constantly ob-

7th. It was regarded as of the utmost importance to secure

; drawings of the living animals and especially of such

Iy change their form and appearance when preserved,

i as worms, nak is, polyps, etc. Accord-
?Jy, Mr. J. H. Emerton of Salem was employed during the

Experience during the past summer has shown that these instruments aw
: always reliable, especially after thev have been used several tunc- in dw-p

1 with each other wi • ™7. recorded for

h instrument, from tin -.^ nmy lw? curnvMl. Kvery

re should be a desigi
'' otherwise errors

5 greatly (
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month of August to make such drawings. During this time he

labored most Uiithfulh ami diligently, and with remarkable
results, for to his great skill with the pencil he adds the i

rate observation and
the short time he wa
animals, many of them quite elaborate. All of these were
compared critically with the livi te time, and
carefully corrected, even in the minute details, whenever neces-

sary. These drawings will be used for the illustration of the

final report, and will be of themselves an exceedingly valuable

contribution to science, for they nearly all represent animals

never before accurately figured, if at all. A large part of them
are also of direct importance, since they represent the natural

food of our common edible fishes.

8th. In all these investigations the relations existing between
the fishes and the lower animals which serve as food for them,

were constantly borne in mind, and all information bearing

directly upon this subject that could be obtained was recorded.

To this end large numbers of stomachs from fishes newly
caught were examined, and lists of the species found in them
were made. Most of ined to be their ordi-

nary food, were traced to their natural haunts from whence the

fishes obtain them.

9th. The parasites of fishes, both external and internal, were
collected and preserved for future study.

10th. Sim . so far as practicable, were to be
carried on at St. George's Bank, on the U. S. steamer Bache,

in connection with the ordinary work of the U. S. Coast Sur-

vey, by a party of two, provided with all the apparatus and
materials necessary for the purpose. This party at first con-

sisted of Mr. S. I. Smith and Mr. Oscar Harger,* assistants in

the Yale College Museum, both of whom had previously had
experience in such work. During the last cruise of the Bache
they were relieved by Dr. A. S. Packard and Mr. Caleb Cooke,
of Salem. Very important collections were made by both these
parties, notwithstanding the unfavorable weather which they
encountered.

As a general summary of the character of our collections, I

may state that those made this year, together with those
obtained by our parties in the same localities in previous years,

but not yet reported upon, have added at least 350 species to

those hitherto recorded from the same region, exclusive
of Foraminifera. Entomostraca. and other minute forms. Many
of these are undescribed species, but the majority are known
from northern Europe. Of Polyps there were
8 Actinoids and 4 Alcyonoids ; we have adde
3 Alcyonoids ; among the former a new and gigantic species of
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pkosphorea, a Virgularia near V. mirabilis, and a creeping species
near Cornuhma. Of Acalepbs, Mr. A. Agassiz in his Catalogue
of North American Acalephse gives 48 species as known from
r ' lls region

;
to this number we have been able to add 38 species.

( Y
- ^ •liiii" h-rms there have been 25 species recorded ; to these we

bave added 10 species, including 4 Asterioids, 1 Ecbinoid, and 4
Holothurians; among the most interesting of these Eehino-
derms are .s:

, and K. i. obtained at live dif-

thivnt loralitir., i„ xr, f> 4:50 tiithoms, both in the Bay of Fundy
and at St. George's Bank ; Solaster furcifer Dub. and K., Astro-
pecten arcticus Sars, both from 150* fathoms, near St. George's
Bank: P> niacin ,.--

, , ; ,\ (1). and K. i and L olmthnria squamata
(Mali, sp.) both from 430 fathoms. Of Mollusca, Dr. Stimpson
cimmer red 142 speeies in his work on the Invertebrata of
Grand Monan; to this list we have added at least 95 species,

30 of Bryozoa, 18 of Ascidians, 13 of Lamellibranchs,

steropods,*3 of Cephalopods. Among the most inter-

esting of these is a fine species of Octopw,$ which we obtained

-ealis, sp. r

Bring: gradually to the i

arginal tentacles \

Body much elongated, tapering gradually t

ous°

0tl

d
bUt m0re °r le

^
8 sulcated lon?it,ldmal

and less in length. Oral tent

fhe two largest spec; - d Menan, by the
iter, measured 5 ind their bodies were
Mated. Entire ones of much smaller size were dredged by Dr. I '.,.•;,.: ! and
•Cooke in 110 and 150 fathoms, soft mud, near sr CeoriVs Haul I •

! ••-• -t

these was 8 inches long, and like other species of the genus, inhabited a thick,

muddy tube.

Iredged by Dr. Packard and Mr. Cooke in 110 and 150 fath-
s

, near St. George's Bank, is apparently identical with the species dredged by
J- F. Whiteaves at several local I ««*<* h» deep

rer, both in 1871 and 1872, but resembles ordinary Euro]

s surface;' the whole upper surface of the body,
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from five different localities in the Buy of Fundy, at depths

varviau- from t>o to 10<> tatho is Ti •>
, >u (in t,n > i Low; Ringi-

cnkt mtuhi V. in. u -p.). Pl<»mh u, h, J '„< In, ,i„ V. Kp. and urn.

news, a reddish shell vith ; le p slit, in the outer lip ; the adult

q£ Scai'luni'l r i»iiict'>-*lfuitn<. m u t an inch lot in : Ar- •

hides; Pecten pustulosus V. (new sp.) Glaudula arenicolaX'.: Ik r-

nerea lichenoides; Defranciu lucemarin ; Aaarthropora borealis ;

last named were from deep water

near St. George's Bank, but the Tr»,,hon. Area, i

were also from the Bay of Fundy, off Grand Menan. OfWorms
Dr. Stimpson enumerated id species, but we can easily add L25

species to his list. Among the more interesting of these are

species of Toni<>,,ii>t> r'-, Sn fittn, ('hut i mi". Tlmht-sema (a small

bright mvui specie . Pritt/ndus, ih-rmivne, (Initiala, (iuninda,

>. Tiavisia. Ai/iniotrf/jjone, Maldaue, A
Atn/'hnr. tc, A,ii;>h,rtu\; .Ui-'iitnc Anut'jr. Pista, Terebellides, Aph-

\.-.\ •,!
: - - .: -

;:.. ' •

[

_
:

r .

•-.: .,•..'.-'. ' ' -v.... -.'•
narrow membrane along 1

1

< ;. '.

the web along the side of the arm and ten

and equal to one half the to: era. The cor-
.•"]

-

;
length of modified portion

I first dredge while on the "Mosswood" in company
V. ,:'•.:',

.
.

'

-..-.
:

,
,

:
..:•:.;•:.•

,

'

!

right arm much longer, with the modified :

quite different in form, and with more numerous folds, and the basal part bears 41
.'

: .
- -
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lehina, etc. Of Crustacea* Dr. Stimpson mentions 65 species, in
the work referred to, and has added others in later papers ; we
have obtained, exclusive of Entomostraca, about 100 species
not mentioned by him or other writers as found in this region,
including 9 Decapods, 7 Schizopods, and a large number of
interesting Amphipocls. Among the most interesting are Hip-

ii along 7 species in all) ; Ocmdum
(iordoni (roes, from Eastport and the Bay of Fundy; &d>inen
wpU mcarinata (Sabine) and Stegocephaius ampulla Bell, from St.

George's Bank, etc. A large number of sponges, some of them
of special interest, were also obtained.
Of the Algae several thousand specimens were collected in

the Bay of Fundy, representing about 65 species. These were
collected and prepared chiefly by Professor Eaton, Mr. Prudden,
Mr. Isham, and Mrs. Verrill. Some species were obtained
which are new to the flora of our coast, among them Lami-
naria dermatodea, which was found in abundance near Eastport,
at low water and also in 20 fathoms. Interesting observations
on the range in depth of some of the algse were also made.
Growing specimens of Delesseria sinuosa, attached to Ascidians,
were dredged in 75 and SO fathoms, and were also found abun-
dantly at various depths from low water down to 40 fathoms

;

Ptdot'i -errata occurred in 75 fathoms, and was also abundant
at all depths less than 40 fathoms, up to low water mark, wher-
ever the bottom was rock v. 01 in depths of
20 to 50 fathoms.
The operations in the Bay of Fundy and in the bays near

were mostly under the immediate superintendence of
the writer, whose party was located at Eastport. This party
was quite variable in numbers, but usually consisted of at

least eight or ten persons, part of whom were naturalists of
considerable experience in such researches. There were twenty-
five persons in all who took part in this work. Among those
who were parti, i! u \ L<el i! ud d - .ted to the work, Mr. S.

-L Smith and Mr. Oscar Harger, of New Haven, who were with
our party previous to their expedition to St. George's Bank in

the Bache; Prof. J. E. Todd. «.i Ta-.r. Imva: Mr. T. II. Prud-
den and Mr. George W. Hawes, assistants in the Sheffield

Scientific School
; Mr. J. B. Isham, of New Haven ; Mr. J. K.

Thacher, of New Haven ; Mr. J. H. Emerton, of Salem
;
and

Mr. G. Brown Goode, of Middletown, should be specially men-
tioned. Prof. D. C. Eaton, of New Haven, was with us a short

time to collect the alw. and •
i n\ ot a rs who were able to

remain only for a short time rendered important aid.

* All the Crustacea have been put into the hands of Mr. S. I. Smith, and to

him I am indebted for the identification of most of the species referred to in this

Paper. Mr. 0. Harger has, however, consented to determine and describe the
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A small party, consisting of Prof. H. E. Webster and Mr.

Chas. Pond, of Union College, were located for a short time

at Grand Menan, and made some very important collections

there, both at low water and by dredging. The large lots of
'• .-en-oranges " {Lophotlinria F> <>n< it V.). Perten tennirostatus,

Mactra polynema (St.), Doris sulphurea, and of Lucernarians,

including four species, collected by them, were particularly

fine. They also obtained collections of special value, be-

cause collected at the same localities where the lamented Dr.

Stimpson dredged, in 1850, the specimens described in his well

known work on the In vertebrata of Grand Menan. Prof. Webster
and Mr. Pond had, earlier in the season, carried

dredgings off Cape Porpoise, near the <

ron-r ot'Mnuir, at variuu- ' t- -pths down
of Union College, and obtained there an interesting collection.

Messrs. S. I. Smith aval O-car Harder v.aav <lrl coated to

accompany the Bache to explore the St. G-eorge's Banks, but
owing to various delays in the departure of the steamer they

did not actually get off until the last of August, consequently
the time for the operations was very much shortened and the

weather was for the most part rough and stormy. They suc-

ceeded, however, in obtaining ten casts which proved to be
of great interest. They made one successful dredging in

430 fathoms, which is the deepest yet done on the American
coast, north of Florida.* From this single haul in 430 fathoms
they obtained 44 species of animals, exclusive of Foraminifera.

them were representatives of most of the classes of

marine animals. Some of them are of great in-

terest and many of them quite new to American waters,

although \n- soast The
lines of soundings and dredgings run by the Bache were located

by accurate obs.uv atious. and will be reported upon hereafter, the

soundings and temperature determinations being a part of the
regular work of the officers of the Coast Survey. The deepest

to above, was made on Sept loth, in N. lat.

41° 25', W. long. 65° 42-3'; temperature of the air 66° F. ; of
the surface water 65°

; of the bottom water 51° (the latter

probably subject to considerable correction for error of the

T-).t Among the more interesting things obtained in

thi- locality were the following, which are new to the U. S.

coast, or at least have not been previously recorded \% Urtirina

* Several dredgings were made by Pen.- , mo fathoms.
-

i

106 fathoms to be from 3T "> r> Ui . Manv of the sp<

aracter.

% Several of these were also dredged I pest waters of
the Bay of Fund, Packard and Mr. Cooke.

t.'l>r;
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digitata (Mull, sp.) ; Pentacla assimilis (Dub. and Koren sp.)

;

Lnphothun i syuam da V. (Mull, sp.); Schizaster fragdis (D. and
K. sp.); Cam^inid.u-ni r>,-ti>-ni„t,i ; L„„, a gml in,,,. Sure. : r«fy-

%wito Hincks (var. with long pedicels); Sertidarella
GayiK.

;
a new species of Halecium r Peclen pustulosus V. (new

sp.)
: Astarte sp. (the same as " A sulcata, var. minor" recorded

by Whiteaves from deep water in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
but perhaps an obese and dwarf variety of A. lens), Rh audio-
bolus setosus ((Erst, sp.) ; Scalpellum sp., etc. In addition to
these there were several species known previously from deep
water, such as Epizoandms bnerica,u. V. Ophioglypha SarsH ;

Cryptodon obesus V. ; Bela cancellata. But the majority of the
s
L"

vi "\ ;i re well known inhabitants of the shallow waters of
New England,, some of them even reaching low-water mark.
Among these are Urticiua crassicornis ; Tubular ia indwisa; Eu-
dendrium ramosum ; Sertularella tricuspidata Gray ;

Euripchinus
Drnbach-imsis \ . ; Edtiuaradutius parnta ; Margarita obscura ;
Aatim dausa; Mamma immaculata ; Lu nulla < / W- /, la,tain, .•

Neptunea pygmcea ; Entalis striolata ; Leodice vivida (St.); Xoth-
ria t mehykga Malm, (abundant), Pycnogonum pelagicum St.

;

Mebta d?„Ma Boeek ; Unciola irrorata Say; Pandalus a„nu-
licornis ; Eupagurus Kroyeri St., etc.

The bottom was composed of coarse gravel and sand, and
the specimens obtained indicate a rich and varied fauna, while
the presence of a large number of predacious species, with well
developed eyes, shows that there must be plenty of light.

They also obtained many verv interesting things from vari-

es localities on and near St 'George's Bank, and Le Have
Hank, off Nova Scotia. On St. Georire's Bank, in N. Int. 41°

25', W. long. 65° 50.3', in 60 fathoms (e), a large quantity of liy-

droids were obtained. Among them were several -;

to the American coast, viz., GonotJnp-m\h>fdi,,a Hincks: Cam-
panularia Hinr!.-.,;; Ald.-r: C,,r „i„iii »,<•!„ Ilin.-ks: and a new
species of Diphasiafi remarkable for having the hydra cells

* Halecium robustum, sp. nov. Stem stout and coarse, composed of many tubes;

3 branchlets spreading at an angle

rl" d
'";iig'htiy

divided I

usually bearing from two to four I

: , . ... ; .

.

' ,
_.' •.-

:

^

".
;

.

•,: • { .
.

' r

'

' '
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arranged in six rows along the branches, instead of two oppo-

Many other interesting s: '\—
-

<><<•. irred here, among them
Epizoa'ntltus Amerlcanus V., Cellaria /istulosa Linn., Stylifer

Strnipxouu V. (on Eur;, i us D i • isls), A< i-< burtalis.

Amauropsis fu la (Sabine).

At another locality (d), a few miles from this, in N. lat. 41°

25', W. long. 66° 25', in 50 fathoms, sandy and shelly bottom,

temperature at bottom 45°, surface 62°, Aug. 31st, a similar

assemblage of species occurred. The Hydroids and Bryozoa
were very numerous. Among the former the most abundant

:••'- !.'.,

1)1} huxla ii '
. V_ ^iti ' 1 1 , , funs (li v < \ ar. robasta),

& trie '<? 3 trs, and Campanularia
: Hincksn,

C. volubdis Alder, + // -ins., Calycella syringa

Hincks. Cuspidella humilis Hincks, Eudendrium ramosum Ehr.,

and Tubular la Ind.irlsa Linn., also occurred. Among the Bry-
ozoa the most abundant were Cellularia temata Johns., C. ter-

nata, var. duplex Smitt, Bugula Marrayano Busk. Cdlepora sea-

bra, var. plii ularis Hincks, and Disa
net Smitt {? var.), the last three investing the stems of Hydroids
in profusion; Cellaria Jisiulosa L. Cirhn'-a Il'llsll Smitt, and
Farrellafamlllarls (Gros. sp.— F. pedicellata Alder), also occurred.
The Hydroids and Bryozoa from this and other localities were
covered with immense numbers of Foraminifera.
At another locality (c), west of the last, in 28 fathoms,

coarser sand, Olandula arenlcola V. occurred in great abun-
dance, associated with the ordinary sand-dwelling Mollusca.
This species of Ascidian had been known before only from a

few specimens dredged in Murray Bay, Can., by Dr. Dawson,
and off Martha's Vineyard, by Mn Prudden.

Off Cape Sable, N. lat. 43° 20', W. long. 65° 21', at the
depth of 45 fathoms, the temperature of the bottom was found
to be 35°, the surface being 56°, and the air 58°

; upon Le Have
Bank (h), N. lat. 42° 56', W. long. 64° 51', in 45 fathoms, the

ire of the bottom was found to be 36°, of the surface
61°, on Sept. 12. These were the lowest temperatures observed
during the summer.* In accordance with these temperatures

regular rows, occupying all sides of the branches, those in the adja-

cent rows alternating. The hydrothecse have large, appressed, somewhat swollen

ion is rapidly narrowed, prominent and curved outward;
aperture strong Reproductive capsules not observed.

* The lowest temperature observed in the Bav of Fundv was 37-5\ in 106
fathoms, east ,. bay. At the depth of 945
fathoms, in N. lat. 42° 18', W. long. 64° 05', the temper
of the Bache were 62° at ti ottom. At the
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the animal life in this region was found to have a more arctic

character than in most of the other localities examined.*
Among the arctic species found hero were Tlnuaria articu-

htla, lihijucitoutlla !>->' <. A. /Juutsii. Sva'uria

Graiulundtca, Aporrhais occidentn/is, Trophon Gunnery Bela vio-

hcea, and many other northern shells ; Pteraster militaris, Lopho-
thuria Fabricii V., Eupagurus Kroyeri St., Pararnphithoe cata-

phracta (Stimp.), TritropU acideatus Boeck ; Myriozourn subgra-

cile, Eschara papposa Pack, and Escharoides rosacea Smitt.

The last four and the four first named were not found in any of
our Bay of Fundy dredgings, and have not been found so far

south More, to mv knowledge. In 60 fathoms (i), near the lust

locality, N. lat. 42
b

44', W. long. 64° 36', a similar assemblage
of animals was met with, including the Tritropis acideatus, but
there were a number of additional ones of interest, among them
Acanthozone cuspidatus Boeck, Sabir.ea septemcarhiata (Sabine),

//>/'.-« iPiuens. T'l.rrdella reticulata, Aglaophenia myriophyllum,

Lafdea jruticosa Sara, and a peculiar sponge {Polymastia), grow-
ing in short stump-like masses, with a convex and verrucose

,
looking something like fragments of cauliflower. The
ture at this place was not ascertained, owing to the loss

J thermometer.
Near the entrance to Halifax harbor, off Chebucto Head,

in 20 fathoms, on a bottom of soft mud and sand ( j),
some inter-

esting species were dredged, and the fauna was found to be
more arctic in character than even that of Grand Menan.
Among the species found here were //'/"- union's. llaUrag^-s

lnlu„,u<tm BomL Apn,,hu>s,,,,l dnhs l',,, i ,t "a iftualata,

Margarita variconu Asturtr elliptic. Maorma pmxima. Tirracia

mynpsis, Rhynrbonclla psittar>a. ete. The temperature was not

ascertained at this locality.

Among the several interesting collections made by Messrs.

Smith and Uarger, perhaps none are of more interest and nov-

ehv than those obtained bv surface nets in the vicinity of St.

George's bank, but evidently within the inner limits of

the Gulf Stream, as situated at that particular date These

collections were mostly made during two days (Sept 14th and
15th). and the weather was not very favorable i^r that kmdof
work, but tl

were (1) in N. lat. 42° 3', W. long. 63° 49', where the temperature

fathoms, muddy bottom, the temperature was 39°, with the math
N. lat. 42° 21', W. long. 64° 9', the tempe

that no dredging could be made in any of these deeper

southern species, occurred both here ami

teronthe,, •
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of the surface was 72°
; and (n) in N. lat 41° 25', W. long. 65° to

66° 25', where the temperature varied at different hours from
66° to 70°.

Among the species obtained here were Xe/ tunas S • n Stimp.,
-

My* Thysaxopoda. CaVivpens ^viu.seubis, J/yjien'a, two spe-

cies, and -fvou nthei j .-a a'l -! t . //-,_» ,-w. all <<\ \\\iu\\ are

new to ihe North American coast, viz : Anchylomera, Oxycepha-
ly, Pkdyscelus, Thyropw, Phrosiwt. Phronima, Pronoe ; besides

these there were species of Sapphirina, Lepas, and many other

Crustacea. Among the Acalephs were Stomohphus m< mgris
Ao., p.Uof'm canfiln Per. and Les., and Cestum Veneris (?) Les.,

of which the first two have been known before only from far

south, on the coasts of Florida and S. Carolina, and the last

from the Mediterranean; Physalia Arethusu Til., and Charybdea

Per. and Les., were also obtained, both of which are

properlv Gulf Stream species. The latter has apparently been
unobserved since it was briefly described in 1809, and very
imperfectly figured. Of Mollusca there were ksalpa, in abun-
dance, three species of Heteropods new to our coast, and ten

3 of Pteropods, previously unknown in our waters. Among
Styliola acus (Eschscholtz sp.), and four other

species of the same genus, two of Pleuropus, with species of

Spiralis, etc. Besides these, Sagitta w; s ab aidant, also various

larval Crustacea, and attached to floating masses of Fucus ves-

iculous and Sargassum baccif-rum were species of Hydroids, etc.

A small fish taken at the surface.

Dr. A. S. Packard, of Salem, Mass., kindly consented to

take charge of the dredging on the last cruise of the Bache,
for Messrs. Smith and Harger were obliged to return to New
Haven. It ought to be mentioned here, however, that he had
long desired to explore the region of St. George's Bank, and
had he returned from Europe earlier in the season he would

ave gone on the previous cruises. He was assisted

by Mr. Caleb Cooke, of Salem, who has had considerable ex-

perience in collecting, both on our coast and that of Africa.

They sailed on the 12th of October, and although they had
but one day favorable for dredging, seven successful hauls
were made in depths of 110 (o), 85 (p), 45 (q), 40 (r), and
L60 fathoms (s). The first locality was somewhat to the west
and north of the eastern end of the bank, in N. lat 42° 5',

W. long. 67° W ; the others were made in sequence, going
eastward, as the steamer approached and passed 'over the crest

of the hank, near its eastern end : hut the last, in 150 fathoms,
was a little farther north as well as east from the preceding
ones. It will, therefore, be apparent that the region examined
on this cruise was quite distant from those explored previously,
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od in the three deeper localities the bottom

_

mdy mud, which was not the case in any of the
^

ings. The presence of mud in these localities^ may, perha

sandy mud, which was not the case in any of the previous digg-
ings. The presence of mud in these localities may, perhaps,
be due to the fact that they are in the depression or valley
between St. George's Bank and the coasts of Maine and Nova
Scotia, and hence sheltered to some extent by the banks from
the action of the powerful currents, which sweep over their
outer sides and summ ear to be sufficient to
prevent the accumulation of fine sediments in that region, even
at the depth of 430 fathoms, while in all shallower depth* the

bottom was wholly of gravel, sand, and shells. At the sum-
mit of the banks (St. George's Shoal and Cultivator Shoal)
the water is very shallow,—so much so that the waves break
there in heavy storms,—and the bottom is composed of mov-

barren of life in some places.

The existence of powerful currents in this region was fully

demonstrated this season .by the Bache, and their velocity was
ascertained in some localities. Mr. Smith also tells me that
even far to the eastward of St. George's Bank, where no bot-
tom was found at 1800 fathoms, the conflicting currents were
sufficient to produce heavy "rips" which, even in calm wea-
ther, roared like a rapid river or like heavy breakers on a beach.

In accordance with the more sheltered positions and the
muddy nature of the bottom, the animal life in the three deeper
localities examined by Dr. Packard was quite different from
that found on the outer side of the banks by Smith and Harger,
and by me in the Bay of Fundy, at similar depths. The locali-

ties examined in the Bay of Fundy, which most resemble these,

are two limited areas of muddy bottom, in depths ranging from
20 to 60 fathoms, to the eastward of Campo Bello I. and Grand
Menan, which are doubtless more or less protected by those

•in the very powerful tidal currents of the bay, for in

the middle of the bay we found only hard gravelly and pebbly
bottoms, often pretty thickly covered with small boulders. The
fauna of the deeper parts of the Gulf of St Lawrence (where
the bottom is also of soft mud) which we now know tolerably
well, through the investigations of Mr. J. F. Whiteaves during
the summers of 1871 and 72, resembles that of Dr. Packard's
deepest dredgings much more closely than does any other yet

examined. Many species from the two regions are identical

and are also unknown from other ride of the

Atlantic. The fauna was essentially the same in the three

muddy localities explored by Dr. Packard, and re!

above, viz. : in (o) 110, (p) 85, and (s) 150 &1
tures of the surface (Oct. 12th), were 66
respectively; and of the bottom 49°, 49°, and 52
bottom temperatures are doubtless to be corrected for a con-
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siderable instrumental error, for which I have no data. The
life indicates a temperature not above 40°, and perhaps con-

siderably lower.

As a full report, with complete lists of the species obtained

on this and the previous cruises, will soon be published, it is

only necessary to mention, at this time, some of the more inter-

esting discoveries.

From the 150-fathom locality, N. lat. 42° 11', W. long. 67°

17', 92 species were obtained,* exclusive of Foraminifera.

Among the Radiata from this place, the most important were

(u) Bolocera Tued<ce Gosse : (u, o) Ceriauthus borealis V., sp. nov.
;

(<>, pi Pennatnla; + Virgnhtriu <^ec note, paur f
> ) : (<_:) .^rtuhinlht

irnyi Ilincks: N. tricusp idata H. ; iSerlularia cupressina Linn.;

Ophioglypha Sarin Lym. ; Ophiacantha spinulosa Mull, and
Trosch. ; + Arc/taster \irdicus Sars ; + Solaster furcifer Dub.
and Koren; (t, g, o, p) Schizaster fragdis (D. and K.); Ectenar-

ach ,i iiis parmn :
-- llnjone fusus ? Koren. Of these the Virgulan'a,

Bolocera, Oer me have all

been added to the A is year, the last three

being as yet known on this side of the Atlantic only from Dr.

Pae (ami's dredgings.

Of Mollusca tin :: were 32 species: among the Bryozoa were
+I)i*coporetta verrucaria Smitt; +A»arthropora borealis Smitt;

+ J/ornerea lichenoides Smitt; Cellulama ternata (var.) Johnst.

;

Bugxl". Murrayana Busk : among the Lamellibranchs were

(g) Pectenpustulosus V., sp. nov. ;+ (v) Area pectunculoides Scacchi

;

+ Neazra arctica Sars; Yoldia obesa (Stimp.) ; Leda tenuisulcata

;

* In this and the following lists, the letters, o, p, q, etc.. indicate that the species
-<••.

8—10. 12, etc.). The localities following s, are in the Bay of Fundy.— i is in the

center of the bay, east of Grand Menan, in 95 to 1 06 fathoms ; u is east of Grand
Menan in 28 to 52 fathoms ; v is west of the eouthen
in 40 to 60 fathoms ; w, is between Campo Bello and the Wolves, in 60 fathoms

;

x is off Head Harbor, in 70 to 90 fathoms. The sign + indicates that the species

has not been found as yet i: United States.

Species without any designation have been found in numerous localities.

rgin diverging nearly at right angles from

s unequal, that of the

: radiating rows of relatively large, promin
the middle rows nearly hemisp]
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(g, i) Astarte lens (dwarf var.); A. quadrans Gould : of the Gas-
teropods some of the more important were +(o) Pleurotomella
Packardii V.,* a new genus and species, allied in some respects
to Pleurotoma, but in 1; related to De/nnn-la ;

Admete viridula ; Neptunea pygmoea Ad. ; A
Sowerby; Natica clausa Brod. and Sowerby; Liunttiu(jr< nlandica;

+ Torell/a veslila Jeffreys:! VeluU'na zonata Gould;
ohsrura ; .!/. cr„ena Couth.: Scaj.haude jntwtn-stn'afus H. & A.
Ad. (Mighels and Adams, six 1*41. V = \ Uhnn-ins Lov., 1846),
an adult specimen 115 of an inch long, -75 broad, with a tirm,

rather thick shell, destitute of epidermis, but with punctate lines

Shell thin, fragile, translucent, pale flesh-colored, moderately stout, with an
-. horls, for about two

s. corresponding to the posterior notch i;

>w the sub-sutural band by about 16 str

"
i, nearly fading out a

interruption. They t

Butural band, which is more decidedly marked by receding, strongly.

very thin, shur; nori by a wide
and very deep sinus, extending back for about one t

• • .. ...
•.••;,••...

. .

.

I :-

"85 of an inch, breadth -45, length of aperture *4H, breadth of same -20. The

This
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as in the smaller specimens previously known ; and Ringicula

niiida V.,* a new spec inea Desk, of Europe
;

Ci/Hclnm nlh ' ; J^ r i- r/i>'»)t (ilbus; Entalis striolata St. ; and Den-
taliunl orcidmUlk St., etc

Among the Crustacea were Eupagurus Kroyeri Stimp., K
Bernhardus St., K pubescens St., IFyas coarctatxs, I'tilocheiru*

pmguis Stimp., Har h (St. sp.), Mga polila

Stini])., J<1 psora Bate and West, and Balanus porcatus. All

of these Crustacea, except the species of JEga, are common in

the shallow waters of the Bay of Fundy.

Art. II.

—

Impressions and Footprints of Aquatic Animals and
Im t-iJ, ve Markings, on Carboniferous Rocks ; bv J. W. DAWSON,
LL.D., F.R.S.

The footprints aud other markings of aquatic invertebrate

animals and of fishes are necessarily, for the most part, less

distinctive and important than those of land animals, both

because less mselves, and because reproduced

under similar forms in very different geological periods. The
former peculiarity has caused them to be neglected as of little

importance, or to be confounded with impressions of plants.

With reference to the latter, I have myself shown that the

impressions made by t!ej modern King-crab faithfully represent

the Protichniles. C/imactic/m fry, and Rusichnites of the Primor-
dial and Silurian, and similar comparisons have been made by
Salter, .lone-. Dana and others, between the tracks of modern

1 worms and some of those in the oldest rocks.

1. Protichnites Owen.

The footprints from the Potsdam Sandstone in Canada, for

which this name was proposed by Owen, and which were by
him referred to Crustaceans probably resembling Limulus, were

yell impressed; a well marked, : _

the surface otherwise nearly smooth, but with n

lip evenly rounded, forming the segment of

•.:.
.

- •
' -.--I), : :•. ;:,:.:, •

.

-
. . .

'

aided. Length -17 of an inch; breadth -125; length of aperture "10

Two living specimens from (o) 110 and (s) 150 fathoms, muddy bottom.
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shown by me in 1862* to correspond precisely with those of
the American Limulus (Pvlyphemus o,.-cirleu talis). I proved by
experiment with the modern animal that the recurring series of
groups of markings were produced by the toes of the large
posterior thoracic feet, the irregular scratches seen in /

lineatus by the ordinary feet, and the central furrow by the tail.

It was also shown that when the Limulus uses its swimming feet
it produces impressions of the character of those named Climac-

f'rom the same beds which afford Pmtichnites. The
principal difference between Protidmites and their modern
representatives is that the latter have two lateral furrows pro-
duced by the sides of the carapace, which are wanting in the

As Limuloid crustaceans are well known in the Carbonif-
erous beds of Europe and America, their footprints might be
expected to occur in rocks of this age, but the first I have met
with were sent to me last summer by my friend Mr. Elder, of
Harvard College, who found them quite" abundantly in dark-
colored flag-stones belonging to the Millstone Grit formation at

McK s Head \ iS ia (fig. 1). The animal which pro-

ceed these marks must have been of small size (about half an
inch in breadth), in this agreeing with the usual size of the

Coal-formation Limuloids ; and like the ancient Protichnite-

akers, it left no trace of the edges of the carapace, but a very
-1

Its pos'distinct impression of a sharp pointed tail. Its posterior
had three or possibly four sharp toes. There were besides
several pairs of sharp-pointed walking feet. On the same slabs

there are some series of marks, evidently made by the same
kind of animal, which have no tail-mark, and there are tail-

ith only traces of those of the toes. It is worthy of
notice that, though these tracks indicate the presence of the ani-

mals, no crusts of Carbonilenms Limuloid crustaceans have yet
been found in Nova Scotia. The sand in which the tracks now
referred to were made was probably too hard to permit the

swimming feet to make any impression. With respect to the

absence of the marks of the sides of the carapace, I may ob-

serve that the genus Belinurus of the Carboniferous had the

sides of the carapace less deep than that of the modern Limu-

90 have been the case with the more ancient

- as to this a letter by Prof. Hall
in the Canadian Naturalist, 1862.
To Protichnites may perhaps be referred a ve;

impression from Horton Bluff (fig. 2), which at first ~

resembles P. Scoticus, from the Primordial of Eo.x!

though the Carboniferous specimen is larger and more oomph-
catedf It seems to have been produced by the successive
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pressure of a pair of flat organs, crenated or toothed at the

edges, rather than divided into separate toes. Its horizon is

the Lower Carboniferous. It was collected by Prof. Hartt.

The first species of Protichnites referred to above may be
appropriately named P. Carbonarius, and the second P.

They are, I believe, the first impressions of this kind found in

the Carboniferous.

f Dawson.

In a paper published in the Canadian Naturalist, 18H4, I

showed that the singular bilobate markings with transverse

striae named Rusophycus by Hall, and found in the Chazy of

Canada and the Clinton group of New York, are really casts of

burrows connected with footprints consisting of a double series

-of transverse markings, and that a comparison of them with

the trails and burrows of Limulus justified the conclusion that

Ahey were produced by Trilobites. I proposed for these and
for similar impressions of small size found in the Carboniferous,

the name given above. The Carboniferous examples I supposed
anight have been produced by the species of Phillipsia found in

these beds. A specimen recently obtained from Horton shows
this kind of impression passing in places into a kind of Pro-
tichnites, as if the creature possessed walking feet as well as the

lamellate swimming feet which it ordinarily used.
I can scarcely doubt that the Cruziana semiplicata of Salter,

and C. similis of Billings from the Primordial of Newfound-
land, must have been produced by crustaceans not dissimilar

from those to which Rusichnites belongs.

To Rusichnites rather than to Protichnites ought perhaps to

•be referred certain transverse linear impressions with a broad
central groove from the Lower Carboniferous of Horton, which

t place under different modifications, and sometimes

Arenkolites Salter.

This genus may be held to include cylindrical burrows of
worms with or without marks of minute setae. They occur in

rocks of all ages, and are especially abundant in the Lower
Carboniferous series of Half-way Eiver, Nova Scotia, and in the

Upper Coal-formation at Tatamagouche in the same province

;

those at the latter place showing minute scratches produced by
the setae of the worms.* With the ordinary form at Horton
there occur very long and slender, thread-like forms of the same
nature with those to which the name Nemertites has been given.

* Journal of the Geological Society, vol. ii.
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I have long been of opinion that many of the cylindrical

markings which have been described as plants under the names
Paloeochorda, Buthotrephis, Palceophycus, Arthrophycus, &c, are

burrows of this kind, but the main difficulty seemed to be to

account for their branching in a radiate or palmate manner. I
have recently met with specimens from the Primordial and
Carboniferous which seem to explain this. They show a cen-

tral hole or burrow from which the animal seems to have
stretched and withdrawn its body in different directions, so as

to give an appearance of branching and radiation, possibly due
merely to the excursions of the same worm from the mouth of
its burrow.
No distinct examples of the Primordial and Silurian worm-

trails known as JVereites, Myrianites and Crossopodia, have yet
occurred to me in the Carboniferous.

Diplichnites Dawson.

In the Journal of the Geological Society for 1861, 1 described
a remarkable series of impressions found at the Joggins in the

Coal-formation, on the surface of a sandstone holding foot-

prints of reptiles. It consists of two rows of strongly marked
depressions about one inch long and a quarter of an inch broad
(fig. 3). These marks are placed close together in each row,

and the rows are six inches apart, while the space between is

somewhat smoothed as if by a flat body drawn over it. The
general appearance is somewhat that which would be produced
by a heavy-laden toy cart six inches wide, and with broad
wheels, notched or cogged at the edges, if dragged over firm

sand. I suggested, in the paper above mentioned, that these

singular markings might have been produced by a large crus-

tacean or by a gigantic worm, or by a serpentiform batrachian.

I have since found a very perfect but smaller series on a sand-

stone of the Upper Coal-formation near Toney river, which in

the varying distances of the impressions seems to show that

they were made by prominent movable points, while the

absence of an}' mark or smoothing between the rows shows
that the body of the animal was borne above the sand. I have

hence been induced to suppose that these imprints may have

been produced by the pectoral or ventral fins of fishes armed
with strong spines, ou which the creatures may have executed a

sort of walking movement when in shallow water. In my col-

lection from the Joggins there is a spine which I have figured

and described in my Acadian Geology under the name Gyra-

canthus duplicates, which if we can suppose it t<> have been a

pectoral or ventral spine, would produce precisely such impres-

sions as those of the smaller series above mentioned. The
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impressions of the type are known to me only

in the Carboniferous. Saerichnites of Billings, from the Anti-

costi group,* has some points of resemblance to it, but is essen-

tially distinct My species may be named D. miigma.

Rabdiehnites Dawson.

Under this name I would designate the straight or slightly

curved marks usually striated or grooved longitudinally, and
either single or in pairs, which abound on some Carboniferous

beds, and also in much older formations. At Horton Bluff, in

beds holding remains of fishes and numerous footprints of crus-

taceans and reptiles, and scratches which were probably made
by the fins of fishes, these marks abound. They were evidently

furrows drawn by pointed objects trailed over the mud, and
reproduced in relief on the under surfaces of the beds next
deposited. Some have been produced by rounded points and
are semi-cylindrical. Others are the work of chisel-shaped,

pointed, notched or fimbriated organs, giving a variety of more
or less close subordinate grooves or stride. In some cases they

pass into or are associated with punctures or impressions made
perpendicularly like those last noticed, and tins is especially the

case with some of the smaller varieties. The whole of these

impressions are probably marks of the spines and fins of fishes,

striking the bottom or trailed over it. Some of the beds at

Horton Bluff are as completely striated in this way as if glaci-

ated, only that the strise are individually more definite and are

in all directions.

It is worthy of note that these markings strikingly resemble
the so-called Eophyton described by Torell from the 1

'

of Sweden, and by Billings from that of Newfoundland ; and
which also occurs abundantly in the Primordial of New Bruns-
wick. After examining a series of these markings from Swe-
den shown to me by Mr. Carruthers in London, and also speci-

mens from Newfoundland and a large number in situ at St.

John, I am convinced that they cannot be plants, but must be
markings of the nature of Rabdiehnites. This conclusion is

based on the absence of Carbonaceous matter, the intimate

union*of the markings with the surface of the stone, their indef-

inite forms, their want of nodes or appendages, and their mark-
ings being always of such a nature as could be produced by
scratches of a sharp instrument. Since, however, fishes are yet

unknown in beds of this age, they may possibly be referred" to

the feet or spinous tails of swimming crustaceans. Salter has
already suggested this origin for some scratches of somewhat
different form found in the Primordial of Great Britain. He

* Report 01 ticosti, 1866.
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supposed them to have been the work of species of Hymenoca-
ris. These marks may, however, indicate the existence of some
free-swimming animals of the Primordial seas as yet unknown

Three other suggestions merit consideration in this connection.
One is that algae and also land plants, drifting with tides or cur-
rents, often make the most remarkable and fantastic trails. A
marking of this kind was observed by Mr. Gr. M. Dawson last

summer to be produced by a Laminaria, and in complexity it

resembled the extraordinary jEnigmichnus multiformis of Hitch-
cock from the Connecticut sandstones. Much more simple
markings of this kind would suffice to give species of Eophy-
ton. Another is furnished by a fact stated to the author by
Prof. Morse, namely, that Lingulse, when dislodged from their

burrows, trail themselves over the bottom like worms, by means
of their cirri. Colonies of these creatures, so abundant in the

Primordial, may, when obliged to remove, have covered the

surfaces of beds' of mud with vermicular markings. The third

is that the Eabdichnite-markings resemble some of the grooves
in Silurian rocks which have been referred to trails of Gastero-
pods, as for instance, those from the Clinton group, described
by Hall.

As might be expected, the markings above referred to, when
in relief, occur on the under sides of the beds. A few instances

may, however, be found where they exist on the upper sur-

faces. On careful consideration of these raised impressions, I

have arrived at the conclusion that they have been left by denu-

dation of the surrounding material, just as footprints on dry
snow sometimes remain in relief after the surrounding loose

snow has been drifted away by the wind ; the portion consoli-

dated by pressure being better able to resist the denuding
agency. Such markings in relief on the upper surfaces of beds
are, however, I believe/altogether exceptional.

It seems idle to give specific names to markings of this kind.

They have evidently been made by many different species of

animals, but they afford no certain characters. Fig. 4 a to/
represents some of the forms most common in the Carboniferous

beds.

Imitative Markings.

Rill-marks are often very beautifully developed on the Car-

boniferous shales and argillaceous sandstones, though not more

than on the modern mud-banks of the Bav of

Fmi.lv,* and they occur as far back as the old. -'<'.• n; i.+

Someofthos" -: .' - '. • - ->'" i\-vu< ;md ;n>n<!s <>f Lamtnanas,
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and others resemble roots, fucoids allied to Buthotrephis, or the

radiating worm-burrows already referred to.

Shrinkage cracks are also abundant in some of the C
ous beds and are sometimes accompanied with impressions of

rain-drops. When finely reticulated they might be mistaken for

the venation of leaves, and when complicated with little rill-

marks tributary to their sides, they precisely resemble the Dic-

tuolites of Hall from the Medina Sandstone.

An entirely different kind of shrinkage-crack is that which
occurs in certain carbonized and flattened plants, and which
sometimes communicates to them a marvelous resemblance to

the netted under-surface of an exogenous leaf (fig. 5). Flat-

tened stems of plants and layers of cortical matter, when car-

bonized, shrink in such a manner as to produce minute reticu-

lated cracks. These become filled with mineral matter before

the coaly substance has been completely consolidated. A fur-

ther compression occurs, causing the coaly substance to collapse,

leaving the little veins of harder mineral matter projecting.

These impress their form upon the clay or shale above and
below, and thus when the mass is broken open we have a car-

bonaceous film or thin layer covered with a network of raised

lines, and corresponding minute depressed lines on the shale

in contact with it. The reticulations are generally irregular,

but sometimes they very closely resemble the veins of a reticu-

lately veined leaf. One of the most curious specimens in my
possession was collected by Mr. Elder in the Lower Carbon-
iferous of Horton Bluff. The little veins which form the pro-

jecting network are in this case white calcite ; but at the sur-

face their projecting edges are blackened with a carbonaceous

Slicken-sided bodies, resembling the fossil fruits described by
Greinitz as Gutielmites, and the objects believed by Fleming and
Carruthers* to be casts of cavities filled with fluid, abound in

the shales of the Carboniferous and Devonian. They are, no
doubt, in most cases the results of the pressure and consolida-

tion of the clay around small solid bodies, whether organic,

fragmentary or concretionary. They are, in short, local alickeii-

sides precisely similar to those foun"d so plentifully in the coal

under-clays, and which, as I have elsewhere f shown, resulted
from the internal giving way and slipping of the mass as the

roots of Stigmaria decayed within it. Most collectors of fossil

plants in the older formations must, I persume, be familiar with
appearances of this kind in connection with small stems, petioles,

fragments of wood, and carpolites. I have in my collection

petioles of ferns and fruits of the genus Trigonocarpum partially

* Journal of GeoL Society, June, 1811. f Ibid, vol. x, p. 14.
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markings (nat. aize) ; a, enlarged sec-
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kind of marking could scarcely have been recognized,

figured bodies of this kind in figs. 126 and 231 of my report on
the Devonian and Upper Silurian plants, believing them, owing
to their carbonaceous covering, to be probably slicken-sided

fruits, though of uncertain nature. In every case I think these

bodies must have had a solid nucleus of some sort, as the severe

pressure implied in slicken-siding is quite incompatible with a

mere "fluid-cavity," even supposing this to have existed.

Prof. Marsh has well explained another phase of the influence

of hard bodies in producing partial -di -k< n-M --. in his paper

Ees, read before the American Association in 1867, and
a tion of the combined forces of concretionary action

and slicken-siding to the production of the cone-in-cone concre-

tions, which occur in the Coal-formation and as low as the Pri-

mordial, was illustrated by the author in his Acadian Geology,

p. 676.

Of course, as I have not seen the specimens referred by Prof.

Geinitz to Gulielmites, but only the figures in his Memoir on
the Permian plants of Saxony, I cannot offer any decided opin-

ion as to their nature ; but I have little doubt that the bodies

mentioned by Mr. Carruthers are of the kind above referred to,

and would be found to have had a solid nucleus either organic

or of some other kind.

I may remark in conclusion that it would be well if collectors

would give some attention to imitative markings and animal
footprints of the kinds above referred to, as well as to their

mode of occurrence with reference to the surfaces and material

of the beds on which they are found. The labors of Hitchcock
and others show how much interesting information may thus
be obtained, and many mischievous errors might also be avoided.

In my own studies in fossil botany. I have made it a point to

collect and study all markings resembling plants, as well as the

effects of crumpling, pressure, concretionary action, crystaliza-

tion, shrinl: i s upon actual vegetable re-

mains; and by so doing I have avoided the trouble and expense
of describing and figuring some dozens of imaginary species;

while it would be easy to point out in works of some pretension

costly figures and elaborate descriptions based i

forms or distorted and otherwise altered fossils.
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Art. III.

—

Researches in Actino-chemisiry. Memoir Second.
On the Distribution of Chemical Force in the Spectrum; by
John William Draper, M.D., LLD., President of the Fac-
ulties of Science and Medicine in the University of New York.

With scarcely an exception, the most recent works on the
chemical action of radiations and spectrum analysis describe a tri-

partite arrangement of the spectrum, illustrated by an engraving
of three curves, exhibiting the supposed re!;

the luminous, and the chemical spectra. This view, which by
a mass of evidence may be shown to be erroneous, is exerting a
very prejudicial effect on the progress of actino-chemistry.

I propose now to present certain facts which may aid in cor-
recting this error. For this purpose it is necessary to show that
chemical effects—decompositions and combinations—may take
place in any part of the spectrum. The points to be established
may be thus distinctly stated :

1st. That so far from chemical influences being restricted to
the more refrangible rays, every part of the spectrum, visible
and invisible, can give rise to chemical changes, or modify the
molecular arrangement of bodies.

2d. That the ray effective in producing chemical or molecu-
lar changes in anv special substance is determined by the absorp-
tive property of "that substance.

I may here remark that both these propositions were main-
tamed by me many years ago ; an example of the first will be
found in the Philosophical Magazine (Dec, 1842), and of the
second in a paper in the same journal, "On some analogies
between the phenomena of the chemical rays and those of
radiant heat" (Sept., 1841).
The opinion commonly held respecting the distribution of

chemical force in the spectrum, is mainly founded on the
behavior of some of the compounds of silver. These darken
when exposed to the more refrai iribl. ravs. and unless correct

methods of examination be resorted to, seem to be unaffected
hv the less refrangible. Hence it has been supposed, that m
the higher parts of the spectrum a special principle prevails, to

which the designation of "actinic rays" is often applied—an

:. In tin sc pa^'S 1 ii-«' the- derivatives of
«*i-/?

, not in this restricted -, ..-ofradia-
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1st— Case of the Compounds of Silver.

Silver is the basis of the most im I ie sensitive

substances. Its iodide, bromide and chloride, darkening with

rapidity under the influence of the more refrangible rays, have
mainly been the cause of the misconception above alluded to

respecting the tripartite constitution of the spectrum. It is

necessary, therefore, to determine what are really the habitudes

of these substances.

(1.) If a spectrum be received on iodide of silver, formed on

the metallic tablet of the daguerreotype, and carefully screened

from all access of extraneous light, both before and during the

exposure, on developing with mercury vapor an impression is

evolved in all the more refrangible regions. This stain corre-

sponds in character and position to the blackening effect which
under like circumstances would be found on any common sensi-

tive silver paper. It is this which has given rise to the opinion

that the so-called actinic rays exist only in the upper part of the

spectrum. If, however, the action of the light be long con-

tinued, a white stain makes its appearance over all the less

refrangible regions. It has a point of maximum to which I

l presently refer.

(2.) But if the metallic tablet during its exposure to the

spectrum be also receiving diffused light of little intensity, as

tlu 1 light of day or of a lamp, it will be found on developing
that the im] Fers strikingly from the preceding.

E \ < rv ray that the prism can transmit, from below the extreme red
to beyond the extreme violet, has been active. The ultra-red heat

lines «, y#, y, are present. It must be borne in mind that the im-

pression of these lines is a proof of proper spectrum action,

and distinguishes it from that of diffused light, arising either

from the atmosphere or from the imperfect transparency of the

prism—a valuable indication. The resulting photograph shows
two well marked regions or phases of action. On its general

surface, which, having condensed the mercury vapor, has the

ct of the high lights of the daguerreotype, and forms as it

> the basis for the spectrum picture, there is in the region

of the more refrangible rays a bluish or olive-colored impres-

sion, the counterpart of the result described in the foregoing

But in the region of the less refrangible rays no
mercurial deposit has occurred, the place of those rays being
depicted in metallic silver, dark, and answering to the shadows
of the daguerreotype. This protected portion, which stands

out in bold relief from the white background, reaches from a

little below G to beyond the extreme red, and encloses the heat
lines above named. They are in the form of white streaks.

ajle lines, they are in reality groups
or perhaps bands.
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The general appearance of the photograph at once suggests
th.it th : 1 ss refrang ble rays can arrest the action of the day-
light, and protect the silver iodide from change. A close ex-
amination shows that there are three points, the extreme red,

the center of the yellow, and the extreme violet, which ap-
parently can hold the daylight in check. There are also two
intervening ones in which the actions conspire. The point of
maximum protection corresponds to the point of maximum
action referred to above in paragraph (1).

(3.) If the metallic tablet, previously to its exposure tc

submitted for a few moments to a weak ligh

developed it would at this stage whiten all <E'
the action of the spectrum upon it will be the same :

last case (2). But this change in the mode of the experiment
leads to a very important conclusion. The less refrangible rays
can reverse or undo the change, in whatever it may consist, that
light has already impressed on the iodide of silver.

Now bearing in mind the facts, that the photographic action
of diffused light on this iodide is mainly due to the more re-

frangible rays it contains, we are brought by these experiments
to the following conclusions :

1st. Every ray in the spectrum acts on silver iodide.

2d. The more refrangible rays apparently promote the action
of the daylight on that substance ; the less refrangible apparently

3d. For the display of this arresting or antagonizing effect, it

is not necess ays should
be acting simultaneously. An interval may elapse and they
may act successively. Hence the effect is not due to the con-

oua interference of waves of different periods of vi-

bration with one another—the material particles of the chang-
ing substance of the silver iodide are involved.

I abstain for the moment from giving further details of these

spectrum impressions. That has been very completely done
by Herschel, in the case of one I sent him many years ago.

Hisexamin v be found
in the Phi] (Feb., 1848). I -shall have to

return to the subject of the 1 >eho. \ i< >r < -1 silver iodide in presence
of radiations on a subsequent page of this memoir.
The main point at present established is this, that the silver

'or proper treatment is affected by every ray that a

Hmtglass prism can transmit, and therefore it is :<!t<> J , rhrr

erroneous to suppose that chemical force is restricted to the

more refrangible portions of the spectrum.

2d,—- Case of Bitumens and Resins.

These substances are of special interest in the history of pho-

tography, since in the hands of Niepee they probably were the



impressions in the camera were obtained and
ise has been abandoned in consequence as it seems

opinion of their want of sensitiveness.

various volatile oils, respectively dissolve certain portic

these substances. If such a solution be spread in a thin film

upon glass, as in the collodion operation, and parts of the sur-

face be then exposed to light, the portions so exposed become
insoluble in the same menstruum. They may therefore be
developed by its use. Practically, care has to be taken to

moderate the solvent action, and to check it at the proper time.

The former is accomplished by dilution with some other appro-
priate liquid, the latter by the affusion of a stream of water.

The substance I have used is West India bitumen dissolved

in benzine, and developed by a mixture of benzine and alcohol.

The bitumen solution being poured on a glass plate in a dark
room, and drained off as in the operation of collodion, leaves a

film snfitciei -cent. This is exposed to the

spectrum for five minutes, and then developed.

The beginning of the impression is below the line A, its

i beyond H. Every ray in the spectrum acts. The
proof is continuous except where the Fraunhofer lines fall. A
better illustration that the chemical action of the spectrum is

not restricted to the higher rays, but is possessed by all, could
hardly be adduced.

3d— Case of Carbonic Acid.

The decomposition of carbonic acid by plants under the in-

fluence of sunshine, is undoubtedly the most important of all

actino-chemical facts. The existence of the vegetable world,
and indeed it may be said the existence of all living beings,

depends upon it.

I first effected this decomposition in the solar spectrum, as

may be found in a memoir in the Philosophical Magazine
(Se] ;.. 1843). The results obtained by me at that time from
the direct spectrum experiment, that the decomposition of car-

bonic acid is effected by the less, not by the more refrangible

rays, have been confirmed by all recent experimenters, who
differ only as regards the exact position of the maximum. In
the discussions that have arisen this decomposition has often

incorrectly been referred to the green parts of plants. Plants
which have been caused to germinate and grow to a certain stage
in darkness are etiolated. Vet these, when brought into the
sunlight, decompose carbonic acid, and then turn green. The
chlorophyl thus produced is the effect of the decomposition,
not its cause. Farts derived from the visible absorptive action

of chlorophyl do not necessarily apply to the decomposition of
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carbonic acid. The curve of the production of chlorophyl, the
curve of the destruction of chlorophyl, the curve of the visible
absorption of chlorophyl, and the curve of the decomposition
'.»! carbonic acid, are not all necessarily coincident To con-
found them together, as is too frequently done, is to be led to
incorrect conclusions.

Two different methods may be resorted to for determining
the rays which accomplish the decomposition of carbonic acid.

1st, The place of maximum evolution of oxygen gas in the
spectrum may be determined. 2d, the place in which young
etiolated plants turn green.

I resorted to both these methods, and obtained from them
the same results. The rays which decompose carbonic acid are
the same which turn etiolated plants green. They maybe
designated as the yellow with the orange on one side, and a
portion of green on the other. Though the form of experimen-
tation does not admit a close reference to the fixed lines, I think
we are almost justified in supposing that the point of maximum
a ' t '" 1J is in the yellow. It must be borne in mind, that the
rapidly increasing concentration of the rays occasioned by the

rion toward the red end, will give

ion. Without entering
further into this discussion, it is sufficient for my present pur-
pose to understand that the decomposition in question is accom-
plished by rays between the fixed lines B and F.
The two absorptive media, potassium bichromate, and

cupro-ammonium sulphate, so often and so usefully employed
m actino-chemical researches, corroborate this conclusion.

f Jants cannot decompose carbonic acid, nor can they turn green
in rays that have passed through a solution of the latter salt,

mplish both those results in rays that have passed
through the former.
The decomposition of carbonic acid, and the production of

chlorophyl by the less refrangible rays of the spectrum, afford

- - - - :

about by other than the so-called chemical rays.

UK— Case of the Colors of Flowers.

The production and destruction of vegetable colors by the
agency of light has of course long been a matter of common
observation. Little has, however, been done in the special ex-

animation of the facts, and that little for the most part by
Herschel.

We have only to examine his memoir in the Philosophical

-transactions (part II, 1842), to be satisfied that nearly every
radiation can produce effects. Thus the yellow stain imparted
oythe Corchorus Japonica to pal *? gree"»
wue, indigo and violet rays. The rose-red of the Ten weeks
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stock is in like manner changed by the yellow, orange and red.

The rich blue tint of the Viola odorata, turned green by sodium
carbonate, is bleached by the same group of rays, that is, by
those less refrangible than the yellow. The green (chlorophyi)

of the Elder leaf is changed by the extreme red.

It is needless to extend this list of examples. The foregoing

establish the principle, that every part of the spectrum displays

activity, some vegetable colors being affected by one, others by
other rays. It is, however, desirable that the general principle

at which Herschel arrived, viz: that the luminous rays are

chiefly effective, should be more closely examined. Some im-

portant physiological explanations turn on that principle. These

go-called luminous rays are such as can impress the retina,

which like organic colors is a carbon compound. There are

strong reasons for inferring that carbon is affected mainly by
rays, the wave-lengths of which are between those of the ex-

treme red and extreme violet, the maximum being in the yellow.

It is, however, to a former experimenter, Grotthus, that we
owe the discovery of the law under which these decomposi-

tions of the colors of flowers take place. This law in repeated

instances was verified by Herschel, and more recently by my-
self. It may be thus expressed. " The rays which are effec-

tive in the destruction of any given vegetable color are those

which by their union produce a tint complementary to the color

destroyed." Even the partial establishment of this law, alrt ady

accomplished, is sufficient to prove that chemical effects are

not limited to the more refrangible portions of the spectrum,

but can be occasioned by any ray.

5th.— Case of the union of Chlorine and Hydrogen.

In the Philosophical Magazine (December, 1843) may be

found the description of an actinometer invented by me, depend-
ing for its indications on the combination of chlorine and

hydrogen, these gases having been evolved in equal volumes
from hydrochloric acid by a small voltaic battery. This instru-

ment, modified to suit their purposes, was used by Professors

Bunsen and Eoscoe in their photometrical researches. Many
of mv experiments were repeated bv them (Transactions of the

- :-letv, 1856, 1857).

In Table III. of my memoir, above referred to, it is shown
that this mixture is affected by every ray of the spectrum ; but

by different ones with very different energy. The maximum
is in the indigo, the action there being more than 700 times as

powerful as in the extreme red.

Qth.—Ocse of the Bending of the Stems of Plants 4h the Spectrum.

It is a matter of common observation, that plants tend to

grow toward the light. Dr. Gardner was, however, the first to
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examine the details of this phenomenon in the spectrum. His
memoir is in the Philosophical Magazine (Jan., 1844). When
seeds are made to germinate and grow for a few days in dark-
ness, they develop vertical stems, very slender and some
inches in length. These, on being placed so as to receive the
spectrum, soon exhibit a bending motion. The stems in other
parts of the spectrum turn toward the indigo ; those in the
indigo bend to the approaching ray. Eemoved into darkness,
they recover their upright position. These movements are the
niost striking of all actinic phenomena. I have often witnessed
them with admiration.

Dr. Gardner's experiments were repeated and confirmed by
M. Dutrochet, who, in a report to the French Academy of
Sciences (ComptesEendus No. 26, June, 1844), added a number
of facts respecting the bending of roots from the light, which he
found to be occasioned by all the colored rays of the spectrum.

In Dr. Gardner's paper there are also some interesting facts

respecting the bleaching or decolorization of chlorophyl by
light. He used an ethereal solution of that substance :

—

" The first action of light is perceived in the mean red rays,
and it attains a maximum incomparably greater at that point
than elsewhere. The next part affected is in the indigo, and
accompanying it there is an action from + 10 -5 to + 36 "0 of
the same scale (Herschel's) beginning abruptly in Fraunbofer's
blue. So striking is this whole result, that some of my earlier

spectra contained a perfectly neutral space, from— 5-0 to +20.5,
in which the chlorophyl was in no way changed, whilst the
solar picture in the red was sharp and of a dazzling white. The
maximum in the indigo was also bleached, producing a linear
spectrum, as follows

:

In which the orange, yellow and green rays are neutral. These
jt will be remembered are active in forming chlorophyl. Upon
longer exposure the subordinate action along the yellow, etc.,

occurs, but not until the other portions are perfectly bleached.
"In Sir J. Herschel's experiments there remained a salmon

color after the discharge of the green. This is not seen when
chlorophyl is used, and is due to a coloring matter in the leaf,

soluble in water, but insoluble in ether."

.
I have quoted these results in detail because they illustrate

jn a striking manner the law that vegetable colors are destroyed
bV rays complementary to those that have produced them, and
^nn< i proof that rays of every refrangibility may bechonncally

At this pohA I abstain from adding other instance- shmving

:eal changes are brought ah«.ut in evcrv part -»i the

spectrum. The list of cases here presented might be inuef-
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initely extended, if these did not suffice. But how is it pos-

sible to restrict the chemical force of the spectrum to the region

of the more refrangible rays, in face of the facts that compounds
of silver such as the iodide, which have heretofore been mainly

relied upon to support that view and, in fact, originated it, are

now proved to be affected by every ray from the invisible ultra-

red to the invisible ultra-violet ; how when it is proved that the

decomposition of carbonic acid, by far the most general and

most important of the chemical actions of light, is brought about

not by the more refrangible, but by the yellow rays ? The
delicate colors of flowers, which vary indefinitely in their tints,

originate under the influence of rays of many different refrangi-

bUities, and are bleached or destroyed by spectrum colors com-
plementary to their own, and, therefore, varying indefinitely in

their refrangibility. Toward the indigo ray the stems of plants

incline ; from the red their roots turn away. There is not a

wave of light that does not leave its impress on bitumens and
resins, some undulations promoting their oxidation, some their

deoxidation. These actions are not limited to decompositions

;

they extend to combinations. Every ray in the spectrum
brings on the union of chlorine and hydrogen.
The conclusion to which these facts point is, then, that it is

erroneous to restrict the chemical force of the spectrum to the

more refrangible, or, indeed, to any special region. There is

not a ray, visible or invisible, that cannot produce a special

chemical effect. The diagram so generally used to illustrate

the calorific, luminous, and chemical parts of the spectrum,

serves only to mislead.

While thus we find that chemical action may take place

throughout the entire length of the spectrum, the remarks that

have been made in the previous memoir (this Journal, Sept.,

1872), respecting the differences of calorific distribution in

dispersion and diffraction, apply likewise to the chemical force.

To be satisfied of this, it is only necessary to compare photo-

graphic impressions given by a prism and a" grating

!

I published engravings of such diffraction photographs in

1844. They are referred to in the Philosophical Magazine
(June, 1845). As they were obtained on silver plates made
sensitive by iodine, bromine and chlorine, they do not extend
to the line F.

I had found that certain practical advantages arise from the

';ted £of a reflected instead of a transmitted spectrum. The
ruled glass was, therefore, silvered upon its ruled face with

tin amalgam, copying the surface perfectly. Of the series of

spectra I used the first.
*

The fixed lines were beautifully represented in the photo-

graphs. They were, however, so numerous and so delicate,
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than to mark the prominent
first diffraction photographs

that had ever been obtained. The wave-lengths assigned were
according to Fraunhofer's scale, which represents parts of a

Paris inch.

The length of the photographic impression given by the

prism I was then using, from the line H to the ultra-violet end
of the spectrum, was about three times that from H to G ; but
in the spectrum by the grating, though the exposure was in

one instance continued for a whole hour, the impression beyond
H was not more than 1£ times the length of that to G. In
more moderate exposures the last fixed line in the photograph
was about as far from H on one side as G was on the other.

This, therefore, showed very clearly the difference of distribu-

tion in the diffraction and prismatic spectra.

Of the Chemical Action of Radiations on Substances.

Having offered the foregoing evidence in support of the first

proposition considered in this memoir, which was to the effect

—

" That so far from chemical influences being restricted to the

more refrangible rays, every part of the spectrum, visible and
invisible, can give Vise to'diemioal changes, or modify the

molecular arrangement of bodies," I now pass to the second,

which is—
" That the ray effective in producing chemical or molecular

changes in any special substance, is determined by the absorp-

tive property of that substance."
This involves the conception of selective absorption, as I have

formerly shown (Phil. Mag., Sept., 1841). A ray which p
duces a maximum effect on one substance may have no oil

on another. Thus the rays which change chlorophyl are i

those which change silver iodide.
In the examination of this subject I shall select two w

known instances, presenting the fewest elements and the si

plest conditions. They are, 1st, the decomposition of sib

iodide, the basis of so many photographic preparations. !

the production of hydrochloric acid by the union of its t„w

constituents, chlorine and hydrogen—a mixture of these gases

being exceedingly sensitive to light.

1st— Of the decomposition of silver iodide.

There are two forms in which the silver iodide has been usedaucic ait; lwo loriir
for photographic purposes : 1st,

•si! :
,

,
,

;,-

,k
tablet

; 2d, wljen nitre te of silv decompose
Potassium, or other m tallir iod Ics. The-* 1 pr«

;,-' -->-:v in their act nic behav he former f

the most in1 ries of facts.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Sbriks, Vol. V No. 25,-Jan., 1873
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When a polished surface of silver is exposed at common
temperatures to the vapor of iodine, it speedily tarnishes, a film

of silver iodide forming. This passes through several well

marked tints, as the exposure continues and the thickness

They may be thus enumerated in the order of their

1, lemon-yellow ; 2, golden-yellow ; 3, red ; 4,

blue ; 5, lavender ; 6, metallic ; 7, deep yellow ; 8, red ; 9,

green.

All these films are sensitive. Under the influence of radia-

tions they exhibit two phases of modification. 1st, an invisible

.1, which, however, can be made apparent or devel-

oped, as Daguerre discovered, by exposure to the vapor of

mercury, the iodide turning white by the condensation of mer-

cury upon it, wherever it has been exposed to light ; but

remaining unacted upon in parts that have been in shadow.

2d, a visible modification, which arises under a longer exposure,

the iodide passing through various shades of olive and blue,

and eventually becoming dark-gray.
But though all the variously tinted films of silver iodide are

impressionable, they differ greatly in relative sensitiveness,

when compared with each other. This ma
torily shown by producing on one silver tablet bands of all the

above named colors, an effect readily accomplished by suitably

unscreening successive portions of the tablet during the process

of iodizing, and then exposing all at the same time to a

common radiation. It wnll be found on developing with

mercury vapor that the bands of a yellow color have been the

most sensitive, those of a metallic aspect have been scarcely

acted on, and those of other tints intermediately. It is to be
particularly remarked that the second yellow, numbered 7

in the above series, is equally sensitive with the first yellow,

numbered 2.

From this it appears that the sensitiveness of this form of

iodide depends not merely on its chemical constitution, but also

on its optical properties. The explanation of this different

sensitiveness in different films of iodide becomes obvious when
we cause a tablet prepared as ju tinted bands
to reflect tl Qg on it to another tablet iodized

to a yellow color, and placed in a camera. After due exposure
and development of both with mercury, it will be found that

the image of the first tablet formed on the second consists of

bands of different shades of whiteness. The yellow parts of the

first tablet have scarcely affected the second, but its metallic

and blue parts have acted very powerfully. On com:
first plate and its image on the second together, it will be per-

ceived that the parts that have been affected on the one are

less affected on the othe
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It may therefore be inferred that the yellow films are sensi-
tive because they absorb the incident radiation, and the metal-
lic and blue are insensitive because they reflect it.

The effect, in whatever it may consist, which occurs during
the invisible modification, is not durable : it graduallv passes
away. If tablets that have received impressions be kept for a
tune before developing, the images upon them gradually dis-

appear. On these tablets there is no lateral propagation of effect,

nothing answering to conduction.
On examining the operation of a radiation continuously

applied to one of these sensitive films, it will be discovered
that a certain time elapses—that is, a certain amount of the
W li fcion is consumed—before there is any perceptible effect.

When that is accomplished the ra film to a de-
gree proportional to its quantity, until a second stage is reached

;

there is then another pause followed by the second stage, in
which visible modification or chemical 'decomposition sets in.

The film begins to darken
; it passes through successive tints,

brown, red, olive, blue, and eventually becomes dark grey.
I have described in some of the "foregoing paragraphs the

action of the spectrum on silver iodide, as presented on the
tablet of the daguerreotype, showing the difference in the
impression obtained : 1st, when extraneous light has been
excluded

; and 2d, when it has been permitted simultaneously
or previously to act.

In the latter case, in all that region of the spectrum from the
more refrangible extremity to somewhat below the line G,

darkening effect manifested by silver compounds is

observed, but beyond this, and to the extreme less refrangible
rays, with certain variations of intensity, the action of the
extraneous and simultaneously acting light is checked, and the
effect of previou-h :»-timr light is destroyed.

It happened that in 1842 I obtained two very fine specimens
of the latter spectra ; one of these I sent to Sir J. Herschel, the
other is still in my possession.

In the Philosophical Magazine (Feb., 1843), Herschel gave a

detailed description of these spectrum impressions. He was
disposed to refer the appearance they present to the phenomena
of thin films, but at the same time pointed out the difficulties

m the way of that explanation. He also sent me three proofs

he had obtained on ordinarv sensitive paper, darkened by ex-

posure to light, then washed with a solution of iodide of potas-

sium, and placed in the spectrum. He described them a -

(!•) "Blackened paper from which excess of nitrate of silver

has not been abstracted, under the influence of an iodic salt.

Produced by a November sun. N. B.—View it also trans-

parently against the light."
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(2.) " Blackened paper undei
when no excess of nitrate of silver exists

(3.) " Action of spectrum under iodi<

little nitrate of silver remains in excess in the paper. To be
viewed also transparently."

These paper photographs I still preserve. They are as per-

fect as when first made. The different colored spaces of the

spectrum are marked upon them with pencil. The appearances

they respectively present are as follows : (1) is bleached by the

more refrangible rays, and blackened deeply from the yellow
to the ultra-red

; (2) is bleached from the ultra invisible red to

the ultra-violet : a maximum occurs abruptly about the blue
;

(3) bas the same upper spectrum as the others, a bleached dot in

the center of the yellow, and a darkened space on the extreme
red. The action has reached from the ultra-red to the ultra-

In Herschel's opinion, these effects in the less refrangible

region are connected with the drying of the paper. It is well

known that paper in a damp condition is more sensitive than

such as is dry. But obviously this condition does not obtain

in the case of the daguerreotype operation, which is essentially

a dry process.

In 1846 MM. Foucault and Fizeau, having repeated the

experiment originally made by me, presented a communication
to the French Academy of Sciences to the effect that when a

silver tablet which has been sensitized by exposure to iodine

and bromine, and then impressed by light, is exposed to the

spectrum, the effect is greatly increased in all the region above
the line C, and is neutralized in all that below C. They
remarked the distinctness with which the atmospheric line A
comes out, and saw the ultra spectrum heat-rays a

7 ft, y, de-

scribed by me some years previously.

The interpretation given by them is, that the more refrangible

rays promote the previous action of light ; the less nei

The curve representing the chemical intensity of the different

rays would cross the axis of abscissas about the boundary of
the red and orange ; below that point to the ultra-red the ordin-

ates would have negative values ; above it to the ultra-violet

those values would be positive (Comptes Rendus, No. 14, tome

Hereupon M. Becquerel communicated to the same Academy
a criticism on this interpretation, the opinion maintained by
him being that while the more refrangible rays excite sensi-

tive surfaces, the less refran.erible, far from neutralizing, con-

tinue the action so begun. To the former he gave the desig-

nation "rayons oxcitatcurs."' to the latter
''

(Comptes Rendus, No. 17, tome 23).
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In 1847 M. Claudet communicated a paper to the Royal
Society, subsequently published in the Philosophical Magazine
(Feb., 1848), on this subject. His attention had been drawn to

it by observing that the red image of the sun, during a dense
fog, had destroyed the effect previously produced on a sensi-

tive silver surface, and that this destruction could be occasioned
at pleasure by the use of red and yellow screens. A surface

is been impressed by daylight, and the impression
then obliterated by the less refrangible rays, had recovered its

condition. It was ready to be impressed again by
nnd again the resulting' effect might be destroyed.

Claudet found that this- —~^ uu„, u uu.La CAUlanvi. ^nn neutralization mig,
i repeated many times, the chemical constitution of the fiL

remaining unchanged to the last.

These facts seem to be inconsistent with Herschel's opinio:
that positive and negative picture- may -uceeed eachy succeed e;

he principlei of a radiation, on the principle of Newton

On a collodion surface such negative neutralizing or revers-
ing actions cannot be obtained by the less refrangible rays. The
spectrum impression developed' in the usual manner by an iron
salt presents a sudden maximum about the line Gr, and con-
tinues thence to the highest limit of the spectrum. In the
other direction it extends below F. From E to the ultra-red
not a trace of action can be detected. The lines *, A V, can-
not be obtained on collodion. There is, therefore, a

between its behavior under exposure to light and that of a

daguerreotype tablet.

The reversals that are obtained on collodion by the use of
certain haloid compounds, are altogether different from the re-

versals on the thin films of a silver tablet. They are produced
by the more refrangible rays.
On exposing a collodion surface prepared in the usual man-

ner to daylight, long enough to stain it completely, then wash-
ing off the free nitrate, and in succession dipping the plate intc

a weak solution of iodide of potassium, exposing it to the spec-

trum, wasV ii the nitrate bati .

developing, a reversed action is obtained. The daylight i a |
>er

|ectly neutralize!. !>ut not after the manner in a d. -

In the region about G, the place of maximum action in collo

dion, the impression of the light is totally removed by an expo
sure of five seconds. In twelve seconds the

}

,; '"*
'

'

much larger; in thirty seconds it has spread Iron. K to II. h is.

however, to be particularly remarked that the leas

»ys show no action.
The results are substantially the same when, instead of ,. ;:de

of potassium, the chloride of sodium, corrosive su .Inn it
-

>>ro-
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mide of potassium, or fluoride of potassium, is used. In all

these the reversing action is from F to H, and has its maximum
somewhere about Gr. That is, the reversing action coincides

with the direct action ; there is no protection in the lower por-

tion of the spectrum as in the daguerreotype. The effect is

altogether due to the change of composition of the sensitive

film. Ordinarily it contains free nitrate; now it contains free

iodide, chloride, &c.

The silver compounds of collodion absorb the radiations fall-

on them which are capable of producing a photographic
t. Yet sensitive as it is, collodion is very far from having
laximum sensitiveness, as is shown by the following experi-

:, which is of no small interest to photographers. I took
five dry collodion plates, prepared by what is known as the

tannin process, and having made a pile of them, caused the rays

of a gas flame to pass through them all at the same time. On
developing it was found that the first plate was strongly i

pressed, and the :

this it follows that the collodion film, as ordinarily used, absorbs
only a fractional part of the rays that can affect it. Could it be
made to absorb the whole, its sensitiveness would be correspond-

reased.

Radiations that have suffered complete absorption can bring
about no further change. Partial absorption, arising from inad-

equate thickness, may leave a ray possessed of a portion of its

power. There must be a correspondence between the intensity

of the incident ray and the thickness of the absorbing medium
to produce a maximum effect.

Though the silver iodide is affected by radiations of every
refrangibility, it is decomposed so that a subiodide results only
by those of which the wave-length is less than 5000. If in

presence of metallic silver, as o tablet, the
iodine disengaged unites with the free silver beneath. The
rays of higl casion in it chemical decomposi-
tion, those of less refrangibility, physical modification. In the
language of the older theories of actino-chemistry, this sub-
stance may be said to exert a selective absorption. In this it

illustrates the general principle, that it depends on the nature of
the ponderable material presented to radiations which of them
shall be absorbed.

(To be continued.)



y.— On the relation between Color and Geographical Dis-
tioo in Birh,<tt ulnhdul in Melanism and Hyperchrom-
by Robert Ridgway.

Red is a color which is similarly, or even more strongly,
modified

; but in the two regions which we have mentioned it

I in two different ways (see vol. iv, p. 454) : these are
(1) with lot" Teasing toward the equator; and
(2) with longitude, its extent increasing toward the Pacific roust.

Examples of the first case are to be found in the middle Ameri-
can forms of Cardinali* I ' /,'

.

'-/. /.<- \ ;( r. <;/,-?teus* (western coast,
from Colima to Realejo), \ind var. cocci,>cm-\ (eastern coast,
from Mirador to Honduras), in which the red is altogether
deeper than in the northern forms (var. Virginianus and var.
igneus).%% In the case of Pyranga cestiva. Central American
specimens are quite appreciably deeper red than northern ones.
In Carpodacus frontalis, the potency of the peculiar laws
of both regions is very evident. Mexican examples (var.

ncemorrhous)\\ are characterized by the greater intensity and
more strict confinement within their normal limits of the red
areas of the plumage. Pacific coast specimens (var. rhodocol-

P«*)l~ show a greater or less tendency to have the red spread, as
it were, beyond the bounds of its normal pattern. In extreme
specimens from Lower California and the southern coast region
01 Upper California, the red even covers all the plumage, except

* Cardinalis Yirginianus var. carneus.
Cardinal^ carnws Less., Rev. Zool., 1842, 209 (Acapulcoet Relego).—Bonap.

Cardinals Lessoni Bonap., Consp., p. 209. (Yoi
Rob. West Coast of middle America, from Colin

T ^AEDINALIS YlROIXMN-rs v,r rncrnrws£
RDpAUS VlRGINIANTTS V

,nus var. coccineus Ridgway.
t of middle America, from Xalapa to Honduras

;

aird, Pr. A. N. S., 1859, 305 (Cape St. Lucas).

FringiUa hmnorrhoa Wagl., Isis, li
1856, p. 304; 1858, 303; 185£
B. N. Am., 1858, 417.

JJab. Table-lands and elevated regi
I ^ARPODACTJS FRONTALIS var. RHOI
carpodacus rlwdocolpus Caban., Mu

Sab. Pacific coast of southern California and ]

Peninsula of Lower California.
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the wings and tail ; but, in all cases, it is brightest iciiln'n (hose

limits t >
;• .1 or,,ud pattern. The specimens

from the Middle Province of the U. S. (var. frontalis)* may be

taken as representing the normal style, for it is from this central

race that the two extreme differentiations diverge.

This tendency to an extension of red, as we approach to the

Pacific coast, is strictly paralleled in the case of .\

varius. Taking specimens of this species from the Atlantic

States (typical S. varius)f
y

it is noticed that in the male the

red patch on the throat is entirely cut off from the white rictal

stripe by a continuous maxillary stripe of black, while the

nuchal band is brownish white ; and that the female has the

throat entirely white. Not more than one per cent, have a

tinge of red on the nape in the male, or a trace of it on the

throat in the female In specimens from the Kocky Moun-
tains (var. nuchalis)^ we find that all have the nuchal band
more or less red, while the female invariably has the throat at

least one-third of this color ; the male, too, has the black max-
illary stripe interrupted, allowing the red of the gular patch to

touch, for quite a distance, the white stripe beneath the eye,

while it invades, for a greater or less extent, the black pectoral

crescent Another step is seen in specimens from the region

between the Rocky Mountains and the Cascade Bange, in

which the red is extended still more; first, the black auricular

stripe lias a few touches of red, the black pectoral crescent is

mixed with red feathers, and the light area surrounding it

(sulphur yellow in the more eastern styles) is more or less

tinned with red: then as we continue westward the red in-

creases more and more, until in specimens from the coast region

of California, Oregon, Washington Territory, and British Col-

umbia (var. ,'nbcr)i it overspreads the whole head, neck and
breast, in extreme examples entirely obliterating the normal
pattern, though, usually, this can be distinctly traced. With

alis Say. Long's Exp., ii, 40.— Carpodacus
—Baird, B. N. Am, 1858, 415.

i P. A. N. S., vii, p. 61.

frontalis Bonap..

Carpodacus fa',

Eab. Middle Province of the TJ. S., includin

Mts., and southera border from the Rio Grande to Fort 1 d, OaL

f Sphtbopicus
picas varius Baird, B. N. Am., 1858,

103.—Scl., ICat, 1862, 335.
Hab. Eastern Province of North America (breeding north of 40

:

j:

(both coasts

vabuts var. nuchalis.
B. X. Am., 1858, 1C13 (,sab. S.

Hab. Rocky iIts. and middle Province of U. S.

§ Sphtbopicus

^1858™104
G m., S. N, i, 1788, 429.—Sphyropicus ruber id, B. N\ Am..

Eab. Pacific Province of U. S. (east only to western slope of Sierra Nevada
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this increase in the extent of red, there is also a gradually
increased amount of black, strictly parallel to that in Picus
vilhsus (var. llnrr^ii) and P. pnh,-^, „.s \\-,\x.(rnirdaeri) from the
same regions (see vol. iv, p. 456).
A case of increases I intensity and prevalence of blue is clearly

illustrated in the crested jays (Cyanura) of the western and
interior mountain system of North America. Starting with
C. macrolopha, the extreme northern form of the central moun-
tiiins, we find the head and crest deep black, and the body
oark ashy; proceeding southward, the blue gradually increases,
firel tinging the head and crest in specimens from the southern
Rocky Mountains (in which the body becomes lighter and more
bluish ashy)

; in specimens from the central table lands of
Mexico (var. diademata) the blue tinge is much more appreci-
able, while in those from the lower and hotter lands of Vera
Cmz and Honduras (var. coronata) it entirely subdues the
black, the bird being almost wholly blue.

All these forms we refer to C. coronata (the first described),

characters of which, as distinguished from the
c 'V. //,,,. m its two races, of the Pacific coast, consist in the
white supraocular spot, barred greater wi ng-<-<, verts, and dis-
tinctly grayish white throat—characters shared alike by the

es named. It is possible, however, that even the
C. Stelleri may yet also have to be combined with these, for
specimens of C. macrolopha from the most northern Rocky
M mntains of the U. S. incline so decidedly toward C. Stelleri

that we either have to adopt this view, or consider them as
hybrids between the two.

C. Stelleri exists in two very well marked, though of course

og, forms ; the typical stelleri is confined to the north-
ern coast region, from Sitka to the Columbia river, and is

ized by a short crest, entirely black head without any
blue on the forehead, and by sooty black body, and uniform
blue of wings, belly, rump, and tail. From the Columbia
southward, along the Sierra Nevada to southern California, it

is modified into a well marked form (var. frontalis), which has
a longer crest, the head and crest grayish brown with con-
spicuous blue streaks on the forehead, brownish ashy body,
and two different shades of blue—the indigo of the tail and
secondaries being abruptly contrasted with the light azure of
the rump, primaries, abdomen aud tail-coverts. This form
becomes more specialized, by the exaez-enition of these char-

it reaches its southern limit. In the conspicuously

-J:-.

.iLi-l forehead, lengthened cre>t. a.-hy body, aiH

". this iufiii approximates closely to '
' iiKicmln^hn

" :

'

:i parallel latitude, but does not grade ink) it. there never being

a white supraocular spot, barred greater coverts, or other pecu-

liar features of the Rocky Mountain and Mexican form. That
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the northern race of C. Stelleri should grade into C. macrolopha,

and why the southern one does not, seems to be easily explained
by the following facts: The ha ly of C. cor-

onata (var. macrolopha) within the United States is exceedingly
limited, it being confined to the central ranges of the Eocky
Mountain system: thus it is * \ 1 from the

habitat of >V- rioted longi-

tudinally by that broad desert expanse, the Great Basin, which
affords no sheltering woods such as are furnished on the two
boundary barriers, the Sierra Nevada and the Eocky Moan*
tains, which each represents.

The northern limit to the range of C. macrolopha passes just

a little beyond the southern limit of the habitat of the north-

ern race of the coast stock, and at a latitude where the Great
Basin becomes greatly reduced in width, or even te

and where the two great mountain systems become less dis-

tinctly separated. Consequently the coast stock cannot grade
into the Eocky Mountain one, by approaching its habitat, until

before it becomes modified into var. frontalis. Thus in the

r^i' parallelism of modification be-

j
\ tween Stelleri var. frontalis and

> JVv* / trace the two forms southward,

\j PS, / we recognize merely the effect of

v W V )
a latitudinal influence. The coast

__U
:
\ \.-i>- / stock reaches its southern limit

\ \ \
3 N A / with the Sierra Nevada, and this

W \ V^~v of course prevents it from passing

\\\ U A into C. coronata var. diademata.

V \V\yO The proportionate relationship
^-^*~^L j"\ of these two forms may be more

clearly illustrated by the follow-

ing diagram and svnopsis; the letters and figures of the former
representing those of the latter:

. Head and crest blue-black, strongly tinged with blue;
back plumbeous-blue. (Intermediate form.) Hab. Central

i of Mexico. Var. diademata.\
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3. Head and crest deep black, scarcely tinged with blue;
back ashy (minimum amount of blue). Bab. Rocky Mts. of
the United States. Var. macrolopha*

B. No supraocular spot of white; greater wing-coverts not bar-
red with black; chin and throat not abruptly lighter than the
adjacent portions (C. Stelleri).

I'. Head, crest and anterior part of the body, above and
below, sooty black; no blue on the forehead; the blue of
a uniform indigo shad*' throughout (minimum amount of
blm). Hob. Coasl M rica, from Sitka

;

to the Columbia river. Var. Stelleri.^

2'. Head, crest and anterior part of the body, above and
below, plumbeous-umber often tinged with blue, the fore-

head conspicuously streaked with blue; the blue of two
strongly contrasted shades, indigo on see* ndaries and tail,

and azure on tail coverts, posterior parts of the body, and
primaries (maximum amount of blue). Bab. The Sierra

Nevada, from the Columbia river to southern California.

Var. frontalis.%

Like C. Stelleri var. frontalis, all the races of C. coronata have
i streaked, but with milk-white instead of pale blue.

:

v''"
' var. frontalis, and coronata var. ma //.'•<i, further agree

m having the longest crests, most slender bills, and most con-
trasted shades of blue, in the whole series ; while G. Stelleri and
C

- '-"ro-Noia (as restricted) have the shortest crests, stoutest bills,

and most uniform blue. These parallelisms seem to be thus
directly dependent at the same time on the nearness to, and
remoteness from, the central forms. In the diagram,* represents
the region where the two stocks intergrade, through the mixture
of the two most melanistic races ; the dotted line represents the
parallel of the maximum development of the crest and attenu-
ation of the bill, and contrasted shades of blue, with excess of
neither black nor blue ; while "A. 1" and " B. 1"' represent

•>t crest and stoutest bill, and uniform shade of blue,
with excess of blue on the one hand and of black on the other.

As a summary of i are evident that the
series of forms under dvided into two well
marked stocks, but that they intergrade at one point The
conclusion, then, must be that they are all modifications of one

* Gyanura coronata var. macrolopha.
Cyanoeitta macrolopha Baird, P. A. N. S., 1854, 118.

-

Hob. Central Rocky Mountains of the U. S.

t otakura Stelleri var. Stelleri.
Corvus Stellen <•„

. >, y.. ;. it-s, :;:0 (Sitka).
, . , . t

-

>etween Sh -Baird, B. N. Am.,
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primitive species, or we must accept as the only alternative the

hypothesis of hybridization. The latter theory, as an explan-

ation of the intergrading of apparently distinct species, is fast

losing favor with ornithologists who investigate deeply into the

p of species, and may in this case, perhaps, well be
abandoned.

ART. V.

—

On the iv \%nation of the relative

Intensities of Sounds ; and on the measurement of the powers of

various substances to Reflect and to Transmit Sonorous Vibra-

tions ; by Alfred M. Mayer, Ph.D.

(Read before the National Academy of Sciences, in Cambridge, Nov. 21, 1872.)

While the problems of the determination of the pitch of

i the explanation of timbre have received their com-
plete elucidation at the hands of Mersenne, Young, De la Tour,

Konig and Helmholtz, the problem of the accurate experimen-
tal determination of the relative intensities of given sonorous

vibrations has never been solved.

The method I here present will, I hope, open the way to the

complete solution of this difficult and important problem; and
I trust that the success I have gate others,

more learned and patient, to attack with superior acumen a

subject which must necessarily become of fundamental import-

ance in the future progress of acoustic research.

1. The determination of the rela founds of the

If two sonorous impulses meet in traversing an elastic

medium, and if at their place of meeting the molecules of the

medium remain at rest, it is evi ice of quies-

cence the two impulses must have opposite phases of vibration,

and be of equal intensity.

I have, in the following manner, experimentally applied this

principle to the accurate determination of the relative intensi-

ties of vibrations giving the same note, and propagated from
their sources of origin in spherical waves.

Clothe two contiguous rooms with a material which does not

reflect sound, and place in each room one of the sounding
bodies, and maintain these sounds of constant intensity ;

or the

two sources of sound may be placed in the open air, and sepa-

rated from each other by a non-reflecting partition. Fix at a

certain distance from each sounding body a resonator respond-
ing to its note, and attach to each resonator the same length of

firm gum-tubing; th<-n le;i<] these tubes to a forked pipe, so that

the impulses from the two resonators meet at the confluence of

the two branches of the forked tube, and connect the branch of
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the forked tube, in which the sounds meet, with one of Konig's
manometric capsules. Now sound continuously one of the
bodies, and the manometric flame when viewed in a revolving
mirror will present its well known serrated appearance. On
sounding the second body impulses from it will meet those from
the first body, and if the pbases of vibration of the impulses on
the manometric membrane are opposed and of equal intensity,
the membrane will remain at rest and the flame will now appear
in the mirror as a band of light with a rectilinear upper border.
But although the intensities of the pulses can easily be ren-
dered equal by altering the distance of one of the resonators
from its sounding body, yet this change of position will alter
the relation of the phases ofthe impulses reaching the membrane,
so that, if by mere chance, we get them opposed in the first

position of the resonator, they will no longer be so after its

change of position. But on stopping the vibrations of one of
the bodies and setting it in vibration at intervals we may finally
succeed in causing the impulses on reaching the membrane to
have opposite phases of vibration. Such a method, which rcl ies

only on chance, can be of little value on account of its uncer-
tainty and the tediousness of its application.
The above difficulty I have entirely removed by the follow-

ing means. I cut a piece out of one of the tubes equal in
length to a half-wave of the note we are experimenting on, and
replace this piece of feal

;

>e of the same length,
into which slides another glass tube also of half a wave in
length. Now the experimentation becomes expeditious and
certain. Sound both bodies continuously and place in a fixed
position one of the resonators. Move the other to a certain dis-

tance from its sounding body and then pull out the inner glass
tube until exact opposition of phase of the impulses is brought
on to the manometric membrane. This condition will be known
when the serrations have dropped to their minimum of elevation.

« the latter do not entirely disappear from the band of light in
the mirror, we must place the movable resonator at another
distance an! ill give in
the mirror a band of light with a straight, unruffled top border;
then we have opposed phases of vibrations at the confluence of
the branches of the forked tube, and equally intense pulses
are traversing the two tubes leading from the resonators.

The distance of each resonator fron its =< > !inu body is now
measured, and the inverse ratio of the squares of these

distances will be the r - of the vibrations at

the sources of the sou ml-, ,/ the intensities m '" impulses sent
t'

;

in>uo-h a tube from a resonator varies dirertlv with, the mten-

plane of the mouth
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First, tii; t the \ il rating effects of the same area of a spherical

sonorous wave diminish in intensity as the reciprocals of the

squares of the distances of this area form the point of origin of

the wave. There is every dynamic reason to believe in the

truth of this proposition. The second necessary condition is

that the elongation of one of the resonator tubes over the other

by half a wave-length of firm glass tubing does not diminish

the intensity of the impulses which have traversed it. Numer-
ous experiments, especially those of Biot and Eegnault on the

aqueduct pipes of Paris, show that this short connecting tube of

glass cannot in any way affect the accuracy of the measures.

The third condition is that the intensities of pulses sent through

a tube from a resonator vary directly with the intensities of

the vibrations of the free air in the plane of the mouth of the

resonator. This is a very important consideration, and as I

believe there is no entirely reliable discussion of the above rela-

tion, the problem will have to be experimentally solved with

the greatest care. If, however, the relations between the inten-

sities of pulses inside the tube and those outside the mouth of

the resonator shall be shown to be different (and I think they

will be) from what we, for illustration, have here assumed, the

process of the numerical reduction of the experiments will be

only modified while the experimental method remains secure.

Indeed, I cannot but consider that I have here, by applying the

principle of interference, so fertile in results in optics, been the

first to give an experimental method which will determine with

precision the relative intensities of two sonorous vibrations pro-

ducing the same note.

Savart and many other experimenters have determined the

relative intensities of two sounds by placing sand or other

light particles on membranes and receding from the source of

sound until no motions of the particles were visible. Also Drs.

Kenz and Wolf (Pogg. Ann., vol. clxxiv, p. 595) give the results

of experiments on the determination with the ear of the inten-

sity of the sounds of a ticking watch. More recently Dr. Heller

(Pogg. Ann., voL ccxvii, p. 566) has made an elaborate research

on the intensities of sounds ; deducing mathematically his deter-

minations from the observed amplitudes of vibration' of a mem-
brane; and Mr. Bosanquet (L. E. and D. Phil. Mag., Nov., 1872)

has just published a paper in which he proposes to measure the

3 of the sounds of pipes of different pitch by the deter-

i of the quantity of air which each pipe consumes in

sounding. But all of these experimenters acknowledge the

want of precision in their measures and the difficulties in the

actual practice of their methods.

(To be concluded.)
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lRT. VI.— On the Quartzite, Limestone and associated rocks of
the vicinity of Great Barrington, Berkshire Co., Mass. ; by
James D. Dana. With a map.

[Continued from toI. iv, p. 453.]

2. From the Housatonic valley westward.

We might naturally suppose that the s

n n—gneiss, quartzite, gneiss, quartzite, in

d 800 to 1,000 feet thick (vol. iv, p. 450)—
uld be found to characterize the formation above the Stock-

bridge limestone elsewhere in Berkshire, and at least

half a dozen miles square north of Great Barrington. But the
facts now to be stated show that within a small part of this

small area, the lower mica schist is in one direction replaced by
e lower quartzite, in another direction, by mica

slate
;
and all the quartzite, mica schist and gneiss of the moun-

tain, in another direction, by mica slate and chloritic mica slate,

some of it dotted with magnetic iron. In the facts it is further
shown that within a mile to the north of an east-and-west syn-
clinal fold, there is a change from the one fold to two synclinals
and an anticlinal; that several isolated north and south ranges

•••lie are anticlinal emergences of a single burrowing
wide-spread stratum or formation ; and that some, if not all, of

all v inclined mica slate, like that
of Tom Ball, are synclinal folds of the slate.

In treating of the region " from the Housatonic valley west-
ward," I present the facts by reference to five east-and-west
sections in an interval of six miles.
West of the valley in the vicinity of Housatonic village, there

are the following ridges and valleys (see map, repeated, with
some emendations, in this volume) : 1, the quartzite ridge W,
and more to the west another, lettered L ; 2, the Williamsville
valley, continued south in Long Pond valley ; 3, the Tom Ball
ndge of mica slate ; 4, 5, 6, the two limestone valleys of A 1 ford

separated by a mica slate ridge (Alford Eidge).
1. A section across the Housatonic valley just below the old

furnace (/ on the map) has been given in the left part of fig. 2, on
page 452 of vol. iv. Figure 3 presents the same section, and in

addition its continuation westward across the Will
valley and Tom Ball into Alford. It shows the anticlinal of

the Housatonic valley (A 3
), with limestone outcropping from

beneath the schist that a few hundred yards farther south covers
it (as represented in section 1), and the schist overlaid by the

quartzite on both sides of the river. In Williamsville valley,
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the limestone does not reappear ; but instead, there is sufficient

evidence that the overlying schist or slate is the upper rock

under the alluvium of the river. The large masses of rock in

angle. In the slopes of Tom Ball, along this section, the slate

of the lower part is nearly horizontal, or even westerly 15°,

and some of it is calcareous ; but forty yards above it changes

to 40° to the eastward, with the strike N. 5° E. ; and higher

up to 50°-70°, and even 80° at the summit. The west slope

of the mountain in this part is very precipitous.*

2. The section in fig. 4 was taken just north of the line of

the old furnace, /on the map, or of the cross road/'. The first

elevation west of the Housatonic is the ridge N, which is nearly

a continuation of W ; but while W consists of quartzite, about

K the quartzite is wanting, and there are only the a

beds of mica slate and limestone, a bluff of mica slate forming
its summit—not over 150 feet above the river. The mica slate

dips to the westward 25°. West of this ridge the section is

the same as No. 3, no limestone outcropping in its

course, and the slate being probably the upper rock underneath
the alluvium.

3. a. Half to two-thirds of a mile farther north in the Housa-
tonic valley, near b' (map), the schist on the east (right) of the
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, _. gently inclined near / becomes nearly vertical,

and the limestone adjoining has the same dip ; but in the field

to the westward the latter falls off in dip within 50 yards to its

usual small amount, and farther west the beds disappear under
the mica slate of Williamsville valley.

b. Again, half a mile farther north, near b on the map,
the same schist, as represented at V 2 in fig. 5,* has the
same nearly vertical position, the dip being 80° to 70° to the
eastward and in part vertical; and the limestone adjoins it with
an eastward dip of 70°, strike N. 2°-5° B. To the west of the
brook, along the rising road, this limestone changes its dip to
62°, and strike to N. 15°-20° W. ; then, at top of the ascent, to
40°, and in a few rods to 25° to the eastward, and strike to N.
40°-60° W., the northing in the dip increasing. At the top of
the ascent there is a bluff north of the road which consists of
mica slate resting on the limestone, both dipping northeastward
and northward ; and farther westward the limestone of the here
declining Housatonic fold passes out of sight under the slate.

Continuing westward along the line of the section (fig. 5)
into the Williams river valley, the limestone reappears through
another anticlinal : and this is the first outcrop of the limestone
in this valley north of Williamsville. It comes out from be-
neath the mica slate, dipping in opposite directions on the op-
posite sides of the river, on the east eastward 15° to 25°, and
on the west, or Tom Ball side, southwestward at about the same
angle. The slate is verv much contorted on both sides of the
valley, the zigzags being" often a foot in breadth. The area of
emerged limestone widens rapidly to the northward, and at F Q
on the map is Freedlev's quarry/

Following the line 'of the section westward (a little south of
west), up the northeastern outliers of the Tom Ball ridge

eastern ridge of a north-and-south synclinal), the
dip of the slate continues to be southwestward at a small angle,

for half a mile or more. There is then a descent to a broad
depression (a fig. 5) partly boggy at middle, which is with-
out outcropping rock. Beyond this rises the northwestern sum-
mit, and upon it the dip of the mica slate is 75° to 80° to the

westward, varying to vertical. The western slope of the ridge
is covered with earth ; but there are outcrops of limestone at

the western foot, which show that the dip on that side is 45° to

50° to the eastward, the strike N. 10-20° E.
The limestone, besi .ard, extends around

the north end of the Tom Ball ridge, and continues southward

* In figure 5, the part above A3 is represented too high in proportion to the

-tone A» between the two
'

•

fourths of its breadth.
Am. Jour. Sot.—Third Series, Vol. V, No. 25.—Jan., 1873.
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uninterruptedly through the eastern valley of A]ford and be-

yond, nearly encircling the mountain. Tom Ball ridge is thus

cut off completely from the West Stockbridge ridge, half a mile

of nearly level land, with outcropping limestone, intervening

between their bases.*

The limestone in the northern part of the Alford valley has

generally a strike of N. 10 to 20° E. (but at one place N. 8° W.),

and an eastward dip of 45° to 50° ; at the Churchill marble

quarry (C Q, map), a north and south strike, with a dip of 90°,

but a hundred yards north the dip diminishes to 40° to the east-

ward, and 300 south, to 30° and 35°
; near Alford village, at one

place the strike isK 25° E. ; at the south end of the valley N". 1°

to 5° E. (but at one place N. 20° E.), the dip mostly 50 to 70°,

though varying to 90°. The variations are such as occur in all

the limestone regions, but less than usual, owing to the high

inclination of the beds. At Churchill's marble quarry there is

no division of the rock into layers through a thickness of 50

feet, while at the quarries north and south of it above referred

to, where the dip is 30° to 40°, the layers are 1 to 6 or 8 feet

thick. The great thickness at Churchill's quarry is owing to

the soldering of many layers together, which took place at the

time of metamorphism under the pressure producing the uplift

and accompanying the crystallization. Such an obliteration of

the layers when the dip is high is common throughout the

limestone region of the Green Mountains.
Two important conclusions may be here stated.

I. The limestone of the Housatonic fold, A3 in the sections,

is the same stratum with that of the northern part of the

Williamsville valley and that of Eastern Alford.

II This limestone passes beneath the Tom Ball ridge, and
the rock of this ridge is, therefore, an overlying stratum, and has

a synclinal position.

c. The section in figure 5 extends eastward to Glendale.

The mica slate V 3
, already referred to (and which extends

south along by V and h" to the western side of Monument Moun-
tain) has a width in this section of about 200 yards. The strike

is N. 2° E. to N. 5° W., and dip 60° to 80c
to the eastward.

Next to the eastward comes limestone, A 2
; first, with a steep

eastward dip (60° to 70°) like the slate ; but, going eastward 50

yards, falling off to 25° and 20°. Next, at a on the map, there is

another range of slate, V1
, with nearly the same strike (N. 5°

to 10° W.), and a high dip (50° to 70°). The limestone west of

it (A2
) is conformable at the junction. To the eastward there

is another and more extensive range of limestone (A1
), that of

I is similarly

itter ridge commences at D (see map), and its

slate of the ridge is the same with that of
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Glendale, which continues uninterruptedly eastward to Stock-
bridge; it adjoins the slate west of it (V ') conformably ; it

loses its steep dip and becomes undulating over the Glendale
and Stockbridge region, dipping variously but generally '

aose position is indi-
cated by a on the map, continues southward, crossing the
Housatonic at the northwest bend in the river; and, with the
limestones A1 on its east side and A2 on the west, constitutes a
ridge, a', which stretches southward to Monument Mountain,

a the elevated plain (200 feet or more above the river)
of Smith's farm (>Sm on the map). The strike of the mica slate
at the bend is N. 20° W., varying, on going westward, to N. 10°
E., with the dip 70° to 80° to the eastward; the western part is

very rusty and decomposing.
Now near the Old Furnace (fig. 3) the limestone A8 goes be-

neath the mica slate V2
at a small angle. This limestone hence

must go beneath this more steeply dipping schist, since it is a
continuation of V3

, and it must emerge to the eastward either

stone A2
, or in A1

. But the nearly vertical dips of
V2 and V1

(fig. 5), and the conformable yet mostlv small-dipping
limestone over the intermediate region, show that V2 and V1 are
independent synclinals, and therefore .that the limestone is all

one and the same stratum rising in a series of anticlinals, as
illustrated in the section.

Following the limestone A 2 south to Monument Mountain it

: .nlly to pass beneath the schist, though the covering
of soil prevents a satisfactory examination of the junction.

In the steep slope rising' above the Smith farm plateau on
the south, the schist, where it outcrops, dips westward, which is

unusual in Monument Mountain, and is apparently connected
with the synclinal of mica slate that here commences. Upon
this plain in the schist (near I, map) there are two very thin
local beds of limestone

; and one is overlaid by a local bed of
quartzite a few yards thick. This is the only quartzite observed
between the region of limestone about the ridge a' and the
rocks of Monument Mountain.* The plain which is at the top

* North of the section represented in fig. 5, in the direction of V 1
, a few hundred

'. '"'
.

'

-

'

.-"..'
.

_ -
- "• - --

and Richmond on the west and Lenox • * >n southern
Pittefield. The dip of the slate of the rii

\

»"* at a *««*
angle, as in Tom Ball, though 70° to the westward at this south end The lime-
stone of West Stockbridge nformably be-

;,
'

"
•' --

'

•*
i

'^
: ; •

' ' '

-•'';
'

'

•_
/

Mountain is probably the course of a synclinal, like the ridge a a in which it
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of the slope (from which the steeper part of t

is 80 or 90 feet above the Smith farm plain.

The range of steeply dipping schist, V' (fig. 5), which near

Glendale has about the same width as V a
, is not 50 feet wide

(between the steeply inclined limestones A 1

, A 2
), at its ter-

mination just north of Smith's farm (Sm on map) ; which shows

that the fold V2
is pinched out as it nears the mountain.

From the above facts we have good grounds for the foliow-

; additional conclusions.

The limestone of Eastern Alford, of the north end of

Williamsville valley about Freedley's quarry, of the Housatonic

valley, and that of Glendale and Stockbridge all belong to one

stratum. Moreover, this same stratum of limestone extends

from the Freedley quarrv region (F Q on the map), at the north

end of Tom Ball ridge, without break, I believe, north to West
Stockbridge, three miles distant in the same Williams river

valley ;* and thence farther north, as I know from ol

through Eichmond to Pittsfield ; and also south from Alford into

Egremont and Canaan. It is evidently one continuous mass.

IV. While in Monument Mountain there is a single broad

uplift of the rocks, there are, directly north of it within a mile

(section in fig. 5), two steep synclinals ( ..f mica slate; and this

mica slate is part of the Monument Mountain formation.

V. In the synclinal V 2 (figure 5) the folded stratum of mica

slate is a little less than 300 feet thick, since the whole breadth

is 200 yards and the dip nearly vertical ; and this direct h over-

lies the limestone. Now near the Old Furnace on the Housa-

tonic river the thickness of the mica slate over the limestone is

only 50 or 60 feet ; and this is overlaid in Monument Mount-
ain by 200 or 250 feet of quartzite ; and, above this, 300 feet at

least of mica schist and gneiss ; and then higher up another

thick stratum of quartzite. Therefore, in the short 1

1

a mile and a half, the lower quartzite of Monument Mountain,

Y, 200 to 250 feet thick, has wholly disappeared, and instead

of it there is mica slate. This quartzite, to the northward, even

before reaching the line of the Old Fnrnace, is mostly well

bedded, and although mainly concealed by soil ; shows evidence

of thinning in that direction.

VI. In the section in fig. 5, at its west end, the quartzite of

Monument Mountain, q , overlying the schist and limestone

near the Old Furnace, would naturally be looked for in the

rocks of the Tom Ball ridge above the limestone. But it does

not exist in any part of the slopes, nor does it outcrop to the

south, except at the southern end of the ridge. Hence again

* On the map the roads terminating
- 8 ofto the village of West Stockbridge Center, '
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the quartzite stratum has little persistence in any direction.

Its representative in this region, when absent, is mica slate.

VII. Only 300 feet of the Monument Mountain formation
are folded up in each of the folds V- and V in the section
represented in fig. 5. This was probably because these folds
are so small, the overlying beds having been rejected, broken
up, and carried off. Two synclinals and an anticlinal are com-
prised within a breadth of only two-thirds of a mile.

VIII. Steep synclinals of slate, when the slate is associated
with a thick stratum of limestone and is the overlying rock,

pkrald make ridges ; and per contra, steep anticlinals if the slate
i* the underlying rock. In both cases, to produce an enduring
ridge, the slate should be folded on itself so as to make a com-
mon mass

; and this is not the case in an anticlinal with lime-
stone beneath, or in a synclinal with limestone above. Hence
it is. that the mica shite ridges of this part of Berkshire, where
nearly vertical in dip, are mainly, if not wholly, synclinals.

The mica slate is the overlying rock.

IX. The mica schist and gneiss of Monument Mountain,
and of regions east and south, are represented, even in the
northwest part of this mountain, and in all the ridges of the
region north and west of it, by the smooth mica slate (see p.

366 of vol. iv.), which is often garnetiferous, and sometimes
or dotted with magnetite. In other words, in the

same stratum the crystalline character is most decided to the
east and south; and the hydrous character {chlorite as well as

the hydro-micas being hydrous minerals) most decided to the
west and north.

Two more se<

rington region i

Abt. YIL—Observatwms upon the Meteors of Nov. 2±th-27th,

1872 ; compiled by H. A. Newton.

The meteors seen upon the evenings of Nov. 24th, 25th and
27th, from their numbers, and from their probable connection

- comet, arc of such interest and importance as to

justify a minute record of observations upon them.

November 24th.

1. In New Haven.—On the evening of Sunday, Nov. 24th,

about 7h 35«, Arthur T. Hadley, a student in Yale G
?p' ml meteors descend from the constellation Cygnus tow ml
the western horizon. He called the attention of his uncle,
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Prof. Twining, to the occurrence, and soon after Prof. Twining
notified me. The appearance so early in November of the

meteors supposed to be connected with Biela's comet had not

been anticipated, and, therefore, they came upon us by surprise.

Prof. Twining, previously to calling me, had made a rude
approximation to the place of the radiant, considering it to be
in the neighborhood of Andromeda's hand. Between half-past

seven and a quarter-past nine his nephew counted 43 meteors.

The actual time of watching was estimated as between 60 and

The counting of the meteors was kept up with some interrup-

tions till after midnight, with the following results.

From 8h 15 ra to 8h 30m p. m. 7 meteors, by 1 observer.

" 12 15 " 12 30 " 7 "1 "

There was no moon, and the sky was tolerably clear We
could not command the parts within 15 or 20 degrees of the

horizon because of trees and houses. Allowance in the num-
bers of the above table should also be made for the time I was
occupied in laying down some of the tracks upon the chart.

About three fourths of the flights were conformable to a

radiant region near gamma Andromedse. Several of the uncon-
formable ones had a peculiar faint light, and a rapid motion,

giving an impression as if a white object passed rapidly by us,

a few yards distant. Had they been of a dark color I might
easily have imagined them to be bats, or other flying animals.

These radiated from the eastern heavens, perhaps from near

Orion. They were also so like each other, and so unlike the

ordinary meteors, that they must belong to a group by them-
selves.

The following tracks, laid down upon a chart by Arthur T.

I myself, will help to locate the radiant, and deter-

mine its character. Th" ;!..' ,i>^i-n-l to the renter of the

radiant area by me at the time was two or three degrees north

of y Andromedse.
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Beginning. Ending.

358 62 342 66 N.
355 20 350 11 H.

2. In Bethlehem, Pa.—The number of shooting stars,
evident from this record, would not attract general atten
being only about 40 to the hour for a single observer. Mr. E.'

M. Gummere, of Bethlehem, Pa, however, noticed them, and
counted 40 between 10 and 11 o'clock. They appeared to

brm-
t0 radlate from near the zeuitL Three or four were quite

November 2bth.

3. In New Haven.—On the morning of Monday, Nov. 25th, I
watched 15% and saw no conformable meteors. The sky was
partially clouded, and the radiant low in the N.W.
On the evening of Monday, Mr. O. Harger and the writer

watched from 7h 40m to 9h. The haze and clouds interfered
somewhat, yet we saw 28 meteors, of which we estimated 15 to
be conformable to a radiant near Andromeda. It was quite
evident that a part of those seen belonged to the same group as
those of the previous evening.

Later in the evening Mr. Harger, assisted by Bouton, Kevins,
iiUmghast and Torrey of the Sophomore Class in Yale College,
watched U hours with the following results. The recorded
tractions expressing the amount of skv covered by clouds are
considered by Mr. Harger as too small.

*

11 30

12 30 >
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One-half of the meteors seen were, therefore, of the Androm-
eda group. On Sunday evening the proportion was three-

fourths, implying a frequency on the earlier evening three-fold

that on the later. Tnis relative frequency is confirmed also by
the absolute numbers seen.

A storm prevented further observation until Wednesday
evening.

November 27th.

4. In New Haven.—On Wednesday evening the meteors were

in such abundance as to constitute a true star-shower, even in

Mr. Herrick's use of that word. He thought that the term

should be reserved for occasions when at least 1,000 meteors

per hour were visible.

A party of students upon the tower of Graduate's Hall, under

my direction, be^
periods in which fifty

f...!!..

regularly at 6 h 38'" P. M. The
; counted, and the number of persons

In 4 1 by 5 obs.

Total, 1750 i i:?i'i

These numbers show a tolerably steady diminution in the

frequency of the flights, there being 1000 in the first 56J
minutes, and 750 in the last 74 minutes. Many others, not

noticed by the persons counting, were seen by Prof. Twining
and myself. These were not included in their numbers. They
were looking in different directions, a portion of the sky being

allotted to each observer. Toward the close of the above
period (8h 48m ), the haze had increased so as to interfere seri-

ously. There was no moon.
After twelve o'clock I watched fifteen minutes. Through

breaks in the clouds enough sky was visible to assure me that

ntially over.

is with us the latter part of the time, and
made the following notes upon the characters of the meteors

and the place of the radiant

:

" From the ; Tower ' as a station, I observed from 7h 33m P. M.

to 8h 45ra

,
giving attention to the apparent radiant, and the space

on every side of it. I saw but one flight that was noticeable

for length or brilliancy. This was about 12° long. It would

zk,;
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not have been remarkable in either the displays of August 10th
or of Nov. 14th. The flights were frequent, but very short,

slow-moving and faint. Near the radiant they were foreshort-
ened, as usual; but still the apparent paths were so very
short, that the absolute lengths of luminous track were evi-

dently less than those of the usual periodic meteors. With-
in 10° of the radiant five tracks were observed from £° to |°
long, and with a duration of 0-3 to S>5 of time. The luminous
lines were narrow, and often unstable, and not in well estab-

_':ir. lines. The longest flight in duration was about
8>
7, being not 5° long. Except in three instances the flights

were from 1° to 4° in length, and 3 '3 to S 6 in duration.
" The position of the radiant was very well established. Its

centre was about 43° N. Decl. and 25° R A. ; but the area of

emanation seemed to be as much as 8° long. Its longer diame-
ter was along a circle of declination and it was perhaps 3° in
the cross direction."

Except to record the times and results of the counting, my
own attention was confined to the determination of the place
and extent of the radiant area. This was at least 8°, and was
possibly 12° or more, in length, and the center of it was decided
to be about 3° from y Andromeda? in the line from the
Pleiades through that star. It seemed to include the star,

since in almost every direction there were flights from either
side of it* The extent was at least half as great north and south
as east and west. It was difficult to determine the exact direc-
tion of the major axis of the area ; I supposed it to have been
nearly in the circle of declination.

,
The effect of the perpendicular course of the flights in Morten-

lug their real length was undoubtedly great. Those seen by
me were also generally near the radiant, and thus greatly lore-

shortened. But the bodies, I am convinced, were really smaller,
and would therefore in anv case be more quickly consumed
than the usual August and November meteors.

1UC umy two trains which I placed upon the chart
beginning, 25° R A., 41° Dec; end, 23£° F A

'ing, 26° R A., 44° Dec. ; end, 26£ R A.

R A., 38° Dec,

At the Sheffield Scientific School, Prof. Lyman and Mr. G.
U

. Ilawes counted 64 meteors in six minutes between o ;V>
m

w ' 6 1 . p, m. ; Mr. T. M. Pruddenand Mr. Hawes counted 67
jn 12 minutes, between 7h 35'" and 7" 47"'. In 12 \ minute^
between 7h 47£m and 8'\ these three gentlemen counted 81, and
between 8h 4m and 8h 21m

, or in 17 minute, they saw 100.

Prof. Lyman placed the center of the radiant at R A. 26° and
N. Dec. 43°. He remarked that it was most obviously wattrml.

In 5 minutes near H v. u.. Mr. C. W. Chapman, who was
at ray house, counted 30 flights. Another observer, viewing
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part of the sky, counted 50 meteors between 7h 35m and 7h 56m .

On Thursday I saw no meteors in 15 minutes between 5£h

and 6h
, p. m. On Friday, from 8h 53m to 9 h

8"', p. m., I saw 3

meteors in a clear sky, neither coming from Andromeda. On
Saturday, from 5" 40'11 to 6 h

, A. M., I saw 8 flights in the eastern

sky, three of which might have come from Andromeda, then in

the N.W. Four were from near the zenith, perhaps from Leo.

5. In Washington.—The following report of Bear Admiral
Sands to the Secretary of the Navy, is copied from the N. Y.

herald:—" I have the honor to report that last night, being clear,

a fine display of meteors was observed by Professor Eastman
and Mr. Horrigan, watchman of the observatory. In the early

evening, Professor Eastman being occupied in other duties Mr.

Horrigan observed 485 meteors between 6 1
' 15m and 8, P. M.

From 8h to 9 h
, P. M., Professor Eastman observed part of the

time, and 131 were seen ; after 9\ P. M., 100 more were seen,

and at 10h , P. M., the display seemed to cease. The maximum
flight appears to have been between the hours of 6h 15m and

6U 30m , reaching an hourly rate of 102 in 15 minutes, and
of 400 in 8 minutes. Mr. Horrigan saw 10 before Be com-
menced the above record, making the whole number observed

720. They appeared to radiate, by Professor Eastman's obser-

vation, from a space which might be enclosed by a circle of

eight degrees in diameter, having its center at j.t Andromedse.
Professor Harkness also observed, but differs a little as to the

point of radiance, placing it about half way between yu and y
Andromedae. As there was but a single observer in the early

evening, whose attention was confined to one portion of the

heavens, there were probably four and a half times as many
fell as were observed. According to Professor Harkness' obser-

vations, the most of the meteors were about of the fourth mag-
nitude. The color to the naked eye was generally faint blue,

but some of the larger were reddish. The tracks were generally

very short, not exceeding from four degrees to six degrees. The
average time of flight was from one to two-tenths of a second.

Professor Eastman sueeee. led in eatehing the spectra of two
small ones. The first had a faint continuous spectrum with an

excess of yellow or greenish yellow; the second h

green spectrum, the first glimpse of which appeared perfectly

white. They were both very faint and moved rapidly. This

display is a very remarkable one, and exceeds that ordinarily

seen on the 14th and 15th of November. The radiant point seems

to indicate that thev are moving in the orbit of Biela's comet."

6. In a letter to the editors, Prof. A. Hall, of Washington,
reports the following observations.

From 6h 25'" to (>>- VJ ni
. Washington mean time, one hundred

meteors were counted, and from 7 h 40" 1 to 8h m
, fifty were

counted. Most of the meteors were small, and only four or
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five near the zenith left trails that endured a few seconds. The
sky was clear to within 10° or 15° of the horizon. By a rough
estimation, from a few of the tracks traced upon a globe, the
radiant was located at R A. 355°, Dec. +43°.
From this position of the radiant, Prof. Hall computed the

following parabolic orbit by the formulas of Dr. Weiss.

Elements of Meteors. Biela's Comet.

n = 89°'5 7i = 109°-0

= 246°'l q = 245°-9

i = 15°A i = 12°.6

log q = 9-976 log q — 9*935

7. Prof. S. Newcomb also writes to the editors as follows

:

"This evening between 6h 50m and 7h, W. M. T., i

) of perhaps 15 or 20 per minute. During
minutes I watched, my at '

i of the

minutes i watched, my attention was given to the
the radiant point for the purpose of fixing the po:
latter. It was quite near the star 50 Andromedse, probably a

degree or so to the northeast, which would make its position

R. A. lh 32m Dec. -f- 41 £°.

The uncertainty of this position I suppose to be about 2°. At
7h 20m the frequency had diminished so rapidly that it was
no longer possible to estimate the position of the radiant with
precision. This accidental opportunity to determine it may there-
fore have been fortunate enough to warrant the publication of
its result."

8. In Rochester, K Y.—Mr. Lewis Swift, in Eochester, N. Y.,
counted in an hour and a half, between 9" and 11*, P. M., 51
meteors. All but one radiated from y Andromeda?, or more
exactly from a point about one fourth the distance from y to p.
At the beginning of his observations the radiant was exactly
at y, but at the end was as stated above. They were mostly
small and moved more slowly than ordinary meteors.
On the next evening (Nov. 28th) the sky*was clear, but there

were no meteors.
9. In Philadelphia, Pa.—Mr. B. V. Marsh, on Wednesday

bout 10 minutes after 6, counted 11 meteors in a

minute or two. He then kept watch for an hour or two with
the following results :

From 6h 15m to 6 h 30m 50 meteors, or 200 to the hour.
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I saw the first 11 did not exceed two minutes, giving an hourly

rate of 300.
u The radiation was diffuse. The principal radiant I thought

was about E. A. 15°, Dec. 4- 30°. The radiant space was very

large, and seemed to me oblong—say 50° i
'

which I marked upon the globe was enclosed in an ellipse hav-

ing its axes terminating as follows :

Major axis from R. A. 347°, Dec. +20°, to R, A. 42°, Dec. + 40°

Minor « " 5° " 47°, " 16° " 12°

" Of course these figures cannot make claim to much accuracy,

but I record my impression, noted at the time. I also noted as

follows : paths short—not many over 5°
; color of larger ones

yellowish. ; velocity moderate
;
paths of 3 or 4 appeared wavy

;

brilliancy quite moderate, few if any equal to a star of 1st

mag. ; some few with trains, but none of them persistent. On
Thursday and Friday evenings not a meteor was to be seen."

10. In Haddonfield, N. J".—Mr. W. C. Taylor, of Philadelphia,

writes :
" From the numbers seen by myself, and several mem-

bers of my family, I am satisfied that 20 per minute (for 5 ob-

servers) is" a safe estimate of their frequency at seven o'clock

Supposing that, as with the earlier meteors of this month, the

display would intensify as the night advanced, I did not keep

a continuous watch at this time. Toward eight o'clock our

sky became partially overcast, but there remained visible

enough of the heavens to show that the number of meteors had
greatly lessened. At ten o'clock the intervals averaged about

30 seconds for one observer. At two o'clock this (Thursday)

morning, in two short watches, I saw not a single meteor."
" I have been an observer of the November meteors formany

years, but never, except on one occasion, saw them so abun-

dant as they were early last evening. I can name no better

radiant than y Andromedae."
11. In Oxford, Conn.—Mr. O. Harger was on the road to

Oxford at 6 h
, P. M., Wednesday. In what he estimated as 10

minutes he counted, alone, 100 meteors. The period included

the time of striking the hour six.

From 8 h 3 ra
p. m. to 8h 22m , he and his brother counted 100 meteors.

" 8 22 " 8 39 " " 50 "
" 9 16 " 9 27 " " 11 "

12. In Indiana.—At Greencastle, Ind., Prof. Tingley counted

110 in 40 minutes, at a time not later than 7 h 55"\ P. M. At
Princeton from 7 h 45"' to 8 h 15 ra

, p. m., Mr. Hunter and others

in one half of the sky saw 70.

Remarks upon the Display.

Dr. Weiss, of Vienna, who first pointed out in 1868 * the

probable connection between Biela's comet and the meteors seen
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1

Dec. 6th, 1798, by Brandes, and Dec. 6th, 1838, by Mr. Herrick,
gives the radiant for meteors following the path of that comet,
as R. A., 23°4, N. Decl., 43°-0. I assigned a point 3° from
y Andromedse as the center of the radiait of the meteors, or
about R A. 25°

-3, N. Decl., 43° -3. The longitude of the node
of Biela's comet was in 1852, according to Hubbard, 245° 51',

and the comet would pass about a million of miles from the
earth's orbit, between it and the sun. We passed that place of
the node early Wednesday evening, Nov. 27th. There can
hardly be a doubt therefore that these meteors were once frag-

ments, or companions, of that comet.
Any theory that shall explain the formation of the present

grouping of meteoroids must account for the magnitude and
shape of the radiant areas. If the members of a group have
nearly the same orbit, the radiant should be a point. But the
area of the radiant, Nov. 24-27th, was at least 8° long. This

uit the orbits differ considerably, either,—(a) in their

- t<> tl cliptic; (h) in their major axes; (c) in
the longitude of perihelion ; or, in two or three of these ele-

ments combined.
The shower ended abruptly Wednesday evening, and in the

clear evenings that followed nothing special was to be seen.

mits are not uncommon in other showers.
The orbits must then either lie approximately in a plane or
there must be a common node in the ecliptic, where the earth
meets them. Such a node would point unequivocally to the
earth as the body that on the comet.

If, as seems more probable, the orbits, however, lie nearly in
one plane, e •-, or the longitudes of the peri-
helia, must differ widely. Neither of these conditions could be
satisfied, so far as I can see, by a group formed from the dis-

persion of a comet by Jupiter/or other large planet. If the
fragments of the come*t leave the neighborhood of Jupiter, they
should after each revolution return nearly to the same point in

space. But a radiant area 8° or 10° long on the night of Nov.
27th, implies a distribution of the aphelia over 10° or 12° of

longitude, or a similarly large difference of major axes. Such
orbits can hardly have a common rtance from
the sun. Moreover, a scattering accomplished in a short time
upon a body moving era! degrees to the
ecliptic should, it would -< em. be iiirou.paMlh- with a group-
ing at the earth's node.

Again, suppose a disrupted bodv or agglomeration, has been
° I,r «' '•hanired into a stream by tlu-'dim n-nti • i firm vita-
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,
or longitudes of perihelia, by differential ac-

total action would, undoubtedly, entirely scatter the

i we ought
near the

perihelion,—

reassemble, perhaps, after a complete revolution in the orbit

A resisting medium cannot account for the observed effect, for

this does not change the longitude of the perihelion of an orbit.

It seems to me, therefore, that the periodic meteors cannot

have been brought into the solar system as a stream, but that

the forces which have scattered the comets are those acting

near the perihelia of their orbits. As a probable corollary,

we may infer that whatever force divided Biela's comet into

its two principal parts was one acting near the perihelion.

If we consider the orbits of the meteors of Nov. 14th, the

preoeding discussion is simplified. That shower is sharply

limited, being in its greatest intensity only one or two hours

long. Its recurrence at regular intervals of one-third of a cen-

tury, for nearly a thousand years, precludes great differences of

the major axes of the individual orbits, and the secular proces-

sion of the node of the group, as a group, equally forbids great

differences of inclination of the orbits.

The size of the radiant is therefore due almost exclusively

"le difference of tl

s for that group c

In conclusion I would say that we have no evidence, as yet,

that any radiant of meteors is so small as is apparently required

by the supposition of the distinguished Italian astronomer, that

the meteors were drawn as a stream into the solar system from
the stellar spaces. With Prof. Weiss and others, I am inclined

to consider them all to have been once connected with periodic

comets. The scattering took place apparently at or near the

perihelion.

Ox the 25th inst. at 7
h 30m I di< oy< 1 in T rai us

erto unknown. It is large and bright, resembling a star of the 9th

as prevented
me from obtaining any observations later than the 26th. The fol-

lowing are the places observed

:

Nov. 25, 9 h 49m 31 s
At
h 21m 44"'92 4-19° 34' 16"'2

25, 10 21 51 <\ 21 43-44 19 34 19-9

25, 10 47 14 AL 21 42-65 19 34 180
26, 11 9 4 aI 20 40-72 +19 34 397

Observatory, Ann Arbor. Nov. 30, 1 872.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. Tests for certain Organic Fluids.—In his investigations con-
nected with the ammonia process of water-analysis, W-ajvklyn
observed : (l) that when an animal fluid is mixed with an excess
of potash, evaporated down in contact with the alkali, and main-
tained at a temperature of 150° C. for some time, it evolves a
certain fixed proportion of ammonia; i-i that after this, a further
quantity of ammonia may be obtained by boiling the residue with
potassium permanganate in alkaline solution. He also observed
that, for certain animal fluids, not only is the total quantity of
ammonia obtained characteristic, but the relative amounts yielded
by the two processes given are so also. This fact, Wanklyn

rill be of value in practical biology and medical juris-
prudence. For example, he has proved that urine- yields a large
proportion of ammonia to potash (the only fluid that does so), and
a small quantity to per; elds half as much to pot-

I he permanganate ; blood yields one-fifth as much ; moist
white of egg about one-fourth as much

;
gelatin gives no ammonia

(or only the least trace) to potash, but a good quantity to the per-
manganate. In the experiments, 5 c.c. of the animal fluid wea
wwrted to 500 c.c, and 5 or 10 c.c. taken for each analysis. The
'W'Jid/was heated in a minute retort connected with a small
Liebig's condenser, on an oil bath ; and the ammonia determined
by Nessler's test. By this process, it is possible to digtingmsh

ilv between a spot of milk and one of white of eu_r upon
a cambric handkerchief.--./—. r/„ .

>...-.. II, x .;*;>. August,
18 *2. G. KB.

2. On the Transformation-products of Starch.—The result of
:

'- . ,!
-:-.ii of malt-extract upon starch, as given by different

authors, being discrepant, O'Sullivax has reinvestigated the
subject, examining both of the products, (1) the dextrin and (2)

For the preparation of the former, 100 grams air-

dned starch were stirred up with 300 c.c. of water at 4u° and the
mixture poured into 2 liters of boiling water. After the paste
had cooled to 70° C, the cold extract from 20 grams pale malt

y*8
.
added to it. When the solution was no longer colored by

. cooled, filtered, evaporated to 300 c.c, and
precipitated by alcohe,;. f paste were trana-
;""ned l.y the action of sulphur^ and ..f..xali<- acids. The white,

waiyma^u.n frer op', , fl( ti i,-. Mill retained the power
_ eupric oxide to the extent of 8 or 9 per cent, of dex-

trose. To eliminate this reducing bodv, the dextrin solution rat
submitted to fermentation, and again precipitated by alcohol, three
or four times. It was finally washed with alcohol, thrown on a
niter, pressed in bibulous paper, and dried over sulphuric acid.

-kight preparations made by these general methods, moditymg



Pure dextrin thus obtained is a

brittle white powder, showing - faces, easily-

soluble in water, not perceptibly so in cold alcohol of sp. gr. 0.82.

An aqueous solution, containing In grins, in 100 c.c, has a sp. gr.

lecific rotatory power is [a] = -\- -213°. Dried oyer

"ght becomes constant when it contains

9.5"to 10 per cent, of water. This it loses in a current of dry air

at 100°. Analysis of the dextrin dried owr sulphuric acid gives

the formula C
6
H 10O 5

+- H
2
0. Treated with malt-extract its

solution increases in reducing power, and becomes constant when
the amount of sugar present, calculated as dextrose, is equal to

66 per cent, of the dextrin employed. The specific rotatory power
is then [a]

act from 20
|

a-dd.

i [a] sa 150°. To study the sugar produced, a starch pa:

as above, was treated with the extract from -Jo grams pale

malt, and the mixture allowed to stand at 40° to 45° for three

hours. It was boiled, cooled, filtered, evaporated to 300 c.c,

boiled with 2 liters of alcohol (sp. gr. 0.82), cooled, the alcohol

decanted and set aside. In six days the sides of the vessel were

covered with a crystalline crust. Five other preparations of this

sub-tanee wore made, some from the mother-liquors, others by
dialysis and reprecipitation. The products were all alike, had a

specific rotatory power [a] z= + 150, and reduced copper oxide

equal to 65 per cent, glucose. Analysis gave numbers agreeing

with the formula C^H^O^. The author believes, therefore*

that the end-product of the action of malt-extract upon starch is

a sugar analogous to lactose, which has a reducing power only

- as great as dextrose, and which appears to b

with Dubrunfaut's maltose.—Jour. Ghem. Soc, II, x, 579, July,

1872. G. F. B.

3. On Dextrin —Considering dextrin as the result of the union of

two molecules of dextrose by the elimination of one molecule of

water, Museums has attempted its synthesis. By solution of

dextrose in sulphuric acid, sulpho-dextrosic acid was obtained.

Instead of breaking this up by heat, as in the ordinary etherifi-

cation process, Musculus dissolved it in alcohol of 95 per cent.—

-

in which dextrin is insoluble—filtered the solution, and placed it

aside. The next day a slight precipitate appeared, which in-

creased daily for three weeks. The supernatant liquid W**
decanted; the precipitate, washed free from sulphuric acid by
alcohol, was dissolved in water and evaporated to dryness. A
dry, friable, and almost colorless amorphous mass was ob-

tained, which had no sweet taste, was very soluble in water,

insoluble in alcohol, did not reduce the copper test, was sacchar-

ified feebly by diastase, not colored by iodine, converted into dex-

trose by be g a rotatory

la-' particular, closelv with dextrin.— Hull. S<>c, <'fi. II, xviii. 60,

July 15, 1872. G. F. B.
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4. On the existence of an inferior Homologue of Benzol.
Kekule's theory of the hexacarbon nucleus of aromatic compoum
forbids the existence of an inferior homologue of benzol.

v:

istenee ot an interior homologue ot benzol, lhe an-

_„„ „f Carius that he had obtained pentene C 5H 4 , which
Id be such a homologue, is of so much importance that the

uestion of its true character should be at once determined.
{ommiei! has submitted, therefore, the Iightot products of coal-

tar to examination, with a view of detecting pentene. The first

product isolated was a small quantity of an oil boiling between
4o and 5o , which had the density of water and consisted of
nearly pure carbon disulphide. A second product, boiling IV. >m
58° to 62°—pentene, according to Carius, boiling at 00°—after

the separation of the CS
a , was nitrated, and yielded a compound

identical with binitr .benzol. IVntene has n<. existence in coal-tar,

therefore.—Bull. Soc. Ch,, II, xviii, 70, July 15,

(CH
3

homologue of resorcin, and has the formula C R H 3 \ OH
(OH

Vo.jt and IIi'NixTxivER have succeeded in producing it synthet-
ically. By the action of chlorine upon toluol containing a little

11 ,h "\ ciilortoai.,1. !, filing between 157° and 159°, was obtained.
I

}
is lieate 1 with t\v • three times its weight of sulphuric acid,

yielded a thick brown liquid containing two isomeric acids
":oned respectively tr and (1 chdorocivsybulphurou:- acids. Th.y

i ov'tlie greater solubility of the barium -alt of the

latter. The a chlorocresylsulphite of potassium obtained from
«l'- barium salt, was fuse, fin a silver capsule with twice its weight
"' potassium hydrate. Hvdrogen was disengaged, and, after

cooling, the mass was dissolved ni water, acidulated with hydro-
l'l>!oric acid, agitated with benzol to remove small quant it ie> of
Naln-ylio acid and eresvlo] formed in the reaction, and then with
•flyr to dissolve the orcin. After removal of the ether by dis-

> wn syrupy residue was left which was dissolved ni

•- d, <\ aporated to drvness in a current of carbonic gas,

and distilled in vacuo. A yellow, thick liquid passed over

between 185° and 190°, which solidified on cooling. This, on

solution in water and recrystallization either from water or chloro-

form, gave crystals of pure orcin, identic:.! in all its properties

with the natural product.—Bull. Soc. Ch., II, xvii, June, 1872.

6- On a simple method of determining lT»hr->flnr Weights fmm
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substance to In examined t-qii:il to it- molecular weight in milli-

grams. These tubes, as in Hofmamfs method i',.v vapor-densities.

are placed in the same mercury cistern and surrounded with a

-lass cylinder, into which the vapor of water, or of some substance

whose boiling point is higher, may be conducted. If the assumed
molecular weight be correct, the mercury will stand at the same
level in both tubes; if not, it must be either half or twice the

will be observed. It is obvious that by this method, all correc-

tions for temperature and pressure, and the tension of the mercury
rapor, and ill In Mibseqn ur . Iculuth i, ire avoided. The only

difficulty seems to lie in the accurate weighing; h it.
;

. :i illy.

this is no objection, since the weighing of liquids is effected in

small bulbs," an. 1 it is sunicienth accurate if carried to milligrams.

The tubes are calibrated easily by pouring into each of them a

weighed quantity of mercury, about equal in volume to that of

the vapor to be estimated. If the mercury does not stand at the

same height in both, gradually push a glass rod into it in the

larger tube until the same level is reach, d. Mark carefully the

point to which the rod is immersed, cut

allow the piece to rise to the top of the mercury in that tube

before heating. By using six of these tubes arranged in one

used, may be

._.. :ch

7. On the r,„. ,!,;., ' ,n't',,,.. ,;/' // ,/f ,1 .1 />.-, - .,',-, <>n Paraffin.—
In a second pap< i on this subj. ct, T" >kt>v. and Yoi no give the

results of distillation under j.
;•,---.•:>• of :\\ kilos. ..f ;

from shale, which melted at 46° and was composed of C 85.1#>

H 14.81. About 4 litres of fluid hydrocarbons were obtained, of

which 0.3 liter boiled below 100°, 1 liter between 100° and 200°,

and 2.7 litres between 200° and 300°. The marsh gas .cries and
the olefine series—no others were present—were separated by
means of bromine. Of the former, pentane, hexane, heptane,

octane, and nonane were obtained. Of the latter, the brominated

derivatives of the corresponding olefines. Paraffin undergoes a

similar decomposition to l.utnue and other memher- of the marsh
gas series.—Mer. Bert Chem. Ges., v, 556, July, 1872. g. f. b.

II. G-EOLOGY AND NATURAL HlSTORY.

1 The Eastern Limit of Cretaceous Deposits in Ioica ; by C.

A. White, of Iowa City, Iowa. (Read before the Dubuque Meet-

ing of the Arm ric.-m Association for the Advancement of Science.)

— Ar the Chicago meeting of this Association, I had the honor to

announce the existence of Cretaceous strata in Guthrie county,

Iowa, where they rest unconforinabiy up,,,-, the Coal measures; the

locality being about eiirhtv miles* eastward fr.-m the Missouri

river, and about forty miles west of the city of Des Moines. I
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have, subsequently, examined Cretaceous strata in Brown and
Redwood counties, in southwestern Minnesota, where they rest

unconformably upon rocks of Azoic age. So far as I am aware,
these are the most easterly localities in the interior region of
North America at which strata of Cretaceous age have been
actually observed in situ. The first mentioned Cretaceous rocks
arc referred to the division which, in my report on the Geology
of Iowa, I have nam d I e \'i-i, ! o an; -a 1st m. , and the latter

to the division called the Inoceramus beds, in the same report.

All these, as well as all the Cretaceous rocks hith rto know in the
intenoi legion, eastward from eastern Nebraska and Dakota, are
referred to the "Earlier Cretaceous" of Meek and Harden.

I have now to announce discoveries of Cretaceous fossils, and
'ragiuei i- of strata containing them, in the drift « t Iowa at other
points much farther eastward; the collection which has been made
at different localities < - which belong to seve-

ral of the most characteristic types of that period, especially of its

later epochs.

Dining the year 1870 my attention was called to the existence

an: county, low a, by Mr. John
T. Smith, of Lime Springs, and a few weeks aV> I visited the local-

it} indicated, in eompanv w ith him. It is found in a railroad cut
i'lst !i..rthwest oftln village, which is les> than tiv« miles south of
the northern boundary of Iowa, The fossil- ami fragments of
sti ta are i-und hid Ided in tin ..rd .ar\ co pact bluei-h clay of

; Irifr, tw. vJy or twenty-five feel beneath tin surface
'1 the soil. The collections have not yet been critically studied,
but the following statement of the one made at Lime Springs will

give a general idea of its character: 1. Squaloid teeth, of the
genus Ot>-t!(t«; -j, Teeth of S<ntm<>rp/utlu# ?; 3. Bones, teeth and
scales of teliost fishes; 4. Belermntdlo ; '>. Ammonites (2 spe-

cies); 8. Waticatf ; 1. Dentaiium ; 8. Ostrm; '•'. Inoc&ramui

;

l0
- L-htf; 11. Cytherea; 12. Corbula.
Mr. P. Mclsaac, of Waterloo, Blackhawk county, Iowa, has

a n.hurnitelhi in the unaltered drift mar that city,

;i d the re a few years ago. The
/; ' / '""'A/ is of the same species as those found in Howard
^'iity. -ixtv miles directh northward.

Hie Hsh teeth have bemi submitted, for examination, to my
friend Prof. O. H. St. John, who writes me as follows concerning

"All the squaloid teeth belong to the genus OUnJu* ..f Agassiz,
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have been identified—I do not presume to say upon what authority.

With §ome of the latter your specimens are intimately related,

perhaps identical. You have two or three fragments of teeth (one

nearly perfect), which probably belong to the same genus as those

from the New Jersey Greensand and later deposits known as

Saurocephalus. All these teeth evidently belong to a later epoch
than the chalky beds on the Big Sioux river, near Sioux City, the

fishes of which have a much stronger resemblance to those from

the Chalk of Europe than have the specimens under consideration,

while the squaloia teeth among the hitter 1 .car the most intimate

resemblance to certain forms of Otodus from the Cretaceous rock?

of Alabama. Hence I conclude your specimens have been derived

from deposits of the Later Cretaceous, probably equivalent to the

Alabama fi>! -trata. That they are very late

Cretaceous forms there can be no doubt, from the fact of theif

close relationship to teeth found in the Eocene of the Old World.

I am not prepared to show how close this reli

the first sight of your little collection stn-nejiy >p jested their

Eocene age."

Although all the specimens forming the subject of this memoir
have been found in the drift, they have been found at such local-

ities, and under such circumstances as to leave no doubt in the

mind of the writer that the Cretaceous sea once extended as fitf

eastward, between the 42d and 44th parallels of latitude, as the

92d degree of longitude west from Greenwich. This is nearly two
hundred miles further eastward than any Cretaceous deposits were

ever known to have extended in the interior region of North
America at the time I commenced my official examination of the

geology of Iowa in 1866. What
g

rest to these

d ; - <o cries is tin fact th it tin fos.il- ,1, u l,rl — I , hmg to a Meso-

America, s

Iowa or of the adjacent parts ,,f Nebraska and Dakota hitherto

known. It is true the deposition of late Cretaceous deposits only,

in the region indicated, requires the assumption thm a subsidence

took place there during that period ; but a similar condition of

other strata is found in southwest the Inoce-

ramus beds, as before stated, rest upon the Azoic rocks, the older

Nishnabotany sandstone being absent there, but present about

150 miles to the southwestward.
None of the strata in which these fossils were originally depos-

ited have, as before intimated, been found in situ, but fragments
of them, and also the material of the drift to which thev evidently,

in part, gave origin, show that they were soft and friable like most

of the Cretaceous rocks of the great interior region. Conse-

quently they were readily disturbed and removed by the forces in

operation during the Glacial epoch. While much of the mat. rial

of these strata was doubtless transported to great distances and its

character as such thu- obliterated, delicate' fossils, as well as soft

and friable fragments of the strata, are found embedded in the
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The fragments of strata referred to have been recognized, so far,

only .it Lime Springs, but their presence there, as well as the con-
dition in which they are found, inspires the confident hope that
we may yet find some of these Cretaceous strata /// situ in that
vicinity.

1 fiese discoveries also suggest that we should scan more elo -« ly

than ever before, not only the character and contents of the ,irift

of central and

j of them may not be of Mes
2. On Actual duelers i„ California; by John Muir,—

On one of the yellow days of October. I s 7

1

, when I was among
earns of the "Merced group," following the foot-prh.ts of

at glaciers that once flowed grandly from their ample
fountains, reading what I could of their history as written in

moraines, canons, lakes, and carved rocks, I came upon a small

: was can yini;- mad .-fa kind 1 had never seen. In a
•. where the stream widened, I collected some of this

mud. and observed that it was entirely mineral in composition,
; 'i-d fme as flour, like the mud from a line-grit grindstone. Before
I had time to reason, I said,

l

' Glacier mud

—

mountain meal!"
Then I observed that this muddy stream issued from a bank of

fresh quarried stones and dirt, that was sixtv or seventy feet in

his I at once took to be a moraine.* In climbing T* the
top of it, I was struck with the steepness of its slope, and with its

raw, unsettled, plantless, new born appearance. The slightest

Jouch starred blocks of red and black slate, followed by a rattling

train of smaller stones and sand, and a crowd of dry dust of mud,
the whole moraine being as free from lichens and" weather-stains
as if dug from the mountain that very day.

>> lien I had scrambled to the top of the moraine, I saw what
seemed to be a huge snow-bank, tour or live hundred yards in

: ilfa mil. in width. Imh. Id. 1 mi^';'»m1 ami m-

was buijr, ..j .,,.,,_ the snow-bank frmn
Sl,.'<- to si,],.. ail ,i vvlien [ lJServed that these curved lines coincided
'\oii the curved moraine, and that the stones and dirt wen- m<>st

:,!,, i"daiit near the bottom of the bank, I shout -d "J tiring

I hese bent dirt-lines show that the ice is following in its dif-

way, and discovered
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ice, and, comparing the form of the hasin which it occupied with

similar adjacent basins that were empty, I was led to the opinion

thai this glacier wsa em
' in depth.

Then I went to the "snow-l^nks"' of Mts. Lyell and McChire,
and, on examination, was convinced that they also were true gla-

ciers, and that a dozen other snow-hanks s en from the summit of

Mt. Lyell, crouching in shadow, were gla<
"

But, altho thus fully satisfied cone
real nature of these ice masses, I found that my friends regarded
my deductions and statements with distrust : 'therefore, I deter-

mined to collect proofs of the coi

kind.

On the twenty-first of August last, I planted five stakes in the

glacier of Mt. MeC'Lure, which is situated east of Yosemite Valley,

near the summit of the range. Four of these s^; k< s w en < xtended
acr.-s tin- glacier, in a -traight line, from the east side to a point

near the middle of the glacier. The first stake was planted about
twenty-five yards from the east ba : the second,

ninety-four yards; the third, 152, and the fourth, 225 yards. The
positions of these stakes were determined by sighting across from
bank to bank, past a plumb-line, made of a stone and a black

horse-hair.

On observing my stakes on the sixth of October, or in forty-six

days after being planted, I found that stake No. 1. had been" car-

ried down stream eleven inches; No. 2, eighteen inches; No. 3,

thirty-four, and No. 4, forty seven inches. As stake No. 4 was
near the middle of the glacier, perhaps it was not far from the

point of maximum velocity—forty-seven inches in forty-six days,

or one inch per day. Stake No. :> was planted about midway
between the head of the -lacier and stake Xo. 4. Its motion 1

found to be, in forty-six davs, fortv inches. Thus these ice-masses

are seen to possess the true glacial motion. Their surfaces are

striped with bent dirt-bands, and are bulged and undulated by in-

equalities in the bottom of their basins, causing an upward and

downward swelling, corresponding to the horizontals wedging as

indicated by the curved dirt-bands.

The Mt. Mc Clure glacier is about one-half of a mile in length,

and the same in width at the broadest place. It is crevassed on

the south-east corner. The crevasse runs about south-west and
north-east, and is several hundred yards in length. It is nowhere
more than one foot in width.
The Mt. Lvell -lacier, separated Inun that ,.f Mcldure by a
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the range, or about north 30 deg. east, and south 30 deg. west.
I-iii«- "i rleavage .-n— the<e, numiiig nearly parallel with the
main ratine; and the granite of this region has a horizontal oleav-

:;-» "' -•> iiili'-'tn.i.. I i.e r.M mentioned ,.fthe>e lines have the
fulhst 'l--\ cloj.ni.'iit. and give direction and character to many
valleys and canons, and determine the principal features of many
!"<k tonus. No matter how hard, how domed or homogeneous
the granite may be, it still possesses these lines of cleavage, which
''' |"iv «ni\ simph e..iidiiini^ of moisture, time, etc., for their

;t. But 1 am not ready t<> discuss the origin of these
planes of cleavage, which make this granite so easily denuable,
nor their full significance with regard to mountain "structure in

than the rock outside, and has been denuded, leaving vertical

nulls, as determined by the direction of the c!eavag< .

rise to those narrow-slotted canons, called "devil's lanes," "devil's
gateways," etc.

In many places, in the higher portion of the Sierras, these slot-

as are tilled with snow, which I thought might prove to
be ice; might prove to l,e living -daeiers. still engaged in cutting
into the mounlii >. !ik < idh-ss s ws. T. d. rl,), this question,
on the 23d of August last, I set two stakes in the narrow-slot gla-
(,lt'r <>f Mt. Hoffman, markino- their position l>v si-htin- across

fi-oiu wall to wall, as I did on the MeClure .Ja.'icr; but on visit-

!!l - thein. a month afterward, they had 'oven melted out, and I

va- linage to decide of accuracy.
On the 4th of October" h-t,' I str, tehed a small tr .ut line across

the glacier, fastening both ends in the solid banks which at this

j'hice wen onlv sixteen feet apart. I set a short, inflexible stake
in the ice, so as just to t.,u.d, the tightlv-drawn line, by which
means! was enabled to measure the flow ..f the g!ari< r with ^n^'
' '^letness. Examining the stake in twentv-four hours after set-

ting it, I found that '"it had hern carried "down ahout thrce-six-

inch. M the end of four days, I again examined,
:n

.

,! Ibund that the whole downward motion Was thirteen-sixteeiiths
o{ ;| n iticli, showing that the flow of this -lacier was perfectly
regular.

In accounting for those narrow lane canons, so common here, I
'

iiu -<.'- refi rre.l diem to ice-action in connection with, special con-

ditions of cleavage, and I was gratified to find that their forma-
tion was still going on. This Hoftman glacier is about 1,000 feet

en to thirty feet wide, and perhaps 100 feet deep in

pla,
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Mountains, at the last two months in geolo-

gical researches. They bring back a large number of vertebrate

fossils from the Cretaceous and Tertiary formations of the West,

Among 11,1' treasures secured ..1 iring tiie eiv-eiil trip was a nearly

entire skeleton of Ilesperomis regalis Marsh, the gigantic diving

bird of the Cretaceous; a second sp< ch - of L ht/( ,/o,-,iis (I. <-,!,,

Marsh), and numerous remains of Pterodactyls. The new fossils

will soon be described by Professor Marsh.
4. OnSpoat'i, < ../.-./*/.,„.- inZ-f !,.:,.t;*.—[Communicated to this

Journal).—Among the specimens of Z. spinulifera Hall, collected

from the St. Loui> limestone in Marina County, Iowa, is one show-
ing what is probably true spontaneous fission. This is the only

specimen showing such a character, among thousand- of sp« « imens

of many species, which I have collected from the Palaozoic rocks

of America, and septus remarkable in a genus so distinctively,

-imp! au.l > it r
:

' h .-. 'time of the specimen is such as to

2 -i thai its peculiarity may be the result of a fusion

. -
.

,.'
' -

'

•
.

;<.;._.'•!;. '- ,. V _ .;-_

it into two parts, there is also no impression or suture of the

epitheea to suggest such a t'u>ion. The specimen is of ordinary
height, the outline of the double calyx being oblong, one diameter
being about twice as great as the other. There are two well

marked septal f—
. tu-. forming an angle of about 130 degrees

with each other, and the other parts are developed in the ordinary

way, the transverse plate- being common to both parts.

The peculiar t'<! hi of this specimen is evidently not the result

of violence, because the epitheea and transverse plates are un-
broken. Specimens showing complete recovery from violence,

indicted while the polyp was living, are not uncommon.
Iowa State University, Aug. 7th, 1872. O. A. WHITE.

5. Volcano of Kilauea.—Frova. one of our residents who has
just returned from ivilauea by the Annie, we learn that the crater

is very active. The old South 1. _ over in two
broad' -treams, one to the south and the other to the west. A
number of beautiful cones were in action, and sending up con-

tinuous jets of lava. Mr, Jones, the proprietor of the Volcano
house, describes the scene as finer than any he has seen for years.

Daring the last two weeks a quid ,-iake shocks
have been felt at Kapapata, and on Oct. 13th a very heavy one
was t'elt at llilo—the heaviest that has been felt since the great

shock of April, 1868.—Hairailan Gazette, Oct. 27.

6. The J '

1 ;,.,,., fipf,y of Great Britain;
by A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S., Director-General of the Geo-
logica Surveys of the United Kingdom. 3d edition, 350 pp.
12mo. With a geolocical map printed in colors. London.
(Edward Stanford.)—It is not surprising that Prof'. Kamsay's
Physical Geology and Ceogruphv of "mat Britain should have
great popularity' at home. And it also may well have in this

country. For British facts do not belong to Britain, but to
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the world, and illustrate universal principles. The general
subjects of the origin and arrangements of rocks, ana tln-ir

upturning and metamorphisra
; the origin of mountains and

valhvs and the general features of the surface; and the anion
of water in the condition <>t oraiih. mus and glaciers, are
treated with a clearness and simpiicit v calculated to attract
the iH.pular reader. The succession" of life on the globe is only
t"Ui-hed iij.on lirietlv with reference to in i porta nt general truths.
i; "* the facts connected with the more recent life 'in Britain, es-

:H of the ea\e animals, and of other Quaternary deposits
in which occur traces of man along with bones of extinct quudru-

thc principal parts of two chapters ; and in connec-
tion, such subjects a- the separation of liritaiu from the con-
tinent^, origin <d \ 01 .rivers \ Ih >.ri\e. t< i ( sand >ed
1,t:i he<, il - iniiuenct of changes of level on tlm features and

1 he work closes with a chapter on the relation of the different
races of men in Britain to the geology of the country ; and an-

ther on the industrial products of the geological formations of
1

'

e .j iriries of ava'dabi.- coal • i,-hb, ami the

Leafch the more recent
formations. Most of the subjects are illustrated by new facts and
vn-ws irawn by the author from his own extensive observations,
and the volume is therein- rendered a work of great importance
to all geologists. Its value is much enhanced by a geological
"^{'"f ( -'< -.Iored. which tonus its frontis-

piece.
J

*. Elemexteder Geologic, von Dr. IIkkmann Credxkk, Proles-

soranderbiiiuistj hei'p/m. -..,- i-p. « i:i, •-" « h-ut-. Leipzig,

more from American fiu-N than i-

^- think there is much that i>

American Huronian, but in gen
geology are trustworthy.

-. Litholofjie d.s J/ers ; by M.
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to the bed of the deep c

great extent an unkno
will be required befon the facts connected with th in! mi writers

of the continents can be properly systematized. Delesse by his

labors has given increased interest to these investigations.

9. Notice <>f
a : ,r.r Sperhs of Ichthyornis ; by O. C. Maesh.—

A second species of the peculiar genus of Cretae, mis birds, with

biconcave vertebrae {Ichth;h>r.>>?), was found by the writer durinir

atl-. r

eadily be distinguished from that spec

", and h:the sacrum, which is proportionally
cup of the posterior vertebral face more deeply concave. This

species may be called L-hthynnris celer, and the group of birds

now represented by the two species may be named lehtkyornidm.

Tale College, Dee. 16th, 1872.

10. Rerhn- i>> d, hi ll.ij/t.nt;-.!, t'r '**,',.<; .!.* linn* deCoraux
dans V Octm ,, fntte <) Pile de Tad!, en Xovem-
bre, 1869; par MM. F. Le Cler<\ Lieutenant de vaisseau, et

DcniL DE ' - constructions navales, pp. 22,

8vo. Paris, 18 72. (Adolphe Laine, rue des Saints-Peres. KM.-y-

After some general observations of interest, the authors of this

pamphlet give an account of tle-ir ; temp! to ;i --ertan flu rati

of growth of the coral reef at Tahiti, called the Dolphin Shoal, by
m. asurements from the level of the stone planted on the shore on

Point Venus, by Capt. Wilkes, and comparing their results with

his. They made measurements: but they observe that Wilkes

does not state whether he me imk, ! .rmn the top of a head of coral

or from the solid bank on which the corals were growing, and
fir; her. that the use of an -'excellent spirit level," from a stone

of so little length, is not sufficiently exact for correct results.

Hence, they draw no conclusion from 'their results. Before leav-

ing the region, thev made the following' arrangements with refer-

ence tc> future measurements. They planted two blocks of coral,

- 'in below mid nearly burying them in the soil, plac-

ing them 0-21 meters above the Wilkes stone which is between
them; they then put a mark upon them on plates of metal, directed

toward the [dace of observation on the shoal. A third stone was

placed 40 meters from the southwest angle of the Point Venus
lighthouse, in order to give a second ob<<T\ ation on the position of

the spot on which soundings were to be made. This spot was

found to bear from the two new stones N. 77° 30' E. ;
from the

third stone X. 7<)
c 55' E. ; from the bell of the new mi-don church

stone is 7-460 ab,. v .

;

. Thi- ..l^ervation

thev leave for comparison with future mea-urennmts. They ob-

serve that th -
; : bank is rise M „!,; ,.»'"

t
>hn,t<l-
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the vessel, and contains lines showing the position of the points
referred to above.

11. Brongniart on the theoretical Si,-<-inr. <>f tf„ rltl ,e in

CofUfem.—This latest view of the nature of the fertile scale was
brought out by Mr. Brongniart, at a meeting of the Hoianieal
Society of France, July 14, 1871, upon the occasion of the reading
of the characters of sevem ! Xew Cal-d.'iiian Aran -arias described
by the late Mr. Gris and himself. It is, in brief, that the scale
and the subtending tract in Ahirtiafu are the result of a complete
anteroposterior deduplicat ion in Phum, Ac, and incomplete in
lr;ninfr;<t, of the same organ which in Citprfssl/nn is undivided
or simple. The ovuliferous scale is therefore to the tract what t li-

the petal of ;

Bot. Fr., :
&oc Bot. _

Zizania aqttatiea not
-M.urnai ior August last, p. 151, apropos to Jcau-sun as a product
Hydrnpyru,,, lot,[fofium and to the suggestion that our Wat
Kiee {Zizania aqnatica) might bear similar thickened shod
tubers, or rootstocks, it may be well to mention that our esteem*
correspondent, Mr. Lapham, of Milwaukee, has settled the questh
m the negative. It proves, from his observations and the spe<
mens which he communicates, that our Water Rice has aimu
roots (as generally supposed) and no radical shoots of any sort.

13. The CaZcirrt •<-. ,„ r i*n,i C/,,i,<a? make wret< hed herbariui
specimens, as is well known, being not only unsightly but usual:
very fragile. Mr. Corum (vide Bull. Soc. Bot. Fr., xvii, p. 153) rei

edies this by plunging the fresh specimens for a short rime i

water containing one per cent, of hydrochloric acid, and aft-
".•u-d washing in pure water. Their aspect when thus prepare
and dried is nearly that of the living plant.

1 !, Ornjh, ,,,-t/. [J' ,,,-„,, \y;if,nr— From the investigations <

> that of Salixpenihih, Ma'neh"
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nitrogen when compared with it appeared double, and each com-
ponent nebulous am I broader than the line of the nebula. This

latter line was seen on several nights to be apparently coincident

with the middle of the less refrangible line of the double line of

nitrogen. This observation was on one night confirmed by obser-

vation with the more powerful spectroscope I have not

yet been able to find a condition of luminous nitrouvn in whirl;

the line has the same characters as those presented by the line

in the nebula, when it is single and of the width ..{'the slit

Upon the whole, I am inclined to regard the line in the nebula as

probably due to nitrogen.
u Second line. This line was found by my former comparisons

to be a little less refrangible than a strong li

barium. These sets of measures give for this line a wave-length
of 4957 on Angstrom's scale ; this would show that the line agrees

nearly in position with a strong line of iron. At present I am not

able to suggest to what substance this line belongs This

line is also narrow and defined. i suspect that the brightness of

this line relatively to the first line varies in different nebulae.
" Third andfourth lint*.* .My former observations show that

these lines agree in position with two lines of the spectrum of

hydrogen, that at F and the line near G. These lines are very

narrow and are defined. ... I have not been able to obtain

decisive observations as to the possible motion of the nebula in

the line of sight.
'

i the details of his observations

are his results tabulated.on^arioJs
1 ,,,r 1

Ta

>:•. liu

and t

Na
H
H
H

I]

II

II

H

tfg

ggins gives t

he following i

—Stars movi

Betelgeus, .. 37

Ursse majoris,

€::.

6 " :::

a Coronas borealis, .

.

Aldebaran ? .

y Cassiopeia^

.! \. .•
."

:

' c ., .:. '
'

'

<i»ry on the night of Nov. 13, 1868. Mr.

I Prof. Winlock, but doea not mention i



7 Leonis, . _ Mg
eBootis, Mg
yGygni, H ..""I

'.'." .".'.
«Pegasi, H .. . ... .

yPegasi?. H . ....

On the above determinations Dr. Huggins makes the following
remarks :

—

"The velocities of approach and of recession which have been
assigned to tin- -T :t! s in r! i-

j
t; ,« ,• n ;

iwi t the whole of the mo-
tion in the line of sight which exists between them and the snn.
As we know that the sun is moving in space, a certain part of
these observed velocities must be due to solar motion. I have not

-make this correction, because, though the direction
"I'h sun's motion seems to be satisfuci rih ns.ertained, any esti-

mate that can be made at present of the* actual velocity with

It seems not improbable that this part of the stars' motions may

of a star of the

it little greater

dll be observed that, sneakinu- general! v. the stars which
'

/0
--ius, Betel-

ens oppo-
site 10 Hercules, toward which the sun is advancing, while the
stars in the neighborhood of this region, as Arcturus, Vega,
« Cygni, show a motion of approach. There are in the stars

already observed exceptions to this general statement ;
and there

are some other considerations whirh'appear to show that the sun's

motion in space is not the onlv or even, in all cases, as it may be

hief cause of the observed proper motions of the stars.

"There can be little doubt but that in the observed itellar

give, on the supp< rage parallax of a star of thi

hrst magnitude is equal to 0"-209, a velocity
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proper m« :
;

. ms, v liil. o and ;. of the same constellation have a

proper motion in the opposite direction. Now. the spectroscopic

observations show tliat the -tars /j, ;% o', f, .<, have also a com-

mon motion of recession, while the star a is approaching the

earth. The star >.-, indeed, appears to be moving from us, hut it

is too far from ,x to he regarded as a companion of that star.

" Although it was not to he expected that a concurrence would

always he found between the proper motions which i

apparent motion- a! right angles to the line of sight and the radial

motions as discovered by the spectroscope, still i* is inf. n sting to

remark that in the case of the stars Castor and Pollux, one of

which is approaching and the otl er re< « ding, their propi n actions

are also different in direction and in amount ; and further, that

y Leonis, winch has an opposite radial motion to a and p of the

same constellation, differs f; m thes; -tars in the direction of its

proper motion."—Proc. R. S. of X., vol. xx, No. 136. a. m. m.

IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

I. National Academy of Sciences.—-The following is a list of

read at the meeting of the National Academy of Sciences,

i Cambridge, Nov. 20, 1872 :

1. The organization of the Museum of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge; by

L. Agassiz.

2. On three different modes of teething amoDg Selachians; by L. Agassiz.

3. On the manufacture of Gunpowder for great guns, and on increasing the effi-

4. An Acoustic Pyrometer; bv Ahml M. M,ni<:r.

5. Eesults of the Coast Survey astronomical expedition to the Rocky Moun-

tains ; by Chas. A. Young.

-.thermal chart and of a hypsometric sketch of the Uni-

ted States ; by Chas. A. Schott.

7. Account of the proceedings of the International Standards Commission at

Paris, September,
~~~~

i;;:':r:

16. Researches o

17. A;. ..Tir.il Notices; by W. Gibbs.

18. Results of coast of New En
19. Tidal Researches ; by W. Ferret

21. On the specific identity of some animals along t

22. The copulatory organs of the Selachians compared
rith those of other V
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adergo with age; by L. Agassiz.

i;°by J.
£°

d.)—Mr. C. W: Bi-vant. engimcr
lie of the Atlantic and Lake Erie II. IF, has submitted
xamiuation < large mn uiin.:i lian bone. I find it to be
de of the pubic arch of the pelvis of a mastodon. Di-
ss follows- T.ength, 29-5 cent imeters ; breadth at inner

eadth at outer end 14'5 centimeters ; thick-

ras discovered in the bank of
Kaccoon creek, near Granville. The fractured ends are much
t-rodrd, and the whole specimen has the appearance of having
been rolled and worn by rnnnin-r wafer before it was deposited in

its matrix of clay and gravel. Portions of the matrix adhere
hrmly, and there is also a partial coating of iron oxide. The
qwoific gravity is greater than that of fresh bone.

Granville, 0., Dec. 6, 1872.

3. Xinyara : Its History ami Ge<do>jy, Incidents and Poetry,
with Illustrations ; bv (tk«». W Hoiiky. IuT, pp. l2mo, with a
map: 1872. New York City. Sheldon & Co.—Mr. IT.dU-v has
resnhd for over thirty vears at Niagara Falls, and in the 'little

volume he has lately given us, he records his own observations
;i ;"i the curious facts of various sorts which he has collected
about the great cataract. The chapters on the topograph;, and
geology ot this region are particularly interesting. From the
surveys of Capt. Williams for a canal around Niagara Falls and
^'"in other sources, he compiles a comprehensive and clear state-

"'V"
f

.

" ]

' the barrier which formed the eastern margin of Fake

ents of Am.ri ran -vol

athusiastic lov cr of na

ature ir . ni mar. wi

. The



Jackson, of Washington City, the photographer. has added to the

photographs of 1871 an extended series of pictures of the won-

Bta seen during the past summer. Next to a personal

visit to this land of geysers, hot springs fountains of boiling

mud, waterfall- . lake- and maje-tic mountains, is a morning spout

over these photographs. They would do credit to the best photo-

oratory, and considering the difficulties inherent in a

long and arduous journey, thev are reallv admirable.
The Yellowstone series well* illustrates the advantage of photo-

graphy over any hand drawings in bringing mn d. tails ot struc-

ture, especially where the artist is guided by the geologist
^
in

-electing the best points of view. Among the novelties which

are a positive addition to our knowlege of orography we men-

tion particularly the view- of the Thr e Tetons. Vm ng the

Geyser views there are two of " Old Faithful " in full action,

which are exceedingly effective; others of basins and cones in

which the varied tracery of the surface may be studied with much
of the satisfaction to be had from actual examination ; others of

long cascade slopes which have been gracefully terraced I <y the

i' the waters, and whose basins, brimful! _
to

their delicate edges with the petrifying waters, reflect mirror-like

the surrounding objects
; others showing large areas of the Geyser

region with the geysers in action. Such views give an oppor-

tunity for the geologist to compare beds of chemical deposition

with our ordinary limestones.

There are already 600 of these views, and the Government has

given permission to have them sold at moderate prices. There

are three series of sizes, one llXf4 inches at *1 each, a medium
size, 8X10 at 50 cts. each, and stereographs at $3 per dozen.

5. A Popular Treatise on Gems; by Dr. L. Feuciitwaxukk.
528 pp. 12mo. New York, 1872 (author, No. 55 Cedar St., New
Yorkt. With the exception of a brief addition to the App'.-ndix,

thi.-ys a reprint of the last edition of Feuchtwunger's valuable

and well illustrated work on gems.
6. A Manual of M><>r< -s. ,,;, M,>n,t :,,</. with notes on the coir

lertion ami esamnuttio,, of »h}f ;-ts ; by Jo'hx II. M.\RTrx\ -'"<) pp.

8vo, with m: • a by the author. "

1872. (Lindsay & Blakiston). From the London edition.—This

work is an exceedingly valuable companion to the student in mi-

croscopy. It describes apparatus, methods of mounting and preser-

vation, and method*. ,
^ ail the fullness of detail

required by t >pist. The drawing- are numer-

ous and most of them original, and much in the work is new to

The Expressions of the Em< n- Ni.m - Vnimals By Charles Darwin-

374 pp. 12 mo. London. 1«72 (John E. Murray).

3 :rrey, 1872. pp. 159. Londi Francis).

The Kartli n drear >.!.•/.•: !

. A. M M:.v..-r. i

: . : , . .-;
•

SeldAOo,
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Art. IX.—On the Spectrum of the Aurora of October Uth, 1872;
by George F. Barker.

Another very brilliant aurora was visible in New Haven
on the evening of October 14th, 1872. Like the one observed
the previous year—on the 9th of November, 1871—it was dis-
tinguished by its intense crimson color, and by its form—which
was that of a single broad streamer shooting up in the western
sky from near the horizon almost to the zenith. The bright-
ness of this streamer varied from time to time in its different
portions. It was accompanied by more or less white aurora,
which latter, however, was considerably more diffused. It
appeared shortly after six o'clock and lasted until nearly half-
past seven, when it became too faint for spectroscopic measure-
ment
The instrument used in examining its spectrum was a single

prism spectroscope of Duboscq, similar to the one used for the
aurora of November, 1871 (this Journal, III, ii, 465, Dec,
toil). The prism is an equilateral one of flint, dense enough
to distinctly separate the D lines with the magnifying power
employed. The spectrum of the aurora, as seen in this instru-

ment, was very bright and consisted of seven lines and bands,
being markedly different from that of the aurora of Nov., 1871,
the bands being crowded more together toward the middle of

>un. By means of a candle flame the divisions on
-r.-r s.nlr wcr- illuminated, and the sodium line

;
i

' r, "
i '-'*'<; to the division 100. Even when the scale-numbers

•.v vi-uhle. fix 1 auroral lines could he clearly mid
-•'"rpiy distinguished. The divisions of the scale which cut
A* Jocb. Sci.-Third Skjuks, Vol. V. No W. -Feb., 1878.
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the lines centrally were recorded, the slit being about a milli-

meter wide. Measured in this way, the seven auroral lines and

bands, beginning at the least refrangible, had the following

positions on the scale : 89-5, 110, 120-125, 182-135, 138-142,

150-155, and 181. The bands extended over the divisions of

the scale above given. These numbers are the mean of three

closely accordant and complete measurements by myself, and

of one by my friend, Mr. C. B. Dudley, of this city. Count-

ing the lines in order from red to blue, the brightness of the

seven was as follows: 2, 1, 7, 3, 6, 4, 5 ; the line marked 110

being the brightest. The lines 89*5 and 110 were sharp on the

edges, the line 181 nearly so, and the lines 3, 4, 5, and 6, from

the red end, were more or less broad bands nebulous on the

edges, but shading away equally apparently on each side.

The measurements may be regarded as accurate to within half

a division of the scale.

The value of these scale-numbers in wave-lengths was deter-

mined, as before, by a series of measurements of certain of the
'

-tic elemental lines and of the principal lines of Fraun-

hofer in full sunlight The elemental lines measured had the

following readings upon the scale of the instrument

:

K a 66, Li a 81, Sr (i 81-6, H a 83, Sr y 84, Ca a 92, Li yS 94,

Sr a 95, Na a 100, Ca 111-5, Tl a 119, H p 141-5, Sr 8 157, H y
181, Ca^ 187, K/tf 206.

The scale-numbers for the Fraunhofer lines read as follows

:

A 66, a 72-5, B 77, C 83, D 100, E 122, b 126, F 141-5, G 181.

The wave-lengths of these lines being taken from Angstrom's
tables as given by Gibbs, the wave-lengths of the auroral lines

were obtained by direct interpolation from these ; it being

assumed that no error greater than those of the instrumental

measurement would be thus introduced. The following table

gives the auroral data as obtained thus far

:

7fU

]M>

(3) band 120-125



of the Aurora of Oct., 1872.

(4) band 132-135 505-499 505-499 {^.3
B&r

f

(5) band 138-142 493-485 493-485 \t-
F 141-5 486
(6) band 150-155 474-467 474-467 \^VSilI°eeL
G 181 431
(7) line 181 431 431 434 a. ciark, Jr .

In this table, column 1 gives the lines observed, both Fraun-
noter and auroral ; column 2, the (

scale of the instrument: column „
lated as above described ; column 4, the auroral lines given in

iis by themselves, for comparison; and column 5,

the same auroral lines, as meas-
ured at other times or by different observers.
Of these seven lines it appears that, while none of them are

previous observer has seen all of them at once,

n five, and four having been seen by myselfm a previous aurora. Two of these lines, the 5th and 7th,
appear to coincide nearly with the solar lines F and G. But
the want of a line corresponding to the C line, shows that these
lines cannot be due to hydrogen. Moreover, the 3d band
includes the E line within it. On plotting the spectrum of
this and of the aurora of Nov., 1871, according to the scale-
numbers given in the table, it is easy to see a considerable dif-
ference between them. While four of the lines, 1, 2, 4 and 5,

n to both, three lines of the former have no corres-
ponding lines in the latter. Indeed the most refrangible line,
ot wave-length 431, has only been once before observed and
measured

; this was by Alvan Clark. Jr., the reductions being
made by Professor Pickering. The existence of the band 3
between 2 and 4, gives the spectrum its more condensed appear-
ance, which was apparent on the very first glance through the

Ihese results would seem to establish the necessity of as
accurate measurements as possible in fixing the position of

ear that if the identity between

- 1 kctrum—of course under mod-
ified conditions—is to be established (as Professor Vog»l thinks
will be the case), this can only be done bv absolute verification
ot lines by measurement. If "the auroras at different times are
at different heights, which seems to be proved, then the elec-
tric discharge must take place under varying conditions both

temperature and pressure: r.mdiriims Mivadv abundantly

new, yet t

Vogel ha%

have a marked
fiber of accurate
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be possible, not only to settle this question of identity with the

air-spectrum, but also to get some approximate ideas upon the

temperature and pressure in the auroral regions, and to deter-

mine the reasons of the differences observed in the spectra of

various auroras. Pocket-spectroscope examinations may give

a general idea of the spectrum, but they cannot serve for any

exact determinations.*

AET. X.

—

On the Quartzite, Limestone and associated rocks of

the vicinity of Great Harrington, Berkshire Co., Mass. ; by

James D. Dana.

2. From the Housatonic valley westward— continued.

In the ridge (L) to the southwestward of Housatonic village,

the quartzite stratum, instead of being replaced by mica slate, as

is the case to the north and northwest, is quartzite still ;
more-

over, the underlying stratum of gneiss, s\ is quartzite also, so

that the limestone—the outcropping rock of Long Pond valley

—is directly overlaid by quartzite. Further, these rocks, m
place of being nearly horizontal in position, are nearly vertical

Figure 6 represents an east and west section across this

region a mile north of Yandeusenville, and extending west

through the Tom Ball ridge into Alford.f (Fig. 3, of a sec-

tion through Williamsville, and 5, of one through the north

end of Tom Ball, are here repeated for comparison). The

quartzite of the ridge L in this section is overlaid by gneis-

soid mica schist on the east, and has the limestone of Long

Pond valley conformable to it on the west. The limestone is

in many places in close contact with the quartzite, and the

strike near the junction is K 7°-20° E. with the dip mostly 70

to the eastward, but varying from 50° to 90°. The quartzite is

intensely hard, showing, like that of Monument Mountain, no

trace of bedding. For' this reason an examination of the con-

* An examination of the spectrum of this aurora with Hawkins and Wale's

direct-vision pocket spectroscope showed that it coincided apparently with tfie

separated from each other, owing to the less dispersion. Hence t]

observed by Holden and described by him in the December number
nal. To my eye, however, the spectrum presented an appearance quite different

from that figured by him. It would thus appear that the spectrum of the aurora,

like the form of the solar corona, is liable to be affected by the personal equation

f Above V« in the section fig. 6, is the Tom Ball ridjre: above A4
, the hong
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tact of the limestone and quartzite tells us nothing as to

whether the quartzite conforms to the limestone in dip, or

whether the two are separated by a fault. Rut this question is

settled positively by the existence of a laminated bed of quartzose

limestone, or ealraiv. m- quartzite, 40 to 50 feet thick, in the

-. as "\1 ibited in the section (fig. 6). The lamina-

tion of this calcareous stratum is very perfect and uniform,
and extends for a long distance along the west slope of the
ridge. Its strike is N/5° E., and its dip 70°-75° to the east-

i Long Pond valley through s

ward. The impure limestone or calcareous quartzite contains

occasionally minute, slender, brown tourmalines, some oi tuem

half an inch long. The stratum is separated from the liimst.me

on the west by about forty feet of the hard bedless

,'f ;

lower gnok< in the Monument Mountain section (figs. - <>r4)

t,u t!l <' Housatonic valley. To the east of this .-aWn-xi- -da-

tura there is a great I

200 Gael or more

;

the exact amount cannot be determined on account oi the

absence of bedding.
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To the east of the quartzite the slopes (the eastern of ridge

L) are covered with ea I iere is a soft, decom-

posable rock beneath, probably mica schist ; and toward the foot

of the slopes there is an outcrop of the mica schist, dipping 28°

to the eastward, the strike being north. This amount of dip is

very much less than that of the western side of the quartzite

;

and it is probable that the dip in the quartzite gradually

to the eastward. The mica schist is evidently the stratum s
2 of

Monument mountain, while the quartzite corresponds to q
1 and

s
1 combined. The limestone of Lond Pond valley is P ;

while

that in the quartzite is a layer not before noted, which we may
call l\

The slate of the part of Tom Ball in this section is the

smoothish mica slate, like that to the north, but it differs in

and quartzite of the opposite side of Long Pond
On the western slope of the Tom Ball ridge the rocks are mostly

concealed by earth
; but there are many exposures of limestone

in Alford over the plain at its foot, and in these the beds have

an average strike of K 5°-10° E., and a dip of 50°-70° to

the eastward ; in some places 90°.

b. Continuing this section westward across the town of

Alford, we pass from the limestone of eastern Alford to the

mica slate of Alford ridge. The slate and limestone at their

junction have the same strike and dip ; the strike observed

'i"st east of K on the map) being K 7° B. and the dip 70° to

eastward.

In the western A I a u-ain limestone with a high
•

; ridge. The

I
I

, and beyond this the mica slate of the Taconic ridge,

most western outcrop of limestone observed, or that nearest w
the Taconic ridge, gave for the strike N. 19° E. and dip 52°

;

and the same was obtained as the average for the slate of the

ridge, a hundred yards distant. The limestone is evidently

conformable to both the slate of Alford ridge and the Taconic.

This slate in each is identical in its characters with bl

Tom Ball ridge—a smooth -surfaced mica slate, part'

and more or less garnetiferous, and containing many quarts

veins the cavities of which are often filled with chlorite.

c. We come now to the question as to the folds

section ; and, in connection, the character of the fold along the

Tom Ball ridge elsewhere.

At the north end of the Tom Ball ridge the existence of a

synclinal is fully demonstrated, as shown in fig. 5. The lime-

stone strata at the eastern and western foot lirr" dip tov.-.nl

each other beneath the slates of the ridge; and moreover the

limestone emerging on the east is directly continuous around
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the north end of the mountain with that on the west. It

therefore, only to trace out the changes in the synclinal
fold to the southward through the rest of the mountain.

Along the section in jig. 6.—The low quartzite ridges W and
L (see map) are overlapping parts of an interrupted series, in
wkich L is situated half a mile to the west of the line of W.
1

! ." high inclination of the strata in L is evidently connected
w ith this more western shove of the ridge. In consequence of
it the limestone is bent up into a close fold and the Tom Ball
ridge west of it into another equally close, the strata having a
dip of from 50° to 75°

; and as the slates of Tom Ball form a
synclinal, the limestone corresponds to an anticlinal. This is

indicated in the curved lines in % 6.

I mar add that in the limestone of eastern and western
Alford there are probably other anticlinals. With regard to
these more western ranges of limestone, especially that west of
Alford ridge, the evidence is not yet complete.
Ahng the section in fig. 3.—To understand the fold abreast

of Williamsville we must note that in this section the lime-
stone of the Housatonic fold, A3

, dips westward, and continues

.

at no great distance beneath the surface to the Tom
Ball ridge, where the foot rocks on the east are nearly horizon-
tal

; and then, after passing under the mountain, emerges on
the west at a high angle like that of the Tom Ball slates adjoin-
ing- Now, following the strata from Monument Mountain

do not dip beneath the surface in
the Williamsville valley, and thence bend up into Tom Ball

;

but their course, as just "stated, is nearly horizontal till reaching
the present position of Tom Ball. The downward bend in
the synclinal, therefore, took place along what is now the
eastern slope of the mountain. In fig. 3 the part of the section
along the junction of the horizontal and steeply-dipping slates
is left blank ; fig. 3 A shows the same with this bend in the
layers.

In section 6, the quartzite of the ridge on the east (L) is unrep-
resented on the opposite or western side of Long Pond ralley.
It ought to appear, if existing there, between the slates of the
ndge and the limestone of the valley. As there is no outcrop-

tes, its actual absence is not cer-

kun. Directly west of Long Pond the bluff eastern front of the

,
JoD1 Ball ridge bends southwestward, and there is a ndge
between it and the lake, two hundred feet or so high, which has
n° rock at its surface and whose composition I could not ascer-

tain. Then, west of the south end of Long Pond. I

which makes properly the southern end of the T«»m B:dl lim- is

•' >>%r ion of outcropping quartzite of the hard, jointed, rum-

bedded kind. This quartzite region is marked u on the map.
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Another ridge of quartzite of similar character starts near the

same point and stretches southeastward, crossing the road from

Yandeusenville to Alford just west of Long Pond brook. It is

marked v on the map. No section was found showing the re-

lation of the Tom Ball slates to the quartzite ; but the limestone

of Long Pond valley, east of the quartzite ridge (at e') and that

t of it (near e, either side of the road) both dip toward

;he latter at an angle of 25° to 30°
; and thus it is

directly overlying the

limestone, and, therefore, the same that exists in ridge W. It

hence follows that the beds of Tom Ball, while all mica slate at

the north end, are replaced by quartzite in their bottom portion

at the south end of the ridge.' From e, limestone is continuous

westward and then northward into and through Alford, and

also southward over Egremont; while from e' the limestone

extends eastward to Vandeusenville ; and in this part it is vari-

ous in its strike and dip. Near g the dip is to the southwest-

ward, being at the more southern outcrop 35°, with the strike

N. 50° W. ; then, a few rods to the north, 40°, strike K 35° W.

;

then 50° to 70°, strike N. 35° to 24° W. ; then farther north,

near the quartzite, 70° to the eastward. >tri . N". 5
C
to 10° B.

This range of outcropping limestone, extending east to Vandeu-
senville, stops off the quartzite ridge L ; or, in other word.-, the

quartzite, which is the overlying rock, does not extend across it.

Along the road opposite the iron furnace, just west of Vandeu-
senville, the bedding of the limestone is obscure ;

but the strike

appears t

sections, or that i

In this section, fig. 7, the limestone on the left (west) ia that

of the Egremont region, already shown to be identical with thai

of Alford, Glendale and Stockbridge. It dips under three hun-

» Housatonic valley through (

dred feet or more of schist (mica schist and gneiss), in which*

as the section shows, there is a bed of quartzite. The bill

ris»s directly from the railroad track at Great Barringt.m. and

has the limestone ...,- . S f part, near ~ (map)?

as well as along the lower of its western slopes.
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The dip of the limestone in this section is mostly between
4.V and 55°; the mean strike is N. 10° E. The dip of the
schist is, with small exceptions, 35° to 40°, and the strike N.
10° to 20° B. There is a wrench in the ridge south of the
highest part (z on the map), so that the strike varies ; being
N. 10° to 20° W., at points northeast of z; N. to K 10° E.,

to the east of it, or at the marble quarry ; then, N. 25° E.,

v N. 40° to 50° K, 150 yards to the east of south;
and this last strike is found across this part of the ridge at the
western foot.

The evidence of the existence of a bed of quartzite in the
ridge is small but positive. Hard-jointed quartzite outcrops at
a point toward the upper limit of the schist, S. E. of z, for a dis-

tance of 12 or 15 yards, and also at a second point above, both
of them west of the village. The strike of the outcrop is N.
50° E., conforming to that of the limestone above it, its position
being in the wrenched portion of the ridge. The thickness of
the bed may not be more than fifteen yards, as the outcrop is

ii" wider; but the shortness of the outcrop in the line of the
Mdinir is pro,,! that the 1>< d i.- maiuh tim --it quartzite; and
'I so, it may he 100 feet or more in breadth. Three-quarters of
a mile to the north, alone bv y, near a road crossing the ridge,

the surface of the fields 'is thickly strewn with great blocks of
quartzite, which seem to indicate' that the bed exists beneath,
and has considerable width. This ramre of quartzite masses
continues near the road to the eastern of the spurs of quartz-
ite, at the south end of Tom Ball ridge; and at ./ there is a
low hill of outcropping quartzite. These facts eoimeC the

'•'."/I- of the Tom Ball and Lou- Pond re-ion with those „f the
ndge just west of Great Barrington, giving positive proof that
the quartzite is the lower quartzite, or q\

Hie ridge west of Great Barrington consists. ( ,, ;

above the underlying limestone, of (It a lower stratum of ,-ehist

l5 '); (2) a bed of quartzite (o 1

); (8) an upper bed oi

frou

mid tin".«"« ib a dj

tions are quite pyritiferous; and at
avenue crossing) [ found minute br<»

Pvrite. Just west of the railroad tra<

Maple avenue crossing, the limestom
yards of the schist, and both have tl

and eastward dip 65°. There is an ot

j the strike N.
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More to the eastward the dip increases, it heing in the ledge

called Mt. Peter (P, fig. 7), east of the principal street of the

village, 70° to 80° to the eastward, and mostly obscure ; and
3t of the river, toward East Mountain (a third of a

mile east of the Berkshire House), 80 to 85' to the icesttcard,

with the strike nearly north, or between N. 10 J E. and N. 10°

W. I have been unable to find evidence that this limestone

is a continuation, in a fold, of that of Egremont.
This Great Barrington section (fig. 7) terminates ea

the slopes of East Mountain, in which the rock, a durable

gneiss through the lower half with 120 feet of quartzite above,

dips 60° to 50° in the outcrops nearest the limestone, d

eastward to 50° and 40°, with the strike about N. 10° E. Some
of the out-: are not over ten yards

apart. The fcween th< gn i 3 and limestone

is evidence of a fault along a fracture. The gneiss is for the

most part finely contorted in its grain, and in some portions

coarsely so. The quartzite overlying it is stratified, not very

firm, and slightly gneissoidun places. It will be shown beyond
that the gneiss is pro of that to the west of

Great Barrington, that is, either s 2 of Monument Mountain, or

this stratum along with the others beneath it. The pressure

that attended the faulting and uplift accounts for the limestone

here standing on end and being even reversed a little in dip

adjoining the East Mountain gneiss; and also for the contor-

tion of the gneiss.

The following conclusions flow from the facts stated.

X. The lower nunrtzite and scneiss vary in mineral constitu-

tion south of the Williai ^ il e se« ti<- . fig. 3, as they do to the

north; the facts need not be repeated. The stratum of mica

schist and gneiss, a
8

, in Monument Mt., which becomes mica slate

in the northwest margin of the mountain and the rl

ineludin T nn I> ill is nn<> i sr U\<t w\ _> - t_ uu in the ridge

west of Great Barrington : and in that east of Great Barrington

it is a firm gneiss. 1 .-
.—many such cover-

ing cuts of the slopes. These deferences are dut parth no to

original difference in mineral composition: but partly (b\, m
all probability, to differences in the conditions attending metft'

morphism, such as the amount of heat, the amount of moisture

present, the amount of pressure and of resistance to the pressure.

None of the smooth mica slate, like that of Tom Ball and the

Taconic Mountains, occurs in this part of Berkshire east of

Great Barrington.

XI. The synclinal fold in the Tom Ball ridge is at its south-

ern end close-compressed between the limestone anticlinals. and

dwindles out in that direction : while, at the northern end. it is

broadly expanded and the limestone emerges from beneath it,

the eastern ai tion at a small angle.
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XII. The conformability of the western range of limestone
in Alford with the slates of the Taconic rid-e ^'till farther west
has, in an early part of this memoir (p. 2), been made a basis
for the conclusion—the ordinary one of geological writers on
the subject—that the Tar,,,,;* 4ah s o.r older than tin St,rii>rvly
limestone. But it must be shown that the Taconic ridges are

of synclinal folds, before this can be accepted
as an established fact.

t

We may now turn to the region east of the Housatonic

(To be c_>

Art. XI.

—

Researches in Actino-chemistry. Memoir Second.
On the Distribution of Chemical Force in the Spectrum: bv
John William Draper, M.D., LLD., President of the Fac-
ulties of Science and Medicine in the University of New York.

[Continued from page 38.]

2d.—Of the union of chlorine and hydrogen.

An interesting experimerit illustrating the fact that
•s the radiations which bring abo

' itn hydrogen, may be made by covering ii test tube
ln

7
an explosive mixture oi: equal volumes <

a large jar filled with chl orine. This anHU'^'U.rll'f

exposed in the open daylijzht without risk
mixture, but if the experinaent be made w ill, a r-ov.

'''•^••'t.-ly unu'raCl'euinu'H Mdvwith'an exp
I placed a mixture of eqi tal volumes of d

gen m a vessel made of plat(
cemented together. This v
porcelain trough, containingTa satYinitcd sol
sab, that it could be used'
amp were, caus.1 to pass th rough" it, so as t
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From this it follows that on its passage through a mixture of

chlorine and hydrogen, the radiation had suffered absorption,

and as respects the mixture under trial had become de-act mixed,

Simultaneously the mixture itself had been affected, its constit-

uent gases uniting. And thus it appears that the radiation

had undergone a change in producing a change in the pondera-

ble matter.

The following modification of this experiment shows the

part played by the chlorine and hydrogen respectively, when
they are in the act of uniting.

(a) The glass absorption vessel above described was filled

with atmospheric air, and the chemical force of the radiatiofl

passing from the lamp through it was determined. It was

measured by the time required to cause the index of the actino-

meter to descend through one division. This was 12 seconds.

{b) The absorption vessel was now half filled with chlorine,

obtained from hydrochloric acid and peroxide of manganese.

The chemical force of the ray after passing through it was

determined as before. It was now represented by 25^ seconds.

(c) To the chlorine an equal volume of hydrogen was added,

tie- absorption vessel being consequently full of the mixture.

Tie- radiation was now passing through a stratum of chlorine

diluted with hydrogen, and the point to be determined was
whether it had undergone the same, or a greater, or less loss

than in the preceding case, since the chlorine was now uniting

with the hydrogen. On measuring the force it was found to be

d by 19 seconds.

(d) Lastly, the first (a) of these measures was repeated with

a view of ascertaining whether the intensity of the lamp had

changed. It gave 12 Seconds as before.

From these observations it may be concluded that the addi-

tion < >f hydrogen to chlorine does not increase its absorptive

power. Moreover, it is obvious that the action of the radiation

is expended primarily on the chlorine, giving it a disposition to

unite with the hydrogen, and v. charged by

the chlorine and by the hydrogen respectively are altogether

different. The ray itself also undergoes a change; it suffers

absorption and loss of a part of its vis viva.

As to the ray which is thus absorbed. In 1835 I found that

a radiation which had passed through a solution of potassium

bichromate failed to accomplish the union of chlorine and

hydrogen; but one which had passed through ammonia sul-

phate of copper could do it energetically. This indicates that

the effective rays are among the more refrangible. On expos-

ing these gases* in the spectrum, the maximum action takes

place in the indi-o ravs (Phil. Mao-., Dee., 1843).

Recently (187D some suggestion* have been made by M.

Budde respecting the action of light upon chlorine. Admit-
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ting the correctness of the theorem, that the molecules of most
elementary gases consist of two atoms, he conceives that the
effect of light on chlorine is to tend to divide, or actually to

divide, its molecule into isolated atoms. These atoms, if the gas
be kept in the dark, may reunite into molecules.
The chlorine molecule cannot unite with hydrogen ; the chlo-

rine atom can ; hence insolation brings on combination. But
if the chlorine be unmixed, there will as a consequence of inso-

lation be a certain proportion of uncombined atoms, and from
this, together with Avngadn."- tli<-.>ivm. is drawn the conclusion
that this gas through insolation increases in specific volume.
Moreover, as the reunion of the chlorine atoms probably pro-

duces heat, rays of high refrangibility will cause chlorine to

expand, but it will contract to its original volume when no
longer under the influence of light.

In corroboration of this conclusion Budde found that a differ-

ential thermometer filled with chlorine showed a certain expan-
sion when placed in the red or yellow rays, but it gave an
expansion six or seven times greater when in the violet rays.

With carbonic acid and ether no such effect took place.

It should not be forgotten, however, in considering the bear-
ing of these experiments, that chlorine merely because it is

yellowish-green will absorb rays of a complementary, that is, of
an indigo and violet color, and become heated thereby.

It has next to be determined whether the points of maximum
action, that is, the points of maximum absorption, correspond to

the rays of emission of either or both these gases, as they appar-
ently ought to do under Angstrom's law. " A gas when lumi-
nous emits rays of light of the same refrangibility as those
which it has the power to absorb."
Of the four rays characteristic of hvdrogen there is one the

wave-length of which is 4340. It is in"the indiero space.

Pliicker gives for chlorine a ]

Its wave-length is 4338, and also i

one of the best marked of the chlorine lines.

There are, therefore, rays in the indigo which are absorbed
both by hydrogen and by 'chlorine. The place of these rays in

the spectrum corresponds to thai in which the gases unite—the
Place of maxim nm action for their mixture.

Bui the absorptive action of chlorine is not limited to a few
isolated lines. The gas removes a very large portion of the

Subsequent experiments must d.-t.-rmim' wh.-th.-r

each of these lines of absorption is also a line o( maximum
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[ the combination of those substances advantageously,
since it gives accurate quantitative measures.
By referring to my papers in the Philosophical Magazine

(Dec, 1848, July, 1844, Nov., 1845, Nov., 1857) it will be found
that chlorine and hydrogen do not unite in the dark at any ordi-

nary temperature or in any length of time ; but if exposed to a

feeble radiation such as that of a lamp they are strongly

affected. The phenomena present two phases: 1st, for a brief

period there is no recognizable chemical effect, a pr

>n, or as Professors Bunsen and Eoscoe subsequently
termed it. photo-chemical induction, taking place. It is mani-

fested by an expansion and contraction of the mixture. 2d,

the combination of the gases begins, it steadily increases, and
soon acquires uniformity. In obtaining measures by the use of

these gases we must, therefore, wait until this preliminary

actinization is completed. That accomplished, the hydrochloric

acid arising from the union of the gases is absorbed so quickly,

that the movements of the index-liquid over the graduated

scale give trustworthy indications.

As regards the duration of the effect produced on the gases

by this preliminary actinization, I found that it continued some
time—several hours (Phil. Mag., July, 1844). Professors

Bunsen and Roscoe, however, in their memoir read before the

Eoyal Society, state that it is quite transient (Transactions R.

Soc., 1856).

preliminary actinization completed, the quantity

hydrochloric acid produced measures the quantity of
radiation. This I proved by using a gas flame of standard

height, and a measuring lens consisting of a double convex,

five inches in diameter, sectors of which could be uncovered by
on of pasteboard screens upon its center, the quantity

of hydrochloric acid produced in a given time being propor-

tional to the area of the sector uncovered. The same was also

proved by using a standard flame, and exposing the gases dur-

ing different periods of time. The quantity of hydrochloric

acid produced the time.

The following experiment illustrates the phenomena arising

during the actinization of a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen,

and substantiates several of the foregoing statements.

The diverging rays of a lamp were made parallel by a suit-

able combination of convex lenses. In the resulting beam a

chlor-hydrogen actinometer was placed, there being in front of

it a metallic screen, so arranged that it could be easily removed
or replaced, and thus permit the rays of the lamp to fall on

the actinometer or intercept them.

On removing the screen and allowing the rays to fall on the

expansion amounting
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to half a degree was observed. In 60 seconds this expansion
ceased.

The volume of the mixture now remained stationary, no
apparent change going on in it. At length, after the close of
270 seconds, it was beginning to contract, and hydrochloric
acid to form.

At the end of 45 seconds more a contraction of half a degree
had occurred; the volume of the mixture was, therefore, now
the same as when the experiment began, this half degree of
contraction compensating for the half degree of expansion.
The rate of contraction of the gaseous mixture, that is, the

rate at which its constituents were uniting, was then asc-i rtained.

From these observations it appeared that when chlorine and
hydrogen unite, under the influence of a radiation, there are
four distinct periods of action.

1st. For a brief period the mixture expands.
2d. For a much longer period it then remains stationary in

volume, though still absorbing rays.
3d. Contraction arising from the production of hydrochloric

acid begins ; at first it goes on slowly, then more and more
rapidly.

4th. After that contraction is fully established, it proceeds
with uniformity, equal irochloric acid being
produced in equal times by the action of equal quantities of the

.
The prominent phenomena exhibited by a mixture of chlor-

ine and hydrogen are a preliminarv absorption and a subse-
quent definite action.

It may be remarked, since a similar preliminary absorption
occurs in the case of i »1 tnces : that then' is in

an advantage, both as respects time and
correctness in light and shadow, gained by submitting a sensi-

ace to a brief exposure in a dim light, so as to pass it

through its preliminarv stage.
I he expansion referred to as taking place during the first of

these periods, may be advantageously observed when the dis-

turbing radiation is very intense. It is well seen when a Ley-

I i n the vicinity of the actinometer. Though
this light lasts but a very smnll fraction of a second, it produces
an instantaneous expansion, followed by an i~*-~
traction. Not unfrequently the gases unite i

have had several of these instruments c

It might be supposed that this instantan
due to a heat (li-tnrbnnc.- n rising from the r

that are not engaged in producing the chei
this interpretation stviin to W
neously following contraction. Though it i
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heat should be instantaneously disengaged by 1

'3 difficult to conceive how it cai

-appear.

When the radiation is withdrawn, and the hydrochloric acid

absorbed, there is no after-combining. The action is perfectly

definite. For a giveu amount of chemical action, an equiva-

lent quantity of the radiation is absorbed.

The instances I have cited in this discussion of the mode of

action of radiations are, one of decomposition, in the case of the

silver iodide, and one of combine I

acid. I might have introduced another, the dissociation of

ferric oxalate, which I have closely studied, but it would have

made the memoir of undue length. From the facts herein con-

the following deductions may be drawn.

When a v on a material substance it im-

parts to that substance more or less of its vis viva, and therefore

undergoes a change itself. The substance also is disturbed.

Its physical and chemical properties determine the resulting

(1st) Ifthe substance be black and unclecomposable, the radia-

tion establishes vibrations among the molecules it encounters.

We interpret these vibrations as radiant heat. The molecules

of the medium do not lose the vis viva they have acquired at

once, since they are of greater density than the ether. Each

becomes a center of agitation, and heat-radiation and conduc-

tion in all directions are the result. The undulations thus set

up are commonly of longer waves, and as the movements grad-

ine the shorter waves of these are the first to be extin-

guished, the longer ones the last. This, therefore, is in accord-

ance with what I found to be the case in the gradual warming

of a solid body, in which the long waves pertain to a low tem-

perature, the short ones arising as the temperature ascends

(Phil. Mag., May, 1847).

In some cases, however, instead of the disturbing undulation

to longer waves, it produces shorter ones, as is shown

when a platinum wire is put into a hydrogen flame, or by Tyn-

dall's experirm its 1
* m\ l^ble undulations below the red

give rise to the ignition of platinum.

(2d.) If the substance be colored and undecomposable, it will

\ to its own tint. The tempera-

ture will rise correspondingly.

(3d.) If the substance be decomposable, those portions of the

radiation Mvscnt»d To it which are of a complementary tint
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them, from associated particles. No vibrations therefore are
originated, no heat is produced, there is no lateral conduction.

In actinic decompositions the effects may be conveniently
divided into two phases; 1st, physical; 2d, chemical. The
physical phase precedes the chemical. It consists in a prelim-
inary disturbance of the group of molecules about to be decom-
posed. Up to a certain point the dislocation taking place may
be retraced or reduced, and things brought back to their orig-
inal condition. But that point once gained, decomposition en-
sues, and the result is permanent.

I may perhaps illustrate this by a familiar example. If a
sheet of paper be held before a fire, its surface will gradually
warm, and if the exposure be not too long, or the fire too hot,
on removing it, the paper will gradually cool, recovering its

former condition without any permanent change. One could
conceive that the laws of absorption and radiation might not
only be studied but again and again illustrated by the exposure
and removal of such a sheet. But a certain point of tempera-
ture or exposure gained, the paper scorches, that is, undergoes
chemical change, and then there is no restoration, no recovery
of its original condition. Hence it may be said of such a sheet
of paper that it exhibits two phases, in the first of which a re-
turn to the original condition is possible , in the second such a

impossible, because of the supervening of the chem-
ical change.

,
^n lnvestigation of the effects produced by a ray presents

then these two separate and distinct phases, the physical and
the chemical.

General Conclusions.

The facts presented in the former and the present
Uggest the followinc- mnplnQ^na.
-~v, w^is piesemeu in tne iormer anu ine present meiuuu

suggest the following conclusions

:

1st. That the concentration of heat heretofore observed in the

Jess refrangible portion of the prismatic spectrum, arises from
the special action of the prism, and would not be perceived in a
diffraction spectrum.

2d*
.

F
f
om the long observed and unquestionable fact, that

there is in the prismatic spectrum a gradual diminution in the
neat-measures from a maximum below the red to a minimum

;j
the violet, coupled with the fact now presented by me, that

the heat of the upper half of the spectrum is equal to that of

half, it follows that the true distribution of heat

throughout the spaces of the spectrum is equal. In conse-

quence of the equal velocity of etber-waves, they will on com-
pete extinction by a receiving surface generate equi
ties of heat, no matter what their length may be. Provided,
Am. Jo,-k. Sci.-Thikt) Si-kii >, V. .1 . V. No. -C -Feb., 1873.
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3d. That it is incorrect to restrict to the upper portion of the

spectrum the property of producing chemical changes. Such
changes may be produced by waves of any refrangibility.

4th. That every chemical effect observed in the spectrum is

in consequence of the absorption of a specific radiation, the ab-

sorbed or acting radiation being determined by the properties

of the substance undergoing change.
5th. That the figure so generally employed in works on

actino-chemistry to indicate the distribution of heat, light and

actinism in the spectrum, serves only to mislead. The heat

curve is determined by the action of the prism, not by the pro-

perties of calorific radiations, the actinic curve does not represent

any special peculiarities of the spectrum, but the habitudes of

certain compounds of silver.

Art. XII—Brief Contributions to Zoology, from tkt

of Yak College. No. XXIV.—Results of Recent Dredging

Expeditions on the Coast ofNew England; by A. E. VERRILL.

The Annelids obtained by Dr. Packard, both in the 150- and

110-fathom localities, were numerous and interesting, many of

them being previously unknown in our waters. The number
of species from these two localities was at least 55, of which

23 were common to the two localities, and were mostly found

also in 85 fathoms (p). From the last named locality five

' species were also obtained. From 150 fathoms (s)

there were 33 species, more than half of them not before re-

corded from America. Among the more interesting were

(t, x) Hermione hyslrix {?) ; Lumbricmtn l> imglUs : Nothria con-

ehyl ; < Malm. ;* (o) N. opalina V. (new species, see page 102);

+ (o) Goniada maculata (Ersted; Trophonia aspera (Si

+ Scalibregma inflatum Eathke; +(6)ScolecoJt }>/'* rirrxt.i Ma.:i.- :

+ (o)Pista cristata Malmg.
;
(x) Amage auricula Malmg. ;

(x, o)

MeUnna cristata Mai. ; (x, t) Samythella elcmgata V.f (a new genus

* The name " Nothria " was substituted for Northia (Johns.) by Malmgren for

eely sufficient. The latter name was, however, previously r
lellsT

f Samythella,
f

Buccal lobe shorter. Tentacles ni
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and species)
;

(x, t) Terebellides Stroemi Sars
;

(o, p) Maldane
Sardi fcfalmg., which forms tough, parchment-like tubes and
cements to them a great quantity of mud or fine sail I, fclma

forming tubes or oval masses, often nearly an inch in diameter,
although the worm itself may be less than one line. There
were also two species of Sipunculoids ; one of which (Phasco-
hsoma cmmentarium (Quatr. sp.) * inhabits dead shells of vari-
ous Gasteropods, partially closing up the aperture with firmly
cemented mud and sand ; this species is common also in the
shallower waters of New England, from Martha's Vineyard
northward. The second species, P. tubicola V. (new species)f

.
This genus is closely allied to Samytha of Malmgren, in the structure of the

* ' ranchite, but differs in having a much larger number of

t approaching Helinna), and in having only 15 setigerous

ojuuy hienaer, cop Bxamined, tapermgrej
larly to the posterior end. CephaJ as long, broadly round
posteriorly, with the postero-lateral corners prominent and well rounded, 1

aides slightly incurved and rapidly narrowing to the front, which is about half 1

width of the back, and subtruncate, projecting forward ; the middle region k

Buccal lobe a little shorter. Tentacles numerous, slender, tapering. Brand:
>r, tapering, about twice the length of the cep

Body versatile in form; in contraction short, cylindrical, <

i inch long, -10 to -15 in diameter; in full extension the body is more or les
rusitorm, gradually tapering anteriorly into the long, slender, nearly cylindrica
retractile portion, which is longer than the body and bears, near the end, a cird
of about 10 to 16, simple, slender tentacles, beyond which the terminal portion i

tadVH
1*11^6 '1 hU" : mouth at the end; below the ten

and like the rest of the retractile portion in texture. The posterior end of th

•ikied and rough, an.
overed with small, round, somewhat raised verrucas or suckers, to which dir

adheres, and at the end nearly always bears from 3 to 8, small, but prominent

. iavate or globular head ; their natun
>8 doubtful (they may be sense-organs, but should be examined on living sped
mens); at about the posterior third of the proper body is an irregular zone o
"'

- lark hrow ,. I ml. n several rows, broat

J^wgolar in for ,
; forward? among the hooks are alsc

;

", ' WOMBS; the middle region is covered with small, round, slightly raise*

fuckers, which become much more prominent and crowded at the anterior MM

^°n is covered thro \ I
verrucas or papilke, most prominen
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forms a very coarse, short, thick tube, composed of mud and

coarse sand firmly cemented together. This was an abundant
species, both in this and the other muddy localities (o and p),

but has not been found in shallow water. There were also

species of Nephthys, Amphicteis, Ampharete, Clymene, Sabella,

etc. Many empty fragments of thin, calcareous, nearly straight,

round tubes, but having occasional swellings, occurred both

here and in 110 fathoms ; these belong, perhaps, to Protula

The fauna of the locality in 110 fathoms (o), N. lat. 42° 5',

W. long. 67° 49', was so similar to that of the locality just

described that it will require only a brief description.

Most of the Bad il l titerest have been mentioned in

connection with the last locality. Among these were Cerian-

thus borealis V. ; Pennatula aculeata Danielssen* ; +(s) Ophio-

glypha affinis Lym. (Lutk. sp.), common but new to American

waters ; Ctenodiscus crispatus D. and K.
;

(s) Archasier arcticus

Sars (young)
;

(t, g, p, s) Schizasier fragilis (D. and K.), several

large ones
; (g, s) Pentacta assimilis (D. and K.)

;
(s) Thyone

scabra V. (new species)* ; Lophothuria Fabricii V.

not so numerous, less acute and lighter colored ; the anterior part of the body has
" kin is lighter colo

ring sev *

* Since printing the first part of this papei

that the species there mentioned (p. 5) is tl

Dr. Kolliker regards this form, hot

and Mag. Nat. Hist., Nov., 1872, p. 3

of P. Canadensis, influenced to some
based on his specimens only.

> elongated, though having
s may be appropriately retained
ed to in the same place, proves to

imens dredged by Mr. Whiteaves i

aown before only from t

V. mirabilis, being shorte

i polyps are much larger and fewer (only 5 or 6

polyps, and they are not attached to the stalk so obliquely.

f Thyone scabra, sp. nov., (=7". fususf, this Journal, p. 14; not of Koren).

Body fusiform, gradually tapered behind, with a long, slender, posterior

portion, covered throughout with very numerous, rather rigid, slen:

from the plates. Tentacles ten; 8 large ones much elongated and arbor-

escently divided from near the base; the two small ones are very short,

nearly sessile, subdivided from the base. The calcareous plates of the skin

Irregularly oval, triangular, or subpolygonal, witfi
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Of Mollusca 33 species occurred, of which 20 were also

found in 150 fathoms, and have been in part already indicated.

Among the Bryozoa were (s) Bu

,

Sn itr; l)t> /-f/v
i

• ' i". nutria (Sars, sp.)* ; Cellularia arctica

(Busk, sp.); (t, s) Carberai h ' -' Smitt. Terebratulina septen-

\nata V. also occurred. Among
the Lamellibranchs were Pecten Islandicus ; P. tew
Anomia aculeata ; Crenella glandula ; (s, t) Astarte lens, dwarf
vui .

/',,,',,> n ,j,,-r s c-tjp dun <!<> i>d,i ; -f Necera obesa Sars.

;

Cardium pinnulatum. The most interesting of the Gasteropods
were + Pleurotomella Packard)'/ V.. sp. now, described by error

under the previous locals mdi.-i/i / » t /< ' ' / V new sp.
;

M quadrata, Lepeta cceca, Velutina haliotoidea, and
CAi'fcm mendicarius also occurred, in addition to many of the
species enumerated from 150 fathoms (s).

Of the Crustacea the most important were (u, x) Caridion

> pes and + Stegocephalm ampulla Bell, both decidedly
arctic species, the latter not before known from America, but
dredged also in the Gulf of St. Lawrence this summer, by Mr.
Whiteaves

; Harplna fusiformis Smith (Stimp. sp.), Unciola
irrorata Say, and Anthura branchiap, Stimp. also occurred.
The Annelids were even more numerous than at (s), and

were represented by 44 species, of which 23 were also found
at the former locality.

^Among the additional species were +Antinoe Sarsii Malm.

;

Nereis pelagica Linn. ; Leodicevivida (Stimp. sp.) ;
Ammotrypane

aulogaster Rathke ; Sternaspis foss- "^e lurn-

m.; (p) P. praitermissa

gaun.; P. lorquata (Leidy sp.) ; 4- (t) No
nt: +(X) Enmeuia crassa (?): (s, x, w) Amphicteis

u-unnen Sars, common; (s, x, w) Ampharete Finmarchica Sars;

+Samytha sexcirrata Malm.; Amphitrite cirrata Mull
;
and

species of Phylhdoce, Eteone, Aphlebina, Nephthys, Rhynchobolus,

Ammochares, and Sabella.

expanded and usually pierced by about four pores,

aflatT
6

"

alS° USUally dil
?
ted and Pierced with small

3 Banks, in 110 and 1

nd Koren (=T. etgaro 1

branching only near t

and in the perforations, t

trough.-'.
I Defrancm lucernaria of Sars. The name Defrai

> preoccupied for a genus of shells (Millet, 1826). I have
eo/asngera D'Orb., the name which appears to be next in pnor
s species has not been recorded
i trom Nova Scotia (Willis), and Mr. Whiteaves has also dred
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Four Sipunculoids occurred, viz. : Phascolosoma cazmentarium

(Qf.)
;

(s. p. x) P. tuhicola V., abundant ; +P. horealis Kef. (?)*

;

and ('n-tl'.-h rm'i nitidulum Lov. (?) ; the last named species

was also dredged by me in Passamaquoddy Bay, 30 fathoms,

but has not been known before from the American coast ; it is

a very rem.; :Iv covered over the whole sur-

face with slender, shining spines, directed backward.
One of the commonest species, both here and in 150 fathoms

(s), was a new and beautiful <] rh'<. whirh I hiivr failed S»lhrki

opalinaf in allusion to its brilliant opal-like iridescence. It is

nearly allied to N~. conchylega. which also occurs with it, but is

a more slender and depressed species, and in addition to many
other characters it differs remarkably in color, the latter being

* This species is rather short and thick, obtuse posteriorly, near

the naked eye, and destitute of both hooks and distil

is minutely wrinkled transversely, and covered with almost microscopic slender

! • !. '

tion is more distinctly graunlated anteriorly. The tentacles are rather numerous,

tple. Mr. Whiteaves has also dredged it in the Gulf of St. Lawrence

;eriorly, much depressed and of nearly uniform

the five anterior I

large, hemispherical

;

ughout most of its length ; the five anterior segments n
•

-

togethe

i the stalk ; dorsal c

equalling the dorsal

tapering, blunt, arisi

to those of the first,

3sentially the same structure, but the ventral i

he 6th, where it is longer than the stalk and r

The succeeding feet are much shorter ; the vt

•
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conspicuously banded tranversely with dark red and bluish
white. It also constructs a different kind of tube, for while
the conchylega forms a parchment-like inner tube to which it

firmly attaches coarse gravel, together with fragments of shells,
flat pebbles, etc., in such a way as to form a broad, flat, heavy
outer protection to the tube, the opalina cements to its inner
parchment-like tube only a thin covering of mud or fine sand,
Hi us terming a long, slender, round tube, resembling that of a
Sabella. In respect to its tube it is, therefore, intermediate
between ^V. conchylega and Hyalincecia tubicola Malmg., which
forms a thin transparent tube, without any external protecting
layer of foreign materials. Samythella elongata Y., was also
common here, as well as Goniada maculata (Ersted,* Maldane
barsn Malm., and Melinna cristata Malmgren.f
From the 85-fathom locality (p) N. lat. 42° 3', W. long. 67°

4o
,
very few species were obtained in addition to those from

the two localities described above, but many of the deep-water
species already mentioned occurred, which we should hardly
have expected in waters so much shallower. Cerianthus bvrealis

\ •• a species of Edmird»;n. P^nmtvh, nculeata Dan., and Schiz-

wera among the Kadiata. Among the Mollusca
were Yoldia obesa, Y thraciformis, Scakria Oroenlandica. There
were also several Crustacea and numerous Annelids of species
«'i-t-';idy indicated. Among the latter were a few additional
ones, viz.

: Nephthys discors Eld. : X. inffens Stimp.
;
(o) Praxilla

Mai. : a very slender undetermined Clymene or
-rraxilla, inhabiting almost capillary tough tubes, covered with
''""' s;"id. which occurred in great numbers ;

+Clmtozone seiosa
•M

'
! Il - tv » <•)• Our specimens of the last named species are

more slender than represented by Malmgren, with longer setae,
an

^i!
Posterior segments are more deeply incised.

1 he fauna of the two remaining lor:d'it'ios in 4o fathoms (q\
«. lat. 42=, W. long. 67° 42'; and in 40 fathoms (r), N. lat 42
•i W. long. 67° 31', was nearlv i

rained on
the same kind of sandy and shelly bottoms at similar depths on
the banks farther to" the southwest, by Messrs. Smith and

* Our specimens agree with those figured and described by Enters, (Borsten-
wurmer.

p. 704, Tab. xxiv, figs. 36 to 48) having ft e'
'

Papute at thelnd of the prob^cls, and a 'prehensile api

nnZT.R™^8
'

V
" '

fan^ ;
a Palf C

2J '•) ;t
;!

three fangs; an odd median smaller one with three fangs;

Quatrefages, and
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sandy-bottom fauna of the higher parts of the Bank is the great

abundance of Hydroids, Bryozoa, and Sponges. But numerous
shells and Crustacea, mostly of common New England species,

also occurred. Of Crustacea there were 22 species, from local-

ities f and r, among which were the spider-crab, Hyas coarctatus;

common sand-crab, Cancer irroratus ; the hermit-crabs, Eupagu-

rus Bernhardus, E pubescens, and E. Kroyeri ; the common
shrimps, Crangon vulgaris, Pandalus annul
pusiola; the Amphipods, Phoxus Kroyeri Stimp., Paramphithof
cataphractus Smith (St. sp.), Unciola irrorata Say., Cer

cornis Stimp. ; with Balanus porcatus, etc. The Annelids were

not numerous and mostly of common species; among them

were Thelepus cincinnaius Malm. (= Lurnara flava Stimp.), seve-

ral species of Sabella, Nereis pelagica, Leodice vivida V. (Stimp.

sp.), Nothria conchylega Mai., and a brilliantly phosphorescent

species, belonging to the Syllida>, which inhabits tubes attached

to Hydroids. Most of the Hydroids and Bryozoa were the

same as those mentioned as from locality (d) on page 10.

The only species of special interest were +ffalecium labroswm

Alder, new to American waters
;

(e) Campanularia (Orthopyxis)

Alder) : (e) Coppinia arcta Hincks ; and Grammaria
abietina Sars (= G. robusta Stimpson).*
Of Echinoderms only the more common northern species

occurred; such as At ister endeca, Orossaster

papposus, Euryechimis Drb'bachiensis, Echinarachnius parma, and

several species of the common Ophiurans.

General Resultsfrom the Explorations by the Bache.

Before discussing the work done in the Bay of Fundy, it

will perhaps be best to consider the principal conclusions tbat

may be drawn from the facts already presented in regard to

the faunae and physical conditions of St George's and Le Have

Banks and the regions adjacent.

It is evident that the collections represent several distinct

faunae and sub-faunae. For our present purposes they may be

grouped under six heads. The following are then some of our

1st The surface-fauna outside of the banks, and at certain

times even over their outer slopes, belongs to the peculiar fauna

prevailing over the entire surface of the central parts of the

Atlantic Ocean, and shows very clearly the direct effects of the

Gulf Stream.
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2d. The surface - fauna inside of the banks is decidedly
northern in character and very similar to that of the Bay of
Fundy. Contrasted with the preceding, it shows that the Gulf
Stream is almost entirely turned aside by the banks, and has
comparatively little effect upon the fauna between them and
the coast.

3d. The fauna of St. George's Bank itself is decidedly boreal
in character, and aside from the absence of all littoral species,

is essentially identical with that found in the Bay of Fundy at

corresponding depths, on similar bottoms, in regions swept by
strong currents. The fauna of the southwestern parts is, how-
ever, somewhat less boreal in character than that of the north-
eastern. The bottom is generally composed of sand or gravel,

with broken shells, etc.

4th. The fauna on Le Have Bank, and off Halifax, even at

the moderate depth of 20 fathoms, is decidedly more arctic in

character than that of St. George's Bank or the Bay of Fundy
at similar or even greater depths.

5th. Between St George's and Le Have Banks and the

coast there is a great region of cold and comparatively deep
water, in places more than 100 fathoms deep, having a bottom
of mud and fine sand over large areas, and communicatin- with
the great ocean-basin by a channel between St. Georg- >'« and
-Le Have Banks, which is comparatively narrow and deep, in

places at least 150 fathoms.
This partially enclosed region has, physical lv and zoologically,

the essential features of a gulf, and might be appropriately
called St George's Gulf. The deep waters' of the Bay oi Fundy
are directly continuous with those of this area.

(

The fauna, found upon the muddy bottom of this gull and
its outlet, is peculiarly rich in species new to our coast, and is

nearly identical with that of the tie. per parts of the Gull oi St.

Lawrence, and also agrees very closely with that found on
muddy bottoms and at simi! /depths on the coasts of Green-
ia,,,i

- Finmurk, and Norway.
6th. The deepest dredging (g), in 430 fathoms, was outside

«f St. George's Bank, on the slope of the actual continental

border, and within the limits of the true
The fauna there is evidently rich and varied, decidedly northern

•ter, and agrees closely with that ol siinilai f-cahties

i ifl chiefly

sand and gravel of varied materials. *ith
boulders, and probably patches of mud, indicating,

the existence of currents sutlirientlv !.- '• '"
'

»tion of fine sediment. The existence ot i

nps" even farther off and ii

seems to confirm this. The animal, were mostly such as in-

habit bottoms swept by strong currents in the Bay ot Fundy.
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7th. Everywhere over the banks, and especially over their

southern slopes, there is a great difference between the tempera-

ture of the bottom and surface, generally amounting to 15
o-20°

F., or even more. The temperature of the surface was generally

from 60° to 72°. The temperature of the air was always very

near that of the water ; but generally one or two degrees higher.

Owing to the great difference between the temperature of the

bottom and surface waters, it was found impossible in most
cases to keep the animals brought up in the dredge alive, the

warm surface waters proving fatal in a very short time.

8th. Inside of the banks, both in the Bay of Fundy and in

St. George's Gulf, near the banks, no such
temperature of the bottom and surface was found, the difference

being seldom more than 10°, and often, especially in the Bay of

Fundy, less than 5°. The surface temperatures," at correspond-

ing dates, in the Bay of Fundy were 48° to 53°, showing an

avarage difference of about 20° for the surface temperatures in

the two regions, while the average bottom temperatures do not

appear to differ materially.

9th. The high surface temperature of the Banks is evidently

due chiefly to the direct influence of the Gulf Stream. Its

heated water impinges against their outer slopes, but cannot

pa» in any <•-> isiderable volume beyond them.
10th. The very low surface temperature of the Bay of Fundy

is due largely to its geographical position and the absence of any

appreciable 'influence from the Gulf Stream ; but is no doubt

intensified by the powerful tides which are constantly mixing

up the cold bottom water with that o f the surface. 'The pre-

valence of foggy and cloudy weather over this region of cold

water during summer, by obstructing the heat ofthe su i

add to the effect, but this must be partially neutralized by the

action of the fog and clouds in pr ion of heat.

The facts hitherto observed do not seem to warrant the as-

sumption that an "• arctic current. ' pmoerh s<> called, as distin-

guished from the tidal currents, enters St. Geoi- 's Gulf or the

Bay of Fundy. The action of the tidal currents, in bringing

up the cold bottom waters of the ocean, is perhaps a cans.' -n tri-

dent to produce most of the coldness of the water in this regi< »»•

We may suppose, however, that these waters constantly receive.

in the tidal - -- -- n- of cold water, which' has pri-

marily come from the north in the arctic current. It should he

added that we do not yet know the temperature which \v<>uM

be produced in a similar body of water in this region by the

climatic conditions alone, independently of tides aud currents.

Errata.—In the first part of this article, pp. 5 and 1

Archaster. Page 9, line 30, for 65° 60.3", read 65° 58.3'.



Art. XIII—A description of the Victoria Meteoric Iron, seen t

Jail in South Africa in 1862, with some notes on Ghladnite a
Mistatite ; by J. Lawrence Smith, Louisville, Ky.

The Victoria Meteoric Iron, although found about ten years
since, has never been described; and vet it is one of the most

-s of metorites. I have succeeded in col-

ie following facts in connection with it. It was seen to
fall in the year 1862 by a Dutch farmer in Victoria West, Cape
Colony, South Africa, and was given by him to Mr. Auret the
( 'iv!i Commissioner of that district, who presented it to the
South African Museum at Capetown.
Although it is an iron which has a tendency to decompose

' has not undergone the decomposition that would
have inevitably taken place had it long remained exposed to

ric influences. This fact, coupled with another that
the farmer could have no object to deceive any one with
reference to a body which certainly bears evidence that it fell

at some time from the heavens, and as those who know the
farmer have every confidence in his statement, we are led to
conclude that it is to be placed along side of the Agram. Bran-
nau and Dickson county irons. The mass was pear-shaped, and
weighed about 6 lbs. 8 oz. One end was smooth and rounded :'

Bi aller end was jagged as if torn or parted from a larger

>W
y
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near some portions of its surface. The amount of oxide on the

surface is small, the cut surfaces showing bright metal quite up
to the exterior surface. The Widmannstattian figures de-

veloped are of that class where the lines are delicate and
straight, inclined at a considerable angle to each other, a form
I have seen common to irons rich in Schreibersite. This last

mineral is diffused through the iron in masses with absolutely

straight boundaries, some of them f to £ of an inch long by | of

an inch broad (1 and 2 on figure), and others much longer (6)

and narrower, others again triangular (5) and arrow-shaped;
and on my specimen a layer of it (3) coating an oval cavity that

must have been an inch and a half in its longest, and one inch

in its shortest diameter, the Schreibersite having a thickness of

about fV of an inch ; the rest of this cavity being filled by pyrite

(this is distinctly seen in the photograph). My specimen shows
one fourth of this cavity and there are doubtless others in the

original mass. The specific gravity is 7 -692. On analysis it was

Nickel, 10-14

Cobalt, -53

Copper, minute quantity.

Phosphorus, -28

99-78

Enstatite or Chladnite.—This mineral now occupies so impor-

tant a relation to the mineral constitution of meteoric stones

that it is well to give an account of its discovery, and the sub-

sequent investigations of different observers. Its discovery is

beyond doubt due to Prof. C. U. Shepard, who first described it

in the American Journal of Science, Sept., 1846, p. 381, calling

it chladnite.

It constituted nearly the entire mass of the Bishopville

meteorite that fell in 1843. Prof. Shepard did not make out

its composition correctly, his analysis being imperfect. The

composition given by him was

Silica, 70-41 3 of oxygen.
Mag&eeia, ..- 28-25 l " "

Soda, 1-39

making it out to be a tersilicate of magnesia. Although the

constitution was incorrectly determined, Prof. Shepard clearly

showed that it differed in character from any then known
mineral.

Eight years after the mineral was first made known, a small

fragment of the meteorite coming into my possession, a reexam-

1 the errors
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of the first analysis discovered. But not having enough of the
meteorite for analysis, the simple statement was presented to
the American Association for the Advancement of Science in
April, 1854, " that from some investigations just made, chlad-
nite is likely to prove to be a pyroxena" This was noticed in
the Proceedings of the Association for that year, and referred
to in the American Journal of Science, March, 1855, p. 162.
Ten years later a specimen of the Bishopville meteorite of good
size being placed at my disposal, the mineral was separated in
a very pure state and found to be composed as follows

:

Silica, 59-97

Magnesia,.. 39-33

Peroxide of iron, '40

Soda with feeble potash and H, . .. -74

The minute quantity of peroxide of iron came from a little

metallic iron that was present. The analysis afforded the
oxygen ratio 2 : 1, corresponding to the formula %», Si* (or

responding to the general formula of pyroxene.
The details of the examination then made, are to be found in
the American Journal of Science, Sept., 1864, where it is

further stated that chladnite approaches those forms of pyroxene
known as white augite, diopside, white coccolite, &c, these
last named minerals having part of the magnesia replaced by
lime. It is identical with the enstatite of Kenngott, a pyrox-
emc mineral form Aloysthal in Moravia.
From these observations it will be seen that the Bishopville

meteoric stone, however different in external characteristics
from other similar bodies, is, after all, identical with the great
family of pyroxenic meteoric stones.

—This form of pyroxene was first noticed by
Kenngott as a new species, in a communication made by him to
the Vienna Academy in 1855, (see Vien. Acad. Ber., xvi, p. 162,

Jahresbericht for 1855, p. 928.) Its composition there given is

—

Silica, 57-09

Alumina and oxide iron,.. 5*13

Magnesia, - 35*85

Water,.... 192

As the crystallographic character of this

separation from pyroxene, or in other wo
be ranked as a new species, the prior righ
to Prof. Shepard, and the name first giv
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would only bring confusion. This is the more to be regretted,

since the name of Chladni would be a most appropriate affix to

a mineral, the true and pure type of which is so preeminently

that in meteorites.

In this connection I would refer to the simple chemical rela-

Bronzite, ft Si (Mg Fe) Si.

Chrysolite, R 2 Si (Mg Fe) Si.

In these minerals, the protoxide of iron replaces

portion of the magnesia in the last two; so they i

Art. XIY.

—

Analytical Notices ; by Wolcott Gibbs, M.D.

L. On i

The qu:; a of chromium from uranium

appears not to have specially attracted the attention of chem-

ists. No method is given "either by Eose or by Fresenius.

The two metals rarely, if ever, occur associated in the mineral

kingdom, and the only definite artificially prepared compound
which I have been able to find noticed is the uranic chromate

described by Jahn, who does not appear to have ana

salt, though Berzelius—judging probably from the mode of

formation—attributes to it a formula which we should now
write U 2 2 . CrO^. Berzelius also states that neutral potassic

chromate gives with uranous chloride a yellowish-brown pre-

cipitate, which contains both oxides of uranium as well as

chromic oxide and acid. This compound also appears not to

have been analyzed.

As the method of separating the two metals to which I

n-ived involves the presence of the chromium as

chromic acid, I began my investigation by examining the com-

monly received methods of estin

Rose strongly recommends the method of Berzelius WflicB

consists in
;

-mic acid by mercurous nitnite.

and washing with a dilute solution of the same salt. The pre-
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better result is obtained by precipitating at a boiling beat, when
the mercurous chromate almost immediately becomes highly

-. its color changing to a bright scarlet. It may then
be washed with the greatest ease, and ignited in the" usual
manner. It is absolutely necessary in applying this method
that the mercurous nitrate used should be perfectly free from
nitrous acid. Want of attention to this point led me formerly
into an error, which I desire to correct in this place. I have
stated in a former paper * that hot solutions must not be
employed on account of the reduction of chromic acid by mer-
curous nitrate. This reduction is not due to the temperature,
but to the presence of a small quantity of nitrous acid in the
mercurous nitrate employed. It is easy to avoid this source of
error by dissolving " the mercury in nitric acid, in an open
vessel, and crystallizing the nitrate two or three times, using
for solution dilute nitric acid which has been perfectly freed
from nitrous acid by a current of air or carbonic dioxide.
To test the method thoroughly, the following analyses were

made with pure potassic dichromate :

I. Salt precipitated at a boiling heat by mercurous nitrate and
washed with hot water alone.

1. 0-6003 gr. gave 0-3030 gr. €r2 3
= 50-47* Cr„0

7 .

2. 0-4741 gr. " 0-2407 gr. " = 50*77* "

The formula K 2Cr2 7 require

II. Salt precipitated cold by
with cold water only.

3. 0-2641 gr. gave 0*1344 gr. -er2 3
= 50*89* Cr2 7 .

4. 0-5098 gr. " 0"2607 gr. " =51-13* "

HI. Salt precipitated cold, then boiled and washed wi
water only.

5. 0-4957 gr. gave 0-2503 gr. €r2 3
= 50-49* Cr2 7 .

6. 0-6393 gr. " 0-3288 gr. " =61*48* "

R
• Salt precipitated cold, then boiled and washed with hot

' 0-4951 gr. gave 0-2558 gr. Cr2O s
= 51*67.

8. 0-3639 gr. " 0-1881 gr. " =51-69.

In these last analyses, the error of the mean is only 04*.

V
•-•

''rrive, however. 'more quiekh at our object when we pre-

' once at the boiling point, and then wash with a hot

In several works on Analytical Chemistry it is r< coinn,. idcd

to precipitate chromic acid from its solutions by plumbic

and to weigh the resulting chromate of lead. In

repeated trials, I have never been able by any artifice what-
ever to prevent the pr.'<'ipirat"d plumbi-' Iir..n.at-' tvnn pa-ii.e:

more or less through the filter so as to render the filtrate turbid.
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Precipitation of chromic acid by a baric salt was next exam-
ined. Potassic dichromate was precipitated by baric acetate,

with the follow
"

filte:

1. 0-4617 gr. gave 0-7894 gr. BaCr0
4
= 51*41*.

2. 0-4685 gr. " 0"8022 gr. " =51-52*.

II. Salt precipitated by baric acetate at a boiling heat, alcohol

added, and the precipitate washed with a hot mixture of 3 parte

water and 1 part alcohol of 90* and ignited.

3. 0-3802 gr. gave 0*6546 gr. BaCr04 =z 51 "78*.

4. 0-5282 gr. " 0-9069 gr. " =51.66*.

III. Salt precipitated by baric acetate without alcohol. Solu-

tion after precipitation evaporated to dryness upon a water bath,

then washed with hot water and ignited.

5. 0-5366 gr. gave 0-9229 gr. BaCr0
4
= 51'75*.

6. 0-5355 gr. " 0-9204 gr. " =51-71*.

In the last analysis alcohol was added to the wash-water.

From this it appears that very accurate results may be obtained

by precipitation with baric acetate at a boiling heat, adding a

small quantity of strong alcohol to the liquid, washing with

water containing alcohol, and igniting. The wash-water need

not contain more than r\ of its volume of alcohol. The pre-

cipitated chromate must, before filtering, be allowed to settle

completely, leaving the supernatant liquid perfectly clear.

The filtrate never becomes turbid even after all the soluble

salts are washed out. Finally, it is not necessary to weigh

the baric chromate upon a weighed filter. A very small quan-

tity of the chromic acid is always reduced by the carbon of the

filter in igniting, but the loss of weight is inappreciable. This

method is much shorter than that which is usually employed,

as the filtration and washing may be executed almost immedi-

diately after precipitation.

The conditions necessary for the complete precipitation of

chromic acid, either as mercurous or baric chromate, having

been thus carefully reviewed, I next proceeded to attempt the

quantitative separation of uranium and chromium. In a first

series of experiments weighed quantities of potassic dichromate

were mixed with much larger but undetermined quantities of

uranic nitrate. The chromic acid was then precipitated by

mercurous nitrate from the boiling solutions. In this manner

the following results were obtained :

1. 0-4120 gr. K2Cr 3 7
gave 02130 gr. €r2O a

= 51-74* Cr2 7 .

2. 0-3292 gr. " " 0*1702 gr. " =51*70* "

3. 0-45+3 gr. " " 0*2353 gr. " =51*77* "
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The mean of these analyses is 51 "73#, which is precisely the
percentage required by the formula K g

Cr
8 7

. (Cr= 52-2).

These analyses show that mercurous nitrate gives very accu-
rate results. The employment of this salt in separating chrom-
ium from uranium is indicated only in those cases in which the
chromium exists as chromic acid, in which relatively small
quantities of chlorine or sulphuric acid are present, and in
which no other acid is present which, like phosphoric acid, gives
an insoluble mercurous salt not completely volatilized by igni-

tion. In the presence of chlorine, sulphuric acid, &c, the fol-

lowing process may be very advantageously employed. The
solution is to be boiled for a few minutes with a small excess
of sodic hydrate, the precipitate of s*xlic uranate filtered off and
washed with hot water containing a little sodic hydrate until
the washings no longer give any turbidity, with a solution of
mercurous nitrate. The sodic uranate in the filter is then to
be dissolved in chlorhvdric acid, and the uranium' determined
in the usual manner. The filtrate contains all the chromium
as €r0

4Na 2 . After adding chlorhydric acid in excess, the
chromic acid may be most conveniently reduced to chromic
oxide by adding a solution of potassic or sodic nitrite and boil-
ing for a few minutes, after which the oxide may be precipi-
tated by ammonia in the usual manner. An alkaline nitrite is

a better reducing agent than alcohol, as the chromic oxide may
be precipitated immediately after the reduction.

It remains to consider the case in which chromic and manic
oxides occur together in solution. A solution of sodic hydrate
™ small excess is to be added, and the whole heated to boiling,
lo the hot liquid bromine water is to be added. Chromic
oxide is almost instantly oxidized to chromic acid, which
remains in solution as €r*0

4
Na 2 ,

while uranate of soda with a

small percentage of uranic chrornate remains undissolve. I.

After washing with hot water containing a little sodic hydrate,
the precipitate, which has a deep orange color, is to be dis-

solved in hot nitric acid, the solution boiled for a few minutes
to expel any traces of nitrous acid, nu-ivurous nitrate added,
and the whole allowed to stand until the small quantity of

mercurous chrornate has settled. This, after washing, may be
ignited in the same crucible with the chromic nxiuV <.hrain<-d

as above from the sodic chrornate in the filtrate. The filtrate

is free from uranium. Repeated attempts to determine uran-

ium by precipitation with sodic phosphate and final \y< u n.g

as uranic pyro-phosphate, have led as yet to no Batwfactoiy

results. It is, however, worth noting that th«- -.'latinous phos-

i,. tir . :i nd easilv washed by simple evap-

oration to dryness.
A* -Jock. Sci.-Tdikd Series, Vol. V, No. 26.-- Feb., 18m
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2. Ok i "jnesium as pyro-phosphate.

All works on quantitative analysis recommend the precipita-

tion of magnesium in the form of ammonia-magnesic phosphate,

from cold solutions, by disodic phosphate. I find it more con-

venient, if not more accurate, to employ microcosmic salt as a

precipitant, and to precipitate from concentrated and boiling

solutions. After cooling ammonia is to be added, and the pro-

cess then continued in the usual manner. The following analy-

ses were made under my direction by Mr. C. B. Munroe to test

the method. In the first series pure magnesic sulphate was

precipitated at a boiling heat and in concentrated solutions by

microcosmic salt, no amnionic chloride being present.

1. 0-6430 gr. gave 0*2914 gr. Mg 3P2 7
= 9-85.

2. 1-1523 gr. " 0-52*10 gr. " = 9'79.

3. 0-7064 gr. " 0*3181 gr. " = 9'78.

4. 0-&081 gr. " 0-3666 gr.
" = 9*80.

The formula S0 4Mg4-70H2 requires 9'762. The mean of

the four analyses is 0-042 too high. In a second series the

same process was employed, but amnionic chloride was added

5 solution before precipitation. In this manner

:

5. 0-5448 gr. gave 0-2461 gr. Mg2P 2 7
= 9'76.

6. 0-6684 gr. " 0-3026 gr. " = 9-78.

7. 0-7610 gr. " 0-3442 gr. " = 9'78.

8. 0-6408 gr. " 0"2906 gr. " = 9'79.

The mean of the four analyses gives 9-782, or 0*022 too high.

Two analyses were then made by precipitating the boiling

solution of disodic phosphate after adding ammonic chloride.

In this manner:

9. 0-5407 gr. gave 0-2536 gr. Mg2P2 7
= 10-132.

10. 0-8305 gr. " 0'3881 gr. " = 10-102.

This method must therefore be wholly rejected, the mean

error being +0-352.

The same process was then repeated, only the precipitated

ammonia-magnesic phosphate at first obtained, after addition of

ammonia water and perfect subsidence, was redissolved in

dilute chlorhydric acid, and again precipitated by ammonia.

In this manner

:

11. 0-5916 gr. gave 0-2686 gr. Mg 2P2 7
= 9-792.

12. 0-7371 gr. " 0-3340 gr. " = 9'792.

The error is here only +0*032, but the method is longer in

its application and less convenient than that given above with

lie salt. This last may, I find, be used with equal

! in orecioitatine manganese from hot solutions. The
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than that which I formerly gave. A little ammonia should be
added to the solution before filtering.

On the estimation of cobalt.—The extraordinary stability of
the cobaltid-cyanide of potassium, ^o

2
Cy 12K 6 , enables us to

separate cobalt advantageously from many other metals by
bringing it into this form. Wohler first proposed to precipi-
tate the double cyanide by mercurous nitrate, and to weigh the
cobalt finally as metal. I find it particularly advantageous to

at a boiling heat, and then boil for a few minutes
with mercuric oxide so as to neutralize as completely as possi-
ble any traces of free nitric acid. By precipitating from hot
solutions a granular, crystalline, mercurous salt is obtained,
which is very readily washed. Trie following analyses were
made to test the method. In (1) -and (2) the precipitation was
effected at a boiling heat, and the precipitate was simply
washed with hot water containing a little mercurous nitrate.
The cobalt was, after careful ignition with free access of air,

finally reduced in hydrogen. The salt employed was pure
cr.v,t ;i ]lizedCo

2 Cy12K 6
.

5063 gr. gave 0-0890 gr. cobalt = 17-57&
(2.) 0-6785

£

The filtrate, after .
,
gave

for cobalt. ' In analyses (3) and (4) the solution was boiled with
UgV m small excess before filtration.

(3.) 0-5332 gr. gave 6-0947 gr. cobalt = 17-765*.

(4.) 0-6218 gr. " O'llOl gr. " =17-71*.

In (5) mercuric chloride was first added to the solution, and
Bodic hydrate, until H

k
O remained undissolved on

(5.) 0-5855 gr. gave 0*1035 gr. cobalt = 17'68*.

The formula requires 17 '76ft
On some fi ipparatus.—Every chen

li " v 'jilticult it i> to conduct an evaporation quantitatively in a

< r platinum crucible heated from beneath. The fol-

i \ ance which I devised some years since,

•M which has long been in successful use in many laboratories
111 this country, deserves I think to be more widely known _

It

,,}-.-, hollow ring o.f metal which
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with great advantage to give i

when the proper proportions of a

requires but an instant—the little tongues of blue flame remain

constant for hours. A foot bellows may also be employed

P
when necessary. The crucible to be heated is supported upon
the bottom of an inverted Beaufsay crucible. The ring-burner

is then adjusted so that the points of the little jets of flame play

upon the upper edge of the crucible to be heated. After a

short time the ring-burner may be lowered so as to heat a lower

zone of the crucible, and so on until the outer rim of the bottom

is ignited. In evaporations the ring must be more slowly low-

ered. With a very little practice solutions even of sodic chlor-

ide may be evaporated to perfect dryness without loss by de-

crepitation. Loss by the creeping of solutions over the edges

of the crucible is also prevented completely. In short, very

numerous operations may be performed with the ring-burner

more easily, quickly and safely than by any other form of

apparatus with which I am acquainted *

Another petty contrivance which I find of great service con-

sists simply of a circular disc or

(fr
' meniscus 'of porous earthen-

ware. In crucible ignitions, in

—;[— which a current of gas is passed

\ |j] y over the ignited substance—as

\^^Enis^^ for instance, in reducing metallic

y- --7 oxides in hydrogen—great care

\ /
must be taken to prevent me_

chanical loss. In such cases I

place a porous capsule in the crucible above the substance
• he figure. The

»rated cover by i

The gas may then be introduced

through the perforated cover by means of a porcelain pipe m
the usual way, and passes through the porous capsule by diffu-

* Ring-burners with stands, and two rings of different
if Messrs. Rohrbeck 4 Goebeler, 4 Murray street, New Yoi
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Mechanical loss is thus completely prevented, as the
>sule may readily be filed so as to fit the crucible ac-

My acknowledgments are due to Mr. W. E. Cutter for his

nost efficient aid in the prosecution of my work.
December ] 6th, 1872.

Art. XV.

—

On th> Mammals of the Order
Dinocerata ; by 0. C. Marsh. With plates I. and II

Among the many extinct animals of interest hitherto dis-
covered in the Tertiary of the Kocky Mountain region, none,
perhaps, are more remarkable than the huge mammals which
!' " recently been described from the Eocene beds of Wyom-
ing. It is important, therefore, that accurate information in
regard to them should be promptly made public, especially as

»rs on this subject ba< I in various

publications, and are being - ide'h disseminated.
Ihese animals nearly equalled the elephant in size, and had

hmb bones resembling those of Proboscidians, as stated i

original description of the type species, Tinoceras anceps Marsh.
-^he skull, however, presents a most remarkable combination
"' characters. It is long and narrow, and supported three
""!' ; '" l-;drs «>,' horns. The top of the skull is deeply
concave, and on its lateral and posterior margin there is an
enormous crest. There were large decurved canine tusks re-

sembling those of the walrus, but no upper incisors. The six

premolar and molar teeth are quite small. Several species of
Tll,, ><-' remarkable animals have already been named, but at pre-
*"** they cannot all be distinguished

species o"
"

-- -he specime
College party i

t

J"
'',".". 1871, under the name Titanoth*rwm? anceps.j- To

••mi. the ;r.irh..»rs win. have Mu-'e d.-rribed the same,
'

'," ; ' !!l,-d. species have not referred. In the following yen r Prof.

Cope gave the name, Loj^fophodmi s^niciwr"s. to a sim_d.- pre-

molar tooth, which perhaps belongs to this group, and tnaj

prove to be identical with the above species-! " - v

!!

;

:' ('-''per issued in advance of the Proceeding ..r t

my. Dr. Leidy described » Hiara'-uviMi.- >p«-.-nu.-ri '«-

"itt'dJ^rium robustum, and likewise gave the nam.' f utiniift.stu
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atrox to an upper canine tooth, probably of the same animal,

on the supposition that it pertained to a carnivore.*
The remarkable feature in the skull of this group was first

indicated in the name Tinoceras, proposed by the writer (Au-
gust 19th, 1872) for the genus represented by the type species,

and subsequently mentioned in this Journal, f
Prof. Cope has since proposed the generic name Eobasileus,\

and indicated three species, which apparently are not distinct

from those previously described by Dr. Leidy and the writer.

Many of the characters given by Prof. Cope in his 1

1

of these animals do not indeed apply to the other known species,

but it is evident he has made several serious mistakes in his

observations. Among the more important of these errors are

the following:—What Prof. Cope has called the incisors are

canines, and hence his statement that there are large incisor

tusks, but no canines, should be reversed. 2d. The stout horns

he described are not on the frontals, but on the m
3d. The orbit is not below these horns, but quite behind them,

and it has over it a prominent ridge on the frontal. 4th. The
occiput is not vertical, but extends obliquely backward, the

occipital crest projecting behind the condyles. 5th. The tem-

poral fossae are not small posteriorly, but unusually large. 6th.

The great trochanter of the femur is recurved, although Prof.

Cope says not 7th. The spine of the tibia is not obtuse, but

wanting! One of the species named by Prof. Cope I
/

is based on what he regards as portions of the nasal

bones. The description, however, indicates that these specimens

are merely the posterior horn cores of well known species.

The Museum of Yale College contains the remains of many
individuals of the order Binocerata, including the types of the

various species described by the writer.§ All of these are well

represented by characteristic specimens, and one species, Bino-

ceras mirabilis Marsh, by an entire skull, and a nearly perfect

skeleton. An opportunity has thus been afforded of determin-

ing with some certainty the nature and affinities of this most sm-

i what date should be assigned to the name Eobasileus, and the

under it by Prof. Cope. After a very careful investigation, 1

that the descriptions were published before Oct. 29th, 1874,

r, 1372, p. 332.

assigned to tl

were publisl

(Sept. 20th, 1872), i

; those of actual pub
appeared in the Proceedings of the Amei

i before October 29th, and i

;

' '

§ This Journal, vol. iv, pp. 322, 323, 343, Oct. 1872. Also Proc. A
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gular group of animals, and the more important characters are
here mentioned, preliminary to the full description. Most of
the cranial characters are derived from a very perfect skull of
Dmoceras mirabilis, figured in the accompaning plates.

The skull is unusually long and narrow. The three pairs of
horn cores, rising successively above each other, and the huge
crest around the deep concavity of the crown, together with the
large decurved trenchant tusks, unite in giving a most remark-

arance to the entire head (Plates I-II), which differs

widely from anything known among living or fossil forms.
The structure of the skull presents many features of inter-

est. The supraoccipital is greatly developed, and, after rising
above the brain case, forms an enormous crest which projects
obliquely backward beyond the condyles. This crest is con-
tinued forward on either <j !,-, L

-

;l( -!i L:{, ra! portion sloping out-
ward, and overhanging the large temporal fossa. This portion
of the crest is formed largely of the parietals. The posterior
pair of horns rise from this crest, which is thickened below on
the inner side to support them. In front of these horns the
crest descends rapidly, and subsides nearly over the center of
the orbit. These posterior horn-cores are higher than those in
front, and have obtuse summits, flattened transversely. (Plates
I-II.) The frontal bones have no postorbital process, and the
orbit is not separated from the temporal fossa. The latter is

very large posteriorly. (PL II, fig. 1.) The squamosal forms
the lower portion of the temporal fossa, and sends down a mas-
sive post-glenoid process. It likewise sends forward a zygo-
matic process, which resembles that of the Tapir. The malar
completes the anterior portion of the arch, which is not the case
with any known Proboscidian. The lachrymal is large, and
forms the anterior border of the orbit, as in the Rhinoceros.
It is perforated by a lame foramen on its facial surface. Over
the orbit, the frontal sends out laterally a prominent ridge,

which afforded good protection to the eye in the combats of
these animals with each other. On this ridge, there is a small

protuberance, which resembles a diminutive horn -core, but its

Position, immediately in front of the lateral crest, indicates that

it did not support a true horn.
.

J-hemaxillaries are massive, and quite remarkable in sup-

porting a pair of stout conical horn-cores. The bases oi these

cones approximate, and their summits are obtuse and nearly

round. (Plates I-II.) LVlow these horns are

recurved canines, the extremity of the fang beimr implanted m
the base of the horn-core. Behind the eanim

>. followed by six small premolar ami in"

I he crowns of the molars arc formed of
'

xternally, and meeting at their inner extremities.

1 he nasals are massive, and greatly prolonged anteriorly.
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front of the zygomatic arch they contract, and form the inner

inferior surface of the maxillary horn-^ores, as well as an ele-

vation between them. From this point forward to the anterior

margin of the suture with the premaxillary, they increase

slightly in width, and then contract to the end of the muzzle.

Near the anterior extremity of the nasals, there is a pair of

low tubercles which evidently supported dermal horns (plate

II, fig. 3). The premaxillaries are without teeth, and quite pe-

culiar. jSiey unite posteriorly with the maxillaries jua

of the canine, and then divide, sending forward two branches,

which partially enclose above and below the lateral portion of

the narial opening. The upper branch is closely united with the

adjoining nasal, thus materially strengthening the support of the

nasal horns. The lower portion is slender, and resembles the

it of some Euminants. The extremity is somewhat
behind that of the nasals. The anterior nares are compara I i <

!

>

small, the aperture being more contracted than in the Rhino-

ceros. The lower jaw was slender, and the tusks small.

The extremities in the Dinocerata resembled very nearly

those in the Proboscidea, but were proportionally shorter. The
fore legs were somewhat stouter that those behind. The
humerus was short and massive, and in its main features much
like that of the elephant. One of the most marked differences

is seen in the great tuberosity, which does not rise above the

head, and is but little compressed. The condylar ridge, more-

over, of the distal end is tubercular, and not continued upward

on the shaft The lower extremity of the humerus is much
like that of the Rhinoceros, and the proportions of the two

bones are essentially the same. The head of the radius rest- on

the middle of the ulnar articulation, and hence the shaft of tiu>

bone does not cross that of the ulna so obliquely as in the ele-

phant. The femur is proportionally about one-third shorter than

that of the elephant. The head of this bone has no pit for the

round ligament, and the great trochanter is flattened and recurved.

Prof. Cope states that this part of the femur is not recurved.

but several perfect specimens in the Yale Museum are conclu-

sive on this point. There is no indication of a third trorhant. r.

The distal end of the femur is more flattened transversely than

in the Elephant, and the condyles are more nearly of the same

size. The corresponding articular faces of the tibia are con*

sequently about equal, and also contiguous, with no prominent

elevation between them. When the limb was at rest, the

femur and tibia were nearly in the same line, as in the Ele-

phant and Man. The astragalus has no distinct superior groove.

Its anterior portion has articular faces for both the navicular

and cuboid, thus differing from Proboscidians, and approaching

Perissodaetyk The ealcaneum is very short. The phalanx
are short and stout, and resemble those of the Elephant.
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The vertebras of this group are not unlike those of Probos-
cidians in their main characters. The cervicals are materially
longer than in the Elephant. There are four sacral vertebras,

Such being the more important characters of these gigantic
ii'-il mammals, it remains to state briefly what these charac-
ters collectively indicate, and likewise to give reasons for plac-
ing the group in an order distinct from the Probosck.M..
The vertebras and limb-bones in the Dinocerata are in many

respects remarkably like those of Proboscidians, the exceptional
characters being those of the Perissodactyl type. The s

1 "

r, presents no distinctive proboscidian features.

of horns in pairs, the absence of teeth in the
•

:

-. together with the large canine, point toward
t!; e Huminaiits. The nasal horns, the s

portion of the skull, the molar teeth, the zygomatic arch, the

in
i .)) 1'o—a', the Iar<je po-t<.h n« >id processes, as

well as other less important cranial characters, show affinities

with the Perissodactyls. The horns on the maxillaries, the
deep concavitv of the crown, and the huge lateral crests are

q>me peculiar to this order.
Sl >uu ol tin most marke<l characters that distinguish these

animals from the Proboscidea are the following:—1st. The
[d'senee of upper incisors. 2d. The presence 'of canines.

3d. The presence of horns. 4th. The absence of large air cavi-

l!^ in the skull. 5th. The malar bone forms the anterior

I""-n«.n of the zygomatic arch. 6th. The presence of large
!

processes. 7th. The large perforated lachrymal,
forming the anterior portion of the orbit. Nth. The small ami
"•nzontnl narial oritice. 9th. The great I v elongated, nasal

-ones. 10th. The premaxillaries do not meet the frontal*

11th. The lateral and posterior cranial crests. 12th. The very
s, 'iall molar teeth, and their vertical replaet merit, loth. The

f jaw. !4th. The articulation of the astragalus with

both the navicular and cuboid bones. 15th. The absence of a
true proboscis. The last character may be fairly inferred from
the short anterior limbs, the moderately lengthened neck, and
the very elongated head, which rendered a proboscis unneces-
•
Q 'irv. as th. ! v reach the ground. The small

nasal opening—smaller even than that of the Rhinoceros or
,; 'pir—also testifies as/ainst it. while the nasal horns, and the
>!l! >j> decurved canines would seriously have interfered with
sue

n an organ, had it been present.
1 he horns of the Dinoo rata were a remarkable feature. I hose

-al bones were probably short, dermal weapons, some-

r. Those
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on the maxillaries were conical, much elongated, and undoubt-

edly formed most powerful means of defence. The posterior

horns were the largest, and their flattened cores indi

they were expanded, and perhaps branched. All the horn cores

are solid, nearly smooth externally, and none of them show any

indication of a burr. Whether both sexes had horns, cannot at

present be decided, but this was probably the case.

The remains on which this description is based are all from

the Eocene deposits of Wyoming. A more complete descrip-

tion, with full illustrations', is in course of preparation.

Tale College, New Haven, Jan. 13th, 1873.

Postscript.

Since the abo-

the date of Jan. 16th, 1 873, has been received. The"pap
no new points of importance, and is marred by many errors, ine

author aims to show that these animals are true IV
possessed a proboscis. As I have already answer*
points fully, it is unnecessary to discuss them here. It is, how-

ever, important to promptly correct some of the more

mistakes in the paper, among which are the following: 1st.
r
lhe

genus Dinoceras was not originally referred to the Peri

but to a new order. 2d. The type m> {
>\. s ,.i" tl i- - rder wa* " *

described us Tit in>,th< -i>/„> <t ,<<>>/>*, hut us Tf>( <>(/> t riant ? </y''l'
s '

u difference of i:np<>r? l* merely provM" iul,

and the characters given pointed, not to the 1

;

Proboscidians. 3d. The date given to E
1872) is not correct, us is stated above, page 118. 4th. The name

Tinoceras w: - Amr. 24, ist-j, l>ut Aug. 1
;t

-
l "<•->

and on that day I mailed Prof. Cope the pamphlet conl

5th. The communication I made on this subject before the Amer-

ican Philosophical Society was not Dec. 30th, 1872, but J> 1'-

20th, 1872, Prof. Cope being present. 6th. The nasal bones ra

the Dinocerata are not exceedingly short, but much
7th. The malar bone does not form the
zygomatic arch, but the anterior, as in the Tapir. 8th. The fro*

tals do not have a great prolongation forward, and it is very

doubtful if they support horns or processes at both i

9th. The nasal bones are not deeply excaval
ties. The assertion that it is "exceedingly probable

of the Mast r by Cnvier,

»

really a ca

.

r urn. If Prof. Cope w
the skull of a young elephant, he will probably find that Cuvier

was right after all.

Tale College, Jan. 21st, 18*73.

Explanation of Plates.

Plate I. Dinoceras mirabilis Marsh. Oblique view. One-fifth natural siaft

alate II. Dimcmu miml • 2. front view

,







A. M. Mayer on the Experimental Determination,

Art. XYI.— On the Experimental Determination of the relative

Intensities of Sounds ; and on the measurement of the powers of
various substances to Reflect arm t Tr mut > norous Vibra-

tions ; by Alfred M. Mayer, Ph.D., Professor of Physics
in the Stevens Institute of Technology.

(Read before the National Academy of Sciences, in Cambridge, Nov., 1872.)

When the resonators have such distances from their corr<

ponding sounding bodies thai the phases of the impulses <

the membrane are opposed while their intensities are differei

a residual action is given, and the intensity of this action on ti

membrane will depend on the relative intensities of the sourc

of sound and the relative distances at which the

are placed. It may here be interesting to consider the s

ease, t , .1 is, win u tion at the two
of origin of the sounds are the same, and the t

placed at various distances from these points of origin, but
always differ in their distances, by one half wave-length. Let
us call A one of the resonators, B the other. Let A be succes-

sively placed at distances from its soundini: body equal to 1, 2,

3, &c, wave-lengths, and B successively at distances en na] to lh,

2£, 3i, &c, wave-lengths. When the resonators are in the

above positions we will suppose that the phases of vibration

reaching the membrane are opposed. The following table gives

uations made on the assumption that the intensities

of the vibrations diminish as the reciprocals of the squares of

their distances from the sounding bodies

:

A's dist. in A. B's dist. in X Ratios of Intensities. Residual Effects.
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the source of sound, and whose ordinates gives the ratios of in-

tensities between A, taken at the distances on the axis of

abscissas, and B at distances from its sounding body always

one half wave-length greater than A's distance from its sound-

ing body. The formula of the curve is

» (*+ *)*'

If the curve be placed up side down, and referred to the

corresponding numbers on the abscissas and ordinates (the

latter being equal to unity minus the numbers at the corres-

ponding points of the curve when in its first position
,
we have

the graphical representation of the variation of the resultant in-

tained in the fourth column of the table.

In the case of notes of different pitch, giving the same ampli-

tude of swing to the aerial •> r note will

noressarilv force the air to make its vibrations with a greater

velocity, and the intensities will therefore not alone depend on

m.des of these vibrations but also on their velocities,

and it has been deduced horn e^tabhdied prim iple-

tliat th.' , ppaivnt intensities of not,- of dillerent pitch will < a rv

directly as the squares of the amplitudes, and inversely as tae

fonrth power of the wave-length or periodic time. (See Mr.

Bosanquet on the Relation between the Enerirv audi Apparent

Intensity of Sounds of different PUc ,. L K. \ 1>. L'!
Xl

'

Nov., 1872) Hence the determination of tin n' ti\ >
' *

of notes of different pitch becomes verv eoinplicated. and the ox-

;•• r-.iu. ntal solution of the problem is encompass, d - ith ' '
v

<li!iicuities. I however hope to be able, at some future day. to

present some work h .,
I have succeeded in
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obtaining results worthy of the appellation of measures of
precision.

2. Measurement of the powers of various substances to transmit
and to reflect sonorous vibrations*

After we have succeeded in obtaining a measure of the inten-
sity of the vibrations of the air at a certain distance from the
sounding body, we can measure the poewrs of various sub-
stances to transmit, absorb and reflect sonorous vibrations.

lo accomplish this I place one of the sounding bodies in the
locus of a parabolic reflector and bring the two resonators at
such distances from their sounding bodies that the intensities
of the pulses traversing their res qual. We
then place in front of, but not too near, the mouth of the reson-
ater, in front of the reflector, the plane surface of the substance

2 1

J

1

.
g

,
a^ valuable experiments, by Prof. Joseph Henry, bearing on

.
.
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Hty of effect produced." The fork having 1 ,«

a wall of lath and plaster, its vibrationa

ftnwTn
u Wnen " was suspended from t

2* v
40

+1
8eeOQds

- Here Henry puts the questu"m Dy the tuning-fork? They were n
-

nor g,yen off to the air in the form
Producing a change in the matter o

Z^' or ^oth- Though the inquiry did
: " line of thia

;-',-..- ;;,,.,:-

peri

to determine whether heat was actually produced, that the following ex-

i wire formed of copper and

tT^?°?ected w{th a deli. ffered to comew rest, the tw emitted to the

mn3'"^AveryPercePtil ' !> - Theneedle
igh an arc of from one to two and a half degrees. The experiment

th« Janed
. and many times repeated; the motions of the needle were always in

ich was produced when the point of the

-.-
.

: .- •
. .

.-
.--..

SSi- ,
he wa8

' J believe, the first to obtain the production of heat on the

Z^l*™ (so to speak) of sonorous vibrations ; and although several expenmen-

or2L *
e su?

'
one of them giv

^
s Henry

Ted^ for antecedent. w«rir rn i868 I published a fuU account of the above ex-
"- Van Nostrand, N. T.
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whose transmitting and reflecting powers we would determine.

Serrations now appear in the flame, because part of the force of

the pulses which previously sounded the resonator are now
reflected from the interposed substance. The resonal

has not the reflecting surface in front of it is now gradually

drawn away from its sounding body, and at each successive

point of remove the pulses propagated through the two resona-

tor tubes are brought to opposition of phase on reac

membrane by means of the glass telescoping tube. Equality

of impulses having been obtained, we measure the distance of

'

, which has not the reflecting substance in front

of it, from the origin of its sounding body, and this :

together with the known previous distance of this resonator,

when equality was attained before the interposition of the

from the measure of the intensity when the substance was not

before the resonator, taken as unity, gives the reflecting power

of the substance plus its absorbing power.
It is very important, in such measures, to be sure that a plane

wave surface is reflected from the mirror. This character of

wave can be approximately obtained by placing the mouth of

a closed organ-pipe at or very near the principle focus of the

mirror and testing, by the method we have described above,

the equality of intensity of the vibrating air in front of the

mirror as we recede along its axis. We thus, by trial, at last

succeed in obtaining a sufficiently plane wave-surface. Care

must also be taken that the surface of the reflecting substance «

so large that no inflected vibrations can act on the resonator.

I have made several measures of intensity and of transmit-

ting and reflecting powers, but as the experiments were made
in a room whose walls, ceiling and floor gave reflectet I

waves, I will not present measures until I have arranged suit-

able apartments for their accu
November 13th, 1872.

Art. XYII.—Meteoric Shower of November 27-28, 1872, as ob-

served at the Obser <•«!.>,;; <>( M<; ml^ri {hu?>/): by Padre

Denza. (From a letter addressed to Admiral Sands, U. »
Naval Observatory, Washington, D. C.)*

A great meteoric shower, the greatest hitherto observed W
our country, was seen yesterdav evening at this Observut >r.v.

and I am sure that it must have been observed likewise m
* Translated under the dire^uon , f Admiral Sands, Superintendent of the Ob-
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many other places. It commenced with the dusk, and the
meteors kept falling till after midnight, and must have con-
tinued still later, but a fog prevented"us from following them
longer.

Thirty-three thousand four hundred (33,400) meteors were
counted here in six hours, from half past six to half past
twelve, by four observers. This number, moreover, only repre-
sents incompletely the real extent of the meteoric shower, be-
cause in the first hour of the night, and especially in the hour of
the maximum fall, which was about eight o'clock, there was in
some regions of the heavens truly a rain of fire similar in every
respect to what is seen at the explosion of what are called
grenades in artificial fireworks. It was indeed continuous, and
the flocks of fire fell as if vertically in crowds, and like rain
rather than thinly or nm 1. -;.i v ;

>.>' ;lmt it was impossible to
note any but the most remarkable among them. At this time
our observers counted about four hundred meteors eac
and a half.

All the wonderful and beautiful appearances which have
been described in the grand meteoric showers of the 14th of
-November passed before us. Many meteors showed the most
varied and delicate colors

; many others were followed by broad
and brilliant tracks of fire ; very frequently balls of dazzling
"gat, some with a diameter little less than that of the moon,
were seen. Light and transparent clouds broke here and there
m the atmosphere, splitting into belts of rays of the most fleecy

. to time some of these clouds
remained fixed in the celestial vault, and shone for some time,
and there was one which appeared at 6h 35™ P. M., between
—- and Auriga, and did not disappear until 6h 56m ,

phenomenon was that of a cosmical cloud which,
oar atmosphere, was broken in pieces and scattered. The posi-
tion of the radiant, which I am accurately determining, and
which is near y Andromedse, and the epoch of the a]

induces me to believe that the cloud or meteoric-current which
we have traversed is the same which is seen every year at this

period of time, but with a greatly diminished intensity. It is

the same which was seen by Brandes on the 7th of December,

\ \b and afterward re-observed the same day in 1830 by the
^obe Raillard, and then in 1838 by Herrick and Flaugergues

;

"lore lately, in 1867, it was recognized at Berg Z.

At the present its point of contact with the earth's orbit should

tallprecisely on the 27-28th November.
«ow, as you are aware, from sufficient;

"Oils, it appear* Unit this same meteoric current follows the
orbit of the very remarkable comet of Biela, whose a]
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was expected also this year in the month of October, and which
has been sought for in vain, up to this time, by astronomers.

Nothing is more probable, therefore, than that the great me-

teoric cloud which gave us the shower of yesterday, came from

a portion of this body broken up and dissolved ; especially if

we consider that yesterday we passed through one of the two

nodes of the orbit of the comet.

A beautiful aurora borealis was seen at Moncalieri at the

same time from ten minutes past six to about eight o'clock

P. M. The maximum took place at about seven o'clock, at

which hour all the sky from north-northwest to northeast was

tinted with a deep red color ; afterward it remained very light

and clear, especially from the west-southwest to the north.

This phenomenon, moreover, is often the attendant of these

ritions of falling stars, and gives rise to many hypo-

theses and conjectures. This aurora was likewise seen at

Perugia, Messina and other places. P. F. Denza.

P. S. I have received accounts from Turin, Bra, Dogliani

and Mondovi in Piedmont, as well as from P. Secchi at Rome
,

and from the Prince of Lampedusa at Palermo ; from Professor

De Gasparis at Naples, from Prof. Bellucci at Perugia, from

Prof. Eugenio at Matera, from Prof. Lachianca at Messina.

All attest the grandeur of the apparitions seen in those places.

At Naples Prof. De Gasparis counted about two meteors

every second ; at Matera, in the southern provinces, Prof. Vito

Eugenio, with three assistants, counted 38,153 meteors in six

hours, that is, from six to twelve o'clock. At Messina they

were not able to count the falling stars, so great was their

multitude. At Mondovi, Prof. Bruno, with three assistants,

counted 30,881 meteors from 6h 18m P. m. to 2" 15 ra A. M. The

maximum took place everywhere between 8 and 9 oclock,

and the radiant has been found to be not far from y Andro-

medse. The shower of Nov. 14th would have been observed

at a great number of Italian stations, but in most of them the

observers experienced bad weather. In some of the stations

the apparition was very poor. At Matera alone were satisfac-

tory observations made.
The following numbers of stars were observed at Matera in

the successive half hours from midnight to six o clock A. M. of

Nov. 14th, viz. : 7, 10, 9, 13, 17, 25, 41, 79, 122, 149, 109 and

57. Total 638.



T. C. Mendenhall—Liquids above the edge of a vessel.

Art. XVin. /•.>.., ,/ ,.,.•<;.,- t}„ ,/,/,,-„, ;„,,-/ ;„,, ,f the height to
rrhlch liqtnrh tll< nj be heaped above the edge of a vessel ; by
T. C. Mendenhall, Columbus, Ohio.

The most careless observer is aware of the fact, that if any
;< d quietly into a vessel, it may be heaped up until

the vessel holds nion - ,. A tew weeks since
tion was called to this fact in such a manner as to make

it seem worth while to devote a little time to the study of this
i phenomenon. I have accordingly made a considera-

ble series of experiments upon the heaping of various liquids in
various vessels, the results of which are" not without interest.
the necessity is at once felt for some device for netting the liquid

:

»th< r than the method of dropping, which of course
disturbs the heap< d liquid, and cruises it f<> overflow much sooner

erwise would. I therefore devised the following appara-
tus which gave very satisfactory results. The vessels, whirl, were
mostly of glass, and which varied in diameter from one-fourth of
an inch to two and a half inches, were arranged with an opening
in the bottom through which the liquid could be forced. This

- mashed by means of a flexible tube to another larger

which the liquid was poured, which was so arranged
notion in a vertical direction could be given it, under

1 of a screw movement, so that it could be raised or
ownvd at will and through an inappreciable distance if desired.
A tine metallic point was made to move vertically over the center

^
T!! " ^;sel in which the liquid was to be heaped, being attached

-•ah- re, idling to thousandths of an inch. The man-
ner of making a measurement was as follows :

lhe vessel with which the trial was to be made was first care-

.7 Ieveled, being for that purpose supported upon a tripod stand
ng screws. The metallic point, after having been ad-

r as tnay be over the center, was brought down to
tne level of the rim of the vessel, this being determined by plac-

et bar across the center, and the vernier was then read.
,' y»r if the trial was made with water, was then poured into

isel until it reached the top or near the top of the
lrial vessel. The slow movement of the screw raised the one,

ally, through the connecting flexible tube, conveyed
tne water into )'

her, forming t>ve its peri-
mf*r- A screw movement carried tin tnetallh point just in
:"lvai,„. f t } 10 rki ,„_, ( ,,| 1U[1I1 ,,t- n-

at( . r . contact with it. wind,
must be prevented in most cases if accurate results are sought for,

;y 'lelicately avoided by viewing it in relation to its

: d from the surface of the liquid. I his being '''/*'"

ll overflow begins, the vernier U I .

i;;;;,;-':';^^ thep(
f any, of 1
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spite of the small differences in the results, I :im bocii
- : ~- that they justify the conclusion that, within (

-lit to wmcn
flu- liquid maybe heaped is in«l :-;-ter of the

vessel. I found the origin of these differences in the ch

the edge of the vessel. The edges of Nos. 2 and 5 had been slightly

rounded by fusion ; Nos. 6 and 7 decidedh - •: while No. 4 had

the most eve; i id edge of all. The thickness of

the edges differed greatly, which seemed to show that the height

reached was also independent of that. Thi

In order to test the effect of the thickness of the edge, to the top

of No. 3 was sealed a circular --lass plate, about two inches in

ring a circular opening about two-tenths of an inch in

diameter in the center, thus forming, in effect, a vessel with an

edge nine-tenths of an inch broad. The result of several trial-

with this eutindv verified the previous conclusion. No. i W-uvj

the most perfect cup of all, was selected for the trial of one or two

other liquids and also to determine the effect of temperature upon

the height to which water might be heaped. The n -

last case wa _-ht have been expected, as is clearly

shown in the following three trials

:

Water, 70° F. -203 inches.

88° F. '180 "
" 135° F. -130 "

The difftVulty of maintaining, during the measurement, a tempera-

ture higher than the last <_r iven above, prevented me. at tin nine.

from makinir any further trials, but the results would, without

doubt, verify the law indicated above.

to a height of "140 inches ; alcolc
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•up, with a diameter of about half an inch, water was heaped to a
height of -176 inches. The edge of No. 4 was rubbed with tallow

;

^t. !• at a temperature of 75° F. was then heaped to a height of
' -- niches. Judging from these results, it seems that the height

oaay be heaped depends upon the nature and
i
iid, and is, to a great extent, independent of

" nature and size of the vessel. In all of these trials the edge of
!l'-i- vessel was circular; what would be the effect of a mo.

I

rm I have not yet determined.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistey and Physics.

L On the spectrum of nitrogen.—Schuster has studied the

pressures, and in a con-

chemical purity not hitherto obtained in such experi-

cesults of this in\ estigation are of much interest and
lucker and Hittorf in 1865 endeavored to show that one
sine gas is capable of giving different spectra. In the

;
.'. ith the >ame tube three ditfer-

N'hn-tfi „ , , ttinu this expt ii ii nt 1 ii 1 nly
a single spectrum of lines, corresponding to Flicker's spectrum

-iid order. But this spectrum suddenly changed, and
red ba uds appeared. The introduction oi'

;.
'•' •'','' '"

J'"" b re, light back the line spectrum, but after a short

lischarge no longer passed through the tube. The author

Mi>j,eeied that the bands wrre due to the presence

1 to be the case. To eliminate oxygen com-
'?)< tube, Schuster heated small pieces of so.linm in

(

'',"' rK -\fter this treatment, the line spectrum only coul.i be

'i'ne author measured the wave-lengths of the cannel-

:- well as those of the nitrogen lines, with the follow-



The author also studied the spectra of the different oxides of

gave onl
hitherto attributed to nitrogen, and which undoubtedly belongs

nitrogen, but found that these gave only the cannellated specti

hitherto attributed to nitrogen, and which undoubtedly belo

only to the oxide of nitrogen formed under the influence of t

electric spark. Schuster's results clear away an <

amount of confusion and error. It is to be hoped that they will

lead to a careful revision of the spectra of the other simple gases.—Pogg. Ann., cxlvii, p. 106. w. o.

2. On new modes offorming amides and nitriks.—At the sug-

gestion of A. W. Hofmann, Letts has studied the action of certain

fatty and aromatic acids upon potassic sulpho-cyanide. Powdered
sulpho-cyanid dissolve readily in boiling acetic acid, with evo-

lution of carbonic dioxide and sulphydric acid. After boiling for

5 days, the mixture was distilled. What passed over at 216°-
" potassic acetate

se is represented

mainly by the equation :

CHNS -f- C 2
H 3 . OH = C 2H^°

J.

N -f COS.

The oxysulphide of carbon set free was easily recognized by direct

experiment, but the -mphydrie acid and carbonic dioxide are due

to a secondary reaction expressed by the equation :

C 2H^O l N _|_cOS= C2H 3N-f C02 +H,S.

Potassic sulpho-cyanide with iso-butyric acid yields iso-butyraimde

and iso-butyro-nitril,
C *
H£°

j. n, and C4H 7
N\ Valeric acid yielded

precisely similar results. The action of benzoic acid up
slide resulted in the almost exclusive formation of benzo-

nitril. tn like manner cumiiiic acid gave eumo-nitril.

acid 1

1
.peared to be decomposed into carbonic acid and cinmimol

bef re it everted any action on the sulpho-cyanhydric acid.

Berichte der Dentsehen Chem. (resell., Jahrgang v, p. 669. ""

3. On bibromide of '

have studied the action
terpene. A mixture of potassic chromate and sulphi

found most advantageous, and yielded ten |>! thalie acid, « Jh ' \i-

and a small quantity ofmono-bromhydrate of terpentine, C ,
H ,

-Br.

In this reaction it is probable that cymol is first formed by the

separation of bromhydric acid, and that this is then oxidized to

terephthalic acid. The result is of importance as another proof of

the connection between the terpentine and benzol series.

—

Ibid,

p. 627. w. g.

4. On cymol from oil of terpentine and oil of lemons.—Oppen-

hi-m.m has also studied the cymols obtained from terpen-bibromide

and eifren bihroiiiid. ;h-d tube-.

Both yielded terephthalic and acetie aeids; whence it follow* that

the two cymols are identical. Oil of terpentine and oil of lemons

<: fmv, to he hvdr.._;-ei! r..i:ij)ouiii|> of the same eyniol,

of terpene.—Biedermann and Ori'iCKB1 sM

ition of oxidizing agents upon bibl

of potassic chromate and sulphuric acid was
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which differ only in the relative position of the two atoms of hy-
drogen which unite with the cymol. In examining this subject
''•"''<' i\ tin author distill, d otf portions of unoxidized cymol from
both oil of terpentine and oil of lemons, and oxidized these a second
time. After twenty grams of terpen-cymol had been completely
oxidized, the condensing tube contained about a gram and a
half of a white crystalline body, having the composition and prop-
erties of camphor.—Ibid, pp. 628 and 631. w. o.

5. On tin itriwn and erbwm.—Clbvb and
Hobslusd have published the first part of an examination of the
compounds of yttrium and erbium. The authors employed the
method of separation and purification devised by Bahr and Bunsen,
and with these chemists deny the exisience of terbium, and con-
sider the canhs in gadolinite 'to be oxides of yttrium, erbium and
didymium. A re-determination of the atomic' weights ol* yttrium
a, "l '-H.ium gave for the former .V.)-7, and for the latter 1137; the

authors did not succeed in isolating either metal, either by the

,
... ,,r by reducing the chlorides

in. Oxide of yttrium obtained by heating the h\ drate
to whiteness forms pieces of a yellowish-white color, easily soluble
in acids; its density is 5*03. When heated for some days in a

!";>'<'' lain furnace with a little borax, it crystallizes in transparent,

microscopic prisms. The hydrate is a white, gelatinous precipitate,

which absorbs carbonic acid readily from the air, and d<'composes

d salts. Erbia prepared from the hydrate presents hard

P. •« ^ "f a dir'y rose color, and density 8"8 to 8"9. It dissolves

•\ even in strong acids, but the oxalate gives by h< at-

"»g a yellowish-red powder, which dissolves easily in acids. The
hydrate, 2(ErH

2O a
)+HlI

2 ,
is r..s.--.-o|..,v.l. The salts of yttria

are colorless, and give no absorption spectrum; they are in general
less soluble t h

:

u , 1 1 u . or r. s
j

> . . 1

1

d

i

ng salts of erbium. The form u 1
as

of the salts examined are as follows

:

YCl
2+4eH2 YBr^+eOH, YF2 Fe,Cv l8

Y 3K2+40H g
2

[Co 2Cv 12Y 3
-r-5eiI 2 (?)

ErCl
2 -f4OH2 ErBr2+60H 2

ErF 2
Fe.Cy

, s
Kr

3
K 2
+xBH^

Y(CyS)
2+40H 2 PtCy 4Y-r-70H 3

iV.cl

Er
(
cyS)

3
-
r.40H 2 PtCy 4

Er-f-70II 2 ErJ N 9 . j. +

Y
(Bre 3 ) 2-f-60H2 Y(I0 3 ) 2

+20II 2
Y

8
I,/y, + ~
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on heating deposits an abundant precipitate of a double salt. Erbic
Ms lai-Litr crystals of a fine rose color, which like fix-

sulphate of yttrium and of the cerium metals .11 < less sol ub] i ho

than in cold water.

—

Bulletin, ah, la Societe Chimnn:, xviii, n.

i of tartar!

has now succeeded in finding a simple method of converting dex-

trorsal into sinistrorsal acid, which does not require the use of an

expensive reag used with

juantities of material. The process in ques-

tion consists in licatiiui- ordinary tartaric aeid with a little water,

in sealed tubes, to 1 75° C, for thirty hours. On careful

the tubes, a lame quantity of gas escapes; the contents of the

tube are Mien poured into water, and the solution filtered an.

I

evaporated. On cooling, rnreinic acid crystallizes, and may be

puriiied by a second crystallization. The mother ii .

the ci ystafs contains some unaltered tartaric acid, some inactive

acid, and a little of tin ..». d i< t- ot d< composition. The tempera-

ture must be kept exactly at 175°; in this case the tran-

is almost complete. The racomic acid obtained in this ivnv is

identical with 'that obtained from urine. When converted int.

of sodium and ammonium, it yields right and left henu-

hedral crystals. The author ha> found that the acid may De pre

pared on a comparatively large scale, by employing enamelle

steel or iron vessels. In this' maim, r c,5o srrams of tartaric : \, id

has succeeded i

iodide of methyl. The salts of methyl-a
were made with* tin- chh rl-vd.r.- •• and i.'idhvdrate—may be heated

for hours to 220°-230° C. without change, but if the ten

is raised t- that of the molting p-dnt -n' had |:;:).V). tin- methyl i-

transferred from the amide residue to the benzol residue, or m
other words, the methyl-anilin is converted into toluidin :

C
6
H

5
. CH

3 . UN . 1IC1=(C6H4 . CH a)HaN ,
HCL

The toluidin obtained in this way, after recrystallization, fused

at 45° C. It is remarkab!, . !, 1>U , vrr . that i .dhyd. n

,V r2o.
b
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8. Trl>thi//), t fif/l o,ip.— J.xDEsvvnG finds that the so-called or-
thoformic ether CH(OC

2H 5 ) 3 , when distilled with zinc-ethyl and
ae of which appears to be an alde-

hyde hut was nut fullv identified, while the other has the com-
'

7
ir i6 , and from the mode of its formation i^ doubfles*

' thy!
.
ethane, CH (C2H ft ) 3 . This heptane is a colorless liquid

having a faint petroleum 'odor and boils at 96° C.—Ber. J). Ch.
Ges., v, 752. s. w. j.

9. Triphenylmethane.—Kekule and I'Vvxrumovr remind that

' ;-

Marsh gas would thus give—

CH
3.C 6H S Phenylmethane.

CH2.(C 6
H )„ Diphenylmethane.

CH.(C
6
H

5
)"
3 Triphenylmethane.

C. (C
6
H

5 ) 4
Tetraphenylmethane.

The first of these is toluol, commonly regarded as methyl-ben-
zol. The second is the substance recently investigated by Zincke,

1 by him benzyl-benzol. The third the author* have

-M._.vrher to 150-1.-,.-,° C. a mixture of 1 mole-
*" tll ° ''cnzvhMiechloride (,!b .CIK'l .and - molecules of Otto's

di phenyl
. Triphenylncilinnf is a crystalline solid fusing at 9L>-5° and boil-
m " •" about .;,5.)

. From' its I, nzoi solution, it crystallizes in

"bm.-ith.u with a molecule of the latter, and the crystals on

- the benzol, becoming opaque and leai • I

'

/

i,r;
' H ,

M'h«'nyImeThane as easily powdered pseudomorphs.— Her.
J> Ch. £«., v, 906. b. w. J.

10. (•,„,t;tnt;,. /l „f ritr»:nirim — r.Noii:. recalling an obser-
'• !,: "i! "f I'.evzelius that lapN lazuli dissolves in melted salt of

> to a clear head with continuous ehvrveM-ence, finds

rrine contains a considerable proportion of nitrogen.
A sample of artificial ultramarine had the following composition

;

Sulphur, 12-6 Aluminium, 14*4

swever, no sodium sulphide

s reasons for supposing th

The .lightly blue-green m:
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7htig read before 1

M,
/!

r
'

• hydrocarbon, which he then considered to li

the composition 16H l2 ,
and to be phenyl-naphthalin, C

?
H 5

<

H
7 , which fused at 98-99°, and had a higher boiling point t

anthracene.

On Nov. 1, Grae
a short paper on a

fuses at 105° ami boils at 340° C. It sublimes less easily than

anthracene and offers greater resistance to oxidizing agents, W
quinone, obtained by aid of chromic acid, forms yellow needles

darker in color than . and the fusing point

is 205°, or 68° lower than that of the latter.

On Nov. 19, Ostermayer and Fittig sent to the R
Society a paper in which they give, as the result of further investi-

gation, that the hydrocarbon of Fittig is an isomere of anthracene,

and the same which Graebe had received from Glaser. But as

the points of fusion of

198°, are 6-8° lower than Graebe found, it is perha]

that the results belong to two distinct substa i

Fittig obtained by treating their quinone with chromic acid, a

new dicarbon acid S«!!
4 ™?5 which they term diphenic

C
6
J±

4
. L,U . Uxi

acid. This acid ignited with excess of quick lime yields dipheny-

lene-ketone, .

6 4 > CO which on fusion with potassium hy-

:ide, gives the

C
6
H

4

C
6
H

4
.COOH

C
6
H

5

Ostermayer and Fittig conclude from these reactions thai tJ* *

hydrocarbon has the constitution assigned by Graebe and Lieber-

mann to common anthracene.
E. Schmidt, Nov. 18, communicated to the Ih-rlin Society a short

account of ano;iu-r isomer, ..f a..tl.ra«-,m. obtained b

red mononitro derivative of ordinary anthracene, with tin and hy-

drochloric acid. The substance considerably n-,i;,

anthracene, forms thin brilliant plates, manifests blue

rescence and fuses at 247°, or 34° higher than on anthracene. I

1

i!

^
i-oim re also appears when the red mononitro-anthracene is heated

to sublimation between watch-glasses, together with a yellow »un-

"'*
' fo-anthracene. s

-
w -

T -

Batanre.—Slvtsv*. Decker & Sons have re-

cently constructed a new platform balance which has so man\

a.^autages for laboratory as well as for druggists" u>e. ih;i' ;

|.

brief notice of it may l>e serviceable to the public. It coiisi-ts ot

a low rectangular box of mahogany, containing the
very simply and durably constructed, and through h inch lohs m
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tin- t<>), of this box pass the two sockets which support the pans.

The latter are six or more inches in diameter, movable and nickel
plated. The jointed beam and its bearings are made with knife
edges and stirrups as in the analytical balances, and are quite

protected from dust and fumes by the tight case. A
''Jiliinct' of this kind belonging to the Sheffield Laboratory, when
loaded with 100 Troy ozs. in each pan. is sensitive to h grain. It

is therefore both stout and delicate enough for standarding liter

t!:l - ^ ali.pi ing bulky solutions, or for other large weighings,
where considerable accuracy is required. Becker & Sons make

II. Geology and Natural History.

On Tin discoveries in Queensland. Report by Mr. T. F.
""" Mineral Land Commi— \>n.- r. dated Manthorpe, July 2.

eral geographical area of the stanniferous country
'" Queensland, so far as is at present known,

-The ger
within tie
appears to be comprised within the following
nig on the main dividing range between the e

ai '« at ;,, near the head of the Condamine
nver, the northern boundary extends in a west-soutli westerly

dug 1-J miles south of the t«.wn of

Y.-i-wick to the head of Pike's creek, on the i'ikedale run; from
; ' il - 1'oint : _;.:j v curved line extending south
; ' ! "" f -" »>iles to the Severn river, three miles below the I'.allan-

(1,,;l!1 .Head station, where it trends southeast for 12 miles furl her,

"'''nig the boundarv of New South Wales at the Tenterlield run;

I

1 " 111 '- the crest of 'the Watershed, which forms the houndary
"'hv, '

l
' n 'be two colonies, embraces it in a northeasterly and

direction back to Lucky-valley; the area comprised
"''iig, in round numbers, 550 square miles in extent. <>i this

;!

,V;i
. however, only about 225 square miles have hitherto been

'"""'I M.ffichmtU rich in tin ore to ,av for working, and, eonse-

;i
;i

-"V>;
b U to this h.tter port! n that i.i> attention has !,,,,,

iifected, although there are several instances oi tin

'' "•- f'.Hind in payable quantities heyond these limits. I h< phy>i-
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is found. The principal head of the Severn is the stream known
a< Quart Pot Creek. Four Mile. Law's, Ton Mile, Sugar Loaf and
Thirteen Mile o reeks drain the eastern portion "f the district, c<>ni-

one-half of the country at present occupied hy selec-

tions; while the northern head of the Severn, better known as the

:
• Sprino- Creek. Peeve's Cully,

Tiar.lv's, and Cannon Creeks. Again, to the westward several

w; : iv.mrses, known as the 10, 13, 15, and 20 mile branches of

Picked ( 'n i k. iiow westerly into a metamorphic formation in

about seven or eight miles, when the tin-bearing country termin-

ates. The majority of these watei'courses rise in open sandy or

rocky hollows, or shallower valleys, having at their commencement
very little fall in them, and in ordinary seasons are w.

with water, several being all but permanent streams: the •"•11 "

channels containing numerous larg(

some instances over a quarter of a i

country from their sources to Ballandean Head s* ition. an avi ra^e

ditaiiee of twentv miles, may be roughly estimated at from 400

to 600 feet, and in' a few instances fully 'l.ooO feet. The portion

>t tin b-tri t over which the princip il d. po-its ot tin ore are dis-

triinited is that c« i ipri<ed by the watershed of the Severn river

down to Ballandean station, with the exception of about six miles

of the extreme southern head of Quart-pot Creek and Accommo-

dation Creel herto have not been found to yield

pay: bl .we. Th ride >t deposits have been found in tl

beds and thiviatih flats on their ;— v:iV:~

ing from a few yards t<> the chains in width. *,: tonally broken

bv rockv bars. but even in these instances large deposits are fre-

q nth lod-i- ] in the
j

ets and crevi b»-r« 1 - <
'

boulders, 'id, ,i fre-i t< lei rthofthos .dim ml Via d- m.a\ ! "

taken at about 140 miles on the Severn waters, wit!

more on the tributaries to Pike's Creek. A very car,

that h.-ive been conim. i,e.'<l within the last few weeks estahli-he-

very fair .lata upon which to estimate the probable vield of ore.

This iniij now. with a tolerabL degree of certainty, be stated at

an average of 10 tons per lineal chain of the Creek beds. In some

i his has been found to extend to 30 tons per i

allowing for frequent interruptions bv rockv bars, it will b.^sanr

to adopt the first-mentioned yield as
'

fair .'•
n !at 1

Of the stanniferous lodes or veil pres< n< t"

' ':h any degree of certainty. The two principal ones ta-

vern! are near Ballandean Head station and at an out-

lying ivof of red granite risincr up in the midst of m
slate and sandstone at a spot known as the -Red K. • -k." and -itaat* i

about six miles apart in a north and south, direction: the other

crosses trie Severn several time- at tlie point where the tit! wa> in>t

u-,k;
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These lodes or veins have as yet been but very partially toted:
it would, therefore, be premature to give any decided opinion im
them; they may, however, prove the source of an amount of wealth
the production of which would extend over many years. There
are also a number of smaller lodes or veins, some of "which I have
not been able personalh to inspect: the most promising appear to
he on Law's Gully, on the claims of the Blue Mountain' mining
company, as well as on Quart Pot and Su^ar Loaf Creeks; they

i' i ralkl lines. 1 ,i _ ,o ut north, 50 .1. . » -t, commenc-
i'-' from near the boundary of Xew South Wales, opposite the
Ruby Creek diggings in tha't colony, ami again near the Hnad-

the Cad ( ,f Spring Creek, a distance of nine or ten miles. In

.:-...
.

, ..-.-.. ., -.,:-

ioo-ist, Mr. D'Oyley Aplin. whose view- on this subject
.-. .i-,.-i-!.- uith : , , .xvn ,.''-,.r'\;:ti!.!,>. i !e siv< :— I have met with
no other description oft'm or. rlian peroxide [.;i.«»;t, nt> ), even in

•om vrius. The oiv. m. fur as I l,;io m-cii it, is a-o-

.ranile onlv, which h invariably red. i. e.. the fehbpar
w a pink or red orthoclase and tin . ii< - _ • .

'
' -

ll
'

when crystals of tin ore are found i„ <ir th, -v. hit, Cn

'

' ... •
:

! •

..

'

. ::
: '•:

,
'

:

''

Jions only, and the mica i- invarial

!-.d to. The strike of tl

''"^.(sla^esan.d sandstones, oxt-,
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[ found a locality where fossil corals are very numerous,

1 quite a good state of preservation. This locality is on the

divide between Great Cottonwood and Little Cottonwood canons,

and is, perhaps, nine thousand or ten thousand feet above the sea.

The rock- mestone, and

like the rocks of the region generally hav. a high northeasterly

place in the geological scale, I showed them to R. P. Whitfield, K-
t

.,

the distinguished paleontologist, who confirmed the opinion I In <1

formed concerning their age, and referred the corals to Zaj>ht'<

»

'->

and to SyrinfjopufL Of the latter there is only one specif-, per-

haps, and this >>ue Mr. Whitfield regards as closely allied to S.

M<u>i«i-;; Hillings, but yet probably a distinct species,

siderably stronger or stouter. Of the former, namely, Zaphr> <'''-:

there are, at least, two species.

If these are genuine Devonian fossils—of the Upper Helder-

berg, according to Mr. Whitfield—they are the first of this period,

so far as 1 am in formed, that have been brought forward from the

range of the Wahsatch.
Williamstown, Mass., Nov. 14, 1872.

3. The Eruption of Vesuvius in 1872, by Professor Luigi

";r:;r;'?L

whl-

of the University of Naples, Director of the Vesuv

vith Nor
owledge of Terrestrial Vulcanicity, the ( -mi. •

future and Illations of Volcanoes and Ka "

Iali.kt. Mem. Inst. C.E., F.K.S., &c. 148 pp. 8vo, with

ions. London: (Asher & Co.) 1873.—On page 459 of the last

olume of this Journal, an abstract is cited of an elaborate paper

y Robert Mallet, C.E., on the sources of volcanic heat and energy,

,ow in course of publication l.-v the Itoval Society. In
"

ublished, whose title is given above, Mr. Mallet m

„is translation <>f the very valuable memoir of Palmien,

presents in an introduction of 78 pages a more detailed account ot

his own views. His paper is the most important contribution to

this department of geological dynamic- which lias ever l»eeii

brought forward: and the work above mentioned is by his share

in it more than doubled in value.*
4. Geological Chart of Sweden.—Numbers (Livraisons) 4i'-4o

of the Geological Chart of Sweden, prepared by the I

Survey of the kingdom—now under the direction of Otto 1 orel;

were published during the year past. Like those precc 1

they are most beautiful specimens of engraving and p
colors, exceeding any thing we have seen from other geological

.".. '/Yf>kseh</ro"-s Mutt-rittUn z»r MhumdoqU Ru^brmh.—^
first 96 pages of the 6th volume of this excellent work on Russian

Journal accords in some important
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especially its crystallography, was issued in 1870. It
treats of Olivine. 1 1 m'nitc. ( "eru-it e. wit if addition* to the former
notice, of Diamonds, Monazite. llumite, and Pyroxene.

^
G. On tin <h-njln ./,.<! < /,,,,;>;. ,-. ../ </f.

.:„ ",l VJ.uhurb ; by H.
Baillok.—Linnseus was acquainted with five species of Rheum :

R. Ribes, R. R/iap,,ntie>r„>, A. compactum, R. palmatum, and A\
W"' rf,<irn,,,.\x\ ] i, .,.. d ,-

( (t. u rd /.' '
-'

' """»/. Sincethe
;•

' ;< ; 1 7*32, i?. palmatum has been generally considered the source of
nbarb. It was, however, known that during his Asiatic

rrau-k i'ai'a- diowed the Bourbaskis the leaves of A'. pab,<<ttui>,,

1 hired that tli h a \ < - u • re unknown to them, and
that those of the true rhubarb were round, and with numerous
incisions at their edges. Guibourt, nevertheless, believe.] that

s was the source of the true Asiatic rhubarb of com-
merce, from the fact that amono- the kinds cultivated by him at
Paris, the root of R. p«l,,.f. , \ .,.| ,.\u.'tlv the color and taste

i ...iiuh it did not crepitate under the teeth.

n tin- other hand, haxint: studied histologically the

. the Guibourt collection up .n which this determina-
ation had been based, observed that they exhibited none of the
anatomical characters of Chinese rhubarb. The root-structure of
R. Emodi and other Northern Indian species were known to
agree no better. The medicinal product is derived therefore
from a species with leaves lobed and palmately nerved, as in R.

at the last has, as described by

more to the west; and that, according to the />,i„t-$a» of the

- axis resembles that of the Chinese Yam ;
it is moi-t,

A he leaves are also green in the first month (while those of R.
'": """' ar .-. mplet< K hi. ached), and well developed, the size

01 a fan, and resembling the leaves of Ricinus. This completely
!' r,

;

w '^ that the plant" producing the true rhubarb was still•-•
Mderedinthe mol ad of Thibetian sanc-

t-i. «ch they keeP to themselves l rhe Pront -

pke Boerhaave and Pallas, the most recent European travelers,

deluding those of the M ,
have only learned by

report of the portion of Thibet, protected by inaccessible and
PUed-up rocks, whence caravans brought the drug to China, with

J?e information that it grows toward the west-far from the fron-

tiers of tl,. . !^7 that M. Darby
*as able to procure plants of the best Thibetian rhubarb; a Jew
buds were alone saved, thanks to the .kill ..f M. Neumann

the mass received by the Societe d'Acchmat;

^possible condition. On/oftl. pbntedj
of the Faculty of Medicine, where it has succeeded adm.rabh ,
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another was cultivated by M. Giraudeau, in the valley of Mont-

morency. There the plant soon assumed a magnificent -h:\ «•!<>}>-

ment. It has already produced several times large infloreseei ices

more than six feet in height, tapering to a point, and covered

with white flowers, each with a deeply-hollowed receptacle

doubled in size by a green grandular disk. The leaves are of

large size, live feet; they have a semi-orhieu-

lar limb deeply five-lobed, light-green in color, and covered with

a fine pubescence. In all these characters they only approach one

of the knowu species

—

R. dentation, a plant entirely idahnms

and referred as a variety to 11. hybridum. The phi '.

hitherto undi ' It might

be cultivated without dilhVuhy w ir!i u- ; it supported last winter

a severe degree of cold without appearing to suffer the

it has already produced an abun d>arb which

has all the physical characters of the best Asiatic kind. These

characters are the color, taste, ami peculiar odor—the Sine, white.

and lozenge-like network of the cleaned surface, and t!

in the substance of the fragments of star-like spots described in

all the authorities, and which 'have the structure of a dicotyled-

onous root. There was no reason to suppose that it would be

otherwise, or that any difficulty will be experienced in propagat-

ing the plants by means of the innumerable hud- which it pro-

duces. The aerial portion, conical in form, and thick a- mie >

thigh, which tun. .dies the drug, and which, after the

manner, has been cleansed, split, and cut into fragments, is m -th-

ing more than an aerial stem. The supposed black bark consist

of the bases of the leaves and the ocrea-; in the axil of every

leaf there is a bud which is aval! ing the plant.

Numerous adventitious roots springing from this axis, a

their bases prolonged into the interior of the parenchyma, pro-

duce the stellate marks characteristic of the Chinese drug. H"

roots of the true rhubarb contain, without doubt, in their c liuhir.

cortical, and medullary tissue, and in that of their meduHarj
rays, the active and coloring principle: but these

scarcely developed, ml an repres. red b> tin slender cylindrical

pieces sornetim > m-u; -.. !v„ro;e; fre.puntlv •!-•> are speedily

decayed through a great part of other w*
cies of Rheum, those which furnish the so-called indi.

barbs, it is the root ,,-loped and which is

employed. In the tnu did ,, '
:, ki i.'l ir is ..! i <

-

stem, and it is not surprising that it should be characterized by

a special strm re. wl h will . . u th. i loubt, a pract d ami

ready means of recognizing and product* <>i

inferior <uv:Jit -. vith which tli. v\ m-id is inundated.*
7. Boissier, Flora Oriud-dh, Vol. II. Geneva-et Hasi^e, b<-h

pp.1159, 8vo.—The first volume was published in 1867. In a

review of it at the time in thb Journal, an account of the plan,
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extent, and high character of this work was given. That volume
contained the T/a'lanufora ; this follows with the Caiylji'>r"
J'"t\ p ''!•<. Tlie great orders are, first and foremost, the /><;/'

minos®, including 7">7 species of Astraya'as ! and the Cn>!» Ulf-r>>

which are largely represented in the East, and by a goodly num-
her oi u .ik ;;(, how many cannot so readily he stated, as the
genera are not numbered. Orobus is kept up as a distinct genus,
upon the absence of contortion of the style as well as of the
tendril. Gcebelia, a genus proposed by Bunge, is adopted
t"'' s

<>i>h<„"i <th,r <-<>, ir<,.<lx and an allied' species, which much
resemble our Sophora sericea of the American plains. Cerasus,

*l-f •>>>;.:>
/, I>< ,:--.<;i

, i;i l . I ,„,/.,, I,, his arc retained as ".vnera.

I<"i"'i<!-iiub tr Oritnhdls is said 'to be very nearly related indeed
*"'/"" American L. Myrorlffoi. The third volume, which must
mainly be occupied with Composite, is in an advanced state of
preparation. a. g.

s. Hooker's Bones Plant*man, Third Series, vol. II, part 1,

[ " 'y l "iitain- pi
,

( s not to 1125, chiefly of Rubiacew and Com-
lera of late elaborated for the forthcoming second volume

ot the Genera Plantar-urn. There is a new /' lac/ot.ta (Mexican)
diould never have recognized by the style; a second

'-

t. suwdafolia of the southern borders of Texas, which is also well

new Brachyactis from the Himalaya, with diagnoses of

i. -. inr'iu.'iiiiu the ori inal //.' Hhita of L.-deboiir,

. and it is to be hoped that the
augmented and restituted genus may hold; a good figure of
panippeu 1,1 ;/;,/ , \ H ., ,,„i ttt(

*

or three new genera of

. The Rubhmeuus -< nera have no parti-

_"!: later...;;
f, ,r x,,rth American Botany. We may note, how-

'•';''» "/"/jos to < i:rnt'>>»ish and it-- 'synonym " 'Ph'dain >'''' "•>'

'{{
"''' > ualh ['!.( ih'..'" that the work'here'eited i< hy Charles

i the printing merely superintended by Signor Sau-
?a"e

1 as m facl the -\,
'

: rather obscurely.

i <' by Dr. Masters W Me Development of the Amlroe-

'{['"' '' ' " '''' 4
><" , the number i> rilled b\ :i «'«»n*

/' . ,: 'k-r\ iiM-ihl re-elaboration of the L-'lan,,. viz: by a

.

.' " » "f the Genera and Species of Scillem and Chb>r>. :
i>ii,„,

From the conspectus it

- - ^ r leafless

Ltfc Africa, the Californian Soap-
! "

'; '

(

J>

!"i''»/<d„;„. and of .\y////^ of Georgia. a. <;.

|°- /Ae Journal of Botany, British and J<-.r< >;/' I

'0'--—Mr. Trirnen. oneof thi e<lit rs mtributvs u irtiy.t- ..n

,:".'"""" /;.^,v„. wi:- l".";
l|x| "

'"'
.

;i - -a- dim,, tiom /'. ^>,. (/w it ippioa.h - < »"» "
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of England; and a note records the fact that Host's name
A),ii,if>),hU<< was the earlier published, but, it is added, that this

name, "having been previously used by Kirby, in 1794, for a

genus of Hymen optera, has been generally abandoned, in accord-

ance with a rule which should be, though it is not, nniverea '>

followed." We should have thought that the contrary expressed

both the practice and the rule of the present day. An article by

Baillon upon the Rhubarb plant is translated from the Revue
S.'itjnrip'ijtit- j'..r September. This we have reproduced. A. G.

11. Discharge of the Seeds of Wih-h-Il^el
i
/A/...,/.,-/-..- TV

common statement in the books is that the capsule or its internal

bony lining bursts elastically. The clearest of them, as respects

the structure of the fruit, is in Torrey & dray. Fl. N. America,

p. 596, viz :
" opening at the top by loculicidal dehiscence, the

valves at length two-cleft: endoear;' e -ri-. ecu-, separating and

enclosing the seed, at length bin- two pieees.

The forcible discharge of the seed is thus stated by Elli

1, p. 219, "[endocarps] cells of a bony consistence, polie

in.' discharging the seed when mature, with a spring to some

distance." In" a recent communication to the Academy of Nat-

ural Sciences at Philadelphia and to the Gardeners' Chronicle,

which has been extensively copied, Mr. Meehan describe- the pr<>-

jection of the seeds, which was new to him, in an interesting and

correct way, but with an unfortunate slip in describing the parts

concerned. The cause of the discharge he " found to be e

the c.i, traction of the bony albumen whh'h sirrmnuded the seed.

The seeds were oval and in a smooth bony envelope, and

albumen had burst and expanded enough to get just
''

middle, where the seed narrowed again, the contraction of the

albumen caused the seed to slip out with force, just as we would

squeeze out a smooth tapering stone between the finger and

thumb."
Substitute " endocarps " or

and it will be clear that the \ w
as in a violet (as is mentioned under the ordinal character in

Gray's Manual), oidy in that the whole valve folds in eomlu-

pl re! with tic sana result It is interest inn to < i 1
u M '

Median's account has beet, copied over and over in -

cations, without any attempt to render it sci.

except in one instance, viz.: in an article in Popular >

view, reprinted in Popular >.-;ence Monthlv for January (p. 292).

Here the author, Mr. Bennett, interpreting the ori_

ment upon the assumption that the term "albumen" w: -

employed, is consistently led into the astoi

"the embryos of the seeds of the American Witch-Hazel ^''

thrown out with such force as to strike people violently in the

face who pass through the woods !

" A -
G -

12. CMorodirty,.^ a new G.uhs ,f thr CuvLrpo droup;^'
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1870, No. 5, Stockholm. The oversight may have been already
corrected by the accomplished author; but, as it concerns a North

10. Braun on MarsW-i <i,<<1 rihih/rkt.—In the Proceedings
ericht) of the Royal Prussian Academy of Science of

Berlin, for August, 1872, Prof. Braun gives a full account of the
species of these genera, especially of those cultivated by him in
the Berlin Botanic Garden, in continuation or as a supplement to

st, 1870
> species of Marsilia ami

5 of Pilularia. a. g.

11. Baillon: Histoire des Plantes.—The latest part of this series
of monographs which we have seen contains the Tiluicea, JJip-

terocarpecB, C/damacece and Ternstvo ..„/,/,-.,/. p|.. 161-264 of the

i me, with the usual £ood woodcuts. In the systematic
v
> Genera Plantarum is closely

followed. a. G.

12. Les M'elastomae'ees ; par J. Triaka, M.D. 1871. Forms
Part I of the 28th volume of the Transactions of the Linn h-an
Society of London, and received the Candollean prize for the besti pnz
monograph of a Genus or Family of plants. Fills 1

the systematic part in double columns of small type. .

.

unfinished it formed the '.-i-i- •>( th. treatment of this beautiful

'ffi
_. __jis beauti

and very difficult order in lientham and Hooker's Genera Plai
tarum. It is now made complete, the species all enumerated and
classified, and new one* characterized. There is :i full index, and
seven plates in good lithography an tilled with dissections of
flowers. The systematic views and criticisms appear to be thor-
oughly sound. a. o.

13. Allmax, G. J.: A Monograph of the GymnoMcutic or T«-
(ndurian Ilyd^hh. Parts I. II. Ray Society, 1872.—The Pay
Society has recentlv issued the second part of Allman"- Monograph
of the Tubularians. Prof. Allman, as is well known, has been
occupied for many years in working up this group of animals ami
the monograph he now publishes is a truly magnificent produc-
tion, illustrated with I .eautifullv engraved plates, by Wagenschei-
°er of Berlin, and numerous wood-cuts. But well as they are

they owe their excellence to the fidelity and beauty „f

-- ..f 1W. AKuun. wh.. ha- him-df drawn from life

the exquisite forms which his facile peneil has given us with such
Wonderful accuracv. His skill as a draughtsman i- well known
from t |je p iat( , s ;'„,,.,, ni ,,. ll|V i nu. hi< monograph of Freshwater

' the results obtained in the present monograph leave
I" ,

'

i ' 1 ' 1 - ? " be desired, and these life-like plate- will long serve as
a model to all who may come hereafter to invest _-. the same

WJiect In the first jiart, devot, i - • •
_

' -gj ^ ;

-

l| '"
!

-
f he classification proposed by Aliman in l>6'>, in his " Coii-

Ultf
> such moditicatiou as -uh-eouent researches have rendered
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necessary. The monograph contains an historical account of the

principal results . ibtained by previous writers on the subject, show-
ing the successive steps which have brought about the present

systematic position of the Hydroidea.
We would notice here the mistake made by Allman, and all

European writers, in assigning mainly to McCrady the credit of

uniting the polypoid forms of Hydrozoa with the Gymnophthal-
mous Hydrozoa. The main points of Mc< 'rally's classification were

taken for Professor Agassiz's lectures, though this was not suffi-

ciently distinctly stated by .McCrady in his paper on the Acalephs

of Charleston harbor.

A very systematic terminology is introduced which, even when
we do not agree with the views of Allman, cannot fail to introduce

accuracy and prevent the ambiguity so common in our descrip-

tions of Hydroids, as the new terms proposed can be readily re-

membered and are of easy application.

The chapters on the Morphology of the Tubularians give in a

more extended form the views advanced by Allman in his report

on the state of our knowledge of the reproductive system of

Hydroidea, and which are to a certain extent, as far as the

general presentation of the subject is concerned, the vi

pass current among the most competent of the investigators 4

rence consisting in adopting M
zooids, and not as individuals, the represent a I

phases of development, the zooids as a whole forming the indi-

The concluding portion of the part just issued is devoted to an

account of the various ph none na of llydroid life, such as diges-

tion, secretion, circulation, nutrition, which are described as far

as it is possible to limit and define these processes in those mem-
bers of the animal kingdom.
We have an interesting chapter upon the geographical distribu-

tion of Hydroids, which, for the scanty materials as yet collected.

is of course only preliminary. Allman succeeds in recognizing

three provinces u hich he .•un-.i.h-r- av well e-taMidied in the -.T at

North Atlantic area, viz: the Boreo Celtic, Northern Atlanto-

Ain,-ric:i!i, and M< .literraueau. IV-idt- tin -e, he ha- ascerf; in 1

as sufficiently accurately determined a North Pacific, a West

Indian, an Australian and a New Zealand province.
The material for these generalizations is, however, as yet too

scanty, and limited to the Sertnla facts n V .'
l

which to base reliable conclusions. The limitation of species r-

very remarkable, though it may be^ due

to positive evidence. As far as the North

eat realm, we are not yet in condition to (listing

-es accurately. The question of the difference of

nerican Hydroids from the British or Mediterrai
?ans so settled as has Wen taken for granted. In

idence rather tec ranee in the di
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our east coast species, north of South Carolina, many if not the
probably being common to the two sides of the Atlantic.

'i' 1
' u"< icral coincidence of Allman's provinces with the provinces

im.^ui/mI in th \tl liiMi- (Tt.^i iplm jl Di-tiilmtion of Echini
cannot fail to be very interesting, as in one case the embryos are
by far the most nomadic of any of the marine animals, while in
the other case the most cosmopolitan species are reproduced in-

fixed sporosacs. The agency of man, carrying hydroids on the
bottoms of vessels, is one important element in the distribution of
some of the families. In treating of the bathymetrieal distri-

bution, Airman recognizes as an important element the surface
zone, which, though one of the most important, has usually been

hydroids attach d to the fronds of floating

"iti 1 the accompanying pelagic fauna of Mollusca,

. Annelids, Acalephs, even of pelagic Fish, with the

-

( s. « It is the zone of sunshine," of intensified life . . .

-phorescent animals congregate in countless multitudes,
''''

'

. •

'

. .
. - : :

me sea. lie then enumerates the characteristic forms of the
Littoral, Lamiiiariaii, Coralline, deep-water and abyssal zones.
In regard to the distribution in time he accepts the Hydroidean

reviews carefully the whole sub-
ject as presented by Hall, Barrunde. < an m '!'-. and Richter,
•I's-U—. ti,e alliliiti.- of .,-Veral t\p- referred to Ilvdroids oil ill-

! ids md i<h.| t> th<
"<

i< — ot il er-kel >i rJ . fnnitii -

ot Solenhofen.
As regards the classification of the Hydro-idea, Allman give*

us m detail his views of the orders and families, xtcnding the

'"'''"'•il divi>iMn> to the Cu-lenterates as a whole. It is perhaps
°ut of place to discuss his views of the ordinal subdivisions, fur-

ther than to call attention to then,, nd <| icstioii in the pres< i.t

.'i"uio|-v the accuracy of the reduction to two orders
' '

' i J 1 1 1 1 1 1
, ,_.- .;,,. ?ii:idreporaria) of the Actinozoa and the reduction

°J
;" <

' -nophora' to a simple order of the same value as the
>1

!

, ""i"" , phora and Lucernariaa.
Allniai, adopts the views of the homologies of the chambers of

ri " Actinia and of tin radiar in- - cai us of Medusa?, first proposed by
A- "•. - _'.\ il;

-
;

,« ke\ ol the tthnities oj the Vctinozoa at 1

ttydrosoa, though he does not accept the extension of these homol-
"- u - and their application to Echinoderms as proposed by Agassiz.

Allman then uives us an interesting; chapter on the tertology
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not only of the individual Hydroid, but of all the different parts

which at any time become disconnected. It is only in a few of

the later publications on the subject that any attempt has been

made to recognize as parts of a single individual its independent

constituents, and with few exceptions the authors who have studied

Acalephs found it more convenient to treat of the independent

parts separately, a moe hieh has

nected Hydroids, or of Trophosomes or Gonosomes, which do

ot present some specially interesting features.

Like all the publications of the Ray Society, this monograph
\ beautifully printed, on excellent paper, the mechanical exeou-

excellent, and the tvpography, as well as the beauty of the
' * ofth" '

, will make the study of this exhaustiv
pleasure to all who may have occasion to consult it. a. ag.

14. Illustrations of North American Ent <>-„,<dugij ; by Town-
send Glover. Orthoptera. Washington, 1872.—The author very

modestly states that it is not his design to present &

highly finished engravings of Orthoptera, but merely fign*e%

giving a general idea of their form, size and color, to aid the

young entomologist in the identification of species. He has, how-

ever, accomplished much more than this, and produced a work

be of permanent value to every specialist interested in

the Orthoptera. The work contains thirteen plates crowded with

well executed and carefully colored natural size figures of a large

part of all the species known to the United States and Canada.

There are no descriptions or systematic account of th

but, as the figures have all apparently been made from
identified specimens, they furnish very ready means—which WU
before entirely wanting—for the determination of the species. In

the explanation opposite each plate, the earliest name, as well as

the modern one adopted, is given, with references to Mr. Scud-

der's principal works, and to Mr. Thomas' recent papers, where

the species are described by him. The letter-press contai

nation of the plates, a few notes on the food and habits

of Othopthera, a list of the animal and vegetable substances

injured by •

Lex to the plates. s. L s.

15. On some Elent,. \,.. tl .nl Mechanics.—
No. IV. On th, .lipr-,,*; Lttireen a Hand and a Foot, as shown

by their Flexor Tendons; by the Rev. Samuel Hafghton. \- \\->-

—The fore feet of vertebrate animals are often used merely as

organs of locomotion, like the hind feet ; and in the higher mam-
mals they are more or less " cephalized," or appropriated as hands

to the use of the brain.

The proper use of a hand, when thus specialized in its action, is

to grasp objects ; while the proper use of a foot is to propel the

anim.il forward by th,- intervention of the ground.
In the case of the hand, the flexor muscles of the fore arm act

upon the finger tendons, in a direction from the muscles toward
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the tendons, which latter undergo friction at the wrist and other
joints of the hand, the force being applied by the muscles to the
tendon above the wrist, and the resistance being applied at the
extremities of the tendons below the wrist by the object grasped
by the hand.

J J 5 F

From the principle of "Least Action in Nature" we are entitled
to assume the strength of each portion of a tendon to be propor-
tional to the force it is required to transmit ; and since, in a proper
hand, these forces are continually diminished by friction, as we
I"" ''•"! from the muscle to the fingers, we should expect the
rtrength of the tendon above the wrist to be greater than the

agths of all the finger-tendons.
Conversely, in a proper foot, the force is applied by the ground

remities of the tendons of the toes, and transmitted to

muscles of the leg, by means of the tendons of the inner
ankle, which undergo friction in passing round that and the other
joints of the foot. In this case, therefore, we should expect the
united strengths of the flexor tendons of the toes to exceed the
strength of the flexor tendons above the heel.

In the case of the hand, friction acts against the muscles; m the
case of the foot, friction aids the muscles.

I have measured the relative strengths of the deep flexor tendons
of the hand above and below the wrist in several animals, and also
the relative strengths of the long flexor tendons of the foot above
and below the ankle in the following manner:—

I weighed certain lengths of the tendons above the wrist and
1 compared these weights with the weights of equal

lengths of the flexor tendons of the fingers or toes, assuming thai
f

a of equal lengths are proportional to their cross sections,
and these

, s _ jths of the tendons at
tfle place of section. The difference between the weights above
and below the joint represents the sum of all the frictions experi-
enced by the tendons between the two points of section.

The following Tables contain the results of my measurements

:

• Silver Pheasant 47-4 25. Spider-Monkey
• fengal Tiger 46-0 2& Goat .

- Indian Leopard 45-5 27. One-horned Rhinoceros
• Six-banded ArmnHiiir, aaa 9« \Tpyro-Monkev
Three-toed Sloth

"".'.". 425 i
29. Brahmin Cow

Nemeatri
29. Brahmin Co
30. Nemestrine

31. Boomer Kangaroo -
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The foregoing animals all realize the typical idea of a true foot,

with a variable amount of friction at the ankle-joint ; this friction

disappearing altogether in the boomer kangaroo, whose method
of progression realizes absolute mechanical perfection, as no force

whatever is consumed by the friction of the flexor tendons at the

heel.

The only animals whose feet deviated from the typical fool

were three, viz : alligator, common porcupine, and
|

In these animals the foot has the mechanical action of a hand, or

grasomg organ; and tie- flexor tendons above the ankle exceeded

those below the ankle by the following amounts:

—

1. Alligator 11*5 per cent.

8. Phalanger 29-2 "

In the case of the flexor tendons of the hand, I obtained the fol-

lowing results :

—

Taijli: !I. Friction of Beep Flexor Tendons oj Hand. (Cross section of muscle ten-

Porcupine
ingaby

'.'.'.'. 49-2

.... 40-7

8. Negro-Monkey

"--- ^
be observed that the fore foot of the goat, regarded

r as an organ of locomotion, attains a perfection comparable

hat of the hind foot of the kangaroo, no force being lost by

friction at the wrist-joint.

The only animal in which I found a departure from tl e tjp c 1

hand was the llama, in which the flexor tendons of the fingers

flexor tendon above the wrist bv I
4-4 per cent.

The bearing of the foregoing results on the habits of locomotion

of the several animals will suggest themselves at once to natural-

ists who have can fully st tidied those habits. I shall merely add

that the subject admits of being carried into the details of the

separate or combined actions of the several fingers and toes, and

that the habits of various kinds of monkeys in the use of cd'tam

combinations of fingers or toes may be explained satisfactorily ''}'

The minute study of rhe arrangement and several strengths of the

various flexor tendons distribute -1 to the fingers or toes.

III. Astronomy.

1. Meteors of Xov. 21th, 1872, in Europe.—In the last num-
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tar more brilliant display, the full benefit of which had been en-

,
l! V"! in Europe. The shower was in fact the most considerable
in respect to the numbers of shooting stars which has occurred
sitice 1*33. One account from Padre Denza of >!orn-aii<'ri da-
been given in this number of the Journal. From the London
Mail of Not. 29th, we quote from the account of Mr. E. J. Lowe
of Highfield House, near Nottingham, England, who is an ex-
perienced observer.—"One of the most remarkable showers of

ars that has ever been seen in England was witnesssd
here last evening, continuing from 5.20 P. m. (when it was ob-
served) till 10.30 p. ir. (when the sky became overcast, and cou-
ri "' led so till 4 a. m. of to-day). Taking into consideration the
great number of meteors that were seen at 5.40 p. m. (being equal
to those seen at 8 p. m.), it seems probable that this shower may
nave commenced some two hours earlier. The meteors were
counted on a quarter of the visible sky, and as each of the four

of the heavens were similarly repeatedly counted, and the
average number seen bein- nearly i-qual, it follows that four times
the number were falling that could be observed by any one person.

e the numbers actually counted
m the space of one minute of time :—

average number per minute in a fourth of the heavens :

"he estimated number of meteors in these 1

3

periods gives the

owing results :—

* Period XSo
Wh
Soo

y'

j^/^ $" i$
L

" 3,150 12,600 Uth " 360 1,440

I
" 810 3,'240 12th " 280 1,120

J
" 3,645 14,580 13th " 180 '_
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Showing the immense number of 58,660 meteors as the probable

number that actually fell between 5.50 p. m. and 10.30 p. m. (L e.,

in 4h. Wm.i, and from the difficulty in <•., anting the smaller meteors

I am inclined to place these figures below the actual amount
visible during this new star-shower display. The radiant point

was very carefully watched, and considered to be a circular area

of about 1 deg. in diameter (or rather less), the center of whi<-h

was situated in A. R., 2 h. 45 m. ; declination, N., 46 deg. 15 min.

With very few exceptions, all the meteors could be traced to this

area, and not less than 20 were seen to blaze and die away on the

spot without moving among the stars. At 8 h. 52 m. a red meteor

was noticed quite close to y Andromeda, which attained a mash,, urn

brightness equal to that star, then faded away without moving.

No other motionless meteors were seen except those about the

radiant point. Near the radiant point the meteors were the

smallest, and had the shortest paths among the stars, increasing

in size, brightness, and length of path as their distance from this

point increased. The principal feature in the early part of the

display was the extreme smallness of the great portion of the

meteors, not one in ten being equal to a star of the third ma-m-
tude, and many were as minute as the smallest visible stars, and

might be aptly called meteor-dust. As the period advanced there

was a marked (though gradual) increase in size and
especially after 7 p. m., and in those meteors considerably removed

from the radiant point. There was also a remarkable
between the meteors; all had tails, and, indeed, with the exception

of the larger ones, and those most minute, they might be said to

be all tail. None but the largest falling stars were observed to

vary in color from that of the ordinary color of the fixed stars,

and a large proportion assumed the appearance presented by a

descending rocket-stick. The meteors differed considerably as

regards apparent speed from those of the ordinary November
epoch, being not nearly so rapid, nor. as a ride, did they leave so

ious a streak in the sky ; in fact, but few exhibited con-

s streaks, and these were all those meteors that were colored

mostly red. Four or five times during the display (and mow
frequently after the sky became cloudy, even up to 5 a. M.) tla-re

were noises in N.W. and W.N.W.. uhich eh.seh iv-

reports of very distant gun-shots; but whether conro I

phenomenon I am unable to say, though the same kind of noise

was heard in the last _ once, at 7h. 31m., this

report followed by, perhaps, an interval of a minute a discordant

red meteor, which moved rapidly from Polaris to near "\''- a -

This meteor shot very rapidly, and left a streak in the sky visible

for a second of time throughout the whole
two stars. Its size exceeded first magnitude star. At 7h. 55m.

a second magnitude star, moved trom

s Cassiopeia, leaving a streak that was

Streaks lingered in several other in-
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the rule. The showers of falling stars were in impulses of short
periods, but they were not regular. Mostly the impulses were in

i minute periods, with greater impulses every five or six
minutes. Between 6h. 30m. and Th. 30m. these impulses were
mostly in -I) sernmj periods, each time lasting about 8 seconds.

1 ! " '" "as an . v id. m t. ml. nc\ in the meteors to follow each other,
sometimes even three and four pursuing the same path rapidly,
one after another."

sky they were continued much later, even overlapping th
made in America. Dr. Schmidt has been an indefatigable .

-hooting stars for thirty years, and is

rt ant correction to the observations of 1
which is by others disregarded. Of two observers one will usua dy
see more shooting stars than another, because of better eyesight.
*or his assistants. Dr. Schmidt has by trial obtained factors ex-

- difference and applied them to his observed numbers.
11 'huv ,, , ,i ,. ,}„ tl ,j l)W ;

!1L
,

; ,„ i„ s% , vhibitinu r ,. int. n,it> of
the shower. The symbol z expresses the number of shooting
stars seen per hour by one observer at the time indicated.

value of z is to be understood thus: between seven and

lours. This table gives for the whole number visible at

'• >ein:ii.|i ostimales :i t lea-! J "..'.' .,) ;n ail for t hat period,

00 for the whole night. He adds :

"1st the shower of Nov. 13th, 1866, was remarkable for t he

cy of the meteors, for so manv hundred of bolid, *. for the

i for the rapidity of the apparent<r the

wholly different. By far 1

°' 1 ' "i the shootino- stars were faint,—5th to 6th
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rarely) perceived, and which I had regarded as an effect of the

" Of brilliant fireballs, those on my scale marked as I and II, I

saw none. Only 2 or 3 had the brightness of Jupiter, 5 or 6 that

of Sirius, perhaps 200-300 of first magnitude ; all the rest were

faint, and rarely was a trail wanting. Even in the first hour we
saw not only frequently 5 or 6 meteors in a second, but simultane-

ously in different parts of the sky groups of 3-7 running in parallel

paths. After 8f
h we saw small groups of 10-20, together, and

one after the other, not only near the radiant (where they streamed

out in troops on all sides in flowing: pulsating motion, often only

as short lines of light), but also at distances of 50° or 60° from the

radiant. * * * Twice I saw a meteor of the second magnitude,

with which traveled 7 or 8 small shooting stars of the 6-5th mag-

nitude close to it and as it were in its broad trail. None of them

preceded the principal meteor; all followed at a small

It was to the naked eye just such an appearance as was presented

in the telescope by the meteor seen at Athens Oct. 18th, 1863."

(Astr. JSfach., No. 1915.)
The European journals contain a large number of accounts of

the shower as seen in England, Germany, France, Italy, and even

farther east, in Egypt and Constantinople.
In the last number of the Journal it was urged that the

actual orbits of the individuals of each met
at a considerable angle, and that this would imply that the disin-

tegrating cause was one acting upon comets at* ti.

The observation of Dr. Schmidt, that so many p
portant as indicating that the glancing of the m

as perhaps to be the principal cause

he magnitude and shape of the radiant area. We saw curved
entering the air is so common
of the magnitude and shape d *^ .»«u,u, »xv.«. .,

,

paths, but by no means so many in proportion as Dr. Schnu.l

It is possible that the observations of some of the European

observers are of such a nature as to give evidence upon this

important point.

If the meteors are moving in parallel paths before entering the

air, and there is a radiant area of definite shape, other
lar, it should be, at any specified hour, symmetrical with respect

to the horizon.

It would seem probable that the general amount of the disper-

sion of the radiation due to glancing in the air should I

decrease with the velocity. Thus ' the velocity of the Au-'i-t

meteors is pi .. between those of Nov. Utl and

Nov. 27th. We should naturally expect the dispersion due to

this cause in the August group, therefore, to be intermediate be-

tween that in the two November groups. This is not the case.

Perhaps, however, the particles are more angular in one group

t';an in another. ( >ther possible causes can easily be suggested.

We are very glad to add (from Nature) a letter from Mr. V<V
son to the Astronomer Royal, dated Dec. 5, 1872, showin- H< *

one portion of Biela's comet was visible on the 2d and 3d oi

December

:



" Biela's comet is my subject this time. A startling telegram
irwm I'r. !. Klinkerfues on the night of Nor. 30th ran thus: 'Biela
touched Earth on 27th: search near Theta Centami'

" I was on the look-out from comet-rise ( l>;' ) to sunrise the next
two mornings, but clouds and rain disappointed me. On the third
attempt, however, I had better luck. Just about 17|" mean rime.
1 brief blue space enabled me to find Biela, and though 1 could
only get four comparisons with , in. nvm.-us star, it had moved
tonv.-u-d 2^.3 in four minutes, and that \ttth-d its beim.r the ri-ht
object. I recorded it as -Circular; bright, with a decided uu-

o tail, and about 45" in diameter." This was in strong
t\viii.;!n. Xext morning, Dec. 3, I got a much better observation
ofit; seven comparisons will u t > . mnous star ; two with
''!> oi our current Madras Catalogue Stars, and two with 7734
l:iylor. This time my notes were '-Circular: diameter 75";
bright nucleus; a faint but distinct tail. 8' in length and spread-
lng, a position angle from nucleus about 280°." I had no time to
spare to look for the other comet, and the next morning the clouds
111,1

1

rain had returned.
It I get another view before posting this, I may be

hasty postscript. The positions, the first rough,
pretty fair, from the two known

\ Indiana ; by Pro
ng of the Indianapolis Academy of Scien

1»72, Professor E. T. Cox presented a paper on a I
scribed meteorite, which was found in the year 1870,
well on Mr. Freeman's farm, seven miles southeast oi

:^ presented to Professor John Colleti
August, when he visited Sioux City, and
-rofessor Cox for examination and descript

the second
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bar iron, and, like the latter, it may be wrought into all manner of

shapes. This meteorite only came into the Professor's hands a

few days ago, and, owing to press of other work, he is able at this

time to give nothing more than the result of a partial chemical

analysis. It is destitute of stony matter, and the principal ele-

ment is iron; next comes nickel ; "then, in small quantities, cobalt,

tin, carbon, phosphorus and probably a trace of sulphur. Sub-

mitted to the action of acids, the Wi
brought out in great perfection. At what time
is not known, but it is hoped that by calling the attention of the

citizens of Howard county to the subject, we may yet receh e in-

formation regarding its history r add to its

scientific value.

IY. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Note by Prof. Joseph LeCoxte. (From a letter to the Editors,

dated Oakland, California, Jan. 13, 1873.)—In the Nov. number
" "lie forma-

abstract

of Mr. Mallet's paper on " The source of volcanic energy." Mr.

Mallet's paper was, I believe, read before the Royal Society, June

20, 1872, although I did not see any account of it' until October.
J

have not yet seen Mr. Mallet's full paper, but from the abstract I

observe that there are several points common to the two papem
I wish, therefore, to make a brief statement of certain circum-

stances connected with the publication of my paper.

The views contained in my paper I have ta

class for three years past. In Jan., 1872, I elaborated them in the

form presented in your Journal, and gave them as a lecture to my
1st class in geology; from the notes of this lecture my paper was

afterward written. I finished it, as you will observe by th- date.

May 15. It was in your hands eariv in .hiv.f, and I expected it to

appear in July. Your July number was already full before you

received my article ; correspondence between this and N<

of your Journal appeared simultaneously my pape;

tion of the great features of the earth's surface"

absent from Oakland in the high Sierras during a part oi <> i

whole of August and a part of September, so that I could ;
r

(•«""-

rect proofs as I desired ; the publication was therefore unavoid-

ably put off until my return. Thus it has happened that a paper

which was completely elaborated and -hen as a lecture in January,

which was written out and finished and dated in May. and in the

publisher's hands in June, did not appear until November.

simply to show the complete independence of my views on this
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2. S)/,-arits,< r?u'r, ;v/7//.— Prof. A. Winchell, long connected
with

> he departments of Geology and Natural History in Michi-
- :ni University, and till recently in charge of the Geological Sur-
vey of the State, has just entered on the duties of Chancellor of
the new institution at Syracuse called the Syracuse University,
chartered by the State in 1870. The University has already re-
ceived, through the liberality of its friends, property amounting
in value to about $650,000.

3. The Martha Great Magnet ; by Alfked Marshall Mayer,
PhD., Professor of Physio, in iln- sn-vn^ Institute ,.f T. ch-

y. New Haven, C. C. Chatfield; London, Trubm
Instead of writing a notice ourselves of Prof. Mayer's work,

the following from the Philosophical Magazine of
January, p. ._ .

This is the report of a lecture delivered before the Yale Scien-
tific Club on Februaiy 14, 1872, in which the lecturer proposed to
present to his audience " one prominent truth in simple and strik-

!h-m>." Tin- trail, which is kept steadily before the

'Jiout the lecture is, "that the earth is a great magnet ;"

and this truth is developed, step by step, by experiments of the
most conclusive kind, each having been rendered distinctly visible
to the audience by means of the vertical lantern, so that the pro-
cesses of magnetizing and demagnetizing, with all the interesting
motions of the needles, were seen projected on a luminous screen
of eighteen feet diameter.
The lecture itself is a masterly production, and exhibits the re-

sult of much close reading as well as experimental research.

08 are given from earlier writers on magnetism, illustra-
te "f the sound knowledge which they possessed; and as each
experiment illustrative of the lecture is described as well as the

' ph-w-d iii manipulation, the reader is conducted from
a consideration of the most ordinary magnetic phenomena pre-
sented by bar and electro magnets, to that of the same phenomena
evolved from terrpstHnl mao-nptifim A r..ir»<rrnnh selecl

kow we have finished our experiments; and what have they
shown ? I have temporarily magnetized a bar of soft iron, by
pointing it toward a pole of our large magnet. I did the same
with the bar and the earth. I permanent^ magnetized an iron
oar, by directing its length toward the pole of the magnet, and

J""^mg it with a blow of a hammer. I did the same with a

wImmi pointed toward the earth's magnetic pole. I

nave shown you the action of a small magnetic disk on iron

I it. You saw that the earth pro-
" ;1'"

1 the same action on the beams of the aurora. I shou.d
>"" 'he action of this disk on a freely suspended magnetic needle,
a"d pointed out to you the earth's similar action cm I dipping*
!

": (

\

l
' <"irri. d over 'its surfac. I have evolved a current ot .•!.•«-

tncity from a magnet,- by cutting with a closed conductor across
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those lines in which a magnetic needle freely suspended places its

length. I did bite same with the earth by cutting across those

lines which are marked out by the pointing of the dipping-needle.

Therefore, what am I authorized to hirer? When the effects are

the same, the causes must be the same ; for according to all the

principles of philosophy, and conformably to that universal ex-

perience which we call common sense, like causes produce like

To those who are desirous of possessing in a compressed form

ig facts of terrestrial magnetism, we strongly recommend
a perusal of the lecture.

4. Illustrated Catalogue of the Museum of Comparative

Zoology. No. VII. Revision of the Echini ; by Alexanpki:

Agassiz. Parts I and II, with 49 plates. Cambridge, Mass.,

December, 1872.—This is an admirable work, and by far the most

important one yet published upon the Echini. Part I contains a

very complete' bibliography; a chapter on nomenclature; a

chronological list of all the gen<
,

'
erto named,

' ted in V '

ed localities of each ;
a

e index to the preceding list, in which all names, whether

synonyms or not, arc . . -d ; and an account <>t

the geographical di^tii.Viti.m, in. :udin- a h-t of all the known
species with their geographical range, and special lists <>i [*_"

li;t oral species found in the various districts and fauna'. The

geographic;:- en plat"-, print 'din

colors, some of them showing the division of the oceaJ

torn! fann-" and Lfreat realms, and others illustrating ;

tion of the principal genera. These have been very careful iy and

id add much to the value of the work. In

all tin lists tin system »i irhithiL* eaci origh d nana in heavy-

faced type, to distinguish fhem from names adopted by a subse-

quent writer, has been adhered to, and will be of great conven-

ience to those who have occasion to study the synonymy.
In the investigation of tin synon in Mr. Vgnss'i/Juvsh ! i usuai

•

[or ln-sides the unrivah d c Elections of the Museum .

tive Zoology, he ha- had. excellent opportunities to >

principal collections of Europe, and has thus examined

aborious part of his work, he has evidently -pared

no pains to make the synonymy as accurate and complete as poe-
this, the mo
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of certain ante-Linmeau names, chiefly those of Klein, whose ori-
ginal specimens Mr. Agassiz has been able to study.*

Part II contains detailed descriptions of all the species known
to mlial.it the eastern <-..>a>t of the l/nited States, including all the
deep-sea species dedged by Mr. Pourtales during the Coast Sur-

In this part of the work are main in t * resting details concerning
the development of the young. The descriptive portion is f...l-

•'") \' .-
!

«
: " - J -i itl hathymetricalf and geographical dis-

tniMiti..!, of the species, and by a system..
classification.

The forty-two plates illustrating this part of the work are truly
• and aside from their greal scientific value are worthy

"l special attention, because they show the successful application
ew and valuable processes of photo-engraving to the

.

the minute details and the precise,shading of the original photo-

can scarcely be distinguished.
'{"—-win ,1 ,ni i,\ the "Woodbiirvtvpt- Process," l>vthe American
Photo-Relief Co., Philadelphia, iron. u.-:.ti\ t- hv Mr. Sonrel of
Boston. Others, which are quite different in character, but also

;

a ity, were done by the " Albertype Process," by
the Photo-Plate Printing Co., New York. These are partly from

- "!' the ohjrcts and partly copied from drawings,

w are als° Some excelIent lithographs.
We are gratified to learn that t i

" this work,
- aid the anatomy of

- are already well adva ahlication

'iiewhat delayed, owing to the loss of several plates,
with the original drawings, by the great fire in Boston. The illus-

fes*u

10nS W iU
'

<iMlii;n ' cbaracter t0 those of the volume just

-5. Wagner's Chemical Technology ; translated and edited

'.V'" Hie Kighth u. Mn-ive additions; by
U ".i.i-.M CnnoK ,.>, F.R.S., with 3:i6 Illustrations. 7 to pp. Hvo.

,

rr X^\Vork: I). Applet, m & Company.-An English re»-
'/'H r„| W.,0,, j.-^,,,, ,,,„., Jj

'
, lhr /,.„ , ]it , J,, /on,

'".I" '> an important addition to our chemical literature. The
:.'.;! l.v Prof Wagner are laminar

t /
111 students in technical chemist fv. as the equivalent of the

hi for general chemist J!U ~ and
continued by Liebig and Kopp. The first edition of the present

f

* This question has been quite fully and ably discussed by Dr. Liitken in a

er *"Mibero page 382.



eight divisions : i. Chein > M - i" _ . illoys and preparations

made and obtained from metals : n. Crude materials and products

of chemical industry: in. Technology of glass, ceramic ware,

me and mortar: iv. Vegetable fibers and their u<hiii-

tatrial applica-

tion: vi. Dyeing and calico printing : vu. The materials and ap-

paratus for
j

light: vin. Fuel and heating ap-

paratus. Although technology is not a science of itself, it .haws

its best result- n »m the u-aehino-s of many sciences, and the

thorough familiarity of Dr. Wagner with the latest results of chem-

istry in the preparation of his annual reports, is reflected in the

" Handbook," which for fullness and exact statement on nearly all

topics presented leaves little to be desired with reference to

results as late as the year 1870. The style of the work is neces-

sarily very condensed, where so vast a field is covered in 750

pages ; and references to original memoirs are omitted, as all such

are supplied in great fullness in the author's annual reports.

The chemical formube are all molecular. A French and a Dutch

translation of this edition of the Handbook have also appeared.

The work is indispensable to all who are engaged in technical

chemistry. b. s.

5. Alizarine, natural and artificial; by Fred. Yersmanx,
Ph.D., member of the < 'ion. pp.34. Rumpff

& Lutz, 42 Beaver St., N. Y., 1872.—In this paper Dr. Versmann
gives, for the benefit of the non-chemical reader, a sketch of the

history of Alizarine and Anthracine, with an account of the present

stat.- of i he an of
|
v nne from the oxidation

cine derived from coal-tar pitch. This important step in

technical art, which threatens to put an end to the growth of

madder by substituting a better and cheaper source of it

coloring principle, is largely due to the sagacity of Dr.

who has perfected a process for the economical production of

anthracine from coal-tar. Hi- paper i> an instructive review of the

chemistry of the whole subject to which his own researches have

added important contributions. B-
s -

6. Transactions of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, M*
-•.1870-1872. 8vo, pp. 200. Madison, Wisconsin. I

s "--

Published by order of the Legislature.—Besides papers in the

department of the Social an i I' iith-ia; S-iences, this volume con-

tains seve -cience and Geology, by, severally,

Dr. P. R. Hoy, I. A. Lapham, J. G. Knapp, Prof. J. H. Eaton,

Prof. R. Irving, Prof. T. C. Chamberlin, and Rev. A. <>. W rig**

There is also tper on Potentials and their appli-

cations in Physical Science by Prof. John E. Davies.
7. Das Elbthalgebirge in Sachsen ; von Dr. Bxss

Geixitz. Six parts of this excellent work (noticed in vol. d, ^i'-1 -

and iii, :?i>6 and 400) have now been published, the first five mak-

ing the first volume, and the r



APPENDIX.

On a New Sub-class of Fossil Birds (Odontornithes)

;

by O. C. Marsh.

The remarkable extinct birds with biconcave vertebrae
'). recently described bv the writer from the

''••"•us shale of Kansas.* prove on further investiga-
t|,,n r" posses.- some ;„] lit!,, ,;tl characters, yhieh separate them
<till more walely from all known mmr ami fossil forms. The

Hulitfornis dispar Marsh, has well

~„. These teeth were quite numerous,
'•

i in .'tistiiu-t sockets. Tliev are small, compressed
red, and all of those preserved are similar. Those in

the lower jaws number about twenty in each ramus, and are all

more or less inclined hack ward. The series extends over the
' margin of the dentan hone, the front tooth being

very near the extremity. The maxillary teeth appear to have
been equally numerous, and essentially the same as those in the
mandible.

The skull is of moderate size, and the eyes were placed

L The Lower jaws are long and slender, and the
rami were not closely united at the symphysis. They are

ncated just behind the articulation tor the quadrate.
11!

j-
«'xtivmity. and especially its artu nation, is \<t\ similar

" that in some recent aquatic birds. The jaws were apparently
" l 't picased in a horny sheath.

idie scapular arch, and the bones of the wings and legs, all

inform closely to the true ornithic type. The sternum has a

prominent keel, md elongated grooves t'oi tin < \panded cora-
'•° Irb. The winos w , to the legs, and the
Humerus had an extended radial crest. The metacarpals arc
umt, '<l. as in . .rdinarv birds. The bones of the posterior extrem-

those in swimmin- birds. The vertebra are

•• the concavities at each end of the centra being
'^rmct, and nearly alike. Whether the tail was elongated,
annot at present be determined, but the last vertebra of the

• mnsuallv large.
';<- bird was ful'h adult, and about as large as a pigeon.

Hith the exception 'of the skull, the bones do not appear t.»

nave been pneumatic, although most ot them arc hollow. I he

species was carnivorous, and probably aquatic.



When the remains of this species were first d<- ,

portions of lower jaws found with them were regarded by the

samesb I I
"not deemed

sullioientlv strong to he placed on record. On subsequently

removing" the surrounding shale, the skull and additional por-

tions of both jaws weiv brought to Imht, so that there cannot

now be a reasonable doubt that all are parts of the same bird.

The possession of teeth and biconcave vertebrae, alt

rest of the skeleton is entirely avian in type, obviously implies

that these remains cannot be placed in "the present groups of

birds, and hence a new sub-rlass, ah.i.tnnnth™ (or Ar<* rhutntr).

is proposed tor them. The order mav be called frhthiionrlth^.

The species latelv described bv the writer as Ichthyornis celer

also has biconcave' vertebra-.-, and probably teeth. It proves to

be u-eneneallv distinct from the type species of this group, and

hence mav be named Ajxitonns n.-h-r Marsh, ft was about the

slender propor-

fciona Tl ,e <mol <mic;d ho rizoi 1 of both species is essentially

the Bai lie. The . -" 1;
'

.lb'":

ins i )f them a t present known are m

Tim 'T.'r tUliat. disco V of these interesting fossils is an

import ant mi in t( . pale, 'lit.',l,,c-\ . and doc;3 much to break down

the ol, 1 d ODS b, Birds am I Reptiles, which the

Archie ,.pt, riaih -diminisl ted. It is

ble thatch .. likeu . ha- 1 teeth and bit-one;

with it

c,l?IX-- U *!i'lei
ongated r

j Professo»11,

,

. 1872- fr r Luigi Pal-

U. Im.c.-t' or of the

With i of the pres-
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course of public:irim, lev the Ib-va! Society. " The '

title i> here _dven contains. l M -si.-l t^ a translation of the ycry valu-

able paper by Fahnieri. a much fuller statement (<-'-

Tavymys. read Tachymyi
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/' j?"^— Observations on the duration and multiple character
of flashes of Lightning; by Ogden N. Rood, Professor of
J%sics in Columbia College.

f
i iT

rent lorms 01 ugntiimg u.

ir zig-zag flashes
; 2d, flashes appearin

diffused light (sheet lightening, heat lightening).
stl

y, the rarely occurring discharges which are seen as slowly
goring balls of fire* That the first form is due to the pro-
motion m the atmosphere of a gigantic electric spark, has since

'a time been disputed by no one, and as far as I can

tity of physicists and meteorologists suppose
es of the second form are due to the same cause, their

-gut being seen either by transmission through, or reflection
irom, the clouda

Before detailing my own observations on this matter, I wish
nefly to mention the results thus far obtained by others,

^raong the most important of them is an experiment by Dove,
™, m 1835, during a thunder storm, was able, by the help of
a revolving disc with colored sectors, to satisfy 'himself that
^ngle flashes of lightning often consisted of a number of
Pparentlv

i^es.f Arago suggested for the

of the flash the use of a rotafc-

disc palm ] with a hundred black and white
ctora. He supposed that from the appearance presented by

lQ e disc when illuminated by the flash, the observer would be

l& Dr -

A
Ern8t E - Schmids' Lehrbuch der Meteorologie ; Leipsic, 1860, p. 781.

tPogg..
AM

' Joub- Sci.-Thik;
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able to ascertain its duration.* Wheatstone, with a revolving

disc of this kind, found the duration of the flash too short for

measurement, and set it as less than TT
'

T, of a second. Cassel-

mann, in 1847, noticed that single flashes of lightning some-

times moved the index of the telegraphi •;
p] aratus forward over

two, four, or even six letters, and argued thence the multiple

character of the discharge, which indeed had previously been

observed by Dove.f Faraday, in 1857, noticed that the

duration of some flashes of lightning seemed to him fully

as great as a second, if not more, and attempted to ex]

by a phosphorescence of the portion of the cloud tra\

the flash4 0. Decharme at Angers, in 1868, while a distant

storm was raging, saw the heavens from time to time illumin-

ated by a light which seemed to last from a half to an entire

second. § In these last two observations no apparatus was used

for actual measurement. To the above, I may add a rough

measurement of the duration of the lightning flash, made by

myself in 1870, with an apparatus differing from that employed

by other observers, the interval of time obtained being often

tif of a second, though sometimes it was considerably smaller.!

V r;,ii ; v, after finishing the observations and measurements

detailed in the present paper, I saw in "Nature," July 25th,

1872, an account of some experiments which were made by

B. W. Smith, with the aid of a "color-top.*' or after the method

of Dove. Mr. Smith notices the fact, that the duration of the

flashes sometimes seem to be prolonged by an act ;

he, like Faraday, attributes to a phosphorescence of the cloud

in which the discharge takes place. These observations appear

at first sight to be more or less contradictory, but wi:

of the more complete set of results recently obtained by myself

it will be easy to bring them into harmony.

New Obse

(1.) Immediately after my own experiment, I arrnn-

train of toothed wheels driven by a spring, so that it should be

capable of rotating a circular paste-board disc which was pro-

vided with four open sectors of 3° each. This apparatus w*|

constantly near me ready for use, but an entire year elapsed

before an opportunity occurred. I noticed then upon one occa-

sion about midnight, that my room was from time to time

illuminated by lightning-flashes, whose duration em

great as an entire second, and upon making an examination

with the rotation apparatus, it was found that each flash con-

* Becquerel, Traite de l'Electricite et du Maeiietisme. vol. vi, pp. 128, 129-
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sisted of a considerable number of isolated and apparently

s, tbe interval between the com-
ponents being so .small, tli t to the naked eye they constituted

lous act The lightning was of the second form, and
from the accompanying thunder was not very distant,

but it soon ceased, so that I was not able to gain any further
information.

(2.) The next observations were made late one evening in last
June. The storm was at a _'ivat.-r distance, and as before, the
clouds were illuminated by unseen flashes. Each flash again

of a considerable numb teneoua
discharges, perhaps about ten, but the total "duration of the
compound flash was so great, that, with' the lowest practicable

ration, I was entirely unable to form even a rough
estimate of the interval of time involved. The storm allowed
me no time for the study of the components of the flashes.

(3.) During the following month, at about the same hour in
the night, I again observed near the horizon clouds illuminated
oy a more distant storm. The multiple flashes were once more
noticed, and when the disc revolved at rates of five to ten
revolutions per second, the light from the four sectors was quite
often drawn out into a circular streak, which extended

umference, showing a steady and continuous dura-
toon of some of the components for at least ¥

'

F to /fl
of a second,

fhese streaks were observed quite often and with perfect dis-

though the figures just given are to be considered
only rude approximations. Mingled with these, if not actually

ting a portion of them, were apparently instantaneous

fas so great as again to
defeat attempts at measurement.

(4.) A thunder-storm occurring at 2.30 a. m. on July 30th
gave a better opportunity. The observations, like the preced-
ln

g, were made at Peacedale, R. I., and the majority of the
electrical flashes were so distant that the accompanying'thunder
Was heard only occasionally, and as before the flashes were not
seen directly but by transmission. In spite of this, however,
many of them were very vivid, and much rain fell during the
tome occupied by the observations. Previously I had arranged
the apparatus for the measurement of greater intervals of time,

-
-• om.,,1 t\ • ,x--s a disc with a single open sector.

which could be rotated at quite low rates, the terminal axis
being provided with a fan. When this disc was revolving at

Jhe rate of 2 "04 turns per second, the open sector was several

•".-<<! to make at least two complete revolutions
au"ng a single flashi whir.h gave a total duration for the

" cases of about one second, and 1 may add that
a"cr the completion of the experiments d< -scribed below,
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durations of the total act were observed, even with the naked

eye, which must have been as great as a second, and the light

illuminating the room was noticed during the continuance to

flicker twice or thrice. The total duration was, however, quite

variable, and often amounted only to a small fraction of a

With a disc having only a single narrow, open sector, and

making from 12 to 15 revolutions per second, the multiple

character of the flashes was then studied. The flash consisted

of a considerable number of isolated electrical discharges,

which sometimes were executed with so much regularity as

apparently to cause the disc to rotate backward, with a slow

motion through 30° or 40°, the cause being analogous to that

involved in the phenomena of the stroboscopic discs. Several

times also, instead of seeing the sector single, I noticed that it

had a form approximating to that of the letter X or V, which

evidently was due to the circumstance that almost involuntarily

my eyes had glanced from one side of the disc to the other,

thus giving rise to a combination of distiuct visual impressions.

Next, for the purpose of examining the individual constitu-

ents of the flash, I placed on the terminal axis a circular disc,

each quadrant containing a square opening of about 5°, and

when this was revolving eleven times in a second, sometimes

the flash was seen to consist of a small number (three to six)

of apparently instantaneous discharges, the form of the square

not being at all distorted. The same was afterward noticed

with a velocity as high as 22 revolutions per second, and if the

areas of the squares had been doubled this could not have

escaped my attention, but as in many cases nothing of the kind

was seen, it follows that the duration of the apparently instan-

taneous constituents was less than about T¥V o
of a second.

On the other hand, sometimes the continuous duration of the

constituents was such that the whole circumference of the disc

was surrounded by a bright or faint ring of light, according to

the original luminosity of the flash, which gave a duration for

the continuous act at least as great as T
'

T of a second. Quite

often 1 was able to notice that these continuous discharges did

not make up all the elements of the flash, but that they were

terminated by an isolated and instantaneous discharge.

(5.) The last set of observations were made at Stockbridge,

Mass., on the evening of August 25, 1872. The thunder was

heard quite loudly and direct zig-zag flashes were <»«:•.

seen
; rain also fell. The disc employed on this occi

only o/*e square opening, the sides of which were seven indii-

meters (corresponding to about 12°), these dimensions having
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finally been found preferable. The rate of rotation was kept
nearly constant by winding up.
The flashes were usually multiple, and the duration of the

components was often or generally quite long, being as great as
,',, of a second if not longer; the brilliancy of the ring of light

y is considerable, and showed no signs of falling off throughout
its whole extent. It was again noticed that when the duration
of the earlier components had thus been considerable, the last

act (or certain acts) were instantaneous. Eight or ten times it

noticed that the components of certain flashes were
to all appeal ug no distortion in the

the square. If its area had been increased by one
could not have escaped my attention, and would have

ation of & v of a second. A number of uncer-
tain observations were made leading to a duration of the com-
ponents, in some cases, of from ,£» to F$T of a second, and
finally in two cases the breadth of the square was distinctly
doubled, giving a duration of about VU of a second.

o the above, I must add several observations made by the

normal zig-zag flashes, whe:
. of the direct flash was estimated at not less

inan one second, the light seeminu to pour steadily in a stream
irom the cloud to the earth. They correspond to'that of Fara-
day, referred to in the earlier part of this article.

.

It is evident from the foregoing that the nature of the lighten-

licated than has generally been
•

and the duration of the isolated constituents varies very much,
ranging from intervals of time shorter than T1V* of a second
UP to others at least as great as ft of a second, and furthermore.™ 's singular, a vi v sometimes be found
™ the components of a single flash. The long durations of
certain cons me afterward to make

riments with a view of ascertaining the cause of this

and unexpected phenomenon, and although the results
are negative in character still it may not be amiss briefly to

J.

ention them. I constructed a glass tube similar to those used

es of rarefied gases, and having

it with a mercurial air-pump, rare fie. 1 the ordinary
air contained in it. A Leyden jar with a coating of 788 square

' - was connected with the tube, and a spark micrometer

1 into th.' . iivu t m, as to intern] * it. and thus to

cause the jar fairlv to charge and discharge itself as oth .twi.-v
ltle prolonged discharges of the induction coil made their

The tube was placed in front of the rotation

-1 bvm,. in invstiiratincr the electric spark, and
s aPPearance studied at tensions from 1 millimeter upward,
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till the resistance became so great as to cut off the discharge.

In every case the light appeared to be instantaneous, that is, its

v. as so small as to preclude the idea of its affording

an explanation of the long intervals occurring in the case of

! llashes. Of course, in all these experiments, the

actual rate of the mirror was quite low. I then repeated the

same experiment with the vapor of water at a tension of about

15 millimeters with the same result.

Afterward a jet of steam was directed across the path of the

electric spark in the tree air, with a similar negative result.

Finally, thinking that possibly the rain might in some way be

concerned in the production of the prolonged durations, while

sparks 10 to 15 millimeter* in length, obtained from a smaller

jar, were traversing the ordinary atmosphere, fine watery sp**f

directed across their path by the use of an "atomizer,

These experiments
• of the atmospheric

the other hand, the possibility of a

real prolongation of some of the constituents of the flash.

Recently the spectrum furnished by flashes of lightning has

been examined by Dr. H. Vogel.* A number of lines were

. as also occurring in the spectrum of the elec

in the ordinary atmosphere, but what is remarkable, it was

found that sometimes the spectra consisted of bright lines on a

dark ground, while at others the bright lines were traced on a

less bright continuous spectrum, and finally sometimes a con-

tinuous spectrum destitute of lines was obtained. The dis-

charges were principally of the form known as sheet

I consider it probable, that the continuous spectra •

lines observed by him, were due to the prolonged constituents

mentioned in this paper, and the occurrence of bright lines on

a less bright ground, I would refer to cases when in.-i.

and prolonged constituents were mingled as noticed by myself;

the normal spectrum of bright lines on a dark gn
being produced by flashes more nearly instantaneous. Since

:- above I find that Wiillner in No. 11 of Pogg. Ann.

for 1872, has shown that in rariri .1 air. inst; itaneous sparks

give a spectrum consisting of lines, while the prolonged con-

stituent of the spark of an induction coil often produces a

banded spectrum, which under certain circumstances approxi-

It will be noticed, that while making observations No. 5, I

was in the area occupied by the storm, in No. 4 on its outer

edge, in No. 1 out bevond the edire. and in No. 3 the storm

was quite distant. Yet in all these cases the character of the

* Pogg. Ann., 1871, No. 8, p. 653.
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t1 ting, as far as could be observed, was quite identical,
furnishing, as it seems to me, argument in support; of the hy-
pothesis that zig-zag lightning, heat and sheet lightning, etc.,

are really identical, being in point of fact due to the same cause,
but viewed under different conditions.

Best form of apparatus for : kg Flashes.—
From the contents of this del it \ 01 be seen that additional
observations are still desirable, and hence I wish to describe
more definitely the apparatus which after many trials answered
best, as well as to suggest one of a more perfect form. At the
*>utM t i to Hid it ntee^an to discard the plan of viewing a

toted on an opaque disc, which seems to be the only
one which had occurred to other physicists, its indications being
uncertain, and the loss of light so great that it was bnpossible
to observe even the presence of the less prominent constituents
of the flash. It is advisable then to use a black or grey opaque
disc, about 100 millimeters in diameter, with an open sector,
BOa as has been shown in the present article, this is the only
mode by which, thus far, actual measurements of the duration
have been obtained. T , of the Hash renders
it unadvisable to use more than one sector. The best form for
the shortest and longest durations is that of a square, with sides
of from seven to ten millimeters ; for medium durations the
same form can be retained us, and for

g the multiple character of the flashes, simply a long
narrow sector of 1° or 2° is preferable. The use of the disc

r described by me in another place, I do not consider
practicable with storms in our latitudes, though the frequency
of the flashes in the Tropics might render possible its employ-
ment A spring rotation apparatus, on account of portability,
may be used, being so contrived as to admit of rates from one
'"',

' ition up to 20 or 30 per second. This should be pro-

\ ! ! A-ith some contrivance In which the observer might
always be able to ascertain to what extent the clock-work at
the moment had run down, so that the rate of the disc's rotation

could afterward be found, without at the time interrupting the

observations. A simple plan is to wind on the cylindrical por-

tion of the key a string, which passes downward through the
base of the instrument, knots being tied on it so as to indicate
toe number of turns already made by the slowest wheel.

fhe following is a more elaborate form with which more
accurate results could be attained, and which probably would

'

|1 details quite b vond the reach of the simpler app * is.

A circular disc of the kind just mentioned is to be set m
rotation by clock-work run by a weight ; an image of the disc

"! th e natural size is to be formed on a vertical plate of ground
- !;i- by an achromatic lens of Tor 8 inches focus, and of large

aperture, (" portrait combination " from a photographic camera.)
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An opaque circular screen is to be placed around the edge of the

disc so as to cut off all stray light, which I found in my experi-

ments very annoying. The observer placed behind the ground-

glass will measure simply with a pair of compasses the length,

etc. of the streaks, in the manner described by me in another

place,* and the difficulty of accommodating the eyes for the

image will in great part vanish, from the circumstance that the

hands will be resting on the ground-glass where the images are

expected. It is scarcely necessary to add, that to use this or any

method successfully, will require some previous training, which

I think could best be obtained by a repetition of the experi-

ments and measurements described by me in a former number
of this Journal.*

New York, Dec. 28th, 1872.

Infcrio-r Vtira>ihj <>i Hnllmr Inn, t',,li,„h r$ ; by ALFRED M.

Mayer, Ph.D., Professor of Physics in the Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology.

(Read before the National Academy of Sciences, in Cambridge, Nov. 22, 1872.)

I purpose giving, in a series of papers, the results of a pro-

longed and careful research on the above subject.

Introduction.—In 1842 Joule discovered that when a current

of electricity was passed through a helix which enclosed a bar

of iron, the latter, on its magnetization, suddenly elongated a

minute fraction of its length.

To present clearly Dr. Joule's experiments, we will give these

abstracts from the excellent paper which he published in the

Philosophical Magazine in 1847.
'' In order to ascertain how far my opinion as to I

ability of the bulk of a bar of iron under magnetic influence was

well founded, I devised the following apparatus. Ten copper

wires, each 110 yards long and one twentieth of an inch m
diameter, were bound together by tape so as to form a good,

and at the same time very flexible conductor. The bundle ot

wires thus formed was coiled upon a glass tube 40 inches long

and 1| inch in diameter. One end of the tube was hermetically

sealed, and the other end was furnished with a glass stopper,

which was itself perforated so as to admit of the insertion of
J

capillary tube [t, :. ts . a bur of anncaipl

iron, one yard long and half an inch square, was placed in the

* This Journal, III, vol. iv, Oct., 1872.
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tube, which was then filled up with water. The stopper was
then adjusted, and the capillary tube inserted so as to force the

water to a convenient height within it.

" The bulk of the iron was about 4,500,000 times the capacity
of each division of the graduated tube ;

consequently a very
minute expansion of the former would have produced a very
perceptible motion of the water in the capillary tube; but, on
connecting the coil with a Daniell's battery of five or six cells

(a voltaic apparatus quite adequate to saturate the iron), no
perceptible effect whatever was produced either in making or
breaking contact with the battery, whether the water was sta-

tionary in the stem, or grad ialh r -ing or falling from a change
of temperature. Now had the usual increase of length been
unaccompanied by a corresponding diminution of the diameter
of the bar, the water would have been forced through twenty

overy time that contact was made
with the battery.

"Having thus ascertained that the bulk of the bar was in-

variable, I proceeded to repeat my first experiments with a

more delicate apparatus, in order, by a more careful investiga-

tion of the laws of the increment of length, to ascend to the

probable cause of the phenomenon.
"A coiled glass tube, similar to that already described, was

fixed vertically in a wooden frame. Its length was such that

when a bar one yard long was introduced so as to rest on the

be bar was a full inch within the

corresponding extremity of the coil. The appa ratus f< >r ol iserv-

,-m«i <>t two ler< rs of the firat

powerful microscope i

second lever. These levers were
euges resting upon <da^. Th r,n . i

:

..i r-.-.een tlie tree

extremity of the bar of iron and the first lever, and that be-

tween the two levers, was established bv mean, of exeeedmgly
fine platinum wires.

" The first lever multiplied the motion of the extremity of

the bar 7 '8 times, the *

od the microscope wa
divided into parts, each corresi

^onsequentlv, each division of
the index indicated an increm
amounting to r ,^,th of [in in.

:

:• ties of electricity

w an accurate iralva'i
oi' a circle "of thick cmier wi
! " ]]

' half m inch Ion-' .irni.d,

.
"The quantity of m^n^t-

ir" n ''ar were measure. 1 l.v a iim
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This magnetic bar was furnished with scales precisely

in the manner of an ordh
to bring it to a horizor

letism of the iron bar under e

•' A i i . p v trials, a great advantage was found
to result from filling the tube with water. The effect of the

water was, as De la Eive had already remarked, to prevent the

sound. It also checked the oscillations <>t the index, and had

fcant effect of preventing any considerable irregularities

in the temperature of the bar.

"The first experiment which I shall record was mad.' with a

bar consisting of two pieces of well-annealed rectangular iron

wire, each one yard long, a quarter of an inch broad, and about

one-eighth" of an inch thick. The pieces were fasten©
so as to form a bar of nearly a quarter of an inch square. The
coil was placed in connection with a single constant cell, the

resistance being further increased by the addition of a few feet

of fine wire. The instant th; t the circuit was clos< d, the index

passed over one division of the micrometer. The needle of the

galv; : ometer was then observed to stand at 7° 20', while the

magnetic balance required 0*52 of a grain to bring it to an

equilibrium. It had been found by proper experiments that a

current of 7° 20' passing through the coil was itself capable of

exerting a force of 0*03 of a grain upon the balance ; conse-

quently the magnetic intensity of the bar was represented by
041) of a grain. On breaking the circuit, the index wasobr
served to retire 0-3 of a division, leaving a permanent elonga-

tion of 0-7, and a permanent polarity of 042 of a grain. More
powerful currents were now passed through the coil, and

the observations repeated as before, with the results tabulated



.1 the

. mid that after the current was broken its magnetic
was found reduced from — 1/3 (the permanent inten-

sity previously given by 47° 25', see preceding tabic) to
-17. He then passed a current of 9° 55', and this he found

lit. not only to remove the former minus polarity of
>ut also to give it a permanent polarity of + 25, and
ve the bar with 6*6 of the elongation belonging to its

Joule's observations while the current was passing
r, we have for the current of 6° 15' a magnetic in-

tensity of —012, and for the current of 9° 15' a ///^-magnetic
polarity of 0'57. We call attention to these results because
subsequent experimenters* seem to be unaware of these obser-
vation, of Dr. Joule, who here first shows that a feeble current
will demagnetize and even reverse the polarity of a bar which
has previously required a far more powerful current to give it

its permanent magnetic charge. In the experiment given
above, the ratio of the current intensities of permanent magnet-
ization and of demonetization is 1088 to 175.

Dr. Joule now successive -, repla ed the above bai b\ two
others and obtained with thorn similar results. He the n de-
duces the foj tli a. "From the last column of
each of the preceding tables we may, I think, safely infer that
the elongation ,s i i( fkt

the bar, both when the magnetism is maintained by I

of the coil, and in the case of thepeimamnt ,..._

ent has been cut off. The disci
will, I think, be satisfactorily accounted I

11 ' ' ire ol t if man ieti ai.-tioii.st lei m
68 the inductive influence of i\

electrical current, the particle, near it-* ax - d :,

much polann a. tin J, , , ar it, .ml
nave to withstand the opposing inductive influence oi

number of magnetic pa] 'i""" l

'
l " ,n

;
Vi 'l he diminished in the extent of its manifestation with an
^crease of the electrical huve. and will iinalh di.-

the current is sufficient p..» i i to satnmt tin ion. A- m.
When the iron, after haviim been magnetized by the cod. is

abandoned to its own retentive ]>t ^,^ !y cutting o::

a greater amount of deterioration than that of the exterior

Particles. '1 ^er may indeed be sometimes
actually reverse. 1. ,. I> r . Somvshv found it t - be in some exten-

sive combinations of steel liar,
' Xow whenever sum

'

; ••
'

'• -v. -'. •.
•

.„-..
I

; :
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magnetic to a various extent, the elongation will necessarily

bear a greater proportion to the square of the magnetic intensity

measured by the balance than would otherwise be the case.

" For similar causes the interior of the bar will in general

receive the neutralization and reversion of its polarity before

the exterior, and hence we see in the tables that there is a con-

siderable elongation of the bar after the reversion of the cur-

rent, even when the effect upon the balance has become im-

perceptible, owing to the opposite effects of the interior and ex-

tgnetic particles."

Joule now experimented on a bar of unannealed iron, and on

three bars of soft steel. As these bars had considerable degrees

of retentive power, the anomalies occasioned by the above

described actions did not exist to any considerable extent, and

they gave a confirmation of the law that the elongation is pro-

portional, in a given bar, to the square of the magnetic in-

The next bar he experimented with was of moderately

hardened steel. This bar was slightly increased in length every
• contact with the battery was broken, although a c **-

siderable diminution of the magnetism of the bar took place

at the same time. He says: "I am disposed to attribute this

effect to the state of tension in the hardened steel, for I find

that soft iron wire presents a similar anomaly when stretched

tightly."

In a subsequent communication, contained in the same

volume of the Philosophical Magazine, Dr. Joule gives accounts

of numerous experiments made upon wires and bars of soft

iron, cast iron, soft and hardened steel, subjected to various

pressures and tensions while they were magnetized. As an

example of the effect of tension on the phenomena, he states

that in the case of a bar one foot long and a quarter of an

inch in diameter, a tensile force of about 600 pounds caused all

the phenomena of changes of length to disappear, even with a

current which produced a deflection of 58° in the needle of the

r : but when a current of 61° was passed

around this bar, subjected to a tension of 1040 pounds, it

shortened 2*8 div. With a tension of 1680, and the same cur-

rent, the bar shortened 4*5 divisions. Joule, from his exper*
ments, deduces this law, viz: In the case

effect is proportional to the current traversing the coil muh
• intensity of the bar. He further states that "it is

extremely probable that the short proportional

ceteris paribus to the square root of the force of tension."
In the case of bars of cast iron he finds that their elongation

is equal, if not superior, to those of soft iron, when o
to the same degree ; and an increase of tension in them does



pot produce half the retraction which is caused in soft iron bars
m similar circumstances.
Bars of soft steel acted like the bars of iron, but the superior

retentive powers of the former enabled him to trace better the
elongating effects of the permanent magnetism, which dimin-
ished with the increase of tension and at last disappeared al-
together

;
but with bars of perfectly hardened steel no sensible

change in their lengths was produced bv chur-e- of penwmnd
m, and the temporary shortening effect of the coil was

proportional to the mag ;,nt travers-
ing the coil. The shortening effect did not, in these cases,
sensibly increase with the increase of tension,

ought ar

j sensible effect upon tne ex-
tent of their elongation. A hard steel cylinder a foot long,
when submitted to the same experiments, with a pressure of
oO pounds, " suffered a diminution of length equal to 01 of a
division of the micrometer, with a current capable of giving a
magnetic polarity of 17."
At the termination of his paper, Dr. Joule gives the follow-

mg "postscript." "I have already, in the former part of this
paper, described an e.\ licated that no altera-
tion m the bulk of a bar of soft iron could be produced on mag-
netizing it. I thought, however, that it would be interesting to
confirm the fact by an observation of the alteration of the
dimensions of the 'iron at right angles to the direction of its

polarity. For this purpose I took a piece of drawn iron gas-
Pipmg one yard long, T

*
Tths of an inch in bore, and T

3
Tths of an

!

!i " :i ua thickness. A piece of thick, covered copper wire was
inserted into this tube, and bent over the outside of it. The
jower extremity of the iron tube being fixed, and the upper end
being attached'to the mieromefcri< division of
which corresponded to, , ;

- ..: .

'• ' inch, I obtained * * *

results which show that the" length of the tube was diminished,
in order to make up for the increase of its diameter, which, in

uce, was in the direction of the polarity. The quan-
tity of the shortening effect, viz : 34, is, however, only one-third
ot that due to the maximum elongation of soft iron bars as

observed in the first section. This is probablv owing to the
gram of the iron being in cross directions with respect to the
polarity in the two cases ; and partly, perhaps, to the iron tube
not being t, magnetism. The experiment is

worth repeating, especially as it affords a means of studying the

magnetic condition of closed circuits."

Remarking on the cause of the phenomena of elongation,
Ur. Joule savs :

• The hav .>f h )h ,rU > u. fir. > -nggests the

joint operation of the attrm tivc mid rej ikiv< I >rces of the
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constituent particles of the magnet as the cause of the pheno-

mena. On the other hand, the fact that the

proportional to the magnetic intensity of the bar multiplied by
the current traversing the coil, seems to n .'

.

* rl \ n this

case, the effect is produced by the attraction of the magnetic

by the coil. But then it will be asked, why so remark-

able an augmentation of the effect is produced by the increase

of tension in the case of the soft iron bars ? When we are able

to answer this question in a satisfactory manner, we si

ably have a much more complete acquaintance with the real

nature of magnetism than we at present possess."

This full account of Dr. Joule's remarkable research is here

presented in order to give an exposition of our present knowl-

edge of this subject, and clearly to set forth the relations which

my own attempts bear to his labors. Here Joule, the dis-

coverer of these phenomena, has given us almost all the knowl-

edge we have, up to this time, possessed in reference to their

characteristics and their laws. That a subject so fascinating

should not have been eagerly followed up appears strange ;

especially so, when it seems highly probable that tl

study of these actions may one day give us an insigh

dynamic nature of <-/ n and thus lead the

investigator into a fruitful field of research.

No one can duly appreciate this work of Joule's until he

is results; then the difficulties of

the research and the skill and acumen of this eminent physicist

will be properly estimated.

Although the cognate discovery by our countryman Page,

in 1837, that iron bars produce sound on their magnetization,

has been carefully studied by Delezenne, De la Kive, Beatson,

Marrian, and Wertheim, yet in the annals of science I have

found only two experimental investigations, in addition to the

one by Joule, on the phenomena of the elongation produced in

iron rods on their magnetization. The first is by Wertheim, m
the Ann. de Ch. et de Phys., 3 e Serie, t. xxiii ; the second by

Tyndall, contained in a paper entitled " On some Mechanical

Effects of Magnetization ;" published in his "Eesearches on Dia-

lic Action," London, 1870.

In Wertheim's memoir " On the sounds produced in Magne-

tized Iron," all we find on the subject of the eloi

magnetized iron rods is the following: "Here are the results

of these experiments: the helix being placed so that its asaa

coincides with that of the bar, we do not observe ai

movement, but only a very small elongation: this elongation

rarely surpasses O02 millimeter, [in rods about 970 mil!itn"tei-

long] and although viable is bearlv mensurable: it is most

pronounced when the helix [whose length was a little over ±th
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of that of the rod] encloses the extremity of the bar; it

diminishes as the helix approaches the point [the center] where
the rod is clamped, and ir is probable that when it is quite close
to this point, the elongation changes into a retraction, but I
have never been able to observe the motion in this direction
with any certainty. ***** I nave already remarked
that it was not possible for me to measure this longitudinal
traction

; happily Mr. Joule has supplied that omission."
Dr. Tyndall opens his paper thus: • Wishing, in 1855, to

make the comparison of magnetic and diamagnetic phenomena
-h as possible, I sought to determine whether the act

tatioD produces anv change of dimensions in the case
th, as it is known to do in the case of iron. The

action, if any, was sure to be infinitessimal, and I therefore cast
about for a means of magnifying it ***** I con-
sulted Mr. Becker, and thanks to his great intelligence and
refined skill, I became the possessor of the apparatus now to
be described. ***** The same apparatus has been

I in the examination of bismuth bars ; and, though
power has been applied, I have hitherto failed to

any sensible effect. It was at least conceivable that
complimentary effects might be here exhibited, and a new
antithesis th :ween magnetism and dianmg-
netism."

The apparatus used by Dr. Tyndall consisted of two vertical
brass rods firmly cemented into a block of stone. Between
these rods, securely fixed in the stone, were placed the rods of
iron whose elongation he desired to measure. On the vertical
rods slid a transverse bar of brass carrying " a vertical rod of

h moves freely and accurately in a long brass collar.

The lower end of the brass rod rests upon the upper flat sur-
face of the iron bar. To the top of the brass rod is attached a

point of steel ; and this point passes against a plate of agate,
near a pivot which forms the fulcrum of a lever. The distant
end of the lever is connected by a very fine wire, with an axis
on which isfi

pushed up a
| % the end of the lever is raise* 1

;

+ '"? axis is thereby caused to turn, and the mirror rotates." The
gular deflections of the mirror he determined by the method
Poggendorff ; that is, by viewing in a telescope the divisions

°t a fixed scale reflected from the mirror.
Dr. Tyndall gives the following account of his experience

. <ratu». •• Biot Sound ir inip.^ib!" to work at hisex-

penmeuts on sound during the day in Paris; he was obliged bo

v
- Mbrth. srillm-ssofnurht. I found it almost equally dihVn it

asiirul.
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experiment in illustration. The mirror was fixed so as to cause

the cross hair of the telescope to cut the number 727 on the

scale ;
a cab passed while I was observing—the mirror quivered,

obliterating the distinctness of the figure, and the scale slid

. through the field of view, and became stationary at

694. I went up stairs for a book ; a cab passed, and on my
return I found the cross hair at 686. A heavy wagon then

passed, and shook the scale down to 420. Several carriages

passed subsequently ; the figure on the scale was afterward 350.

In fact, so sensitive is the instrument, that long before the sound

of a cab is heard, its approach is heralded by the quivering of

the figures on the scale.

" Various alterations which were suggested by the experi-

ments were carried out by Mr. Becker, and the longer I worked

with it the more mastery I obtained over it ; but I did not

work with it sufficiently long to perfect its arrangement.

Some of the results, however, may be stated here.

" Here the magnetization of the bar produced an elongation

expressed by 107 divisions of the scale, while the interruption

of the circuit produced only a shrinking of 47 divisions. There

was a tendency on the part of the bar, or of the mirror, to

persist in the condition superinduced by the magnetism. The

passing of a cab in this lie scale to move from

517 to 534— that is, it made the shrinking 64 instead of 47.

Tapping the bar produced the same effect
" The bar employed here was a wrought iron square core, 1 *2

inch a side and 2 feet long.
" The following tables will sufficiently illustrate the perform-

ance of the instrument in its present condition. In each case

are given the figures observed before closing, after closing, and

after interrupting the circuit. Attached to each table, also, are

the lengthening produced by magnetizing and the shortening

consequent on the interruption of the circuit :

—

Closed, L elongation.
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"These constitute but a small fraction of the numhei's oi

experiments actually made. There are very decided indica-
tions that the amount of elongation depends on the molecular
condition of the bar.* For example, a bar taken from a mass
used in the manufacture of a great gun at the Mersey [ron-
works, suffered changes on magnetization and demagnetization
considerably less than those recorded here. I hope to return
to the subject."

That the tilt of the mirror in this instrument should be con-
troled alone by the molecular motions of the bar. was hardlv to
be expected from a critical examination of the construction of

"I'h'ratus. The sudden upward pus out! ilerum might

; :> iniiiute permanent displacement of this delicate
axis, and this change of position being greatly magnified by
the lever and mirror would affect considerably the mirror's
subsequent position of repose. Also, if on the above sudden

n] impulse the long arm of the lever received a
tnanent flexure, or if the slender wire, connecting the
:is lever-arm with the mirror-axis, should become

elongated, these strains would determine a change of
• he mi rr< >r a ftera mtact with the battery was broken.

in the scale readings I attribute
to the fact, that the weight, of'tht indicat ig aj n i itus was placed
on long brass rods, whose upper ends were unrestrained from

of tremors whose pulses were synchonous with the

ntion of its svsteiii of weighted rods. These tremors
ted though the ground to them caused the apparatus to

mown to astronomers
-- " Hardy's Nod.lv,'" which is a species of inverted pendulum,

even used by Captain Kater to detect any vibrations
"» the support of the pendulum used in his celebrated "Experi-
ments for determining the Length of the Pendulum vibrating
Seconds " (Phil. Trans., 1818, p. 42).

Art. XXl^Investigations on Parasulphobenzoic Acid; by IkA
Eemsen.

A short time ago I commenced a series of investigations
the object of which
subject of " molecular reai
1 was guided by the hope
ot apparent anomaly, wh
rearrangement, might, by
""I more satisfactory expl

* This fact had previously
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and dangerous bugbear might, in consequence, be forced at

least from that division of organic chemistry which comprises

the so-called aromatic compounds. Up to the present the

object in view has hardly been approached, inasmuch as attrac-

tive byways were soon disclosed, and these were followed

Leaving then for a future paper the consideration of the sub-

ject mentioned above, until its study shall have become more
complete, I shall here give a description of one of the byways
which drew me away from the main road.

I. Paraonyfa'uzoic Acldfroi,> Sulphobenzoic Acid.

acid from oxybenzoic and paraoxyben.
tion of pyrocatechin (and only this) by the dry distillation of

protocatechuic acid. To this case I have already referred,*

and it was, indeed, for a short time the subject of a discussion f
which ended temporarily in an unsatisfactory manner. I hope

by its further study to be able to come to a definite conclusion

in regard to it. My attention was at first directed to the study

of the oxybenzoic acid from which the protocatechuic acid

had been prepared. Adopting the method which had al-

ready been employed for the preparation of this acid, I con-

verted a quantity of benzoic acid into sulphobenzoic acid, ami

melted the potassium salt of this latter with potassium hydrox-

ide. On extracting the product in the usual manner, by means

of ether, and crystallizing it from water, I was astonished to

find that, on cooling, well-formed, slightly colored crystals were

deposited from the solution, instead of 'the crystalline mass or

verrucous masses characteristic of oxybenzoic acid, which I

anticipated. The general appearance of these crystals led

immediately to the conclusion that in this case panne
acid had been formed ; and further examination showed this to

be true. The substance was recrystallized from water, and

then possessed all the characteristics of a pure chemical com-

pound. The crystals were now colorless and sharply defined

in form. The\ were trans] arent : but, on being heated to 100

in an air-bath, they became opaque, the presence of water of

don being thus indicated. The fusing point was

found to be 210° in repeated experiments ;
and decomposition

took place when the ted slightly above the

fusing point. The point of solidification was 160°. All these

properties taken together prove that the substance under con-

sideration is not oxybenzoic acid: and the proof that it i?

* Zeitschrift fur Chemie, N. F. 7, 294.

N F. 7, 181.
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paraoxybenzoic acid was rendered complete by the analysis,
which gave the following results :

I. 0-3308 grams substance, heated to 110°, lost 0-0383 grams IPO.
II- ^-I'.'.-li grams dried substance gave 0-6502 grams CO 5* =

0-17733 grams C, and 0-1181 grams IPO =001312 grams H.

156 10000

Paraoxybenzoic acid, then, according to this, can be the pro-
duct of the action of potassium hydroxide on sulphobenzoic
;i(,|| t. But this reaction has been employed for the preparation of
pure oxybenzoic acid,- first by Barth.* and afterward byHeintzf

and, as neither of these chemists mention the formation of
paraoxybenzoic acid under these circumstances, it is fair to sup-
pose that, if formed, it escaped their attention: that it could
not have made its appearance in such quantities as in the
experiment described, is evident. The question now naturally

iier the conditions under which I had prepared the
sulphobenzoic acid had been of iniluence on the product In-
stead of waiting until the sulphuric anhydride had entirely dis-
solved the benzoic acid, as Barth did, I had added a 'small
amount ot fuming sulphuric acid to the semidnpdd mass after
a time, and then heated gently until complete solution resulted.

bia shortened the operation somewhat, as the lumps of ben-
zoic acid, which had become packed together, were thus brought
under the di r0( .

t jniluenee () f the ['uming acid; whereas, before,
they were covered with a thick pasty layer which protected

"> order to decide the question I made two experiments.
ru'st. -sulpliobenzoic Moid was prepared strictly according to

«»f Barth. every letter of his directions being fol-

I the acid thus prepared melted with potassium

Second, sulphobenzoic acid was prepared by sim-
P'y heating benzoic acid with fuming sulphuric acid ; and the
Product melted rh p,,ta.~iu >, \n Iroxide. Strange to say,

i

ttl,;sr
' tu., e V| „. niU( . u r, ^ [VV nit-ntu al o-ult^, u Inch ditler, d
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acid— its crystalline form, fusing point, water of crystalliza-

tion, etc.

After this a large number of experiments were made, with

the object of discovering the conditions which are favorable

to the production of paraoxybenzoic acid bj means of this reac-

tion ; but, although this acid was in every case obtained as a

secondary product in much smaller quantity than oxybenzoic
arid, the greatest possible variations failed to bring about the

first remarkable result. I was hence obliged to abandon the

hope of clearing up this point, and to look upon the innumer-

able experiin 1 !- a- lia\ i ,_ in< r a- d rutin r than dtvr< a»<-d r! e

mystery. It is thus, at least, shown that the product, which

had been looked upon as an individual substance, is in reality

a mixture
; and, inasmuch as the properties of oxybenzoic acid

.are such as to preclude the possibility <>f judging positively in

regard to its purity from its appearance ; and, as its thorough

from paraoxybenzoic acid by means of crystallization,

when the two are present in the mixture in anything like equal

proportions, is an impossibility; I endeavored to discover some

other means which might be employed advantageously for the

purpose of separation.

It seemed possible, from a study of the salts of the two acids,

that the cadmium salt might be called in to aid successfully in

this project. But experiment soon showed that, however well

pure condition, it resisted all attempts when mixed with the

oxvbenzoate.
According to Barth, the basic barium salt of paraon

acid is easily formed by the addition of an excess of barium

1 Irox'ub to a somewhat concentrated solution of the acid :
and

this salt, being insoluble, or nearly so, is precipitated under these

circumstances, whereas no corresponding salt of o\

acid is formed. Taking advantage of this fact, the solution ot

the two a« ids v ts to i 1 it! bari m h; li >x d. md a pn

tate was thus obtained. On decomposing this pre

quantitv of pure paraoxybenzoic acid was obtained; but on

examining that which still remained in solution it was found to

be a mixture, and this method of separation proved to be of no

value. Since the publication of my first notice on this subject,

Barth has repeated his former < xp< rin pun. and eoi in.

statement thai ic acid is always formed in the

preparation of oxybenzoic acid from crude potassiu

benzoate. He. at the same time, however, remarks I

oxybenzoic acid may be obtained by means of this react;.:', it

being merely necessary to recrystalli'ze the crude product a tow

times from water. It is xevy possible that a puo
maybe obtained in this way. but it is a difficult matter to prove
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positively that this is the case, especially as we know that there
is a source of impurity which, as we have seen, mav vary
greatly in its influence upon the character of the product. It
seems to me then that, whenever for test experiments pure
oxybenzoic acid is required, it would be advisable to become
convinced of its purity by some other means ; and I would sug-
gest the preparation of pure acid barium sulphobenzoate as the

riiis salt can be readilv obtained in beautiful, per-
niied crystals, the appearance of which is a test of their

purity
: and from this^wre oxybenzoic acid can be obtained.

II. Parasulphobenzoic Acid a constituent of crude Sulphobenzoic

Acid.

I he formation ofparaoxybenzoic acid under the circumstances
mentioned above might be due to two causes. Either meta-
sulphobenzoic acid might yield it through the instrumentality
ot molecular rearrangement under the influence of heat and
fusing potassium hydroxide, or crude sulphobenzoic acid, pre-

d.>ove, might contain both the para- and meta-varieties,
which would account for the complex character of the result-"Kthe first possibil

tobenzoate was prepared," and then converted i

-It. This was melted with potassium hydroxide,
and the product carefully examined. Not a trace of paraoxy-
benzoic could be discovered in it. The experiment was re-

peated a numbers of times, but the result was invariable. The
second possibility thus became more probable.

lhat portion of crude sulphobenzoic acid which had yielded
the large proportion <>| paraoxybenzoic acid was now investi-

.
gated, in order if possible to detect the presence of a second

• in it It was neutralized with pure barium carbonate,
and the excess of the latter and the precipitated sulphate then
filtered off. The clear solution was separated into two cpml

iiid from one of these the barium precipitated by pure

acid, care being taken to avoid the least excess of the
latter. On now mixing the two clear solutions ae.dn. evapora-

. ,, n . and allowing to cool, long,

dar crystals made their appearance. These had no
resemblance to the known acid barium salt ot sulphobenzoic
acid. They ..

;1 ;;.,,„! tmll , water. ami we tv now

B rstalliza-
l >'">s lad..] to (d,anoe this form. This I, in .-t d.lished, the
salt was analyzed with the following
I. 0-525 grams salt lost in weight constantly up t<. -

this temn.'i-anirr ,„. !,-- ro.L i»I:i.v Tin- '-n- io- •
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0*5307 grams salt lost 0-494 grams at 200°

0-2078 grams BaSO 4 =0*1 2219 grams Ba.

Calculated. Fo

(Ci«H loS20 10
)

402 67-79

Ba 137 23-10 23-07 23*02

3HO« 54 9-11 8-95 9'31

593 100-00

The formula thus deduced, viz: (C 7H 5 S0 5

)
2Ba 4- 3H a O,

is, however, the same as that g-iven for the known salt of sol-

phobenzoic acid ; and hence, though the evidence might be

strong in favor of considering the analyzed crystals as represent-

ing a second and new variety of the salt, it was by no means

conclusive. Two experiments were now made, the results o(

which were decisive. In the first p'hiee the mother-liquor from

the salt obtained was evaporated down, and then yielded a mix-

ture of two well characterized salts, the long, flat crystals and

moderately well formed, apparently monoclinic prisms. On
separating the hitter as well as possible from the superimposed

crystals, and recrystallizing them, they were soon very much
improved in appearance, being now perfect in form, and cor-

responding in every way to the known salt of sulphobenzoic

acid. These, as well as the other crystals mentioned, retained

their form through a series of crystallizations. They were

analyzed for the purpose of comparison.

0-5182 grams salt lost 0-0484 grams at 200°
; and gave 0*2038

grams BaSO* =0*1198 grams Ba.

Calculated. Found.

(C'*H-oS*Oi») '402 ' <>7*79

cular crystals were converted into the pol

Ited with potassium hydrox'
"

liatelv a perfectly colorless, l

all the charactt-ristie

degree of solubility

This possessed all the ct

ig poinl

3d water of crystallization. 'With t

t the acicular crystals aiv'th- salt
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for the unexpected formation of paraoxybenzoic acid under the
" n instances mentioned above. The varying proportions of
,x ,,l! "< Md pa .x !/ ie acids, as riiial ja .ducts of the
st nrs o1 reactions, corresponded to similar varying proportions

sulphobenzoic and parasulphobenzoic 'acids formed in
.nary reaction. This simultaneous formation of the two
•-acids is in perfect harmony with known facts, it being
ule that, when substitution-products are formed by the

—— u action of subtituting agents upon the mother-

-

at least two varieties of the product are formed, if this is possible.
"'it why is it that in one case a larger (sometimes very large)
quantity of the para-acid is formed/while in another only a
small quantity is formed ? I have in vain endeavored to
-ii>wer this question

; and it was ' dissatis-

uat I was obliged to abandon it, as the solution of this
problem would have had a much greater interest than the dis-
covery of the parasulphobenzoic' acid, [t ; ;<[> nred probable
that the case under consideration mieht correspond to that
"' (I < ! I'y K. I ule* iti ,,.„). ction with the isomeric <.

,

molic acid. In this case the meta-acid is formed
dusively when the reaction is allowed to take place

at the ordinary temperature, but when the temperature is ele-

> int <>1 rli" par -acid - incr a-> > l i-
] lallv. until

pnally it is the only product. The meta-acid is then converted
into the para-acid 1m the action of heat and sulphuric acid.

rdinp to" the suggestion thus offered, I attempted
to convert metasulphobenzoic acid into the para-variety; but,

stated, no amount of heating, no matter how long

• brought about the desired result. Variations in the
method of preparation were introduced as long as thought con-

--<-.? them; some of these were apparently trivial.

-a f

ive i information of no particular value.

.
-

J

'hording to the experiments made, parasulphobenzoic acid

ric acid acts upon benzoic acid.

'""J
1 it is present in the product in comparatively large quan-

from the isomeric compound by
means of the acid barium salt. If, however, it is present m
small quantity, as is generally the case, it is very d flkult, ii

"il.'c to ,,btain it in a pure condition. On preparing

! irn salt, and evaporating dissolution ot the niix-

|

b »' i i« fa salt is it first <h positi d i ut \l n I

' j-'

1

'
> r ""

j
!fr ie<l a e rt iin di jlV e oi cone, ntt itio/ *'

'

f

'"it t<- th r. the long crystals -ccra! ' - |><^

upon and anion- the.se in such a corupk
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task of separating the two mechanically is not in the least at-

tractive nor promising. Repeated crystallizations do not

change the character of the crystals.

I now endeavored to find other means of separation ; and

among those tested was the partial crystallization of the mid

sodium salts of the two acids. No better success attended this

experiment. All other experiments made in this direction gave

the same result. I was thus pn \ < t t _ dug possession

of any respectable quantity of the new acid in this way :
and

as its study seemed to offer a prospect of interesting results 1

turned my attention to attempts to find other methods for its

preparation.
[To be continued.]

Art. XXIL—On

Query. Is heat any mode of motion of the atoms of ordinary

matter; such atoms being regarded, in accordance u:ith tin- common

notion of an atom, as incapable of experienc n/j any change or

form or dimensions, or in the intensities of their acting for, i?

There are three conceivable modes of motion of such inyarud .,

atoms—a vibratory or oscillatory motion, either r, ctilim
:
r <t

curvilinear; a revolution of one atom around another; or a

rotation of each about an axis.

Let it be distinctly understood that the inquiry has reference

only to atoms of ordinary or gross matter. There c

tion that heat, in its i

' in its

within ordinary bodies, consists in some form of periodic move

ment, attended with regularly recurring impulses communicate

to the ether which tills all space and pervades the interstices t

bodies ; since waves of radiant heat cannot possibly have an.

other origin. But the question is, whether the coastlines

atoms of bodies have this movement, or those of some fonn s

ethereal matter intimately associated with these atoms.

T. Can heat be any mode of vibratory, or oscillatory motion, '-

nature of heat, many serious objections may be urged.

1. It implies rates of vibration inconceiraUy more rapid than u

have any independent reason to suppose can take place in the «*

rior of bodies. The most rapid molecular \ itratory motion tm

we actually know of, occurs when a vibrating body emits

musical sound of the highest pitch that the ear is capable <

' 30,000 vibrations |;«
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spectrum vibrates at the astonishing rate of 458 millions of mil-
lion times per second. Thus in the supposed heat motion the
vibration is six thousand million times more rapid than in the
most acute audible musical sound. It is true the disproportion
''"'tween the quantities of matter in vibration in the two cases
may be very great, but it does not follow that the rate of
vibration should augment in the same proportion. The case
is not analogous to that of vibrating strings of diverse lengths.

j

1 "' comparative rapidity of movement in the two cases must
depend on the comparative intensities of the accelerating forces,
atomic and molecular, in operation. That the astonishing

don above stated, between the velocities of vibration,
• ! '-v, rin-- to the heat-rays and to the most acute musical sound,

-proportion
should subsist between the accelerating forces in operation.

2. The hypothesis under consideration implies, then, thai the
ut'.'intc forces in operation in the production of heat and light are
""'' ""'> ably more intense than the molecular forces in action when

r propagated. That this may be
tri "'. it is necessary, 1st, that in the case of every substance,

' ;<• »>lid. ii.pdd. <;r gaseous state, the aggregation
should be that of molecules made up of atoms, never that of

:

!

"i '« aiMiji.
; SHl(V ;, .[ llv Wt ,lv Uot t j [t .

(
.. [M .

t h. - forces in play
in the origination of atomic heat-vibrntions, would be identical
v"ta those in operation in the origination and propagation of
sound. 2d, that in every instance the distance between the

molecules should be vastl'v greater than that between their eon-

ms. Now since the mutual action «>| two contigu-

'ih\s is the result of the joint action of all their atoms,
ai " 1 S| |"c in the ease of a solid, at least, it cannot be doubted
t!l;i

j

the contiguous molecules are in a state of equilibrium
under the mutual action of their own forces alone (or very
! "' u ^ so), their distance apart must be that at which all the

aps is neutralized by tl ke effect

between tin -
',

,1 l-u
1 .- cannot th. n. i" L'ci-

ftoms. It iter. As to the d is-
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In the propagation, then, of sound, or a force of percussion,

through a solid or liquid, the force of repulsion developed

between the contiguous itoms of two molecules should be as

great as would be developed between the constituent atoms of

the molecules by an equal relative displacement. The velocity

im parted by this repulsion to the molecule, would of course be

force; but less onlv in the ratio of the number of atoms in the

molecule to unity. Unless, then, the integrant molecules of an

the velocity of propagation through it of sound, or a force ot

should occur from atom to atom of each of its molecules, under

the operation of atomic forces conceived to be of sufficient in-

tensity to impart hundreds of thousands of million

of vibrations in a second—a velocity of propagation which

should be comparable with that of light it-ell, b\ 1 » hi i

'

ferous ether. We may conclude, therefore, that the immense

disproportion between the rates of movement, and ae

forces in operation, in the origination t ! » -opagatioii of waves

of heat and of sound, can only be reconciled with the theory of

atomic heat vibrati >ns m, h i msid< t on \>\ ~ ]-, g'- ,|1 f

the integrant molecules of all bodies, solid or liquid, contain

millions of atoms. It is hardly la—a. \ to add^ that there are

insuperable objections to this supposition, on both chemical

and physical grounds.

3. Certain phenomena attendant upon the development of heat by

impact, are o)>j>< v-/ (> th> /o//<^',eos <>i nt, ,,,,,< il vibrations. It

is found that; certain imnn it of la .t is developed, as the final

result of anv case of impact, provided there is a residual com-

pression of one or both of the impinging bodies at the close ol

the impact, not otherwise; and' that the quantity ol heat

this resi
' has aug-

mented the attractive forces exerted by each molecule ..; >y
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of the heat evolved, may have an indefinite se

able of taivm;

ilibrium. But this

> (-1 their constitiit

individual atomic actions •

L
vary, and these cannot ehange. 1

such small degrees, unless the actions of the constituent :iton

of each molecule on one another change : for it is in this wa
alone that these atoms can take up an indefinite series of ne
pos]tions of equilibrium, and so the molecules be capable*
exerting corresponding varieties of action on one another.

phenomena of the set of bars and beams, when relieved of straii

It has been established as the result of diverse series of exper
meats, under varied circumstances, that when a bar, or bean
is relieved of any strain to which it has been subjected bv
weight, there is a small residual change of dimensions, form, c

position, which is termed the set: and that tins set, from bcin
l,a,v 'V appreciable when the smaller weights are employe*

^'A[l> < lIi < 1 ^»wh increases with the weight used. Forexan
pie, according to the results of Hodgkinson's experiments o
111,1 «-°

! "l>r<^i,>ri of a bar of cast iron, 10 ft long, confined in
vertical position between guides, the set remaining after a eon

veight of about 2,000 1

ved, was " .„,..« of the length-
l ^'i'-e betwt rdes in the 1 in
,llI '""ished bv this' fractional amount Th.
^'dually increased, from 2,000 lbs. to 33,0'
r'"'iammg after their removal augmented bv si

^o.'ooo to ?j-- of the lenuth. The atoms <

molecules of tin- iron must then have taken up
number of slightly varying positions of cpiilib

- 'r'hvi^lie^istha'n'that
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differing positions of equilibrium, and these diverse positions

cannot be taken up if the forces exerted remain the same at the

same distance. We are, therefore, compelled to abandon one

prominent feature of the doctrine of atomic beat-vibrations, and
admit that the mutual actions of at >iu* are liable to change, under

tin i ifl >it" or ajj/ilietl to, es. by reason of some chainp taking

pi re i, t the physical a.nd interna! "/the atoms

We may conclude, therefore, that when two bodies collide,

the condensation that subsists at the close of the impact is, in

all probability, due to some action, exerted by the force devel-

oped in the collision, upon the ultimate atoms of the bodies,

winch has the effect to change the physical and internal

mechanical condition of each atom—a result which is conceiv-

able only on the supposition that "the atom," so-called, is made

ui of distinct parts capable of relative displacement. We conclude

also that the evolution of heat which accompanies the condensa-

tion, and is proportionate in amount to it, is probably due to

the same physical change experienced by the atoms.

Let us now attempt to gain a nearer insight into the detail of

the process of evolution of heat by impact It will be con*

ceded, that in the collision of two bodies a force of mutual

repulsion comes into operation between the molecules at the

point of contact: which goes on increasing in intensity as the

minute distance between these molecules diminishes, and then

decreases to zero at the instant of the final separation of the

bodies. It is this force of mutual repulsion. de\ eloped at the

point of contact, that is \W immediate operative cause of all

the phenomena of the impact* This force cannot be the repul-

sion of sensible heat, for the sensible heat-energy thy

to any body is deiinite in amount, and if any portion of it irf

expended in the impact, it can, at most, only be given out

again at the close, and hence the body could experience no

increase of temperature. Now. in the impact of/)-'/

tic bodies, the fact that there is no recoil shows that no portion

of the energy of the moving bodies, lost in the impact. IS

exp-nled in effecting their final condensation; for if it were,

tlm potential energy of the resistance that would be in opera-

tion ,-it the moment when the bodies had a common velocity,

would be expended in the production of a recoil. But this is

* The mutual re'pi
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equivalent to saying that the atoms and molecules take up, of
themselves, by reason of variations in their mutual Motions, in

some way induced by the impact, a series of new virtual posi-

tions of equilibrium in the process of condensation. Again, if,

as we have seen, no portion of the energy lost in the impact is

expended in effecting the final condensation, then it follows
that the whole of the energy lost is consumed in the production
of some form and amount of movement which must be, either
potentially or actually, the heat-energy developed by the
impact. This movement must be associated with, and proceed
pari passu with the changes of atomic and molecular actions
above mentioned, and hence cannot be the supposed atomic
heat-vibrations. But it may be coi j< stared r tat it may still be
some potential change in the positions ot the atoms, from which
result atomic heat- vibrations. The answer to this is. that it

! > impossible that any such changes of position could form a
series of positions of equilibrium'of the molecules and atoms
(which we have seen obtain, so far as the natural atomic forces
are operative, in the case of inelastic impact) and at the same
time result in atomic vibrations ; since such vibrations imply
that the mutual actions of the atoms, in the displaced positions,
are either effectively attractive, or effectively repulsive, and
henee these positions could not answer to states of equilibrium.
To examine the process more closely ; at the instant when

the distance between the molecules at the point of contact of
the two bodies has reached its minimum, and, therefore, the

pulsion between them has augmented to its maximum
value, the two bodies have been brought to a common velocity.
In accompli si ni- this a certain amount of energy has been
" N

I
'
ad< d, which is measured by the mean value of the mutual

repulsion between the contact-molecules during the minute
interval of time that this repulsion has been in operation, mul-
tiplied by the minute distance that these molecules have
approached each other during the same interval. This is the

mount of energy, or living force, that the bodies can
'"

«e in the impact. At the instant supposed, the con-
dition of maximum approximation of the contact -

is attended with a potential energy of their mutual repulsion,

equal to the actual energy expended by the same repulsion in

Ringing the bodies to a common velocity. Now, if the bodies

r elastic, this potential energy "

-the" ]loss and gi the same as has been <

enced during the previous interval. The previous compression
is now followed by an equal recoil, and the repulsions in opera-

tion between the contact molecules, and between all those

which have been urged into closer proximity, pass through the
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same values in the inverse order, and in an equal interval of

time. No heat, or other form of energy, can then be evolved.

But if the bodies be oximation of

the molecules, and also of their atoms, during the interval of

condensation, will be attended with an increase in the intensi-

ties of the attractive forces exerted by the same, as coin pared

with those of their repulsive forces. The tendency of this

change is to establish a series of new positions of internal equi-

librium, in which the molecules, and their atoms, are in closer

proximity than before. One result of this tendency will be

that the amount of the condensation, and the duration of the

process, will be prolonged. But when the end of this interval

is reached the two bodies will have a common velocity, and

this result will have been reached by the expenditure of a cer-

tain amount of repulsive energy between the molecules at the

point of contact, just as in the case of perfectly elastic bodies.

But the potential repulsive energy between these molecules,

no su >- -tine., i- in i
- - ni tin ionuri <• im , e\p<

ing the velocities and momenta of the two bodies, but is chiefly

dition of the iwhr, hi il <>/>,, ,<,-. o, ,< ',, I •, up -,,,,,,h up </ </i-r,,r"

parts, the recoil to which is the

oped; and these atomic changes are attended with variations in

the intensities of the mutual actions of the atoms. It is to be

observed that the contiguous surfaces of the colliding bodies

now separate, after they have been brought to a common veloc-

ity, chiefly by a continuation of the condensation of each body

on the line of impact ; brought about mainly by the variations

above specified as occurring in the atomic forces. A small por-

tion of the potential r the point of

contact, is consumed in effecting n, in opposi-

tion to a d<vtva-iiu: :• -i-tance ; but the greater portion 1?

employed in effecting the atomic change just mentioned, wlueli

in passing off produces an equivalent amount of aea

This represents the amount of energy which is lost in the

impact.

Upon the conception of an atom, and of the molec*

adopted in my papers on Molecular P'n - -. >uU -' ed in former

Nos. of this Journal, and in view of the special theory of the es-

s-uliat phv.-iral i-hara<-WHtie- v?sentt-d.''
r

the whole matter becomes intelligible. We see thai

of the energy of the n, > |<.>t in the impcei.

ieexpended mic equilibrium ol

envelopes whi.-l i sun-nnnd the atoms, and nre immersed in Hieir

ethereal atmospheres, f The reason of this result lies in the

* This Journal, June, 1872, pp. 443 and 444.
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position taken, and sustained by various considera-
tions,* that in the case of inelastic bodies the approximation
of the atoms is attended with an increase in the attractive
impulses which their contiguous envelopes exert upon each
other, and therefore, with an expansion of the envelopes, and
consequently a diminution in the distance between the atoms
that answers to the zero of effective action. It thus happens
that, as the condensation goes on, a series of instantaneous
positions of equilibrium of the atoms and molecules (so far as
the natural molecular actions are concerned) are passed through,
by reason of the change just noticed, induced in the condition
u

- the l( ton -. The potential repuKhe energy subsisting at

ex] ended in disturbing the
•qMilihriuin of the atomic envelopes. The h.-at-1-n- < .

consists in the return <>f tin - -, velopes in their jhrutn
condition, trith attendant cihmtory movements of their different
layers, and the ethereal tnt,,*,. n'ti.n, h* r,/rom. As the atomic

i'eturn to their original condition, with the evolution

tdensation or set, subsisting at the instant of the
complete separation of the bodies, will pass off, in cona
more or less. Any permanent set that may remain after the
bodies have recovered their original temperature, being chiefly
due to changes in the atomic forces, resulting from alterations
of the physical condition of the atoms incidental to the act of

"on, will not have been attended
ot any considerable portion oi
is lost in the impact

.
"he theory may be succinct I v st; tod as follows: The destruc

tion of the motion of approximation of the two bodies, durin
the first stage of the impact, will introduce into the system a

amount of repulsive energy equal to that expended in bring) n.

the two bodies to a common velocity. In elastic impact tin

!s consumed in imparting the same loss and gain of velocit
al

.

rcady experienced ; but in inelastic impact is expended i:

displacing the atomic envelopes from their positions of equi

hbrium, and their subsequent return to their former conditio;
ls the immediate origin of the heat given off. The essentia

pound of the distinction lies in the fact that, with elasti

Mies, the atomic forces, as exerted at a given distance, do no
VMy ni intensity

; while the reverse is true of inelastic bodj< -

J "c physical reason for it is that, in the former
attractive actions of contiguous atomic enveloj

'

; <'• a.-on <>f the condensation which the he-;.—
'

]i r,i '' latter it is augmented.f
4. Another no less decisive obj
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atomic heat-vibrations, may be derived from the conshleration

that the rapid subsidence of the supposed vibration*, both of heat

""d i I'd. >"'•>-,<? ,t i, ' <*,
,'

><•:- i.- w> i it'jf-r in operation,

implies a degree of resistance to the rapidly moving atoms, from
the ether to which the living force of the vibrati

fir greater than can be admitted to exist A short cal<
'

t» I

will serve to make this evident. According to the experiments

of MM. F. Lucas and A. Cazin,* the duration of a spark !r< m
an ordinary electrical machine does not exceed 4 millionths

of a second. In this minute interval of time, then, a large trac-

tion of the living force of atomic light-vibrations, incited by

the electric discharge, is communicated to the sui

ether. Now let us allow that the extent of the vibrations is

as much as ,-^n of an inch (which is undoubtedly much above
its actual value). The average number of undulations per sec-

ond, in the waves of the different colors that make up white

light, is about 550,000,000,000,000. In one second, then, each

of the vihi;.' ve traversed, in successive vibra-

tions, the space of 0-001 X 550,000,000,000,000 in. = 8,680,555

miles. This exceeds the velocity of the earth in its orbit

(18-18 miles per second) in the ratio of 477,478 to 1. Now we
will suppose that in the interval of 4 millionths of a second

the average velocity of the atomic vibrations is only reduced

by a small fraetio i. say ,' . instead of being entirely taken up,

an i that the retarding force of the ether remains sensibly con-

stant while this small reduction takes place. Denote this retard-

ing force, for a single atom, by p ; the initial average velocity of

vibration, above given, by v ; and the interval of time in which

a constant retarding force, of the intensity p, would be capable

g the atom to rest by t: then v=pt. Also let v'— v—

^-, and t' the interval of time in which the same retarding

force would destroy this velocity ; then v'—pf. Hence v-v'=p

(t~t\ and t-t'= v^L = To = — . This is then the expression

P p 10P
for the interval of time in which the velocity v should be

reduced T
'

ff
. The retarding force of the ether, at the velocity of

8,680,555 miles, of the atom, should exceed (if we a

law of proportionality to the squares of the velocities) t! iaf

which the same atom would experience, if moving with the

velocity of the earth in its orbit, in the ratio of (477,500)
3 to 1.

Let iw d-vnoto this latte-r retarding force bv // : and suppose

T-T' to be the interval of time in which this force should re-

duce the velocity (V), equal to that of the earth in its orbit,

* Philosophical Magazine, Oct., 1872, p. 319.
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V=i>'T, V'^'T', and T-r=^-^=^.
p' 10p'

We have, therefore, *=!'= _X_ - _JL - I .£

.

*-*' IOjo' '

10j» « jo"

Or, T-T^
(
,-OI^K,_O_i^ (47r?500),

Thus, T-T'=(«-<')477
>500=477,500x0-000004=l-91.

Accordingly, if the velocity of vibration of the atoms, pro-
duced by the electric spark, is reduced by T», in 4 millionths of
a second, the same atoms moving with the velocity of the earth
in its orbit, should lose T

'

5 of their velocity in two seconds.
it does not seem possible that any allowable change in the

assumptions upon which the foregoing calculation proceeds,
can be made that will not still reveal an enormous discrepancy
oetween the ethereal resistance computed for the orbital veloc-
ity of the earth and any actual j be admitted,
t is true this discrepancy may be much lessened, for the gen-

• of the earth, if we allow that the resistance of the
etner takes effect upon the molecules of this mass, instead of
their constituent atoms

; and still more if the flow of the ether
trough the interstices of the mass be conceived to be wholly

L But we can neither take the ground that the mole-
cules of the earth's atmosphere contain a great number of atoms,
nor that it intercepts the impuls I upon the
ether which pervades its interstices, by reason of the earth's
lotion in its orbit. Much less can such a position be taken
witii regard to the cometary bodies, whose substance seems at

i each the verge of possible tenuity, and yet they tra-

sea of ether often with velocities much greater than the

To!
S

" ** is a c^stion not yet definitely settled, whether any

eth f
b°dieS are sensibly resisted in their motions by the

ether of
It may perhaps be objected to the above calculation, that the

oasis of it is the exceedingly rapid subsidence of the
I

rrf r I
the electric spark, and not of heat-rays. But the origin

ot light is conceived to be essenl " oS heat—

J!

it is atomic vibrations for the one, it is also atomic vibrations
l0r the other, differing only to a certain extent, in rate and

tsea the subsidence of heat is less
rapid, it must be ascril

?* the surface of the heated bod ' *** deSree

received by conduction from the interior of the mass.

ae of a thin gas-jet, a sudden interruption of the sup-

no doubt atten 1 th an almost instantaneous large

eduction of the heat evolved.
Am

- Jot-
rR- Scr.—Third Series, Vol. V, No. 27.—March, 1878.
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II. Can heat consist in a motion of revolution of the atoms of

bodies? The same objections that have been uriK'd against the

theory of atomic heat and light vibrations, will hold against

the present hypothesis. The hypothesis seems, in fact, to be

almost a mechanical impossibility, consistently with the ordi-

nary permanency in the properties of substances. Whether we
regard the atoms as arranged in duplex or complex systems,

these systems must be within the range of powerful reciprocal

action, and hence must be exposed to mutual perturbations that

should apparently be destructive of all permanency in their

state, and so in the mechanical and physical properties of the

substance to which they belong.

III. Can heat consist in a rotation of atoms about axes? The
.,.;,.,,;;.- .

-
• _..' .• •

.
- .-...

. ._
' -' •

•

of atomic vibrations. To these it may be added, that upon this

idea the expansive action of heat must result from ethereal

vortices originating in the motion of rotation, but if such vor-

tices have an outward or repulsive action, in a direction per-

pendicular to the axis of rotation, the tendency should be the

reverse of this in the direction of the axis ; and hence atoms

that have absorbed an additional amount of radiant heat (i. e.,

have taken on, under the impulses of the heat waves, a more

rapid n -tit i m sin raid exert an expansive action in certain direc-

tions, but a contractile action in directions at right angles to

Other objections, of great force, might be urged against the

doctrine that heat is some mode of motion of the atoms of gi©88

matter, drawn from both physical and chemical considerations:

Taut those which have been presented will suffice. Unless they

ean be effectively answered this doctrine must be unhesitatingly

abandoned.
Conclusions.—The results of the foregoing discussion seem to

bring us irresistibly to the conclusion that the atoms of bodies

must be made up of distinct parts bound together by certain

forces ; and that heat must consist in some movement of rela-

tive displacement among these constituent parts of the atoms.

If now we consider that every atom is capable of exerting upon

surrounding atoms an effective repulsion at the more minute

distances, and an effect [distances,

we are led to infer that the " atom." so-called, consists of a cen-

tral attractive nucleus, surrounded by an envelope, or atmos-

phere, composed of repulsive elements. We also readily

discern the possibility that heat and light may consist in some

mode of motion of this outer envelope, either in its elementary
parts, or as a whole. Now we have independent evidence,

afforded by the entire series of electric and magnetic phenom-
ena, that there exists a subtile form of matter, made up " !
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mutually repulsive elements, intimately associated with the
atoms of bodies, which has received the name of the electric
fluid, or electric ether. It is true that it has been vaguely con-
jectured that electricity may consist in some mysterious mode
of motion of the atoms of ordinary matter, but such a mere
conjecture, unsubstantiated by any decisive evidence in its

favor, cannot throw an air of improbability over an hypothesis
that is sustained by a multitude of actual phenomena.

It is, however, conceivable that the electric may be identical
with the luminiferous ether which permeates all bodies, and is

known to be physically linked to its atoms. We may then
form two_ possible conceptions of an atom, with its essential

accompaniments, viz: (1) that it consists of a time atom sur-
rounded solely by an atmosphere of luminiferous ether ; 2) that
]} ha-, in addition, an envelope of r immersed
m the ethereal atmosphere. In view of the results of this dis-
cussion, we recognize the high probability that heat and light

m some mode of motion occurring in the ethereal
atmospheres, or in the electric envelopes of the atoms ; or, more
properly, in the force or forces by which such a movement is

produced.

Against this conception of the origin and nature of heat, the
objections that have been brougl the prevail-
ing notion do not hold good. The source of heat is now trans-
ferred from the atom proper to its ethereal atmosphere, or
electric envelope, one or both—and, therefore, to a form of mat-
ter nearly if not quite as subtile as the medium of light, and
whose elastic forces are nearly or quite as intense. Hence the
enormous rapidity of the recurring movements, and the amaz-

sity of the accelerating forces in play in the evolution
w heat and light, are ii rh the present hypoth-
esis. Again, the change in the physical state of the " atom"
lv" 1:ir is

| by this term) and consequently
in its operative forces, which we have recognized as attendant
upon the evolution of heat by impact, are effects that may rea-

sonably be expected from a disturbance of the atomic envelopes
DJ the force of impact* Also, upon this hypothesis the impact
°f the ether of space upon the earth, and other cosmical bodies,
snould take effect upon the ethereal atmospheres of the atoms
ot these bodies, and develop electric or ethereal currents, that

would eventually pass off in the form of heat-energy, without
«nally checking' the translators motion of the atoms. It may
seem improbable, from our ordinary point of view, that such a

[esult should follow !>
-

: ba* we
!l;,v " already seen (p. 192) that the same potential repulsive
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energy which, in the recoil of two elastic bodies compressed by
impact, imparts an additional loss and gain of velocity to the

bodies, is expended, in the case of inelastic bodies, in the devel-

opment of an equivalent heat-energy, without changing the

velocities of the bodies as a whole. The force that is here

operative is the mutual repulsion between the contact-mole-

cules, of which we can form no other definite conception than

that it consists of a perpetual stream of ethereal wave-impulses,

that becomes operative, in a sensible degree, so soon as the

molecules at the point of contact come within a certain degree

of proximity.

Art. XXIV.—On the Glacial and Ohamplain eras in New
England; by James D. Dana.

The following brief statement of some of the views I

have been led to entertain, with regard to the Glacial and Cham-

mUisu eras in New England, is here presented to close _
up my

contributions on the subject and help forward discussion. It

may also serve a good turn by preventing a waste of energy in

g misunderstandings, such as occurred not long since.

Fuller illustrations with regard to most of the topics, supple-

mentary to those in my Manual of Geology, will be found in

my Memoir on the Geology of the New Haven Region, in vol-

ume ii (1870) of the Transactions of the Connecticut Academy,

the volumes of this Journal for 1871. On

3 of Lyell corresponds 1

; Post-tertiary ; when, in fact, as n
*ry closely equivalent ot the Glacial and Champlain eras, or tne nrst iwu """"J™
i another place he states that the Champlain era seems to have been, in my view

le in which the ocean extended over the most of New England beneathttfc

acier, and the deposits made were chiefly marine :—when I have opposed botJ

ews in my memoir as well as my Geology, and have made the era that of the mos

ctensive freshwater formations in the world's geological history. Again, he re

arks that I refer to the Terrace era the terrace deposits of the riper valleys an<

la-shores ; when, as just stated, I make these preeminently the Champlain deposit

id include in the I
irmation of some superficial deposits. Then, having made my "Terrace o

ecent" era to cover a large part of -ututes for the resta-

te Recent part in his view, which he supposes I wrongly annexed to the Terrac

U"\.iid division of tti Post-tertian ,nl provides it with a name

that pervade the article might 1
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one point, the height of the icy plateau in which the glacier-
flow over New England had its head, (treated in vol. ii of this
Journal, p. 324, 1871,) I give additional observations with
a modification of my former conclusion.

I. The Glacial period (that of the great glacier) was an era of
transportation by ice, with the deposition from the glacier of
only a small part oft ,

j n ft. ineludmtr the boulder clay ; while
the early part of the Champlain period, to which I refer the
time of melting, was an era eminently of deposition, and also of
further transportation by moving waters and floating ice.

II. The Glacial period was very long. Supposing, as I have
done, one foot a week as the average rate of movement—per-
haps too large an estin t.— ln.non \,..irs would be required to
CiUT

> ;i boulder one hundred miles, the distance from the
northern boundary of Massachusetts to New Haven, Ct. ; and

ti tea one hui Ired miles were passed over by the

et been deciphered The progress of the melting
eier was for the greater part exceedingly slow; but at

the close, or for the lower 500 feet, relatively rapid.
HI. The general course of the movement over New England

was to the southeastward. But in the larger valleys there was
often a more or less perfect conformity to the course of the
valley; showing that the movement of the lower part of the
-

;
* was determined, in some degree, bv the slopes of the

board that has l.-.rge oblique furrows in its surface, would follow

j

h " ~'->"-rii\ slop,.,,;' the hoard, but have a part below diverted
"* iU

~ furrows The* tent was determined
'*y the general slope of the upper surface of theglaoier: and this

'•'"h-iidcd nil the distribution of precipitation and temperature,
and the position of the region of freest discharge, as well as
the general slope of the land ; but the influence of the valleys
beneath was the same, whichever of these causes was predomi-

TV. Since the glacier was spread widely over the country
and had no overhanging rockv walls or peaks, its stones and
earth must !. -. 1, , ?1 ._. .:!,„•, ] j llt„ in lower part where it lay

in contact with the earths s;,r;'a,-e. It brought to the New
Haven region masses of trap, of all sizes, from small peb-
bles to boulders of 1,00<> tons and these must have
n

l' "i ti msportation h >m tin n j
r L - the <

it

out pieces of native copper, which were dropped <>n tie- wav :

one such, found within two years past, a few miles north oi
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New Haven, weighing nearly a hundred pounds. These are

mentioned as examples of what occurred everywhere. The
whole surface of the country, from the slopes of the high*
mountains to the low plains, contributed to its load, the glacier

making much loose material by abrasion where it found none

at hand. Moreover, part of this material was gathered up
within a few miles of where it was deposited.

Having a thickness of 5,000 to 6,500 feet in northern New
England and an average of 2,700 in southern, the pressure on

the surface beneath was immense ; 6,000 feet corresponding to

at least 300,000 pounds to the square foot. Under this great

pressure there was not only abrasion of the rocks beneath by
the ice armed with stones in its lower surface, and also a crush-

ing of softer kinds from mere pressure, but. besides, a br« aldng

and crushing of the ic i >bstacles in its course,

and also a pressing of the plastic material down among all the

stones and gravel or sand ; and thus it was able to envelop and

take up into its mass the loose material.* Further, the ice of

the ice-mass above must have been forced down into all open-

ings and crevices in the rocks, so that the glacier, as it moved,

had tremendous power in prying off and abrading, and must

have made boulders and gravel—its chips—in immense quan-

tities for transportation. Such work - :;. re r adily done by
a continental glacier 2,500 to 6,000 or more feet thick, than

by one of 500 or 1,000 feet confined in an Alpine valley ;
for

the power of erosion increases almost exactly with the thick-

ness of a glacier.

In consequence of the conditions just stated, the stones and

earth which the glacier bore along were contained mostly within

the lower 1,000 feet, and probal the lower

500.

V. The larger rivers of New England may have continued to

flow through the whole of the Glacial period, though, to the

north, with diminished volume. The existence of such a period

demanded only that through a long succession of years the

melting in the warmer months should have carried off <
'< ;

year only a part of its snows, so that an annual add
made to the accumulation in progress. A lourth, or a third, or

more of the snows that fell each year may have melted to de-

scend through the eivva-es aed if so tin* >tiv:im»

been sufficiently well fed, independently of the eonl

of springs, to have kept up their flow under the mantle of ice,

* In experiments by Christie, and also by Tyndall, ice has been moulded into

More; and Tresca has produced, by forcing

ture or aspect. Tresca found ilumn of water

4,000 feet high. But having unlimited time at command, as with the old glacier,

the work could be done with less pressure.
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and to have performed, to some extent, tbeir ordinary work of
erosion and transportation. Their loss from evaporation would
have been very small, in their cold covered ways. As freedom
from melting is not probable, so the existence of such streams
may be reasonably assumed. (See, further, page 208.)

VI. The melting of the glacier was brought on by a general
amelioration of the Q ! tbably consequent upon
a diminution of the elevation of land over the higher latitudes
linking this part of the continent below its present level ^see
beyond, p. 211). It went on over the general surface of the

od not merely at its southern edge, though of course
1 a i isbing in rate to the northward. When the average thick-
ness of the ice over a region was reduced to 1,000 feet, the
stones and earth that had been in the ice above were now in
this remaining portion ; and so for 500 feet, etc. ; and conse-

towara the close of the melting, very large quantities
w drift must have been set free together. Sooner or later, the
waters from the melting ice, descending through the crevasses
or other openings, would have made streams in all the valleys,
even those now dry, and lakes wherever there was no outlet,

besides enlarging greatly the rivers and lakes that may have
.

held their places through the Glacial era. There was thus, over
the continent, water as well as dry land to receive the gravel and
sand_ thrown down, and water also along the sea-border. The
melting would have gone forward with increasing haste as the

- of the ice lessened ; and all the streams would thereby
have become flooded far beyond modern experience, and conse-

quently the work of transportation and deposition would have
been vastly accelerated.
yil. The conditions attending the melting of the glacier

being such as have been just specified, the earth and stones that

fell over the drv parts of the surface would have been unsto-at-

fad; while the' pan whieh fell into moving waters should have
varied in the degree of stratification received according to the

depth of the waters, and their rate of flow, and also according
to the kind of material thrown in and the rate of its supply.

« the earth fell in too great quantities for the waters to work
°ver and arrange, there would have been produced only im-

perfect stratification, or none at all beyond a levelling off at

top; while, with am of waters,

and general. Very

layers in the formation that

were oblique] - n V tlie

sands before them a- deposition uent on : and v h r th« = \,\ v

of earthy ma _ •_...< < nub \. r; ar-aiai

- abundant, the obliquely laminated layer.- tim.-. i.i:..ie

ouglit to have been a foot or more in thickness ;
for each such
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layer is necessarily the result of a single onward rush of the

waters. Where plunging waves accompanied the rapid flow,

the resulting layers would have been composed of wave-like

parts, each independently laminated.* In quiet waters, the

deposits should have been of all degrees of fineness and regu-

larity down to those of clay.

The older terraced alluvium or stratified drift of the \-alleys

of New England presents in its various parts all the different

kinds of deposits here described. The material is generally

stratified. Much of the alluvium over the interior has at inter-

vals beds that are obliquely laminated; but this characteristic

is most common toward the coast. The terraces of an estuary,

like that of New Haven, are only the terminations of those of

the river valleys which open into the region about the estuary

;

•ntical in character with those over all New
nd part of one and the same system.

VIII. The depositions along the valleys and estuaries con-

tinued to increase in extent, long after the melting of
_
the

glacier was ended, through contributions from the unstr :

:

:

1

drift which lay loose in immense quantities over the hills ;
and

afterward, during the rest of the Champlain era, it went forward

more slowly, from the ordinary operation of fluviatile, lacustrine

IX. The facts afford the following argument in favor of

some of the views above stated.

(1) The prevalent stratification of the old terraced alluvium

over New England is evidence of its stiUiwiitan/ origin. (2)

From the vast width of many of these alluvial regions, we
infer an extraordinary flow of waters over the country. (3)

The great thickness of the deposits, rising in some places, for

long distances, to two hundred feet or more above the river,

and no doubt originally filling the valley to the level of the

upper terrace ; and still more, the frequent occurrence of thick

obliquely-laminated layers—one such in the New Haven region,

i lit ti [ma ti n -^ of < i_ht f> a —ut i di i

tions of a very rapid and abundant supply of sand and gravel

:

and the beds of coarse stones, often intermingled, tell of currents

of immense power, or of sudden falls from the floating or over-

hanging ice. (4) As the vast flow of waters and the vast flow

of deposition immediately followed that of the great glacier, it

seems to be a most natural inference that the final melting of

the glacier set free both the water and the stones and earth.

* Several of these points are illustrated in my Memoir on the Geologj
Haven region. Layers of this composite k Ind o& the " Orange

Sand " in northern Mississippi, as represented by Pro: I

Report on that State, who has shown that ? probability only
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(5) The extent of the floods throughout New England, as
proved by the extent and character of the deposits, also in-
dicates that the melting of the glacier did not occur only at
the southern margin, so creeping slowly northward, but simul-
taneously over its wide extended surface ; and if so, the melt-
ing of the glacier must have been due to a general decided
amelioration of the continental climate, as above stated.
X. About the head of New Haven bay the terrace-plain

has a height of from 40 to 50 feet above the sea. It is every
where stratified, and the beds are generally obliquely laminated.
The laminae of the obliquely laminated layers dip" southward,
that is, rise to the north ward, and thus show that thev were
deposited under the action of currents from the south, those of
the incoming tidal waves. But at the entrance of the river
valleys or where the river valleys merge into the region of the
New Haven plain, at a level about 20 feet from the top of
the deposits, (and 20 to 25 above the present sea level,) there is

an abrupt change in the direction of the oblique lamination, the

gpera ..hove this level rising to the south instead of to the north.
Here is proof that a river flood had then set in that controlled

lal currents.
J- hat the waters of this flood came loaded with sand and gravel
in enormous quantities is indicated by the thickness of the
obliquely laminated lavers ; that there were plunging waves in

the estuary connected with both the incoming tide and the flood,
is made manifest by the composite character of these layers.

-XI. In the Glacial era, the land over the higher latitudes

probably stood above its present level
I he occurrence of fiords, both in the northern and southern

hemispheres, in the GL -ruble to this view, as
A have elsewhere stated. For thev show at least that during
their formation the land in these latitudes was elevated above
the present water level, when more to the south it was not so ;

ore, that the cause of the change of level was not
one affecting alike the whole globe. But these fiords may
nave been begun long before the Glacial era. in earlier periods

ecur along

Je American coast north of C p Cod vhih they an present to

thesouth and thieken south trd This! et is evidence that
in those eras the continent t,' the north w;is higher than now,
and the part to thesouth lower. It ;d~. suggests that these

nords may then have been forming. It is possible that they

^ere then finished; but the condition of level in <

.tertiary being as above stated, when land and mountains were

;he following era in
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which the cooling reached its maximum ; and probable also

that there was some increase of difference between the level of

the north and south corresponding somewhat with the increase

of cold.

XII. The scratches of eastern Canada, of the high land of

northern New England, and of eastern and western New York
and rthwestera Canada.

;
oint to a part of the Canada water-

shed between the St. Lawrence and Hudson bay as the head of

the glacier that moved southeastwardly over New Eng a i
;.

:

The large valley of the river St Lawrence, over 300 miles wide

between the watersheds on either side, and trending east of

northeastward, afforded no discharge for the ice; and this is

proof that the summit-surface of the glacier about the mouth
of this river, or over the St. Lawrence bay, was somewhat
higher than over the watershed to the west.

In order that the glacier ice should have flowed over the

whole line of the barrier or watershed bounding the St. Law-
rence valley on the south, the level of the ice over the Canada
watershed must have been the higher ; and so also that in the

St. Lawrence valley, for the first result of the movement would
have been to raise the level of the valley ice to that of

the barrier in front, the law of flow being, according to the

generally accej »tt-d view, much like that of a .-tilllv viscous fluid.

But that the glacier should have abraded the White Mountain
slopes 5200 feet above the sea level, and carried boulders up
the north slope of Mt. Washington to 5800 feet, the ice should

have stood in that region about 6000 feet above the sea. The
swell of the surface from which the White Mountains rise lias

a height, according to Guyot, of about 1000 feet above the sea
;

consequently the thickness of the glacier in that part must

have been at least 5000 feet ; and the facts observed do not

need for explanation greater thickness than this. To the north-

west, north, and north-northeast of the White Mountains, over

the plateau about th«« headwaters of the Connecticut, the gene-

ral level is about 1500 feet above the sea, which would make
the upper surface of the glacier, in that region, if it were of

the same thickness, about 6500 feet.

But we have the means of arriving at a more certain conclu-

sion with regai- 1 to the last mentioned altitude. The slope of

* See this Journal, III, ii, 324.
. ,

The following courses of - north of the mountains ol

northern New England, are cited from Logan's Report on the Geolo-
for 1863. In Sutton, S. 36° E. : Orford, S. 43° E. ; Sherbrooke, S. 4;

47° 44', long. 69°-69° 12', S. 49°-64° E :

on Madawaska river, lat. 41° 22", long. 6s. 19' s tin []. : ,r Trois Pistoles, near

. ... r ....... .

_ .

...,•
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the upper surface of the glacier from the northern borders of
New England southeastward in the line of flow would have

hng to the laws of fluids, very nearly uniform; and
1 1 on the distance of the

margin in the ocean. The distance from the White
Mountains southeastward to the coast of Maine, near Portland,
«»" >•> ith -1" it. is about 80 miles. SuppoMM -. ;!, -.da.-i.-r to
have extended out 50 miles to sea, making the whole length
160 miles, and to have faced the ocean with a cliff 500 feet

rate of slope from the level at the White Ml
feet, would have been 42 feet a mile (or 1 foot in 126). If it

extended on 150 miles to sea, to the range of shallow water
I 'ape Cod and the banks lying just east of Nova Sco-

tl;)
-
as is more probable, the inclination at the surface would

nave been 24 feet a mile (or 1 foot in 220). Taking the latter
as the slope, and extending it back from the White Moantans
to the northern border of New England, or the southern margin
o± the great St. Lawrence basin, a distance of about 80 miles, we

the level over this border region about 8000 feet, or
^'00 feet above that of the White Mountains.
The region between this northern border of New England

•
.

1 1 i -her. The actual height of the ice over
lied required to cause a flow across it into New Eng-

J

::
'• : nd to produce at the same time abrasion at bottom, we

nave no means of calculating. The slope of the nearly even

;ulv have been less on an aver-
age than 10 feet a mile: and, as the distance is 500 miles, this
slope would give for the height of the surface oi the glacier
over the watershed 13,000 feet. This slope over the St. Law-
*enee valley would • that of the
New England part of the -lacier.

'

-I he average height of the watershed is about 1,500 feet; and
r— uives LI.ooo feet for the thickness of the ice on its sura-
mi t- But the mean height of the mass is certainly 5<>0 feet

Jess, and hence the average thickness of the ice to the north
was not less than 12,000 feet; while over the plateau on the
northern borders of New Emrhmd it was about 6,500 feet; m
toe region of the White Mountains, o.ooo feet; along the sea-

shore south of Portland, 4,100 feet, the whole height there being
of ice; at the i, 500 feet above the sea level, with

festing on the sea bottom.

ft should be here stated that the a.-enmnhitioii of ice to the
J " ^nt mentioned on the Canada wat< rsln d snppos. - that th. re

was no movement northward toward or over Hudson Bay. It

tbere were such a movement, the re-io„oi greatest height might

bave been to the southward of the watershed (the freest dis-
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charge being still to the south) over the St Lawrence valley.

But ;- .-.'jv.vly •iK-ntioned, the scratches over the region from

western New York and Lake Huron to eastern Canada and
Maine point toward the watershed as the head of the flow ;

and
hence, there was apparently- no discharge northward into Hud-
son Bay, and moreover the ice must have stood high above

t of depression. It is possible that the greatest height

of the glacier was a little to the north of the summit of the

watershed ; but more probable that the small advantage which
the region of the watershed had from its elevation, and from its

contrast in this respect with the Hudson Bay depression, was

retained throughout.

Now while the thickness of the ice thus increased to the

northward and northwestward, the amount of precipitated mois-

ture must have decreased in that direction. The rates of pre-

it latitudes going northward was probably

nearly the same as now in our winters. In summer th

amount of precipitation in New England occurs over I

lands of its northern half, and the amount over Canada is but

a fifth less. But in winter the region of greatest precipita-

tion is within 30 to 50 miles of the coast. Moreover, the

amount decreases rapidly in goina i •

r ai 1 or m -rthwestward,

the ratio for (1) the coast region of New England, (2) northern

New Hnglancl, and (3) the main part of the S
with the Canada watershed, being 4 : 3 : 2.* Thus the low

coast slopes take the moisture in winter, not the higher

mountains of the interior. This accords with the general

principle, that the winds lose their moisture mostly over

the first cold lands they meet. Under this principle, the

main divergence in the Glacial era from existing liygi-"! M-rriy

conditions in the winter, would have been that the region of

most abundant precipitation was situated a little farther south

than now, and the amount of diminution—not the ratio—

* From the excellent rain charts of C. A jfced (Tables and:'-
; - ;> .. ' . -

. .... ;.-. . .

.-
. : -

•; er region of New England, 30 to 50 miles wide, the

-thern border of New England the amount is with a small exception

>p running up to Uoa te chart contains no lin

t of the 8-inch line, and hence does not enable us to deduce the tru

i region. Taking it at U inches, and that of the sea-border regioi

io is 3 to 4 ; the latter would have to be Hi instead of 10, to give tl

get's rain charts give 5 inches as the average for a large part of

ice valley. The amount for the Canada watershed would be the s

nee. as New England shows, there is no increase northward even if 1

;e of elevation. The ratio used above supposes 5 inches to be the m



northward would have been greater, even if the surface increased
in elevation in going north in New England. We shall not
therefore be led into any great error, if we take the ratio of

fcion during our'winters as a basis for deductions re-

specting the Glacial era.

We have made the thickness of the ice in the regiou of the
watershed 12,000 feet, and that over the northern border of New
England 6,500 feet. But, following the rate of winter precipi-
tation, 2 to 3, the latter should have been not 6,500 but 18.000
feet. The loss here indicated must have depended partly on
an increased rate of flow over New England. In changing the
surface slope from 10 to 24 feet a mile, the rate of flow would
have been at least doubled ; and this alone would have reduced
the 18,000 feet to 9,0<)0. Again, the more southern latitudes
would have had a greater amount of evaporation and melting,
and it is possible that thus the rest of the excess—2500 feet-
was removed. If the loss from the last-mentioned source were
m the Canada region one-eighth and in northern New England
a little over & fourth, the above difference would have resulted.
Thus the contrast in the elevation of the glacier surface over
the two regions may have existed without supposing the land
of the watershed above its present level
The glacier probably extended in a southward direction at

least 60 miles south of Long Island, where the depth of water
is not over 250 feet ; and perhaps 30 miles beyond where the
depth is 600 feet, and then falls off abruptly.* The height of
the upper surface of the glacier along the Connecticut valley
may be thus made the subject oi <• !. ih ! . us. The line of
o.OOO feet elevation (which should have run at right angles to
tne direction of flow, except so far as temperature was a cause
of divergence) passing Mount Washington, probably crossed the

Connecticut in the region of Lyme or Hanover, N. H. The
distance from this region to the limit 90 miles south of Long
Island is about 310 miles; whence the mean slope of the upper
surface of the glacier down the Connecticut vallev should have
been about 19 feet a mile.
With this grade (supposing it a straight grade, which it would

not have been throughout, as the flow of the general mass was
southeastward) we should have for the height in the region of

Northampton and Mount Tom, 4,100 feet above the sea ;
of

Jpringfield, 3,800 ; of Hartford, 3,400 ; of Meriden, 3,000 ;
of

New Haven, 2,750 ; of central Long Island, 2,100 feet. The
height of the terminal cliff 90 miles south of Long Island is

here supposed to have been 200 feet,

IV hoin-ht ,,f t h. Ice over the central

Part of Connecticut probably averaged 3,250 feet, which would

* See Author's Manual of Geology, page 441.
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give about 2,700 feet for the mean thickness of the ice. But
the rate of precipitation over the northern border of New
England being to that of Connecticut as 8 to 4, the thick-

ness of the ice over the latter, considering this condition alone,

should have been 8,700 feet instead of 2,700 : there was thence

a loss of more than tw< . . which loss we can

attribute only to melting and evaporation. If the waste from

this cause over the northern border of New England was one-

jonrth of the who].- precipitation, that in southern Connecticut

would have been over three-fourths; just three -fourths, if the

ice-cliff were assumed to be 500 instead of 200 feet.

Whatever doubt ex the height attributed to

the glacier about Mt. Washington also attaches more or less to

the preceding calculations. But, to sustain our conclusion, we
have now, in addition to the facts there observed, evidence that

all the requisites of the Glacial era for the region from the At-

lantic shoals to the Canadian watershed are satisfied by it.

This is reason for believing that the error connected with the

deduced height of 6,000 feet cannot be large. Moreover the

Gulf Stream washes the margins of the banks in which the

glacier has been supposed to have terminated, and would have

determined a limit in height as well as length.

The evidence of a large amount of melting in southern New
England proves that there was also much in northern, and

therefore that the increase in the rate of flow of the glacier. ;ii re-

passing from Canada into New England, could not have been

great enough to account for all the loss of thickness in the ice.

If the ice lost was more than could be reasonably attributed to

the temperature and rate of flow, as may have been if the

slope from the Canada watershed was greater than our estimate,

we should then have proof that the height of the surface of ice

over the watershed was partly due i<> ;! u cle\; ( ti.»ri of the land.

The greater amount of precipitation over the vicinity of St

Lawrence Bay than over the watershed to the west, and also

the higher latitude, account for the greater height of the ice in

that region referred to on page 204.

XIII. Evidence that this era of probablv high elevation (the

Glacial) was followed by one in which the land stood below its

present level, is afforded by the height of sea-border terraces and

beaches around New England and on the St Lawrence, their

height 'being nearly 50 feet on Long Island Sound, and 500 feet

in the vicinity of Montreal, on the St Lawrence ; in the height,

equally, of the upper terrace-plain along the rivers a

and in the additional fact, that the old alluvium beneath this

plain was a direct r^nlt. :>- nbovo stated, of tl e lepositi.
>J/

the rivers of material afforded by the melting glacier. The

greater height of the river and lake terraces as we go north,

and also of sea beaches, indicates that tiie depression increased
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to the northward. The special facts on this point need not be
here repeated.

XIV. The sinking of the water level in the ocean over the
world during the Glacial era by the loss of water to make ice
cannot be estimated, because we know very little of the amount
of ice. Hygrometric laws, alluded to on page 206, appear to in-
dicate that the amount of ice did not increase to the northward
over the interior of the continent. The southern line of the
glacier which was near the parallel of 39° along the Ohio region
must have made a very long bend northward between the
meridians of 98° W. and 108° W. The marks of the incoming
tide in deposits of the New Haven regi< m. n!><^ e mentioned, and
m the overlying beds of the river floods that supervened, appear
to show, in connection with the present height of the deposits,

ing the closing part of the melting of the glacier, in the
' i ny part of the Champlain era, the water-level along the coast
was not far from forty-five feet above the present line, instead

of below it.

XV. There are no true lateral moraines of the Glacial era in
New England. For the glacier was not a valley glacier, but
one of continental character, although far from covering the
whole continent. The ice moving over a rocky hill or ledge,
where were detached blocks, and where others were becoming
loosened with the passing centuries, would have gathered up
the material from time to time, and afterward have dropped it

at intervals, or at the final melting ; and so would have made
> of boulders, ranging over hill and valley, according

to the direction of movement of the enclosing ice ;—sometimes
narrow lines, like the famous trains in Berkshire, first made
known by Dr. Stephen Eeed

;
generally broader, less-defined

bands. ' The unstratified drift is actually made up mainly of
such trains. But, commonly, the different trains are blended
together, and are traceable only with difficulty ; while, at times,
they make a straight line to the ledge from which they were
derived. These trains are properly moraines, but they are

under-ghcier moraines, not lateral, 'if lateral moraines " were
™ade during the early stages of progress of the great glacier,

fchey must have been obliterated by its later general movement
and abrasion.

The valleys of New England have throughout a high terrace

along their sides; but the material is very generally stnmth <!.

fore is the result of deposition from waters that once
flooded the valleys. They are. in fact, as has been explained,

the upper part 6f the I
«. The decline of

some places the necessary c

and such have been announced as c

tains by Dr. A. S. Packard and also by
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for some cause—probably, (1) the melting taking place over the

surface at 1: >ng the southern edge chiefly, mi
(2) the diminished slope of the surface (due to the fh< •

ce of the crust which introduced the Champlain era

increased in amount to the northward), the two causes dimin-

ishing, if not stopping, over large regions, the movement of the

ice—none were left over the general surface, or even along the

larger valleys.

XVI. No distinct terminal moraines of the Glacial era have

been observed in New England. The great glacier terminated

in the ocean on the east, southeast and south ; and it may be

added that during its decline, in the Champlain era, the melt-

ing appears to have gone forward over too vast an extent of

surface for the formation of proper terminal moraines. Having
a thickness on the border of 2,600 feet, it must have filled

Long Island Sound as a consequence of its weight, even if the

Sound—but 150 to 250 feet deep and 15 to 20 miles wide,—
had not been partly obliterated by a change in the water-level

;

and thence it stretched on over the island (which is about 15

miles wide) to the ocean. If the land of Long Island were but

120 feet higher above the water-level than now, the southern

coast would have been 20 miles outside of the present line

;

and, whether so or not, the glacier, if 2,100 feet thick over the

island, probably lay on the sea bottom for ninety miles out, as

already remarked. The shallowness of these waters is prob-

ably due partly to deposits from the glacier; and also that of

the waters between Cape Cod and Nova Scotia, where the part

of the glacier over Maine is supposed to have terminated.

The universal covering of drift over Long Island, holding great

numbers of boulders from New England and New York, many
of enormous size, suggest- the ide:i of a terminal moraine de-

posit. But whether the drift was dropped mostly from the

under side of the glacier as it melted, or from its melting

southern edge, is

probable.* In eitl

island was probably the work, not of the Glacial era, but of the

early Champlain era or that of the melting:—eerrainlv -», a

the glacier over the island in the Glacial era had the thickness

above supposed.

As already stated, whatever there may be of local moraines

in the White Mountains belongs to the period of melting, and

therefore to the opening part of the Champlain era.

XVII. The Champlainf era, as the term has been used by me.

* The writer's investigations have not extended to Long Island. y!

Beport (4to, 1843) has an excellent chapter on the drift of Long

Island, and the distribution of its boulders,

f The term I

'

ilied to deposits of this era on

had been previously used in the Final Reports of the Geological Survey of New 1 orK,
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includes all the time from near the beainninu-of the melting of the
iMJ'-u-r, down to that in which these old alluvial or Champlain
deposits became terraced in consequence of a general rising of
the land, when what I have called the Terrace or Kecent epoch
began. According to my view, the terraces are not a result of
depositions in the Terrace era. (as is represented in the Vermont
Geological Eeport (4to, 1861) ) ; thev are due simply to the
wearing away of portions of the old Champlain alluvium (which
"

! '" filled the valley across, excepting a river channel) by the
river, while the elevation of the land above referred to was in
progress. The depositions of the Terrace era along rivers are
merely superficial over the Terrace-plains, the thickest being
those of the lower flats or the great flood-ground of the streams.
XVIII. If the above views are correct, then, as I have before

announced, there was, in the Post-rertiarv or Quaternary age,
over the higher latitudes of North America, or large portions
of them, an upward movement for the Glacial era, a downward
below the present level, for the Champlain era, and an upward
again for the Terrace era, with the change in each case great-
est to the north—that is, to a limit north yet undetermined. But
such a general system of changes does not preclude the occur-
rence of minor oscillations up or down, in different regions dur-
ing each of these eras, or imply that such changes may not be
now in progress.

Note to page 204.—The fact that the glacier in the St. Law-
rence valley was higher toward the liay or above the mouth of
r "" nver, ]. ints to the conclusion that in Lower and part of Up-

have the course of the valley must
,I1V|

" bei-n made by a movement of the ice (of the lower part of the

And none could

y a movement aoica stnaifi, unless,

unequal rate of melti
e height <

s slope of the upper surface \

Art. XXIV.

—

On some new species oj Fossils from the Primordial
or Potsdam group of Rensselaer county, N. Y. {Lower Potsdam)

;

by S. W. Ford

Archmocyathus? Ttenssdtieru-ns, sp. now
The only specimen clearly belonging to this species that has

come under my notice is exceedingly small, being only 0S0 of

by Mather and Emmons for the whole of the Lower Saurian of New Y
£fjJ* "he
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an inch in length, and having a diameter of not more than 016
of an inch at the larger extremity, when perfect. This speci-

men is, in appearance, a slender, delicately fluted cone, about

l. one-third of which, including the apex, is im-

bedded in the rock. Of the remainder a

considerable portion is in a badly damaged
condition, the outer wall, with the greater

part of its underlying septa, having been
partially torn away. Such portion as re-

mains uninjured, however, is in an excellent

state of preservation, and shows the leading

features of structure in a very perfect man-
ner. There remains, notwithstanding, much
yet to be desired in order to completely char-

3 ; and I have deferred any special notice of

it hitherto in the hope of being able to obtain other, and possi-

bly more perfect, specimens ; but failing in this, I have thought

ble to carry the description as far at this time as the

material at hand will permit. The species may be described

for the present as follows :

Elongate, conical, straight, gradually expanding from the

base upward. Cup moderately large, depth unknown. Outer

wall thick and strong, inner wall apparently much thinner.

Eadiating septa thin, numerous, not far from forty, judging

from the number seen, sometimes a little irn

ing. Dissepiments slender, occasionally absent, at other times

dividing the interseptal spaces or loculi for a short distance

into several compartments. Surface faintly annulated and lon-

gitudinally marked by numerous low, rounded ridges, with

shallow intervening furrows, the ridges and furrows of about

Lth. The ridges mark the position of the loculi, while

the middle of each furrow indicates the place of one of the

septa. Along each furrow and running its entire length are

two straight rows of minute, closely arranged, circular pores

opening into the loculi. The rows of pores of any given fur-

row are separated from each other by a thin strip or plate of

the outer wall, corresponding in position and thickness to the

septa ; and it is a singular fact that the pores of either row are

arranged alternately not only with respect to the other, but also

with respect to those of the succeeding row in the next nearest

furrow. The pores all communicate with the interior close to

the septa where these latter join the outer wall ; and as the

rows of pores along any given furrow lead into distinct though

adjacent loculi, it follows that all of the loculi were connected

with the general -mi -lac by m«- i.s fa doubl • s< r ot :tj eri iri -•

Whether the inner wall and radiating >q>ta an prnorate has

not yet been made out. Color of the fossil, in gray limestone.

when a little weathered, light brown.
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The above are the characters, so far as known, of this inter-

esting and beautiful species, embracing only such as are dis-

played by the specimen mentioned at the beginning. These
•• laracters, taken together, are quite sufficient to distinguish it

readily from any described species ; while in respect to several
of them, such as its straight form, longitudinally ribbed exterior,

and remarkable poriferous system, the species appears to me at
present sufficiently distinct from Arch&ocyathus to constitute a
new though closely allied genus. Should a further study of it

confirm this opinion, I propose to lus. Until,

however, more can be sai i about it, I prefer to class it as above!
It is not improbable that the specimen upon which the

description is based may be only the apical portion of a much
arger and possibly curved specii

Occurs in conglomerate Inglomerate limestone of the Potsdam group at

^oy; and also, doubtfully, in the condition of casts, in even-
bedded limestone of the same locality. Collected by the writer.

Obolella nitida, sp. nov.

.

Shell transversely sub-oval, small. Dorsal valve gently but

y convex," the greatest elevation occurring at a point
about one-fifth the length of the valve from the apex. From
this point the beak curves sharply down to the hinge-line which
it almost touches. The hinge-Ri urved and
apparently equal to about one-third the width of the shell. At
the most elevated point of the valve commences a well-defined

median depression, which extends forward for a distance of
about one-half the length of the valve, gradually widening and
becoming more shallow till it disappears. A portion of the

dorsal valve close to the margin is sometimes nearly flat all

around. The internal markings are not well enough shown in

any of the specimens that I have seen to admit of d •

v is ornamented with very fine c< neentricstrias and
numerous close-set radiating striae, the whole just visible to the

unassisted eye.

The ventral v, h c is not certainly known. The width of the

a I \ tire that I have seen is 014 of an inch and the

length 010 of an inch.
Occurs in both even-bedded and conglomerate limestone of

the Potsdam group at Troy. Collected by the writer.

Scenella retusa, S]p. nov.

d.

small, rather strongly con\
curving down
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along the line of the longer axis of the shell. The slope of the

shell is unequal, being most rapid toward the margin to which
the apex inclines. The surface is marked
by a lew fine concentric and radiating lines, a

2-
h

the latter only visible under a magnifier, and ^± ^k
with obscure imbricating lines of growth.

2 -scmem return-

a

Length of the largest specimen obtained,

016 of an inch; height about 0-08 of an
llght y en arge

inch. Occurs in both even-bedded and conglomerate limestone

of the Potsdam group at Troy, associated with the preceding

species. Collected by the ^

lings in fch< ' -t for July last from the '.

vian group of Newfoundland. That species is, however, con-

siderably larger than ours ; and is, further, destitute of the

diverging grooves which exist in & retusa, and by which this

latter species may be easily recognized.

Hyolithes Emmonsi, sp. nov.

slender ; apex neatly pointed, transverse sec-

sub-triaugular. Sides gently rounded and meeting to form

t quickly dies down,

so that a transverse section taken near the apex would be almost

a semi-circle. Ventral side flattened, with a wide, shallow depres-

sion along the middle, which runs the whole length of the shell;

lateral edges rounded up to the sides. The most projecting

t of the lateral walls occurs close to the ventral side. When
ridth is 0-24 of an inch the depth is 0*18 of an inch. The

1 of the shell are thick and appear to be made up in some

a of successive layers or laminae. The surface is orna-

with very fine concentric striae, which run directly

around the shell or at right angles to its longitudinal axis.

The tubes sometimes attain a length of two inches, even when

imperfect ; but the majority of the specimens in my possession

are less than an inch in length.

The operculum has the same contour as a transverse section

of the shell taken at about the mid-length, and is, a©
distinctly emarginate at the middle of the border of the ventral

limb. The ventral limb itself is in the main flat, or nearly so,

and embraces not far from two-thirds of the whole superfices 01
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the operculum. Through the middle of it, beginning at the
emargination, runs a low, rounded, conical elevation having
the apex directed toward the dorsal limb and slightly encroach-
ing upon it. The dorsal limb, unlike the ventral, is highly
convex, except a narrow space near the margin, which is flat.

A narrow groove, extending from the apex of the cone just
mentioned, or nucleus of the operculum, to the margin, occu-
pies the central portion of this limb, and divides it into two
equal parts. (A similar division is frequently well shown in the
opercula of adult specimens of Hyolithes Americanus.) A por-
tion of the operculum about the nucleus, of a triangular shape.
is sometimes more elevated than the rest of the surface, and
appears like a little plate added for strength. The surface is

covered with fine, thread-like, concentric striae.

In the slender form of the shell, the direction of the surface
lines of the same, and the internal thickening already noticed,

ies approaches closely the structure of a Salterella.

Especially is this true when the specimens are quite small, as is

usually the case ; and in an earlier communication (this Jour-
nal for July, 1871), published prior to the discovery of speci-

mens of its operculum, the species was referred by me to that

genus. It may be r I from either of the
species of Hyolithes found with it by the direction of the surface
lines of the shell and its distinctly hollowed ventral side.

Dedicated to the late Dr. Ebenezer Emmons, the eminent
author of the " Taconic System."

This species occurs in both conglomerate and even-bedded
limestone of the Potsdam group at Troy, associated with //.

Americanus, H. impar and Byohthellus micans. It is not an

abundant species, neither can it be considered as of rare occur-

ence. In a small specimen of the shell in my collection a

transverse fracture shows a buckler of Agnostus? hbatus lying

within the tube.
Dec- 3d, 1872.

ART. XXV.—Discovery of a new Planet; by Dr. C. II K
Peters. (Letter to one of the editors dated Litchnel-i Ob-

servatory of Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y., Feb. 7, 18/3.)

1873, Feb. 5, 15 h 21m 53 s 9" 16'" SS'-M -f

6, 11 34 52 9 15 49 '97 +
hence showing a motion in 24 hours of —51" ii

and of +7' 39" in declination. The magnitude
Zander's scale).



SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. Improved Filter-pump.—Prof. T. E. Thorpe has devised a

improved form of Jogno's modification of the filter-pump, whie

possesses some advantages over the ordinary form. It consists <

a vertical tube A about one meter in length and from 8 t

narrowed somewhat, I

t when the end of the rubber tube from the flask to be evacu-

ated was pushed into it, an air-tight joint was formed. The end

of the rubber tube within l> was closed with a small piece of -lass

rod, and a short longitudinal slit cut through the tube with a chisel,

- • -. alve, which opened to allow the air to pass from

the flask, h ? > • vented its return. As the elasticity of this valve

l'u 1 m_i u-.\ lnipminj; it- i flu n n< v .'Prof. Thorpe
has devised another form of valve in winch the evil is remedied.

A hollow metal cone is soldered into the tube B near its junction

with A, the point of the cone being turned toward the outer end

of B. Near its apex the cone is pierced with a number of small

holes, and within it is placed a filter-shaped piece of unvulcanized

sheet rubber, which is fastened by a screw to the apex of the cone.

By its elasticity the india rubber 'sheet presses firmly against the

sides of the cone and effectuallv prevents the entrance of air or

water from A, but readily yields to the pressure of the air from the

flask. A manometer tube inserted into B beyond the valve indi-

cate-, the degree of the exhaustion. When water is admitted the

elastic tube pulsates, alternately closing and opening the upper

end of A, and the rapidity of th' V :t !il " v;l "

ble arm capa ion, so that

the direction of the suppl red at will.

The action is similar to that of the hydraulic ram, and the appar-

atus, unlike the earlier ibriu, requires only a sufficient head of

water, and no fall beyond that in the tube A, from the lower end

of which it simply flows away to the waste pipe. As the whole

apparatus can be mounted on a stand about three feet i

and can be attached to any stopcock in the service-pipe, its advan-

tages over th nip in the matter of CO

and portability are obvious.—Phil. Mag., Oct. 1872, p. 249.

• y
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Roj al Society, June 20, 1872. The account is republished in the
Phil. Alag. for Nov., 1872. The ruled plates were laid upon glass
plates sensitized in the usual manner, and the prints were made in
the same manner its from ordinary negatives. Both wet and dry
sensitive plates were used, with but little difference in the results.

' 'hi- _ J i.u< Li-tn hriliinni -\> tit, md were but
toth a rul d apon glass. In the course of the ex-

i-ial wa- mi.-.!, oi plates covered with a film of bichro-
'niti/«l..« ii • ". _^ • z- Th.i- iii.iii- ]><»m vM ,1 a high degree

•y, and were found to be better than the ordinary
md rl igh : i wis soin ma r lint; in ndiug

1 ir i'1-oihv.-tion. the best obtained appeared to be even superior
••'-

- u -lass. They srive very brilliant spectra, and
of the lim 8 is surprisingly good. They can be used

uccessfully made, and as their c

of the ruled ones, rhey will !>e mueh mere accessible to experimen-
ters. As the thiekitess ..f the glass upon which they are mounted
is small, tin ahsorpti n f Me ray- i- \ > r\ -!ij;,:

it. 'md they offer

i
i i _ - e-eai ii i it, as they

may replace to a large extent the costly and inconvenient prisms

II Geology akd Natural History.

I. Additional note on the Glacial era in New England, by J.

•D. Dana.—The following is a p.-i ugh we can
treat it only wit! h ' ii.it, suppositions.—If the thickness of the

r.ier was. as has been deduced,
6500 feet (the height of the upper surface being 8000 feet above
the sea level), and the pre< ipitation « pi ! to producing 36 inches

ug no loss it would take 2,170 y^r>
for the 6,500 feet of ice to have accumulated. A loss of one-half
by evaporath.

, u .,M haw doubled the length of time; of nine-

tenths, would havi eh- it -21,700 years. There would also have
heen a loss, after a while, from the flow of the uhieier; hut if the

ftovwasoi ,thwc*nse

_ than a iw ifth <.f tin muual addition of

.
Again, the thickness of 6500 feet being acquired, rl

tion would have continued, th< ng
—a diminution that had been gradually btroduced.
amount at 24 inches, ai

two to two and a half inches, there would have been required a

further loss of about nine-tenths of the whole by evaporation and

. -kept Tin top. f th- -hud- r J
Ahe amount of loss from evaporation and melting was undoubt-
edly far greater than has been estimated on page 207; tor that

ition is large even in tin Vn ri ;: " ' ~ ' ";' -

of waste may in some years have carried off all the snows that
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fell. But did this waste ordinarily amount on the northern border

of New England to nine-tenths of the whole precipitation? Or,

was the rate of motion greater than one foot a week? Or, did

the glacier continue to increase in thickness beyond 6,500 feet in

that region? If the average thickness over the White Mountain
region can be definitely proved, the last of these queries will have

been answered (as is obvious from page 205), and the doubts would

be confined to the other two suppositious. It' observations in the

Arctic shall \ to the probable loss by
evaporation, this would - the doubts.

mentioned on page 206) was the cl

limit to the thickness of the glacier.

2. On Trains of boulders, and on the transport of boulders to

alevelabor, ; by Dr. Stbphitn I; bed. (Com-

municated.)—I have called attention frequently, in various ways,

to trains of boulders extending from a hill in Canaan, Columbia

Co., N. Y., across Richmond, Lenox and Lee, Mass.* Two of these

h one emphatical y bo.

They have been often visited by geologists, and several theories

published. I have been aware, for several years, that a train some
two miles south of these was well marked' f, r hah* a mile on the

east side of the hill—locally called Dean's Hill—between Canaan
and Richmond; but

i not found until the last s

Leaving the cars—Boston and Albany—at " Edwards " station,

nd passing up the valley leading to New Lebanon Springs,

nd, a little north of the Baptist chapel, a few well marked
blocks. I took their back track to the hill west of the valley :

soon found a very limited outcrop of the rock in question. 1

passed on at the foot of the hill, through an open field, perhaps

blocks. I followed this into the woods and soon found another

outcropping. Both of these were small in extent, situated low

on the slope of the hill, and had -c:,t bra \-\\ blo.d.s aero-- the

valley to the eastern hill. Continuing northward, a half mile of

rough walking placed me in a wilderness ,,;' boulder-.

from five to twenty feet in diameter, some much larger. No out-

cropping rock was in sight. The boulders extended, as far as the

woods would permit me to see, east and west. Following my
army of venerable guides, I went west nearly to the top of the hill

before any rock, in place, appeared. At last I stood -

ledge—the object of my pursuit. Although I had no doubts 0l •

success from the first, vet it was not without emotion that 1

followed, by the laggards they left behind, the path of these— the valley and up the long ascent of the eastern

hill, until they mingled with my old e
"
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The train is generally not more than twenty rods wide, and is well
. - i .

valley and up the Canaan hill, to its source. This is somewhat
less than a mile south of the outlet of " Whitiie/s Pond." It
crosses the crest of the Richmond hill nearly west of the Rich-
mond railroad station. The compass course is S. 35°-45° E.

I was interested to find in this train a corroboration of a state-
ment I made some thirty years since, that the blocks were de-
cidedly larger and more numerous on the eastern than on the
western declivities of the hills. A section of forty and I think
of even twenty rods, on the east side of either the Richmond or

. wi I
_!'.. larger blocks and more in number than

a mile of the western slope of Richmond hill.

This fact \;:t< a direct Wearing on the mode of transportation,
and, like another well known, viz : that the grinding and grooving
were chiefly on the north and west sides, it points to glaciers as
the agent.

Another proof of the same power is found in the elevation of

'<bove their source. In Canaan, Ct, near the Housatonic
river, is a low ridge of a peculiar rock, a mixture of lime, quartz
and tremolite—masses of which have been carried to the Goshen
hills, and scattered widely over that town. I measured a block
forty feet in length and" almost that in breadth, and ten or

Ji, lying on some of the highest land in Goshen, Ivy
mountain excepted, and I am told there are others much larger.
In the early period of this town's history it is said that a lime
kih

;
•

;
- built near one of these boulders of Canaan rock, and

from it the inhabitants supplied themselves with lime for several
}/•"-, leaving a huge rock which yet remains. Now these blocks

I ; bink a thousand—feet above any part of the

h <?ave them birth. This is a common feature in these

regions of drift action. Water, unconfined, does not carry
its burden much above its own level, while glacier ice does.

Pittsfield, Jan., 18T3.

[These very important facts respecting the ascent of boulders

kelp of the glacier are of the same kind with

I in in Maine, where, according to different ob-

servers, boul rover the

within a thousand feet of the summit) on the south side of this

isolated mountain, and 3,000 feet above the low region—fifteen to

thirty-five miles distant to the north—from which the fossils were

derived. J. »• »•]

3. Results of the Earth'* Co„tra<-tb>„ : by U. Mallet, Esq.—
[The following is an extract from the introductory chapter of the

work noticed on page 140 (pp. 65 to 75).—Eds.]
If the oul vb thus supposed cut out of the

earth's crust at the surface were of the harder kmmn -ra.nt<- ..r

Porphyrv, it would be exposed to a crushing tangential pressure



.

nth, to the

extent of T ^<j or -
5T^j- of its entire weight. And what is true here

of a mile taken at the surfac \ ; - true n 'fleeting some minute cor-

rections for difference in The eo-eftieieut of gravity, etc.) if taken

at any other <I

The crust of our earth, then, as it now is, must crush, to follow

io'oe he still

fooling, and constituted as it is; even to the limited extent to

which we know anything of its nature—it must crush unequally,

- to depth; generally the crush*

i les or places of greatest weak-

ness : and the crushing will not he absolutely constant and uni-

form anywhere, or at any time, or at any of those places of weak-

uess to which it wil be p i ipally confined, but will be more or

less irregular, mia>i-p ri die. • j.ar >x^ -aial: as is, indeed, the way
in which :

j tnces (more or less rigid) give

We have now to ask, How much of this crushing is going on at

present year by year? And the answer to this depends upon
what amount of heat our world is losing into space year by year.

Geologists who have taken on trust the statement, that La
Place has proved that the world has lost no sensible amount of

heat for the last 10,000 years seem generally to suppose that to be

a fact ; but in reality La Place has proved nothing of the sort, as

tho-e geological teachers who have echoed the conclusion should

have known, had they deciphered the mathematical argument
upon which it has been supposed to rest.

By application of Fourier's theorem (or definition) to the

observed rate f h i n nt >>] h, ( in d -<
I ig fro n the geother-

mal couche of invariable tempera- entfl of con-

ductivity of the rocks of our earth's crust, as given by the long-

tons made beneath the Observatories of Paris

and of Kdinburgh, it results that the annual loss of In '

of our globe at present is equal to that which would liqi

water, at 32° Fahr., about 777 cubic miles of ice: and this is the

me Miring unit for the amount of contract i of our globe now
going on." The iigim-> are not j>r bubh e\a t. f. r the data are

not on a basis sufficiently full or exactly established as yet ;
but

they are not very widely wrong, and their precise ex

material here. Now, how is this annual loss of heat (great or

* The Rev. 0. Fisher, M.A., F.G.S., in a most interesting and valuable paper,

.-...
. ;

i Speculation on the Oris
" -

i Carnbri,- ~Cambridge Philoso

. The author's

me equally valid
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small, as we may please to view it) from the interior of our globe
disposed of?

What does it do in the interior? We have already seen that it

ly disposed of by conversion into work; into the work
of diminishing the earth's volume as a whole, and in so doing
crushing portions of the solid surrounding shell.

But does the transformation of lost heat into the work <,f verti-
cal descent, and of the enish as it follows down after the shrinking
nu-h-u., end the cycle? No. A very large portion of the me-
chani al work thus produced, an 1 resolved, as we have seen, into
f'U'^'i.tid u'lhlnn. [..wine. ;. ,ti:iiisf<.iined into heat a-ain in
'die verj let of crushing the -o!,d material of ih si 11. If we see
a cartload of granite paving-stones shot out in the dark, we see
tire and light produced i>\ ti eir collision; ii we rul> two pieces of

i
irtz togvth

, :md erusl thusth r surfaces against each other,
«'e find we heat the pieces and evolve light.

.

lhe machinery used for crushing by steam-power hard rocks
mm road metal, gets so hot that the surface's cannot he touched.
These are familiar instances of one result of what is now taking

ig of the rocky masses of our cooling and de-

arth's crust, everv hour heneath our feet, only upon a

iter Bcale. 1; is in Lh ion of work
lut <> lu-at that I find thel
globe. But if we are to tet
to obtain a true solution of this great problem, ,.^
ask the question, ll>«> notch ? and to answer this, we must deter-

f'C.-.tu y 1) w mm h heat can hi de\. loped 1)} the

- of a given volume, say a eiduc mile, of such rocky ma-
',

:i
'

; ^ ;i - « ki. <\\ iin'y constitute the crust of our globe down to
tne bottom of the known sedimentary strata, and exl

ks as we may presume underlie these. W e

on. u st ippj a mat wha >•

of total co,.> ,phi ric ten;] Mr ire

of such melted rocks, basic and acid silicates, as may be deemed
nive of that coefficient for t he range -•' volcanic !".- d

-i.N. trul vt^.itc, v\hi h pi ohaoly sufficiently nearly
coincide with that of t

:
ic mass of our globe.

-The first I have determined expcrimcut.-div bv -
:.

s \n the direct one of tin "'</•' i \peudcd

_ prisms of 'sixteen representative chases of rock: the

IfHbetl,
: rook crushed to powder by a

pressure, P, the pnmi
has been n . has acted through a
range ofH— ^ then

PX(H-I)

i stone, Portland (both oolites), I



sorts, carboniferous lime-

stones (marbles), the older slates (Cambrian and Silurian), basalts,

various granites and porphyries, thus ranging from the newest
and least resistant to the oldest and most resistant rocks. The
results have been tabulated, and are given in detail in my paper,

now in possession of the Royal Society. The minimum obtained

is 3:11 and the maximum 7,867 British units of heat developed,

rmation of the work of i
•> of rock.

ri"— apply t
1-

proportion as to thickness, and the remaining *-i--lit \ mi!.- of

crystalloid rocks (acid and basic magmas of Durocher) of physical

properties which we may assume not very different from those of

our known granites and porphyries—and which, in so far as they

r. would give a still higher co-efficient of work trans-

form <! into heat than I have attributed to them by ranging them
as only equal to the granites, etc.—then we obtain a mean co-

:or the entire thickness of crust of 100 miles of 6,472

British units of heat, developable from each cubic foot of its

material, if crushed to powder. It results from this that each cubic

mile of the mean material of such a crust, when crushed to pow-
der, develops sufficient heat to melt 0-876 cubic miles of ice into

water at 32°, or to rise 7*600 cubic miles of water from 42° to

212° Fahr., or to boil off 1-124 cubic miles of water at 32° into

steam of one atmosphere, or, taking the average melting point of

rocky mixtures at 2,000° Fahr., to melt nearly three and a half

cubic miles of such rock, if of the same specific heat.
Of the heat annually lost by our globe and dissipated into 81 .;• o,

represented by 777 cubic miles of ice melted, as before §1

chief part is derived from the act of a hotter

though ot mc, -avih ru-ul im< h>u N .mil m nih. ii not wholly, is

quite independent of the heat of vulcani-ity, which is developed
as a consequence of its loss or dissipation. But were we to take

the extreme case, and suppose it possible that all "the heat the

globe loses an: i \\\ result. «1 from the Transformation of the work
of internal crushing of its shell, we shall find tl at the total volume
of rock needed to be crushed in order to produce the
amount of lost heat is perfectly in-i_ il <

r
i- pared with the

volume of the globe itself. < r that . if its shell. For. as 1-270 cubic

miles of crush. I i ., v d. . 1 p> i t equivalent to that req n " ' l '

melt one cubic mile of ice to water at 32°, and if we as*

volume of our globe's snlhJ crust to equal one-i'ourti

volume of the entire globe, 987 cubic miles of rock crushed

annually would supply tl

time. But that is less t



planer. This energy shows itself to us in three
«'

;ip: i- The heating ,.„• fusing of the ejected solid matters at
roleamc vents. 2. The evolution of steam and other heated

ids by which these are carried. 3. The work of raising
through a certain height all the materials ejected. To which we
must add a large allowance for waste. or thermal mechanical and

"•'-> inetiietua l\ dissipated in and above the vents.
All these are measurable into units of heat.

I have applied this method of calculation to test the adequacy
of the source I have assigned f<u v< leanie heat, in two way-, viz":

1. To the phenomena presented during the last two thousand
years by Vesuvius, the best known volcano in the world ; and
2. lo the whole of the four hundred and odd volcanic cones ob-
served so far upon our globe, of which not more than one-half
have ever been known in activity

It is impossible here to refer to the details of the method or
steps of these calculations. The result, however, is. that making
large allowances for presumably detertive data, A*.< tl,,n, <>„<•

the total telluric heat annually dissipated (as already
stated in amount) is Mitficient to ace. unit for the annual volcanic
energy at present expended by our globe.

ft is thus represented by the transformation into heat of the

ut 247 cubic miles of (mean) rock, a quantity
so perfectly insignificant, as compared with the volume of the
globe itself, as to be al Me in any way but by

"»; and as its mechanical result is only the vertical trans-

t" ,Sitll >n transitorily oi material within or upon our globe, the
proportion of the mass of which to the whole is equally insigniti-

langes recognizable by
tll(

- astronomer.

.
Space here forbids my entering at all upon that branch of my

ion which is based upon the experimental results, above

r-.n of fused rocks: for these, the
original paper can, I hope, be hereafter referred t

however, to prove thus how enormously more than n
been the store of energy dissipated since our globe was wholly a
melted mass, for the the contraction of its

volume, of all the phenomena of elevation and of vnlcanicity

-urface presents. And how very small is the amount of
tbat energy in a unit of time as now operative, when compared
"With the same at very remote epochs in our planet's history.

I have said that if we can find a true cause in Nature for the
origination of volcanic heat, all the other know, pi . ,.. m. i. at

and about volcanic vents, become simple. Lavas and all other

sta of volcanoes, from all parts of the earth's surface, as

resemblance, and mav be all referred to the melting of more or

jess fusible mixtures of siliceous crystalloid rocks with aluminous

(slates, etc.) and calcareous rocks. Their general chemical com-
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position, and the highe:

therefrom, together wi
which they have "been submitted at the different volcanic toci,

determine their difference of flow (under lik

an 1 "i '. ii «1. I- i 'i i '
' k'<-H"i m.l cooling.

St. Clair de Ville and Fouque have shown that the gaseous

ejections, of which steam forms probably 99 per cent, are such as

ari- !<•>. , -.:., ra-lmit'od to a;*/. •', :*•> ,-t \f,„ ,/s <>/ /,!,/h tnnperature.

Whether it be sea or fresli water is not material, when we bear in

'iM \ i
i

i

- nl in *ea water and in

i: waters that have penetrated the soil are, on the

whole, alike in kind and only differ in proportions. But I must

pass almost without notice all tic varied and in-tru.-; ;> •- phe-

nomena which are presented by volcanic vents, for to treat of

these at all would be to more than double the size of this sketch.

In the son: anted out as that from whh-h vol-

canii' heat itself is derived, viz.. the secular cooling of our globe.

and the effects of that upon its solid shell, we are enabled to point

to that which is the surest test of the truth of any theory—that it

not only enables us to account for all the phenomena, near or re-

mote, but to predict them. We see here linked together as parts

of one grand play of forces, those of contraction by cooling, pro-

ducing by ilh-(.'-t mechanical action the elevation <

chains, and by their 'i„.V>,; ? a «-t ion, by transformation of mechani-

cal work into heat, the production of volcanoes ; and both by
direct and by indirect action of earthquakes, never previously

shown to ha\ . th i- tie
;

'

\ -i -al connection of one common cause,

supposed, more or less, to be connected by their dis-

tribution upon our earth's surface.

We now why volcanoes are dis-

tributed, viewed large How the lines of eleva-

tion ; we see equally why their action is uncertain, non-periodic,

dry, with longer or shorter periods of repose,

tivity or for the first time there. We have an adequate solution

of the before inexplicable fact of tin ir propinquity, and y< t want

of connection. We have an adequate cause for the fusion of rock

at local points without resorting to the baseless hypothesis of

perennial lakes of lava, etc.

For the first time, too, we discern a true physical cause for

ce movement, where volcanic energy does not show it-

self. The crushing of the world's solid shell, whether thick "'"

thin, goes on }.>e,
rs>ilt>an and at evershifting places, however

tangential pressures producing it may act.* Hence

shown to develop amply sufficient impulse

olent earthquakes, whether they be or be

.:• ,.!
:-• .^ . . ..
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possible injection, or with tangential pressures, enough still, in
some cases, to produce partial permanent elevation.
When subterraneous crushing take < place, ami tlie circum lances

of the site do not permit the access of water, there may be earth-
quake, but can be no volcano ; where water is admitted, there
may be both.

And thus we discern why there are comparatively lew sub-
marine volcanoes, the floor of the ocean being, on the whole,

• -" puddled," as an i >j the huge
;' incoherent mud, etc., that cm ers mosi < ! it.' and prob-

ably having a-thicker crust !>em . .land.
We see, moreover, that the geological doctrine of absolute uni-

formity cannot be true as to vulcanicity, any more than it can for
any other energy in play in our world. Its development was
greatest at its earliest stages, when the great masses of the moun-

ts were elevated. It is even now—though as compared
pcrienei', and even to all historic time, apparently uni-

form and always the same—a decaying energy.
4. On Ohio and other Gas Wells ; hv Prof J. S. Xewbebry.—

This popular record of the facts coi bIIs was pre-

Cleveland Herald by Prof. Newberry.
The many « -n 1 1 1 i ri> - a Idr. -m d to me in regard to the possi iit\

of obtaining gas at Cleveland, by boring for it, indicates some
interest in the subject, and prompts me to send you the following

r "what I know about our gas wells." Carburetted
is the chief component of the gas which escapes from
in wells and springs in many localities, ft is evolved

I:.
• fire-damp." It

is also a constant ..-- iai 01 p< 1 1 . ; n. ami alua_\- i-ues in

greater or less quantity from oil wells. It is given oft; too, in the

decomposition of recent vem table matter, and may be seen bub-
Wing up through the water of all pools in which plants are decay-
ln ~- Wh, i, it i M .

;i]H , iVoni the . aVtli it may be generally traced
to beds of bituminous matter, such as coal, lignite, carbonaceous

'

, asphalt, oil, etc. From these substances it may be obtained
'y inifi-i-i: diMillaiioii, :i 11.I is e\oi\ed by the spontaneous decora-

suffer on exposu

,

As carburetted hydrogen produces a brilliant light

tvhich all organic substam

» largely manufactured for the
-. So extensively is it employed for this purpose thai

it may !... regarded as ail indispensable element to our mod —
civilization '

It is not stran- . r .. u. that efforts have been mi
to utilize the immense qua -* AV from ^ells £

fPrings in so many different countries. The Chin-, haw
hundreds of years used agthegaa wb
emanates from the earth in several provinces of their country.

J-'-
Cnited states tin- -a. which i-m- from the salt wells of i

Kanawha VaUey has been for many years employe. I
as a iu.-l

"" "'vnporMtion'or'the brine.
Th« tou-nofFr.in-ia.inW,- r, N v. V

torty ye-ii's be< i . -.i i
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_- d t i it fii t
•'

. i ,

' !...'•_> ma 1< to/ ol' in fhe

various oil districts of the Western States, the gas which has been

produced so abundantly has been regarded as a useless, frequently

an inconvenient and dangerous product. Within a year or two past,

however, this gas has been utilized in numerous localities ami

already a large number of wells have been bored for the express pur-

pose of obtaining it. In some cases these gas wells haw been:._. •

: -

g iii itfl most convenient and manageable form, so that

this deserves to be reckoned as one of the important elements in the

mineral resources of our country. As this method of procuring

carburetted hydrogen gas forms a new industry, and one which

considerable importance, a few words in

reference to its present condition and prospects, may not be without

interest to the public. I therefore extract from my notes a few

facts in regard to some of the most interesting of our gas pro-

ducing districts. On the Upper Cumberland, in Kentucky, gas

aeeum ites m -m< pia ities beneath the sheets of Lower Silu-

rian limestone, that many hundred tons of rock and earth are

sometimes blown out with great violence. These explosions have

received the local name of " gas volcanoes." In Ohio gas escapes

from nearly all the wells bored for oil in the oil-producing dis-

tricts. Of these, two bored by Peter Neff, Esq., near Kenyon
College in Knox county, present some remarkable features.

These wells were bored in 1866, as al horizon as

that which furnishes the oil on Oil Creek, Pa. At the depth of

about 600 feet, in each well, a fissure was struck from which g»8

issued in such volume as to throw out the boring tools and form a

jet of water more than 100 feet in height. One of these wells had

been tubed so as to exclude the water, and gas has continued for

five years to escape from it in such quantity as to produce, as it

rushes through a two and a half inch pipe,*:i sound that may be

heard at a considerable distance. When ignited the gas forms a

jet of flame three feet in diameter and fifteen feet long. ' llL
'

other well, which has never been tubed, constantly ejects, at inter-

vals of one minute, the water that fills it, I

mittent fountain one hundred and twenty feet in height. The

derrick set over this well has a height of sixty feet I

becomes incased in ice, and forms a huge translucent chimney,

tlmmjh which at regular intervals of one minute a mi -

' height. Bv cutting

-

b—a fountain of water and fire wbicn

rent ot gas
through this chimney a

-a fountain ot water ana nre wt**~-

is the ice chimney. No accurate measure has

been made of the gas escaping from these wells, but it is estimated

to be sufficient to light a large city. „
At West Bloomfield, N. Y., is another gas well r

those I have described. This is bored to the depth of

dr.' i feet, reaching down to the vicinity of ti

ous shales. From some :
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appears (1 • t ;:'" -; f
Ht'r en ctd«ic u < f of L .h < scap >; : -om this well

every second.
_
It is proposed to utilize "this large amount of val-

'••'bie combustible liy conducting it through pipes to Rochester, a
distance of twenty miles.

At Erie, Pennsylvania, there are now twenty-five wells in suc-
cessful operation, most of which have been bored for the special
purpose of obtaining gas. .Mr. Henry Newton, my assistant in

the School o!' Mi;;. ... ha- r.-eutly made, at my request, a careful
of all of these wells, and has given me a detailed

dea - j.i k>p of each. I quote one or two of these for the purpose
of com eying a clear idea of their general character.

1st. 11. .(arecki A; Co. (I Vtroleum Brass Works) have two wells
;

the first bored for oil in 1864, 1,200 feet deep. No oil was
yb: am ed, but brackish water and an abundant supply of gas.

d to light a tew houses. The second well was bored in
March, 1871, for gas, is 700 feet, deep and is used to supply gas to

hop and heat the boilers. The supply is not at all regu-
bas perceptibly failed since the Conrad well was sunk near

it. The heating power of the gas from well No. 2 is roughly esti-

mated at from eight to ten tons of coal per month.

jt
2d. JBrevellier's well was sunk for oil in 1864, depth 625 feet,

J '~ aeter five inches. The gas supplies five fires in tl

and three in the house of the proprietor, besidi

diameter five inches. The gas supplies five tires in the soap Is

a and three in the house of the proprietor, besides lightit

establishments. It has been used in the factory for ir

t Conneaut and Painesville, Ohio, wells have been bored for
.u;ts with entire success, and others are being bored in these locali-

ties, and at many points further west.
In the vicinity of Cleveland, as in many other localities in the

eastern half of the State, gas and oil springs are frequently met
u'itlu an. I weils have been bored for one or the other of these useful

articles. Here, as elsewhere, there are two marked lines of gas
and oil springs, com eet< .1 with the outcrop- of the two sheets of
bituminous shah- which underlie the surface: 1st, the Cleveland

_ the base
of the hills that bound the Cuyahoga Valley. This bituminous

The
«" .« Jia-ra aim Liverpool is derived irorti cue viyvenuiu
2d, the Huron or Great Black shale, which passes beneath (

land, and rU - to the surface in Huron and Erie
counties, and forms a broad belt of outcrop, thence to the Ohio
"ver. The Huron shale ha- a thickness of 300 to 400 feet, mostly
black and highly bituminous, and is the source from «
-a- of the XerF web- .

,k- shore and the oil

of Oil Creek are derived. In the valley of the Cuyahoga, in both
Cuyahoga and Summit counties, a large number of wells were
Wed tor oil some years since. Most of these yiy

gas and oil, but neither in large quantity. From a similar well
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in the valley of Rocky river, a copious flow of gas has continued

to escape for several years. * * *

From these facts it will he seen that the flow of gas from wells

hored in Cuyahoga county has been, on the whole, considerably

less than from those farther east, and scarcely sufficient to war-

rant any great confidence in the success of experiments of this

kind.

Since the geological formation at Cleveland is precisely the same
as at Painesville, Conneaut and Erie, the difference noticeable in

the quantity of gas obtained by boring in these localities has

excited some surprise. The solution of the problem is, I think,

this: As we approach the Alleghanies we find the str;

underlie Eastern Ohio and Western Pennsylvania more disturbed

and broken. * * *

Nature and Uses of the Gas obtainedfrom the Gas Wells.—The
illuminating power of the gas of the West Bloomfield well and

that from the wells of Fredonia and Erie has been measured, and
found to be about one-half that of the gas used in most of our

cities ; or, technically, it is 7- or 8-candle gas, our city gas ranging

from 14- to 1 8-candle power. It has usually the odor of petro-

leum, and contains a small quantity of condensible petroleum
vapor. It is heavierthan common street gas, and ir> heating power

is greater. It contains carbonic acid and carbonic oxide, and
when these are removed by passing it through a purifier

mating power is increas uished. All

heating and lighting, and
qualities. When delivered from the well directly to the burners

and not consumed, it accumulates so that the pressure sometimes

bursts the pipes. A steam guage applied to one of Mr. XefFs

wells, in Knox county, ran rapidly up to 180 pounds, the highest

pressure it would indicate. The pressure of the gas in the bottom
of the well not tubed is certainly much greater than this, as it lifts

a column of water not less than 500 feet in height. The gas of

the well has no offensive odor, which is regarded as an excellence,

but which may be a source of danger in its use. The offensive

odor of street gas betrays its presence at once, reveals leaks and

prevents accumulations and explosions, so that it may be regarded

as almost indispensible to its safe use. The value of a well pro-

ducing a copious flow of gas can hardly be overestimated. If the

wells of Mr. Neff had been so located that their enormous prodac*

could have been utilized, they would have yielded larger pecuni-

n any oil well has ever done.

nparted to an establishment by an

r of odorless gas are well shown in the residence of

General Casement. Here every fire in the house, in the kifcclKsa

range as well :i> t' . |..Mrl..r _:-:"*
. i- f. d hi- file! uhirh L'i\t- :l

lied and cut off by ttmri

ro.k. makes little smoke and leaves no ashes; and all thi- m
;idditi«"ui to an abundant supply for illumination. So great a
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5. Fossil Birds from the Cretaceous of Worth America.—In
Dr. Coues' " Key to North American Birds," recently published,
there is an Appendix on the fossil forms, prepared by Prof. O. C.

o has described nearly all the known species. From
the Tertiary and Post-tertiary v, eighteen
extinct birds are enumerated ; while in the Cretaceous beds no

thirteen species have been discovered. The latter are
of special interest—as but two other Cretaceous birds are known
—and hence the list is repeated here, with additions up to the pre-

TelmatornU priscus Marsh. This Journal, xlix, 210, March, 1870.
A species about as large as the King Rail (Rallus elegans), and

probably allied to the Rallidm. From the Cretaceous formation.
Found near Hornerstown, New Jersey, and preserved in the
museum of Yale College.

Telmatornis affinis Marsh. This Journal, xlix, 211, March, 1870.

A somewhat smaller species from the same formation and locality.

Also in the Yale museum.
Palwotringa littoralis Marsh. This Journal, xlix, 208, March,

About equalling a Curlew in size. The remains were found in

the Cretaceous green-sand, at the above mentioned locality, and
are now preserved at Yale College.

Palmotringa vetus Marsh. This Journal, xlix, 209, March, 1870.

A smaller species, from the same formation, found at Amcy-
town, New Jersey. The known remains are in the Philadelphia
Academy.

Palmotringa vagans Marsh. This Journal, iii, 365, May, 1872.
_

Intermediate in size between the two preceding species. Dis-

covered in the same formation, near Hornerstown, New Jersey

;

and now in the museum of Yale College.

Natatores.
Graculavus velox Marsh. This Journal, iii, 363, May, 1872.

This bird was related to the Cormorants, and was rather smaller

than Gracidus carlo. The remains were found in the green-sand
of the Cretaceous formation, near Hornerstown, New Jersey, and
are now at Yale College.

Graculavus pumiliis Marsh. This Journal, iii, 364, May, 1872.

A smaller species, from the same formation and locality. The
remains are in the Yale museum.

. From the Cretaceous of Western Kansas. Remains i

the Yale College museum.
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(,'rnryfavus agilis Marsh, sp. nov. This Journal, v, March, 1873.

A somewhat smaller species, probably of the same genus. The
metacarpal ix-no -ire more s h-mler, and the carpal fossa is wanting.

From the same formation and locality. Remains, also in the Yale

) the Colymb
ured about five feet nine inches in length. The
is were found in the upper Cretaceous shale of

Western Kansas, and are now in the Yale museum.

Laornis Edvardsianus iVIarsh. This Journal, xlix, 206, March,
1870.

This species was nearly as large as a Swan. The remains were

discovered in the Middle Marl bed, of Cretaceous age, at Birmim_r -

ham, New Jersey, and are now in the museum of Yale College.

Sub-class ODONTORNITHES, or AVES DENTATE.
Order Ichthvornithes.

/,•'/, .,,„;,- ,/,'.,-, ,. Marsh.—This Journal, iv, 344, Oct., 1872;

406, Nov., 1872; v, 161, Feb., 1873.

A bird about as large as a Pigeon, and differing from all known
birds in having teeth and biconcave vertebrce. The known remains
were found in the Upper Cretaceous shale of Kansas, and are

preserved in the museum of Yale College.

Ipufornis celer Marsh; {Ichthyomi* ,;hr Marsh).

—

This Journal,

v, 74, Jan., 1873; 163, Feb., 1873.

A species about the same size as the above, but of more slender

proportions. From the upper Cretaceous shale of Kansas, and
now in the Yale College m

6. Note on the Cretaceoi

from the Proc.

7th).—Prof. Coper
ing. especially with reference to the age of the coal series of Bitter

Creek. lie said that the discovery of the Dinosaur Ag«t/>>""""*
sylvestris had settled the question of age, concerning which there

had been much difference of opinion, in favor of the view that they

constitute an upper member of the Cretaceous series. In the

sections made, he had succeeded in tracing the line of demarcation

between these and the lower beds of the Green River epoch, and

had found the leaf beds of the former to be immediately covered

by deposits of mammalian remains, with an interval of a few feet

only. In the same way, the close approximation of t]

e ^onege museum.
ie Cretaceous of Wyoming; by Prof. Cope, (slip

Phil. Soc. Philadelphia, published on February
:>pe made some remarks on the geology of Wyom-

Cretaceous coal to Tertiary strata was determined by the finding

! mammalian and reptilian remains in the lower part

of the Wahsatch beds of Hayden, or even in the sandstones over-

lying the coal. Here two species of Bathmodon were found, cor-

responding with the nearly allied genus Metalophodon from the

Bitter Creek locality. So far as is yet known, the li-itf, »,„,ly,f>d <

are diagnostic of the Green River formation, and on this and

other grounds the Wahsatch beds of Evanston were regarded
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as belonging to it. A further extension of the Green River
was found at a point 400 miles westward (see Proc. Am.

Philos. Sue, July, 1872), near Elko, Nevada, where fishes and
insects occur in thin shales. Some of the former are nearly aided
to species from the ti>h beds of Green River.

[Prof Cope follows his statements on these points by others
taking exception to an editorial note in this Journal, III, iv, 489,
where, after mentioning Prof. Cope's determination of the Creta-
ceous age of the Bitter Creek coal, through the discovery of the
remains of a Dinosaur, we remarked that " Prof. Cope was doubt-
less not aware that Mr. Meek had, in 1871, referred Dr. Hayden's
'"I:- < don troiu this idrniaii m on Bitter Creek, at Point of Rocks,
to the Cretaceous." Prof. Cope now urges that Mr. Meek's deter-
muiau ! > ,.i'r! i f. — is \vei\.- u'iven with an expression of doubt,
and that this was the ground of his making no reference to his

"I'snioas It i- nevertheless true, as we before stated, that Mr.
Meek referred the beds mentioned to the Cretaeeous without a
query, expressing , ,\. il.t «»ul\ wi n- a id to the identification of
the species with certain California forms ; and this being a fact,

we were not disposed to regard it a- an intentional neglect on the
part of Prof. Cope, as he would now have us to understand. We
may add, that Prof. Cope is wrong in saying that "all his [Meek's]
Coalville Cretaceous species are marked with a question;" for

there are two species of Inoceramus and two of Cardiurn, in the

1 to (Hayden's Rep., 1871, p. 376), which are given
without any indication of doubt. Further, the Cretaceous coal

beds contain; = -mains, found by Prof. .Marsh on
Brush Creek, com 150 to 200 miles distant from
the Bitter < ban 75 miles—Eds.]

7. Recent Explorations in 'Vancouver and Queen Chorh tt<

During the past summer Mr. J. Richardson, of the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada, has made unusually large collections of
the fossils, c Vancouver

Charlotte, a number' of which wen- exhibited at the

meeting of the Natural Historv Society of Montreal, Jan. 27th.

Mr. A. R. C. Selwyn said that these collections establish con-

clusively the ta-t that the r.-al field- -.f the iv,,, Mauds belong to

the same geological horizon. In each case the coal fields are of

the same age as the chalk formation of Europe and elsewhere.

Further, the coal of Queen Charlotte Maud is f.mml to be a true

. formations, as new as fchf chalk Hie e

Vancouver rest directly upon crystalline r< >.•!..-. in which lime-

stones predominate. Associated ai
*

h '' !illH "

stones are diorite, and what seem to be epidotic and chloritic

pocks. At i! i t Island; a iraB «

mterstratitied with hornblende and dioritic rocks,
:

perpendicularly to a height of about 1,000 feet. A
near the proposed line of the Pacific Railway, Mr.

thinks that it will be of value for lime making and hi

Poses ; it is also a fine statuary marble. The same gei
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_ thickness, which would probably yield an average of

11,840,000 tons per square mile. The total production of this field,

to B depth of 1,500 feet from the surface, is computed to be about

8^652 millions of tons. The Nanaimo coal field has an estimated

area of 90 square miles, and contains three or more seams of

from three to ten feet in thickness. There are also large areas of

coal-bearing rocks to the southeast of Nanaiino, and on the ex-

treme northern part of Vancouver, as well as on the mainland,

near the mouth of the Fraser river.

Principal Dawson said that although the vegetation of the Car-

boniferous period was strikin-'lv different from that of the Van-

couver and Queen Charlotte coal seams, the physical conditions

under which the coal was formed, was similar in both cases. In

other words, coal seems to have been produced from the vegeta-

tion of swamps and forests, at different geological periods, and

from very dissimilar kinds of plants. In the coal of Vancouver

leaves were found which the lecturer said belong to species of

oak, plane and poplar. The coal of Vancouver is biti

while that of Queen Charlotte is ascertained to be anthracite

Anthracite, Dr. Dawson went on to say, is probably bituminous

coal altered by heat; it presents an appearance as if it had been

baked. Very few traces of plants have been found in the Queen

Charlotte anthracite, and this was attributed to the metamorphosed
or altered nature of the coal. Specimens of fossil wood were,

however, found, not in the anthracite, but in beds associated with

it which Mr. Richardson believes to be of the same age. These

woods are allied to those members of the yew family which grow
at the present day on the west coast of America and on the east

coast of Asia. They are all fragments of cone-bearing trees, and

these, from their resinous nature, resist decay better than other

kinds of wood. In some of these pieces, traces of boring molluscs

allied to the shipworm of modern seas, may be seen. Another

specimen shows the leaf of a fern associated with marine shells.

In the first case the wood must have been waterlogged, and the

fern had probably been washed out to sea. Specimens of fossil

fruits, from Queen Charlotte, were exhibited. These were >t:itcd

to be probably allied to certain fossil fruits described from the

Uk of Sheppey, which were once thought to belong to true palms,

but which are now assigned a place between the palms proper

and the screw pines. Some curious concretions from the bitumin-

ous coal of Vancouver were also exhibited.

Mr. Billings gave a description of the distribution of the cre-

taceous rocks of North America, and then called attention to some

of the char;: Vancouver and Queen Charlotte

strata. Anions these were lar-e Ammonites Nautili ami various

marine shells, of the same genera for the most part as those which

are frequent in the European chalk formation, lie r m
in the present collection he had not detected any remains of large
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reptiles, or any sea urchins, both of which are common in the Cre-
taceous rocks of other localities.

Mr. \Vhiteaves also made some remarks on the fossils collected.
He said that certain specimens from a single locality in Queen
(-1 irlotte indicated a higher geo! _ u vu \ tl u'tl J.. Ik.

and that he was disposal to refer "them to older Tertiary rocks,
probably of Eocene date.— Montreal Gazette, Jan. 30.

8. Cainozoic versus Ccenozoic or Cenozoic.—We observe that
l.v -;'

!

. in his geological works, even the most recent, uses the word
(.'"htozoio instead of Ccenozoic or Cenozoic. Why the pro-
pounder of the terms Eocene, Miocene, etc., should thus spell the
word is incomprehensible. If he is right in it, then to be consis-
tent, he ought to say E*> '!«. M;->r„l„. Pi;.,.;n„. P»«t-pliocain ;
tor all have the same root xaivoS. And further, consistency,
which we all love, will not allow us to stop here. We must go on,
and say Palaiozoic, not Pakeozoic or Paleozoic; aithiopic, not

aitfter, not aether or ether; aisthetic, not esthetic;
paian, not paean ; we must call demons, daimons, and pedagogues,
paidagogues, and speak of the earth as a sphaire in space, no longer
as a sphere ; and all this to put cain into the designation of the
last great geological era. If successful, it would be a poor object
secured at a disadvantage. J. ». ».

9. Third and Fourth Annual Reports of the Geological Sur-

**!? of Indiana, made during the years 1871 and 1872; by E. T.
Cox, State Geologist, assisted by Prof. Joasr Collett, Prof. B. C.
Hobbs, Prof. R. B. Warder, and Dr. G. M. Levette. pp. 488, 8vo.

-. 1872.—This volume, from the Geological Survey
of Indiana, is occupied mainly with facts connected with its

local geology, and especially 'the c.al formation. The State

>rta on Perrj county, and briefly on Harrison and
Prof. Collett on Dubois, Pike, Jasper, White,

/"roll, Wabash, Miami and Howard counties; Prof. Hobbs on
^arks county ; and Prof. Warder on Dearborn, Ohio and Switzer-
land counties—the report contains a large number of valuable
analyses of mineral coal of the State—a product that is attracting
niuch attention—the economical value of the various coals being
determined by experiment and calculation, as well as the products
of combustion

; and for some kinds complete ultimate analyses
are given. The volume is accompanied by a case in 8vo, contain-

:ips. The long list of errata at the end shows that the
Sf are printing office did'uot use all the care it might to secure
accuracy.

10. A Manual of Paleontology, for the use of students, by
•P vr:v At.i.kym: NVhoi.son, M.D., Professor of Natural History
"» University College, Toronto. 8vo, 601 pp. Blackwood A *<>n<,

Edinburgh and London, 1872.—This work will be found useful to

the student of geology, as it supplies, in part, a want which has

long been felt. Th- principle of I'al,-..i.tolo^y an- tir>i discussed,

and a concise classification of the Animal Kingdom given. In

1 art Second, Paleontology proper is treated of in detail, special
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prominence being given to the remains of invertebrates. The third

part gives a general view of Paleobotany, and the remainder of

the work is devoted to Stratigraphical Paleontology. The volume
contains about 400 figures, most of them excellent wood-cuts,

taken from D'Orbi^'ny's < ours Kh'mentaire de I'aieontologie, by
arrangement w';

- that work.
11. A Treatise on Building and Ornamental Stone* of (J re,' <t

Britain and Foreign Countries; arranged according to their

geological distribution and mineral .h.ir.i.-: ^ r, uilh ;

of their application in ancient and modern structures. By
Edward Hull, M. A., F.R.S., Director of the Geologhal Survey

of Ireland, pp. 333, 8vo. London (McMillan & Co.).—Mr. Hull has

made out of his subject an inteivstino- and useful bunk, an. 1 we
believe he is correct in saying it is the first attempt in our lan-

guage to discuss this important department of prac i< al l > " • ->
and mineralogy in a separate treatise. The eiassiri

subject is well eoi.ddei'- I. as follows: Part II, Granitic Rocks,

Syenite; Part III, Porphyritic Kocks; Part IV, Greenstone Rocks
(Diorite, Dii . Augitic Rocks (Bi a .

and Melaphyre), Lavas ; Part V, Serpentinous Rocks; Part VI,

Marble; Part VII, Alabaster; Part VIII, The Rarer Ornamental
Stones ; Part IX, Malachite ; Part X, Calareous group of build-

\dl. Tufa-.vous and voiean

rhe concluding observations (Part XPv
,

;hemical charai-; -; on the > lection of bu
;
observations (Part XIV) are . ., tin ;•! \-i« .1

ing stones, with special reference to climate and the nature of :»"

atmosphere; and the weights per cubic foot

stones. The author presents a large number of interesting data

under each of these main divisions, subdividing his subject by a

separate treatment for various countries, and bringing in under

appropriate heads many data respecting the ornamental and fine

arts, both ancient and modern. For the American reader this

volume is naturally fuller upon British examples than is desirable,

and is far too imperfect in its notices of American building mate-

rials, some of the most important of which are not m
The geological reports of the various States, which are the chiei

sources of information on this subject, appear not to have leen

consulted by our author, while in general the hook shows evidence

of careful preparation by consultation of authorities.

12. The History of Balanoglowi* ',,.! '/;„„,/,/. / .'.>; A:, ^
der Agassiz. Quarto with three plates. From the }.'

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. ix, p. 4~1»

January 14, 1873.—In this very ml
Mr. Agassiz gives us a nearly complete history of the

ment of the larva long known as Tornaria, and until recently

ioderm, into the very

remarkabh That Tornaria is I

this or some allied srenus, had been rendered ver\ pr »babi< i>\ the

observ .h.n , f \b - '. i.".'..' in 1 7<K «- -tated b
}

vh

Agassiz, but the evidence was not conclusive, for the complete
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development and metamorphosis had not been observed. It is,

therefore, very gratifying to have this important point settled
so soon and >,, -an-:'art,>rilv. Mr. Agassiz gives an excellent
account of the structure, both of the larva in its various Btagee
and of the adult Balanoglossus, and discusses their relations to
other worms. He concludes that when, at last, the true structure
of this remark; i hi.- larva and its historv have been ascertained, its
r

i

n "' 'vladmis to the larva- of Annelids* are sufficiently clear, while
the relations to Echinoderm larvae are not so close as had been

. for the parts are not homologous with those of the lat-
ter, although the externa! resemblance is quite remarkable. Nor

this worm, either by its structure or mode of
development, can be regarded as connecting the Annelids and

' ieh could
be taken to prove their identity ; but when we come carefully to

die anatomy of true Echinoderm larvae, and compare it

of Tornaria, we find that we leave as wide a gulf as
eV( ' r ! 'ft ween the structure of the Echinoderms and that of the

•

*' The plates are excellent and illustrate well both the

ippearance and anatomy of the Tornaria-stage, the young
. and the adult.

Ihis worm is of large size when mature, and lives in the sand at

tow-water mark. It occurs on the sandv shores of southern New
; ; Mr. Agassiz has found it at Beverly,

-H^ss., as well as on the shores of \ ineyar i Souu i and at New-
port. The writer al>o has specimens from Naushon Island.

|Ar. A u-a>siz doc- . ;v ha> doubtless over-

laet, that Mr. ('has. (drard. just twenty years ago,
..,-. from South Carolina, as lar

S>;, „[,*,,„;,, ,,„,-< i ,-;,i •«/.''' Iti- true that (orard's
description was quite imperfect, like ail the early descriptions of

lar genus, but no one can doubt that his species was a

identical with the B. JZowalevskii, so well desc
by Mr. Agassi/ in the memoir before us. A. k. V.

ls
- Journal of Iiestarc/i,.-s u,fr> Natural Histor;/ and Geology of

the Countries visited da- if M S. Beagle round
tte world, under command of Capt. FitzRoy, R. N . By Ch

a

i: :.ks

Darwin, M.A., F.R.S., author of Origin of Species, etc. New
J-dJh.m, i,|, 519, 12mo. Xew York, 1871. {D. Appleton &

e this work was read more than

ars ago, when it first made its now famous author a

to all naturalists and lovers of nature, only the

.1 ..in- n ad, r- can remember. It remains a classic

among journals of scientific travel, as charming to-day as ever,

1 b -Vote on the Dates of some of Prof Cope's recent fa,,,,-*,

bJ O. C. Marsh.—The Proceedings of the American Philosophi-
cal Society, vol. xii, No. 89, just issued (Feb. 6th, 1873), contain

* Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, vol. vi,

P- 367, 1853.
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several communications from Prof. Cope on vertebrate fossils from

Wyoming. There are some errors with regard to the dates. In tr-

im; the same way with those pointed out on pp. 118 and 122,

which should be corrected. In the table of contents of this

number, under the stated meeting, August 15th, 1872. eighl

papers by Prof. Cope are enumerated; and it might be inferred

that they were read on that day. In fact, however, there

meeting of the Society on the 15th, the regular Augui
aving been held Friday, August 16th, at which thre

only of these papers were read by title, or entered on the records.

At the next regular meeting, September 20tb, 1872, fi

by Prof. Cope were announced, or read by title. " '

published in the Proceedings, four of these purport t

it, 1872, when no meeting was held on that

date. The actual publication of these papers, by di-

is of course rite evidence is conclusive that

none of these were so published before Oct. 29th, 1872, and some
of them not until long after.

III. Astronomy.

1. Researches '>,, Sr ,,-t, <>,,, Analysis in connection with the

S
t
»rtr„„i of the Sun. No. I. ; by J. Normal Lockyee, F.R.S.—

The author, after referring to the researches in which he has been

engaged since January, 1869, in conjunction with Dr. Frankland,
refers to the evidence obtained by them as to the thickening and

pressure, and to the dis-

appearance of certain lines when the method employed by them
since 1869 is used. This method consists of throwing an image of

source to be examined on the slit of the spectroscope.

It is pointed out that the phenon
nature as those already described by Stokes, W. A. Miller, Rob-
inson, and Thalen, but that the ap hod enables

them to be better studied, the metallic spectra being clearly sep-

arar. ,1 from that of the gaseous medium through which the spark

passes. Pit rk, tabm in air between zinc and

cadmium and zinc and tin, accompany the paper, si

when spectra of the vapors given off by electrodes are studied in

this manner, the vapors close to the electrode give lines which dis-

the spectrum of the vapor at a greater distai

the electrode, so that there appear to be long and short lines in

the spectrum.
The following elements have been mapped on this method

:

Na. Li. Mg, AI, Mi;. Co, Ni. Zn. Sr, Cd, Sn, Sb, Ba, and Pb, the
1

"
; laid down from Thalen's maps, and the various char-

gths of the lines shown.
, of the metals, enclosed in tubes and

subjected to a continually decreasing pressure, have been observed.

In all these i
i -a ppear as the pres-

sure is r* duced.t'ne .</,<, rtt'st Ihn-x <//,>wy v » nri/tg first and the longest

lines remaining longest visible.
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Since it appeared that the purest and densest vapor alone gave
the greatest number of lines, it became of interest to examine the
spectra of compounds consisting of a metal combined with a non-
metallic element. K\].. rim.-ni- «-i:l. -blondes are recorded. It
was I", .iiiul in all cases that the difference between the spectrum of
the chloride and the spectrum of the metal was that under the
same spark-conditions all the short lines were obliterated. Chang-
ing the spark-conditions, the final result was that only the very
longest lines in the spectrum of the metallic vapor remained. It
was observed that in the case of elements with low atomic weights,
combined with one equivalent of chlorine, the numbers of lines

which remain in the chloride is large, 60 per cent, e.g., in the case
of Li, and 40 per cent in the ease of Na: while in the case of
elements with greater atomic weights, combined with two equiva-
lents of chlorine, a much smaller number of lines remain—8 per
cent in the case of barium, and 3 per cent in the case of Pb.
The application of these observations to the solar spectrum, to

elucidate which they were undertaken, is then given.
It is well known that all the known lines of the metallic elements

on the solar atmosphere are not reversed. Mr. Lockver starts

what Kirchoff and Angstrom have written on this subject, and
what substances, according to each, exist in the solar ato
He next announces the discovery that, with no excepti-m what-

$ are the longest lines. With this

additional key he does not hesitate to add, on the strength of a

ers< .1, zinc and aluminium (and possibly

:
,-,,,„, ir . ._,;,,.., !,

;

- Thalen, who
choffs list, and agreed with him in rejecting

aluminium. It need scarcely be added that these lines are in
ea

2*! case t^le Iongest ! - of the metal.
The help which these determinations afford to the study of the

various cyclical changes in the solar spectra is then referred to.—
Phil. Mag., Feb., 1873.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

^Explorations west of the 100th meridian.—Tinder this title

the U. s. Engineer Department has inaugurated the systematic

i "f the unmapped portions of our territory, and one
season of field-work has already been accomplished. A plan has
oeenelabor,.- 'cults in

the form of an atlas. Upon a skeleton map the territory is

I tans, into eighty-five

°y a single page of the completed atlas, and the pages will be pro-

gressively compiled as the work proceeds. The scale adopted is

,—8 miles= l inch and the size of e !t 18X23$
inches. The work for 1 872 was intrusted to Geo. M. Wheeler, 1st

Lieutenant of Kmdnecr-. and l.b corps ,,} topo-raphers is now

U,- construction of map-, which shall combine the

'lata an umulatr 1 !aM vear with the results of previous explora-

tions by the a
work of the
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last season occupied the party from July 15th to Dec. 10th, and
covered an area of 41,000 square miles in southwestern Utah and
adjacent portions of Nevada and Arizona. Connection was made
at the north with Clarence King's survey of the fortieth parallel.

at the cast with the explorations of Prof. J. W. Powell, and at

the sou tli and west with Lieut. Wheeler's work of previous years.

The Sevier riser was explored from its numerous heads to

it- month in Sevier lake, and the identity of the latter with the

Preuss lake of maps was established ; its salinity was found some-

what less than that of Great Salt lake. The limits of the Sevier

basin were traced, and r-j" <-i:dl\ the hie.ii di\ide thai -eparato it

from the Virgen, Kanab and Paria; and those last mentioned

streams—tributaries of the Colorado of the West—were surveyed

to their mouths. Primary astronomical stations were made at

Pioche in Nevada, at Gunnison and Beaver in Utah, and at Fort

Steele, Laramie and Cheyenne in Wyoming. Examinations were
made of tSie silver mining distri- . nto exig-

ence in western Utah, and of the coal field of southern^Utah ; and
specimens and other material were accumulated in all depart-

-
.

titic members of the party were II. C. Yarrow. M.D..

ilbert, geok '
'

thnologist

;

T/H. Clark, E. P. Austin and W. W. Maryatt, astrono-

of whom, excepting Mr. Austin, are now engaged at

results of their labors for

naturalist, assisted by II. W. Henshaw
; G. K. Gilbert,

assisted by E. E. Howell; M. S. Severance, ethnologist: a. id

I. Clark, E. F
whom, exee]

A prelimina
•2. Lish,„o<>s

,,f
,<: ,i ir\:ihli/ low temperature observed at .w"'

Iln-in, C,,u(.— During the past winter the thermometer at New
Have.! has in two instants indicated a degree of cold so unusual

that it has been thought desirable to place the facts on record in

a permanent form, and also to institute a comparison with other

known eases of remarkable cold. The meteorological record at

New Haven commences with the Register of Pres. Ezra Stiles in

June, 1778, and is continuous to the present time with the excep-

tions of a few months in 1779 and 1795. The following lis'
;

s

designed to include all the cases in ueter at this

place has >,eeu known to sink as low as ten degrees below zero.

So much depends upon the location of the thermometer that it is

impossible to institute a very close comparison between the tem-

peratures in these different cases.

' "
and Prof. C. IT. Shepard 26*.

Jan. 5, 18 35. Prof. E
Mori- .r, 'j

;
'>'< Rodney Burton

Jan. 30, 1873. Prof.

LA- i0. Twining 26°

A. X. Sk
357. Dr.' Alfreds

..-'• 1 !.8° ; and Mr -

- 872. Prof(3. S. Lyman observed 1

19r ; and Mrs. A. N
Jan. 8, 1866. Prof, h :.

[',., :, .Vi.servG'l is-
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: Alfred S. Monson observed 15° below zero.

10. Jan. 31, 1826. Dr. .

,
1783. Pres. Ezr

,
1835. Dr. Alfred S Mr.iw.i, ,, ,

, 1789. Pres Ezr
5, 1817. Pres. J. Day observed 1

,
1821. Prof. A. M. Fisber observed 5° below zero; and Dr. Alfred S.

It thus appears that the thermometer at New Haven has fallen

10 below zero 25 times in 95 years. Of these cases 12 per cent
occurred in December, 64 per cent in January, and 24 per cent in
February

; and all are embraced within the limits of Dec. 13th and
Feb. 21st, a period of 10 days. e. l.

3. Tables and Results of the Precipitation in Rain and S,,ow
in the United States, and at *.„,„ stat;,„,s ;,, .idj./.-fnt parts of
North America, and in Central and South America ; collected
by the Smithsonian institution, and di-eussed, under the direction
")' -b'M-j.11 ll.-ury. Secretary, bv Cliarli- Scliotr. Assistant U. S.
( ':t-r Survey. 174 pp., 4to, with several plates and charts.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No. 222.—Prof. Henry,

ring statement as to the sources of

used by Mr. Schott "The following memoir con-
tains in tabulnTe.! form the :tl.vtract-.-!*all the records of obswrva-
bens oftl

i d made from the early settle-

ment of this country down to the close of the year 1866, so far as
they could be obtained. These records are from about one thou-
sand two hundred stations, and consist of the observations made
1Ul 'h-r the direction :

'
•' -uti-.u. agisted since

1854 by the Patent Ofl it of Agriculture; of

those by the Medical Department of the United States Army, of
t! '">«- by the United States <urvev of the North and Xorth-uot

versity System, by the
1 *okHn Institute of Philadelphia, and also of those by other

scientific institutions and individuals. For a more definite account
,,f the various ...urn- of information we w..uld n fi-r t.. -u»<-<-.|u«'iit

page*, ft is proner. however, that we should here express our

obligations for the valuable cooperation of the Medical Depart-
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ment of the Army under Surgeon-General Barnes, who has given

us free access to all the unpublished records, and also for that of

the Department of Agriculture under the Commissioner, General

Capron."
The discussion of the observations by Mr. Schott is very elab-

orate, and brings out n raits. More than a hun-

dred pages arc uj>U i with taM -s . >t tin precipitation over vari-

ous parts of the United States. Following these there are chs] tt r>

containing generalizations of the tabular results, and remarks on

the construction of rain charts in the United States, with deduc-

tions as to annual fluctuations, and secular changes in the rain-

fall. The work is illustrated by a large number of di

the text, and in plates i to v; and also by three charts, Bhowiqg

with much detail the geographical distribution, over the United

States, of rain (and melted snow), severally for the whole year, the

summer season, and the winter.

4. Results of a Series of Meteorological Observations made
under instructionsfrom the Regents of the University at sundry

ihi St tie of New York. Second Series, from 1850 to

1863, inclusive; with records of rainfalls and other phenomena, to

1871, inclusive. Prepared from the original returns by Fra H s US
B. Hough. 406 pp., 4to. Albany: Published by Legislative

Authority.—For this extensive and valuable contri

American Meter.,;,, -v. ~chii.-e i- imh-hu-d :> the liberality of the

State of New York, and the judgment and care of 3Ir. F. B.

Hough. Besides tables of ordinary meteorological oh
1 1 a long list of displays of the aurora borealis, with some

observations on meteors and snooting stars.

5. On the Dardanelles and Bosphorus Under-current • by Wm.
B. Carpenter.—It will he in the reel lection of such of your

readers as have followed the discussion on Ocean Currents, that I

ventured nearly two years ago * to predict the existence of an

under-current of dense .r'._ an water int., the Black Sea, "on the

double ground of & priori an, 1 .} /,.,*t. ,;.„; m-c<-Vit\ ;" that i-. I

affirmed it to be a necessary result of the excess of specific gravitv

in the water of the ^Egean above that of the Euxine; whilst, I

argued, if the salt continually passing out of the Black Sea by the

Tent were not thus replaced, the continual excessive

influx of river water would, in time, wash the whole of the salt

out of tta basin. * * *

Having understood that the Shearwater, on the completion of

the survey of ,the Gulf of Suez, would proceed to the Dardanelles,

I requested the Hydrographer to direct that the quests

rent should be thoroughly examined;

[ yesterday learned

, strong under-current has been piacea ueytmu

question, a boat ha\ in_: hecu .-a fried along by the " current-'.

i

suspended from it, in imposition to tin surfire-current: (2)



the rate of this under-current is estimated as greater than the
speed of the Shearwater's steam-launch ; and (3) that it runs at a
depth of twenty fathoms,—precisely that at which my interpreta-

tion of Captain Spratt's experiments has led me to predicate its

I venture to think that this verification of my prediction will be
regarded as a confirmation of the general physical theory of

under-currents on which it was based; and it is now for those
who oppose that theory to show by what other force than the dif-

ference in the weight of the iEgean and the Black Sea columns,
consequent upon their great difference in specific gravity, the

sustained.

—

Nature, Oct. 24.

6. International Sr:,-nt>fr S,:ri<_-s.—Under this title the Messrs.

Appleton have announced the titles of some thirty works, by both
American and European authors, upon ;i nival variety of subjects,

Physical, Chemical, Biological, Physiological, Zoological, Geolo-
gical, etc. Among the authors are Wurtz, Sainte Claire De-
ville, Quetelet, Quatrefages and Berthelot from France and

Vichrow, of Berlin ; Balfour Stewart, Bastian, Spencer,
Odling, Lockyer, Ramsay, Sir John Lubbock, Carpenter and Hux-
ley, in Great Britain; Dana, Whit n.- v. (W. D.), Austin, Flint, Jr.,

and Johnson (S. W.), in America. The rights of the authors are

protected and publication is insured in both England, France,

Germany and the United States, by publishing houses of the

highest respectability. It is the plan of this International Series

to provide, from the best authors in all departments of science,

essays or treatises which shall bring the topics which they treat to

the level of all educated and intelligent people, thus rendering

science popular in the only sense in which it is proper to use that

term. It is a hopeful sign of the times that all the leading minds

titled: The Forms of Water, in Clouds and Rivers, Ice and
atari. r«. pp. 192, l2mo, 1872. The charm of Prof. Tyndalfs
style is its simplicity and directness, the ease with which he makes
plain even abstruse propositions, and thus leads the reader on
to the comprehension of topics far removed from ordinary ap-

prehension. In the present work the author borrows his illufi ra-

tions, of course, almost exclusively from his familiar walks in the

Swiss Alps, leading the reader from clouds, rains and rivers,

and the sun as their cause, to the architecture of ice, the genesis of

glaciers, with all the questions of their motion, moraines, cre-

vasses, molecular mechanism, dirt bands, erratic blocks, ancient

glaciers, glacial theories, vegetation, cleavage, lamination, etc. The
only regret of the reader is that the story is so soon told. b. s.

Mrs. Mary Somerville, distinguished for her

Mathematics and works in that department, as well

geography, and some other branches of Science, die

December. She was born probably as early as the
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Reverend Adam Sedgwick, Woodwardian ]V >,'. —
. .r < •

!" (
•

i <\ "_r

y

in the University of Cambridge, one of the oldest of English gcol-

ogist, and 1 r he 28th of January, aged 86 years.

Ik' was hum at 1 )rnt in Yorkshire, June, 1784, and gradual- i at

Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1808. The labors of no English

geologist have made a more profound impression on geological

James Henry Coffin, Professor of Mathematics and Astron-

omy in Lafayette College, Easton, Pa., Feb. 6, 1873. Prof. Coffin

was born Sept. 6, 18(H) i i Xor: hamm on. Mass., was educated
by ib'\. Mcm ^ II. ill. , !^ ,i t |,,,i

st
l

-

( . U i -i •_! '.In , . (1 at Amherst,

in 1838. lis- ing. While professor in

Williams College, from 1838 till 1843, he advised and directed

the building of Greylock Observatory, on Saddle Mountain, the

first combined sell-registering anemometer and barometer being

there placed by him, an improved duplicate of which he recently

sent to the Brazilian Government, Since 1846 he has been con-

nected with Lafayette College. Shortly before his death he com-

pleted a revised and enlarged edition of the " Winds of the North-

ern Hemisphere," publish' .1 \ tin Smithsonian Institute in 1851.

The most noteworthy of his other publications are M Solar and
Lunar Eclipses," " A i )i-n;s»ion of a Meteoric Fire-ball," &c.
Matthew F. Maury, formerly commander in the United States

navy, died at Lexington, Va., on the 1st of February. Professor

Maury won widely extended fame for his investigations in regard

to winds and ocean currents, and for \ irh d astr muni a a •

' at-

mospherical observations, the result - of which, as embodied in

his numerous volumes, have been of great value to commerce. In

1844 he bea - of the depot of charts and instru-

ments, at Washington, out of which have grown the Naval obser-

servatory and the hydrographic office of the United States. At
the time* of his death he was Professor of Physics in the Virginia

Military Institution.

Prof. Macquorn Rankine, Professor of Civil En dm ring and

Mechanics in the University of Glasgow, died at his residence in

that city, Christmas eve, 1872 in the "fifty-third year of his age.

: the Annual Keport of

e per servire alia Storia dell'

aese di Aprile, 1872
;
per Arcangelo S

Sulla Origine della c

one specie mineralogiche rinvei

'incendio di Apr: ehi. 4to.

erne geordnet;
Eine von der Hollandischen ueseuscfts

1871, gekronte Preisschrift. pp. 174, 4



APPENDIX.

Discovery of another new Planet; by Dr. 0. H. F. Peters.

(From a letter dated, Litchfield Observatory, Clinton, N. Y.,

Feb. 19, 1873.)

Another planet, the 130th of the group of asteroids, was found
here night before last, and its place determined as follows

:

1873. Feb. 17. 12 3 37 m. t. a = 10 16-30 d rr -f-13 30 31'5

It shines as a star of the 1 1th magnitude. From the several com-
parisons I derive its motion in 24 hours to be: ±a= -45 s and
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Art. XXVI.— Comparison of the mean daily range of the Mag-
netic Declination and the number of Auroras observed each year,
mth the extent of the black spots on the surface of the Sun; by

Co/l

AS L°0MISr Professor of Natural Philosophy in Yale

In a former number of this Journal (Sept, 1870), I instituted
a comparison between the mean daily range of the magnetic
aeclmation, and the number of auroras observed each year, and
also with the extent of the black spots on the surface of the
sun. That comparison appeared to me to establish a connec-
tion between these three classes of phenomena, and indicated
tnat auroral displays at least in the middle latitudes of Europe
and America are subject to the law of periodicity ; that their
grandest displays are repeated at intervals of about sixty years,
and that there are also other fluctuations less distinctly marked
*tach succeed each other at an average interval of about ten
or eleven years, the times of maxima corresponding quite re-
markably with the maxima of the solar spots.

Ihese conclusions were based upon a combination of the
auroral observations made in Europe south of the parallel of

^° ,
with the observations made at New Haven and Boston.

J-t is of course desirable that conclusions so important should
e tested by a comparison with all the materials which we can
command

;

' and I therefore improve the opportunity afforded
oy the t>ub n,l verv complete catalogue of

L.-.-..-H ml-. Tiii<<\r; "-; is contained

moirs of the American Academy, vol. x.
A»- Jock. 8ci.-Thikd Sebies, Vol. V, No. 28,-Apbil, 1873.
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In comparing the relative extent of the black spots on the

surface of the sun, I employ the relative numbers given by Dr.

Rudolf Wolf of Zurich. While the correspondence between
the fluctuations of the sun's spotted surface, and the range of

the magnetic declination is very remarkable ; some small dis-

crepancies are noticeable, particularly before the year 1825, when
the observations were less numerous and systematic then they

have since been ; and it has appeared to me that these discre-

pancies might be at least in part the result of the incomplete-

ness and looseness of the observations themselves. In my
former article already referred to, I pointed out certain years

for which the relative numbers given by Dr. Wolf appeared to

me to rest upon a very uncertain basis. These vears were

1793, 1794 and 1795; and also the years 1801 to 1807 in-

i for the relative numbers differing considerably from those

which he had before published. For the years 1793,
r4 and '5, it

appeared to me that Dr. Wolfs relative numbers were too small.

Dr. Wolfs new discussion of the observations has led him to

increase his relative numbers for each of these years, by an

average quantity equal to two-thirds of that which I had pro-

posed, thus admitting the substantial justice of my criticism.

It is also noticeable that the observations for the last month of

1794 and the first two months of 1795, furnish very large rela-

tive numbers, indicating an unusual activity upon the sun's

surface at that time ; and this is a fact to which in my former

article I desired to call special attention.

For the years 1801- L807, the observations are very few and

meager, and the comparison of Dr. Wolfs relative numbers

with the range of the magnetic declination led me to think that

his relative numbers were somewhat too large. Dr. Wolfs new

discussion of the observations has led him to a slight increase

instead of a diminution of his former numbers. The following

statement will show how little weight is to be attached to these

numbers. The year of supposed maximum in the extent of

the solar spots, is 1804. Now for the year 1802, Dr. Wolf has

only eight observations from which he is able to deduce a value

for his relative number ; for 1803, he has but two observations

;

for 1804, but three; for 1805, but one; and for 1806, but four

observations.

Now for the year 1870, in which he had himself carefully

observed the solar spots on 276 days, and had received observa-

tions from other astronomers which informed him of the condi-

tion of the sun's surface on 352 days of the year, he obtained

173-3 as the correct value of the relative number ; or by a dif-
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ferent mode of computation he might reduce this number to
169-1, and these are the values which he published in the

rsschrift, vol. xvi, pp. 84-85. But it would seem as
if he subsequently became alarmed at the discrepancy between
these numbers and the range of the magnetic needle as reported
from the observatories of Munich and Prague, and in the Vier-

lirilt, vol. xvii, pp. 2-6, he undertakes a new d
of these observations and reduces the relative number for 1870
to 139-6. If, when his materials were so abundant as in 1870,
he could, by a change in his mode of reduction, produce a dif-

ference of 30 in his relative number for the year, it seems quite
to conclude that for the years 1801-1807, during

which we have extremely few observations, Dr. Wolfs relative
numbers may require a still larger correction.

As, however, the main object of this article is to establish
the periodical character of auroral displays, I prefer to take
Dr. Wolfs relative numbers preci rushed them
in his latest publican. ng upon any further

ion, although I still think some modification is called
for in a few cases. The following table shows the relative
numbers representing the frequency and extent of the solar
spots for each year since 1776, according to what I understand
to be Dr. \V rations. I begin the comparison
With the year 1776, because that is the year on which the
observations of the magnetic needle commence. The relative

numbers from 1784 to 1811 inclusive, are taken from the Vier-

rift, vol. xvi. p. 86; the others are taken from the

ssehrift, vol. xiii, p. 121, with the exception of the

pears, which are taken from more recent volumes of
the Vierteljahrsschrift.

Table f relative ,t,„t of solar spots each year.

Tear. Extent V«„r Extent 1

•;

Tear K,
:;

,:
V. ,r 3rlh

E

3°
nt

spots.

itto :>,;>> "'- 47 T> hlh 7'2 :^J-

~~w im7 ~5rTl866 4-2

40 '2 IS ! 17-4 29-7 1857

17 -; 19-5 1858 50 9
H79

i

90-2 !7-: 'k:< 1-2 1-27 ?.:i-9 ;m: 8-6 1859
1780; 72-6 98-6

1781 67-7 1: : 13-7 <*i; 33-0 1861
47-0 1862 594

1783| 22-5 .

>: -' 22-5 i i ,:*ot 471

U !
,i

17-5

17-7 !,!-, 22-5 ;<::.-. 61-9 1867 8-0

!7- |„7-s :,•>•! ;:>•>

1789; no-7 i l<~ ;7 7 ,!..-,

1790! 84-4 1-.-.4 19-2 1870

J!?lLi?±l i^r, I.Vli !'-'•• i
:>. 1, ;: . .,-:. 6-9 ||l871 1096
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These numbers have all been projected upon the lower portion

of the accompanying chart, Plate II, and the curve line thus

obtained is therefore to be regarded as indicating the fluctua-

tion in the sun's spotted surface since 1776, according to the

results of Dr. Wolf
For the daily range of the magnetic declination, I have not

been able to obtain any new observations with the exception

of the last few years. The following are the values of the

mean diurnal inequality of the magnetic declination as observed

at Prague, since 1851, derived partly from the Vierteljahrsschrift

and partly from the Beobachtungen zu Prag. Some of these

numbers differ from those given in my former article (this

.
vol. 50, p. 161), those values for some of the years being

simply the difference between the mean declination for the year

and 2 P. M.T'r-

Diurnal inequality of the magnetic declination at Prague.

Tear.! Dec'n. Authority.

is.;:

I.e,V Authority.

1853 1-09

1854 6-81

1861 9-17

achrift, iv, p.225

" vi,p.418

vii, p. 230

s-u->

Vierteljahrsschrift, ix,p.H6

Prag Beobach., 1870,'p. 16

18U, p. 21

These numbers, combined with those given in my former arti-

cle from 1777 to 1850 (this Jour., vol. 50, p. 161), are projected

upon the accompanying chart, and the curve thence resulting is

regarded as representing the mean daily range of the magnetic

declination at Prague, as nearly as can be deduced from all the

observations. The irregularity exhibited in my former ^article

for the year 1791 has been corrected, as having no sufficient

basis, it having resulted from the fact that, for 1790, the value

employed was deduced from combining a large value at London
with a small one at Mannheim, while for 1792, the value em-

ployed rested solely upon the London observation.

For the number of auroral exhibitions each year, I have

depended almost exclusively upon the catalogues of auroras

by Prof. Joseph Lovering. These catalogues consist of a gene-

ral list of auroral displays from 500 B. C. to 1864, embracing

about 10,000 cases ; also a second list, embracing nearly two

thousand addit ma ci^ .,- L si rliii - .- ary list, con-

taining several hundred cases not included in either of the

preceding lists. Finally, there are four pages of addenda and
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errata, some of them of great importance. All of these ma-
terials I have endeavored to combine in a single catalogue.

In attempting to decide whether auroral displays exhibit a
true periodicity, it is evident that some discrimination should be
used m selecting our data for comparison. If for each year we
employ the total number of auroral observations reported from
all parts of the world, the numbers thus resulting exhibit a
great inequality on those years for which we have reports from
high northern latitudes, as happens in the years 1820, 1838,
1850, 1852, etc. Inasmuch as the observations from these high
latitudes are not continuous but are confined to single years
generally separated by a considerable interval, it seems necessary
to exclude them entirely from the present comparison. More-
over in my former article (this Jour., vol. 50, p. 165), I have given
reasons for thinking that in the high northern latitudes the in-
equality of the auroral displays on different years consists more
in unequal brilliancy than in unequal frequency of exhibition

;

and therefore I have decided to leave out of the account not
only those occasional observations from very high latitudes,
but observations from certain lower latitudes from which the
reports are tolerably complete and continuous. The geographi-
cal hne of division has not, however, been drawn in an irregu-
lar manner for the purpose of including stations from which the
observations would favor a pre-a I excluding
stations from which the observations were unsatisfactory, but it

is designed to be a line of equal auroralfrequency, as del
in an article published in this Journal in July, 1860. I have
chosen for my northern boundary the northern line of the

tts, and through this boundary have traced
a line of equal auroral frequency across the Atlantic ocean and
the continent of Europe. (See Plate I).

As the observations from the southern hemisphere do not
iorm a long series, I exclude them entirely from the present
comparison

; and for the same reason I exclude the continent
of Asia, and also all the western portion of the United States.

1 have selected as the eastern boundary the meridian of 40 de-
grees of longitude east from Greenwich ; and as the western
boundary the meridian of 80 degrees of longitude west from
Greenwich. The portion of the earth's surface selected for

comparison is shown on the accompanying chart, and the
northern boundary of this area is shown bv the undulating
hne crossing the chart from east to west. This line passes a
little north of St Petersburg; a little south of Abo, Upsal and
Stockholm

; north of Copenhagen ; follows nearly the boundary
between En-, ri. of Nova Scotia;

Jollows the northern boundary of Massachusetts; and divides
tbe State of New York by the parallel of 42° 45'. It will
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,vhether

within these geographical limits a periodicity can be detected

in the frequency of auroral displays, and for this purpose I have

employed every known auroral observation within these limits

since the year 1776, and I commence the comparison at this

point because this is the date of commencement of the magnetic

observations, with which the auroral observations are to be com-
pared. The following list is supposed to contain the date of

every aurora since 1776, mentioned in either of Prof. Lover-

1868, and as a very important m Uv occurred,

I have endeavored to render the list as complete as possible

down to the close of the year 1872. For the American obser-

vations during this period I am indebted to the kindness of

script records of that institution. At the time of my examina-
tion, the meteorological reports for December. 1872, had not

been received at Washington. To supply this omission I ad-

dressed letters to a large number of the Smithsonian observers

who have been most assiduous in watching for auroras, but

' all reported no aurora seen in December, 1872.
o my numerous correspondents who have kindly furnished

J materials for this article, I here publicly present my acknow-

they a
To

For the European observations since 1867, I have depended
mainly upon Heis' Wochenschrift, and have aimed to include

every aurora reported in that journal from any station within

the geographical limits above mentioned. A few additional

cases have been derived from other journals.

Although Prof. Lovering's catalogues are very extensive, it is

evident that thev are not complete. On page 187 there is .given

a tabular statement of the number of auroras seen at St. Peters-

burg from 1841 to 1861, and this number is about four times

as great as the number of auroras at St Petersburg, for which

the dates are given in either of the catalogues.

I have consulted all the works which were accessible to me,

and in which I might expect to find a record of recent auroral

observations, and have found the following sixteen cases not

named in Prof. Lovering's catalogues :

1859. Feb. 28. Middletown, Conn., Prof. John Johnston.

1859. Oct 17. Greenwich Met. Obs., 1859. p. 161 ; Oxford Met. Obs., p. 30.
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Switzerland, Comptes Rendus, vol. xlix, p. 662.

Middletown, Conn., Prof. John Johns

5. Middletown, Conn., Prof. John Johnston.
12. Greenwich Met. Obs., 1861, p. 147.

J5. Washington Met Obs., 1861, p. 497.
24. Oxford Met Obs., p. 30.

The following table shows the dates of the entire series of
uroras within the geographical limits before indicated

:

. 1>, 25. :

2 26, Ma ! : :t I ne 10, 11, 14, 26.28, July 3

22, 28, Sept. 1, 3, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,

9, 14, 15, 19, 23, 25, 26, 27, Nov. 20, 24, Dec. 3

•;_!-

3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10; total 123.

11. 15. 22, 29, March 1, 2, 29, 30, 31, April 4 6. [3. May

L 14, 19, 20, 21, I

Aug 6. 8. 12. 14. 16. 17. 2". 21. 22

23, 24, 25, 26, Oct. 3, 4, 8, 14, 15, I

15, 17,' 19, 29,'30, 31, April 1. i 4, 6,'
7, 13. 14, 27,

17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, June 1, 4, 5, 6, 13, July 9, 10, 2

22, 26, 27, 28, 30, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10. 12, 13, 14, 1

2, 3, 5, 8. 9, 10, 11, 14, 17, 26, Nov. 19, 20, 26, Dec. 2

Jan. 9, 13, 26, 30, 31. Feb. 1, 2, 12, 21, 27, 28, March
21. 22. 21. 25. 26. 27 29, 30. 31, April 2, 3. 7, 9, II, 1

25. 26. 27. 2S, 29. 30, May 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 16, V,

3, 13, 29, July 28, 30, Aug. 1, 2, 8, 9, 16, 19, Sept. 15,

24, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, Nov. 3, 11, 13, 14, 15, 26, Dec. 4



'

13, 15, Dec.

,
April 3, 7,

1186. Jan. 4, 14, 18, 29, 30. Feb. 3. 16, U, 20, 27, 28, March ]

16, 18. 19, 20, 21, 22. 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, April 1, J

18, 19, 20, 22. 24, 25, 27. 2y.

31. Sept. 2, 3, 5, 8, U -

27, 29, Nov
:'\

1 1. 25, 29, ,

;-',•;
. :: 25,

7, March . 10. 13. 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23 Ai.nl

11. 12. 13,

>. 2k .! ':
- :

n it'
16

'

'^ 20, 22, 23, 30, Aug. 1 . T. in.
'<H

, 26. 29, 30, Dec. 1, 6,

1788. Jan. 3, 4, 5, 8. 9, 10,'l3, 14, 15, Feb. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 22, &
3, 7, 8, 14. 22. 27. 2S. April 1, 2. 3. 4. 6. 7. 10. 14. 21. 24. 26. 27. 2S

30, May 1. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11,24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, June 3

9, 25, 27, 28, July 1, 2, 3, 5, 14, 15, 25, 30. 31, Aug. 1, 2. 3, 11, 19, 2(

23, 24, 26. 2 : ;. ,",. 6 7. 10. 12, 20, 24, 25, 2(

28, 29, Oct. 4, 5, 6, 12. 13. 18, 21. 22. 25. 26. 27. 2-. 29. 30 31. X-v.

3, 18, 19. 2:: BO; total 135.

1789. Jan. 19, 21, 24, 29, 30, Feb. 2, 6. 15, 16. 23, 26. March 14, 20, 22, 2<

28, 29, 30, 31, April 2, 9, 17, 20, 26. 27. 29. 30, Mav 15. 16 17. 20. 2

23, 24, 28. - 6. 17. K 10, 2(>. 23. 29. 30,

10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19. 2 IS, Aug. 13, 14, Li

17, 18, 19, 20, 24, 25, Sept. 9, 15. 16. 17, 20. 21, 22. 23. 24. 2.-.. :

24i 30. Juue 3, 4, 5, 8,

16, 26. 27, 28, 30, Dec'

1,21,22,5

13^14, 15,24, March 3, 8,1

, 30, May 1, 12, 14, 16, 17,

, 29, Feb. 21, 24, 25, 27. March 2, 3, 5, 7, 20.

:•'

, 26, July 7, 20, 22, 23, 24, 28, Aug. 8, 18, 20. Sent. s. 11. 13. 15. 27. 2S,

t. 2, 6, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 31, Nov. 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 14, 16, 17,

. 19, Dec. 13. 19. 23. 26. 27. 28. 29; total 79.

u. 9, 16, 17, 18, 2, ! 2 :,. 15. 16. 19, 25, 27, 31,

>ril 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. 16, May 6, 8, 9, 14, 15, 20. 22. 27

ly 7. 11, 18, 19, An.' 2 4 17 2,: 27 S.-i-r 1,6. 14. 2..-

, 29, Dec. 2

12, 13, 14, Feb. 8, 12, J 5, March 4

794. Jan. 1
'

", Aug. 6, 26, 28, Sept. 2, 4, Oct. 20, Nbi

22, March 8, 29, April 2, 3. 30, Nov. '
'

,
May 24, Sept. 8, 14, Oct. 3, 1

1796. Feb. 6, April 6, May S"

27, 28, March', 2, 10,.

, 24, Sept 3, 4, Oct. 25

;



,
Aug. 23, Sept. 11

29, April L, 4, May 2, 12, Sept. \

). 23. March 26, April 30, May 27,

7, March 16, April 13, Aug. 9, Sept.

arch 26, April 11, May 8; total 5.

3 24, Sept. 24 ; total 2.

28, April 7, 14, 15, 17, ]

ch2, May 29, Sept. 26;

April 4, May 23, 28, June 6, 7,

26, 31; total 18.

, March 25, 26, April 26, Oct. 3,

1, Oct. 7, Not, 3, 22, Dec.
'

16, Aug. 25, 26

, 30, Oct. 3. 8, 9, 11, 15, 2

May 4, 5, 6, 9 !
11. IT. 29. Julv 14. 15. 2S. Aug.

15/ 20, 28. S. ... 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23 25,

Oct 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13. 16, 17, 18, 22, 28, Nov. 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 19, 20,

Dec. 7, 8, 10, U, 12, 13, U
1831. Jan. 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 21, FV>. >;, 7, 1 !. 14. 17. March 1, 2, 3. 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 24, Al r . % 30, June 10. 11,

16, 17. 21, July 3, 4, 5, 10, 30. 31, Aug. 3, 4, 5, 19, Sept. 12, 13, Oct, 29,

J*v. 29; total 52.
--

24, Sept. 17, 23,30, Oct. 7, 12, IS

.7. July 10, |

• 12,1', 18, Oct. 4. 12. 13,

HM Jan ;,. 7, 15. Feb. 7, 8, 10. 20, March 3. 4, May 3, June 28, July -8 Sept•:*.
835. jan . 4> 29 , F .. July 29, Aug. 19, Sept. 4, 7, 9. 22,

Oct. 18, Nov. 17. 18. IH><
.

in, -_>1
:

total 17.

836. Feb.
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837. Jan. 2, 24, 25, 26, Feb. 13, 14, 18, March 1, 10, 29, April 6, 21, May 2, 6, 19,

June 1, 2, 3, 24 25. 27, 28. 29. Sept.

18, 20, 21, 22. 23, 24. 29. Oct. 6. IS. 21, 22, Nov. 1, 5, 6, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18,

30, Dec. 1, 4, 5, 28, 30 ; total 56.

838. Jan. 5, 15, 16, 24, 25. 28, Feb. 3, 4, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, March 15, 19,

April 12, 29. 30. May 13, 14, June 25, 26. July 13, 14, 15, 27, 29, Aug. 22,

23, 28, Sept. 5, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, Oct. 16, Nov. 12, 13, 14, 25,

26, Dec. 13; total 47.

839. Jan. 10, 11, 14, 16, 19. 21, Feb S, 10, 22, 24, April 7,

8. 20, 21. May 5, 7, 9. 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 31, June 6, 7, 12, July 3, 4, 30,

Aug. 10, 20, 28, 31, S-pt. 1, 2, 3. 4, 14, 15, 19, 21, 28, Oct. 8, 10, 11, 22,

31, Nov. 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, IT I . ;l; total 63.

15, 19,' 20, 23.' 24,' MaV 1, 6, 21 ,14, 21, 22, 26,' July

4, 16, 25, 29, Aug. 19, 24. 25, 26, 28, 29, 31, Sept. 1, 19. 21, 22, 23, Oct.

21, 22, 23. 27. 29, 31, Nov. 12. 13. 15, 19. 2o. 2.1. 29, 30, Dec. 11, 13, 14,

Jan. 14. 22, 25, 27, 28, Feb 7. 8, 11, 12, 15, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24,

12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24; 25, April 11, 14, 16, 1

3, 8, June 11, 15. 1G. 17, 21. Julv II, 19, 21, 24, 29, Aug. 2, 5

Sept. 10, 12, 13, 14, 18, 25, 26. Oct. 6, 9, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19,

842. Jan. 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 20. 24. Feh. I. 2. ft. II. 12. 13. 24, Maivh 3. 7.

15, 23, April 3, ID, 1!, 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, June 7, 9, 30, July 3, 11, 31,

Aug. 5, 8, 9, 23,. Sept. 2. 2-. Vet. 7, 16. 17. 18. Nov. 3, 6, 21. 24, 28, Dec.

17, 27; total 53.

, 12, 13, 17, April 2, 5, 6, 22, May 6, 7, 9, 13,

f, 19, 25, Aug. 3, Sept. 13, 18, 27, 28, Oct. 14,

, 27, Dec. 8, 12, 29; total 36.

13, 19, 24, 27, Feb. 11, 20, March 4, 7, 25, April I

I, 7, 24, 25, 26, 27, Oct. 9, 21, Nov. 27, Dec. S

846. Jan. 3,
'4, 19, 20, 23, 28, 31, I

April 6, 12, 15, 16, May 3, 4, 11

15, 25, Aug. 6, 11, 12, 18, 24, 28,

-

, April 13, 27, 30, May 1,

1, Aug. 1, 4, 29, 30, Sept.

, 26, Dec. 4, 15, lft, 17. 19, 2

!. 4, 5, 9, 23, 30,

25, 2ft. 27. 30, Nov. 13, 14, 15,

'0, r 1, 1

13, 16, 18. 19

23, 24, Aug. 10, 13, 1

1, 4, 13, 14, 15, 18, I . Dec. f, 8, 17; total

March'1,'2, 3, 4,9. 27, 28, 29,31, April 1

7, 8, 9, 16. 17. 18, 27, 29, May 3, 7, 8, 12, June 4, 5, 8, 11, 12, 13,

27, 29, July 3, 5, 6, 9. lo, 11. 12. 21, 22, 27, 28, Aug. 6, 9, 10, 11
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, 24, Feb. 1, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 17, 1

3, G, 7, I

3, 7, 8, 10, 18, 21, 24, May 1, 4, 5,

23, 24, 27, July 7, 17, 26, Aug. !

:. 16, 27, 28, 29, 30, Oct. it 2, 3, 14 ,
.:, I.S. :< -"* \..v. t.

i. 26, 28.

7, 19, 20, 2 1, 23, 25, 30, 31, F«
"

... -J-:

-:• - 26, May 1, 2, 3, 10 . IT. In - . ,
June 5, 10,

, 14, 15, 16, IT. _

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, M«y 2, 4, 5, 7, 1

, 16, Aug. 11, M,
2, 8, 22, Dec. 5, 6, 23, 24, 26, S

20, 21, 23, M:. y I. 15. 16. 19. 21. June 12, 13, July 1

22, 23, _
;

total 36.
1855. Jan. 10, Feb. 5, 6, 12, March 12, 18, April 7, 9, 12,

17, Oct. 4, 8, 9, Nov. 29 ; total 1 7.

1856. March 12, 30, April 22, June 2, 4, 6, Aug. 22, 24, 3

1857. Feb. 26, Sept. 1, 3, 7, 8, 10, Nov. 9, 17, Dec. 16, 17,

24, 29, May I,' 2, 6, 7, 10, June 6, July 'l, 5, Aug. I

12, 14, Or; : \'nV . I, 10, I'e-

1859. Jan. 1, 22, 23. Feb. 9, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, Marc]

Jan. 15, Feb. 12, 21, 22, March 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 2

April 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, May 6, 9. [0

7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 1

2

10, Sept. 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 25, Oct

8, 11, 19, Nov. 2, 4, Dec. 8, 10, 15; total 57.

Jan. 12, 13, 20, «* 1, 2,4,8,9, 1

25. April T, -.. ; . Vug. 4, 5, 12, >ept. 8, 10, 11, 1

2. <>..t 2 rt in 12 j 4 2» Xcv r. T 24 I> 2 1, 19, 20, 23, 24, 2*

total 51.

Feb. 21, 22, March 4, 5, 14, April 2, 13, May 2,19, 20, June 4, Jvly 5, 1

27, Aug. "

1864. Jan.

g. 2, 4, 14, 18, 21, 28, 29, 30, Sept, 11, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, Oct.

L5, IT, 26. X,,. |

'>.

3, Sept. 7, 8, ft 23, oS^, 8,'li, Nov. 9, 10, 13,' 14,' 29,' Dec. 10Ml

, 6, 14, 17, March 6, 9, 10, 14, April 5, 27, June 7, 18, Aug. 1,M

16, IT.

20. ;..-.

May 2.

M.'UVJ!

U, 22.

2:.

!:. 2

Xov

13. 14

July 1

;'i.
M '

Not.

!• ^^i:.!".
2'. 23. 25. 26.

M.-.y l:2, July 10, Sept. *»
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9 Jan 5 6 11 12 13 17 20 21 Feb 3 4, 5 11

8 9

1

l'l

1

12

31

l' , 24, 28, 29, June 5, 6, 1, 8, 29, 30,

ept. 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 1

6, 17, 18, 21, 25, 31, Nov. 3, 10

, 17, May 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

6, 10, 24, 27, £

29, Oct. 3, 5

-

0. J,u. 1. 2. 3, 4

5, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27,28,

5, 6, 8, 9, 16, 18, 20, 25, 26, 28, 29,

7, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28, March 1, 3, 4, 5

30, 31, Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4,

6. 8, 9, 13, 14, 19, 21,

25, 29, M*yl, 19,20,

Sept. 2, 3, 4,

13. 14, 15, 17

8, 14, 16, 17

23; total 130
1. Jan. 12, 13,

2, 10. 12. 1.3.

14, 15, 16, 17,

13,' 1~5. 20. Oct

U, 15. 19, 20,

2. Jan. 5, li, 7, 1

27. 29. March
31, April 1, 2,

28, 29, 30, Ma

15, 17, 18, 20, 21 - Oct 1, 2, 3, 12,

5, 16, Feb. 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 21, 22. 26, March 1,

4, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21. 22. 23, 24. April 1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13,

18, 19, 21, 22, 2: T. S, 9, 10, 16, 17,

26, June 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 26, 27, July 14. 15.

4, 9,' 12? 13,' 15? ;-
• .'3,5,6,9,10,11,'

21, 22, 30, Dec. 7, 8. 9, 10, 14, 28; total 125.

, 15, 30, 31, Feb. 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 15, 17, 19. 24, 25, 2(3.

1, 2, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, in, 11, 12. IS. 16. 20. 2':. 27. 2*, 29. 30,

3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 24, 26, 27,

y 3, 6, 7, 25, 20. S . July 1, 7, 8, 20,

Oct. 2, 5

Dec. 3, 6; total 122.

The total number of auroras for each year as shown in the

preceding list is given in column second of the following table.

In order to eliminate the effects of irregular and non-periodic

causes, 1 have taken the average of the numbers in column

iod of three years, and the num-
bers thus resulting are given in column third.

Number of J um „,, rout 1776 to S72

*«|«&; M,an V..,r
r;VA\ M,.m Y,ur ,"", Mean .Tear ,:^ M,an Year V, M.u,

17 7' 39 1790 ", > 1^.,, s fi 30 30 IS.",'! 13 14

1797 15 6 1817

1778' 88
!;;

LSI*

n \\ !?•."
03

55
«••

1800, 6 6

17*1 97 1801, 5 6 09

92 1802 8 8 57 39

17-3 88 41

05 18041 12
[
15 H-;

18051 22
|
15 H-" 8 "» ;-•'..

1786 143
li; 1807 *5 |6 jlo- 9? 20

'^
78

s
112 1809 2 2 U'l 1-09 '''

70 1811 115 1S71 125 120

1792 66 [22

l.vj: 27 '1855 22
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The average number of auroras for each period of three
years has been projected upon the accompanying chart, Plate
II, which accordingly shows the fluctuations in the frequency
of auroras for a period of 96 years. This auroral curve shows
great irregularities in the number of auroral exhibitions, but
affords unmistakable evidence of a periodic alternation of
seasons of abundance with seasons of scarcity.

If we compare the curve showing the mean daily range of
the magnetic declination with the curve showing the relative
extent of the solar spots, we find a very close correspondence
of the curves, and the coincidence in the times of maximum
and minimum is quite surprising. The following table shows
the dates of maximum and minimum of these two classes of
phenomena estimated to the nearest half year. Column third
shows the difference between the dates in the first two columns.

olarSpots-I^Xa^n.!

In only two instances does the difference between the dates
of the critical periods of the two phenomena exceed one year.

In 1787 the magnetic curve attained its maximum and the sun-
spot curve also reached nearly its maximum on the same year,

but this unusual solar disturbance was prolonged for a period
of three years. In 1798 the sun-spot curve reached its mini-

mum, but the magnetic curve oscillated near its minimum for

a period of five years. It is noticeable that the correspondence
between the dates of the critical periods for the two phenomena
is closest for the more recent period, in which the observations

are most numerous and most reliable, and we may therefore

presume that a portion of the discrepancy in the undulations of

the two curves is due to the imperfection of the earlier observa-

tions. A comparison of these observations seems I

the following conclusions contained in my former article (this

Journal, vol. 50, p. 160).
1. A die '•'• amount-

ing at Prague to about six minutes, is independent of the

changes in the suns surface from year to year.
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i excess of the dii uequality above si

observed at Prague is nearly proportional

spotted surface upon the sun, and may tl

be produced by this disturbance of the

disturbances may be ascribed to a common cause.

The correspondence between the auroral curve and the sun-

spot curve, though not as close as between the magnetic curve

and the sun-spot curve, is certainly quite remarkable. The fol-

lowing table shows the dates of maximum and minimum of

these two classes of phenomena. Column third shows the dif-

ference between the dates in the first two columns.

Date of Maximum. Date of Minimum.

Solar Spot.. Auroras. S-A. Solar Spots. Auroras.
|

S-A.

1:

17875
1804-5

1830
1840

1870-5

-a

5

1798
1810

1843-5

1798
1811 -1-0

In only two cases is there any sensible difference in the dates

of minimum of the two classes of phenomena. Also in the

year 1810 only one aurora was recorded, so that this year

presents no real discrepancy in the dates of minimum.
From 1832 to 1835 the number of auroras was quite small,

so that for the entire series of observations we may say there is

an almost complete identity in the dates of minimum of the

two classes of phenomena.
With regard to the dates of maximum there is some discord-

ance, which in 1840 amounts to three years. It is also notice-

able that the magnetic curve remained nearly stationary from

1836 to 1838 while the sun-spot maximum was sharply defined,

suggesting the idea that the connection between the auroral and

magnetic curves is more intimate than between the auroral and

The discrepancy in 1850 is apparently due to a double or

triple maximum of the auroral curve, the New Haven obser-

vations show a maximum in 1848, and another in 1852 ;
the

combination of all the observations shows three maxima, viz.,

in 1848, 1850 and 1852, the greatest frequency being in 1850

;

that is, there was a prolonged period of unusual auroral displays

extending over several years.

A comparison of both maxima and minima indicates that the

critical periods of the auroral curve occur a little later than
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those of the sun-spot curve and that the auroral maximum is
frequently more prolonged than the sun-spot maximum.

If we institute a comparison between the auroral curve and
the magnetic curve we shall find the correspondence to be still

more remarkable. The following table shows the dates of maxi-
mum and minimum of these two classes ofphenomena. Column
third shows the difference between the dates in the first two
columns.

Date of Maximum. Date of Minimum.

JSSSSSSn. Aurora*.
|

M-A. gSSgk, Auroras. M-A.

1787

1803

1848-5

1778

1830

1870-5

18235

1861

1856

+ 0-5

00

We perceive that the auroral maximum generally occurs a
little later than the magnetic maximum, the average difference
amounting to one year ; while the time of auroral minimum
either coincides with the magnetic minimum or slightly pre-
cedes it, the average difference amounting to about half a year.
On the whole there seems to be no room for question that

the number of auroras seen in the middle latitudes of Europe
and America exhibits a true periodicity, following very closely
the magnetic periods but not exactly copying them. In par-
ticular we notice that during those periods in which the range
of the magnetic declination was unusually small, as from 1794
to 1824, auroral exhibitions were extremely few i

insignificant in respect of brilliancy.

nber and

nquire as to the probable
these three classes of phenomena, we c£

: spot on the sun exerts s

i or electric"

small blai direct influence < the

the black s a disturbance of the sun's sur-

emanation of some influence
from the Si, it upon the earth in

an unusual disturbance of the earth's magnetism, and a flow of
electricity developing the auroral light in the upper regions of
the earth's atmosphere. The appearances favor the idea that

this emanation consists of a direct flow of electricity from the

sun. If we maintain that light and heat are the result of vibra-

tions of a rare ether which fills all space, the analogy between
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these agents and electricity would lead us to conclude that this

agent also is the result of vibrations in the same medium, or at

least that it is a force capable of being propagated through the

ether, with a velocity similar to that of light. While this influ-

ence is traveling through the void celestial spaces it develops

no light, but as soon as it encounters the earth's atmosphere,

which appears to extend to a height of about 500 miles, it devel-

aud its movements are controlled by the earth's mag-

netic force, in a manner analogous to the influence of an artifi-

cial magnet upon a current of electricity circulating round it

Art. XXVH—Notices of Recent Earthquakes; by Prof. C. (r.

Rockwood, Jr., Bowdoin College.

April 3, 1872. " A letter from Beyrout gives sotn^

of the earthquake at Antioch in April last.* Before the shock

there were 3,003 dwelling houses in the city. Of these 1,960

were ruined, and 894 so damaged as to be uninhabitable, leav-

factory-

•e left. The
population was about 17,600, of whom 500" were killed and an

equal number wounded. In Luedia there were 2,150 houses

ruined, and more than 300 persons were killed or wounded."

—

Boston Advertiser, Aug. 13, 1872.

April 24, 1872. Nearly coincident with the eruption of Vesu-

vius, there was a violent eruption of the volcano Merapi in

Java. Streams of lava and boiling water were accompanied

by showers of ashes and sand, which obscured the light of the

sun, and some 150 persons are reported to have perished. The
eruption was attended with slight shocks of earthquake.

June 4, 1872. A slight shock was felt between 10 and 11

P. M. at Chesterfield, Manchester and Ashland, Va., and also at

Charlottesville, Va.
June 17, 1872. A sharp shock was felt about 3 P. M. at Mil-

ledgeville, Ga. Brick buildings were jarred and windows rattled.

Juty 8, 1872. A short but distinct shock was felt at 10£ P.

. across

art of Westchester Co., N. Y. It extended from

the Hudson "river to and across the western end of Long

Island Sound. The area affected would be pretty well covered

by a circle described from New Rochelle. N. Y., as a center,

* This Journal, III, iv, p. 4.
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with a radius of ten miles. The phenomena are thus described
in a letter written from Glen Cove, L. I, to the Smithsonian
Institute

:
" The duration of the trembling motion was about

two or three seconds, and its intensity was sufficient to wake
almost every one who had not yet awakened. The shock
was accompanied by a rumbling noise at the beginning, lasting
about one or two seconds ; then a tremendous discharge of noise
like a violent burst of thunder, at which time the jarring took
place

;
then passing away with the rumbling sound like the pass-

ing off of thunder from a violent burst near by. The direction
appeared to be from E.N.E. to W.S.W." Other accounts speak

the south

Washingtc ,

with a long pendulum was stopped at 26 minutes past 5 a. m.
No damage was done anywhere.
Aug Ust 13, 1872. The eruption of Mauna Loa, in the Sand-

wich Islands (described in this Journal, III, iv, pp. 331, 406),
was attended with earthquake shocks in places near the
volcano.

&pl 7, 1872. Vesuvius was emitting smoke from two
craters. Slight shocks were felt at the foot of the mountain.

Sept 14, 1872. Earl mied by underground
explosions, began again in O .-.••. '> R -v valley, Inyo Co., Cal.

%pt. 15, 1872. A severe shock was felt at Yokohama, Japan.
kept 21, 1872. A slight shock was felt in the afternoon at

( 'hina, lasting several seconds.
Sept. 28, 1872. A smart shock was felt at Lima and neigh-

boring towns in Peru.
Oct. 2, 1872. A shock of three seconds' duration was felt in

the morning at San Francisco, Cal.
Oct 9, 1872. A severe shock was felt about 10 A. M. at

Iowa, and at Yanctou, Fort Eandall, and other
Points in Dakota. At Sioux Citv its duration was " twenty or
thirty seconds." Though distinctly felt on the low grounds, it

was not noticed on the bluff. At Fort Eandall it was more
severe, and at White Swan, Dak., it was accompanied by a
sound like distant thunder.

Oct. 12, 1872. A severe shock was felt at Oakland and San
Francisco, Cal., at 4.9 A. M. The Oakland Transcript of Oct

S***y»:
" Persons who were awake at the time all agree that

the first motion was a vertical one, and immediately after there
was a swaying of the earth, the vibrations being from fl

to northwest, or following the range of hills to the northward
°i the citv. It was felt verv severelv along their base, but no
material damage was done anywhere."" At San Francisco there

were two shocks of several seconds' duration, with oscillations

from east to west
A«- Jocb. Sci.-Third Sebies, Vol. V, No. 28.-April, 1873.
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Oct. 18, 1872. Sharp shocks were felt in many districts of

New South Wales.
Nov. 12, 1872. A sharp shock was felt in the night at Austin,

Nev. A light shock was felt at Stockton, Cal., the same night.

A shock was also felt at Valparaiso, Chili, on the same date.

Nov. 18, 1872. A severe shock occurred about 2 P. m. at

Concord, N. H. It lasted about ten seconds. The shock was
distinctly heard and was plainly perceptible to persons walking
in the streets. The apparent course was from west to east.

The shock was felt in adjacent towns and also at Laconia,

about thirty miles north.

Nov.
Dec.

state that shocks had been felt in the district of Michoaean.

that a new volcano was forming and eruptions were frequent.

Previous letters from Gaudalaxara say that since the end of

March last the volcanoes of Colima and Soborneo had shown
unusual activity. Loud subterranean sounds were heard, with

severe earthquakes and partial eruptions, setting fire to forests

Dec. 10 and 11, 1872. Severe shocks were felt at Helena
and Deer Lodge, Montana.
At Helena, at 4| p. M. Dec. 10, there were two shocks of

about equal force and duration, the two lasting five seconds.

The direction of the wave was from west to east, and it was ac-

companied by the usual rumbling noise. The vibration was

sufficiently forcible to crack plastering, part stove pipes, &c.

At 7 A. M. Dec. 11, there was another shock nearly as forcible

as the first, but no sound was heard.

At Deer Lodge, which is separated from Helena by a range

of mountains, the first shock was at 4.58 p. m. and the last at

6.55 a. m., and there was a slight shock between 2 and 3

o'clock a. m. Here also the wave was from the west or a little

north of west and the rumbling noise was heard. It was rather

more forcible than at Helena, and was more noticeable on the

lowlands than on the bench land. At the time of the first shock

it was perfectly caln

+21°, barometer 25-8

in the same valley.

Dec. 14, 1872. A slight shock was felt along the Columbia

river in Oregon and W;ishinin<.n Territory. The time is vari-

ously reported from 9.20 to 9.40 p. m. At Portland it lasted

about 15 seconds. At Dalles there were four or five shook*

and another at 9 A. if., Dec. 15. At Umatilla there were three

shocks. At Walla-Walla two heavy shakes. At \

heavy shock, followed by five lighter oues at intervals of 15

minutes, after which a heavy rumbliug sound was heard, ami

slight shocks continued at irreg 4 a. m.
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Dec. 15, 1872. A shock was felt at various places near
Puget Sound, W. T.

At Seattle the time is reported at 11.40 p. m. There were
three series of shocks, the first of about two minutes duration,
and the other two soon after, and of a few seconds each. The
direction of the wave was from northeast to southwest.
At both Victoria and Olympia the time is stated as 9.37

P. M., and the direction from east to west at the former, and
from southeast to northwest at the latter. The intensity at
each place was sufficient to crack windows and ceilings.

It is uncertain, from the information at present received,
whether this may not have been the same with the one of the
night previous on the Columbia. If the dates given above are
correct, there must have been two shocks on the night of the
15th, at 9.37 and 11.40 P. M.

Dec. 26, 1872. A shock of 40 seconds duration was felt at

Arequipa, Peru.
Dec. 28, 1872. A severe earthquake, incidental to an erup-

tion of the volcano of San Vicente, damaged the church and
houses in the town of Chinameca, San Salvador.

Dec. 31, 1872. A slight shock occurred at Kingston, Jamaica.
Jan. 11, 1873. A slight shock was felt about 5 a. m. at

Brunswick, Me., and other places in the State.

Jan., 1873. The Boston Daily Advertiser of Jan. 14, has the
following

:

"London, Eng., Jan. 13. A dispatch from Bombay says a
report reached that city that a terrible earthquake occurred at

Soonghur, a town of India, in a detached district of the Barada
Dominions, 114 miles north of Bombay. Fifteen hundred per-
sons are said to have been killed in the town alone."

f
Feb. 1, 1873. A severe earthquake occurred in the Island

It continued four days, and caused much destruc-

id loss of life.

l light shock was felti n San Francisco, CaL,
<*"u vicinity, at '6± F. M., lasting about five seconds.

Feb. 3, 1873. A light shock was felt at San Francisco, at

3 P. M., and was quite severe at San Jose and Santa Clara.

Feb. 22, 1873 A shock was lilt at Eastport, Me., at 7* A. M.

The above accounts have been gathered from various news-

Papers, and, where it was possible, tliev have been verified by
consulting the papers publishe
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Art. XXVIIL-

In bis

Earth's Crust, in this Journal for November and Decem-
ber, 1872, Prof. Joseph LeConte has discussed a wide range

geological dynamics, in a manner for which the

lent cannot but be grateful. After a consid-

of the arguments with regard to the nature of the

earth's interior, lie arrives at the conclusion, that "the whole
theory of igneous agencies—which is little less than the

whole foundation of theoretic geology—must be reconstructed on

the basis of a solid earth;" a conclusion which forms the

starting point of his essay. It is here to be noted, that the

late William Hopkins, to whom we owe one of our great argu-

ments in favor of a solid globe, did not take this ground, but

sought to explain the phenomena of igneous action by the

hypothesis of portions of matter still remaining unsolidified

at no great depth between the solid nucleus and the superficial

crust. Dissenting from this view, though accepting the gene-

ral conclusions of Hopkins and others as to a solid globe, I

have been endeavoring, since 1858, to reconstruct, in the lan-

guage of Prof. LeConte " the theory of igneous agencies on the basis

of a solid earth.'" Alone up to this time, so far as I am aware, I

have labored to expand, complete and give geological and chemi-

cal consistency to the suggestion long since put forth, both

by Keferstein and by Sir John Herschel, that the deeply-buried

and water-impregnated strata between the superficial crust of

the earth and the solid nucleus constitute a region " of plastic

material adequate to explain all the phenomena hitherto as-

cribed to a fluid nucleus," since u any changes in volume result-

ing from the contraction of the (solid) nucleus, would affect

the outer crust through the medium of the more or less plastic

zone of sediments precisely as if the whole interior of the globe

softeniining by heat of previously solid porous sediments,

filled with water, was maintained (in accordance with the views

of Babbage as to the rise of the isogeothermal horizons from

the deposition of newer strata,) to depend upon the accumula-

tion of large thicknesses of sediment, the results of which were

mena to great accumulation, and those of recent times to

more modern sedimentary deposits, which was also main-

tained by me, was subsequently insisted upon and enforced

by Prof. James Hall in the introduction to the third volume
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views as put forth by me in the Canadian „„-
March, 1858, and in the Quarterly Geological Journal for
November, 1859, will be found in this Journal for May,
1861 * (II, xxxi, 411). In this last it was shown, in op-
position to the notion of Babbage (who had speculated upon

msian and consequent elevation of the deeply buried
strata by heat) that one of the effects of heat and water upon

I sediments would be condensation, from the diminu-
tion of porosity and still more from the conversion of the
earthy materials into crystalline species ofhigher specific gravity,
thus causing contraction of the mass. A further and very im-
portant result of this accumulation there pointed out was by the
softening of the underlving floor, or the " bottom strata to estab-

weakness vr $ hat s crust, and
thus determine the contmctinn which results from the cooling of the
gum to exhibit itself in those regions, and along those lines where
the oceans bed is subsiding beneath the accumulated sediments."
gence, I added, " we conceive the subsidence invoked by Mr.

i -h not the sole nor even the principal cause of the
ns of the earth's strata, is the one which determines

eir position and direction by making the effects produced by
J contraction, not only of sediments but of the earth's nucleus

-

serted " the i )rphism of sediments in situ, their displa*

r°cks, ana their ejection as lavas, with attendant gases
vapors." [Quart. Geo]. Jour., Nov., 1859.]

With these conclusions, enunciated in 1858-1861, we may
corapare those arrived at by Prof. LeOonte in his recent essay,

where he recognizes as consequences of the heating of great

thicknesses of sediments accumulated along the shores of a
continent, a process of condensation in the lower steal

mg in "contraction and subsidence pari passu with the de-

Posit," followed by " aqueo-igneous softening or even melting,
not only of the lower portion of the sediments themselves, but
of the underlying strata upon which they were deposited ; the >ub-

sidence probably continues during this process. Fi
softening determines a • -ontai pr-s^i >. v.iA

a consequent upswelling of the line into a chain. Thus are

accounted for first, the subsidence, then the subsequent upheaval,

and also the metamorphism of the lower strata." Beneath every

great line of sediments there will moreover be found,
to him, a reservoir of sedimentary material in a state of more or

* See also, On the probable seat of Volcanic Action, this Journal, II, 1, 21, and
Ge°l- Mag., June, 1869.
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seat. The reader cannot J

cal with those which I have so long advocated.

The views of Pro£ James Hall as to the relation between

great accumulations of strata and n > nuiin-ciev;. lions, are cited

with approval by LeConte, who, following him, asserts that
" mountain chains are masses of immensely thick sediments."

I venture, however, to remark, in this connection, that the

views both of Mr. Hall and of myself, as his expounder, have

as yet been but imperfectly understood either by LeConte or

our other critics. Thus they have been denned as " a theory

of mountains with the origin of mountains left out;" while Le-

Conte says, '' Hall and Hunt leave the sediments just after the

whole preparation has been made, but before the actual moun-
tain-formation has taken place." Now, in fact, so far as I am
aware, neither Hall nor yet myself in my exposition of his

views, which will be found in this Journal for May. 1861

[II. xxxi, 406-4 LO], has proposed any theorv to ex]

latter part of the process, that is to say, the uplifting of the

deposited sediments, which LeConte calls " the actual moun-
tain-formation." Hall's contribution to the problem, which, as

our author well says, forms u an era in geological science," was

to show the relation between mountain chains and great accu-

mulations of sediments, to illustrate this by the history of the

Paleozoic rocks of North America ; and moreover to protest

against the generally received theory that mountain elevations

are due to local upthrusts ; he, to use his own language, "going

back to the theories long since entertained by geologists rela-

tive to continental elevations." That mountains were the

remnants of eroded continental areas had already been taught

by Lesley, and long before by i'> rier. It was

left for Hall, through a new way, these views

;

but the whole theory of the c a] elevations

was left by him where he found it In my exposition of his

views, I have only endeavored, in addition, to show in what

manner a contracting globe and a solid nucleus may be related

to the great facts of local subsidence and accumulation.

I shall not attempt to follow LeConte in his objections to

the views of Dana and Whitney with regard to the uplifting

of mountains, but proceed to notice briefly his own.

to which the horizonr from the slow contrac-

tion of the nucleus is brought, in the manner which I long

since explained, to act upon the great accumulations of sedi-

ment, so that they are "crushed together horizonl

swelled up vertically," thus producing not only
|

and slaty cleavage, but an amount of vertical extent
adequate to account for the upheaval of the greatest mountain
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chains;" the ridges, peaks, gorges and valleys of mountain
regions being however the results of subsequent erosion. This
theory of the plications of strata, and their relations both to
great accumulations and to a contracting nucleus, is fully set
forth in my paper of 1861, already quoted ; where I have also
insisted upon the results of " the lateral pressure brought to
bear upon the strata in an eloi sidenoe) by
the contraction of the globe." But while admitting that the
process here described must cause elevations of the compressed
strata, it must be said that it fails to solve the problem of
the uplifting of mounl rata of which have, in
many cases, undergone neither folding nor lateral compression,
but are nearly or quite horizontal. Foldings, contortions and
slaty cleavage, though met with in many mountain regions, are
m fact, accidents which are to be left out of view in considering
the origin of mountains. The student of physical geography

i from the great elevated plateaus of the globe, the
truth of De Montlosier's statement, that the great mountain
chains of Europe are but the remains of continental eleva-
tions which have been cut away by denudation, and that the
foldings and inversions to be met with in the structure
of mountains are to be looked upon only as local and

. [This Journal, II, xxxi, 408.] In a similar spirit

Jukes remarks that we learn "how completely the present
surface of the earth is a sculptured surface carved out by
denudation, and how little, as a rule, it is effected by the

is, upheavals and convolutions of the rocks beneath
^ " [Manual of Geology, 3d ed., 449.] In the case of the

paleozoic basin of eastern North America, as Hall
has well shown, the process of elevation was the same for

the thicker and corrugated sediments of the eastern portion
and for the thinner and undisturbed strata of the valley of
the upper Mississippi. The hills in the latter region, built

up of 1,000 feet of horizontal beds, having the Potsdam
sandstone at the base, and capped by the Niagara limestone,

show us the production of mountains by erosion, uncompli-
'/- T

* i by the accidents which make their study more
in regions where contortion of the strata has supervened. Hall

• d in this connection the nearlv horizontal strata

of the Cattskill Mo.
question of the structure and the origin of the Appa-

* has been com pi i< ted bv ti - " that the crys-

their higher portions are altered
has been complicated by the assumption that the

wuune strata which constitute their higher po

sediments of paleozoic age, rather than parts o

tinent of eozoic rocks which formed the eastc

paleozoic sea, corresponding to the Rocky Sioum Q»o
west. The former view has been very generally held by A
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can geologists, and was maintained by the present writer until

1870, when he endeavored to show that the crystalline rocks of

New England and their lithological representatives both to the

southwest and the northwest are of pre-paleozoic age, and in part

Laurentian. [This Journal, II, 1, 83 ; also Address before the

American Association, Indianapolis, 1871.] This view, already

before maintained by Credner and by Emmons, is now advo-

cated by LeConte, who conceives that the gneissic region of

the Atlantic slope is Laurentian, and was probably " land dur-

ing the paleozoic times," constituting an "eastern continental

mass," which, judging from the immense thickness of sediments

in the eastern parts of the paleozoic area, must have been of

great extent A similar view was put forward by EL D. Rogers

in 1842, and again by James Hall in 1859, when, after describ-

ing these paleozoic sediments, he said, " we may have had a

coast line nearly parallel to and co-extensive with the Appa-

lachians" [Paleontology, iii, page 96, note] ; commenting upon

which, in 1861, I asserted that these coarse sediments " were

evidently derived from a wasting continent." In a paper read

before the American Geographical Society, New York, Nov.

12, 1872, I adduced a farther argument in favor of such a pre-

paleozoic continent to the eastward, from the climatic condition

of great dryness which gave rise to the paleozoic region of

North America, to deposits of salt, gypsum and dolomite over

considerable areas from Nova Scotia to Michigan and Ohio,

and from the time of the Calciferous sandrock to that of the

Lower Carboniferous. [Engineering and Mining Journal, Jan.

14, and 23, 1873.]

In concluding his essay, Prof. LeConte declares that an im-

portant problem in geological dynamics remains, in his opinion,

unsolved; viz., the cause of those "great and wi
• which have marked the great divisions of

have left their impress in the general unconformability of the

strata ;" the last being that of the post-tertiary period. Now it

is precisely the upward movements of this kind which consti-

tute the continental elevations of De Montlosier, Hall and

myself, giving rise to plateaus, and by the partial erosion and

m of these to mountains. The cause of these con-

tinental elevations was not discussed by Hall, and is by Le-

Conte declared to be unexplained ; while such is the case, "the

actual mountain-formation," to use his words, is still unaccounted

for. That these gentle and wide-spread movements of oscilla-

tion are, however, in some way not yet clearly expl:

nected with the contracting of the nucleus and the ©
conforming thereto of the envelope, we can scarcely doubt, or

that the latter, from its iintup- ;m I -liuin, must present great

differences in constitu I ty in ita various parts.
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From this it might be expected that the movements imparted
to the envelope alike by the process of secular cooling and
contraction of the nucleus, and by the disturbance of the equili-

brium of pressure consequent on the processes of erosion and
sedimentation would give rise to seemingly irregular oscilla-

tions, resulting in the depression or the elevation of consider-

able areas, constituting continental movements.
The grave question here arises as to whether the heat which

plays such an important part in the phenomena under consid-

eration, is a cause or an effect of the activities beneath the

earth's surface. Starting from the notion of an igneous center,

Babbage and Herschel adopted the first view, in which I have
followed them, maintaining that the heat from a yet uncooled
nucleus is the efficient cause of all igneous and volcanic mani-

festations. According to Keferstein, on the other hand, the

hypothesis of an incandescent nucleus is unnecessary, and the

internal heat results from what he called a fermentation among
the deeply buried sedimentary layers. A view which unites

these two is proposed by LeConte, who suggests that heat

from a central source invading the buried sediments may th re

excite chemical action, which will, in its turn, evolve heat, and
thus greatly augment their temperature. It is, however, I

think, probable that any chemical processes which may be set

up in the buried sediments for their conversion into igneous

rocks and volcanic products would absorb rather than generate

heat.

In his remarkable study of the Secular Cooling of the

Earth [Trans. Roval Soc. Edinb., xxiii, pt 1, page 157], Sir

William Thomson arrives at the conclusu
mean rate of increase in descending in the earth's crust \vi 11

continue with but little variation for 100,000 feet, but mil grad-

ually diminish at greater depths. Estimating with him the

rate of increase at one degree of Fahrenheit for fifty-one feet,

it would require the depth just named, or about nineteen miles,

to give a temperature of 2,000° F., which may be supposed

sufficient to produce the cheiiii •
See mJ

paper on The Probable Seat of Volcanic Action. [This Jour., II,

1, 2 1.] But it is probable that the seat of volcanic activity may
be much k-.~ v- supposed, in which case the

central heat would bemad- ,:,:.'.. r/„. ; .,,W j..-f!..n. as *ug-.-v I

by Keferstein and LeConte, being rejected as a source of heat,

there however remained the bypothes -

might resull
!: " ;

'~"

chemical force exerted in rhe movements of the earth s ,•>• .st

might be converted into heat. This view was so far as 1

am aware, first advanced by Mr. George L Vosc* whose

* As recognized by Prof. LeConte, on page 156, this volume.
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review of Orographic Geology, a most valuable contribution

to the literature of the subject, was published in 1866. In it,

while recognizing with Sorby the conversion of mechanical

force into chemical action, he insists that " the enormous pres-

sure generated in the folding of masses of rocks the depth of

which is measured by miles," is an agent potent to produce

changes both mechanical and chemical. The causes of the

conversion of sediments into plutonic rocks like granite, he

conceives to be " mech" viih the heat and chemi-

cal action which proceed therefrom," and adds in a note, allud-

ing to the view which explains their conversion by the action

of heat from beneath, "we should prefer to get the heat

needed by the compression which accompanies the disturbance

of the strata where metamorphism occurs." [Orographic Geo-

logy, pp. 129, 130.] This view of Mr. Yose is confirmed by the

;!t, "as the

solid crust sinks together to follow down the shrinking nucleus

the work expended in mutual crushing and dislocation of its

parts is tranmnn^l into heat, by which at the places where the

crushing sufficiently takes place, the material of the rock so

crushed and that adjacent to it are heated even to fusion. The
access of water at such points determines volcanic eruption'

[this Jour., Ill, iv, 411]. To this it may be added that, inas-

much as the crushing process takes place in strata which from

their depth are already at an elevated temperature, the heat

developed by the mechanical process comes in to supplement

that derived by conduction from the igneous center. Moreover,

these strata include besides water, in many cases the com-

pounds of chlorine, sulphur and carbon necessary for the gene-

ration of t; iioh are the frequent a<

men ts of volcanic eruptidn. With the contributions of Yose and

Mallet, the theory of volcanic action advocated by Keferstein,

Herschel and myself, would seem to be well nigh complete.

Institute of Technology, Boston, Jan., 1873.

Aet. XXIX.—On a simple device for projt

deflections of the needles of a Qalvano nete . and ihw
instrument convenient in research, and suitablefur lecture experi-

ments ; by Alfred M. Mayer, Ph.D.

The instrumental problem of obtaining on a screen the

deflections of a galvanometer needle in magnified proportions

has occupied the thouirht-. .»f >-\ u-ii :.i.v^:<
:—

.

is evidently one of considerable importance. In

researches it is often necessary that the body of the observer



the Deflections of the needle of a

should be removed from the instrument, while at the same
time he must be able to observe the minute deflections of its
needles. In lectures before our college classes manj of the
most interesting and fundamental phenomena of radiant heat,

generally either entirely omitted,
or imperfectly presented, in default of an instrument which
can be constructed by anyone at a small outlav of time and
expense. The problem, therefore, has not been deemed below

is attention of eminent i vest srators : and although
there are some who consider sue :>vial, yet I
imagine they would think otherwise if they had the habit of

on, or the proper ambition to
address their students in the very language of Nature, by bring-

vith those phenomena which form the

The method, invented by Poggendorff, of observing the

deflections of the galvanometer by reflecting to a screeu a beam
of light from a small mirror attached to the needles, lias been

J^-'l for many vears. Sir William Thomson and Pro;.

nave exteu - fchod ; and it has the a
°i giving to the reflected beam an angular motion the double
of that given to the mirror by the needles. More recently

Tyndall has devised an instrument based on the principle of

the megascope. He throws a vertical beam from an electric

lamp on to the dial and needle of the galvanometer, and by
means of a lens and inclined mirror, placed above them he

obtains their images on the screen. In the number of this

Journal for June, 1872, I published "A new form of lantern-

Galvanome in the L.,

E- and D. Phil. Mag., and in Dr. Carl's " Eepertorium.' This

for which it was specially devised, yet is of difficult construe-
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tion and of limited applications when compared with the very

simple apparatus I will now proceed to describe.

(t is the glass shade of the galvanometer, on which, at g, are

drawn in india-ink the vertical graduation lines of the instru-

ment. A is a piece of aluminum wire to whose lower end are

fixed the needles of the galvanometer, and whose upper end is

perforated with a small hole so that the system may be s

by a silk fiber. A fine wire of german -silver, w, is attached

transversely to the aluminum wire, and has its ends bent down-
ward at right angles to its length. This transverse wire can be

placed at any azimuth by rotating it around its center, which is

coiled two or three times around the vertical aluminum wire.

On one of the bent ends of the transverse wire is cemented a

diamond-shaped piece of light paper or foil, and the other end

carries a small ball of wax, whose weight equals that of the

piece of paper or foil. The diamond courses around the shade

at about one millimeter from its interior surface, with its lower

point just above the lines of graduation. At C are re]

the condensing lenses of an oxhydrogen lantern, whose jet and
lime are at L. O is the objective which gives on the screen the

magnified image of pointer and scale, as seen at S. This scale

is not graduated into equal angular divisions, but its units

represent units of deflecting force traversing the galvanometer ;

and this scale is derived from a careful calibration of the

a is admirable, and

n a room consider-

ably illuminated with daylight. With less illumination of the

room I have used the instrument when the calcium light was

replaced by a kerosene flame.

Evidently the precision of the indications of the apparatus

just described are vitiated by the parallax of the index, for it

does not describe a cylinder which is an extension of the one

on which are drawn the graduations. This error is avoided by

cementing on the inside of the shade a curved piece of glass

whose radius of curvature equals the arm carrying the index,

and whose center coincides with the axis of the aluminum
wire. With this modification in the apparatus we have suc-

ceeded in reading with precision deflections to 6' of arc.

By the following arrangement deflections to 1', in an arc

extending 5° each side of the 0° point, can be determined. A
thin slip of microscope cover-glass is coated with a layer <>t

black varnish, and through this varnish are cut, in a dividing

engine, fine equidistant lines. The diamond-shaped
replaced by a light piece of cover-glass, also coated witl^var

nish, and having cut on it one fine vertical line. These

lines are illuminated by the lantern, and in front of them is
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placed an inch or an inch and a half objective. On the screen
we have the graduations as a sen. ^ ..." bright lines on a dark
ground, and along them moves the bright index line of the
pointer.

The zero points of the scales can be brought accurately to

coincide with the normal position of the index by revolving
the shade on its base ; and by turning the transverse wire so
that it points toward the screen, when the needles of the gal-

vanometer have come to rest, we can readily project the image
of the pointer and scale in any desired direction.

Although there are some advantages in having the scales

attached to the galvanometer, and in obtaining on the screen
their magnified images; yet, we can save much time in the
construction of the apparatus by substituting for them scales

drawn directly on the screen in vnv Mark india-ink.

My experience with this instrument has led me to prefer the
use of only one magnetic needle—the one enclosed in the coil of
the galvanometer—and this needle I render more or less astatic

by means of a damping magnet placed above the gab
and sliding on a vertical rod and rotating on its center uvuuu
the same. By means of the magnet, one can, with expedition,
adapt the sensitiveness of the instrument to the requirements
of special experiments, and thus the instrument is admirably
suited for all experiments in radiant heat, electricity or mag-
neto-electricity. In fact, on holding my hand at a distance of

from the face of a thermo pile, without its

conical reflector, I have often deflected the needle 30°.

One might suppose that the heat from the source of light

would cause currents of air in the shade and make the needle

fluctuate
; but I have not met with this difficulty, and if it

should arise it can be removed by placing in front of the con-

densing lenses a glass tank containing a solution of alum.

The evident super
construction over all preceding devices will at once commend
J t

; indeed, anyone in an hour or go can convert his galvanom-
eter into a more convenient and precise instrument for research,

and for the illustration of phenomena which have heretofore

been presented to students only with considerable trouble on
the part of the professor. Now, however, the whole of the

beautiful phenomena of radiant heat, which require a delicate

instrument for their evolution, can be exhibited with ease and

pleasure before our college classes.

December 31st, 1872.
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i Acid from Sulphotoluenic

When substituting agents are allowed to act upon toluene,

in the case of derivatives containing one substituting group,

two products are formed. These are the para- and or

ties. The former is always produced in much larger quantity

than the latter. This has been proved bv Engell
Latschinoff,* and by Wolkow.f in the case of the sulpho-deriva-

tives. Wolkow proved that the products belonged to the para-

and ortho-series by converting them resped
benzoic and salicylic acids. According to the experiments of

the chemists mentioned, the two sulpho acids can be separated

by partial crystallization of the potassium salts. In this way
the parasalt was obtained in a perfectly pure condition, while

the ortho-salt could not be freed entirely from the para-salt.

Now, as it had been shown that the oxidation of the mono-
brom- and mono-chlor-derivatives of toluene yielded corre-

sponding derivatives of benzoic acid, the idea naturally

suggested itself that similar treatment of

might yield the desired derivative of benzoic acid. My best

hopes were satisfied. After a few experiments it became evi-

dent that by means of this reaction I could prepare pi

benzoic acid in unlimited quantity with but com]
little labor.

The principal difficulty that presented itself was to be looked

for in connection with the fact that the sulj h<>-arid is exceed-

ingly easily soluble; and some method bad to be devised to

extract it from the oxidizing mixture, provided it were formed.

A preliminary experiment made with a small quantity of the

potassium salts of the sulphotoli
I that the*

were easily acted upon by a mixture of sulphuric acid and_

Taking ad' mt i-m «>j the suggestion of

Fittig* with the hope that the ortho-acid would be destroyed

by

bichromate in noted proportk

commenced by gently heating over a water-hath, proceeds rap-

idly to the end without the further aid of heat, and is com-

* Zeitschrift fur Chemie, N. F. 5, 615. f Ibid., N. F. 6, 321.
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pleted in the course of a few minutes. The liquid becomes
very hot and foams somewhat ; an evolution of gas takes place
as long as the oxidation-process continues ; and its cessation

the end of the operation. In order to extract the
product from the mixture the whole was diluted with a large
amount of water, and chalk added to the point of neutraliza-
tion. By this means the chromium oxide formed, and the
excess of sulphuric acid were precipitated, and in the solution
remained the potassium salts of the sulpho-acid or acids, to-

gether with some neutral potassium chromate. Baryta-water

rated almost to dryness. The colorless residue consisted of the
potassium salts togeth sium hydroxide. The
mass was first neutralized with sulphuric acid, and then a suffi-

cient quantity of the latter added to set the sulpho-acid- live.

care being taken to avoid any large excess. Moderately strong
alcohol being now poured upon the mixture, an abundant
deposite of ptassium sulphate took place. This was filtered off,

the salt well washed out ,virh alcohol, and the alcoholic filtrate

evaporated down again to a small volume. Potassium sulphate
was again deposited. This was filtered off, washed out, etc., and
the operation repeated a few times. Finally the alcoholic solu-
tion was boiled for some time with water, and then evaporated to

dryness over the water-bath. In this way the sulpho-acids were
obtained in a free state without impurities. The acid barium
salts were prepared, and, on bringing their solution to the point

ization, large acicular crystals were at once deposited,

and these possessed the characteristics of the acid barium salt

of parasulphobenzoic acid already described. They were ana-

lyzed with the following results
:

"

0-5415 grams salt were heated above 200°, and lost 0-0495 grams
H2

; and gave 0-2130 grams BaSO*=0-12524 Ba.

(C<4H<°S2CMo) '402 67-79

This shows then con " with sul-

phuric acid -group of

intoluenic acid remains intact. The conduct of the

ices I shall refer to below. As
far as I have been able to discover by a consultation of the lit-

erature, this is the first attempt which has been made to oxi-

dize sulpho-acids in the manner described. The simplicity of
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the reaction and the satis u ton U i .

f
i oi the results lead me

to d-'sir the fiirt ut ;qnd rution of the principle involved, and

I shall take the first opportunity to prepare a pure sulphoxylenic

and sulphosmesitylenic acid with the object of subjecting them

to the influence of oxidizing agents, hoping thus to obtain an

oxybibasic and an oxytribasic acid.

After having gained the necessary preliminary knowledge,

I proceeded to determine tlie best conditions for the reaction.

A large number of experiments were made, and as the result I

would give the following directions : Instead of first preparing

the potassium salts of the sulphotoluenic acids, I employed a

' '

' l of the acids in sulphuric acid, considerable labor being

solution has cooled down somewhat, two volumes of water are

added and the height of the liquid in the flask marked. Now
more water is added, and the mass subjected to <!

until the liquid has reached the original volume indicated by
the mark on the vessel. In this way any toluene which may
have remained unacted upon by the sulphuric acid is removed.

The solution is now allowed to cool to the ordinary tempera-

ture, and then 160 grams of coarsely powdered potassium

bichromate gradually added. In order to start the oxidation

the flask is placed on a water bath, and gently heated for about

ten minutes. During this time a commotion is noticed in the

liquid which gradually increases. An active foaming ensues,

and when this has fairly begun, the flask is removed from the

water-bath. A uniform evolution of gas continues until the

end of the operation, which occupies usually about twenty

minutes in all. The gas evolved is carbonic acid, as was

proved by appropriate reactions. In heating the mixture at

first, it is absolutely necessary to place it on a water-bath ;
if

the attempt be made to heat with a flame the flask invariably

breaks. This is occasioned by the fact that the potassium

bichromate lies at the bottom of the flask ; and that the oxida-

tion commences and goes on rapidly just at the spot where the

heat from the flame is strongest This spot immediately

becomes very hot before the remainder of the glass has been at

all heated, and from this spot a circular piece of glass inevitably

drops, followed by the contents of the flask. When the opera-

tion is at an end, which, as stated, is :'

of the evolution of gas, the whole
then treated successively, as above described, with chalk,

baryta-water, sulphuric acid and alcohol. By this method in

the course of a few days a very large quantity of pure acid

barium parasulphobenzoate can be prepared.
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Parasulphobenzoic Acid, ^^Iqq'q^, is prepared from

the barium salt by precipitating the barium exactly with pure
sulphuric acid, and evaporating the solution. It is very easily
soluble in water, and crystallizes from a very concentrated solu-
tion in the form of beautiful, colorless, transparent needles.
These, though very easily soluble, are not deliquescent. They
fuse above 200°, but undergo decomposition before the fusing
point is reached. The m eta-acid is deliquescent.
Potassium Parasulphobenzoate, prepared by neutralizing and

precipitating the acid barium salt by means of a solution of
pure potassium carbonate, is exceedingly easily soluble in
water, but crystallizes finally in well-formed" transparent
needles.

Acid sodium parasulphobenzoate, OH*
j

Ŝ ' Qg* + 2|H 3 0.

This salt was prepared by neutralizing and precipitating the
acid barium salt with sodium carbonate, and then adding
hydrochloric acid to the solution, evaporating and allowing to

crystallize. It forms beautiful, long, colorless, lustrous, stellate

prisms. It is moderately easily soluble in cold water, more
easily in hot water. The corresponding salt of the meta-acid is

more difficultly soluble in cold water, and crystallizes in lam-
inae. The two, when present in the same solution, can not,

however, be separated. The analysis of the salt gave the fol-

lowing results

:

0-3707 grams of the salt, dried over sulphuric acid, on being
heated gradually to 310°, lost 0-0607 grams in weight; and
then gave 0-102 grams Na 2SO*=0-033038 grams Na.

Calculated. Found.

(C*H*SO*) '201 74-72

Na 23 8-55 8*91

2|H«0 45 16-73 16-37

269 100-00

The remarkable fact will be noticed that the water of crystal-

lization is not driven off entirely until a high temperature (320°)
is reached. All other salts of this acid, as well as of the meta-
acid, which contain water of crystallization, exhibit the same
property, though not in such a marked degree as this one.

Barium parasulphobenzoate, C 7H * SO* . Ba+2H 3 O. This salt

was obtained bv neutralizing a solution of the acid salt with

barium carbonate. It is moderately easily soluble in cold

water, very easily in hot water. It crystallizes in small needles,

which are grouped together in verrucous masses. The corre-

sponding salt of the meta-acid is also easily soluble in water.

***• Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. V, No 28.—April, 1873.

18
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but according to the descriptions given it contains no water of

crystallization.

The analysis resulted as follows

:

0-41 74 grams salt, dried over sulphuric acid, on heing heated

gradually to 190°, lost 0-0411 grams H 2
; and then gave 0-2587

grams BaSO 4 =0-15212 grams Ba.

C*H*SO ^200 53-62

Ba 137 36 73 36-44

2H2 36 9-65 9-84

373 100-00

Acid barium parasulphobenzoate, (C 7H5S2 5
)
2Ba+3H20. The

methods of preparation and analysis of this salt have already

been given in detail. It is by far the most charact

of parasulphobenzoic acid; and its properties are such as to

render its preparation in an absolutely pure condition very

simple. It is exceedingly difficultly soluble in cold water,

When perfectly pure the length of the crystals is only depend-

ent upon the depth of the liquid in which they are formed. It

is more difficultly soluble, both in cold and in hot water, than

the meta-salt. Like the meta-salt it does not give off its water

of crystallization entirely below 200°
; and it may be sub-

jected to a much higher temperature without the "danger of

decomposition.

Calcium parasulphobenzoate is an amorphous powder which is

somewhat more easily soluble in cold water than in hot, and is

hence thrown down when a concentrated cold solution is boiled.

When the potassium salts, obtained in the preparation of

acid barium parasulphobenzoate by evaporating the solution

which has been treated with chalk and baryta-water, are fused

with potassium hydroxide, a mixture of paraoxybenzoic and

salicylic acids is obtained, the salicvlic acid forming in some

cases fully half of the product. This fact taken alone led at

first to the conclusion that the methyl groups of both the para-

and ortho-sulpho acids had been oxidized ; and that thus not

only parasulphobenzoic acid had been formed, but at the same

time orthosulphobenzoic acid. Further investigation, however,

showed conclusively that this was not the case, but proved

another interesting fact, of which I shall speak below.

IV. Formation of Terephtalic Acid from Parasulphobenzoic

Acid.

The recent experiments of V. Meyer* have tended to materi-

ally modify the prevalent views in' regard to the constitution

* Berliner Berichte, III Jahrgang, 112 ; and Annalen der Cheraie u. Pharmacie,
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of the biderivatives of benzene. Meyer showed that ordinary
sulphobenzoic acid, which, on the one hand, could be converted
mto oxybenzoic acid, could, on the other hand, he converted

italic acid by fusing its potassium salt with sodium
formate. As, according to the reigning ideas, isophtalic acid
can only have the constitution indicated by the 1'3 position of
its carboxyl groups, it became evident that oxybenzoic acid,
which up to that time had been looked upon as belonging to
the same series as phtalic acid, viz: the ortho (1*2) series, in
reality belonged to the meta (1-3) series, of which isophtalic
acid is the most satisfactory representative. Salicylic acid thus
became the 1*2 oxybenzoic acid, and the formulas of a number
of compounds were subsequently changed of necessity to place
them in concordance with the results of the above reaction.
But to take thus one experiment as the basis of a change as
serious as that which ensued was looked upon by some chemists

t: ; d. indeed Merer hii self, in his first notice*
on this subject, says :

" Bei alien Schliissen, die wir aus Eeac-
tionen, wie die oben beschriebene, ziehen, mahnt freilich die
von Kekule beobachtete Thatsache, dass die Phenolsulfosaure
mit Leichtigkeit aus der Meta-Stellung in die Para-Stellung
ubergeht, zu grosser Vorsicht und ich werde daher auch die so
eoen aufgestellte Reihe nicht fur vollig bewiesen halten. bevor
ich nicht auch ein Glied der Meta-Rahe in gewohnliche Phtal-
saure werde ubergefuhrt haben." Notwithstanding the fact that
a great number of experiments were made with the object of
more firmly ;,ted, by converting a
member of the other s« >asic acid,
they all failed ; and the two analogous experiments of Meyer,
viz. : the conversion < > : into isophtalic acid
and the conversion of bromobenzoic acid into isophtalic acid.

remained without support in their testimony. Attempts to

aPply the reaction to other fields were also unsuccessful, as

shown in the experiment - of rh.rthf and Ascher.J It is hardly
strange then that, with these circumstances, the changes pro-

posed by Meyer were not universallv accepted ; and those who
opposed them on the ground fcl I

i I I
iirangeraent

ought here play a role were certainly to some extent justified.

to the meta-acidjj with which Meyer performed his experiment,
!t became an intetres bat the conduct of this

compound would be when fused with sodium formate.

Prom the pure acid barium salt the potassium salt was pre-

pared and, the directions of Meyer being closely followed, this

* Berliner Berichte, III Jahrgang, 112. f Berliner Berielste. IV Jahrgang. >;?,[.

X Annalenpder Chemie u. Pharmacie, clxi, 3.

§ Para 14. 8 Meta 13.
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salt was fused with an equal weight of pure sodium formate.

In order to bring the mass to the point of fusion a compar-
atively high temperature was required. It then remained in a

semi-liquid condition, apparently evolving gas for a short time,

finally becoming much darker in color—in fact nearly black.

At a certain point volatile products, evidently containing

sulphur, were given off, the odor of which was intensely dis-

agreeable. The operation was performed in a silver crucible

;

and the mass constantly stirred with a silver spatula. Occasion-

ally the vapors which were given off took lire above the cruci-

ble, and, on the gas-flame being now removed from beneath,

and the flame of the burning vapor being extinguished, the

mixture continued red-hot for a short time, presenting the

appearance of a burning coal. When all had cooled down to

the ordinary temperature the crucible and contents were placed

in water, and this boiled. The solution thus obtained was
filtered and, when cold, was treated with sulphuric acid. Thus
was thrown down a very voluminous, flocculent precipitate of

a decidedly dark color. In order to purify the product, it Wte

filtered off and well washed out with hot water ; then dissolved

in ammonia, and this solution boiled with animal charcoal. A
nearly colorless solution resulted, and on treating this with

sulphuric acid the precipitate formed was almost white. An
attempt was made to prepare the barium salt by boiling with

pure barium carbonate. After long continued boiling with a

large amount of water the acid had disappeared and the salt was

in solution. On evaporating gradually the salt was deposited

in crusts during the process. It proved to be of exceedingly

difficult solubility in water, boiling as well as cold. A small por-

tion of it appeared to have a tendency to crystallize. This was

separated from the powder and crusts, and repeated!
j

By means of various reactions, however, _. .

that this was not one of the phtalic acids, and it seemed probable

that it might represent a variety of the thihydrobenzoic acids,

the formation of which has been shown* to take place in the

reaction of Meyer for the preparation of isophtalic acid. The

amount of the substance obtained was not sufficient to permit

of its close examination, its perfect separation from the other

substance formed being impossible. The difficulty of separa-

tion threatened at the outset to be a serious obstacle in the way

of deciding the point under consideration. One method after

another was tried ; but the results were decidedlv unsatisfac-

tory
; until finally the mixture was subjected to the influence

of an oxidizing agent (sulphuric acid and potassium bichro-

* Ador, Berliner Berichte, IT Jahrgang, 622.
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mate). By this means the thihydrobenzoic acid (?) was so
changed in character as to become soluble, whereas the other
constituent of the mixture was left behind in a pure condition
unacted upon. It was dissolved in ammonia, reprecipitated by
means of a strong acid, filtered and well washed out. In this
condition it had the form of a very light, flocculent, white
mass. It could be dissolved in boiling alcohol, and from this
solution it was obtained in the for ties which
were deposited upon the sides of the vessel. This substance
could not be brought to fusion. When heated in a capillary
tube it sublimed IV. .m <.•<• part to the other before the flame;
and was finally decomposed without fusing. It was almost
absolutely insoluble in water, both boiling and cold ; insoluble
in ether. The pure substance could not be perfectly dissolved
by boiling with barium carbonate. A small amount of the
barium salt of the acid was, however, thus obtained, and this
was very difficultly soluble in water and did not crystallize,
"he calcium salt resembled this in every way.
These are the properties of terephtalic acid, with the excep-

tion of the conduct toward alcohol. To this I am not inclined

-
1 iescribed as insoluble

m alcohol is that which is obtained by oxidation of xylene, and
the condition of this aci 1 & the light

: from one of its salts. Further,
I found that after being dried, the acid, as obtained by me, was
also insoluble in alcohol. I would hence rather consider this

conduct as indicating a property of terephtalic acid which had
been overlooked. The substance was proved to have the com-
position of terephtalic acid by the following analysis:

0-2325 grams substance, dried over sulphuric acid, gave 0-4897

grams CO 2 =0*13355 grams C and 0-0832 grams H 20=
0-00924 grams H.

C« "96 57-83 57-44

The proofs that terephtalic acid is formed when potassium

parasulphobenzoate and sodium formate are fused together are

thus conclusive. It remained, however, to show that neither

phtalic nor isophtalic acid was formed at the same time. The
crude product was boiled with water for a long time and then

filtered off. On allowing the filtrate to cool a small
1

,

substance was deposited in the form of powder. The n

shaken with ether, which dissolved the powd..-r and extract.-d

whatever might be in solution. The original solution from
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which the crude acid had been precipitated was also treated

with ether. On uniting the ethereal solutions and distilling off

the ether, a residue was obtained which dissolved readily in

alkaline carbonates. It was neun im carbonate.

The barium salt was easily soluble and crystallized well. The
free acid separated from this salt was easily soluble in hot water

and crystallized oat on cooling. It had the fusing point 120* and

all the other properties of benzoic acid. No other substance

could be found. The quantity of benzoic acid obtained was

very small in comparison to the whole quantity of the product;

and its formation can easily be accounted for when we consider

iter of the reaction.

Here then, at least, no molecular rearrangement takes place

;

and this, taken in connection with Meyer's experiment
makes the case strong enough to command attention. The
reaction is thus shown to be capable of application for the

purpose of determining the constii ition of compounds; and

the changes proposed by Meyer can be demanded w i I

confidence than before. The proofs that paraoxybenzoic and

c acids belong to the same series had already been

given* by other reactions ; though, acknowledging the de-

scribed reaction, this would be the most direct proof of the fact.

Art. XXXL—Note on the Age of fir Mdun.orphic Rocks of Port-

land, Dodge county, Wisconsin ; by Poland D. Irving. E.M..

Professor of Geology, Mining and Metallurgy, in the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin.

In an Article on "The Age of the Quartzites, Conglomerates

and Schists of Sauk County, Wisconsin." published in this

Journal for February of the' present year (1872), 1 _

I believe to be ample proof of t lie Psv- 1' . -i.vn ; ;_e of the rocks

then treated of. Th- dv regarded by good

authority (Winchell, Eaton, Percival), as having resulted from

a metamorphism of the Potsdam *indsi.om\s. 1 then showed to

have been out! vino islands and reef ledges in the Potsdam seas^

I stated also that there were several other outlying

metamorphic rocks, similar to these, and scattered at wide dis-

tances apart within the Lower Silurian area ; one of these I have

since been able to exai dv » b n - .:•• rare, and am prepared

to say of the rocks found there what 1 did •' th- =e in the Sauk

county region, viz: that thev are undoubtedly Pre
The locality referred to is near the village of Portland, in the
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of Dodge county, at least thirty-five miles from
mtymete

..jestpuin
i of the State.

I have ascertained, I think, all that has heretofore been pub-
lished about this locality. The first public announcement
seems to have been made by Dr. I. A. Lapham in a lecture at

:ee in February 1848. He there speaks of the rock as
just discovered and as'" primitive rock." This lecture afforded
Dr. Owen the data for the foot-note which I find on page 151
of Owen's Eeport on Wisconsin. Iowa and Minnesota (1852),
and from which I take th. , _ Th. ate Mr. J. S.
Thayer obs | lodge county, Wiscon-
sin, on the west branch of Eock river, on Section 33, Township
9 north, Range 13 west." The onlv other reference I am able
to find occurs in the Report of Progress of Dr. James G. Perci-
val for 1855. On page 101 of that report I find a heading,
" The Quartz Rock of Baraboo and Portland." The first sen-
tence under this head reads as follows: "The quartz rock in
the ridges adjoining the Baraboo vallev, on the north and south,
and that east of Portland, are so similar in character that they
may be considered in connection." He further states that the
Baraboo (Sauk) quartzites are changed "Lower" or Potsdam
sandstone, whilst the Portland rocks in like manner result from
the " Upper" or St. Peter's sandstone. In Mr. Hall's Reports,
1 find no mention of the Portland rock.*

_
The formations immediately surrounding the locality in ques-

tion are of Potsdam age, but, inasmuch as these rocks are much
farther south than any of the similar isolated masses, we find
now in the immediate vicinity not merely the sandstone, or lower
representative of the Potsdam period, but also, and mainly, the
'- " "i Magnesian limestone or upper representative of that

period. We find too, within a very short distance, the St. Peter's
or "Upper" sandstone, and the Blue and Buff limestones, all of
the Trenton period. In this case, then, the occurrence is even
more strikingly peculiar than in the Sauk county region. Here
we find a very much smaller area covered by the metamorphic
rocks

; these rocks are much further from the main Azoic mass,
and the series of surrounding and entirely unaltered and un-

disturbed strata is much fuller. The accompanying map, en-

larged from Dr. Lapham's Geological Map of Wisconsin, serves

* I find by studying more carefully Mr. Hall's Report of Progress of the Geo-
logical Survey ton proof of the Huronian
or Azoic age of Sauk quartzites than I supposed when I wrote the article alluded

«> above. He may have had more pro-: r port, which
reached only one volume before the survey was stopped. In the plate of sections

given in that volume, the Sauk quartzites are represented as rising %n a series>o/
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show the association of the quartzite with the undisturbed

The quartzite mass here covers an area of not more than

three miles in an east and west direction, and much less than

that in a north and south direction. On approaching from the

east the rocks appear in the form of a low ridge, whose height

in no case exceeds 75 feet above the general level of the coun-

try. The approach is across a low marshy ground, and the

ridge though not high is thus made to stand out somewhat con-

spicuously. This marshy ground runs along all the western

side and at the northern end completely encircles one portion

of the ridge, making a marsh island of it The junction of two

sluggish marsh streams is near by, and in times of high water

this island in the marsh is actually surrounded by water and

accessible only by boat It goes by the name of "Rocky
Island." The highest point of the ridge, as well as the most

marked exposures of rock, is found at this place. The ridge

is very narrow from east to west, and descends almost imme-

diatelV on the eastern side to a shallow valley. The more
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eastern exposures are on a corresponding low ridge farther to

the east, and are of less extent.
The rock is almost entirely quartzite. In a few places I

found outcrops of a raetamorphic conglomerate like that ob-
served in Sauk county, and in still fewer places very thin
seams of a talco-silic le. I found none of
the siliceous slate like that observed at the narrows of the Bar-
aboo river. The quartzite is of a lightish grey color, very com-
pact and uniform, showing neither the tendency to pass into a
sandstone, nor the deep red color apparent in some parts of the
Sauk quartzite. The laminated structure is visible in some
places, but never with the distinctness of that apparent at Devil's
Lake. The dip is very obscure. The different systems of verti-
cal joints—there seem to be as many as three—and the bedding
joints, are so confused that it becomes very difficult without
long study to ascertain the dip accurately. It certainly is at a
ery high angle. Considering together the directions of the

ire, and the mode of occur-

aterial, the weight of testi-

form N.N.E. dip, at a very

Along the lines of separation of some of the joints

probably not bedding joints—the quartzite shows smooth
polished faces of considerable extent ; this peculiarity was
observed with the Sauk quartzite also. Glacial markings are
quite apparent in many places along the top of the ridge. The
markings bear N.N.B. and S.S.W. The peculiar rounded form
of exposed surfaces along the top would seem to be partly due
to glacial action.

I was not able to find the quartzite and associated unaltered
rocks in direct contact following the ridge to
the southward, in which direction it gradually becomes lower,
I was able to trace the outcrop of the quartzite continuously to

within a few rods of a deep cutting on the Milwaukee and St.

Paul railroad. In the lower part of this cut I found the hori-

zontal layers of thinly laminated siliceous limestone, which are

characteristic of the gradation of the Potsdam sandstone into
the Lower Magnesian limestone. The occurrence of Blue or

Trenton limestone not more than a mile to the westward, as

represented on Dr. Lapham's map, was verified.

It would seem that three different theories have been ad-

vanced with regard to the age of these rocks : 1st, that they
are Azoic or u primary ;" 2d, that they are altered from the

Potsdam sandstone; 3d, that they are altered from the St
Peter's sandstone. I make the following arguments in favor of
the first of these.

,
1st, The exceedingly

r

bonce. This argument

J
the same as that advanced in favor of the Azoic age of the

Sauk quartzite*. The idea of such thorough alteration and dis-
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turbance over a small area, away altogether from any great

system of metamorphism is inadmissible.

2d, The occurrence close by of horizontal layers of Potsdam

age. These layers indicate the lower portion of the upper

member of the Potsdam group. The quartzite, if altered from

the "Lower" sandstone, must have been made, upheaved, and

worn down I een the close of the sandstone epoch

and the beginning of that of the limestone. But these formations

everywhere throughout the State graduate imperceptibly into

one another; in other words, there was no interval. That the

quartzite cannot have been altered from the St. Peter's sand-

stone, as stated by Percival, is also shown by these horizontal

layers. A sandstone could hardly be changed to quartzite,

whilst the beds immediately underlying it are left unaltered

and undisturbed.

3d, The thoroughness of the change in the rocks. This is an

must have been a part

of some great system of changes and foldings, and not the result

of an action restricted entirely to an area of a few square miles.

4th, The probable uniform dip to the N.N.K The indication

of a uniform dip at a very high angle, together with the absence

of any sign of an anticlinal, is direct proof that the quartzite.'

are older than the undisturbed beds of the Potsdam period,

which lie near by. The time that elapsed after the deposition

of the Potsdam beds, must have been long enough to cover the

time of upheaval and metamorphism, as well as the time requi-

site to erode all traces of an anticlinal.

I may say then confidently that these rocks are older than

the Potsdam ; that they received their present form before the

laying down of the Lower Silurian strata ; and that we find

in them simply another outlying island in the Potsdam seas.

Relation to the main Azoic body, and to the other detached

Azoic masses of the State. The accompanying outline map of

Wisconsin serves to show these relations. A, A, A, is the

southern line of the Azoic body ; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the patches of

. according to Lapham's map, lying within the Lower

Silurian area ; 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, are similarly isolated masses of

granite or granitoid rocks. The Sauk' quartzite ridges are

marked 4; that of Portland 5. It will thus be seen that me
last named is much the most distant from the Azoic body.

Can these quartzite areas be regarded as Huronian? The kinds

of rocks (quartzites, conglomerates, siliceous slates), the dis-

tinct stratification, the no less distinct lamination, ripple

markings, etc. (Devil's Lake), and the absence of granitoid rocks,

would seem to show a close similarity between the rocks of

these isolated areas and those in northern Wisconsin and north-

ern Michigan now regarded as Huronian.
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Curry County, Oregon, is the southernmost of the coast
counties of that State, and lies directly north of latitude 42°,
the boundary line of California. The entire county, with the
exception of a narrow strip of arable land on the sea coast, and
the alluvial bottoms of the Eogue and other rivers, is filled

with ranges of rugged mountains, lateral spurs of the Sisky-
ion, whose snow summits are everywhere visible. The only
wheel-road in the county runs from the boundary to the Chetko
nver, a distance of eight miles ; from thence a bridle trail leads
to the settlements of Ellensburg, Port Orford, etc. Five miles
north of the Chetko and directly on the sea coast is the locality
of the borate deposit to be described. The country in the
immediate vicinity resembles a succession of terraces, from one
to two hundred feet above the sea level. From these terraces

numerous rounded hills, some of them perfect cones, arise, gen-

-liing an altitude of two hundred feet above the flat.

Back of these terraces lies a long range of mountains 2000 feet
nigh. One peak of this range called Red Mountain, from the
character of the rock exposed (a reddish sandstone), forms a

perfect dome, and is at the head of the stream on which the
borate was found, and five miles from the sea.

Through the terraces the brooks coming from this range
have cut deep canons, the rocks exposed in the beds being tal-

cose slate and serpentine. Immediately in the vicinity of the
borate deposit the hills slope downward so as to form three

perfect crater, the bottom of which must be under
water.

The coast is bordered with innumerable rocks of conglom-
erate and metamorphic sandstone, and the depth of water is very
great within a few hundred feet of the shore line. The beach
is strewn with masses of conglomerate rock composed of peb-
bles of agate, carnelian, jasper, and quartz, bound together by
a cement of sandstom ks in these

rocks, veins of carbon;:* ; ite color are found.

many of them several inches in thickness. Two small streams
cut their way down from the mountains and "inprv into the sea

within the limits of the little bay, which is about three quarters

of a mile in extent. On one of these streams a farmer located

some ten or twelve years ago, and has occupied the place ever

since, engaged in cattle raising. The locality was appro; iriately

named the "Lone Ranch," his n* - tive mdes

'.listfint. Hi- attention u is earh call <l to an outcrop on the

banks of the little stream, ai.oitt :>'><> vanls from the sea. and
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20 feet above it, of a white substance which he called "chalk."

When it was known that farmer Cresswell had chalk on his

place, the coopers at the fisheries on the Rogue river and the

carpenters in the little towns sent for some, and for years after-

ward it was used in cooperage and to chalk carpenters' lines.

Masses of it exposed by winter floods were washed out to sea.

My attention was called to the deposit in 1872, and then

chiefly from the fact that it proved an excellent polishing

material for silver. On presentation of a specimen to the Cali-

fornia Academy of Science by the President, Prof. Davidson, it

was pronounced borate of lime. On a subsequent examination

by the San Francisco Microscopical Society, Mr. H. Gr. Hanks,

chemist, exhibited the rhombic character of the crystals, and

also the fact that it 'contained no diatoms, and pronounced it

cryptomorphite.

The substance having commercial value, it was mined during

the past summer, and the following information concerning the

character of the deposit obtained. In cutting away the bank
above the spot where the first outcrop appeared, several layers

or strata were met with, of varying thickness. The first in

order was a soft green clay or decomposed talc, with streaks

and globules of a white, waxy substance, itself another form of

steatite. The second, a layer of black slate or rock broken

into a thousand fragments and resembling coal. Then a layer

of slate, seamed with white veins and masses of decomposed
talc. These layers did not contain any traces of boric acid.

Then came a layer of hard, white borate, filling the seams

and cavities of the slate, and pressing down on the layer

beneath, which was a tough blue -steatite with green and white

veins and of the consistency of clay. Wherever a hollow had

formed in the blue steatite, the hard borate pressed down into

it and formed a hemisphere, the upper parts being mixed with

slate, the lower pure. In the blue steatite and a few inches

below the slates, the main vein or (flow was found. Here the

borate was in the form of boulders or rounded masses, com-

pletely imbedded in the steatite, and in shape not unlike a

pumpkin or squash, the sides being corrugated and having

little depressions in the top surface. These boulders formed a

continuous line touching each other, and were of uniform size

in the main flow, weighing about two hundred pounds each,

although some were much larger, one weighing four hundred

and fifty. Branching off from the main deposit were side

flows, where the boulders ran from twenty pounds down to

small pellets the size of a pea, and even smaller.

These masses were all perfectly pure and each complete in

itself. When broken apart the bs no luster.
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The color is milk-white ; feel greasy and unctuous. Before the
blowpipe the substance exhibits the usual green flame.
The following is the analysis of the two kinds, the hard

borate found in veins and the" boulders or masses :

Boulders.
Water 22-75
Lime . 29-96

Alkalies -25

Chlorides traces

Boracic acid 47-04=100-00

Hard Borate.
Water . . 25-00
Lime 29*80

Alkalies traces

Boracic acid 45-20=100-00

The above analysis was made on average samples from large
quantities for commercial purposes, and owing to the presence
of a large percentage of water the average of acid was reduced.
A small portion, thoroughly dried, previously tested, yielded as
high as 55 percent The quanl as made in
the office of Gen. Hewston, San Francisco Assay and Kefming
Works, by Mr. Thomas Price, chemist.

It will be seen from the above analysis that soda is entirely
absent, the composite lime, water, and boric
acid, forming thus a hydrous borate of lime. The appearance
of the material and the shape in which it is found does not
correspond with any of the described varieties in Dana's " Min-
eralogy," and it might be called a new variety. The adjacent
steatite and earths, as well as the slates, do not show the slight-

est trace of boric acid. In working, empty cells were fre-

quently struck, of the exact shape and size of boulders l.\ in-

near them. These cells ha.l ;m in^le incrustation of a semi-

it nature, covered with little protuberances or pim-
ples. This substance also gave a green flame with sulphuric
acid and alcohol.

,
In forming a theory as to the origin of this deposit, it is

impossible to resist the conclusion that it came from a spring
of boric acid in the crater of what was probably a mud volcano.

The different layers of steatite and clays being first ejected,

the acid, possibly in the form of vapor from a hot sprii

have passed through a layer of carbonate of lime ; holding this

in suspension the vapor penetrated the possibly liquid mud,
and formed cells in it somewhat similar to air bubbles. As
the mud cooled it pressed on these cells from all Bides—the
cooling of the vapor or water also allowed it to deposit; the

matter in suspension which pressed by the mud assumed the

crowded and corrugated shape that it is found in at present.
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The vapors that escaped from the steatite were caught by the

slate above, and formed as vein matter in the fissures.

Further development of this probably unique deposit may
lead to a change in this theory, but at present it seems the

only hypothesis to account for the presence of this pure borate

in a substance which does not itself possess any trace of either

the acid or lime.

The third field

busily engaged in office-work in Washington,
elaborating the data obtained. The areas embraced in the sea-

son's work covered western and southern Utah, eastern Nevada
and n< >rthern Arizona, as far as the Grand Canon of the Colorado,

and taken in connection with the labors of 1869 and 1871,

amount in extent to the territory of the New England and

Mtid( lie States combined. These three surveys, in 1869, '70 and
'72, have been made to supplement and perfect each other in

such a way that the Lieutenant's mapped field now extends

from central California over a large part of Nevada, as far east

as central Utah, and south over the larger part of northern,

western and central Arizona.
The initial aim in the work of the Survey is the accurate

mapping of the countries traversed, and the correction of the

engineers' map of the Unif-d Sin f- v <->t of the 100th meridian.

For this purpose there is a corps of trained topographers con-

nected with the expedition, whose operations during the past

season were much facilitated, and the accuracy of their results

much enhanced, by means of a comprehensive series of astro-

nomical statioi s. at various taints, either nearly or remotely con-

nected with the field of survey, extending from Cheyenne,

Wyoming, on the line of the Union Pacific, to Beaver, in lower

Utah. The value of these astronomical stations, and the tables

of observations taken, can hardly be overestimated, when con-

sidered with reference to the perfecting of surveys in a country

where so ma Les stand in the way of accurate

geodetic work. In addition to the astronomical work, hourly

meteorological observations were made, at different points m
the region surveyed, and the accumulation of data from this

source alone is great. The various departments of geology,

mineralogy, meteorology, natural history, and ethnology wer®

filled and "administered with vigor, and a valuable gallery of
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photographic views secured from the Grand Canon of the Colo-
rado, as well as from Utah, by Mr. Wm. Bell, a skilled photo-
grapher of Philadelphia,; characteristic sets of views selected
from these are now preparing, under orders from the War De-
partment, for exhibition at the Vienna Exposition during the

of natural history, Dr. H. C. Yarrow and his

, made valuable collections from

In the
assistant.

the flora aad fauna of the territory entered, including
than five hundred bird-skins from Utah, which have Deen
received in Washington in excellent preservation. The geolo-
gists of the expedition, Messrs. G. K. Gilbert and E. E.
Howell, besides the strictly special work of their profession,
effected a labor of economic value, by entering many mining
camps in Utah and Nevada, and examining thoroughly the
developments and possibilities of the various districts ; aided in
this by the surveyors and astronomers of the corps, who set up,
in several mining districts, astronomical monuments bearing the
latitude and longitude of the places, for the convenience of local
surveys. The topographers of last season were Messrs. Louis
Nell, J. Weyss, H. Crueger, and G. Thompson, and the astrono-
mers, Messrs. J. H. Clark, E. P. Austin and W. W. Maryatt.
The ethnologist of the expedition, Mr. M. S. Severance, made
extensive researches in the ancient mounds, and recent graves,
of the Indian country, and secured from these sources a dozen
or more crania and skeletons, besides numerous relics of various
age and value, and a considerable addition to the Ute and other
dialects. Lieuts. R S. Hoxie and W. L. Marshall, of the
engineers, aided Lieut. Wheeler in the executive administration
of the expedition, besides giving somewhat attention to astro-

nomical and topographical subjects. Lieuts. W. A. Dinwiddie
and W. Mott were in command of the cavalry aud infantry
escort, respectively.

.
Much of Lieutenant Wheeler's attention was devoted to sub-

rterally associated with the main object of the survey,
relating to the internal economy of the vast areas traversed, and
the elucidation of industrial questions of vital interest to settlers

cs; among these were the subjects of artesi

and schemes of irrigation to reclaim the wide-spread barren
wastes of that region, the limiting of the areas within which
mineral croppings may reasonably be expected, the discovery
of new routes of travel and transportation, and favorable posi-

tions for the establishment of military posts, the collection of
data bearing on agricultural questions and the limits of popula-
tion, and other investigations of equal importance in the

development of a new country and the improvement of regions
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In 1846, Dr. Isaac Lea discovered, in the coal strata near

Pottsville, footprints similar to those discovered by Dr. King
in 1844. Another example of similar footprints has been dis-

covered in a quarry, on the farm of Commodore Rogers, three

miles north of the city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The
tracks found by Dr. King occurred about 100 to 120 feet

below the Pittsburgh coal seam, near a little town called

Pleasant Unity, not far from the base of Chestnut ridge. In

precisely the same situation geologically were the tracks found

of which I send you a cast, and rather imperfect drawing. The
Pittsburgh coal seam is worked on the hill side, above the

quarry from which these tracks were obtained, by actual mea-

surement 110 feet.

As in the tracks described by Dr. King, one of the toes

stands out like an opposable thumb, giving the appearance of

a hand to the track, and the number of toes is greater in the

hind than the fore foot. The front track shows but three

toes, but the abnormal thickness of the third toe shows to

conclusively that there were two, which have been,

; up V "

._ ._j2l...
to the right of the heel of the front track, and to the left of

the heel of the hind track, indicates the place of the thumb-

like toe, which has been in both cases washed away ; the very

noticeable hollow running round both feet indicates the chan-

neling out and washing away here suggested. If I am right

in this supposition, then the tracks must have been originally

at least a third larger. In giving the following description,

however, I state the characters just as they are on the slab,

referring the tracks provisionally to the genus Cheirotheriurn.

Gheirotherium Reiteri: Toes of hind foot four ; directed to

the left; left three of nearly equal length, 1£ inches; the

fourth much smaller and shorter, £ inch ; heel 1 inch long

;

If inch wide ; length of foot 2i inches to 3 inches ; length of

step, 11 inches. Toes of the front foot three, directed to the

right, of nearly equal length, thicker and shorter than those

of the hind foot ; heel apparently longer and wider.

The species is dedicated to Dr. Wm. C. Reiter, of Pittsburgh,

an accomplished naturalist and an intimate friend and fellow

laborer, in scientific pursuits, of Dr. King, the first discoverer

of reptilian tracks in the Coal measures of Pennsylvania. The
' the collection of the Western University oi
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Pennsylvania, and a second cast is in possession of Dr. W. C.
Eeiter, of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Before closing, I may remark that the sandstone, on which
these tracks are found, like that, on which Dr. King's were
found, is covered with mud-cracks, and numberless long trails,

as of animals passing over the surface, but to what class refera-

ble I cannot tell. It is, moreover, covered with the most
beautiful ripple marks ; in one place in the quarry, a space of
the stone about thirty yards long and twenty wide is exposed
to view, and could easily at a little distance be mistaken for
a shore just lapped by the retiring waves. In one locality, at
the same geological horizon, Westmoreland county, Pa., some
years since, I found an extensive and remarkable deposit of
•'">>ik iinlii-.riv.- of the conditions supposed to exist whore
these and similar tracks are found. In the thin black shales
of that locality were confusedly 'mingled the characteristic
plants of the coal and marine shells, a singular new species,

by my friend Leo Lesquereux as " Crematopteris Penn-
C/

' """"," " ami a w< 1! m - ked wing of an insect closely allied

to that since found by him in the low coal of Arkansas, and
described as Blnttind venusta/'t Some years subsequently at
nearly the same geological horizon, in Washington county, Pa,,
I found a mass of fossil remains wholly unknown to me, but
which I supposed to be fragments of a reptilian skeleton.
They were given by me to Prof. Leo Lesquereux, and by him

-.Prof. Atrassiz. I have not learned the result of
Prof. Anas--'- — • "

Ax the article on Gigantic Fossil Mammals in the Februarv
number of this Journal (p. 117), I called attention to numerous
errors in Prof. Cope's recent publications on the same subject,
oome of these mistakes were made by Prof. Cope in describing

eeimens; some by misunderstanding the characters of

tocerata; and not a few in giving dates and references
which were not correct. These specific points against his work,
some twenty in number, Prof. Cope has not answered. He has,
however, endeavored to break the force of my criticism by a gen-
eral denial, which evades the main issue between us, as I have

He says, in substance, that one species of

* Geological Report of Pennsylvania,
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from one of my species ; but this would not materially diminish the

list of his errors on this subject. Prof. Cope distinctly included in

his group of supposed Proboscidians the genera Dinoceras and

Uintatheriu m I have shown, both their charac-

ters and affinities, as well as those of his own specimens. Prof.

Cope states further, that I have not seen his Eobasileus. I have

already expressed my belief that what he has called /

was merely my genus Tinoceras, and, as shown below, this is now
established beyond a doubt. Prof. Cope asserts, likewise, that

the descriptions he has given are correct ; but this is impossible,

since he has made most contradictory statements about the same

;
and, finally,

ed, also, that 1

on the frontal bones ; that the;

they were in part on the maxillaries. He tells i

the nasal bones were greatly elongated; and
were extremely short; that the horn-eores of
six inches in length ; and, next, that they were a foot long ; that

the spine of the tibia was obtuse; and again, that it was
and, strangest of all, that the premaxillary was both edentulous,

and a trenchant tusk

!

The March number of t

out Prof. Cope's numerous
article by him on the Dinocerata. This paper, likewise, is not free

from serious mistakes and inaccuracies, which show that Prof. Cope
still misinterprets some of the most important characters of his

own specimens. The paper purports to have been read at the

Dubuque meeting of the A;ih ricm Association of Science, btit it

evidently include il.e result- ..f Prof. Cope"* later investigations,

as well as corrections suggested by my recent criticisms. This is

equally the case with the appended paper, which was first issued

separately, and has just been re-published in an emended form.*

Since the U published, I have had an oppor-

tunity, through the kindness of Prof. Agassiz, of examining r

" ' ileus cornutut

•egard to this

specimen, viz : that it belongs to the genus
to *':• in,-...,,- t.i. rl, »p,- : -ii s hcing apparently T. gra><-

The photographs show, moreover, that Prof. Cope has from the

first mistaken many characters of this genus, and hence his erro-

neous conclusions in regard to the group to which it belongs.

Some of Prof. Cope's errors in dates and references wi
:

pointed out, he has corrected in his later papers, and I

not be repeated. In his last note on fc'haxHeusA however, he has

. -
.

*
' * : :af hi* ill sc-i]iriMn- ;<i

deserves consideration, especially
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testing the accuracy of these descriptions. The photographs of
Prof. Cope's Eobasileus, examined in connection with many similar
remains in the Yale Museum, make it evident that the various
objections I have raised against his work are, almost without
exception, well founded. His more recent errors, as will as those

g in his dates and references, should be placed in the same
judging of the value of his papers on the Din

i the f
"These papers stii! need correction on the following points:—

.Mar-:., which antedates it (p. 122), and the name of the family,
Ti,H,reratid(e, likewise has priority over Eobasiliidce. 2d. The
name Loxolophodon Cope should not be applied to this genus, as
there is no satisfactory evidence ! 1 Iar tooth to
which it was first given is genericalh identical, and the probabi i-

ties are against it. 3d. The species Eobasileus cornutus Cope
a). [tears to be the same as Tinocerm grandis Marsh, which was
first described (Sept. 21, 1812). The species E. furcatus Cope,
founded on portions of supposed nasal bones (which Prof. Cope
has since called frontal bones), has at present no authority, the
specimens described being evidently the posterior horn-cores of
other known species. Judging from the descriptions, the name
/' /' '.vs-A <,/•,, ,',s ( ,,|,e ha- appar.ntK ii<> h. tt i ;< nidation. 4th.
The genus Dn, <.,-<_ ,<>> : I'hitatlu-riunt Loi.lv,

haps nearly related. 5th. The mammals of the above
those of Megacerops Leidv. cannot be placed

in the order jProboscidea, but r
—

~

Ai '

rata, which approaches the perisso. I

6th. The presence of a proboscis does not directly result from the
osteological characters of this group, but is quite inconsistent v ith

them, and the evidence is decidedly against it. 7th. The skull in

distinctive proboscidian features, and the

subordinate similarity in the limb-bones I pointed out before Prof.

Cope wrote anything on the subject. 8th. The presence of canine
Uviii and honi's was not alone stated by me to be characteristic
of a new order, but other important characters were given (p. 12 1).

9th. The -Dinocerata have no upper incisors, and the t>

Jn.-i-.ors by Prof. Cope are canines. 10th. These canines do not

correspond to the tusks ol Kl< phants, and the latter are not
enclosed between the premaxillarv and maxillary, but are inserted
in the former bone. 11th. The nasal bones in the Dinocerata
We much elongated, and their free extremities are not extremely
short, or deeply excavated. 12. The frontal bones do not extend
in front of tl ir extremities do not form bony
Pactions like shovels;

I:;:!,:,.;
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especially when the head was in its natural, declined position.

16th. The malar does not form the middle of the zygomatic arch,

merely, as in the Elephant, but extends in front of the orbit, as in

the Tapir. 17th. The temporal fossa? are not small posteriorly.

18th. The occiput is not vertical, but oblique. 19th. The tarsus

and foot are n< A probi - -how strong

perissodactyl features, e. g., in the absence of a hallux, and in the

articulation of the astragalus with both the navicular and cuboid

bones. 20th. The genus Dinoceras was not originally referred to

the Perissodactyls, but to a new order. 21st. The name Tinuc ms
was not first proposed August 24, 1872, but August 19, 1872, and

on that day I mailed Prof. Cope the pamphh 1 containing it. 22d.

The characters given in . I. — i-ril timr '!';„>,• ,-<i« ,i„reps Marsh*
pointed directly toward the Proboscidians, and this fact was dis-

til. t;\ -tated.
'

J- !. Main of the erroneous dates and references

which I have pointed out (pp. 118, 122, and 135) in Prof. Cope's

recent publications remain uncorrected.

The species of IHnocerata at present known with certainty »
ing:

—

Tinoceras anceps Marsh, Tim, M - .

Uintatherium ,,hmt„ llt |.<-idy. I>;, >,,-, ,•<>.< /,. V<r i'i- Ma.-'i. />>'»<>-

ceras lacustris Marsh. To these should probably be added M<
:
; <-

cerops Coloradensis Leidy, and also ']':,,.,
, ,-,,< > ..•n"tusz= Eobasi-

leus cornntm Cope, if this species should eventually prove distinct.

Yale College, New Haven, March 10, 1873.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. Considerations on some Points of the Theoretic Teachnuj oj\

Chemistry.—"The Faraday lecture before the Chemical Society ot

London, was delivered by Professor Cajstnjzzaro, now of Kome,
upon the above subject. Standing among the first of living

chemists, as the distinguished author does, his views upon the

value of chemical theorio in teaching have an importance amply
• i.c notice of them here. Accepting fully the theory

of atoms and molecules, and believing that " this theory aff< r 1- : '";

clearest, shortest, most exact and most accessible summary of all

that relates to the origin, meaning, value and us.

formulae and of equations," he naturally concludes that " it ought

to be introduced into the teaching of chemistry at an ear

I do not hesitate to assert," he continues, " that the theory ol

atoms and molecules ought to play in the teaching of ch

part analogous 4 o that of the theory of vibrations in the teaching

of optics." Affirming that "the solid base, the com<
the modern theory of molecules and atoms, is the

Avogadro, Ampere. Kroni-- and Claudius on the
-."" he would "found on this theory the demonstration
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of the limits of divisibility of elementary bodies ; that is to say,
tli.- listen..-,. ,,f elementary atoms." With his own classes, Can-
nizzaro begins by establishing the invariability of mass in chemi-
cal changes, pointing out the fact that " the only constant prop-
erty of matter is its ponderability." He then passes to the Dal-
toiiian theory, establishes, by means of (ray Lussac's law of com-
bining volumes, the correctness of the atomic weights, and then

» s il} •! m< strut - tin in .lecular condition of simple matter;
thus placing the fundamental notions of atom and molecule upon
a s<>

i id l»a-i-. iivs <1 from everything not necessarily connected
•with them. Then only it is " that we are in a position to attack
the difficulties encountered in the applications of these notions to

-- *" The instance of specific heai, of iswm rphism
ami of chemical analogy in fixing the size of molecules, and the
true meaning and value "of the theory of atomicity may then be

i, the student being taught to recognize the dynamic a>
Vvi '''i as the pmid< rabl, phenomena of cheinh al change.—J. Client.

Soc, II, x, 941, Nov., 1872. G. f. b.

2. On the Relation between Vibration and /Acow/r/o;,.—Cham-
" '-• and Peixbt have made some experiments which fully con-
nn Al h W | . orj ; ;

,,- [, ,, 1>i; ,ts explode by a peculiar mechani-

The\ found, for example, that nitrogen
iodide could be exploded at one end of a glass tube 22 feet long
by means of a little of the same substance detonated at the other;
!ll| d this when tin- tube was in two pieces joined in the center by
a paper band. On fastening a bit of nitrogen iodide by means
of gold-beater's skin, to the strings of a bass-viol, it was observed
that when placed on the two lower strings h did not explode when
these were vib in 1 ; ,vhil thai >u tie h_e- <t ing exploded
instantly. This s ,,_ ^ .rated U> times pel sccoiuh similar

obtained with Chinese gongs. To show that hea
bad nothing to do with the result, the quantity of nitro-giyceriu,
of mercuric fulminate, and of gunpowder necessary, when placed
in one focus of a parabolic mirror, to explode nitrogen iodide at

the other, was measured: and if was found that an amount of

gunpowder was needed which would evolve ten times as mnch
u

'

;

if as the necessary amount of nitro-glycerin. Moreover, black-

ening the mirrors prevented the expl -i «u b\ uui.p- wder, but left

i unaffected. The authors subsequently re-

versed the experiments and studied the vibrations produced by
the detonation of the above compounds. By means of a series of

sensitive flames, arranged according to the complete scale of g
J

,1: '.i'>r,and bt fore v. hie}, at five -• nitrogen

iodide or mercuric fulminate was xpb>d 1, i i- \ -bowed
( 1) thai

former having no effect, while the latter excited the thmms
a

' c
> eif,g; and (2) that the vibrations produced belong only to

'es of the scale. Nitro-glycerin. nitro-glycol. mtro-ery-

thnte and nitro-dulcite, gave no results with this apparatus.

v. B., lxxv, 110 and 712, 1872. * *• "•
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3. On Cceriflii/iton' . " coloring matterfrom Pyrolign,
1 ide calcium acetate obtained in the distillation of

\v.. mI is distilled with the necessary quantity of hydrochloric acid,

and the distillate is purified by adding some potassium diehro-

mate, there forms a hhie tilm upon the surface of the i

which finally sinks and forms a violet sediment. Liebe
examined this substance. After washing, he dissolved

almost insoluble in ordinary solvents, concentrated sulphuric acid

dissolving it with a blue color, potassium hydrate to a green

liquid, while nitric acid oxidizes it to oxalic acid. It is decom-
posed by heat and does not dye either with or without a mordant.
: Jhserving iis formation h\ tin a Idition of potassium

several samples of crude acetic acid, Liebermann inferred the

presence in the acid of some body which yielded it <

Hence he reduced coerulignone by tin and hydrochloric acid, anc

obtained a colorless !,., !y in crystalline needles, C 15H 16 6 ,
sola

capable of being distilled,

changing to c.erulignone hy oxidation, lie calls it hydro-e<> r>-i!g-

no,te, and considers it a phenol, of which ccerulignone is its qui-

none or its qu'mhvdr.»ne.— Her. Berl. Chem. Ges., v, 746, Oct.,

1872. G. F. B.

4. On the Synthesis of Anthracene.—Limpricht produced an-

thracene by heating benzyl chloride with water. Beside anthra-

cene C,
4 H I0 ,

there is also produced a liquid hydrocarbon

^14^,4- Van Dorp, having observed in the synthesis of dime-

's of a homologue of this body,

which, passed through a red hot tube, was converted into dime-

thylanthracene with evolution of hydrogen, was led to test the

sane ouestion in the case of the hydrocarbon C ]4H l4 . By Lim-

priehfs method he prepared this 'substance, boiling at 280 ,
and

found that by passing it through a red hot tube tided with frag-

ments of pumice, hydrogen was evolved and anthracene abund-

antly formed. As 'this lipid hydrocarbon, when oxidized with

chromic acid, yielded beuzoylbenzoic acid, it must consist of

benzyltoluol, C
6
H

5CH 2—

C

6H 4
CH

3
. To prove it, benzyltoluol,

boiling constantly at 275° to 280°, was prepared and its vapor

conducted through tubes containing pumice fragments and heart 1

to low redness. Pure hydrogen was evolved and tin re condensed

in the tube a solid hydrocarbon mixed with the excess of liquid

used. On expression and repeated crystallization from glacial

acetic acid, slightly yellow crystalline 'plates, fusing at 213° and

having the composition C I4H, were obtained. Conversion into

{derate, and the prod. . and alizarin proved

it to be anthracene. The yield was but 10 per cent. Yet by im-

proved methods it may be" increased probably to the theoretical

amount. The author believes the process to be of technical \ alue.

—Ber. Berl. Chem, Ges., v, 1070, Jan., 1873. g. W. b.
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5. New method for preparing Alizc
following method for the prepai '

boiling between 300° and 335°: Treat the mai
t Mi

metallic oxide (aa lead peroxide), with sulphur

with |>i.'tas-i (in chl< rate ai d hvdrochl ric acid, in order to obtain
tetrachlorinated products. Oxidi?

acids; obtaining thus a mixture of dichlorautliraqumone and
chloroxyant lira nil chloride. In presence of a metallic oxide (zinc,
copper or lead oxide) treat these bodies with an alcoholic solution
of sodium acetate. The last atom of chlorine is thus removed

nil is the result. This mav then be purim-d.— Hull. Soc.
Ind. JJulhouse, xlii, 54; J. Chem. 8oc., II, x, 1138, Dec, 1872.

6. On the Hydrates of Monobasb- f"t-'y "<-ids.—buiM.vrx sug-

oxistence of bodies analogous to the glycerins, but in

1 ydroxyls are united to the same carbon atom. These
bodies he calls carberins. They are produced by hydrating the

monobasic fatty acids. Thus, fomic acid CH ! qH phis H
2

( OH , Qgives CH
j
OH formyl-carberin ; acetic acid CH 3

.C
j
q^t gives

been described. Moreover, chloral hydrate is a chlorinated glycol,

having two hydroxyls united to the same C atom ; CCl 3
-.-CH

j
^'

m ( (CH02 ) (
(C,H,Ot )

The carberin ethers, as CH 1 OH or CH,.C^ OH are

OH / OH,
((0^,0,,)

diformic or diacetie a< ids; and <II ,c <>H is aceto-butvric

OH
i CI

acid. The -

known as ethyl subformate.— Bull Soc. Ch., II, xviii, 535, Dec

V. On a Boiler Incrustation from Xnr J,rsey ; bv George i1

Koextg, Ph.D.—Some time ago Mr. Joseph Harrison, Jr., pr<

sented to the Academy a specimen of boiler incrustation fror

Orange Co., N. J. The physical properties of this incrustatio:

were remarkable en >tigh i -\ animation. I

was about half an inch thick, 'presented a smooth surface, wa
hard and coherent, of a brownish tlesh-color, and showed on th

fracture a distinct pri-in.iTi.- structure, the prisms standing vei

tic-ally on the surface. It looked verv mticii like the so-calle<

" Sprudelstein" fron Karlsbad in Bohemia, which is aragonite.
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The analysis gave the toll wii -i u - ilts : — t-
. / uri< -iu m>

)

57-0-. rale;,- oxid (CaO; K)'4U, iorric oxide (Fea 3 ) 0*54, silicic

acid (Si0
8 ) 0-05, organic substance and water 1 -00=99-57.

57*58 parts of sulphuric a - ;

! r -quire, by theory, 40"306 parts of

calcic oxide to form calcic, sulphate, which latter number corres-

ponds perfectly with the one found; we can say, hence, that the

incrustation is composed of: Calcic sulphate 97-89, ferric hydrate

0-72, silica 0-05, organic matter 0-82.

To my knowledge there has not been described, so far, a boiler

incrustation which is so very near chemically pure calcic sulphate,

and none in which this is so perfectly anhydrous. We know that

calcic sulphate occurs in nature in two forms. In one it is com-

biiied with two equivalent- of . a! r. viz :— Ca\-i<- -ulphati 7:> ''7,

water 20'93. < rl ombie prisms, unci is caih d

gypsum. In the other it is without water, crystallizes in ortho-

isms, and is named anhydrite.

We know, further, that gypsum begins to lose water not much
above the boiling

;

int ••;' water, and can be rendered anhydrous
" ade. Still it seemed

take place in a satu-

iporated under the atmospheric

dso under a higher pressure.
_

saturated solution of gypsum was kept at the boiling point

until an ample amount of precipitate had formed. This
tate consisted of minute scales with a marked silky luster. Under
a magnifying power of 60 diameter- the -ale- proved to possess

•alar forms of gypsum with the oblique base.

They were perfectly transparent, and many were twins, thr.se

swallow-tail-shaped forms so well known. Upon ignition 20'7 per

cent of water was fount I the formula.

A saturated solution of gypsum was now sealed up in a glass

tube, and kept in an oil bath for fourteen hours at a

of 148° Centigrade. This temperature is equal to a pressure of 'ri-

Stmospheres, or 66 pounds to the square inch. A slight granular

precipitate was found on the glass after r

the bath and drawing off the mother liquor. Under a n

power of 120 diameter- the appar ui granules d •

Stellate groups of needh -hap d cry-tab iutenui v. d whh d"'-d'

needles of a larger size. Most of" the crystals had the oblique

rhombic basal termination of gypsum; but some showed an or ho-

rhombic basis. All the crystals had be< an. >\ up
by in • mi. cable ti—uce-, a-'a uetvsork o lid be ii-a rued ia aiauv

individuals. The presence of prismatic protu! crau< e- on -oine oi

the crystals standing at right a . axis of the

main crystal seemed very curious.

The precipitate was now removed from the tube and carefully

washed, then dried over sulphuric acid. Alter Unit ion a h»» u a<

produced of 3-1 per cent. Taking into consideration that not all

of the mother liquor was washed out and crystallized as gypsunb
this result may he looked upon as confirmatory that the whole of
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the precipitate is anhydrite. Professor Genth is of opinion that
the opaque stellate crystals are pseiulomorphs of anhydrite after
gypsum, and I see at present no reason to the contrary.

In nature we find the anhydrite associated with rock salt. Sup-
posino- that the deposition "of the chlorides of sodium and potas-
sium took place under a moderately high column of saturated
water, the pressure exercised by this column would give a satis-

factory explanation for the fact that calcic sulphate or
to. The presence of gypsum in the same deposits would

il gypsum
by taking up water.—Proc. Acad. Nat. Sri. Phllad., Jan. 4.

/ "., >t <> ^ J „ , : , ;, ,, t ,, j,«.«&(</, </</„ eh trie

current*—Being desirous of obtaining a more suitable high resist-
ance tor use at the Shore Station in connection with my system of
testing and -L ..: lino during tl - ibirm rsion of long submarine
cables, I was induced to experiment with bars of selenium, a

stance. I obtained several bars va-
rying in length from 5 to 10 centimeters, and of a diameter from

' t" <-.] millimeters. Kaeh bar was hermetically sealed in a glass
tube, and a platinum wire projected from each end for the purpose
of connection.

The early experiments did not place the selenium in a very

purpose required; for, although the resist-

ance was all that could be desired—some of the bars giving 1,400
,!i

' :-. absolute—yet there was a great discrepancy in the tests,

.a did different operators obtain the same results.

V llll «' investigating the cause of so great differences in the re-
'

' bars, it was found *

terially according to the intensity of light to which it was sub-
jected. When the bars were fixed in a box with a sliding cover,
so as to exclude all liirhi. th. ir n -b'taia . wa> at i - l.iiji. -. :n:d

remained very constant, tuliiliim_r all the r» i o\\-\<> is necessary to
my requirements; but immediately the cover of the box was
removed, the conductivity increased from 15 to 100 per cent,

tin i ,t, us . ,\t tht i-i ' dlim. on th. bar. Merely
intercepting th. li.'

•
-.-. ore an ordinary gas-

the bar increased Hie resistance
from 15 to 20 per cent. If the light be intercepted by rock salt

0r by glass of various colors, the resistance varies according to

the amount of light passing through the glass.

to ensure that temperature was in no way affecting the experi-

ments, one of the bars was placed in a trough of water so that
there was about an inch of water for the light to pass through,
but the results were the same ; and when a strong light from the

ignition of a narrow band of magnesium was held about nine
!: "'

; * above the \\ i1
more !

'

;; <"

two-thirds, condition immediately the light

was extinguished.—Nature, Feb. 20.

* Communicated to the Society of Telegraph Engineers, February 12, by Mr'

D to the Telegraph Construc-

tion Company.



II. Geology and Natukal History.

1. Note on the Hist

Geology; by Robert Mali kt, F.K.S. (Letter to the Editors,

dated Feb. 27, 1873.)—In reference to the notices, which are found

in the February number of the American Journal of Science, of

my views as to the nature and origin of volcanic energy and heat,

and to a note at p. 156, by Professor Jos. LeConte, will you allow

me to state that no question of priority can arise, as it seemf to

me, between I n >m his very

able paper in your Journal of November, 1872.

Neither Professor LeConte nor myself have any claim to the

iea of the elevation of mountain chains, etc., by tan-

gential or lateral pressure. That belongs to Constant Prevost, who
distinctly ennm-i.-.ri-I the doctrine and many of its consequences

nearly forty years ago, though, like many other great and preg-

nant truths, this was for a long time completely and is even yet

nine a neglected.

My own claims to originality comprised in my paper, read in

abstract only to the Royal Society of London, and I regret to say

not even yet published in full by that body, and of which 1 have

given some account in my introdii.-fi.m u< r*V t r.m-iation of Prof.

Palmieri's Eruption of Vesuvius of 1872, may be prin

follows : 1st, That volcanic heat and energy have their

the (rn-nsfoi-nKition of work into heat, the work arising from the

m«>\ entente (chiefly of descent) of the crust of a terraqueous cool-

ing planet.

2d. The colligating the phenomena: 1st, of deformation of this

spheroid, producing ocean and Ian of mountain,

and generally of all elevation and dejyression of hypogeal origin,

including fissures and faults, etc. ; 3, of vuleanicity, including vol-

canoes and earthquakes, etc., as all successive results of the same

Bimple cost] be energy of which has decayed

an i is de. • the period when the train com-

menced, viz., when our globe became a molten spheroid thinly

crusting over.

Those views have for many years been gradually maturing in

my thoughts. I have from time to time communicated them r"1™
or less fully to several scientific

Professor Houghton, of the tfi_.___

date as to them by leu- .
Secretary

of the Royal Society of London, dated January, 1870, a copj •"

which is before me. So far therefore, as there may be

in common beween the thought of the valuable and suggestive

paper of Prof. LeConte and my own above referred to, 1 endorse

t that they are independent respectively in date as m

I havTiooked into Mr. Vose's work on Orographic Geology,

published 1866, to which Prof. LeConte's note (p. 156) directs at-
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"In justice to Vose, I ought to draw attention to the fact, that
Mali t's uh'\ excellent idea that In it 's p <,/,,,-, J by pressure, is

Drought out distinctly in his [Vose's] volume. He, however, did
not extend the i.K-a to \ u'camsm hut only to metamorphism."

Vose's expressions are everywhere very vague; the clearest

that I can find occur at pp. 109-110 and 132, in which it is quite
true that he connects in some unexplained way, as contempora-
neous action, heat-pressure and chemical forces as conjointly
in some way giving rise to metamorphism; hut I am unable
to discern any evidence that he > — t notion
of the ^transformation of work into heat, as producing meta-
morphic or any other geological effects. On the contrary, i 'red'.

LeConte's own words, Kent prorfwei.I /,</ rr>^>n-e, mav dv<rv\he

Vose's notions, so far as I can gather them ; and if I have failed

to do so or have misstated them I shall he happy to he corrected

;

they do not properly describe mine. Heat cannot be
produced by pressure; pressure and motion, i.e., work, can he
transform, d into heat, but of such
hat Vose has given any hint.

2. The Classification of the Pleistocene Strata of Britain
^Continent by means \f tin Manun alia

:

; by ^ "
Esq., M.A., F.K.S.,'F.<;.S._The Pleistocene deposits 'nay

«e uivided into three groups:— 1st, that in which the Pleist r.r 5 ne

s lived, with some of the southern and Pliocene animals
Britain, France, and Germany, and in which

malia had arrived ; 2d, that in u
Cervidse had disappeared, and the Elph rs >> i

'

noceros Etruscus had been driven south; 3d, that in which the

true arctic mammalia were the chief inhabitants.
The third or late Pleistoeen* division musl

l'nhi.torie deports, a- the latter often n-t on rh

the fauna is the most striking. In the Pleistocene ri

twenty-eight species have been found, the remains of
associated with the lion, hippopotamus, mammoth, wolf, and rein-

deer. On examining the fauna from th < >sif< mi is .

the same group of animals, with the exception ot the
•'»•! it is therefore evident that the cave-fauna is Met
that of the ri\er strata, tnd must 1, referred r<>th -

Some few animals, however, which would naturally haunt caves,

•b< ar, wild eat, leopard, &c
The magnitude of th • the Pr«!,>t .-'. and

eocene period may be gat'end aN<> i'r<»m rl

ance in the interval of no less than nineteen species.

1'
i H-ene (\r\ida- 1 ad disappear d, and !«

• t .,,n-e!itod in great Britain by
the deposit - u-ths of the Thames valh y. .-.nd

the older deposits in Kent"* II -h- an 1 « »r-.ton. The d.- • -y,

by the Rev. O. Fisher, of a flint-flake in the undisturhci l.n.-k-
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earth at Crayford, proves that man must have been living at this.

time. The mammalia from these deposits are linked to the Pli-

ocene by the Rhinoceros ,,n:ga:rhh,us, and to the late Pleistocene

by the Ocibos moschatus. The presence of 3far/,,, ,-oaas bdhhus
in Kent's Mole, and of the 111,, megarhinus in the cave of Oreston,
tends to the conclusion that some ofthe caves in the south of Eng-
land contain a fauna that was living before the late Pleistocene
age. The whole assemblage of middle Pleistocene animals evinces

a less severe climate than in the late Pleistocene times.
The fossil bones from the Forest-bed of Norfolk and Suffolk show

that in the early Pleistocene mammalia there was a great mixture
of Pleistocene and Pliocene species. It is probable also that the

period was one of long duration; for in it we find two animals

which are unknown on the continent, implving that the lapse of

great to allow of the evolution of forms of

animal life hitherto unknown, and which disappeared before the

middle and late Pleistocene stages.

The author criticised \[. LarteVs classification of the Late Pleisto-

cene or Quaternary period, by means of the cave-bear, m
reindeer, and aurochs, and urged that, since The remains of all these

animals were intimately associated in the caves of France, Ger-
many, and Britain, and, so far as we know, the first two appeared
and disappeared toovtlu r, and the las; two lived on into the Pre-

historic age, they did not afford a l>a,is for a chronology.
The latest of the three divisions of the British Pleistocene fauna

is wid (V spread through France, Germany, and Russia, fi 'in tin

Eng Mi'Channel to the shores of the Mediterranean. The Middle
Pleistocene is represented by a river-deposit in Auvergne, and by

a eave in the Jura, in which" the pres a.'e o! the Ma i.n ,-->l"* /"''"-

dens, and a non-tichorine rhinoceros, and the absence of the char-

acteristic arctic group of the late Pleistocene, and of all the pecu-

liar animals of the early Forest-bed stage, prove that that era

must be Middle Pleistocene. The Early Pleistocene division is

represented in France by the river-deposit at Chartres, being char-

Jterized by the presence of two non-Pliocene animals, Trogonth-

The Pleistocene mammalia of the regions south of the Alps and

Pyrenees present no trace of truly arctic species, the mammoth
In'iii-r viewed as an animal fitted for the climatal condition- both

of Northern Siberia and of the southern states of America. It

contains Elephas Africantts and Huana striata.

The fauna of Sicily, Malta, and Crete differs considerably from

tk.u d scribed above, possessing some peculiar forms, such ;i> H'r
!>< ,thl,nh\ M:! »SU.i M, //7. ;>•/:.• a.. ,1 */'•,;,''..

The Pleistocene mammalia mav be divided into live groups, each

marking a difference in the climate :—the first embracing : -'

which now live in hot countries ; the second those which inhabit

northern regions, or high mountains, where the cold is severe: tin-

third those which inhabit temperate regions; a fourth those which

are found alike in hot and cold ; and a' fifth, which are extinct.
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There were three climatal zones, marked by the varying range
of the animals :—the northern, into which the southern forme
never penetrated, the 1:

• being the boundary of
the advance of the southern animals ; the southern, into which the
northern s; . eies m\er pa—cd, a line pa— in- tlin-ngh the Alps
and Pyrenees being th. . n..rth ru animals;
and an intermediate area, in which the two are found mingled
together.

Two out of the three zones are proved by the physical evidence
of the Pleistocene strata.

We see by the discoveries of Dr. Bryce, Mr. Jameson, and others,

nust have invaded Europe during
the first Glacial period before the submergence ; for the reindeer
:tiid 1 Ik- mammoth have been fouu ; '

< deposits

i r-clay. 1 >r. Falconer ami others have also discovered
the latter animal in the Preglacial Forest bed. The Glacial p. r\od

'ore no longer be looked mi as a hard an 1 fast barrier

separating one fauna from another. If man be treated as a Pleis-

tocene animal, there is reason to believe that he formed one of
the North Asiatic group, which was certainly in possession of
Northern and Central Europe in Preglacial times.
The Pleistocene mammalia im>\ a-ain be divided into three

ose which came from Northern and Central Asia, those
from Africa, and those which were living in the same area in the
Pliocene age. Had not the animals which lived in Europe, .luring

ie age, been insulated from those which invaded Europe
I!;:

' Asia, by -onie impassable barrier, the latter would occur in
our Pliocene strata as well as the former. Such a barrier is off. id
by the northern extension >•! the < 'a-piau up the valley of the Obi
to the Arctic sea. Tb bera and Central Asia

byt
I lira

argument holds good as to the African mammalia,
o Sicily, Spain, or Britain without

a northward extension of the African mainland.
The relation of the Pleistocene to the Pliocene fauna is a ques-

tion of great difficult v. If the Pliocene fauna be compared with
that of the Forest-bed, it will be seen that the difference between
them is very great. The Pliocene mastodon and tapir, and most
of the Cervidse, are replaced by forms such as the roe and red
d;-.T, nnk ,v of the Pliocene animal- were
aole to hold their ground against the Pleistocene invaders,
although they were ultimately beaten in the struggle for existence

ithor adopted as typi-

•
• •

tUe strata

of the Val d'Arno.
3. On Glacier Motion; by John Aitkex.— In making - >me

experiments on the freezing of water some time ago it was re-need
•
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tames it gen a which it was frozen. On look-
ing for an explanation of this phenomenon, it became at once
evident that the experiment contained the germ of the explanation
of glacier motion/ Every time the water was frozen in the tube
there was a mimic representation of glacier motion. The ice pos-
sessed, the first two or three times it was frozen, a certain amount
of viscosity which enabled it to adapt itself to the shape of the
tube, as was evident from the distortion of the upper surface of the

ice in the tube. How came the ice to lose this plasticity or vis-

cosity, this power of adapting itself to the shape of the tube, the
loss of which caused it to burst the tube after it had been frozen
and melted a. number of times? Wherein did the ice which had
only been frozen once differ from the other ? The answer to this

seemed to be, that the ie<- which had only been frozen once had
more air in it than that which had been frozen and melted a num-
ber of times, as each succeeding freezing deprived the ice of a
quantity of air or some other gases. The natural conclusion,
therefore, seemed to be, that ice with air in it is a viscooi <ub-
stance, though pure ice is not. The first question then to be asked
is, is ice with air in it a viscous substance ? In order to get an
answer to this question, glass tubes '4 inch in diameter and twelve
inches long were tilled with waur in which was dissolved a great

i ui.u.\ of air. The tubes were tie n pi .<•< d in a .hi i n. mix-
ture. After the water was frozen in the tubes the tubes were
slightly heated and the rods of ice withdrawn from them and
phued on two supports eight and a 1 tit incln- ap rt. and weight
of one pound hung from the center of these ice beams. The beams
at once began bending and continued bending so long as the
\-

1
tghf was left on them, thus proving the viscosity of the ice ex-

; on. The ice of these beams though similar was not
the same as glacier ice ; other ice beams were also made, in as
close imitation of glacier ice as possible, which was done by plac-

ing a -mall quantity of water in the tubes, then some snow, and
it firmly to the bottom Iding oaoW

^ l!
'
v

- ,'.'"! : '- :ii:: fmnly pressing it down, and so on till the tubes
were filled, as much pressure being applied as possible to the snow
to drive out the water. The tubes were then placed for some time
in the freezing mixture. The ice beams were aft ei ward withdrawn
from the tubes and placed on the supports, and a weight of one
pound hung from the center. The beams of snow-ice so made

3 to be more easily bent than those made from the water.

The rate at which ti,ey bent varied, possibly owing to there being
'

' "" water-ice' mixed with the snow-ice: one of the beams

tarns, but this point was
i determine on account of the different beams bending at

diitereni rates at the same temperature; but so far as could be

. t! e b am- bint -dower the lower

the temperature. The lowest t m-.erat are used in these experi-

ment^ was rather more than thre. Fahreuheii degrees below
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Smaller rods of snow-ice were made "2 inch in diameter, and as

it was foundthat these could be easily bent in the hand, it was
tlnM'jht |.o--iM. i- bend them into riii">. In attempting to bend
these rods round a eylindt r three inches in diameter, a difficulty

was met with. After the pressure had been applied a short time,
and before tin- .-irrle was hail' tune .1. the rods always broke with
a pressure which they easily bore at the beginning." Here, then,
was a difficulty. The explanation seemed to fail at the last

moment. The bending had so altered the structure of the ice,

that it had lost much of its viscosity and became brittle. How then
are we to account for glacier ice keeping its viscosity after years
of bending? On examining the fracture of the beams it appeared
as if a fibrous structure had been developed in the ice by the
bending. The fracture did not go straight across, but part 'of it

ran parallel with the axis of the beam, strongly resembling the

18 at another.
U* D iing of the ice had evidently developed a laminated struc-
ture in it, similar to that found in glaciers. This laminated struc-
ture was developed along the beams, as was to be expected ; for
the direction in which this stru to. will be developed depends
more on the direction in which the particles of ice are caused to
slip over each other, than on the direction in which the pressure
or tension is applied. The bending having; produced this lam-
inated structure in the ice, it is evident that the beams will be
weaker after this structure is developed than before, on account
of the cohesion of the ice being weakened along the planes of

fore that if the pressure was
taken off the ice so as to relieve I

-in and stop

Qg over each other, that the laminae which had been
> in the ice would, so to speak, become welded together,

I plasticity of the beam be restored. Acting
on this supposition, an attem : \. - ay-ain made to bend the ice
beam into a circle. After a small part of the circle had been

pressure was taken off the beam and a short time given
for the particles to rearrange themselves; the pressure was then

lied, a small part more bent, and so on. When done in
this way it was found that the ice beams were easily bent into a

ends were then united by means of pressure, and a

. R as thus produced from a straight beam of ice. These

rest and pressure are in all probability those
which exist in glaciers. After pressure has acted at one part of
the glacier, bending takes place, so relieving the ice at that part
from the pressure, which comes to bear on another part of the gla-

pier
; and before the pressure again comes to bear on the first part

scosity has been restored by rest.

Although ice under certain conditions has by these experiments
been shown to be a viscous substance, to have the power of chang-
ing its shape and so enabling it to flow—though slowly—m its

1,1 1T " 1; ilthough it has thu> been shown that tin viseo>ity oi'ic<

'
'

- :
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Among other causes which
may be mentioned : 1st.

this sliding being assisted I

v be mentioned

:

of the ice over its channel ; this sliding being assisted by

dency which tin re it rests on its channel.

2d. The melting of the ice in front of obstacles, the melting

being produced by the melting point of the ice in contact with the

obstacle being lowered by the pressure o! the ice behind. 3d. The
melting of the ice in the body of the glacier, by heavy pressure

being brought to bear at certain points, part of the water so formed

finding its way to the channel under the ice, and part being re-

frozem 4th. The crevices in the glacier formed ; y the t picture of

the ice. This breaking up of the ice will enable large masses of

ice to move into different positions relative to each other, much
more easily than if the ice was solid. This breaking up of the ice

will also make the motion due to it- \ i -.- >-it v take i''a<"- <p:'"-kcr

than if the ice was in one mass. 5th. The old dilatation theory

explains something of the motion of glaciers, though it may not

explain how that motion takes place
;
yet it accounts for some of

the pressure which produces that motion.

—

Nature, Feb. 13.

4. Note on Earthquake Waves; by J. E. Hilgard, Assistant in

Charge. V. S. Coast Survey. (Communicated to this Journal, with

the -auction of Prof. Peirce, Director U. S. Coast Survey).—The
ring tide-gauges, maintained by the U. S. Coast Sur-

vey at different points on the sea coast, frequently have exhibited,

superimposed upon the tidal fluctuation, a succession of long

waves, the origin of which is ascribed to distant earthquakes. In

two notable instances, viz., the earth. | uk ... Sin. -da in 185 J, and
that of Arica in 1 868, the great ocean waves caused by the dis-

turbance were distinctly registered in that way by the u
on the Pacific coast, and they have been made use of to estimate

the average depth along the lines of transmission. See Coast Sur-

vey Reports for 1855, '62 and '69.

Similar fluctuations were registered on the morning of the 17th

of November, 1872, shortly after local midnight, on the tide-

.U-auLfe at North Haven, on the Fox Islands, in Penobscot bay,

.Maine. The fluctuations continued from midnight ui

six o'clock in the morning, at somewhat regular inter

17 minutes from crest to crest, with an average vertical range of

8 inch.-, the greatest wave being at three o'clock, with a height

, the

5 the case, the shock occurred somewhere under the Atlan-

tiary by Prof. Hoyden "„d t» thf '>»/,/,>,«,< /../ . fh- ,-» : by I'r.'f.

Li -."...
i l i i \ — ln'a paper published a- ,-< .-Hv.'.it ., -

Cope, (Feb. 7, 1873,) and distributed as a circular. J r. •'
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forty miles westward, as of " unknown age," and those of Evans
ton as "Miocene"
The Report, loc. cit., p. 306, under: " 3d column, Eocene? has
" Mississippi flora from Hilgard's and Safford's specimens."
"Marshall mine."
" Raton

i

;|Washal
" Ernnstoit, below coal."

* Evanston, above coal, etc., etc."
/^".'niiii-- i.iv- ii river ami point of KoeU, I remark, p. 305 :

''The fourth section, marked unknown has the species from locali-
ties not satisfactorily known, either on account o! the in,, small

; i m. or froi • want of reliable
reference." The description of species of this volume show e that
there were then only two species kr >wn t'v m «.ir< n river: Ceano-

.
-- uov., and Carya Hfcrii Ett., and from

Point of Rocks also two mkv.^ ;e r,/.Writes ami /'>>>;<< .h>^'/-<
:
/'<

Heer. From this I was not authorized to draw any conclusion.
But in the Appendix to the same report, May, 1872, prepared from

it'ter the printing of the first part, tweiity-

• '!•- descrihed from ( M'een river, and t!,e < l.'iu rai lie-
in.-irks, p. it, concludes as follows: "The relation of all these
species, except Cyperaeeae, etc., found everywhere, is evidently
With youngei -, a higher station in the Tertiary

From the absence of the species which characterise

i as Eocene, and also from the
absence of A ret

j typ >. «hi h liumm, ies^ predo'ui ,aut in advauc-
mg toward our present en river ap-
parently represent the Upper Eocene." Of Point of Rocks station,
111 vi i Appendix, p. 18, 1 described nine species in addition to the
two formerly known from report, p. 289, and did not find in this

group any species characteristic. Tertiary,

• three of these species are represented at

hMin^t in . ,. t ,.., j n .n ..
ir;i ,. ()! , > i,i,. r)

i

:
„ v ,,-em-. hut hat trom the

presence of Arctic types, which are not found at Green river,
these strata occupy a lower stacre in the Ten
than Evanston. and bl B is in the Lower Mio-

3 of the
,: -l! IS I

out any excepts - compared with
European fossil 3} „ . i es , should he referable to the Miocene. But,
as said in the Report, pp. 313 and 3 1 4, either these species belong to
the American Eocene, or as vet this formation is unknown in our
geology."

These observations do not tend, in the least, to eliminate the
priority of Prof. Cope to the discovery of the so-called Cretace-

ters of the group under consideration. These char-

acters have to lie critically reviewed in another place.
^
They

merely oVfe.-mi; p. -itiv. iy I" r future reference the <

y botanical paleontology, even from t
l

°t a limited number of specimens.
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6. Meek on the Cretaceous h, Huh.—In Dr. Havden's report

fur 1-70 (Preliminary Report of the U. S. GeoL Survey of Wyom-
ing, <fcc), Mr. Meek expresses himself :is follows Avith regard to

the Cretaceous age of e I lie, Utah.
Some of the specimens from near Bear River, and at Coahille.

Utah, from a light- olored sandstone, < .utnining V-ds ol a good

qualtity of brown coal, appear to belong to a member of the Crc-

taci'nus st i-k-s not <•< responding to any ot those named in the

I |']K-r -dU.-t uri .-uutry ; though it is, as I believe, v-

bv a shiiiiar sandstone under tie <>\' -\ estuar\ T rtia \ beds at

th.;- month ,1 th dudiii !iiv< ,
on tin Uppei Missouri.* In 1800

Colonel Simpson brought from this rock, on Sulphur Creek, a

sjii.di tributary of BearKiver, in Utah, some casts of Inoeerit.wi*,..-. '

.

i Mr. Henry
npson's survey,* we re-

ferred this formation to the Cretaceous. The <•,•': '.
• - \h-. ,

\

since been brought in from it, in I tali, by Mr. King's and Dr.

Hayden's Surveys, confirm the conclusion that it belongs <> th'

Cretaceous, as ih \ < intuin, am >ng other things, .-•,, it- of Jnor r-

amits, Anrhn,!. an' '
> -^m not to ha\ e sur-

vived the close of the Cretaceous period. In addition to this, there

is among Dr. ilaydeifs coi lections from this rock, at Coalville, a

Ttirritdla that 1 cannot distinguish by the ;L
even specifically, from T. Martinezeusis, described by Mr. Gabb,
from one of I ferredto t he* Cretaceous.

A Monndd from the same horizon also appears to be specifically

identical with M. P>; !< ,\.<<1<* ,,f Ho. hm,
Texas. Dr. Hayden also has, from a little above the coal beds *A

Coalville, specimens of oyster that seem much like 0.

and 0. Breicerii of (bibb. V.»m the uppei beds ,t the California

Cretaceous. As no oj hm I"..->;1., weiv V.-iiini liiv.-ri\ associated

witii these oysters, however, nor any strictly marine forms above

them, it is possible that they may belong to the lower Tertiary.

From the affinities of some of these fossils to forms found in the

latest of the beds referred in California to the Cretaceous, and th'

intimate relations of these marine coal-bearing strata of Utah to

the oldest Tertiary of the same region, and the apparent occur-

rence of equivalent beds bearing the same relations to the oldest

brackish-water Tertiary beds at the mouth of Judith Hirer on the

Upj.er Mis-ouri. f am i

occupy a higher horizon in the Cretaceous than even the Fox Hills

beds of the Upper Missouri Cretaceous series; or, in other words,

that they belong to the ebbing or latent m< mber . f the Cretaceous.

7. Suj,nhnn ut'/ry Xot> on the l>im>-. ,-•</./ ; hvO. C. M.vUsU.---

After the article on page 29-3 was printed, and i-opi. - dl-i ribut* >•

alio,]., r
i

;... i : . I'rof. C,; on ih, :
. sani s n bio,-t was received

Ma ! _ 'i . i his p p - hi s dated M '
. .

"•

and illustrated by four plates, Prof. Cope has at last adopted

* See Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1860.
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nearly all my views as to the characters and affinities of the Din
cerata, as well as most of my corrections of his errors, althouj.

without giving c red il in cither case. Unfortunately, he still mi
interprets the structure of this group on several points, and mo:
of his dates are as incorrect as before. On nearly every page -

the paper, moreover, new errors may be detected, a few only
which can he corrected here for want of space.

1st. Prof. Cope is wrong in assigning only three sacral vertebi
to the Uhtorerata, as Diuoceras, the type of the group, certain!

has four, and the other genera probably as many. 2d. The nee
in Tinoceras grandis Marsh (or? Tixoceras cornutm) was nine

more than a foot in length, rather than less, as the cervicals in tl

Yale Museum clearly prove. 3d. Prof. Co|>e is entirely in err<

ground by sevei I t! m rea ! iving no use for tl

long proboscis which Pn.!'. Cope insists in putting on him. 4t

The specimen deserb i i :is E<>l><:s / >/.<* >,,,,,"*>).< was fully adult, i

the type

11 portion of the base, the core- being essentially <

Gtli. The anterior extension of the malar bone is not
'.n- much it *s than iu the perissodact yl-. 7th. The tusks

mite I of Prof. Cope's paper are not in their true posi-

ti
; lat ' II ti, • left rusk i- placed on the right side, thus

ersing its chara tors. 8th. The name Loxolop/u,,',,,,

[>i 1 i tl gei i- 7 r, i . Aug. 10th, 1872, but long

and tl u altered to Z< ihp}io<l
,
with specific mimc-

; from those now claimed. A good example of the in-

iiich seeras inseparable from Prof. Cope's work is seen

ination of the plates of this paper, where two serious

;cur in the first line.

h' concludes with some remark- about n<>'

. e. if possible, some of hi- name- which are

and would not be accepted by any scientific authority.

:s about b. e fitly compared with

. without going beyond \\w"Dinocsruta. The name
b/i Cnpi was fir-t given, without b - ript ; >n, to a genus

f. Cope now rejects, and when again applied, contrary

he g, iu. T. „n.*. /•/,-, :l H the generic character- men-

ted only in that authors imagination.

rig which

v'.-rt 're
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also there is a portion of a humerus of a bird. .- n i < I several worn
teeth of a peccary. Besides these there are specimens which may
be regarded as characteristic of the following undescribed species.

Pr<>t<>ca,>,el)<s Virgin it-nsi*. Represented hy the lower last

premolar, and the first and ia-t > hout the size

of the existing Lama, and intermediate in size to JProtocamelus
or,; :,'<-,itaHs and P. gracilis of the tertiary of the JSdobrara river,

Nebraska.
Tdid'.fj'i {Protavto'jo) eonidens. Represented by a premax-

illary with teeth, and portion of anotl < r - it!) th< first t< oth. The
specimens indicated a much larger species than the living I '.lack

Pish, Tmitoga. The bones and relative position of the teeth ex-

hibit some peculiarities. The pivma.xillai ;. eternally is flatter

than in the Black Fish, and it appears as" if it had not turned

down in a hook-like end at its outer extremity. The teeth also

are separated by compara-iv-ly wide intervals, independently of

the interspaces prori eetb. The form of the

teeth is the same as in the Black Fish. One of the specimens

contains the base of the first large tooth, and a row behind of

seven other teeth. The other specimen contains the first large

tooth, which i- nearh ha! i incl ii h-i ! hut proportionately

more robust than in the Black Fish.

Acipemer ornatus. Founded on a dorso-lateral
cat ing an extinct species of sturgeon of medium size. The length

or height of the plate is about 2.} inches ; its breadth along the

crest is an i -.— /',- a Acad. N. S. Phil, 1872.

10. Henri/ Wo, <!,n„;l ,,„ i ', «!-„ , ,,,. , sr <I, ,v<— In ih. aim m
of 1871, .Air. Woodward, described, in th, Geological Magazine, i

very perfect specimen of m id< r ! m the Coal-measures of Dudley,

which he named /;,,,>/, ri/i,u* l'nxtvh-'ti. In the same maga/ine. for

Sep.., 1S72, lie announced the discovery of another species, tr< m
Lancashire, occurring in the iron-st^ne and Coal-measures of that

county. The specimen is 16 millimeters long and 7 broad. He
referred it to the n-enus Arrhltorlms of Seudder, and named it

Arr/dtaf'.f- »>t'>n.-,,i;*, Scmlder's sp, cms, A ,-<h!t-i-f "• ,..'»//"'"; *

«•' '

'•
-

: . ; .'. •, d .
: :

of Worthen's Illinois Geological Report (1868).

11. A Mo Fossil Crustacea belonging to

the order Merostomata ; by Henry Woodward. (Printed h»r

th Ihitish [
>
a

,

e.. n t. 1 !o-ic:d -o<dety). Part IV of this very valu-

able monograph was p past year. It <«>.Mis-

descriptions of species of Stylomirus, Eurypterus and /

with wood-cuts and several lithographic plal

representations of these remarkable species. Eurypterus t {A i
»*

j>rox of Salter, from the nodules in the Coal-n M»* -

of Tipton, Staffordshire, is probably, ^cording to Woodward, a

Myriapod of the genus Euphoberia of Meek and Worthen.
12. Naumatm on Pseudomorphism.—In the December number.

1872, of the Jahrbuch filr Mineraloqle u„d PaUcontologie of
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views on V,, .
<\ Su-rrv iluni before

-

futedbyDiii.it in the American J..urn;il of N-u-n.'-L- I'or February

' V '

G / u ww* tfotara* //,V„,-, Survey of Minnesota.
1 * ' ' !; t i . i^j. I.\ N II Win. i.kll. State (Jcolo
!?ist., St. Paul, Minn,. l-7>.— :-/.(. Wiucheli prefac s his valuable

-yh h c (llt m, H, t-p .r ;1| ,lA Hi he -at, is described and

l

th".\rorla-aH
v
A~nk-

s,
' !^ st war, I l!.r,m_a the middle of the >tate, and also alo,^

its northern border. East and west of the centra! Ar.-h.-eau ;i vis

|-W;uv , „,, r rli,!,.,,!',!!,.! Epp r - ila-

Devonian is U ot known to'be represented, altlmu-jdi supposed , o
exist. In addition. ;i antii r <n .-rii. s-ii { ivtaeeoas formation

.!;: '; ;
in the vicinity of St. Anthony, drawn up by Prof. E. IE

U. Large Diamond.—\ diamond wei-Em^ 2ss.'. carats and of
fi

.

; i>i water, was found Nov. .;ih. '.-:_». :it Waldeek's placer,
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stale (pyramids with the
[
>rism, the lat

3sium. Heated to red the closed gL
water and turned b Inish

:green. Not c

No. 11. (Fro,., vol. viii. ci the A
Vatur.d Ilistorv Society of Frankfort.)— !!, •-,!, r coutim^
here his crystallo^raphi- researches. He des t-ril»cs\-rvst:ils of

n n.fskite from Piitschthal. of «•; !e sparfr. m lo. laiul and Andreas-
hcrg, and others of sphene and axinite ; indicating for sphene

17. IheSeaces fSphcerom ; by Oscah Habger.—In a recent

-
: -

"'-i ' 1th IK ,
t s , vv , » , s i

, , ,-
£1 rlil 1

moult, fc

' L.»i -out < MnNm'v. >< ,, .

x , ,,, , ,[e_n' ,1 t r in

—

i- ils ont la forme de leur mere, c'est-a-cfire celle des
S/»'^,:.inten8.n In the case of Z)„„ / , , Ul 1 , , , , 1 , s | K- r 1 i

n

is expressed, and th. absence, so far a- known, fihoi rmer genus
from this coast, cannot be con jive against
the proposition. Neither has Cwxtow/ vet been ohtaiiu-d so

and, in any eon-hh.ruMe • oil , +\ ri <>', t n - uu a iK h -th ^ m -

surface of the - <
. nth t i > a. i> s _ i t iit of tin nah - ir" two short.

movable processes. In the fen;" during the

I'K lliij, m i on lie h\.-,, ,,,.,! llM tie puip . ( ol ( uiMUU < -—
are at other tins s small, and ma\ be difficult of ohsorv; ti -u. hut

.

; -
:

zenuB Spharowa.
IS. lu'ft ~

//( , ,

,>
e «r<-'»'»t

> I , ,,„ 1 '
,

'

/;, /. ,

j
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vepfcmt for those who are already proficient. It is beautifully
p-c>ted un }ic;iv\ pap r. .'iri.'] tin •

i

!

;
' -

' rat i ii- are appropriate and.
well e\ecut d. Th tyj >graph\ of the work does o-reat credit to
tin- "SaldH Press." v/iieiv it was printed.

i

futh^ first pail of the Look the author descril.es and illustrates

ir external

accessary in . ion!', t
•'. "

"'MM 1L, A, IV M ,
...

, \ -, 1( > d! tin _ nu I, ^h'd.will
tly useful to those who are beginning the study by

The greater part of the volume is taken up bv the svsi«-ii:.-itic

synopsis of the hird>. Hias uiven clear and
'•« '<•'-' .les-.iptio-i- of all the -„i < i->, and -< n i.-db t both sexes
and the young, with th. <c. and references to

vo.-k, uh m ,< v a', d-s-.ib d md inured. The
d- .;,ti.,ns„t'M >, re ,Ko u-ood. The

closes the volume, whici

:i!v,.,r!, in Natural History." A. E. v.
' 9

- ^ """.</
' ./" r,. !'< ; :, .,'' /-'v./-. ,- < I <> > /-• *,

.- by Theodobb Gnx. 8vo, 95
!'-•-'-. N . -, -Thiv u-<.rkc-,nd>ts.

1*. of ;m introduction in which the classification of fishes is dis-

<-"^<d at considerable hn-th. ,

.-us other

! " <i'.i*'d h\ ;} M tdh. Pi i -,„• I ill i,r,..i

•!n-eo distinct classes of vertebra

erthem as distinct cla-s, a. Th<
>ns adopted by Professor ISill:

Series [.—Teleostomi or !Sirauehi

Sub-class l.—Teleost ei. inch

Sub-class 2.—Ganoh
Series 11.—Elasmobrancl

Sub-class ', Fdasnn
; s Marsipobranehii.

Orders Ilyperoart
ss Leptocardii.

Order Cirro-toud.
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20. Arrangement of the Families ofMamm • / . <r'<th . i ... ii,//,'<- ii

Tables; by Theodore Gill. 8vo, 98 pages, Smithsonian Mis-

cellaneous Collections!, Xovemb r. i
- r2.—This work is still incom-

plete. The part published contains, 1st, a list of the families ami

higher groups of mammals, with sonic of tm-ir -\>\<» \m-; -<L

'
: '. >o i: oti a! 1 iMt s <>1

- of the subdivisions of Mammals, with a cat:

the Genera.
The Synoptical Tables are completed only to the end of the

Cete. This part of the work gives a very convenient epitome of

tin- principal characters of the groups, and it is to be hoped that

it will soon be completed.
Hi classith ition will be indicat by tl ing iblc t it

higher groups :

Sub-class 1.—Plaeentalia or Monodelphia.
Super-order 1.—Educ:p Y.\:, ='

- nos Dana).

Eight orders: Primates; Fera; Ungulata; Toxo-

dia ; Sirenia; Cete.

Super-order 2.— Laed sies Dana).

Four orders: « hir .pt : : 1 - tivor; : * lit s; Cruta.

Sub-class II.—Didelphia.
Order Mare sub-orders.

Sub-class III.-Ornitb.odelph.ia.

Order Monotremata, with two snb-ordei'S. a. e. v.

21. Fertilizftti ,, > i, as., ..— IV. •. — - lln k.vxj oi Frei-

burg m a< le to the Berlin Academy a detailed communication on

this subject, v, 1 i. 1,
'.- piT'i-htd u d- M< ',,-;- t

'
'.<

1 t < 'c. .

; s7-.

lb si ovU th l tin r. - m n tin -civ -•,{' -tep- 1' -
e<om[l<ni\

dio3cious arrangement to that in .> m is the rule

even if it has exceptions. There are, for instance, some examples

of duceious grasses, then a number of monoecious, after which fal-

low some wit elite and staminate flowers, where

the latter only can serve for crossing; then, in greater n md •:

grass - <'• rlowt rs ; i i
- ,nu o wh 1) th<

pistil develops before the anther-; in others, wh* re the pistil and

anthers develop simultaneously, the discharge of pollen from the

anthers lasts for an appreciably longer time; but there are some

cases where the pistil and anthers appear to develop together art,

have the same duration, but yet under >u.' ; conditions that rm

pollen can reach th< tty. And finally »oi»e

grasses in which close fertilization is not avoided, but acmd'y
oceurs in a large proportion of cases, and even preponderate •. y- r

even in these instance- o itiou d x - not aj pew

to be excluded
So that hrtt i/ t .., ;„ _i , ^ is i -t

1
>.

t
t Ii of plants,

must be studied, species by species, and we cannoi

observations ot one species to another species even

£?< ims. Thus th genera Ilordewn, Arena and T if, n >

xhd it

great diversities in respect to fertilization in their several species.



III. Astronomy.

1. Meteors of November 27th, 1872, and Bidets Comet.—
From ;.!! ms parts of Europe the accounts of •'., mete< .^ con-
tinue to come to i;s. Schiaparelli and Padre Denza have given to

by them (Rendiconti, vol. 5, Fast".
_'

). an, I 1'ioi? T.u . hi . ! i>

..>se made in Sieily. In the Wuc.'ieus I, rift Prof. Ileis

h
} "":, n at :< ,/s .

, fin L'.J .,, ' „d ,., I< , ;..', , • .n 1- , i.e of
tl.*. ii-«i

, i; •-,,„, t ,.,; v _ ( ,i by Klinkerfus (^/on.
- ''•< •'•'•.. 187-

. Pu fs, [Ioh-tsc tk ami Opj.olzer (^*fc ow.
-\*"-/'.. I'.'iT ami l«i-_>0). Perhaps the most sat i>t'acl. rv treat-

*<"> tb ». ii ,li i ,, b it turn iiioiol l t iii .hi n ti «i d

-i r. t an tin se tv,r> In repr.-s ited bv an orbit

of Biela? On the one hi d Pogson
to look near Theta Centauri for tb, 1 sav.- it.

iand tin ii tion <>t . nor, n is , |,i
;

. m,d is

.

:

^

' .,. ' ^

.

,

' '

' , ;
•

'.'•
-

'

•
'•

.^uieii be obtained to those of Biela could no.

tu ;

r
. -/>><; ,

<>- -ti.i ;> in.j.roicd, ri t tb ( "» i

^
I

;;"
i

i

li

: °

l{

• would have lasl
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Capt, Tupman suggests that the two observations of Mr. Pog-

S( n were of the 1 . IV. i i I in .\ n parts of the comet.

The brilliant shower, -m 1 the - ose-pienf appearance of the

comets, cannot fail to recall the closely analogous case of the

shuwiri f i:i00, a cl « ^ t'n'twncoims m«m -i lie! \ tl icfter,

"'_'. '.]/,'/ j'/,"l 72.- Tudor date' of Ihe.

12th, Prof. Kirk wood writes: ''At 4 .V. this evening ( }n>\ after

a southern window, and came into view abtmt i-^ cast of the

ni-i i liiin. :.t an al;itmh-of Hi' K. Its course was east of south,

i:
.'

ii g a i aie.:i in »

c
with the horizon. Its light was intensely

brilliant. It "exploded at an altitude of in ," hut I heard no

:*!>/. Kirkwood ha- also sent - vera] notices froi

Th. L,l,i,, >. .^ /.,„',„,' (Marion Co., Ky.), -a— that a brijht

• from Pr< t University, states that

n (by a person live miles X.W. of that city) to pass

. it ! we-r ..l rh - ith, to a point

ithwcst .if'!,., ni.^n-r. A hcuw evi-l-ion was heard

•s after the disappearance <>f the meteor. The cloud

fare conflicting, but are best explained by

noving about S. 45° K... and expl-cling at an altitude ot

. than 60°. If frag-

a district northwest

rty miles from that

tthward and dov
4° W. Mr. Wi

ones. Thesma

* This Journal, II, il
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This meteor must have been seen at many places wetrt of New
fFim-n, and accounts of its ippeurauce elsewhere are r ,speet fully

4. Asti'<»t'H,t'n/f /•;,,;/,',/.•/ ,;.a /,-<>.„ -"'.. Oh ,rfiitonj o,f //']• \',r.r

v'rfrolpromised [vol. [v.
; ,;w of llr.i

lege. The first two plat . . ,

'

, i,-x\s „f .luj,

l.'-f -,-ririo-. They exhibit mi utely the structure of the hells,

then, hut uma, s I' \ , , . ,,v loi

j>l t U.
J

, - , t ,,„ . 1
, , Ws„f th.

•l^k \m _ ti
, . u • „„ i

'"•i h- hy a stationary telescope of long focal distance
f-j" lb tlM I '

I /, X ' rt s Ml w , ( s.p'e days, of

The

photographs, and one pmte

abliahed.
We most cordially commend these engravings. A teacher

class in Astron- r form, for the i

price (ten dollar-. \ thai uhh , uii he'; 'l i: i so much in his v
as a set of them. If he has a telescope, the engravings sugg< s

They are, we understand, to be accompanied by ex

5. .-I new hieilnul of rteir! </ tin C'hi'o>iiusp]ifr< —

M

grap! dug the chromosp ,

,'". "V v'- ',.f the -un b <mt

the

exhil
/

• ! to the Society.
Th< < 'hroniospli'i-e rhlbl- h> ShioU telescopes.—-It is a

that the hydrogen jets and cloud- noon the border ol

ts. Capt. Tup)

oh^ervations made by 1dm "with a three-inch telescope of
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Nautical Almanac, but were transferred the Transit Cob
... lhdied them. The four la ,, j in

re suited to the use of navi

observe th.3 transit. They are, we may *"»bs ;

v!,";:;,;:

1>f map printing, the work, if we are not mistakem, of

; Auroral Spectrum.—A lettei • from Henry A. How land,

: i lie ' hh
. . ed the lii

K-n-th m in the auroral spectrum of la,r October.

A

ill -
• ays:

"The observations were made with an inary die mical
one prism, in which the seal

li }-. Cjn at care was taken in the readi aii.i at id-,

th. slit.

h/L.^.i' i':iu> <aciv taken ' Index of

it as he does not give the wi mgths of lines i

.

rum I am not quite certain th ai th ey are cor On

" The wave-lengths of the auroral lines were obtained by graphi-

oal ini erpolation on su h a large scale as to intr duce little or no

*"

o.'

1

'.

Reports on Enche's Comet, and other reports from th V. >'

<,!,*. /v„-/o /-v.-Kr.».u ',.,„.,! an:, v., ! ia ve received at

diffen

1871, o/ihe T. S. X. Observatory.
- t Vp,.tll llv ul^nt, .r- 1 ! 1 ^m,p ll n I'll

Hark;

ajn.e: ranee, and f.'mr drawings of it, Prof. Harkness gives his

ations upon the spectrum of the comet, followed by a dis-

Ml|.p .- i r. s -i , u- medium of space. The following is the general

(->'.) From Xovem'l - —id the wavedength of

- part of the seeon.l hand of the comet's spectrum was
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that it would support a column of' mercury somewhere between

*£«*""—— of an inch high.

(6.) There is some probability that the electric c•urrents which
give rise bich pervades

and that the spectrum of the aurora is,

t not improbable that the tails of all large icomets will be
rive spectra similar to that of the aurora, idthough addi-
may be ^

_
The Third A

J r '../.> i, v I' r ..f. Xewcomb, on the right a

sions_f>f tli .s:irs. Mis object is to d
r!ie !'U'h: ascensions oi the « (jiiatorial and zodiacal stars, on v

the reductions of lunar and :>< m tars <
' - ! various depend,

lias been dune by Dr. Auwc-rs for the dt dinations, namely, i

nish the data u -v« rv to reduce th« principal original catah
of stars to a homogeneous system by freeing them of their s

matic differences. He gi\ • a t d ,

'

i' tin riirht ascensions o
twenty-s ven stars , isiden 1 or each fifth year from Hi
1 9"", and the c rrecti ns for reducing the positions given ii

o the mean system.
The Fourth .i /y „ >.-,//.

, ductionsof zor

49. The he mural
<'bvle 'Acre published as Appendix II. of the volume for I'»-0.

:

and the numbers of stars included in the two series are 12,033
a '"l L!.-' i s.-.c-.-ailv. iaosi ,.; tinin behcr I. \\\ - n 20= and 45°

dnation.

tiemoir on the founding and
To, ,_ ( >f tli V. >. <. Ohs, r ator\, by Prof. J. K. Xour<e.
The course of Admiral £

f
the professors i

he observatory to bring out in their own name special

eserves a creditable no"
10. JSfote Spettroscopische sul Sole e gli aUri <->rr >< ' '• : by

P. A. Seccht.—This is ,, nonet of the original ••pectroscopic

^'»!i,-e> !,:j .• various times, and in various

the discoveries of Janssen and Lockyer i" l fi <3S.

11. The Astros ovni.--h> A" - 7 /•/•/• t, , wi!! hereafter be sent from
'•- :

A. F. Peter*, KM. Sternvxxrte.'"

(The subscription price is 3f dollars, gold.)

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The California Academy of Sciences has received from Mr.

James Lie];. building sit< in the city of
>"•, Fran i-- . ah ]>} the terms of the

gift it is r^mir-d that the building t<> ho hereafter orerted_ upon

•
.'

;

•
• .-:..

.
:

d : •.:. ! - '
'

i

.-.-.'
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scured within two y> ars from the date of the deed. It is neces-

icademy have accepted the land in the conviction that they can

'rcss, Mr. Lick deserves the hearty thanks of the workers in the

ause of science all over the world. ;-inee he has opened his purse

2. Ti.r 0,'r.n* r„.:
l

;
/

.'»,;,,,-
< .-. .-;/' / '.-.t.-ficd Chemistry;

ian.i,. ster. With a Preface by Professor Roscoe, F.R.S. "]8mo|

p. viii, 171. London and Xew York, is72. (Macmillan it Co.)—
"his little hook is not offered as an exhaustive analytical manual,

verage undergrade,. -.c ie.it to i, l( \r ;.. ,-,.
l -,,ning in his course

f ehemicul study intelligible. Hence the plan of the book is sim-

le. Part I. is devoted to the preparation of and to experiments

gases and some of their compounds. Part II.

is devoted analysis ; LIU" -,

hi in. is occupied with tin
';;;;';

tion of the art IV. with tl use of the inorganic and
Is and of the alkaloids. Part V. treats of the rea

i an Vppei

a series of .ju 1 exercises upon the etitiiv

Willi Ihe ; "essor 1ioscoe and of Dr. !

lennner, }.[ r. Jones has given us j ; vain;ible book, and one
useful place to fill in i ;ion. We commencL it to

'} v
> ;;x:

Hi- who can offer to his class any facilities for the prac-

Ancient Sfon.< Implements, Weapons,
f Britain ; by John Evans, F.R.S., Fi
h 476 wood-cut illustrations. New
and Company). -This extended mon<

of work will Ik: spared much pyeliminary lab,

terials so varied and yet so great. Mis book wi
lire for its int-tructio; . and r. ierred to as an
rangetneiit oi the iex- -

:

i.-fconten't.. render it f easy reference. The *
show well the p< . uli rith - of the implements
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ss of life on the globe is one of the great obje

1 trees with tie ,;, > iwilnwi'i.l i

till' A>ci(li;u;-; :

. Aeeouc'indoi; i

;

("Lemuria v
beinu >U

\

mi - > tiiieiu ot man, so named
by Sclater from the Lemurs of . i la.un-ear and the In lian Ar hi-

.1 by him located in the ocean between Souther;; Asia

. - to u> to be very hypothetical.
Tin

. A-.A .;ed also by a number of p

5. Udrtss befo • tin Il< yn V.'.tl.s. "t
f.'<".\ ,.„;.>-. v.-,-,/,.,.. .;,,.,:., i.v:.!,\ t!,«."i.\\. \v. ii. n.\s:K i.. i-'.cj.s.,

^ u-e-Pivi lent.- The Kev. vlr. ( Lirkt . hiring tlu ast thirty live

years a resident of New S nth W: !es, has I:
1

, red assid u i s!\

'lad suer, .- \|,]o!alio;i of tie. .-oimtn , and

to light its

mineral resources. E\eu a- <*ar'y - IMI '«
|
r... d VeJ-t-

;s. The address, in connection with its Appen-

the results
Queensland.

6. Prof. Tvxi,al./s worts.—The re

lall to tin- United States has naturally
n his works. Messrs. Applcton have'
rorka of Prof. Tyndall.

I. Heat as a mode of motion. 1 vol.,

II. On Sound. A course of eight 1

Wal Institution of Ureal iJritiau. 1 v
'•

"ta-!> d ,.^,v.. !..-« ur-and reviews. 1 vol.,

IV. Liuht and Ele.'tricitv. Xotes on two
<-f«>iv th. i; va 1 .-•; ation'of ( i reat Britain.

VI. oT
r

Radiadom
1S

^

rd Form* of Water, in CI

in the Alps. 1 vol., i*mo.

Hie "Rede" Lectures, delivers
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i publishers have just now issued Prof. Tyn

Dr. Jomj Torre y.—Dr. Torrey died of pneumonia ai

rulm.i'.un a . S-.-v \ .
' M ii.la \. M.-.i li 10th, at the

ripe age of 77 years. He was born in N ew York, August 1 5\ h, llw.

lie was universally beloved by all wlm knew him fur his genial

and truthful (, :
,n v,

, ,,| ., ; \ r .p ..tt ,l t. r hk Iiitm int l.ui il

>.,u Y,,rl
:

.niumot >, nui .1 II -r >iy. i i tl Lima's oi whirl

'

:' '.. ^ .,•'• b . ."; .- '•
,

.'.
.

a most sure' ihvorite science until

1854. During a pm-iion • >! thbii .'i-du'i'*

or tl e e'. ,..,, Jersey. In 1853

Dr. Torrey became elder :,-<:.> < r ..r ; h- i*. >. ,^a;- Otiice in New
York, having refused the mob- •

. : , rative posi-

uot p.-M-<. hi th'b otnee I. :!. having

>ij- ie,i In- la,t r. p.irt on the m rnii *.: « t ::..n lav. .-nlv a bw hour>

i ef re his death.

In chemistry Dr. Torrey labored much in the laboratory, hut he

lie. ub extr b tn >d< .j v and cuwi. ntious (tesire thr

perfection seeming constantly to r-b , dn hi-
j
en lib i n m- r <"

pceiic ach S'A, ob>o - '•'// <//' '""

Torr.)_iu 1^7, and hb early r-

nee of his accuracy and zeal. lie was well known m
for his acute perceptions

which he kept himself always well read up.

But the most impori mi ai I n im ;.>'.- <-<>ii ri nit ions of D**.

Torrey to -< h m > < ei m i I in tin the department of Botany, oi

V. -
, ^

• V,.- ,- . ^ :
' ,. ' ~., ...'-: - . .

.-:

-•led ii! ihi -e jia-o- hy hi- t. l!o\v \\<.r\.r hi rLe <• .'
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Art. XXXVL—On some of the ancient Glaciers of the Sierras;
by Joseph LeGonte, Prof. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Univ. of
California.* With a Map on Plate V.

During the past summer, in company with several young
men, mostly students and graduates of the University of Cali-
fornia, 1 spent some four or five weeks in camp, among the high

mining the tracer <>t the- mvi.t glaciers of that
region. Two years ago I carried a similar [ >a it v over nearly
the same ground. In addition to what has already been made

v. [observed many phenomena
;/ I i unk cannot ful to interest geologists and physicists.
That I may be clearlv undersr. lv describe

Fron Oakla I went immediatelyto Yosemite, and
"it a week in that valley examining the evidences of

upation. In this examination I was greatly assisted,
m fact my observations were almost entirely directed, by Mr.

r, a gentleman of rare power of scientific observation,
who has lived several years in the valley and devoted much
feme to glacial studies, and who undoubtedly knows more
about the ancient glaciers in the vicinity of Yosemite than any

s< If that this magnificent val-
ley

,
i f notformed, was c .

'

»y a i>tea t g ! a. i t v,

I went up the Nevada canon to the top of Nevada falls, and
thence by the Id (margin
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the base of Cathedral Peak, to the Tuolumne Meadows at Soda

Springs. Here we left I went up the Tuolumne
meadows to the foot of Mt. Lyell, and climbed this mount -in.

From Mt. Lyell we returned to the Mono trail, and followed it

over Mono pass, down Bloody Caiion to Lake Mono and the

extinct volcanoes in that vicinity. From Lake Mono we went

northward, among the mountain valleys on the east side of the

crest, to Lake Tahoe ; and then by Johnson's pass and the Pla-

cerville road to Placerville and Sacramento and so back to Oak-

land From the Yosemite to Mt. Lyell I was accompanied by

Mr. Muir and Mr. Galen Clark, both men of rare intelligence

and accomplished mountaineers.

During my previous visit the route was a little different.

From Yosemite to Soda Springs I took the Coulterville Mono
trail, which passes by Mt, Hoffman and Lake Tenaya. On that

occasion too I ascended Mt Dana. The whole distance (near 600

miles) in both cases was accomplished on horseback. I had,

therefore, good opportunity and leisure for observing. I found

abundant evidences of ancient glaciers in almost every part of

the Sierra. Among those observed I will select a few of the

most interesting.

I. The Yosemite or Merced Glacier.

There can be no doubt, I think, that the Yosemite valley was

once rilled to its brim by a great glacier. Whitney, in his Geo-

logical Sun-ov. distinctlv states hi- belief that a' --lacier ^ure

occupied this valley to the depth of 1000 feet; this belief be-

in- mainly t'.-m led upon the supposed remains of old moraines

-discovered by Mr. King.* But this opinion he subsequently re-

tracted in his Yosemite Guide Book,f and now thinks there is no

.sufficient evidence of the former existence of such a glacier. In

my opinion his first conclusion is undoubtedly the correct one.

It is true that glaciated, smfoo-s are not made out with cer-

tainty in the main valley, and the terminal moraines are not so

clear as might bo d.-.-in-d : but gla< • ia t ed forms are unmistak-

ably observable on the walls of the valley in many places, and

in some places even to the brim.
In order to understand why there has been so much doubt as

to the former existence of glaciers in the lower valleys of the

Sierras, it must be remembered in the first place that the granite

in this region decomposes very rapidly; and in the second

place that an immense period of time separates the epoch of the

great glaciers such as that of which we are now speaking, arid

that of the smaller glaciers which occupied only the upper por-

tion of the higher valleys. It is in these upper valleys only

that glaciated surfaces are very conspicuous. And yet even

* Vol. i, p. 422 and seq. + p. -J3.
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':
found in patches. A few h ukIp d or thousand years will prob-
ably remove every vestige of them, except where protected by
soil. Glaciated forms, on the contrary, are much more perma-
nent

; but these are most conspicuous always in the bed of the
glaci< • and there they are apt to be covered up, after the re-

treat of the glacier, by lake deposits and by debris brought by
tributary glaciers coming down through side canons. In the
Yosemite the glacial bed rock has been entirely covered up by
these means, particularly by lake deposits, which are here very

-. 'So !',.! .--' L'l-K-iiitcd /firms and surface? are con-
cerned, therefore, only the walls remain to tell the story.

Mr. Muir first drew my attention to the fact that the almost
perpendicular walls of Yosemite are in many places absolutely

free from talus, the hard, smooth rocky wall coming down
directly to the level meadow soil of the valley. In every such
place the wall rock is found to be very hard and solid, more
or less projecting and rounded, with a gentle slope on the side

ap the valley, and with a more abrupt curve or even
broken on the lower side ; in other words it is a true moiitonw'*

form. Other parts of the wall are irregular and destitute of
glacial signs ; but the reason is evident in the piles of debris at
the bottom. The former consist of hard material, little affected
by joints, and have, therefore, remained in the condition in
which the glacier left them ; the latter consist of softer materials,
and have crumbled and thus destroyed the glacial signs since
the period of glacial occupation. Thus, on the north side of
the valley every projecting shoulder is rounded and smooth
and without talus, while every re-entering angle is rough and

ad has its pile of debris at its base. In some cases, as
for example high up on Washington column, the smoothness of
these projecting shoulders is such that they glisten in the sun-
shine. I believe if these spots could be reached they would be
found scratched and polished.
These moutonnee forms are found principally on the north

wall. The reason is evident. In an east and west chasm so
deep

)
so narrow, and with walls so perpendicular as this, the sun

shines with full effect only on the northern wall. Therefore ice
and snow and small tributary glaciers hung about the cliffs and

ride, long after the retreat of the
main glacier, and after the northern wall was entirely clear.

•ring influence of this frost, the glaciated

oduced by the main glacier have been en-
nHv desl -

ra wall.

Again : although the old terminal moranies are not so clear

>'''<<?<<{. vet I think no one who was examined the

v-. of tlii' Sierras, and thnvby ni;.d<- himself thor-

•'•-'dy familiar with the appearance of half-effaced moraines,
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can fail to perceive them in Yosemite. The bottom of this

valley, as of all the glacial valleys of the Sierras, consists of a

succession of level meadows covered with grass and flowers,

separated by higher ground overgrown with pines. The soil of

the meadows is stratified sands and gravels, while that of the

higher ground is composed of boulders of all sizes mixed with

finer material without sorting—in other words, of moraine inci-

ter. These boulder piles are cei > mines, and

the meadows are ancient lakes or marsh'..--, produced by the

damming up of the river waters by successive terminal moraines

left by the retreat of the glacier and afterward filled up by
river silt.

Tributaries of Merced Glacier.—The north fork of the Merced
river now drains the whole area bounded by Mt. Hoffman,

Cathedral Peak, Mt. Lyell and Mt. Clark. (See map.) Its tribu-

taries are Yosemite creek coming from Mt. Hoffman, Tenaya

creek from Cathedral Peak, and other peaks in the vieiniu .
die

main Merced coming from Mt. Lyell group, and Illiluette from

Mt. Clark group. In. ly the same basin was

drained by the Mnod ,jh« i, ,. :i n. I - Lt- ie v. as a tributary yimi,^

ting to each of these tributary rivers. Only two of

these I have personally examined. Mr. Muir has examined
them all.

(a.) Little Tosemile Glacier.— The most important of these

tributaries, in fact the main feeder of the Merced glacier, was

formed by ice streams coming from Cathedral peak, and es-

pecially from Mt Lyell group, which, uniting in Little Yosemite

valley, passed down as ice cascades over the Nevada falls and

the Vernal falls, and so joined the other tributaries, especially

the Tenaya glacier, to form the great glacier which filled Yose-

mite. At the point of former junction with the Tenaya, as first

pointed out by Mr. Kim. a im dian nmralm is -till traceable.

Our route, as already stated, passed up the Nevada canon to

the top of the Nevada falls: thence along the rim of Little

Yosemite valley, and thence over a ridge into Feldspar valley

(F. V.), and up this valley to Cat!

.

red surfaces

and erratics ill the way. As we passed along

the edge of the rim of Little Yosemite, we had a magnificent

bird's-eye view of the wonderful dome-like form of nearly all

the prominent points about this valley. Standing thus above,

and Looking down king resemblances to

glariah d forms cannot be overlooked. The whole surface . »f the



current careless of domes. The period of this ice-sheet, of
course, preceded that of the separate glaciers which I am now
tracing.

Another point of some interest which I observed here was
the existence, everywhere in the lower part of Little Y< Semite,
even down to the Nevada falls, of erratics of a peculiar granite
composed of very large and very perfect crystals of feldspar,
C'-:im-!i1 t-i

I t<-. ',}]. by a paste of finer granite"! These cr\-mls.
which were often four or live inches in length, stood out on the
'• '-! ivd surfaces so that the boulders look, •>] like masses of
coarse conglomerate or breccia. We traced these b
Feldspar valley (^;-AU I irom thi> r. carl !>le eramt< ) to

iral peak and other peaks and
comb-like ridges in that vicinity.

Cathedral Peak ill.ooti 1,- -i f,igh, is the most conspicuous of
" ' ls1 ^ >' <»' di i o v 1 < -lik peaks and comb-like ridges in this
vicinity; spires and ridges so steep and sharp that it seems dif-

ficult to undent n 1 h >u th * m i m tin st u liim from year to
year. These seem all to be formed of the peculiar granite spoken
o£ From the immense masses of snow which once accumu-

-:--t these peak-, and which still linger there in
small quanti ots, in glacial times there issued

down Feldspar valley and. joining the

its icv flood over the Nevada
and Vernal falls into the Yosemite valley.

(b.) Tenaya Glacier.—From the same group of peaks emerged
another glacie her west into the valley of the
Tenaya Jork. Th.- inl.nn Ja< , - i o joined bv a
stream of ice coming from the overflow of the Tuolumne

> s a [ rt ,h poi ,t [ on !,\ W) itne\ ; and the
combined streams flowed 'down the Tenava .-anon into the

alley. In the upper track of this -lacier, especially
ofthe tributary which emerged from the Cathedral peaks, I
found the most

1

beautiful examples of eiaeiated suriaces I have
ever seen

; rock basins -cooped out by the glacier and now filled

a rming sq iail little! kes ; acres of glaciated

smooth that it was dilli nit to ride over them. These
~ " l

'
1 surface- were the more beautiful on account of the

! th • tpoearanct o po -h 1 breeciated marble,
J ">t above Lake tenava stands a mass of granite 800 feet

%h and half a mile or more Ion- directly in 'the track of the

Hon between 'Lake Tenava and Mirror lake

led. Just below Mirror lake there is a pile

the canon. This 1 believe to be a moraine.
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Below this and before reaching Yosemite proper, there is a suc-

cession of small meadows, three in number, separated by debris

piles. These have been formed, I think, in the same manner
as Mirror lake, viz., by wut r a< am ah ted behind moraines left

by the retreating glacier.

II. Tuolumne Glacier.

Whitney has already pointed out the fact, that at one time a

great glacier filled tin 1 •> um uea« a-, and after overflow-

ing its banks at the divide between this valley and the basin

of the Merced, and sending a branch clown the Tenaya cimoii,

as already ex] lowu the course of the Tuolumne.

One of the moraines left by its subsequent retreat is seen a few

miles below Soda Springs. This glacier, according to Whitney,

probably passed into, tilled and passed bev« .
. II- < h i '

.

valley. Traced from its source in Mt. Lu- . t-> the mouth of

the Hetch-hetchy valley, this _1 i ier coul i nut have been less

than forty miles long.

Tributaries.—The great Tuolumne glacier had many tribu-

taries, three of which I have personally examined. One of

these may be traced by a succession of meadows and other

_ns up to Mt Dana and Mt. Gibbs, a second in a

similar manner to Mono pass, while the main branch is very

clearly traceable up the Tuolumne meadows to Mt, Lyell and

Mt. McClure. All of these tributaries met abov< S > In Si ny

At this point, directly in the path of the combined glacier,

stand two rocky knobs 500 to 800 feet high. They are

smoothed and rounded on every side and over top, more slop-

ing on the upper or eastern side, and more abrupt on the

lower or western side, thus:
J

-^ IQ a

word they are perfect examples of moutonnee forms on a grand

scale. But what interested me far more than anything else,

was that the main branch of the Tuolumne glacier, far up

among the cliffs and peaks of Mt. Lyell, still exists as a Uvtng

glacier, in a feeble state of vitality it is true, but cert
ing. My atl veted to this fact by Mr. Mtur,

and I visited Mt. Lyell with him for the purpose of convincing

myself of so interesting a fact.

The summits of Mt. Lyell (fd,:j<M» ;,.,-, highland Mr. McClurv

consist of a vast amphitheater, irregularly circular in form and

several miles in diameter, surrounded by almost per]
cliff-; with sharp jagged crests, in this circular'::;

>t - t uMve -mww-helds, no doubt of considerate
thickness. In <rlaciui times this gn it amp! th at r was com-
pletely filled to the brim with snow. It was the womb m

* See this Journal, for January, vol. v, p. 69.
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which originated and from which emerged the Tuolumne glacier.

Prom the immense mass of snow accumulated here, the glacier

poured its icy flood down the Tuolumne meadows to Soda
Springs, where, joined by other tributaries, the swollen stream
overflowed its banks and poured a portion of its flood over the
divide into the Tenaya canon, while the greater portion went
down the Tuolumne valley to, and beyond Hetch-hetchv ; how
far is not known. As the Glacial period passed away, the point
of the Tuolumne glacier receded again, leaving terminal mo-
raines here and there in the course of its retreat. When the
point passed again the place of confluence above Soda Springs,
the tributaries separated and retreated each its several way to

the snow fields above. This retreat has been already com-
pleted

; the points of the glaciers have been retired within the
Sttow fields

; these snow fields consist wholly of snow and neve
and not, as far as can be seen, of glacier-ice. Nevertheless, in the
case of the snow-remnant of the main branch of the Tuolumne
glacier in the Mt. Lyell amphitheater, true glacial motion still

The evidences of this important fact are abundant. The
whole irregular amphitheater formed by MtXyell, Mt. McClure
and other tin - not now filled with snow, but
only the more sheltered coves. One of these, viz., that formed by
Mt. Lyell, I have rudely rep-
resented in the accompany-
ing figure. The mass of snow
occupying this cove is about
a mile in length, and about
half a mile wide. Now,
along the lower margin of
this snow field and closely
in contact with it, there is as
Perfect a terminal moraine as
can be imagined. It is an
irregularly crescentic line

of boulders a a a, forming a
Pile 20 feet high, 50 feet
wide at base, and about a
nule long. On the surface
oi the snow also may be seen
scattered blocks of stone
cyc, some of them of great
size, which have fallen from
the perpendicular cliffs bbb,

their way to join
the terminal moraine below. Some of these could be traced
fines to points of the cliff which have contributed in grea
abundance.
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Between the cliff 6 b b and the snow, there is an empty BpSOfi

like a crevasse, 4 to 5 feet wide, evidently produced by the tear*

ing away of the moving snow from the perpendicular <)ii1s.

In the language of Alpine travelers, it is a bergschrund. Mr.

Muir has also found a crevasse several feet wide in a similar

snow field on Mt. McClure.
After examining the snow field of Mt. Lyell, our part\ left

for Mono lake. Mr. Muir and Mr. Clarke remained, with the

intention of re-ascending either Mt. Lyell, or Mt. McClure, and

driving stakes in a line across the snow for the purpose of

ing the rate of motion by subsequent exa
After my return to Oakland I learned from Mr. Muir the result

of these experiments. When ex .end of 46

days, Stake No. 1 had moved 11 inches, No. 2 18 inches, No. 3

34 ', -hes, ;; id No. 4 which was near the middle, 47 inches.*

Both the fact of motion and its differential character are therefore

Here, then, on Mt Lyell we have now existing, not a true glacier

perhaps, certainly not a typical glacier (since there is no true

gl < if r-iee i is ll< hi t i nl\ snow ; ml neve; and < < rtainly nopro-

trusion of an icy tongue beyond the snow field) ;
yet, nevertheless,

in some sense a (/lacier, since there is true differential i
o.iuii

and a well-marked terminal moraine. It is in fact a glacier

in its feeble old age—feeble remnants of the great Tuolumne
glacier—a glacier once of grand proportions and playing an

iini.ortcnt part in m-

.

but now in its second

childhood.

Mr. Muir tells me that he has found, hiding away among
the highest peaks of the Sierras, several elderly glaciers m a

similar s,id condition.

Before leaving the subject of Mt. Lyell glacier (if 1 might

so call it), there is another point to which I would call the

physicists. The surface of the snow of this great

snow field 1 found traversed, in a direction at right angles to

th • dope, by shtrp blades of half compacted ice, about two feet

apart and two, three, four or eve ; r a see nor.

in the direction of slope would be somewhat like the adjoining

figure. Climbing up
the slope over these ice

, \
blades was certainly the v w \
most difficult climbing v w V \ \ 1
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and painful fulls. The crests of these bfc

ous, but irregular both in outline and in

this respect "like ripple-marks or like

irregularities in successive blades or v

to each other, as to give rise to lighter t

visible at a distance." Thus viewed the
related to each other like the lines of i

blades representing the level lines, and the

of slope, so that a surveyor had only t

to make a perfect map.

.igl.r

to Mr. Gardiner, the transverse ridge
by the action of sun on wind ripples. During the winter
wind blows mainly down the canon and the loose sno
drifted into wind-ripples : during the summer, when ne
rain nor snow falls for many months, the snow is greatly wa
but more in the troughs than on the crests, on account ol

reverberation of heat within the troughs The lighter
were, c>f course, in fcl of the wind.

produced h\ wind o
lines in the direction of the cur]

rbv currents c

rent, I do not

III. Bloody C.vffo.v Glacibi

The Sierras on their western side slope gr;

0<) mil.2s; but on the eastern sh 1c tliev are v«

that th-e plains, 5000 to 7000 feet - below the ere
two or three miles. In glacial times. long cor
with :,lany tributaries, occupied the westen
the fastern slope innumerable s

I streams down the steep incline an.

miles, «•m the level plain. The <mlv one I h

I is that which occupy I Bloody Caf
has !„.,m mentioned by Whitney

rest which are not mentio
Mono pass is a watershed fr.-n l which runs

>n._ In glacial times it wa > a anovuhH.l

I know no place

*o well studied.
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Bloody Canon descends about 4000 feet in two or three miles.

The glamation of the walls and bottom of this steep, narrow,

ge is extremely beautiful. About one-third of the way
down, just where the steep declivity becomes.nearly levoi. only

to plunge downward again, occurs an exquisitely beautiful

lake. Its bo on the upper and lower sides, are

polished and scored in the most perfect manner, and its bottom

so far as could be seen is also smooth and rocky. Without

doubt this is a, pure rock basin scooped out by the glacier at this

place, on account of t: ttion here.

When the tourist has reached the level plains, after he has

escaped from the rocky walls of the canon, he still funis him-

self confined between"two parallel ,->' I : <. eomp >sed entirely of

boulders and earth, at least 500 feet high, only half a mile

apart, and extending five or six miles out on the plains. These

paralh idgvs a ii.it' th hag lateral ">, >, if s of Bloody

Canon glacier. Just where the level plain, and, therefore, the

debris ridges, commence, there is a lake of considerable size,

o--<mpviir_r imarlv the whole space between the ridges. Imme-
• v this lake, the ridges are seen to send off each a

branch ridge, which, curving toward each other, meet in the

middle. T"i~ > i
- .'... i ., inverse ridge connecting w m "

main lateral ridges is evidently a terminal moraine, behind

which the lake has accumulated'. Through this, of course, the

stream has cut its way. Beyond this terminal moraine there is

a marsh. Below this the lateral moraines are again seen to

send off each a branch which, curving, again meet. It is an-

other terminal moraine, behind which was probably formed first

a shallow lake, which has been _ i

"
ill th sedi-

ment and converted into a marsh. Beyond the marsh is a meadow
which has been evidently formed in the same way, for below

the meadow there are 'evidences of still another terminal

From the summit of any of the volcanoes near by on the

plains, a tine bird's-eye view of all I have de,eril>ed is obtained.

The long lateral moraines and the three or more terminal mo-

raiims separating the ake. i t ir.-ii. and meadow, are seen at one

glance. In addition, many other similar ridges are seen stretcn-

m j- out on the plains from the gorges bf the mountains, some

of far greater height and length than ta.-c d. scribed. They
are all no doubt moraine.-, but I iao ...,«.'-.-. 1 them at a

W hitney. in the rirst volume of the Geological Survey of Cali-

fornia (p. 487). speaks of the lakes in Bl..,,dv Canon, but as-

enbes them all to the collection of water 'behind terminal™
;:

. Bnt it .evident that the^r^c i

;
a pare;-
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glaciated rock. In fact, we have here admirable examples of
the two kinds of glacial lakes : those of one kind are accumu-
lated in rock basins scooped out by glacial erosion ; those of the
Other kind are a. c a rtnal moraines; the for-

mer are found only in the higher slopes, the latter are usually
found lower down. These latter graduate insensibly into marshes
and meadows. Standing on the top of Mt. Dana on my pre-

vious trip, I am sure more than 50 of these lakes and marshes
could be counted.
After leaving Mono lake, our party traveled northward

among the foothills on the east side of the crests of the Sierras.

We were too far from the crests to observe any glaciated sur-

faces or glaciated forms. Until we approached Lake Tahoe,
I saw no unmistakable signs of glacial action, except here

what seemed to be long hills of debris brought down
from the Sierras. Xe\ en hoh-ss. the sharp, jagged, saw-like

he Sierras seen in the di-tan. , , uuh their palisade-
hke cliffs and circular amphitln ters stil hi I with snow,

howed that these were the deserted homes of many
former glaciers.

IV. Carsox Ca^ox Glacier.

of the chain. This chain, therefore, is divided at this point
into two creste, east and west of these valleys. From the plains

n the east side of the Sierras, our party passed west-

^' ril'd through Carson Canon, a magnificent gorge which cuts
through the eastern crest into Hope valiev. Throughout tins
l

,'
ril >u i observed the clearest evidences oh idacial action, in the

form of scored, polished and moutonnee surfaces. In. Hope
valley the same evidences were abundant. From the direction
of the scratches, it was evident that a glacier once came from
the southdown Hope valiev, and turned at riirht angles and
Passed out by Carson Canon. Looking southward from Hope
valley, a cluster of snowv peaks was distinctly visible about
Jo or 20 miles distant : from these no doubt came the glacier.
I did not trace this glacier to its source; but Mr. Hawkins, a

. the University and one of our party, who lives in
l [^> vicinity, and has been thoroughly educated in the observa-
tion of glacial signs, subsequently went up this and other val-

- . t , . t.| ,d e> ii'ined them carefully. To the
South of Hope valiev is Faith valiev. and to the south of this

' v 1

'

1

,

1
' valu 'y These three are separated from each other

only by low rockv ridges. These ridges are polished, scored
and moutonneed in the' most perfect manner; they are, in fact,

toe lips of consecutive lake basins scooped out* by a glacier.
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It is perfectly evident from the direction of the scorings

observed by myself and by Mr. Hawkins, that a great glacier

came down from the snowy peaks to the southward, and, gath-

erer tribut liv- iro 1 th'"'peak- on cither side but especially

from the eastern crest, filled the whole basin of the three val-

leys, forming an immense mer de glace 15 miles long and 3 or 4

miles wide, which, being blocked to the northward by high

mountains, themselves probably contributing their share of ice,

turned at right angles and escaped eastw rdtothe plains of

Carson, by the deep narrow gorge of Carson canon.

V. Lake Valley Glacier.

From Hope valley our party passed westward over a low

rid-e of d-brU. then'thron-h a cro- valle\ tie rlv filled with a

shallow rake and its • .. and then

down into Lake valley. The rid i- ..! lb, -. - <- b.,e<. i'<>" ^ '

above Hope valley, and 100 feet above the cross valley.

Although I could not find the clear evidences of glaciated sur-

faces, yet I feel almost sure that the Hope valley mer de glace

found a srvond outlet tn fir m*t thrombi till- ero-s :i\h }
hit.*

Lake valley. The debris pile spoken of is, I think, a lateral

moraine of Hope val] t a later period, when
this higher outlet had 'dried up.
Lake vail win the same region of snowy

summits as Hope valley. The two vallevs run nearly -parallel

to each other, but Lake valley extends 'much farther north-

ward, and is lower by several hundred feet In this valley 1

found again evidences, which I could not misunderstand, of the

former presence of :( glacier. The irlaeiated surfaces were net

m> !•'•'• a< in Hope va.}]g\ and Carson canon, but the rounded

forms of the nearl\ perpendicular projecting rock'} shoulders

ennd partly by the more recent

ke, by what I take I

r I
- ,x 1 ti '

e down from the s-

lilt-s. then nllhurthe great basin

lb miles wide, and 1600 feet
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VX American Rivek Glacire.

g homeward we retraced our steps

r about 8 miles, then crossed the v

Johnson's pass, and then went d

jrk of the American river.

Among the tributaries which flowed into Lake valley gla-

cier, one of the largest came down Iron) Johnson's pass. The
scored, polished ,>>,,,,/,! surhice-; were very conspicuous

fciful. From the same pass another much greater gla-

cier flowed westward and southward down the grand canon of
the south fork of the American river, for at least 25 miles.

F"i' this di>t nee elaeiated -i i'. es and eJacian 1 forms are dis-

tinct, and in many places very fine. For example, at Sugar
Loaf, about 20 miles down from the pass, the gorge becomes
ven narrow md precipitous with perpendi lai lock walls

st rival m grandi or the cliffs of Yosemite. Through
this n rrow gorge the glacier was squeezed. The effects of

rosion are seen on the sides, but especially on several
rocky prominences which, stand in the middle of the gorge.
These have been smoothed and scored on every side in the
most perfect manner. One of these is the " Sugar-loaf rock"
from which the village takes its name.
Four or five miles below this point, glacial marks dis ippear,

and the canon changes its character. The upper part of the
canon consists of a succession of broad level meadows; the
lower part is sharply V-shaped, and contains no longer anv
meadows. The change marks, I believe, the distinction

between glacial and river erosion. This change, however, marks
also the change from granite to slate. Glaciers may have
b'.—d still lower down the canon ; but if so the glacial "form of
the canon has been greatly modified bv water-erosion, which
has cut far below the glacial bed.

VII. Some gexekal Reflections.

A. General Ice-sheet in California.—It is generally admitted

•J , i ii .
i

>< rl p. lai i
j

vti nded south-
Ward in North America, at least as far as 40° N. lat. This uni-
versal ice-sheet flowed southward and. eastward on the Atlantic
slope—southward in the middle region of the continent, and
probably southward and westward on the Pacific slope, in Ore-
gon, and Washington territory: in other words, its general
direction was southward and seaward. We have given W as

about the southern margin ; but from this southern mare in the

general ice-sheet stretched out Bnger-lik<

down the vnllov*. in the form of ,vy,",v,-.

traced by eastern observers. There can be no donbt. \
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that, fevored by the great altitude of the Sierras, the universal

itself was extended along this chain at least to Mid-

dle California, lat. 37°, and probably even to Southern Cali-

fornia. Int. 33° or 34°. The flow of the ice-sheet in the Sier-

ras was probably determined by the slope of this great chain,

by tin.' arctic elevation; it was eastward and vest-

ward from the crest, rather than southward along the range.

This general ice-sheet stretched out finger-like i i\.je--ti< >ns east-

ward and westward in the form of separate glaciers, far down

the lower valleys.

The former < xistence of sin h a fio ing ie< sin 't on the Sier-

ras is, I believe, proved by the domes and dome-like forms so

ibun.l r on i hi hi t sl'ojx s of th Sierras sj i 11 _\
ut

Yosemite. These are the roches moutonnees of an i.-.'-hect

which not only filled the canons hut covered the
;

domes—moulding itself upon their surfaces and d<

their forms. While the great mass of this enormoi

sheet flowed in one general direction with a steady current. it>

lower portions, or portions in contact with the earth, doubtless

conformed more -•: |.-». r . the •. reater valleys.

The actual forms of a glaciated surface are deter:.

only by the nature of the eroding agent, but also by the char-

acter of the material eroded. This latter factor is extremely

variable. Sometimes it is the dip of strata or of cleavage,

sometimes relative hardness in different parts, sometimes it is

other kinds of structure, which have the controlling influence.

The slopes of the Sierras, where the general erosion can set he

less than several thousand feet vertical, afford an excellent

opportunity of observing how resulting forms have been deter-

mined by the rock structure.

According to my observations, there are two striking pecu-

liarities in the structure of the granite about Yosemite :
one is

a concentric structure, on a huge scale ; the other is a coarse per-

cleavage. The former is beautifully seen in the

R«:.va! A"che-. whi"h consist* of v,.\-cral eonecntric semi-circu-

lar'dh won line-, or joints, of nearly 2<HM> to<M radius.y. en en

the perpendicular walls of Yosemite: this structure gives nse

to the domes and dome-like forms so prevalent in th:

The other gives rise to the perpendicular cliffs and
forms so common in the same region. It i

-

the origin of Yosemite and of the domes in its vicinity, withr

ou1 I tkrog this peculiar structure into account. The origin ot

Yosemite we will discuss presently The dome-like forms are,

it seems to me, the combined result of ice erosion and the con-

centric structure. Water-erosion, it is true, if sufficiently great,

•bably have brought out these forms, but ice-erosion

would do so more perfectly, both because it is a more powerful
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agent and because it tends, under all circumstances, to deter-

mine forms of this kind.

As the glacial period waned, the universal snow sheet

retreated to the summits, and the slopes of the Sierras were
now occupied, east and west, by great but separate glaciers, sev-

eral of which I have attempted to describe. These in their

turn retreated upward and took refuge in the snow fields, nes-
^

,

mits. There, their still remaining but feeble existence has
escaped observation, until revealed by the indefatigable indus-
try and keen scrutiny of Mr. Muir.
During the fullness of the glacial period. 1 -uj.pnM» -! ;u -i, : <t

moutoimeed forms covered every portion of the Sierras, even to

the summits. These forms have not been retained on the
summits, because they have been subsequently modified by

-ion. The evidences of univer-

uon, therefore, must be looked for only on the higher

B. Origin of Yosemite.— Whitney thinks* Yosemite was
formed by sudden engulfment of a portion of the slope of the
Sierra : he believes that it is impossible otherwise to account
(, i' its nearly vortical walls. My own observations, on the con-

tt-' iy, I< ad nit- to ]
- li ve that t Las been }

rod w <1 by glacial

erosion. My reasons lor believing so are briefly as follows
:

.

It is a^ remark abV 1. -t that many of the -rent -kichil valltys
of the Sierras become deep narrow canons with precipitous
walls near the junction of the grand u-ith th> ?h > which lie on
the lower slopes. This is the position of Yosemite. Similarly
the Tuolumne glacier valley, near the junction of granite with
the slate, becomes Hetch-hetchy, a valley very similar to Yose-
mite, and almost rivaling it in grandeur. Again, the valley of
the American river becomes very deep, narrow, and precipi-

tous just before reaching the slate. How general this is I do
not know, but the fact that all these canons, with nearly verti-
cal v.-pI!.-. h-,\,. 1„. n .,>'„;;.,! by ubciers, makes it nlmii.-t <vr-

)uj have all been formed by this agency. If Yose-
mite were unique, we :

.
t it was formed by vio-

/ uniqm in form, and there-
fore probably not in origin. There are many Yosemites. It is

more philosophic to account for them by the ngul-tr operati «n

' : : i«->vrn causes. T must believe that all these deep perpen-

ve bc« i sawn o it by the jH-tinn of glaeiers; the
j""'ni r ; , ti, ,i![t»j nf ///, ),;rU /Hiring bun <h f. nnimd by the per-

pendieular cleavage structure before spoken of.

* Geol. Survey, vol. i, p. 421. Yosemite Guide Book, p. 74.
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C. General structure of the Sierras.

I have long believed that granite is but the last term of met-

amorphism of siliceous rocks,* and that metamorphism only

occurs in deeply buried sediments, and therefore that where
granite appears on the surface, as it so often does in great moun-
tain chains, it has been exposed by immense erosion. It seems

to me this is very el carl \ shown in the Sierras. There can be

no doubt that the slates which now form a belt on lower slopes

of this chain, once covered the whole chain, and have been removed
by erosion. Along the very crest the slate still remains in

patches, forming the highest peaks; such as Mt. Dana, Mt.

Lyell, and many other.-. This crest, t'onning the divide of the

snowT-sheet, has been less eroded, and the slate therefore still

remains, but on the higher slopes where the glacial erosion was

universal and very great, the slate has been nearly all cut away

and the granite left bare. A few patches of slate are left, how-

ever, even on these slopes to tell the story ; such a patch is found,

for example, on Mt. Hoffman. Only on the lower slopes, near

the limits v again in force, a?

the auriferous slate belt. The limit of the granite region marks,

I believe, the limit of the ice sheet.

The actual amount of general erosion it is perhaps i.

to know, but it has been evidently enormous. I tk:

go. d iva<ou to believe that in addition to the whole thickness

of the slates, several thousand feet of underlying granite has

been also removed. The highest peaks of the Sierras are com-

p< ised of slates, but the valleys even in this region are composed
of granite: the erosion here', therefore, has been through the

slate into the granite. A little lower down, the Cathedral and

other peaks and ridges in the vicinity are composed of very

coaiWnnd \cn ihhUi ithic granite : tin -roMon here has been

through tins at' least 2000 feet and down to the harder and

more siliceous granite. Still lower down, about Yosemite, only

this harder granite exists ; both the slate and the softer granite
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;iy—every peak, ridge or dome ; every val-
ley or canon—is evidently due to this cause alone, e.\e< |>i in

those parts where recent volcanic action has taken place.

Now the forms produced by erosion depend partly upon the
hind of rock, and partly upon the kind of erosion. 'The forms
determined by tvater are different from those determined by ice.

Standing in the middle of the San Joaquin plains, on a "clear

day, the crests of the Sierras are seen on one side and of the
Coast range on the other. Nothing can be more striking than
the contrast between the two; the sharp saw-like, teeth-like

Outline of the former, and the rounded outlines of the latter.

The reason is that the one has been determined by the action
of snow and frost; the other by water only. The contrast is

^l^moi-e conspicuous when we are among these summits. In
-'ion where perpetual snow still lingers, the Sierras are

studded with peaks, and spires and comb-like ridges, so sharp
that they seem ready to fall over; and especially with great

tors, bounded on several sides by almost perpendicu-
jade-like walls, with sharp serrated edges.* These
hi theaters are the wombs of ancient glaciers and are

-ill lill.,1 with snow.
Such is the contrast in the summits. On the higher slopes the

equally striking. During the period of the ice sheet,

probably all the Sierra slopes, even to the summits themselves,
were covered with round, d ,,n m. ,,„. tonus on a grand scale.

Subsequent action of ice and snow and frost and rivers have
~">troyed these, except in some localities. I am not now, how-

Water
? broad

with lakes and meadows. A camping party in the
ras is made painfully aware of having passed beyond the
ts of ancient glaciers by the sudden and entire disappear-

\
of meadows and therefore of grazing for horses. Speak-

in a very general way, water, it seems to me, tends to pro-

duce forms like fig. 1, while ice in the form ofglaciers and eternal

snow tends to the reverse forms of fig. 2. I know not how general
these distinctions may he. but certainly the Coast range of this

State is chai d summits and ridges, and deep

* These amphitheaters occur, I believ. summits. The
. •

. ,

granite.
180rm

"
U e a *"? Pea 8 an spires a ou
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V-shaped canons, while the high Sierras are characterized on

the contrary by sharp, spire-like, comb-like summits, and broad

valleys ; and this difference I am convinced is due in part at

least to the action of water on the one hand, and of ice on the

Art. XXXVII.— Meteorological effects upon the heigh/- of th<

Tides; by Wm. Ferrel, Letter to Professor Benjamin
Peirce, Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey. (Communicated

by the author with the authority of the Superintendent of the

Coast Survey.)
Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 2, 1873.

Dear Sir : I have the honor to submit the following prelim-

inary report of the principal results obtained from a discussion

harbor, with regard to the n
heights of the tides.

The heights of high and low
from 1856 to 1861 inclusive, a

and tables given in a previous report,

with the

ears "of the tidal observations in Boston

to the meteorological effects upon the

observati

of the tides for six years,

omputed by the formulae

r—, and the results compared

and the residuals noted. From the

«,'

eteorological records of Cambridge Observatory for the s

years, the corresponding barometric pressures and the directions

and forces of the winds were obtained, and collated with the

residuals. The range of the barometer was then divided into

,
and all the barometric pressures belonging to each

) grouped together, and likewise the

corresponding tidal res rages taken and com-

pared. High and low waters were at first kept separate, but the

results subsequently combined. The observations also when

the pressure was increasing, and those when it was d

were kept separate in order to determine whether there is any

perceptible difference on account of the inertia and the friction

of the water preventing it from assuming at once the condition

of static equilibrium. The following table of combined results

of high and low waters were thus obtained.

B™ BAbo™. F.^B.kom*™, a™»-

J&l^gS- bJ^s 2 B

€Ir wl'sjfr

449, 29-842 +0050
662| 29943

i

-0030

962! 30-197! 0115
628j 30-420 -0260

sunn

0-212

0-125

29-487J +0-315

29713 0.192

29-813 0067
29-942 +0002
30052 -0049
30-195 0120
30-418 0-251
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In taking the averages in the last columns regard was had to
the number of observations. The average barometric pressure
is 30*007 inches. If, therefore, we put p for the pressure be-
longing to the average of any of the groups of observations,
we shall have for the correction of the height of the tide

(30-007-^)0, in which C is a constant to be determined from
observation. This expression put equal to each of the average

in the last column, reduced to inches, with the corre-

sponding pressures or values of p, gives seven equations for

og the probable value of C. Giving the equations
weight according to the number of observations, we thus get

By comparing the residuals of rising barometer with those
of falling barometer in the preceding table, it is seen that there
is a perceptible difference near mean barometer, and that con-
sequently the sea-level when the barometer stands at the mean
and is rising is a little lower than when it stands at the mean
Mid is tailing. This difference, however, is very small, and
indicates that the sea, under the average rate of the change of
barometric pressure, very nearly assumes the condition of static

equilibrium.

The theoretical value of the constant C above is 13*56, this
being the ratio between the densities of water and mercury. I
am unable to explain why its value in Boston harbor is little

more than half this value. There can be no sensible amount
of error in the constant as determined from so many observa-
tions. Any error in the tidal formulae and tables with which
the heights of the tides were computed and the residuals used
in the discussion obtained, cannot affect sensibly the result,

since all such small inaccuracies are eliminated by the great
number of observations used along with other abnormal dis-

turbances which are much larger. The difference also between
the preceding value obtained from observations and the theo-
retical value, cannot be accounted for by the effects of inertia
an 'l friction, as is shown by a comparison of the results belong-

'"T to rising and falling barometers.
The value of this constant, as determined for several ports,

J
^ also much greater. M. Dausy found that at Brest the ocean
rises 0*223 of a meter for a depression of 0*0158 of a meter in
the mercury (Coonaimnr, <hi Temps, 1834) This gives 14*1

for the value of this constant at Brest. Mr. Bunt, also, from a
'lisenssion ot the residuals between theory and observations for
three years at Bristol, obtained 13*4 for the value of this con-
stant, {Eleventh R,'r nri. of ifn. /iritisi, Association, p. 31.) Lub-
bock found 11*1 for Liverpool, but at London he found that
the water rises 6*3 inches for a depression of 0*90 of an inch of
the mercury. (PLil. Trans., 1836, p. 11.) This gives only

"V;,
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seven for the value of the constant, which is neariy the same as

the value obtained for Boston harbor.

In order to obtain the effect of the winds upon the heights

of the tides, all the residuals for the six years belonging to

each of the eight principal points of the compass were grouped

together, and also the corresponding averages of the forces of

the winds and of the barometric pressures. The forces of the

wind in the observations were represented by the numbers 0,

1, 2, 3 and 4, denoting a calm, and 4 the strongest winds

recorded. The following results were thus obtained.

«. •£- foEl?
-

•BBS- £SC sasffi

N. 244 30-007 + 005 + 0-21 + 0.21

N.E. 317 17 0.24

E. 274 004
S.E. 131 + 0-05

S. -003
s.w. 1-5 010 011

-073 0-18 0-22

527 + •001

Calm'. 946 1 + •051 001 + 0-02

The number of observations in the second column denotes

the relative frequency of the winds from the different points of

the compass, and the third column gives the average force of

each wind according to the scale which has been given. The

fourth column gives the mean barometric pressure, and the

pressure for each wind. It is seen that with winds from N.W.
around to S.E. the barometer stands above the mean, and from

loilow very i

therefore, is not represented by the fifth column, since they are

generally affected by the corresponding deviation of the barom-

eter from the mean, and require a slight correction by the pre-

ceding formula with the constant as determined. The last

column contains the corrected residuals, which show the effects

of the different winds having the average force given in the

third column.
It is pretty generally thought that the winds cause very con-

siderable changes of the sea-level, but it is seen from the last

column of the table above, that an average N.E. wind raises

the sea-level only about three inches, and a S.W. wind de^

presses it not quite so much. If the numbers in the scale of

forces represent the velocities of the winds, the elevating and

depressing effect of the winds may not be proportional to the

forces, so that a very strong wind, denoted by four in the

scale, mny raise or depress the sea-level three or four times as

much as a wind of the average force, this depending upon the
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law of friction between the wind and the water. Very strong
winds, therefore, may change the sea-level in Boston harbor a
foot or more, and this agrees well with individual observations.
Of about 700 tidal residuals of high water throughout the year
1859, obtained from a comparison of computation by the for-

mulae and tables, with observations, only 10 amount to as much
as one foot. If therefore, we, suppose 'that these residuals are
due to the effects of the winds only, and no part of them to
other disturbing causes, and to errors of the tidal formulae and
tables, even upon this supposition we know by actual measure-
ments with the tide-guage, that in the course of a whole year,
the sea-level of Boston harbor is not often changed by the
winds as much as one foot The popular impression of large

changes of sea-level, no doubt arises from making observations
on sloping beaches where a small perpendicular change of level

produces a very great apparent change.
An important meteorological result is shown in the fourth

column of the preceding table, which is that the barometer
during calms stands very near the maximum of all the ave-
rages of the winds from the different quarters. This indicates
that the winds generally are of a cyclonic character, prevailing
mostly in the interior of the cyclone where there is barometric
depression, and that the calms are mostly in the external part
where there is high barometer.
The following table of results, brought out in the discussion,

shows the annual changes of the barometer. As the unreduced
observations were used, a correction for temperature in this case
has to be applied, to reduce the barometer to the mean of the
year to correspond with the preceding results in which the ave-
rage corresponds to the mean temperature, or to reduce them,
as usual, to the temperature of freezing. In the following
table the reduction is to freezing and for capilarity.

Mont*.
£r°vat

r

io°n

b
8

- Baro.e-
for'capIUrity

d
ssssss.

January 324 29-995 -•004 29-934 4-057

30 007 + •053

March 29-886

sr
347

30-013

.066
-.011
-•083

July 30020
30-023

September + •066

October + 048
November 335 29-947 + •067

December 320
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reduction to mean sea-level, we get 30-016 in. for the mean

height of the barometer at the mean sea-level in Boston harbor.

The last column in the table shows that there is a very small

term with an annual argument and a coefficient of about 0'05 in.,

making the barometric pressure a minimum about May and a

maximum about November. The number of observtions was

not sufficient to eliminate the accidental irregularities suffi-

ciently to determine this small annual inequality very accu-

rately, but it is evidently too small to account for much of the

observed annual inequality in the mean sea-level.

The following table of results is obtains! from ela-it\ in-

the observations of the wind according to their directions, for

each of the four seasons and for the whole year.

.7s !:•:::;

» 1671 275156 264

;719il214!566 987

The number of observations denotes, also, the relative fre-

quency of the winds from the different points of the horizon.

It is seen that the predominating winds are from W. and S.W.

during all seasons of the year. The numbers headed S. F. are

the sums of the numbers in the observations denoting ihe forces

of the wind. There is some uncertainty with regard to the

scale used by Professor Bond in denoting the forces, but it is

supposed to be the scale from to 0, in which denotes calm.

and 6 a velocity of 85 miles per hour, the numbers represent-

ing the forces being nearly proportional to the velocities. At
any rate the sums of the forces above maybe regarded as repre-

senting the relative sums of the distances passed over within

the limits oi the errors of such observations. With a table of

latitude and departure, therefore, we readily determine the rela-

tive distances passed over and the directions, for each season of

the year and for the whole year. We thus get the to! low in-

table of directions from which the wind blows and the relative

distances traveled.

726
386

Winter N. 78° W.
N. 85 W.

Summer S. 71 W.
Autumn N. 84 W.
Whole year N. 87 W.
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This difference is caused by the difference in the relative temp-
eratures of the land and sea in the two seasons, and show.- thai
the winds have slightly a monsoon character. During the
spring and fall, when the relative temperatures are about the
same, the winds blow very nearly from the same point, which

hat of the resultant for the whole
1

1 is 3° N. of W. The atmosphere in the course of
the whole year moves a little more south than north. Dividing
1920 by 3299, the whole number of observations, we get 0'58
for the average force in the direction of the resultant. This, by
the supposed scale used corresponds to a velocity of about eight
miles per hour, in a direction a little south of east.

Very respectfully yours,

Wm. Ferrel.
Prof* o B j nin Peirce, Sup't U. S. Coast Survey.

The remark, that in Professor Hall's theorv of the origin
of mountains the elevation of mountains is left out (cited dis-

-'vby Prof. Hunt on page 266), was made bv me in
volume xlii, of the last series of this Journal (p. 210* 1866),
and not without due consideration. The importance which
some still attribute to this theory makes it desirable that its

'iuts should be stated here with more fulness than
they were in the notice referred to, and that they receive fur-
ther consideration. The points in the theory, selected out and
condensed in the statement from the Introduction to the third
volume of Professor Hall's New York Paleontology (where alone
they have been published), are the following :

The Paleozoic strata of the Appalachian region hear evidence
were most 1\ of shallow water origin.
• great thickness, consequently,-. Thuir m

Th,

f the Appalachian chain.
This slowly progressing subsidence was occasioned by the
ht of the slowly and successively accumulated sediments.

ie memoir says (p. 69)

:

" When these [" accumulations of sedimentary matter"] are
spread along a sea bottom, as originally in the line of the

u chain, the first effect of this augmentation of matter
would be to produce a yielding of the earth's crust beneath, and a
Sradual subsidence would be the consequence."
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lachian formations. The fact that the folds are generally steepest

on the northwest side may also he thus accounted for.

5. The formation of tin- Appalachians (and so of all mountains)

was dependent upon, and the height related to, the thickness <>i

the sedimentary aceumulal urns, of which they are made; and_ a

mountain chain was not a possibility over the Mississippi basin,

because there "the material* of accumulation were insufficient."

6. (a) The elevation of the Apj was not I

result of the process of accumulation, or of the subsidence, (b)

The elevation of mountains is, "of continental, and not of local,

origin; there is no more evidence of local elevation along the

chain than there is along the plateau in the west.'

Again, the chapter says (p. 96): "It is this ultimate rising of con-

tiii.-nt.il masses that I contend for, in opposition to special cie-

vatory movement along the lines of mountain chains." (c) After

a continental elevation, the mountain range received its present

shape mainly through erosion.

7. Metamorphism requires first large accumulations of rock

material; audit went forward in the Ai>;

sequence of the subsidence. As to the causes, Professor Hall

says (p. 7V)—after alluding to the view of Ba
respecting a regular increase of temperature below ft

increase in thickness of surface accumulations—• Such an increase

of temperature would be much less than that usually supposed

necessary for producing metamorphism; and it is extremely

doubtful if any poiii.. ii now exposed to observation c\ er_ p-achc I

a temperature much above that of boiling water. We must,

therefore, look to some other agency than heat* for the produc-

tion of the phenomena [of metamorphism] witnessed; and
_

it

sems that the prime cause must have existed within the material

itself; and that the entire change is due to motion, or ferment i-

tion and pressure, aided by a moderate increase of temperature,

producing chemical change."

A. The last of these propositions is an expression of; the

opinion that, in some way not understood, the heat required

for metamorphism was generated within the strata that were

altered. The effect was restricted by Vose in his Orographic

Geology to pressure ; but, with each of these authors, this pres-

sure was due to the progressing subsidence referred to in the

t hi nl 'proposition.

B. The first two propositions have general acceptation among
American geologists.

C. The 'third and fourth, which are fundamental in the

theory, have been shown in my former paper to be, as 1

* On page 87, Hall observes that the lower beds may be softened by the heat
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believe, physical impossibilities; and LeConte, in his recent
article, has further enforced this opinion. The third assumes
that the first 500 feet in depth of sediments would press down
the crust 500 feet, and so on to the end ; but no reason is given
why sediments under water should have so immense gravitating
power, when the crystalline rocks of the Adirondacks, piled to
a height of some thousands of feet above the water, had a firm
footing close along side of the subsiding region.

But while the weight of accumulating sediments will not
cause subsidence, a slow subsidence of a continental n
often been the occasion for thick accumulations of sediments.

D. The fifth proposition announces a relation between the
height of the mountains formed over an area, and the thickness
of the sedimentary accumulations there previously made, pre-

paratory to the elevation ; and it further makes the absence of
mountains from a region a consequence of small accumulations.
The relation set forth is a true and important one if taken

in the most general way ; but the application of it as a strict

ratio, or as a universal law, encounters many apparent excep-
tions. In the Green Mountains of Vermont, the latest rocks
of which are Lower Silurian, the conformable Silurian beds
c tit it ng them are probably not over half the thickness of
those of the Appalachian region in Pennsylvania and Virginia

;

and yet the average height is greater, although exposed to ero-
sion for a vastly longer time. For most mountain regions we
have not the facts needed for the comparison—the thickness
of the sediments preceding their formation and the amount of
erosion since undergone being alike unknowm. In some cases
of composite mountain masses, like that of the Kocky Moun-
tains, the pr; its of application at all. Accord-
ing to King and others there were 10,000 feet in thickness of
Cretaceous deposits laid down in Utah, with coal beds in the
npper part of the series proving that subsidence accompanied
tin- deposition : bur. while there is evidence of subsequent dis-

turbance in the region, and of the elevation since of a large
part of the Kocky Mountain chain, there is, I believe, none
that the Utah Cretaceous was raised into mountains over-
topping the older ridges of the summit. There are, besides,

ilains, like the part of the Patagonian Pampas bor-
dering the Atlantic, where for all that science knows, or ever
will know, there may be a great thickness of conformable beds
beneath. Again, there are areas now rising, like the coast region
of Sweden, where thick accumulations of Tertiary sediments,
or of any others since the Paleozoic, are wanting. There are
many cases where the highest summits of a region occur at the
crossing of two lines of elevation, showing that force has con-
tbmided the ratio of heiirht to tbiekness of se.litnent.s if any
s "«'l) had existed there.
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Still, it is evidently a common fact that where
have been raised, there, in general, thick accumulations of sedi-

ments were previously made ; and conversely. But the prin-

ciple properly stated is—Where mountain ranges have been

raised, there, in general, great subsidences, giving opportunity

for thick accumulations of sediments, previously occurred ;
and

conversely.

Unless the third and sixth of the above propositions are

le, mountains are absent from the Mississippi because no local

elevation extensive enough took place there ; and no elevation

was made, and there were likewise only thin accumulations of

sediments, because the region, owing to its interior position, was

not within the range of the continental-border oscillations.

E. By the sixth proposition, the influence of erosion in shap-

ing a mount but no provision is made for itB

elevation—this elevation apart from general a continental eleva-

tion being denied. Thus Professor Hall's theory is strictly a

" theory of the origin of mountains with the elevation of moun-

tains left out." It accounts for plications by simple subsidence,

but supposes the continent to get up high some way—the way
not considered—without other plications, or any local uplifts,

and on a crust so flexible that it will sink a foot for every foot

of sediment added to the surface. The world abounds in cases

in which part of the sea-border deposits of a period are now

but little away from the old level, while other portions are

many thousands of feet above it : e.g., the Cretaceous strata

of the United States; and it contains examples of modern

rising of land. No principle has been found to explain such

facts except that of local elevation.

Since, then, the exposition which Professor Hall has made
his views offers nothing in explanation of the elevation o

mountains—the event upon which the existence i

tain depends—and since the only agent of change of leve

appealed to is one producing subsidence, and this will no'

work, so that there is no chance from it for the thick accumu
lations needed, or for the faintest plications or met.

we may with reason pronounce the theory seriously deficiem

and defective.

Art. XXXIX.-—On an Automatic Filtering Apparatus; by

Harvey W. Wiley, M.D., Professor of Chemistry, Indiana

Medical College.

While studying quantitative analysis in the laboratory of

the Lawrence Scientific School, I was led to devise some plan

by which time could be economized in filtering and washing
precipitates.
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Neither Mariotte's bottle nor the Bunsen pump were capable

of general application.

As a result of a series of experiments the following appa-

ratus was devised and successfully put into operation.

An ordinary filter-stand, with two arms,

glass funnel, A, of from one to four liters capacity. The lower

arm holds a common small Bunsen funnel, B, so placed that

the axes of the two funnels coincide. D is a small electro-

magnet attached to the upper arm of the stand. The neck of

the large funnel should be drawn out until it has an internal

diameter of eight or nine millimeters. Passing down the cen-

ter of the large funnel, and fitting into its neck is a glass rod,

a, covered by a piece of a soft white caoutchouc connector.

The glass rod is about twenty centimeters in length, and of

such a size that when covered by the rubber hose it will com-

pletely close the orifice in the neck <»i" the funnel.
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This rod is connected by rubber with the lever, b
:
which is

worked by the armature, d ; e and f are two insulated copper

wires connected with a small Grove, Bunsen or Daniel's cell

;

e passes through the magnet, /comes directly from the cell, and

both at g are fastened into a small glass tube, the free ends

denuded of their covering projecting three or four millimeters

The small funnel contains a glass bulb ten to fifteen milli-

meters in diameter, into which is soldered a small platinum

wire. This wire is fastened to the long arm of the lever, m, the

short arm of which carries a cup, H, holding a globule of mer-

cury. The weight of the bulb, the amount of mercury, and

the arms of the lever must be so adjusted, that when the small

funnel contains no liquid the bob, k, will descend and the cup,

H, rise, but when the small funnel is filling the relative weights

of the two ends of the lever must allow the bob to rise with

the liquid in the funnel B. This adjustment is easily effected

by varying the amount of mercury in H. When the parts

have all been properly connected, the glass rod, a, should ex-

ceed the weight of the armature, d, by such an amount as will

enable it to thoroughly close, by its excess of weight, the neck

of the funnel A. By means of the thumb screw, c, the lever,

b, should be moved until the space between the armature

the poles of the magnet measures two or three millinu

The small funnel, B, properly fitted with a filter paper, is fixed

in the lower arm, which is raise*; place. The

proper position for this lower arm is readily found by trial.

Let B be filled with distilled water as represented in the dia-

gram. When the bob, k, stands as in the figure the mercury

in H should not touch the copper wires. As the ii.

out of B, the bob sinks, the cup rises until the wires touch the

surface of the mercury. This immediately completes the elec-

tric circuit, the armature, d, is pulled down, the glass rod, «,

elevated, and the liquid in A flows into B until the bob is

raised to its first position. This breaks the circuit, the rod, a,

falls, the flow of the liquid from A to B is stopped. After

using distilled water for two or three minutes until i

is found properly adjusted, the substance to be filtered is

poured into A, and no further attention is require'

;

whole of it has run through into B ; a is then to be disjointed

at s, and with the wash bottle, using a as a rubber, any pre-

cipitate adhering to A is easily washed through into B ;
B is

then to be lowered and removed and washed.

Advantages of the Apparatus.

Washing by dvrantotion.—The whole of the supern.it
can be poured at once into A. The beaker is Milled with the
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washing fluid, and by the time the first portion has run through
you are again ready to decant. By other processes
has to be suspended each time until the supernatant liquid is

clear.

Washing precipitate on filter.—By means of the thumb screw,
c, the apparatus can be adjusted to discharge jets of water from
A with force enough to thoroughly stir up the precipitate each

ter. I give below some tabulated data taken from a great
number of observed nitrations. In all these cases the results
were as good as those usually obtained by hand and in several
instances, owing to special care, better.
L Washing precipitate BaS0

4
by decantation.

Adjustment 5 min., filling 3 min., washing 12 min., total

20 min. Time apparatus' at work, 3 h. 15 min. Amount
wash water, 2 liters 600 ^. 3

.

II. Washing precipitate Fe
a 6

H
6

.

AdjustmentTapparatus 2 min., filling 3 min., washing 15 min.,
total 20 min. Time, apparatus at work, 2 h. 40 min. Amount
filtrate 2 lit. 200 ^. 3

.

III. Washing precipitate BaCl
2

.

Adjustment 4 min., filling 2 min., washing 18 min., total 24
min. Time apparatus at work, 1 h. 40 min. Amount filtrate

1 liter 250 oSTV
IV. Washing A1S 6

H
6 .

Adjustment 1 min., filling 1 min., washing 5 min., total 7
min. Time apparatus at work, 1 h. 50 min. Amount wash
water 525 c^ 3

.

While at work the apparatus requires no attention whatever.
It can be adjusted so that the height of the liquid in B will not
vary more than a millimeter. By fitting B with a hot water
jacket, which can be very easily done, precipitates which easily

oxidize can be thoroa g BR* at 100° out of con-
tact with the air.

The whole cost of the apparatus need not exceed three or
four dollars, and usually all that will have to be bought is the

electro-magnet. Other necessary parts will be found in the

laboratory.

I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Ed. H. Ketcham of

Dartmouth College for the accompanying drawing.
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—

Investigate

V. Attempts to prepare Orthomlphobenzoic Acid.

The fact that in the crude sulphotoluenic acid, employed in

the preparation of parasulphobenzoic acid as above described,

two varieties are contained, viz : the ortho- and para- ; and,

further, the fact that the crude product of the oxidation, in the

form of the potassium salts, when fused with potassium hydrox-

ide yielded, as we have seen, salicylic as well as paraoxyben-

zoic acid, showed plainly that the ortho-acid had not been

destroyed by the oxidizing agent. The process was in other

cases continued for a long time, and a large excess of the oxi-

dizing mixture employed ; and still salicylic acid was obtained,

its quantity as compared with that of paraoxybenzoic acid

appearing rather to be increased than diminished under these

This result was not what might have been anticipated after

Fittig had called attention to the fact that ortho-compounds
conduct themselves toward oxidizing agents differently from

the compounds of the two other series, the former being, as he

states, completely destroyed, yielding carbonic acid and water.

In the case under consideration two explanations might be

given ; either the orthosulphotoluenic acid had been converted

into orthosulphobenzoic acid ; or it had withstood the action of

the oxidizing mixture ; for orthosulphotoluenic acid itself when
fused with potassium hydroxide yields salicylic acid, if the heat-

ing be continued long enough, as was shown by Wolkow (loc.

The solution which yielded the acid barium parasulphoben-

zoate was evaporated down gradually, and, after it was
to a small volume, it was still found to contain a considerable

quantity of an easily soluble salt, differing entirely from the

difficultly soluble parasulphobenzoate. This
a number of times, and finally obtained in the form of micro-,

scopic needles ; though even after repeated recrystallizations its

appearance hardly warranted the conclusion that it was a pure

compound. It was, as stated, easily soluble in water ; and the

difference between its solubility in cold water and that in hot

was not very great ; so that the crystallization was I

brought about by allowing the solution to stand for a length of

time over sulphuric acid. The salt thus prepared was analyzed

after being thoroughly dried over sulphuric acid.
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Though the results of this analysis agree but poorly with the
calculated percentages, it nevertheless makes it appear exceed-
ingly probable that this easily soluble substance is nothing but
the salt of orthosulphotoluenic acid. Acid barium sulphoben-
zoate requires much less barium (2810 per cent) and much
more water (3 mol. =911 per cent). The fact that more barium
was found than is required by the theory would appear to indi-
cate that the salt was rendered impure by the presence of a
small amount of a neutral barium salt of sulphobenzoic acid.
As the neutral barium salt of parasulphobenzoic acid corre-

rds in its properties very nearly to the salt here described,

becomes still more probable. *Be this as it may, it is evi-
dent that the CH 3 group of orthosulphotoluenic acid has not
been acted upon by the oxidizing mixture, nor has the acid
been destroyed. The same results were obtained when a large
excess of sulphuric acid and potassium bichromate were allowed
to act upon the mixture of the two sulphotoluenic acids for a
long time ; so that the statement of Fittig that the ortho-com-
pounds are destroyed by oxidizing agents requires qualifica-
tion. It seems indeed from this and a subsequent experiment,
that the ortho-acid is acted upon with much less energy than
the para-acid, if acted upon at all. This case agrees, however,
with those mentioned by Fittig in the fact that the toluene-
derivative yields no corresponding derivative of benzoic acid.

The destruction of aromatic compounds is by no means con-
fined to those which belong to the ortho-series. The case of
salicylic acid mentioned by Fittig is indeed no proof of his gen-
eral statement, inasmuch as all ai _ oxyacids, i

have subjected them to experiment, are destroyed with equal
acflitjr, I have, for instance, treated salicylic, oxybenzoic, para-

oxybenzoic, protocatechuic and gallic acids with sulphuric
acid and po1 te, and in each case exactly the
same phenomena were observed. Gentle heating was sufficient

to commence the process, which then proceeded violently to the
end, accompanied by an evolution of carbonic acid, without the
further aid of heat. On now examining the mixture, not a
trace of a solid product could in any way be discovered. So
T h:it salicylic acid does not differ in this respect from other aro-

matic acids containing OH ; and its conduct toward oxidizing
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course no proof that it belongs to the ortho-series.

bis does not, however, detract from the value of Fitfcig's

exceedingly interesting observation ; it merely serves to define

That the ortho-compound in the special case under consider-

ation is acted upon less energetically than the para-*-

was also shown in a rough way by the following experiment.

The potassium salts of the two sulphotoluenic acids were sepa-

rated very nearly by means of crystallization. The pure para-

salt was introduced into the oxidizing mixture, and the re-

action that ensued carefully observed. The same quantity of

ortho-salt, still containing some of the para-salt, was afterward

introduced into the same quantity of the oxidizing mixture as

was employed in the former case, and the reaction compared

with the former one. A striking difference was observed.

Whereas the reaction commenced very quickly with the para-

salt, and a strong evolution of gas took place ; with the ortho-

salt it was necessary to apply heat for a longer time before tbe

reaction fairly began, and then the process was markedly more

sluggish, a very slow evolution of gas continuing for a long

time. By means of approximate quantitative ex;

further, it was shown that the longer heat was applied to the

vessel in which the oxidizing process was going on, the smaller

was the yield of para-acid ; but in no case did I succeed in com-

pletely destroying either the ortho- or para-acid. This shows

that the para-acid is very susceptible to the action of the oxidiz-

ing agent, the oxidation taking place apparently at first in the

methyl-group and then extending gradually to the whole mole-

cule ; whereas the ortho-acid resists the same influence strongly,

and if oxidation takes place at all, it breaks up the compound,
yielding the last products of combustion. Whether the same is

true of other cases T am unable to say ; facts do not speak

against it at present, and further experiment can alone decide

this point, which certainly possesses more than ordinal

I was thus forced to abandon the hope of obtaining orthosul-

phobenzoic acid by the oxidation of orthosulphotoluenic acid

by means of sulphuric acid and potassium bichromate. It is

possible that other ox

:

for instance potassium

hypermanganate may yield more satisfactory results. A pre-

liminary experiment made with this salt in "an alkaline solu-

tion showed that oxidation took place readily ; and I shall soon

commence the study of this reaction in detail

VI. Oxidation of the Amides of Sulphotolueuic Acid.

The difficulty with which ortho-compounds are obtained :u >

the importance of studying them in a pure condition, in order

to complete our knowledge of their conduct under various con-
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ditions, led me to undertake one more experiment, with the
hope of finding a method for the preparation of orthosulpho-

i. The experiment failed to bring about the desired
object, but at the same time gave other interesting results, an
account of which follows.

According to A. Wolkow (loc. cit.) the amides of the two
sulphotoluenic acids can be separated from each other by
of crystallization. This statement offered a prospect of <prospect

irtho-compound in pure condition ; and I hence prepared
a quantity of the amides from the crude mixture of potassium
salts of sulphotoluenic acids. The perfect separation of the two
by means of crystallization is an exceedingly tedious operation,
whether water or alcohol be employed as the solvent. From
water the paramide crystallizes first, and can then easily be puri-
fied

;
from the mother-liquor a mixture of the two amides is

deposited. This fuses at 124°, and can only be resolved into

tuents by a very long series of recrystallizations. I

i small quantity of the ortho-
amide in a pure condition, with all the properties as given by
Wolkow.
Now as the amide contains the group SO 2

. NH 2 instead of
the sulpho-acid group SO 2

. OH, it seemed possible that its con-
duct toward oxidizing agents might differ from that of the

is. ISo attempts had as yet been made to oxidize
compounds containing such a complicated group as S0 2.NH a

,

and I was obliged to gain a certain amount of preliminary

bo subject the ortho-amide to oxi-
dation. For this purpose I introduced a few grams of parasul-

photoluen-amide into a noted amount of the oxidizing mix-
ture (sulphuric acid and potassium bichromate) ; and heated
the whole gently for a short time. Soon the oxidation began,
as was shown by a change in color and an evolution of gas.

ssolved rapidly
disappeared, a.beautifnllv ervstallized product began to make

ltly '

after it had completely
product began to make

its appearance, and increased constantly in quantity. After
cooling, the liquid was filtered off. The solid product remained
on the filter, a iter '

• h _: v <hed out with cold water, in a pure
white condition. It consisted of beautiful, short, lustrous

it bore no resemblance to the original amide. It was
be easilv soluble in alkaline carbonates, carbonic

was almost insoluble in cold wat- able in hot
water; and when only once crystallized from water, it had the
form of flat' rues more than an inch in length.

These had a high luster, and while in the solution exhibited a
very beautiful fluorescence. It was found to fuse at a very
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high temperature, but to undergo decomposition before this

point was reached. These prop* lie new sub-

stance from the amide of parasulphotoluenic acid. Its compo-

sition was determined by the analysis.

I. 0*8657 grams of the substance, thoroughly dried over sulphuric

acid, were oxidized in a silver basin with saltpetre and potas-

sium hydroxide (Liebig's method). There were obtained 1'03

grams BaSO 4=0-14146 grams S.

II. 0-5505 grams of the dried substance were heated with soda

lime, and the vapors collected in dilute hydrochloric acid. In

this way were obtained 0*262 grams Pt, corresponding to

0-037163 N.
Calculated. Found.

C'H'O* 155 77-ll'

S 32 15-92 16-34

N 14 6-97 6-75

"201 100-00

These results agree with the formula C 6H 4
\ qq' qjj ,

aI] 0-

this formula agrees with the method of formation of the sub-

stance. We have:

CH
\ CH*, CH

] CH^,
andC6H4 -jC0.0H.

Sulphotoluc

I have given the acid the name parasulphammbenzoic acid, as

indicating the const i t ,
> i btedly possesses.

A compound of a similar constitution, but belonging to

smother series, is already known, viz : the so-called sulphoben-

zamir add. This was prepared by Limpricht and Uslar* and

by Engelhardtf The former obtained it by heating sulpho-

benzamide, C 6H 4

| co^NH-" 0r ammonium ethylsulphobenzo-

ate with potassium hydroxide ; further, by treating the com-

pound C 7H 6N 2 S0 2 (obtained from sulphobenzamide by treat-

ing with phosphorus chloride) with caustic potassa. In both

cases ammonia is eliminated. Engelhardt obtained it by means

of a complicated reaction, viz: the action of sulpln,

dride on benzonitrile, other products being formed at the same

time. Sulphobenzamic acid being derived thus from ordinary

(meta) sulphobenzoic acid retains in all probability the meta-

position of the substituting groups; and. although it is not

proved by experiment, it is probable that the amide-group is in

this case also situated in the sulpho-group and not in the car-
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boxyl : the name would indicate the contrary, but th

that this compound shows with parasulphaminbenzoic acid, in

which the amide group is undoubtedly situated in the sulpho-
group, leads me to believe that the name is incorrect ; and that
the name metasulphaminbenzoic acid would be more in accord-
ance with the internal character.

To the account given above of the method of preparation asd
the properties of parasulpliami nl m'mz* Mr acid, I need only add a
few details. For the oxidation the following proportions were
found to be most favorable: To 20 grams potassium bichro-
mate are taken 30 grams ordinary snlj >h uric acid, diluted with
three times its volume of water : I Bed for the
oxidation of 7 grams of the pure amide. The amide is intro-

duced into the mixture after the latter has become cool. At
first the flask is heated by means of a very small gas-flame. A
moderately violent action takes place, and in a short time the
amide is entirely dissolved ; now in a few minutes the separa-
tion of the oxidation-product begins. The mass increases con-
stantly in quantity until the liquid has the form of a thick
paste. In about an hour from the beginning of the process the
oxidation is completed. The whole is now allowed to cool
down to the ordinary temperature, the product is filtered off

and washed out with cold water, until the wash-water passes

through colorless. On the filter is the parasulphaminbenzoic
acid in the form of beac h only require to be
recrystallized from water once in order to be made perfectly

pure. It is easily soluble in alcohol and crystallizes from this

solvent in smaller crystals than are obtained from water ; and
these do not exhibit the property of fluorescence. It is precip-

itated in crystal- lnrli ib>t>i a !n>t and <•..!.
1 , In, , [j,- solution by

SulphotN-i lizes, according to Limpricht and
ITslar, in scales like potassium chlorate; according to Engel-
hardt in rhombohedral crystals or in needles, consisting of ag-

gregates of small rhombohedrons. Heated above the melting
point it volatilizes in white vapors. Distilled with phosphorus
pentachloride it yields a number of products among which is

metachlorbenzoyl chloride. It may be expected that par;

phaminbenzoh fehe same treatment yield
j

chlorbenzoyl chloride—a point which I shall decide by experi-

ment

Ethyl parasulphaminbenzoate, C 8H 4
I qq OOH 5

^^^ s

beautiful compound is the most charac
acid. It is prepared in the usual manu
hydrochloric acid gas into a solution oi tne aciu in aDsoiute

alcohol, and afterward heating gently on a water bath. Water
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gives no precipitate in the solution thus obtained. The alco-

holic solution must be evaporated down to the consistence of

syrup ; it then congeals on cooling, and consists of a mass of fine,

colorless needles. In water it is less soluble than in alcohol ; in

cold water much less than in hot. When boiled with water

it melte in the liquid before dissolving. From the aqueous

solution it separates in the form of long, beautiful needles of a

silken luster. These arrange themselves nearly parallel, and

may attain the length of several inches. In connection with the

melting point, this substance exhibits interesting though per-

plexing phenomena. In order to be sure that it was absolutely

pure I subjected it to recrystallization a number of t

each time it was obtained in the same form, and
the highest degree the appearance of a chemically pure

stance. On endeavoring to determine the melting point, how-

ever, I was surprised to find that this varied accord:

When first heated it melted entirely at I

' removed from the bath and allowed to solidify, it

melted immediately after at 94-95°
; the longer it was allowed

to stand after the first melting, the higher the melting point

became, until finally, in about two hours, it again reached 110-

111°. Specimens examined ;it ditl.-ivnt intervals showed melt-

ing points which varied between the limits mentioned ;
every

time that the substance was melted once and then allowed to

congeal, and again immediately examined, the melting point

was found to be 94'95°. This, taken together with the fact that

the substance was pure, is certainly very remarkable. It is

possible that this case belongs in the same category with that

observed by Zincke* in connection with the two modifica-

tions of benzophenone, which is in its turn decidedly inexplic-

able.

Of the ether a sulphur estimation was made as follows :

0-2849 grams of the substance, dried over sulphuric acid, were

oxidized with KOII and X0 3K (Liebig's method), and gave

0-2903 grams. BaSO 4=0-03987 S.

C»H»»0*N 1~97 86-03

S 32 13-97 13-99

229 100.00

Ethyl sulphobenzamate also crystallizes according to the

description in " splendid, shining needles ;" these were deter-

mined to be monoclinic prisms. No determination of the melt-

ing point appears to have been made. " It dissolves easily m
warm alcohol ; somewhat less easily in boiling water."

* Berliner Berichte, IV Jahrgang, 576.
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Barium parasulphaminbenzoate, (C 7H 5S0 4
)
2Ba+H 2 0. This

alt is prepared by boiling the acid with barium carbonate. It

5 easily soluble in cold and hot water, and crystallizes in nod-
lar aggregations.

The analysis gave the following results :

.555 10000

The corresponding salt of sulphobenzamic acid crystallizes

with 4H 2 as "a sort. tne mass;" it gives off

its water at 110°.

Ammonium parasulphaminbenzoate, C 6H*
Jcq'.ONH*, Pre

"

pared by dissolving the acid in ammonia, is easily soluble in

eold and hot water. It easily forms supersaturated solutions,

which congeal on being disturbed. It crystallizes in beautiful

needles or long lamime.
The ammonium salt of sulphobenzamic acid crystallizes in

laminse.

The new acid is thus sufficiently well characterized as a

chemical individual by these experiments ; but as it represents
a class of derivatives differing from others in their more compli-

. it deserves a more thorough examination. It is

susceptible to the action of ordinary reagents, and yields com-
pounds with them. It can be boiled with concentrated nitric

_.'. it being thrown down in crys-

talline form on the addition of water. It is insoluble in fum-

.

ing nitric acid at the ordinary temperature ; but dissolves
when heat is applied. On the addition of water to the solution

itate is formed ; on evaporating, however, a very easily

soluble colorless, crystalline product was obtained. Fuming
sulphuric acid also dissolves it with the aid of heat, and as water
gives no precipitate with the solution, it is probable that a

sulpho-acid is formed ; though in this connection it should be
remembered that the isomeric body, sulphobenzamic acid, ap-

pears to yield sulphobcn/oic acid when treated with sulphuric
*

I. d, Limp, \ iml L'slar). The study of these n wtious
I shall take upin due time. Purasulphamiubc!i/;oir acid having
a symmetrical structure, the investigation of its sulpho-acid

''Hers a possibility of throwing light upon the constitution of

the tribasie acids" of benzene .; the conversion of the two sulpho.
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ato carboxyl may succeed, though, after the experience

of Ascher* with B«l] this is hardly probable.

I have already stated that the object of undertaking the oxi-

dation of the amides of sulphotoluenic acids was to open another

road with the hope of arriving in the end at a method for the

• u of orthosulphobenzoic acid; I also stated that this

object was not attained. Orthosulphotoluenamide still contain-

ing some of the paramide, was subjected to oxidation. It was

immediately noticed that, as in connection with the sul]

the action in this case was not as violent as in the case

of the para-compound. After heating for some time the pro-

duct was examined. The parasulphaminbenzoic acid formed

was filtered off and the filtrate extracted with ether. The

ethereal extract, on being distilled, left behind a residue consist-

ing of orthosulphotoluenamide with a very little pa

minbenzoic acid. The latter can be readily remov*
solving the whole in water, adding a little alkali to the solution,

and then again extracting with ether. In this way absolutely

pure ortho-amide can be obtained. This was again subjected

to oxidation, and, after treating for a length of time, no new

product could be discovered in the liquid—a portion of the

substance only having been destroyed. Thus we see that the

conduct of the ortho-amide is exactly analogous to that of the

corresponding sulpho-acid ; and this serves to strengthen the

conclusion drawn in regard to the conduct of ortho-compounds
in general toward oxidizing agents.

The points which have been left unsettled thus far in this

investigation will be considered in a second paper on a basis ot

experiments.

Williams College, Mass., December, 1872.

Art. XLL—The Salt deposits of Western Ontario; by John
Gibson, B.A., Principal of the Almonte High School, Ont.

Extent of the Salt-bearing area.—The superficial area of the

Ontario salt deposits is comparatively small. Its northern,

northeastern, eastern and southeastern limits seem to be pretty

clearly definable bv means of the numerous artificial perfora-

i have of recent years been made in this portion

the Province. From such observations it appears that the

•hearing district may be I be counties

of Huron and Bruce. These portions of Ontario lie along the

eastern shore of Lake Huron ; and are bounded on the north

and east respectively by the counties of Grey and Wellington,

* Aimalen der Cbemie u. Pharmacie, clxi, 3.
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and on the south by the county of Lambton. Numerous bor-
ings in sr;nvh of salt have, however, been made in other dis-

tricts of the Province, but all such attempts have finally proved
fruitless. Direct experiment, therefore, forces us to the conclu-
sion that by far the greater volume of salt is to be found under
the waters of Lake Huron, and this view is partly corrobor-
ated by the fact that at Port Austin, in Michigan, which lies

almost due west of the Ontario salt region, there was extracted
at the depth of 1,198 feet from the surface a brine marking,
according to Dr. Goessman, 88° salometer, and containing 17"61
per cent of sodium chloride. This latter perforation indicates
at the outset sandstones of the Chemung period ; but as the
depth increases, certainty regarding the exact geological forma-
tion attain :e ratio. However, it may with
some degree of plausibility be conjectured that in this boring,
as in those in Ontario, the source of the brine is to be found in

formation of the Upper Silurian series of rocks. Yet
it would be altogether unsafe to state unhesitatingly that such
really is the case, seeing that a very great diminution in the
average volume of the strata overlying the base of the Salina
formation is unmistakably presented. From the foregoing data
it is extremely probable that this ancient geographical depres-
sion or salt-basin had an eastern and western extension of at

least 85 miles, with probably a much greater stretch from north
to south.

Geological features of this Salt area.—The fundamental rocks
of this district belong, with but one or two exceptions, to the

of the Middle Devonian system.
Tin's!* Devonian rocks of Ontario are represented by portionsof
the Oriskany sandstone, Corniferous limestone (including the

Onondaga limestone), Hamilton, Portage, and Chemung groups.
The following is given as a table showing approximately the

geological position of the different formations observed, either

til ,t !

I M'drll (
Corniferous limestone, including the Onondaga lim

evoman,
J s^oharie grit

(
not observed in Ontario).

II. Lower j Cauda-galli grit (not observed in Ontario).

Devonian,
( Oriskany sandstone.

HI ITn (
Lower Helderberg group of Vamixem, ineludin

c'n Pper \ < ?> limestone.
unan,

Onon.'l.i-i f.,rm : iti..„. Salina group of Prof. Dana.
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( Guelph and Gait formations.

IV. Middle I Niagara formation. )

Silurian,
]
Clinton "

[ Anticosti group.

limestone formation, which forms by far the greater portion of

the underlying surface rock. The Lower Devonian is not appar-

ently represented in these counties, although numerous frag-

ments of the Oriskany sandstone are scattered here and there

as angular and lately detached erratics. The rocks of the

Lower Helderberg group are represented only by the Tentacu-

lite limestone or so-called water-lime beds. These latter are

met with in two distinct exposures, each of which presents sim-

ilar lithological characters. The Onondaga salt group or Sahna

formation is found to extend under the whole district, so far as

can be ascertained by borings, forming the foundation rock, so

to speak, of the water-lime group, and when this is absent,

immediately underlying the Corniferous and Onond
stones. The Guelph formation—the uppermost sub
the Middle Silurian series, is only observed by artificial borings

at the depth of about 1,150 feet from the surface of the ground,

and underlying the most recent deposits of rock salt Of the

presence of the Niagara, Clinton, and Medina formations, we

have but very doubtful evidence ; and it is only by means of

specimens of rock brought up by the sand pump, 1

1

operation of boring, that we arrive at the probability of their

existence within the average depth of 1,200 feet from the sur-

Living in the center of this salt region, I have been enabled

i make frequent visits to the various salt-wells during the ope-

ned "logs" or

very important _<

tions regard in _ rV- di-* i! m<u» iinholuin^ cf tin'

Upper Silurian and Devonian series of rocks in this

In order to see at a glance tli-

of the strata, it has been deemed advisable to fa

records in full, thereby bringing to light many facts replete

with novel interest and geological phenomena
f

The following is a list, proceeding from north to south, ot

the principal wells sunk and still in practical operation :—

1. Kincardine well. 5. Hawlev's well, Goderich.

2. The Ainleyville well. 6. Clinton well.

3. G-oderich Company's well. 7. Stapleton well.

4. The Dominion well. 8. Coleman and Gowinlocks

well, Seaforth.
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I. The Ainleyville well Feet _

(1.) Sand, gravel, with boulders of gneiss and granite, 16
(2.) Gray and blue limestones; the uppermost 100 feet prob-

ably belonging to the Corniferous formation, whilst the
remaining 266 feet are niacin >ian, ami evidently belong
to the Salina, 366

1 -I Layers ni ,L,t; inters rat itied with bands of limestone,.. 180
(4.) Beds of compact steatite or soapstone, alternating with

layers of magnesian limestone, with disseminated crystals
of bitter spar, ._*. 353

(5.) Gray magnesian limestone, 9*7

tesian limestone containing traces of brine, . . 168
(7.) Dark-brown porous sandstones, 64

Total depth, 1244

At this depth, the well was abandoned. Saline waters were
met with at the depth of 1,012 feet, and were probably derived
from the saliferous stratum lying further south. The position
of the boring seems to mark the northeastern margin of this

ancient salt lake, since the geological horizon of the salt was
fchoutthe least evidence of its occurrence. The 97

feet of gray magnesian J

of the Onondaga formation, below which no brines of any
omical value have vet been found. At the depth of :

1,200 feet a small water course was met with, in which
observed traces of petroleum and bubbles of vicious gas.

brine extracted from this well was obtained only at'intc
for fifteen feet, having been first observed at the depth of:
feet from the surface. Specimens at no time marked eve
salorneter; they gave a specific uravitv of I "054, and <•

quently contained only 7*71 per cent of 'pure salt*

2. Kincardine well

(1.) Passed through the Corniferous limestone, the Tentaculiti

limestone, to 'the base of the Salina formation
1

(the record!

(2.) Pur© rock Wt~~~.~-~.
'.'/.'." '.'.'.'.'.'."'./."'.'".".""""-.

(3.) Magnesian limestone,
(4.) Pure rock salt,

Here the occur
the first by 30 feet of ««.«
tions regarding the probability of its . xt

the first. Indeed, to restrict the presem
to very narrow limits within a salt-art

would be not only to controvert the law

* For a table giving the strength of brines fmm
Alexander Wine-hell's Report on the Geology of Mil
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bution of sedimentary beds, but also to render obsolete and

void all the known theories eonnected with salt deposits gener-

ally. On consideration of the oscillations of level necessary lor

the deposition of a vast bed of salt, with the evidence of a sec-

ond saliferous layer in one perforation only, the writer main-

tains that, within the limits of this salt-district of Ontario, a

second saliferous deposit exists ui n i real] , . al dig

distances below the first, except, probably! in the neighborhood

of the margin of this auci depression.

3. Goderich Company's well. Feet.

(1.) Sand, gravel, and boulders, 30

(2.) Soft arenaceous limestone, with a layer of ealespar, 266

(3.) Hard gray sandstone, with slight traces of salt and petro-

(4.) lihu- liKiu'ti.'-i.-m limestones, 33^

(5.) Magnea ling numerous crystals of calc-

(6.) Po^ stone, gypsum, and alternating bands of red

marl ana salt, 163

(7.) Rock salt, __**

Total depth, 1022

In the above well boring, commenced on the 17th Nov., 1865,

and at the expiration of exactly 102 days, the salt rock was

reached at about 1,000 feet from the surface. From this depth

there was obt i. c] \ _. . saturated brine, from which

to be manufactured. The salt-

stratum lies immediately at the base of the Onondaga

formation, and is at once recognized !>v the rnvsmice of salifer-

ous and gypsiferous magnesian marls lying as a general rule

above the salt bed.

4. The Dominion well. Feet.

(1.) White and blue clays, holding boulders of Huronian and

Laurentian origin, --

('.) \\ at-a-linm l„l> i 'IVntarulite limestone),
4®

«•*.> ^..tr : m-.,i.i...is liitu-r.Mi -
36

J
f-t.'i Hard m;mu<«ian lime-tones, 33

jo.) Vervhard (lolomit; i'melan-

terite (sulphate of iron) f
(6.) Limestone and shale in alternate layers, *fj

(7.) Compact limestone and gypsiferous shales, - - *;

(8.) Rock salt, !:
F
. ; -—-JL

Total depth, H* 3

After boring through 21 feet of pure rock salt, the underly-

w.-is roachotl. ami at this depth the boring eeaf*~
-tone is here absent : the first strata reach© I
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having fcbe character of the so-called water-lime beds. As
B&Own in the record, we have for the entire thickness of the
Onondaga formation at this particular locality 96S feet, of
which the upper 807 are chiefly magnesian limestones, with
occasional cherty layers, the underlying 161 feet being repre-

sented by g\ • us shales, including the mass
of rock salt at the base. The brine pumped up constantly
marks 87° salometer, and has a specific gravity of 11 75 at the
temperature 62° F.

5. Uau-hys well, Goderich.
The record of this well was essentially the same as that of

the "Dominion," until the salt deposit was i I ed at the depth
of 967 feet, alter which the drilling was carried (1) throned, 12
feet of impure salt and shale, and (2) through 17 feet of pure
rock salt.

(1.) Clay, gravel, sand, and boulders,..
(-.) Gray cherty non-magncsiun limestones (Coraiferous),
{?>) Water-lime beds (Tentaeidite limestone),
(h) Hard magnesian limestones, with intercalated beds of

(5.) Hard arenaceous limestones, with beds of shale and gyp-

(6.) Coarse limestones rind Lrvpsiferous shales, with a mud-
vein 3 inches in thickness,

(
'

•
)

A ery porous limestone, containing salt,

(8.) Rock Sait, :...;

Nothing of particular in
in the above well. The p,
was at once detected by th<

surface rock. The under!
formation (Onondaga), whi
ness as at Goderich, the ui

removed bv erosion prior t

beds. Hydrated calcium
about the center of the Sal

form of the same).

7. Stapkton well

(1.) Boring commenced 40 t\
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(4.) Chert or siliceous stone, containing variable quantith

(5.) Stratified limestone, uppermost 4 feet tolerably pure, the

rest containing variable quantities of silica and magnesia.

From 780 to 810 feet from the surface the rock approaches

(6.) Shales i:; in beds of clay, 80

(7.) Crystalline brown limestone, v - 25

(8.) Brown and white magnesian limestone, alternating with

beds of shale and gypsum, 115

(9.) Blue clay intercalated with gypsum, 45

(10.) Cellular limestone, shale, and gypsum, 26

(li.l Rocksalt, 15

(12.) Shale, gypsum, and rock salt, 1*

Total depth, 1220

This well is situated on lot 39, first concession, in the town-

ship of Hullet, 13£ miles to the southeast of Goderich, and on

the line of the Buffalo and Lake Huron railway. It was sunk

in 1867 by Mr. Eansford, the proprietor, and still continues to

yield brines of great strength and purity, the proportion of

earthy chlorides being comparatively small. The uppermost

200 feet of rock were found to belong" to the Corniferous forma-

tion, which is here again observed covering the summit of the

up. Water-fissures were met with at the respective

depths of 161 and 466 feet; but there was no evidence of the

present existence of water in them. Crystals of calcspar occur-

red at the depth of 400 feet, and at 780 feet crystals of selenite

(CaS0 4 +2H 2 0). At 952 feet a bed of compact gypsum sev-

eral feet in thickness was encountered, and at 1,005 feet a layer

of pure alabaster.

Before reaching the salt horizon a sudden transition from

fresh water to strong brine was observed, at about 1,100 feet

from the surface. Such an occurrence may be explained by

the hypothesis, that an impermeable argillaceous shale com-

pletely excluded the fresh water of the upper layers of lime-

D the lower saliferous rocks.

Finally, it may be mentioned that the prevalence of vast

quantities of gvpsum and salt in a mixed state naturally sug-

gests the utility of a shaft, by which not only could pure rock

salt be obtained, but also the combin.'d -ypnim and salt for

agricultural purposes.

8. Coleman and Gowinlock's veil, Seaforth. **
(1.) Gravel, sand, and clay, -

25

-

(•U Str;e .-„, *,,!!,

,

Ui ,l hv :. vcrv hard

layer of chert ..200
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(4.) Crystalline siliceous limestone, containing magnesia, 110
1 '» I'Jluo <-lay. sli.-ilc, am] linm-tone, 250
(6.) Gypsum, shale, and salt, 50
(7.) Rock salt, 100

Total depth, 1135

The drilling done in this well was unprecedented in the
annals of this system of mining, both for speed and absence of
JMshaps. Actual boring commenced on the 10th of March,
1870, and the salt-bearing stratum was reached on the eve of
the 22d of the same month. After passing through 100 feet of

-alt. without the least evidence of change, the boring
i 'tied. The great success attending this boring led to

the sinking of two other wells, viz :

bparhng and Merchant's, in the immediate vicinity ; both,
however, giving records similar to the above.

Iruly in no other portion' of the American continent has
there been disc >vered a d pomi of salt so magnificently great.

ruble, and may favorably com-
pare with the production of the salt mines of JDroitwich, in Cen-

and, or with that of the solid salt-hills of Cordova,
in a future paper I shall take occasion to describe the different
systems of manufacture at present pursued in Western Ontario.

ART. XLIL— Comparison of the Spectra of the Limb and of the

Renter of the Sun, made 'at tJ School; by
Chas. S. Hastings.

A compaeison of the spectrum of the edge of the sun with
that of its center is of great theoretical interest ; but any compari-
son other than by direct juxr: i>ositi< n must be vei

J

or
y, and the more so as the differences are less. In order to ob-

tain spectra oftwo diffi ran side by side, where
the slightest variations may be detected, I have constructed a
small prism with four polished sides, its bases being
grams. This is so placed that one face rests upon the
oi the telespectroscope, and has its acute edge perpendicular to
lDe slit at its middle point. The instrument may then be di-

age of the sun falls with its center on the

^covered portion of the slit, while the light which forms the
^ge of the sun, falling perpendicularly upon the first surface of
lne pnsm, suffers two interior total reflections and a displace-
ment depending upon the form of the prism. A glance at the
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figure, in which ss' is the slit, LI/ the diameter of the sun's

image, and P the prism, shews that

no light from the covered part of

the slit will reach the collimating
-

•, / Yy lens except that which has been

/jpJtK reflected lrom the two sides of the

\ \ A^:::::
/^A prism. The relation of the acute

iT~ ^jp L angle (v) and the distance between

the reflecting sides (t) to the focal

length of the great telescope (F) and the width of the spectrum

(a) is given by the formula,

2t sin v = F tan W—a.
The sides of the prism not fixed by the equation admit of con-

siderable latitude, but should be made to approach the lower

limit in order that the planes of the direct and transmitted im-

ages may be as little separated as possible. Of course t and v

should be so proportioned that the reflections may be total.

The instruments with which the following observations have

been made are those belonging to the observatory of the Shef-

field Scientific School, consisting of an equatorial telescope of

9 in. aperture, and 118 in. focal length, by Clark, and a spectro-

scope of Young's form by the same maker. The spectroscope

has a dispersive power of 12 prisms of 60°. In most of these

observations an eye-piec i igh p<»v er has been adapted to it,

which give- a reparation of the D lines equal to 64 minutes

nearly. In the small prism placed before the slit, a is equal to

.04 in., a quarter of the length of the slit.

When the instrument is properly directed and in adjustment,

we see a very narrow black line dividing the spectrum longitu-

dinally into two parts of. widely different intensity; the fainter,

belonging to the limb of the sun, is marked on its edge by
the bright chromosphere lines. Upon comparing these two

spectra, certain differences are recognized besides that 6J

intensity, by far the most marked of which are exhibited by

the lines b
f

and b
a , which become sharper and less hazy near

the limb. The lines b 3 possesses the same characteristic, but to

a less degree ; C and F also become sharper in the same region.

Excepting these and the D lines it requires very close examin-

ation to detect any variation. There is, however, a line in the

red at 7681 of Kirchoffs scale which is strongly marked near

the center of the sun's disk, but disappears entirelv. to my
power at least, within 16" to 20" from the limb. Two other

lines below F, at 1828-6 and 1830*9 of the same scale, exhibit

nearly complementary phet
marked near the edge, 'but much fain

strengthened
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all the differences which I have invariably seen in repeated ex
animations since the 17th of February.

Others have, however, been suspected. Certain lines, which
are strengthened in a region of spots like those above n
tioned, appear to be strengthened also near the edge, but do not
undergo so marked a change. It is obvious that the i . .

.

should be most pronounced in the clearest sky, and such is the
case. The closest examination has extended" onlv from 'H to n

short distance above F, as the plate glass of which th.

prism is made has a decided yellow tint and absorbs the blue
rays strongly.

(-fourth that at the center, according to Secchi's measure
merits, and jet the spectroscop ic < ?e I so slightly
it is impossible for me to escape the conviction that the seat oi

the selective absorption, which produces the Fraunhofer lines,

is below the envelope which exerts the general absorption.
But the phenomena of the faculse prove not only that this

envelope rests upon the photosphere, but also that it is very
thm. The origin of the Fraunhofer lines, then, must be in the

photosphere itself, which is in accordance with Lockyer's

Any effects which the chromosphere might produce, we
would anticipate finding most evident in the lines of those

gases which are readily detected there. A reference to the

observations shows at once a compliance with this anticipation
in the lines of hydrogen, magnesium and sodium. The line

p>vl is not | t>s ^trikinglv in concordance, if it be regarded as
768-?* (the ? indicates do ibt as to the tenths of the scale and
* absence of a eorrespondiuu- black line) of Young's Catalogue
of Chromosphere lines. The lines 1823-6 and 1830-9, with
others of the same class, probably have their origin in the

medium which exerts the general absorption, and thus are

allied to our telluric lines. It also seems probable that the

chromosphere is too transparent to reverse many of its lines.

"

i the helium lines is tolerably i

iparatus described, two similar prisms were also

the slit in a symmetrical position. The spectra of

opposite edges of the sun were thus brought together, and
the change in refrangibility due to the
clearly shown.

New Haven, April 3d, 1873.
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Art. XLIII.

—

Contributions from the Physical Laboratory of

Harvard College.—No. IV. Induced currents and derived

circuits ; by John Trowbridge.

The expression for the intensity of an induced current, de-

duced by Neumann and Sir William Thomson, is as follows :

i — -,~jr- in which k is a coefficient depending upon the re-

sistance of the complete wire in the secondary circuit, and U is

a certain " force function" which depends solely upon the form

and position of the wire at any instant, and on the magnetism

of the influencing body. The expression, in genera!

" When a current is induced in a closed wire by a magnet in

relative motion, the hit ai>it\ oi th - eunv it pro [need is propor-

tional to the actual rate of variation of the u force function" by

the differential coefficients of which the mutual action between

the magnet and the wire would be represented if the intensity

the <
.
the \

This investigation was undertaken to ascertain if the laws of

derived circuits apply to the currents of induction, which are

represented by equations of which the above is a type. A re-

flecting galvanometer of large resistance was included in the

secondary circuit, and connected by copper wires of very small

resistance with the coil in which the secondary currents were

produced : the resistance of these wires was infinitessimal in

comparison with the resistance of the galvanometer. The gal-

vanometer was then shunted. The first two columns of the

following table show that, with an inappreciable resistance out-

side of the galvanometer coils, the shunts made no difference in

the deflection of the galvanometer needle when the shunts were

not less than three ohms. Below this the current divided.

The resistance of the galvanometer was 5880 ohms, and the last

numbers in the second and third columns show that an equal

Exterior ShnntB Exterior
R?r=.68 ' in ohms. Deflects. Deflections.

o 3 210 10 210
210 20 210

5 210
6 210 40 210

" 5880 210 100 190

npulse was transmitted through both the shunt and the gal-

no reason can be assigned why it should take
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one course in preference to the other. Two galvanometers, there-
fore, of the same resistance, one forming the shunt to the other,
will give the same deflection, which is equal to that given bv
the undivided circuit

Resistances were then introduced in the circuit exterior to the
galvanometer coils, and a shunt of 588 ohms was used.
The fifth column shows that no effect was produced by the

shunt until the exterior resistance was appreciable in compari-
son with that of the galvanometer.
The following table exhibits the effect of resistances which

were appreciable in comparison with the galvanometer resist-

ance. The same shunt of 588 "

column, is calculated on the assur

* = ^-, (where k l is a coefficient), is equivalent to t

used. The second

that the laws of Kirchoff hold. The third column is obtained
from the experimental data. The fourth and fifth columns are

also calculated

deflection. (

trary scale di

assumption that %'.— -=- = tangent of the

deflection. Columns second and third are expressed in arbi-

3841 Tangents.

1500 1242 1375
2000 1033 1-03

2600 990 1-06 1-04

3000 1-06 104
3500 I'll 1-05

4000 613 660 105
558 649 105 1-07

5000 514 550 1-04 1-03

It will be seen by comparison that, with large resistances ex-
terior to the galvanometer resistance and appreciable in connec-
tion with it, the laws of the division of currents practically hold,

and as the exterior resistance approaches that of the galvano-

meter, the coincidences with the laws is more marked
From the above it appears that, under certain conditions, an

irrent does not divide according to the laws of divided

circuits, but approximates to these laws when there is a re-

sistance exterior to the galvanometer which is appreciable in

comparison with that of the galvanometer.
Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. V, No. 29.—Mat, 1873.
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No. V.

—

On a method of measuring induced currents ; by F. H.
Bigelow.

If a Wheatstone's bridge be formed, in which the secondary

coil of the inductorium is the resistance R ' to be measured, the

relation between the resistances will be expressed by the propor-

tion R, :R
2
= E

3 : R
4
where R 3 and R

4
are in a fixe.! ratio.

By passing a current from an independent battery through the

pri nary coil, the strength of the current in R 2
will be increased

or diminished on the breaking or making of the inducing

current. Therefore, to preserve equilibrium in the bridge,

R, must be changed, and we shall have R, ± C : R s
±x

= R
8

: R
4 , in which x is a resistance equivalent to the effect

of the induced current. Let R , d= C be found by trial such

that the addition or subtraction of the induced current will

produce equilibrium in the bridge ; that is, will be such as

to bring the deflection of the galv
the scale. We shall then have the strength of the induced

pressed as resistances. One advantage of thisCage oi xnib

i is this, that the readings are always reduced to the

point, the zero of the scale. This method also has

ar range than that of merely taking the swing of the gal-

needle. For cunviii>\ hl.-ii would throw the spot

oflighi in ;i r< ll< -ting galvanometer off the scale, (

kept on the scale in this method bv merely altering the ratio of

R 3 to R
4
in the Wheatstone's bridge. Since the si

induced currents is accompanied with difficulties, as will be

seen by the paper of Mr. Trowbridge accompanying this, tuis

mi thoil i- ( spe 'hdh advantageous. When the bridge was set

up so that the smallest variation f the branch

gave the greatest

the current going through the galv

gj£
= O, S being the current through the galvanometer, and

the resulting value of R
8
being R 3

=J?^??±i5i), in which

G is the resistance of the galvanometer, B that of the circuit

exterior to the Wheatstone's bridge, it was found that the in-

duced currents could be measured to one hundred-thousandth
of an ohm.
The following table contains a comparison of the induced

currents produced by making and breaking the circuit. The
first two columns contain the variation in ohms of th<

resistance of the bridge ; the third and fourth columns give the

strength of the induced currents on making and breaking

expressed in ohms.
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Change Change Strength of
in!3!§nt

650 600 •00325 •00300

TOO 680 •00350 •00340

V20 720 •00360 •00360

750 •00360

700 •00350 •00350

850 850 •00425 •00425

Care should be taken to send the induced <

compared in the same direction by means of a
It will be seen from the above table that the e
currents on making and breaking c

method.

No. VI.

—

On methods of determining the resistance of a battery,

deduced from Poggendorffs mode of measuring Electromotive

Forces ; by N. D. C. Hodges.

In the process of obtaining the ratio between the electromo-

tive forces of two cells, the expression g-= - g—9 is obtained;

in which E>E', E is the resistance necessary to bring the

needle of the galvanometer G to zero, and

B is the resistance of the battery to be

. E B+R'-f-Ro-fR,
> expression g>= g-^ ,

which E, is the new value of R

= R+R
If the ratio =r becomes

andB=

This expression was given by Mr. Mance in the Phil. Mag., vol.

ing are the results obtained from the expression B = °
,

in

measuring the resistance of two Grove cells. One Grove cell

was opposed to the two whose combined resistance was measured.
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By Mr. Mance's method, with the same value of E ,
the

value obtained was B= -357. The above numbers are expresse* 1

in ohms and fractions of an ohm. My method has the advan-

tage that many determinations of the battery resistance can be

made with the same arrangement of cells. In Mr. Mance's

method but one determination can be made without altering

the arrangement, I have found the following form of Bheocord

2. useful in these determinations.

1 In fig. 2 a and c are two German
silver wires, with a slider at d which

has a binding screw ; between the

wires is a mirror b with a scale upon

it or at its side, in order to avoid

parallax in reading. Op is a German

>.b^

; a 1 ' •

d JD

f

u p

rod.
As the slider i

".,'.::

n will divide

vo paths dxP
o. By pli _
i coils at Xi we can make

the combined resistance of dxP and

dmop differ as little as we please

from the standard resistance op. It

is thus possible, by making a large

little larger than the

thus employ-

ing the correct principle of working

from the greater to the less.

By disconnecting the resistance op at m and p ai

mn, it will be readily seen that the combined resistance of the

circuit dnmd is one-half that of nd alone. It is often desir-

able to reduce the resistance in this manner.
The changes in the combined resistances (

readily calculated from the expression —— =

ff represent the two branches of the circuit, I have often found

it advantageous in measuring large resistances to shunt them,

so to speak, in the Wheatstones balance, thus forming a com-

bined resistance, one branch of which includes the large resist-

ance and the other acaivi'nllv hhmmuviI ivslsmi '>-
1

than the resistance to be measured ; the balance can in this

manner be kept in its most sensitive arrangement, and ;i >< 1
'K ' >

of measurements can be made oi « by vary-

ing the carefully measured portion of the combined resistance.

vhere x and
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I. Chemistky and Physics.

ers in contact with charcoal become oxidized to nitrous

:ids. Three mixtures with charcoal were made ; of
le, and of excreta. Two mouths afterward, and every
nonth for six months, the mixture was tested; no
loss of nitrogen could be detected, nor was any nitric

';
,;

1 tor ned. Subsequently, three typical charcoals, from wood,
: '

' l s
. v\-e 1. md i'l >.n b . le, were mixed with finely chopped

Jean beef, o.puil weights of tin- charcoal and the meat bein^- taken.
The mixtures were placed in loosely stoppered bottles, and tested

. for a period of _' 1 months. The most marked action
of the charcoal was to dry the mixture-, they losing -in per cent

could be detected throughout the experiments. Moreover, no
;:: a- ii e \v-a-. >bserved between bone and wood ehaivoal. though
the one contains nine and the other 92 per cent of carbon; which

be the case did carbon act as an oxidizing agent. A
•dight Iins of nitrou'cu occurred, apparently as ammonia. The
author concludes: (It Ch.-n'coal, when thus applied, acts simply as
:l

_
drier; (2) it does not favor oxidation and the production of

•>) after a long time and if artificially ;lrie<], the mix-
ture may lose a little nitrogen as ammonia; (4» r his loss for all

purposes, is inconsiderable.—J. C/iem. Soc, II, xi, 14,

2. On the Specific Heat of Occluded Hydrogen,.—Graham con-

m ".m -p . in • h >t of t'l i o t-tltti nt-. it <iuht to he p — l'ole to

'
,..

.

,\-
;

:
:

': .:,
":.-. '-

•
. ,-

'cui. Pure palladium wire, also wire of palladium and 20 per
cent of gold, wi iv , le< . r -i;. ; i a'ly charged \\\\h h\ droj.cn, then
washed with water and alcohol* heated to 100° ('., and then
plunged into a calorimeter, ev.-ry precaution being taken to guard

r the wire in i
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occluded hydrogen varied from 4-06, where 5-4 grams of hydro-
gen were contained in 1000 of palladium, to 9'10, where 1*45

grams were thus occluded. The results obtained with the palla-

dium-gold wire, corroborate those given by the palladium alone.

The authors attribute the variations in tin result? to the irregu-

lar distribution of the hydrogen through the palladium. More-
over, since the specific heat of 1 nigherthan
wiu,n s,,Hd or gaseous, it might be supposed, inasmuch as the

highest specific heats are found where the ehar-v of hvling n is

lowest, that the hydrogen first absorbed is in a quasi-liq'uid erudi-

tion, and that taken up miI.m .;u< i.t i\ .,u i«d l .im ...-.. I: -< , ihen

t!ie i.rdinan solution of ; ,
,J:^ in a li.pil.'l. .Vnv! <.\ i r. dm

specific heat does not vary directly with doe quantity of hydi

excess of pall; °tbit each »
charge must be regarded as giving rise to a distinct comp
and, therefore, that palladium and hydrogen, like hydrogen

proportions which are not expressibfe by simple formula.
Chem. Soc, II, xi, 112, Feb., 1873. s. F

3. On the />.<,;.! / < „,•,•/„,•._ ['[,.. ,.;.:•. ,le precipitate obt

lvy-anled as a compoiua

es. Deb;
isposed to regard the purple of <

> I ke. colored bv f
'

tannic) lake, colored by finely divide! gold.

nixture of solutions of stannic ehlori I a- d "sodium acetate
led, stannic oxide is precipitated. If now a little gold chlo-

oiution be added to the hot ii.pn.l. ;1!; ,1 r l, !! potassium oxal-

ie gold is at once reduced, a small qiantitv is deposited
the glass, but the larger .piaurit v ip...h she "tin. producing
idmary purple of Cassias. Moreover, a similar substance
>e obtained in a similar way with aluadua. To a solution ot

txalate reduces the gold and produces the purple lake. Boil
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effected hot, the stannic oxide and the lake resulting are both in-

solubh
; ,\ hi if the heat used be very moderate, a purple of Cas-

sius is obtained in this way entirely soluble in ammonia.—JJoul-
teur Scientijiqtu; III. ii, No.' :>72, 1007, Dec, 1872. g. f. b.

4. Oh the Deter-miw it ,, Solution.—Sniur-
/ vm . u in,! « Ki vim.in v, . d ,'i-m « q inu-nts upon the

^termination of free oxv-en l»v titrition wit h a graduated solu-

tion of the n^v sodium* hydro"- (or more properly, hypo-) sul-

HNaS0 2+0= HNaS0
3 .

half hour before the determination, a flask of 60
paeiu is filled three-m, I rs nil with water, a si.i

phhi'ltj
1

;,"^, XI
solution is'phiee'h'^t^t itor'is

heexanmu'd un

"the
'

simple euleulati.

oenainecL-Jfo;?;t\\)r£h.''^U

5. On Colori
Hofmaxx, havii

„., U„t>,.,

s
the res'ulVof \\ .

v;;
;

;

the sul-

urette of

..sulphite
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ticai Tfaeyi

6. SensiM n intensity

>,/ >rrr ,-. >,f c do a.— IIv.imwm rz gives to the Academy uf llu-Im

the following analysis of the work of W. Dobrowolsky, 'j
s*-

Petersburg, on the sensibility of the eye u

ences in intensity of different colors. If two colors of the same tint

and of different" intensities are placed side by side, the eye ap-

preciates their difference in intuitu a- l<m^ a- it < \ •• » K . ' > ! i! !

fraction of the intensity of the light observed, as Fechner first made
known. This fraction for white light is about T£¥, and in certain

exceptionally favorable eases it equals
,
i

ff
or 1(

t
[r

The author

has made researches on different \ -net rum,
' 'vesth. P

i for the values of the denominator of the fracth

Red.

Between G and H 205-5 205'5

The intensity of The violet was not sufficient to give the maxi-

mum sensibility. We see from th< - • n suits that trie s« usil ilit\ "1

the eye in its appreciation •! d'.tK ivi . e- in the intensity of colors,

increases as we go from the red to the violet. a. m. M.

1. Galoanic reduction of Iron nnJrr tin intfxene* of » l">
""'"

ful electro-mo (/ll <t>r sol<:no'iJ.—.Jacow, of St. Petersburg. covered

the interior walls of two u lass vessels with cylinders of sheet-iron,

and placed in these vessels two similar rods" of wax. coated tirsi

•with a thin electro deposit of copper, and then with |.im >a-".

The vessels were then filled with a solution of sp. gr. 1.2 7. <;on-

t;iitiimr 135 parts of ferrous sulphate, and 123 parts of magm -mm
sulphate, rendered neutral by the addition of magnesium carbonate.

One of these vessels was surrounded bv a tube < f sheet iron. m
whi.-h was coiled a helix- of insulated copper wire. A reducing
(•urn.m from one Since cell was n , nv passed through the solution

"it" tw.n.^ls.vhi!, ..noth.M , -uncut turn Lour Pee- ;.
<•''*
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equal weight of iror

iron on the rod not e
fair, tin- iron on the other ro.l was principally on its upper and
lower portions in the form of tui\s. having a crystalline -t r;i, tu>v,

man-not after it- ,.!..'.,( h >, , .> iron filings.

Jacobi found that both deposits were very feebly magnetic, and
further experiments showed that iron deposited hy e!ectoly>is re-

ceives a remarkably lii-i. ehario of temporarv magnetism, and
has very feeble coercive force; he therefore recommends such iron
for the construction of electro-magnetic cores.—Ann. de Ch. ct dc
/V/ ./,-.. Feb., 1873. a. m. m.

8. Ozone and A >tt, .zone. TI,eir History and Xatur>>. )V/an,

Where, Why, Eft • >'- < ,< bset din ' tn n '" f ? by Cor-
nelius K Fox, M.D., Edii

3, London, etc., etc

h 1 -.: J. ,V A. Churchill.— A \u\\ MM . to.> u c mint of the

into their natural K-currcnce. > .in- hue.
as well as of the observations that have been made upon them

knowledge upon a topic which is of higl

The first preliminary to the needed n<

such a laborious collation of all existin

9. Elements <>/ Xatm-a) PhHt>s<>rhy

Press Series: Macmillan & Co.—This w<
of the hiro-etvpe. „r n<>n mathematical p.

«f the 7Wati*e'on Xntxral Plnlosofil,

That volume was published in 1867, ami

: »iitt, d matl em itical \< ufh
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II. Geology and Natural History.

1. Notes on the Island of Curasao ; by W. M. Gabb. (Letter

to J. D. Dana, dated Curacao, -Tan. 2o, ±>7^.)—Cura9ao is one of

a series of barrier island- iyiu-- off the coasi of Venezuela, at a

distance of about 30 to 40 miles from the main land. It is a long

barren strip, nearly 40 miles long, with a trend to the southeast.

its Mirfa«.-e is in the main flat, and but little elevated above the sea

level. The bay of Curacao, around the mouth of which the town

is built, is a long intricate body of water, divided into several

arms, and, entt ring from tin - nth -1 le. almost bisects the island.

The geological structure is extremely simple. There is but one

rock formation and that is what I have termed the " (

stone"' in mv memoir on Santo Domingo. (Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc.)

It is lithologicalU id nth d, being an amorphous carbonate of

lime, containing «.c< adoon! r, -sil -la L- ami < oral-, all <»t tiwu
species. Unlike the rock in Santo i)„m iu- >. ior which 1 suggested

the term Antillite, it shows no soft earthy or chalky characu-r, se>

far as I have been able to examim ri i. \, .-\ -liuj

But I suspect that deep quarrvi this "chalk,

since it occurs in most if not all oi th< other islands, at a depth

beyond the rea influences.

Back (north) of the town is the bed of a dry water course; a

fiw shallow pits full of brackish water show thai hen as mthe
Bahamas, ik rmuda.- and < !-, when . t la fresh - iria; «

floating on top of the sea water, which percolates throng
cracks and cavities oi the rock. (See Nelson's memoirs in the

Trans, and Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc.)
The stratification of the rock is usually horizontal or nearly so;

but the few hills in the vicinity of the city show th.:

owes its exist, nee to the pr< sence oi a w<
The direction of the upheaval is coinchh ut with the
island, and the dip on the back side is seaward, thai is to

on the north side of the island show a northern dip, while those on

the south side have the rocks di hward.
In the immediate vicinity of the citv, a series ot hills run to the

westward, their northern or inland faces bei ig quit

while the southern sides invariably have the slope of the rock

strata. Some of these reach a height of 100 feet. One, immedi-

at !\ back of the city, I estimated to be about 1,30 to 15>' teet

high. The central line of the island is nearly flat, divided into a
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a table land, abnipt inland and sloping
j
slightly s. 'award

giving as a cross island, in the virimH : of'th,

a structure like th<

The soil of the is i the little i

mutated thr ,u,giT C
of rains. Here fri

vegetable mould a:nd the earth is re.l.Yn-

earth" or clay as that found i ii Jamah a, Santo I)

Bahamas, &c. Th e climate and vegetatio n are very s ': d!:.T

rainless parts of Siinto Domingo. Shewn are. >y
properly speaking, do not exist and the
principally from carefully com
being made up b^ .allow

The plants are of t s. at leas those !

between Santiago and Monte C nsto, Sa lit,. »)«>min- jo. Ti

over the trunks of the trees and Ii e' in litti in

found, and I have n-.t seen a single -

I have learned but little of the nei
Curasao there is a deposit of guano,
scale. Buenos Ayres shows a series> of peaks.
feet high, but I am told that they ar
as that of Curacao. Here also, then art •" alio

ric aeid. T
blading the adjoining parts' of the

, ~ '
^

' ^ '

)f Maracaib

^>ergen Hill, near [iloomington
the St. Louis limestone of "the

most singular peculiarity of the
mg every evidence of being adu
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species been found crowded together, in such vast members, as sit

S|,ltu-, u Hill. N.u- a;n I aware rlirir ;,uv ..i'the species have been

hitherto identified from any locality west of Missouri and Iowa.

Lis ul .N t Ml.llllK's l( .l i t j>) llu k ."-
i

u I

:'
;

...'. .= J - ' "." '

. • .

:

.
~

F,, . mdLin. .1 \ ill v, Iduh , Thi- ma>s n is onh .-.bout seven

in.-li.-> in len-tb, bv three to four inches in breadth and thick-

n- . On_biv:.\iiu"i! t«. pi,.-.-. I tbMl it t- ••.
1 r,i.

'j. i t i f i i 1 it - i_< i Hi! ili i'.i ii> i -.on also shows

that about one half ofth< so s< t m to be. so tar as can be seen, spe-

c/7' •<//'// =.:,:
;- -peruen Hill forms.

.

'•..:'
. .

-

anlh.,,,1 a is .dd,ti... d n n. > Tin N>1'. unii- is a list of

th.-^-f.^iU Those preee-kd bv an asterisk are helkved to W
in Jl irs.Hvtv M .,',<• d with -,.. i« > t .no 1 ..t^p ;_

forms occurring at that locality :

.dike a Spergen Hill species.)! * Cypricardina Indianensis, (=Ciji>nrar-

:. (like P. /v - /, II 11 )
s , f

t
),<

'ii:-'

f y. .Wi/V,,,,// II )

<* ,V..ito Hull.

mardiana Hall.

'*&»*? o/" Microscopic Diamonds, icith

Sands of Hi/dnu'i;- nw, /»;/.< ; "
( '';;

Sfining Engineers,]
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of the " Spring Valley Gravel Mining Claim," Cherokee, Butte
'"'i'.'

.

' '"
i i. \ i. r<iM<,j>i<- lamination shows these sands

to • ".in li n d . : - i ,

{ hyacinths), of the form
well-known in the hyacinths of Exp dih

i
Fran. !, associated with

eryslals '
r ;,.,| grains of chromic

.ami i i w m !!. aln -t globular, masses oi very
high refracting power which appeared to be diamonds. To deter-
mine this chenii dl\ . i p.u ion I r 1 1

• sands was treated with acid
for the removal of any carb. -nates which might be present. There
was no effervescent'* from thi- treatnn fin -am - npi v,b
then digested in strong sulphuric acid of a high temperature to de-
stroy any particles oi organic matter which might be present,
washed out in pure water without contact with organic matter,
dried and ignited in a vessel of platinum out of contact with air.

ft lie sands thus freed from anything which could
fdi'.rd c; r'o..i:i.- acid, but the diamond, was then ignited in a pla-

tinum nacelle (boat
!

'
'

' -' '--• n in a curren t

pun dr\ i xygen gas. wliich, \'>»: [.recaution, was passed over soda
lime, and then, at'ier i •i--'ii-_i il < i'_> bed assay, was delivered
tlin .ugli a sojut i. m < >f baryta water. The transparency of this deli-

cate test was soon disturb i.au.Ihyeo tinning f h< vperiment for

about an hour, a notable quantity oi haryta <arb.»nate was ob-
tained. This exp riinent seems to pr. ve that diamond powder was
present in small quantity. When I am provided with a larger
quantity of tin so sands, I propose to determine the amount of
diamond dust quantitatively.

It will be rem W5hler, some years

Oregon, associated with the rare species !,. it, -.-ulphide ofsppcies Lanrit»-—M\\\))\\

.ad in the Ann

T>."

found diamonds by a similar method in the platinum sands from

ment to the Chemical News for November, 1S69, p. 317.

black grains, which contribute fully one-half the bulk of the
Butte county sands, are about equally chromic iron, which the
magnet removes, and titanic iron, which is unaffected by the mag-
net. The chromic iron was so proved by the blowpipe, and no
magnetite could be detected. No metallic grains of any of the
platinum or iridosmium metals, or gold, could be found.

In his letter to me, accompanying the sample sent, Mr. Tread-
well says: "I have examine.! much <«i the -ami under the micro-
scope, and think there are a few fragments of broken diamonds.
These sands were taken from the tailings after passing through a
long flume paved with stone. You know what sharp, hard

by hard knocks to powder."

—

H,.gl„. <>•'>>,;/ <m.l Mining Jour. -til,

4. Prof. Henry Witrtz on Metamorphism as a consequent-* of
the transformation of motion Into brat.—Mr. Wurtz, in a letter

to J. D. Dana, dated Hoboken, N. J., April 5th, mentions the fact
That he pr. -*nt. d the view that the heat of rnetamorpluMn was



due to motion in the altered strata, in a memoir read before the

Ibufdo :n Uwj: of the \meriean Association, A mmst 1st, 1866,

entitled "Gold Genesis." The memoir was published in the

American Journal of Mining, January i'.3th, 1*68, under the

heading -i Gol Uieuetic M< tarn. .rphism, \vith some views on Vein-

,,d in it "-curs, besides other allusions to the subject,

the following paragraph :

" There is one related point to which I shall devote a few words

;

as due weight may not have been attached thereto by »

ev, u ^upiwisinu- riiat it has occurred to any in precisely the same

Via riiis is. tl if th. ti n. i.l us ih i !• i iii-< i ies, whose ef-

fects of upheaval, <ub«id'.'ii.-e. disruption an. 1 displacement. we
_

find

SO widely manifest, while doubtless themselves engendered of the

pent-up heat-energy of the interior, must have given birth to. or

have been in part transmuted into, heat-motion. Hence I « .
luce

bo.hu l upon." Ii follow-:, lor ins,..,;,..,., thai in our iheoretic-d

\"n a- of m ':.,ii..i;.liU;n. v alV b* .n. m ii'- o '

i,
.,-,--'•

. . 1.

for our essentia! chemical , -ii ant', merely to that portion of the

hypothecated residual c< - m.al h -at which mh_ht 1" -up; >< I to

have been retained by the emerging oceanic floor. Neither ele-

vation nor subsidence' (both m la-sai i!\ , ;. 1 by enormous
compression) could occur without rise of tempi rutur, :

degree of this rise would, of course, vary very much in various

parts of the mass. The era of possible inetnuWphi<- changes de-

nitely prolonged, even t<> t],. /iri < ,,; t; .,, . ;U id « vplanation, both

in mode an 1 measure, is thii- presented for our thermal spring-

and manv like phenomena."' * * *

The f.M.t-iiMt. in.lii-it.-l V the s. ;l r at the cl«>-e of the l:i-t para-

: by for the moment tl

tant subject, I will ask whether the general rise of heat repre-

sented as found on descent into European mines, m;1 y not possibly

admit of a similar e\pianation," nte
; ,uing of course heat, or mole-

cular motion, derived from molar motion, which latter I presume

In this memoir, Prof. Wurtz stated the probability, if he did not

sity, of the existence of gold in solution still in re-

present ocean, and predicted its probable future discovery, as lately

verified by Sonstadt.
5. Pitehbh ,„h ,-,,! '/;•//. rntui-Gnhl Or, :,, < :,!o /Vo—Professor

X. P..Hill, writing from Rhickhawk, Colorado, to one ..:

ors . .f this Journal, says : "A discovery was made some
about a mile from Centra! (it y V. ft ii

now found in large quantities, several tons of ore containing fifty

:ide having been shipped to England. The

>rice of $1 per pound thus far."
The same correspondent sav>; -The Red CLmd Mine has pro-

duced considerable opiantiih s "of an ore of tellurium rich in gold
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and silver, the samples which I have seen containing also lead."
Sample of hoth these ores have been sent us by Mr. Hill, and
when they arrive we shall hope to determine the species to which
the tellurium ore belongs. b. s.

6. Contributions to a Fauna Canadensis, being an account of
tin- a. ,;.„,.h ,l,;d,t.,l !,, /.,„[; 0„f. /,-!,. i„ 1-72; by TI. Alleyne
Xn !!..i-i..v. (From the Canadian Journal.)—A preliminary re-

port of these dredging was published in the Atsunls and Maga-
zine of Natural History, vol. x, p. 270, October, 1872. The
]'ix'»'ni j.aj.i r '.in'! ;' - m-... ,.: , I e in.i I f.-r of the previous one, with

t i-< ; \\-\ < I th
-J,,

k-s oil 1 m iptions of some that are re-

garded as new.
The dred^ine,-- v, re all ii d. allow water as compared with those

made by Mr. S. I. Smith, in Lake Superior, in 1871.* The greater
part of the species were obtained in Toronto Bay, where the
depth was from one to three fathoms. Some dredgings were also
mud" in the ^pen lake, wlu.-re the water was from 8 to 40 or 50
fathoms deep. But in most of the deeper dredgings very few
animals were found. The list of ani <:- l>t

'

< l' includes 43
species, of which 21 are shells, and 6 fishes and reptiles. The
minute species are omitted. The shells are all inhabitants of
shallow water, and most of them are species that are widely

i in the fresh waters of the northern United States
;n 'd Canada. \'alrata trirarinata was the only species found
living at depths as great as 8 fathoms; all the others were
from less than 4 or 5 fathoms. Three species of leeches are
described and figured as new. One of these, Ck-psine jxiteWfor-
mis, appears to be perfectly identical with C. elegans, described
by me in this Journal, vol. iii, p. 132, Feb., 1872. The color dif-
h-r- "liuhtiv from f

'

- ibed. |, ut the color-
vai-i, ty M,at he d( tribes is not uncommon at New Haven. Prof.
Nicholson states that this species carries the young attached
to the ventral surface by means of their posterior sucker, and
thinks that this is a remarkable habit. He says " This extraordi-
nary habu i> been noticed by Prof Verrill,
in another species of Clepsine ; but I am not aware that attention
has otherwise been drawn to it." In the paper by me, to which
be refers (this Journal. Feb., LS72), I nave this ha'bit as a generic
character las many other writers had done before me), saying

ung adhere in a group to the posterior part of

>

lower surface of the body of the parent, by means of the pos-
terior sucker, and before quitting the parent, usually present
the essential characters and often nearly the pattern of color of
the adult, though paler." And in describing the species, the
attached young of four species were mentioned, and more or less

fully described^

* See this Journal, vol. ii, pp. 373, 448, Nov., Dec, 1871 ; also, Preliminary Re-
port on the Dredging in Lake Superior, by S. I Smith, in the Report of the Chief
of Engineers to the Secretory of War, vol. ii, 1871.

1 1 might have added that the eggs before hatching
concavity bene .•

r, and thus incubated till they hatch, the

:i:

lj;
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It is strange that Dr. Nicholson should have overlooked my
statements in regard to this point, except in the case of one

sp< t ies < >p i; lh as I li A tin im my paper,

betoi-t his M l- -t one was written ; and it is equally strange that the

author of a text book of Zoology should not 'have been aware

that this habit has been welbkno'v.-n for at least fifty years, and

has been described by nearly ail Avri ers upon leeches. This genus

of leeches is one of the most common in Europe as well as m
America, and is represented by ten or more specie

when their habits are also well known. Johnston, in his Cata-

logue of Brit i li .\..i-p. r.,-: i.-al Worms, p. 50, 1865, ewn --ii^ *
-

this habit as a peculiarity of the family. One would si

Dr. Nicholson might have had abundant opportunities, while

living in ling'tand, to have observed this habit among ti

species. His Clepsine sub-modesta does not appear to differ from

young specimens of one of the common color varieties of my
C. mo<'?esta. The differences in form mentioned depend merely

upon the degree <>f activity of the animal. His Xeph'-V* r<run-

jformis is i 1 the description and figure are

insufficient ; No characters are

cient to separate it from the young of the eomnion X. l"t-

<

: r<d><>

(Say), or my X. fervida from L. Superior. In color it agrees

best with the latter.

His Samuris Canadensis, if correctly described, does not

belong to the gu n- <.i ,»;•/>. '.., in ;!,» latter the setre are never

forked. This character would throw it into another family. e\en.

—near/'/// 7
- 'odns. The same remark appl'n - also to tin wsi

"
is " S'lnuris sp." His next one,

" Lumbricuh>s

ribed as having "four row- > f straight spine-like setae,

arrang.-d in pairs."
1

This would therefore not belong to the same

uni v' with / !
i >> >s, ' wl h the set in t rkt 1 id in t

1
'

-

shaped fascicles ; it probably belongs to Zumbricus, or some of

the closely related genera.

The only crustacean that the author attempts to name >r-

. iiie dh b-* P„„t„r >?,; • ,nr,,^ Lb - .-,.. >vhi 1 Mr. S. I. Smith

found \d mil da nth in La'kt Nip- -do,- i M 1«71. and i;

itu- t comparison with type specn,i> *, from- tin s edis/i l<> *•>'.

sent by Dr. Loven (see this Journal, vol. ii, Dec, 1871, and

tg in Lake Superior, Oct., 1871).

The crustacean obtained by Dr. Nicholson may, perhaps, be

this species, but he does not seem to be quite sure of it. Con-

cerning the other species of Amphipods referred more or less

doubtfully to Gammarus and Cntuy^nyv, it is impossible to say

anything* a- no character- are given sufficient to in

genera, a id the memb rs of t] is group i
.

determine without the most . an ful st id v. The Vv- -V relictaLoven,

-•-
:
; „-•'.:...•;. ',. ;.;in one place during this period,

• constat!-.
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by Dr. Stimpson and others in L. Michigan*
and by Mr. Smith in L. Superior, and first identified by Mr.

be Swedish Lakes, by comparison
with the specimens sent by Loven, was not found by Dr. Nichol-
son. And although he mentions the occurrence of the Mysi* and
Ponfoj.orei'i in Lukes Superior and Michigan, and alludes to the
great importance of this interesting discovery, he does not men-
tion, in his former paper, nor in the present one, by tchom these

es were made. He in no case gives any credit to Mr.
Smith, by whom these species were first recognized as Amerii ah,

and who also fully appreciated the importance of the fact of their

identity with the Swedish species. Nor does he mention Mr.

e La connection with the dredgings in Lake Superior,

hi- researches were of far greater importance, and
much larger scale than those of Professo "' "

of Professor Nicholson, extendir

is of Lake Superior (169 fa

irections. Moreover, the

g the results of Mr. Smith's researches had been i

gnorant
bors of Mr. Smith i

they did to the greatest depths of Lake Superior (169 fathoms) and

eh

ce been ignorant of them.

crossing the lake in various directions. Moreover, the two papers

•s\\ ing the result-; of Mr. Smith's researches had been sent to him,
before he undertook his dredging operations, by Mr.

dredging so <

of his researches, was in justice c

has evidently derived some benefit from them. Not to mi
his name at all in this c, >uueetion was a kind of discourtesy a

fortunately, is rare among American naturalists of repute.

century,
respecting the structure of the embryo in grasses, was aerer
settled. Reduced to modern morphological terms, the views
maintained amount to three. According to the first, the scutellum
or outermost piece of this complex embryo is the cotyledon, the
lobule opposite (which is not always present) represents the second
leaf, the pileolus, or conical tunic which envelops the parts of
the plumule that develop into foliage, is the third leaf, *. that
the earliest green leaf is the fourth <>i the series, ruder the
second view, the scutellum is also the cotyledon, but the opposing

* A brief account of the first dredging expedition (1870) in L. U
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lobule a mere appendage of it, the rest as in the first view. Ac-

cording to the third view, the scutellum, with its lobule where

that distinctly exists, is at! m isu d < p; nsion of tht a> is (< uii i .

tigelle, or radicle) below the cotyledon, the pileMus is the cotyle-

don ei nil I and -it- ; ti in--, ; nd the first green leaf is the second

of the proper series. Van Tieghem, in Ann. Sci. Nat, ser. v, 13,

has taken up the \\\\ -•
y. as is his wont,follow-

ii u th dm >i the < -\ ascular bundles).

He determines that the seutelluinis the main body of the cotyledon

(it receives vascular bundles, one or more, from the axis as does a

cotyledon or leaf, but as any mere enlargement or lateral expan-

sion of axis should not) ; that the lobule (which gets no vascular

element) is a mere appendage of the former ; and that the pileolus

belongs to the cotyledon in a different sense, and is the

of the ligule or stipule, and derives its vascular eletm nts, in the

form of two bundles, from the scutellum. There are homologous
cases in the monocotyledons, as in Canna. But Graminem and

Cyperacece are remarkable for a greater g]

and for a pn answers to

the lamina oft v. and the part which
instance

'infelis L»l " )
" -/' n; V, it , .

'

! .< .

'

..
' i- -ot i '

1

name without deserving it. It has long been counted as the

exception in its order, "the only authentic' instance ...' miuli •'.
-

some qualities in the order of grasses." Tli authenticity »t the

exception has recently been tested in Scotland, by Mr. A. S.

Wilson, uI.m i- port- ;*•!:,. r -n!r of h".- tria's t., ih. January meet-

ing of the Edinburgh Botanical Society. As Lindley, hi his

Medical and Economical Botany, says:* "Grains nntvothy atal

acrid, pudmiiu fetal cwiis< .ruem"^ v*heu nu\td with thmr," Mr.

Wilson began by taking small epuintities of the meal of Darnel,

raised by himself, rising from two grains (8 kernels) to fifty -rani-.

then eating a mess of pottage made of a hundred
finally eating cakes made in great part of the husks or bran of

Darnel. No symptoms of anv kind were experienced. A. g.

9. 8accar>l," .„, .,,/„;, *,„;,// /; ,/; tS ;, // /],,-;//,, of Pollen

(Nuovo (iiornale Botan. Ital., Dec. 10, 1872.—The author states

that botanists are agreed that the minute grains in the con-

tents of pollen consist of starch granules, oil-globules, sugar, ami

compounds but, so far as he is aware, no
has yet noticed among tin m cert on mi mt< lie- -

and constant shapes. He detected, in .Imm last, verv -ma' 1 ,,s,-li
"

- which make up the bulk of the tovilla.'and t«> the-e

he gives the name Snmntitt. The form of the smnatia is invariable

in the same species o .,- the same -enu- the

tonus appear to ',. l! eati\ identical. The plants most caretuhv

studu-d were CwxrhUu 1>, r ,. j\ • -'.,. ',,,//-/,, ,.,•<„:,* ,.
<>„.<*;,•'

.'.', IWrtulaca grandiflora, Althcea rosea, whose somitti-' are

figured as fusiform, discoid, &c. To observe these small bodies to
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•lie ]
> >t nd\ i !\i'_t the author advises that a drop of distilh d w iter

sliMiil-1 be placed on a few grains of the pollen mi a siidv, ami
then the cover should be pressed down so as to crush them. The
Somalia are seen umlei ma- living

}
womf HX> to louo diameters

to have an oscillating motion which may be referred to the
"Brownian movement." Treated with a solution of iodine, the
color of these somatia becomes blue; but this tint is marked only
in the central portion, while the outer part remains (dear. The
author does not venture to give any theory in regard to the office

'

Uga'of
,

,L>., etc. W asliiH'4'-

ton, January, 1873; published by the Smithsonian Institution.—

formed an apj.r. .-in i ,,,, a pi s.-r\ i

the Nereis <:' '

. , v, fchoi

' students to study the marine Alya of our "coasts.
It proved to be one of the most populai .

r tin Smithsonian Contri-
butions to Knowledge. The institution lias now enabled our stu-

\h ..ii eurious in ,„' r..> opiY life, to enter upon
the more diiliculf but imt h— miu. --In, : .\. m.j -m.mi o. dm

2:59 pages, of imper ial ipiarto size, in which all the Un ited
spec ies known to the author (exclusive of Diato

iged and desei ibed ; they are illustrated by twei ,ty-oi

ored lithographic pi

t contains six sj ieeh -. which are described in Pro L V;;

'i>, which Prof. Wood did not consult in season to

and in the preface a fine list of
spr<-:ies collected by b.
tune ago by Prof. Harvey, is reprintwd from Mr. Oh ley's

diacce. Anyst
lmw to be known of tin-in, ami all slum'Id llii

king Prof. Wo
bon;

Hl!s thirteen'

tionof tie- work- and scattered pa
relat e to this group of plants.

11 BotanicalXe -/•lot/ /. 187---!.— < h\r i

the uaiiie< of ei ii ; it botanists who have been tak ::

..---The following brief
the Rev. Dr. Curti
Ame of Arts and S-iemvs (Proceedings

M<>8BS ASKLBY ClUBTiswas borninStockbridge,Maauchl
" 11th of.Mav,
'•kbridg,., afle,

l
n

Vu'n\\
l

'Z/:v:ii
iV

!sy/, ,l

h

l\,

Ifoa B Ashley. He was fitted for college chicfh under in- fa
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tuition, and was graduated at Williams in the class of 1827. Three

years afterward he went to Wilmington, North Carolina, as a

tutor in the family of Governor Dudley, while at the same time

ho studied divinity. There he resided until the year lS-il, with

the exception of a year and a half
|

c in Charles-

town. In the autumn of 1834, he married Miss De Rosset, of

Wiimiiiu-i n, who survives him. He took holy orders at Richmond,

Virginia, in the summer of 1835 ; became rector of the Protectant

Episcopal Church at Hillsborough, North Carolina, in 1841, and

for the remainder of his life, with

the exception of ten years, from 1847 to 1857, during which he

had the pastoral charge of a parish at Society Hill, South Carolina.

The degree of Doctor of Divinity was conferred on him by the

University of North Carolina, at" Chapel Hill. His health for a

few years past was sensibly impaired ; but he was able to perform

hi- proi". — i,.| i d ith-s, and, in a measure, to prosecute his scien-

tific studies, until the 10th of April last, when he died suddenly,

probably of heart disease.

Dr. Curtis's attention must have early been attracted to botany,

and his predilection fixed l>y his residence at Wilmington, one of

the richest and most remarkable botanical stations in the 1 mted

States. For it was in the year 1834, after only three years' res*

donee there, that he communicated to the Boston Society ofNatu-

ral History his first botanical work, namely, his " Enumeration of

Plants growing spontaneously around Wilmington, North Caro-

lina, with remarks on some New and Obscure Species." This was

printed in the first volume and second number of that Society s

Journal ; but the original impression having been mainly destroyed

by fire, important additions and emendations were made in the

subsequent reprint. The author's powers of observation and apti-

tude for research are well shown in this publication, and it is one

of the first of the kind in this country in which the names are

In his note upon the structure of Dionsea, or Venus s

-a plant found only in the district around Wi
rtis corrected the account of the mode of its wonderful

ion which had prevailed since the time of Linnaeus, and

firmed the statement and inferences of the first scientinc

criber, Ellis, namely, that this plant not only captures insects,

consumes them, en\ eiopiiej; them in a mucilaginous fluid which

>ears to act as a solvent. Extending his botanical observations

;he western borders of his adopted State, Dr. Curtis was among
first to retrace *

. r the i. hints found and

i by the American Philosophical Society, and by the Linnean

ty of London. Several of them arc the joint productions ot

Jurtis and of the able 1. Mr. Berkeley.

F!
:
.-

:
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Hisc
Natu
a good specimen of his app:
ness i f wit wholly ft- e from acerbity; two papers m "aiiJiman's
Journal" on " New and Rare Plat as;" and the
Ix't.-mical portion of the " Geological and Natural History Survey
of North Carolina," in two parts;—the first, a popular account of
the trees and shrubs, issued in 1860; the other, a catalogue of all

the plants of the State, in 1867. This includes the lower Cryp-
togamia, especially the Fungi, of which he enumerates almost
2,40€ speei its are less than 1,900.
All our associate's work was marked by ability ami conscientions-
ness. With aj isi appreciation both of the needs of the science
:iu'l of what he could best do under the circumstances, when he
I'-i'l vhaust 'It'ii. limited fi Id in Phamoganious liotany within
his^reach, he entered upon the inexhaustible ground of 31ycology,
which had been neglected in this country since the time of
s, 'h i inirz. In this difth u t d< p trtnn 'it h • mv< -tigated and pub-
lished a large number of new species, as well as determined the
old ones, and amassed an ample collection, the preservation of
which is most important, comprising as it does the specimens,

ite his work.
By his unremitting and well-directed labors, filling the intervals
of an honored and faithful professional life, he has richly earned
the gratitude of the present and ensuing generations of botanists.
Several y.-ar< ago he piv|> n 1 .li iui;:-- -f the edible Fungi of the
" "try, with i view to making them better known in an accessi-

ble and popular publication ; but he was unable to find a pub-
lisher. He was mm I

mportanee as a source
of food. During the hardships of the Rebellion, he turned his

knowledge of them to useful account for hi> family and neighbor-
hood; and h. I, Ian 1 that 1 < ild 1 iv< support 1 a regiment
'U'on excellent and delicious food which was wasting in the fields

and woods around him.
Anton Francis Srnixo. Professor «f Phvsiolo-v in the Univer-

sity of Liege, Belgium, died, January 1 1, 1872, in the 59th year
of his age. He was the author of the classical monograph of
L:i^.,r ..,l; nill ;m ,j >,/„„,/„,//„, which was published thirty years
ago in the memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Brus-
sels. We are not aware that h- d work.
Hugo Von Mohl, Professor of Botany in the University of

Tubingen. The following notice i> reprinted from the Proceed-
ings of the American Academv for June. IW72. beinu :t part of the
fosineirs report:
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and Tubingen University, where he studied medi<
natural hisWvand phvMCS. His first publication,

in the vear 182V, was "his Essay on the Structure
Tendrils and Twiners, written in response to 8

offered by the Tiibii n M, di ! Faculty. In it

by a call to the Imperial botanic Garden of St. iVtersbuiy. a<

-

The,, upon the death of Schubler, he re-

;, Ol 1„ plot.— ivluj I 15- . .11}

^,- -. :-'
:

''.' '.".':
.

^

'' '

Berlin University, when vacated bv the death of the veteran Link,

w e unhesitatingly deelined. Alt! mpd, h< published numerous
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k

J*';-- An';i vm !.'.' B !.:m- :, Xormaudy,

]

i i" '

,
~

''

J I . i -, and some

.

I{'»bk.
i Wt«;ht, M !).. died at his residence, near Reading,

in 1816. He wnu to India, the Held of his botan-
nost useful administrative activity for forty years,

is first assistant sur-cm. .,1 ..;• nvard full sur-

regimenl in the I I: C .
• iv's service ; but

•rrodtothc ehar-c of the Bot

. Hooker's Botanical Mi-celi

Anns. In 1 - ) i. ,f!er < q.uran sojouri in his , uive city, ap-
peared the first volume of a model flora, the Pr -'

I ,1 o. ,
''> J

v, m-, ])r. Wi-ht md M . . .ft r\\ mD

f I 'Hiin B .t i r with I H:_> colored plates; his Sj,i-

f similar character, and fma!I> h is /;-,„„-*

I"-t,,t m,,-, i Ln/;,» QwnhtUs, in u volumes, with 2101 u

ic plates, and elaborate analysis, of unequal me.

ruK excellent hut all x mderful, under the
'

Iheiroro.luctiou. \VI.:.. In return d to fin-Ian

irsag,., his ,,r.,lu
;

ti\VMM^.n, a^ it pumd, y
.

'.
.; ', '.

: _
.

audhappv old age tlie quiet country residence

y^'i ired
FRAXeis Rki-ter, the Director of the Botanic Garden
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id, Professor of Be
tetnber 3d, at the i

Andreas S. (Ersted, Professor of Botany in the Universit

Copenhagen, died September 3d, at tin- age 'of 56 years. He

Arthur Oris, an aide-naturalist at the Museu
History, Paris, and one of the best botanical dives

lishment, died on the 18th of August last, at the ea

important. Most of them related to anatomical and nmrphologic-u

topics. His thesis for the doctorate in seieiua-s, in l->7, a e,

he was naturally led to undertake from the fact that his father,

then deceased, had discovered that a chlorosed, or rather drrftlv-

rosrd, plant was made green and vigorous under the action ot salts

of iron. One of his latest and most elaborate publications was a

memoir uiioi : this is much more

divers, ins,,,, „, r},,,, u , /,, .,,] M that lie differences to

a good extent coincided with ordinal characters.

Frederik Welwitscii, M .IX, died in London, on the 20th of

October last, in the 69th vear of his age. He was a native ot

Carinthia; was educated at Vienna; was commissioned by the

Wurtembur- Cnio Itineraria to collect the plants of the Azores

and Cape Verd Islands; but on reaching Lisbon and finding g I

employment there, he made Portugal the field of his investigations

until, in 1850, he was sent by the Portuguese government to

explore the natural history of its possessions on the west coast ot

Africa. His exploration of Angola and Benguela was rewarded

Other that has been undertaken' since Australia was opened to bot-

Hooker. whodeseril,edand ill.M rat ed it. doe> " m >l hesitate to con-

nnsr" irid \ iste.
'

1 \ ru.-.thei district, urn lei

ulitions, Welwitsch had the g I fortune t
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orders of the British Colonial department and the editorship of
Prof Oliver of Kew. It is to be hoped that thev may be mure
fully available for this Flora than they have thus "far been.

12. Johx Torret.—This great bereavement, which took place
on the 10th of March, was announced in the last number of this

Journal. For want of space the biographical notice is deferred to
the June number. a. g.

1-i. Sachs Lehrbxch, 3<7 vVt'ion. Lelirb'ieh dw Botanil; , t </ch

dem gegenwartigen-stand der Wissenschaft bearbeitet von Dr.
Julius Sachs, Ord. Professor <h .

.io-. Dritte
AuHagv. Leipzig, 187-;.—This treat i>< is dividrd into three books.
The first is devoted to General Morphology of the Cell, Tissues,
and Organs of Vegetation; the second to 'the subject of Special

... and the elements ,/i Systematic 1> tan v. In the third,

the author "treats of Vegetable Physiology under the following
heads: Muhvular V<>r ena, General
Conditions of Vegetable i e. Mi h ,' - of Growth, Some phe-
nomena of Motion. Sexuality, < >rigin of Forms.
The present edition h tl

-
i i i> " o -, the following

g been eat Iv re-writ : ll<[ •*><
, L<J <>i><>o> /<<",

Action of Ligii . an i Ktf ct'oi Oravitation. -, .-.
: ! other sections

have received additions to the text, and the work has been
brought down to the summer of 1872. It is a treatise of Mich
importance that the Fuglish tra ..slation, now said to be in

reparation, wiU be warmly welcomed. g. t.. g.

14. The K -\„s l„ M„ ti ,„<J AnimuU; by
i " - Dm , . : \ : :•-. . W-r j _. .>» n*l

',e diameter of the Su» ; by A. Sec

i" smii, cUemling from July 12, 1-7 1. to .July J], 1-72. made
i* assistant. P. Itosa. Chronograpnie transits of the sun v
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the isolated determinations often differed by 3, 4 or even 5 sec-

onds. Secchi thinks that this difference cannot be attributed to

1
' « r i

, 1 1 1, - t >t i

1

" \ i \ -r 1 i in if >o\ eral o> euti lays,

and passed insensibly from one value to another; also, the com-

parison of these measures with analogous ones male at Palermo

to prove the reality of these variations in the solar diameter.

From an examination of the curve* ot ih m- vaihrions. .- .vhi

,.. ( ...Ijretllbl lllce- «,l it t I, I ThU r—dt -1 ns

that there is a phvshad •• a -pedal study. The

region between 20 and 2-i degr. es of helmgruphir hititu h s ail'»r Is

the smallest diameters, and' this is exactly the zone where the

s->lar e tivin is tin ui< it. st, as r< suite 1 from the comparisons and

extent of the protuberances and spots. . Secchi thus provisionally

accounts for the above relation. The border of the sun is not

perfectly defined, the want of definition in its com-
probably, due to the light of the chrmimsph. re, which, \ r>

; right

at its base, fuses to some extent with the photosphere. The ordi-

nary diameter ofthe sun is composed of the diameter of the pho-

tosphere augm i t - \ t
1

- 1 <_ t« 1; y !

equals 4 seco ids. which his m < surers a— iu i -"tic diffe -
' ' >\

rween the semi-diameter observed and that of the ephemeridis. If

this explanation be true, knowing that tin chronn .sober is some-

times more and sometimes less brilliant, it results that the solar

di m t< r,thn. a i^;uti > d. will b< t in 1 t

with the brilliancv of tlie chromosphere.—Mm,,,; -k :!< Uxt S,»-ictd

,h
:
,r, sr , fir ,.< „/.,'/ It ,/;„„;. /,/.r , „,v , «,/, Sept. 1872. a. m. m.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

] . The T.jno'//,' £W„.,-meat.—Prof. Tys DVIJ as lS

r
g
e

eU

lTe

a

de
y
-idyd • e : of t

.red in the 1 itihc

the a dvam entific students. In 1 Lecrures on

Light," just i)i

190) ofthemoi
the Appletons, w
by his thirty-five

e have a s

lectures, a

tatenmnt (p.

,s follow- :

,o00 : Philadelplr arcs. •-".'"'";

Ha >.thlVe lectures, $1,000 x !ect ures. Nj,t»o0
;

Xe w Yor lectures, %8,500; Brooklyn, five lecti

the t otal $23,100.
•ofth irplus above expenses, nting to up-

o the charge

l lb Gen. I lector

Ty adall, and J ':•>!'.
i-:. L foumans, who an

tic

P'-..f.dS*

aid of stud*

ll's first tho

mts who devote 1

idef<

Belvet

re^ot
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Prof. Tyndall also gave $250 to the Yale Scientific Club in aid

- T. ",'/.- .'»,, S,„. A„ <,vo»,.ut ,,f the (hutrnl Results of
th: f> ; ,/,,;,., ( ,>,;.„,< . f JT. V. s" \ '• !', re,',),;,,*? o.»d « TJ<iht,.i >.r
"''-'"'-.' '/» s..„,,.,', ,',f I-0-, l-fii-. «..„/ 1.-70; l.v ('. Wwh.'le
Thomson. 8vo, 527 pages, with pa and dia-

grams. New York and London: Marmilian & Co., 1873.—In
this work the author has <,dven in popular form a very inten-tin<j
and somewhat detailed a.v, unt of the - vera! de, ]>-'ea dredging

Carpenter, and Mr. J. Gwyn Jeffreys.

The prii,iij,al /....I _i. !. ;, \ - ,d, and chemical results of th

Many of the mm !"
, , ,

'

i, \ , !'„k 1.
*1 tl

!" d i p-1, /
!'!

lent ngmv*, : iirst time^lnhi
work.

A full account is uivou of the eauii>n I of the vessels, "Light
ning" and "Por< a, inc." d, i dh I for these . ^.editions, togethe
with deseripth a

Lo justice to the U. S. Co
h m fi h Lit.- I

»i the UniteT State

!•. !, Lour
;.'

:

iC

"hV -alt rfFkn,la wid'h'w'r l-'Tu'

1

3?n*t

editors and publish*
of the results of the
alludes in any way t(

i by Mr. ;

S;
;

••
!!.' ah

i 1867, wl
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both in this country and Europe, and were universally regarded as

of the highest interest and value. Moreover, this pioneer expedi-

tion and the report upon it have been constantly referred to in all

the suhMMjiK'iii publications upon the subject by Mr. Tourta!es,

Mr. A. Agassiz, Mr. Theodore Lyman, and others, in the Cata-

logue.- and Bulletins of the Museum of Comparative 7.

elsewhere.* The zoological results were also given in (iunrhev"-

Znoi'.-iral Record. It cannot, therefore, be supposed that Dr.

Wyville Thompson and his collca-' es xvn* ignorant of this earli-

est exploration, or of its results. It has, moreover, been repeat-

edly ret', rred to iii English periodicals and in public addresses

delivered and published in England.
Nevertheless it is in no way referred

ed correspondence between Dr. Thomson, Dr. Carpent
>: -nii. , Mr. Romaine, and the secretary of the R03
which preceded the organization of the 'first English expedition,

in 1868. Yet it was -emu-ally believed, at the time, that the suc-

cess of the American exploration had some influence upon the fit-

ting out of that expedition. The first of the published correspon-

dence is a letter from Dr. Thomson to Dr. Carpenter, .hoed May
30th, 1868, r ility of such exploration-
i"_ th. p ssibh results [alr< el\ 'in part realized bj Pourtales],

, to the important >1n oyeries made by Dr. G. O. Sars,

oil" the Loffodcn Islands, but not mentioning Pourtales or the

deyoted to the <; UK > ream. In this tie wumm op'ini n- and

theories of previous writers are uaven and di^u-sed, in the light

of the numerous facts iveentlv aeouired concerning its phe-

other ocean currents' and a supposed general oceani c circulation.

dm t tin differences in temperatui md density bitween the trop-

ical and polar waters. Dr. Thomson adopts the'gene
theory, that the winds, and especially the trade-wine1s, furnish the

The last chapter is devoted to a discussion of th

of the chalk." In this place the author has so "modified his

former views (or at least the statement of them) c< meerning this

y tew geologists

plains his theor

seum of Comparative Z.

Mittheilungen, Heft xi,
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under similar conditions, i

logical to say, on this ace
liv in_r in the Cretaceous period," tiian it would De to say we are
still living in the Glacial r > ri,,,!^ because glaciers still remain in

eertain loealiti-s. and have persisted since the Glacial period.
Thai t

1 e abyssal fauna of the Atlantic has many relations with
the ancient Cretaceous fauna of the same region is certain, from
the research i~ts who have described the deep-
sea forms; and in this country, Mr. Pourtales and Mr. A. Agassiz
have brought out these relations very strongly in respect to the
corals and Echini, but these relations are only generic. No un-
doubr, i'yi'i utical .*/,«•<%;< have been discovered, unless among
the Foraminifera.
When we take infoconsi leration i! , f <tai;tg >/ life, both of the

laud and waters, in the Cretaceous and the present periods, the
difference is enormously great, and the resemblam es very tew and

Mai.\ ol the animals of Vustralia have very close re-

h those of past geological peri., ds, or in other words Ter-
tiary and earlier types have persisted there, while in other regions
they have been exterminate t. i

- ,< : ted by other groups. Are
we, on this account, to regard the Australian fauna as belonging
to the Tertiary, Cretaceous, or Jurassic period- V Such instances
"''tie persist, n, f, - of animals
and plants, in particular countries or under peculiar circumstances,
are very numerous, and many of those that have long been known
are quite as remarkable as those now brought to light from the
jfeep-a a. but many of them have become too familiar to attract
the attention that they deserve. a. e. v.

3. The VI Letter from Pro£ Wyville
Thompson. (Nature, March -JO.)— II. M. S. rh>dle»yer cast off

from the jetty at Portsmouth, at 1 1.30 a. m. on December 21, with
a low barometer. A strong southwesterly breeze was blowing,
and the drum up ; so that, especiallv in aseas.m like the present,
the prospect was not promising for the first few weeks of her voy-
age round the world.
The result justified the drum, and for a week we were knocking

about the mouth of the Channel and the Bay of Biscay, making
slow progress southward. It was perhaps as well to get a g !

shaking at first. It showed at once where there was a screw loose,

and gave a chance to tighten it up. A sharp cyclone which

>hip on her way from Sheerness to Portsmouth had
already tested pretty fully the stowing of the apparatus, and

nm soundings
er leaving Lis!
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easily and successfully with the common trawl down to GOO fath-

oms.' 1 mil now writing about 1

'

''0 miles north of Madeira, and

since leaving <4iV>r:ilt;ir h w ather, though al first breezy, has

been on the whole fine. AYe have taken several succ< s>i'u! na\ iga

tive sounds at great depth>. and w have trawl 1 -ucccsst'uiU t

oniVm.ttathe. The ,. m. 'ir is alio.: her

a new experiment to dredge from so large a ship, and it seems to

present some special difficulties, or at all events to require some

m ,i _ in. nt. The weight of the ship is so great, that th reran

he no'
- ; give and take " between it and the-"divdgo, such as we

have in the ca-e of a smaller \v-.-l. If there is any way mi. the

•
:

.. I
':'

'

""
.

':. :

'..
;
-

;, ;..

ot' . ting it appears to be by using a h tigth of rope gr< it!v hi

ethYh-m-y of this dredge. The

>s' skillful management what little difficulty is still felt will

tly disappear.

i
f'/,„. ,.,,,-j, a M.m-.-hrK.d «..r\ctte of :>/><'0 ton-, di-place-

. This parti, ular mild givo her an imim me advantage for

the handiness :; :m. Sixteen of

Eighteen 08-pounders which form the armament of the Chal-

vr have been removed, an.; 'most entirely

side for the scientific work. The after-cabin is divided into

by a bulk-head, and two little rooms thus formed— still gay

—are allotted U The fore cabin,

adsome room, 30 feet long by 12 feet wide, into which these

id with it- writ! •. ml- 1 a ,d w, rk ibV, a; I itAo.-U-eaM -

of my excreta in has arrange-

:s at the starboard end of the same kind. Two sets of cabins

been especially built on the after-part of the main deck lor

viliau uaff, while th- chart mom corresponds with it on the op

te side. Toward the middle of the main deck, on the port si

....... ' M .

'
:."

. „ -

'

hysleal laboratory.

X early the whole of the fore-part of the main deck is occup

y ih hedging and soun V. -'s photometric a
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such as tJic hydratili p nip. li a>( iriurn, and other valuable
artiei -. of -.v !ii--h a .1 tailed .' -t_riptien will be given hereafter.

Dredging and -minding are • rried on fro in tile main-yard. .V

strong pennant is attached by a hook to tbe cap, and then by a

. nd - ; ihi- \M'd." b! of faky-
tive of " 1 lodges" accumulators" is hung to the pennant, and
beneath it a > the dredge rope passes. This

ing from a derrick.

For the first two or three hauls in very deep water oil' the coast
of I'm gal, the dredge came up fill I with tin usual " Atlantic

MiLii_m\, «'i m; :. We were extrenicly

_r .. ps; aid ifl r

various suggestions for modilicat ions of the divdg< ii was proposed
to try the ordinary trawl. We had i compa I t iwl with a 15
ft. beam or, hoard/and ve -ent it d L ( tp< -t. Vincent at a

depth of (SOU fathom-. Tin ,
.-. i-.it in

-. 7 , ^

•

h genu- J/^/.vw/ „ . and anoths i m large v.«' v, as

• were in a peculiar condition from the expansion of

the air c< mtained in their bodies. On their relief from the extreme

had a singul

t globes from the
After thi> tir.-t attempt we tried the trawl sev<

depths of 1,090, 1,525, and finally 2,125 fathoms, and

Several fishes, most of them allied to Macrourin

crustaceans, at l,m.'o lath.'-m-. a -igantic amphipod,
Hyperina, allied to Phroni the eyes of this ere;

remarkable, e\aendi;m in two great facetted lobes o\

: .ax, like the ey
amoug Trilobites. This crustacean, which is three ;

ches in length, makes a splendid drawing, and rendu

"description at the han

hitherto been chiefly eoulim I to - ch things as the species of

J\'tu-i<l,r, /,,,/. ^ Vri'ttrorJin, A:, . \> dfed--

ings of the Porcupine. Among the molluscoids a haul in 1,525

fathoms gav< u- , i ,. . \ fhimj biy z«. - i rm'mg, out - t bi m 1 . -

closely resembling those of A'-cm<tr<-h'is m-ritInn, a graceful cup,

ti bases of tin branches united b\ i transparent stem bi-tv en

two and three inches high, like thebarrel of a quill, or the stem
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of a claret glass. This genus, which presents a general character
i liferent from anything hitherto known among recent

! mean to dedicate to Captain Nares, as an ,

mtion of the confidence and esteem which he has alrea.lv fully
gamed from the scientific staff. Naresia cyathus certainly re-calls,

'.ray, the Cambrian Dictyonema, a !

1 had, how. inclined to refer to the Hydrozoa.
The Echinoderms have yielded some e.v

species to the trawl; among them several examples of the beauti-

• taken by Count Pour-
tales, m the Straits of Florida, and described by Alex an- 1,

m ..t'.v/A /,/ ,><,rhpina. It is undoubted!* a true

ocate of the doctrine of the "<

has hitherto been reckoned among the lost tribes.
Among the star-fishes two species of the genu, &>/, t , „<,st< r have

occurred, and the ophiurids are well represented chiefly by large
examples of several species of the genus Ophiomnshm,.

'

All the hauls of the trawl, down to 2,12". fathoms, have yielded
-lmensofa singular Holothurid, of which a de-riptimi

- <d by Mr. Moselev. Tie- animal is of a rich
violet color. * * *

Sea-pens and Gorgoniae have occurred frequently, always remark-
able for their brilliant phosphorescence. Captai . M; ch a'r !- -i in-

'•
, A Mopeea, which

shone very brilliantly, gave a ape. m the green
*v<-d on into the red. ,,ave a very restricted
spectrum sharply included between the lin. s h and D. Of this
wonderfully rare sea-pen, we took with the trawl a very fine
spc-mn-n, with a -tern 3 ft. long, at a depth of 2,115 fathoms off
Cape St. Vincent.

V

As usual in deep-sea work sponges preponderated, and the order
has added several novelties, chiefly referable to the Ventriculite
group, the Hexactinellidse,
Some fine new species of Aphrocallistes came up along the coast

of i '• -n ugal, and off St. Vincent : v. :! d more or
red examples of f lyalonema, two or three species in fair

*'" '

,!I
'

'
s! it-s oi j-:„

t
t.n, x n \ <,,i,. n i rs which I cannot

from those of Euplectella asperqillnm— the Venus
flower-basket of the Philippines. The form of the two sponges is

'' ( >ur own specimens are quite soft, the spicules not

'^.J
'

\ _

n'n nous dli. < us network.

1-ttitr i Th ttm |.r.:' ; , •> \\ , < , ,., ,'
[ ;

-ni Jal corres-

!'"V
1
\'U "'T '• 1"-' ! y *ith those taken in the Prr<>»,^r ill I*™,

:: '," sl>':"^»'r\u i-ri,iMi„wtiu- {ir. t M ,„ ,-.,.,,; ., ... t!ir„„ ud,
u "

hl" !!

:
l

.

f t]]< M ' a ^>u the temperature is nearly uniform.
4. W }„rk Central Park.— Second Annual Eeport of the

board of Commissioners. 253 pp. 8vo. New York. 1872.—The
< antral Park in New York is one of the public works of which
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every American may well feel proud. For science, it has already

ine collection of trees and shrubs
of North America ami' exotic, in its well ordered Meteorological
Observatory, under the direction of Mr. Daniel Draper; its

museum of Natural History and Menagerie and its noble engineer-
ing works. The chapter on "the disaster to trees," from the
severe weather of March 13th-15th, 1872, will be read with
interest as touching the possible extinction of certain species long
regarded as most hardy, in localities where they have often with-
stood a greater fall of temperature, but never before such a

coincidence of distinct agencies. A list of species

u of which 7,853 individuals were killed, in those two
days, is given in this report.
The question of climatic change, and especially the clearing

of land as affecting the rainfall, is discussed by Mr. Draper, in his
report for 1872, by comparison of the New York observations
with those of other Atlantic cities ; and the conclusion is the same
reached some years ago, by Prof. Loomis, in his classification of
about ninety years observations, at New Haven, viz., that there
>>>^ been in

i change in the average rainfall when long periods of
time are con teans may vary consid-
erably. A further comparison is made of the number of days dur-
ing which the Hudson river remains closed by ice, and it is shown
that for the five decennial periods from 1817 to 1867, this river
M*» remained closed for 92, 92, 94, 90 and 91 days respectively, of
which the general mean is 91 -142 days. The extremes were 136
days in 1842-43 and 47 days in 1841-42. The conclusion is, that
during 50 years there has been no sensible change in the average
climate of the Hudson river valley. Mr. Draper's meteorological
report is illustrated with beautiful synoptic charts exhibiting to
the eye these general facts, and also one for each of the twelve
months of 1872. The latter show the movement- of the barom-
eter, thermometer and wind, for each day, in blue, red and

j

5. Lists of Elevations in the portion of the United States

<{T tin J/'/.-w/.^vyy,; /?//•,,-. Collated and arranged by He:
Gaj^ett. Mb. -ions, No. 1, of the U. S. G

elevations of some thousands of pla. -

;.diiig the l-'ocky Mountain Region and the
States and Territories to the west, making a pamphlet of great
value to the geosmmher and verv convenient tor reference. The
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may be obtained. The publication is one of the very valuable

results of the Hayden Exploring Expedition.

6. Recent <l'is<-n*n't>„i.< in Si-U „>, l'hi>i,<,., /,;/ ,<,.>! Mtn-nis ; by

Herbert Spencer. New and enlarged edition. New York : D.

Appleton & Company. 1873. l6mo, pp. 349.—This interesting

volume contains the following thirteen essays: 1. Morals and

moral sentiments; 2. Origin of animal worship; 3, The classifi-

cation of the sciences; 4. Postscript—Rep"plying i

Reasons for dissenting from the philosophy of Comt<
n
the order of their discovery ; 7. T- -

ized administration ; 9. What is <

of the sun; 11. The collectiv

12. Political Fetichism ; 13. Mr. Martineau on Evolution.

The first six of these essays have grown out of the discussions

called up by the appearance of the seventh, " The genesis of

science," printed some seventeen years since, in the author's

" Illustratiens of universal progress." They deserve and will re-

ceive, as they have done already, the careful consideration of all

thoughtful minds. Readers of "Nature" will remember the

essay on electricity in which the author considers the reasons for

regarding all electrical phenomena as due to some kind of molecu-

lar motion, a proposition which no physicist will controvert.

All of Mr. Spencer's writings are marked by originality and are

well adapted to excite thoughtful discussion even when they do

not command general assent. b. s.

7. A set of \V,,<1 „,,,! Cirr^t < f,.nt* forth- I'.t- {n'<\ A*' •»'[.

and Indian Oceans has just been issued from the Hydrographic
oflice of the Admiralty.

8. Half-hour recreation* in Popular Science; Dana Estes,

editor, Boston. No. 4 of this Series is a chapter on Spectrum Anal-

ysis discoveries, showing its applic ; al research,

and to discoveries in the physic;.' .vementsot

the heavenly bodies, from the works of Schillen, Young, Roscoe,

Lockyer, Huggins and others; No. 6 contains Dr. Carpenter's two

excellent lectures on th< l.'nconscious Action of the Brain, and

Epidemic Delusions ; No. 7, the Geology of the Stars, by Prof.

A. Winchell.
9. Erratum in Sana's Logarithms.—Mr. N. Willey sends us

the following correction to Sang's tables, viz: page 131, for the

logarithm of 82885 read 9184759, instead of 9185759.

died at Munich <



APPENDIX.

Notice of New Tertiary Mammals; by 0. C. MARSH.

In addition to the extinct Mammals already described by the
writer, the Museum of Yale College contains some interesting
remains of this group from the various Tertiary deposits of the
Rocky Mountain region. Not a few of these specimens are new
to science, and some of the more important are here described.

Orohippus agilis, sp. nov.

Additional specimens of this genus fully justify its separa-
tion from Anchitherium, and likewise show that it holds a most
interesting intermediate position between that genus and the
less specialized mammals of the Palmotherium type. The genus
differs essentially from Anchitherium in having four functional
digits in the manus, in having the first premolar nearly as large
as the second, and in the absence of an antorbital fossa. The
skull is elongated, and equine in its proportions. The orbit was
not enclosed behind. Ttiere were three upper true molars, and
four premolars. The radius and ulna were separate, and the
latter bone is stouter than in Anchitherium.
The present species differs from Oroliippu.s ptr,,nlus Marsh,*

in having the inner cones of the upper molars more nearly of
equal size, and each with a distinct basal ridge. The remains
preserved indicate, moreover, a somewhat larger animal, which
nearly equalled a fox in size.

Space occupied by upper molar series, ... 49* ram
•

Space occupied by upper true molars, 23 •

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate upper molar, . . 8*

Transverse diameter, 9*5

- diameter of distal end of humerus, 20*

Transverse diameter of proximal end of radius, 17*

Transverse diameter of distal end on articulation, 1 2 '4

Transverse diameter of distal end of ulna, 5 *6

Length of third metacarpal, 55-5

The known remains of this species are all from the Eocene of

Wyoming.

Colonoceras agrestis, gen. et sp. nov.

In its cranial characters and dentition, this genus resembles

most nearly Hyrachyus Leidy, and Belaktes Marsh. It differs
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especially from these genera, so far as they are known, in the

presence of a pair of dermal horns on the nasal bones, which

were strengthened to support them. These horns were placed

opposite each other, and their position, in a nearly perfect skull

in the Yale Museum, is indicated by two rugosities, which have

their surfaces marked by radiating lines. In the present species,

which was about as large as a sheep, the horns were widely

divergent

Space occupied by seven teeth in upper molar series, *IT
mm *

Extent of three true molars, 41*

Distance between orbits, 62-

Distance between apices of horn rugosities, 27'

Length of frontals on median suture, 62-

Expanse of occipital condyles, 40*

The remains of this species at present known are from the

Eocene of Wyoming.

Binoceras lucaris, sp. nov.

This genus may be distinguished from Tinoceras Marsh (Eo-

basikus Cope), by the anterior position of the maxillary horns,

by the elevated parietal crests, by the short and arched dias-

tema, and by the compressed and trenchant canine tusks.

From TJintathtrlvm Leidy, so far as that genus is at present

known, Binoceras differs in the position of the occipital con-

dyles, in the more anterior position of the posterior horns, and

in the last upper molar, which lacks the external cone between

the two transverse ridges, and has a second smaller tubercle

behind the posterior ricl^

The present species, which may provisionally be referred to

Binoceras, differs from D. mirabilis Marsh,* aside from its

larger size, in the structure of the upper molars. The penulti-

mate has the inner posterior tubercle double, and the last true

molar has a tubercle in the angle of the transverse crests, and

also lacks the second posterior tubercle. The basal ridge is

continuous on the inner side of each of the three upper pre-

molars.

Space occupied by upper molar series, I 5 ?'

Extent of last three upper molars, 93*

Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, 35*5

Transverse diameter through posterior crest, 38 '

The locality and geological horizon of these remains are es-

sentially the same as those of the preceding species.

* This Journal, vol. iv, p. 343, and vol. v, p. 117.
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Oreodon occidentalism sp. nov.

An interesting species of Oreodon occurs in the Miocene of
Oregon, in the same deposits with 0. superbus Leidy. It re-
sembles Oreodon Culbertsoni in most of its cranial characters,
but differs materially in the large auditory bulla, which is

several times the size of the postglenoid process. The species
is smaller than 0. major, and has the frontals between the orbits
more depressed, and the antorbital fossa deeper.
In comparing the various species of Oreodon some new points

in the structure of this genus were observed. The dentition
of all is essentially the same, the formula being as follows :

—

Incisors -, canines
j,

premolars g, molars ^ x 2 = 44. The

caniniform tooth of the lower jaw is clearly the first premolar,
as Dr. Gill has stated. The metacarpals are slender, and those
m 0. Culbertsoni are about twice as long as those in Dicotyles

The first is wanting. The third and fourth are
nearly equal in size, and had their coadapted faces immovably
united by cartilage. The second and fifth are both well devel-
oped. The navicular and cuboid bones were loosely coossified,
or separate. The phalanges are much more slender than in the
Peccaries.

The following are some of the dimensions of a large specimen
of Oreodon occidentalis.

Space occupied by last three upper molars,
Anteroposterior diameter of last upper molar,
Extent of last three lower molars,.
Distance between outer faces of postglenoid processes,

.

Length of frontals on median suture,
Vertical diameter of auditory bulla,.

presented to the Mu-
>ollege by Eev. Thomas C
he pala?ontolo£v of Oreg<

were collected 1

Rhinoceros <

There are two well-marked species of Rhinoceros represented
iri the Yale collections from the Miocene of Oregon. One of
these Dr. Leidy has called R. pacificus ; * the other appears to be
undescribed. It was apparently about half the bulk of the
former species, which it resembles in some of its dental charac-
ters. In the upper molars, however, the transverse crests ap-
proach each other much more nearly, and in the true molars
preserved they are united, thus dividing the interposed valley,

i Academy, 1872, p. 248.
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The basal ridge, also, is much less developed on the inner side

of the upper molars. Upper incisors were present, and one of

the lateral ones was greatly compressed, and its crown very

short, as in the existing R. Javanicus.

Anteroposterior diameter of penultimate upper molar,... 27* mm "

Transverse diameter, _ .
36-

Antero-posterior diameter of first upper true molar, 26'

Transverse diameter, 34'5

Antero-posterior diameter of first upper premolar, 20*6

Transverse diameter, 17*

Antero-posterior diameter of upper incisor, 21"

Transverse diameter, 7'6

The remains on which this species is mainly based were

found, in November, 1871, in the John Dav Valley, Oregon, by
Mr. G. G. Lobdell of the Yale party.

Rhinoceros Oregonensis, sp. nov.

A second new species of this genus, much larger than either

of the Miocene species, is indicated by portions of several indi-

viduals which were found by the Yale party, in 1871, in the

Pliocene deposits of Oregon. One of these specimens is a pe-

nultimate upper molar which is quite characteristic, and differs

widely from the corresponding tooth in any of the known spe-

cies. At the union of the transverse posterior ridge with the

outer cusp, there is a deep cavity, nearly circular, and enclosed

by a vertical cylinder of enamel. The anterior crest, also, is

divided, a strong branch being sent inward and backward
from the posterior side into the main transverse valley.

Antero-posterior diameter of penultimate upper molar, .. 41*

Transverse diameter (approximate) ,
48'

Transverse diameter of circular cavity, 6 "5

Distance from center of cavity to front margin of tooth,. 21*

This species appears to have been about two thirds the size

of R. crassus Leidy, from essentially the same geological horizon.

Tale College, New Haveo, April 24th, 1873.
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Art. XLIV.

—

John Torrey: A Biographical Notice.

The following article forms a part of the Annual Report by
the Council to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
before which it was read at the meeting on the 8th of April,
ult. This accounts for the form in which the biography is

for the exclusion of many details and persona
ulars which otherwise would naturally have found a place in
it It is the President of the American Academy rather than
the companion and friend of many years who writes

;
yet the

narrative must needs take tone and color from the intimate
association of the writer with the subject of it A. G-ray.

John Torrey, M.D., LL.D., died at New York, on the 10th

of March, 1873, in the 77th year of his age. He has long been

the chief of American botanists, and was at his death the oldest,

with the exception of the venerable ex-president of the Ameri-
can Academy (Dr. Bigelow), who entered the botanical field

several years earlier, but left it to gather the highest honors

and more lucrative rewards of the medical profession, about

the time when Dr. Torrey determined to devote his life to

scientific pursuits.

The latter was of an old New England stock, being, it is

thought, a descendant of William Torrey, who emigrated from
Am. Jo i it. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. V, No. 30.—June, 1873.
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Combe St. Nicholas, near Chard, in Somersetshire, and settled

at Weymouth, Massachusetts, about the year 1(340.*

His grandfather, John Torrey, with his son, William, re-

moved from Boston to Montreal at the time of the enforcement

of the " Boston Port bill." But neither of them was disposed

to be a refugee. For the son, then a lad of 17 years, ran away

from Canada to New York, joined his uncle, Joseph Torrey, a

Major of one of the two light infantry regiments of regulars

(called Congress's own) which were raised in that city ; was

made an ensign, and was in the rear-guard of his regiment on

the retreat to White Plains ; served in it throughout the war

with honor, and until at the close he re-entered the city upon

" Evacuation Day," when he retired with the rank of Captain.

Moreover, the father soon followed the son and became quarter-

master of the regiment Captain Torrey, in 1791, married

Margaret Nichols, of New York.

The subject of this biographical notice was the second of

the issue of this marriage, and the oldest child who survived

to manhood. He was born in New York, on the loth of

August, 1796. He received such education only as the public

schools of his native city then afforded, and was also sent for

a year to a school in Boston. When he was 15 or 16 years old

his father was appointed Fiscal Agent of the State Prison at

Greenwich, then a suburban village, to which the family re-
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At this early age he chanced to attract the attention of Amos
Eaton, who soon afterwards became a well-known pioneer of

natural science, and with whom it may be said that popular

on in natural history in this country began. He taught

young Torrey the structure of flowers and the rudiments of bot-

any, and thus awakened a taste and kindled a zeal which were

extinguished only with his pupil's life. This fondness soon ex-

tended to mineralogy and chemistry, and probably determined

the choice of a profession. In the year 1815, Torrey began the

study of medicine in the office of the eminent Dr. Wright Post,

and in the College of Physicians and Surgeons, in which the

then famous Dr. Mitchill and Dr. Hosack were professors of

scientific repute ; he took his medical degree in 1818 ; opened an

office in his native city, and engaged in the practice of medicine

with moderate success, turning the while his abundant leisure to

scientific pursuits, especially to botany. In 1817, while yet a

medical student, he reported to the Lyceum of Natural History

—of which he was one of the founders—his Catalogue of the

Plants growing spontaneously within thirty miles of the city of

New York, which was published two years later ; and he was
already, or very soon after, in correspondence with Kurt Spren-

gel and Sir James Edward Smith abroad, as well as with Elliot,

Nuttall, Schweinitz, and other American botanists. Two min-

eralogical articles were contributed by him to the very first

volume of the American Journal of Science and Arts (1818-

1819), and several others appeared a few years later, in this and
in other Journals.

Elliott's sketch of the Botany of South Carolina and Georgia

was at this time in course of publication, and Dr. Torrey

planned a counterpart systematic work upon the botany of the

Northern States. The result of this was his " Flora of the

Northern and Middle Sections of the United States, i. e.,

north of Virginia, "—which was issued in parts, and the first

volume concluded in the summer of 1824. In this work Dr.

Torrey first developed his remarkable aptitude for descriptive

botany, and for the kind of investigation and discrimination,

the tact and acumen, which it calls for. Only those few,

—

now, alas, very few,—surviving botanists who used this book

through the following years can at all appreciate its value and
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influence. It was the fruit of those few but precious years

which, seasoned with pecuniary privation, are in this country

not rarely vouchsafed to an investigator, in which to prove his

quality before he is haply overwhelmed with professional or

professorial labors and duties.

In 1824, the year in which the first volume (or nearly half)

of his Flora was published, he married Miss Eliza Eobinson

Shaw, of New York, and was established at West Point, hav-

ing been chosen Professor of Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geol-

ogy in the United States Military Academy. Three years

later he exchanged this chair for that of Chemistry and Botany

(practically that of Chemistry only, for Botany had already

been allowed to fall out of the medical curriculum in this

country) in the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
York, then in Barclay Street.

'

The Flora of the Northern

States was never carried further ; although a " Compendium,"

a pocket volume for the field, containing brief characters of

the species which were to have been described in the second

volume, along with an abridgement of the contents of the first,

was issued in 1826. Moreover, long before Dr. Torrey could

find time to go on with the work, he foresaw that the natural

system was not much longer to remain, here and in England,

an esoteric doctrine, confined to profound botanists, but was

destined to come into general use and to change the character

of botanical instruction. He was himself the first to apply it

in this country in any considerable publication.

The opportunity for this, and for extending his investiga-

tions to the great plains and the Eocky Mountains on their

western boundary, was furnished by the collections placed in

Dr. Torrey's hands by Dr. Edwin James, the botanist of Major

Long's expedition in 1820. This expedition skirted the Eocky

Mountains belonging to what is now called Colorado Territory,

where Dr. James, first and alone, reached the charming alpine

vegetation, scaling one of the very highest summits, which from

that time and for many years afterward was appropriately

named James' Peak ; although it is now called Pike's Peak, in

honor of General Pike, who long before had probably seen,

but had not reached it
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As early as the year 1823 Dr. Torrey communicated to the
Lyceum of Natural History descriptions of some new species

of James's collection, and in 1826 an extended account of all

the plants collected, arranged under their natural orders. This
is the earliest treatise of the sort in this country, arranged
upon the natural system ; and with it begins the history of the
botany of the Rocky Mountains, if we except a few plants col-

lected early in the century by Lewis and Clark, where they
crossed them many degrees farther north, and which are re-

corded in Pursh's Flora. The next step in the direction he
was aiming was made in the year 1831, when he superintended
an American reprint of the first edition of Lindley's Intro-

duction to the Natural System of Botany, and appended a

catalogue of the North American genera arranged according

Dr. Torrey took an early and prominent part in the investi-

gation of the United States species of the vast genus Carex,

which has ever since been a favorite study in this country.
His friend, von Sehweinitz, of Bethlehem, Penn., placed in his

bands and desired him to edit, during the author's absence in

Europe, his Monograph of North American Carices. It was
published in the Annals of the New York Lyceum, in 1825,
much* extended, indeed almost wholly rewritten, and so much
to Schweinitz's satisfaction that he insisted that this classical

Monograph " should be considered and quoted in all respects

as the joint production of Dr. Torrey and himself." Ten or
eleven years later, in the succeeding volume of the Annals of

the New York Lyceum, appeared Dr. Torrey's elaborate Mono-
graph of the other North American Cyperaceae, with an
appended revision of the Carices, which meanwhile had been
immensely increased by the collections of Richardson, Drum-
mond, &c., in British and Arctic America. A full set of these

was consigned to his hands for study (along with other import-

ant collections), by his friend Sir Wm. Hooker, upon the occa-

sion of a visit which he made to Europe in 1833. But Dr.

Torrey generously turned over the Carices to the late Pro-

fessor Dewey, whose rival Caricography is scattered through
forty or fifty volumes of the American Journal of Science and
Arts; and so had only to sum up the results in this regard, and
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add a few southern species at the close of his own Monograph

of the order.

About this time, namely in the year 1836, upon the organiza-

tion of a geological survey of the State of New York upon an

extensive plan, Dr. Torrey was appointed Botanist, and was

required to prepare a Flora of the State. A laborious under-

taking it proved to be, involving a heavy sacrifice of time, and

postponing the realization of long-cherished plans. But in

1843, after much discouragement, the Flora of the State of

New York, the largest if by no means the most important of

Dr. Torrey's works, was completed and published, in two large

quarto volumes, with 161 plates. No other State of the Union

has produced a Flora to compare with this. The only thing to

be regretted is that it interrupted, at a critical period, the prose-

cution of a far more important work.

Early in his career Dr. Torrey had resolved to undertake a

general flora of North America, or at least of the United States,

arranged upon the natural system, and had asked Mr. Nuttall

to join him, who, however, did not consent. At that time,

when little was known of the regions west of the valley of the

Mississippi, the ground to be covered and the materials at hand

were of comparatively moderate compass ; and in aid of the

northern part of it, Sir William Hooker's Flora of British

America— founded upon the rich collections of the Arctic

explorers, of the Hudson's Bay Company's intelligent officers,

and of such hardy and enterprising pioneers as Drummond and

Douglas,—was already in progress. At the actual inception of

the enterprise, the botany of Eastern Texas was opened by

Drummond's collections, as well as that of the coast of Cali-

fornia by those of Douglas, and afterward those of Nuttall.

As they clearly belonged to our own phyto-geographical prov-

ince. Texas and California were accordingly annexed botanic-

ally before they became so politically.

While the field of botanical operations was thus enlarging,

the time which could be devoted to it was restricted. In addi-

tion to his chair in the Medical College, Dr. Torrey had felt

obliged to accept a similar one at Princeton College, and to all

was now added, as we have seen, the onerous post of State

Botanist It was in the vear 1836 or 1837 that he invited the
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writer of this notice—then pursuing botanical studies under
his auspices and direction—to become his associate in the Flora
of North America- In July and in October, 1838, the first

two parts, making half of the first volume, were published.

The great need of a full study of the sources and originals of
the earlier-published species was now apparent ; so, during the
following year, his associate occupied himself with this work in

the principal herbaria of Europe. The remaining half of the
first volume appeared in June, 1840. The first part of the sec-

ond volume followed in 1841 ; the second in the spring of

1842
; and in February, 1848, came the third and the last ; for

Dr. Torrey's associate was now also immersed in professorial

duties and in the consequent preparation of the works and col-

lections which were necessary to their prosecution.

From that time to the present the scientific exploration of

the vast interior of the continent has been actively carried on,

and in consequence new plants have poured in year by year
m Rich numbers as to overtask the powers of the few working
botanists of the country, nearly all of them weighted with pro-

fessional engagements. The most they could do has been to

put collections into order in special reports, revise here and
there a family or a genus monographically, and incorporate new
materials into older parts of the fabric, or rough-hew them for

portions of the edifice yet to be constructed. In all this Dr.

Torrey took a prominent part down almost to the last days of
his life. Passing by various detached and scattered articles

upon curious new genera and the like, but not forgetting three

admirable papers published in the Smithsonian Contributions
to Knowledge (Plantse Fremontianae, and those on Batis and

thrhngtonia\ there is a long series of important, and some of

them very extensive, contributions to the reports of govern-

ment explorations of the western country,—from that of Long's

expedition already referred to, in which he first developed his

powers, through those of Nicollet, Fremont, and Emory, Sit-

greaves, Stansbury, and Marcy, and those contained in the

ampler volumes of the Surveys for Pacific Eailroad routes,

down to that of the Mexican Boundary, the botany of which
forms a bulky quarto volume, of much interest. Even at the

last, when he rallied transiently from the fatal attack, he took
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in hand the manuscript of an elaborate report on the plants

collected along our Pacific coast in Admiral Wilkes's celebrated

expedition, which he had prepared fully a dozen years ago, and

which (except as to the plates) remains still unpublished

through no fault of his. There would have been more to add,

perhaps of equal importance, if Dr. Torrey had been as ready

to complete and publish, as he was to investigate, annotate and

sketch. Through undue diffidence and a constant desire for a

greater perfection than was at the time attainable, many inter-

esting observations have from time to time been anticipated by

other botanists.

All this botanical work, it may be observed, has reference to

the Flora of North America, in which, it was hoped, the

diverse and separate materials and component parts, which he

and others had wrought upon, might some day be brought

together in a completed system of American botany.

It remains to be seen whether his surviving associate of

nearly forty years will be able to complete the edifice. To do

this will be to supply the most pressing want of the science,

and to raise the fittest monument to Dr. Torrey's memory.

In the estimate of Dr. Torrey's botanical work, it must not

be forgotten that it was nearly all done in the intervals of a

busy professional life ; that he was for more than thirty years

an active and distinguished teacher, mainly of chemistry, and

in more than one institution at the same time ; that he devoted

much time and remarkable skill and judgment to the practical

applications of chemistry, in which his counsels were constantly

sought and too generously given ; that when, in 1857, he

exchanged a portion, and a few years later the whole, of his pro-

fessional duties for the office of U. S. Assayer, these requisi-

tions upon his time became more numerous and urgent* in

addition to the ordinary duties of his office, which he fulfilled

to the end with punctilious faithfulness (signing the last of his
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daily reports upon the very day of his death, and quietly tell-

ing his son and assistant that it would not be necessary to bring

him any more), he was frequently requested by the head of

the Treasury Department to undertake the solution of difficult

problems, especially those relating to counterfeiting, or to take

charge of some delicate or confidential commission, the utmost

reliance being placed upon his skill, wisdom, and probity.

In two instances these commissions were made personally

gratifying, not by pecuniary payment, which, beyond his sim-

ple expenses, he did not receive, but by the opportunity they

afforded to recruit failing health and to gathei floral treasures.

Eight years ago he was sent by the Treasury Department to

by way of the Isthmus ; and last summer he went
again across the continent, and in both cases enjoyed the rare

pleasure of viewing in their native soil, and plucking with his

own hands, many a flower which he had himself named and
described from dried specimens in the herbarium, and in which
he felt a kind of paternal interest Perhaps this interest cul-

minated last summer, when he stood on the flank of the lofty

and beautiful snow-clad peak to which a grateful former pupil

and ardent explorer, ten years before, gave his name, and

gathered eh; . -which lie had himself named
forty years before, when the botany of the Colorado Eocky
Mountains was first opened. That age aaad I at-i i ling strength

had not dimmed his enjoyment, may be inferred from his re-

mark whm, on his return from Florida the previous spring,

with a grievous cough allayed, he was rallied for having gone
to seek Ponce de Leon's fountain of Youth. "No," said he,

"give me the fountain of Old Age. The longer I live, the

more I enjoy life." He evidently did so. If never robust, he

was rarely ill, and his last sickness brought little suffering and

no diminution of his characteristic cheerfulness. To him, in-

deed, never came the "evil days" of which he could say. "I

nave no pleasure in them."

Evincing in age much of the ardor and all of the ingenuous-

ness of youth, he enjoyed the society of young men and stu-

dents, and was helpful to them long after he ceased to teach,—

if, indeed, he ever did cease. For, as Emeritus Professor in

Columbia College (with which his old Medical School was
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united), he not only opened his herbarium, but gave some lec-

tures almost every year, and as a trustee of the college for many

years he rendered faithful and important service. His large

and truly invaluable herbarium, along with a choice botanical

library, he several years ago made over to Columbia College,

which charges itself with its safe preservation and mainten-

Dr. Torrey leaves three daughters, a son, who has been ap-

pointed U. S. Assayer in his father's place, and a grandson.

This sketch of Dr. Torrey's public life and works, which it is

our main duty to exhibit, would fall short of its object if it did

not convey, however briefly and incidentally, some just idea of

what manner of man he was. That he was earnest, indefatig-

able, and able, it is needless to say. His gifts as a teacher were

largely proved and are widely known through a long genera-

tion of pupils. As an investigator, he was characterized by a

scrupulous accuracy, a remarkable fertility of mind, especially

as shown in devising ways and means of research, and perhaps

Other biographers will doubtless dwell upon the more per-

sonal aspects and characteristics of our distinguished and la-

mented associate. To them, indeed, may fittingly be left the

full delineation and illustration of the traits of a singularly

transparent, genial, delicate and conscientious, unselfish charac-

ter, which beautified and fructified a most industrious and use-

ful life, and won the affection of all who knew him. For one

thing, they cannot fail to notice his thorough love of truth for

its own sake, and his entire confidence that the legitimate re-

sults of scientific inquiry would never be inimical to the Chris-

tian religion, which he held with an untroubled faith, and

illustrated, most naturally and unpretendingly, in all his life

and conversation. In this, as well as in the simplicity of his

character, he much resembled Faraday.

Dr. Torrey was an honorary or corresponding member of a

goodly number of the scientific societies of Europe, and waa

naturally connected with all prominent institutions of the kind

in this country. He was chosen into the American Academy

in the year 1841. He was one of the corporate members of the

National Academy at Washington. He presided in his turn
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over the American Association for the Advancement of Science

;

ami he was twice, for considerable periods, President of the

New York Lyceum of Natural History, which was in those

days one of the foremost of our scientific societies. It has been
said of him that the sole distinction on which he prided him-
self was his membership in the order of the Cincinnati, the
only honor in this country which comes by inheritance.

As to the customary testimonial which the botanist receives

from his fellows, it is fortunate that the first attempts were
nugatory. Almost in his youth a genus was dedicated to him
by his correspondent, Sprengel : this proved to be a Cleroden-

dron, misunderstood. A second, proposed by Eafinesque, was
founded on an artificial dismemberment of Cyperus. The
ground was clear, therefore, when, thirty or forty years ago, a

new and remarkable evergreen tree was discovered in our own
Southern States, which it was at once determined should bear
Dr. Torrey's name. More recently a congener was found in the

noble forests of California. Another species had already been

recognized in Japan, and lately a fourth in the mountains of

Northern China. All four of them have been introduced and

prized as ornamental trees in Europe. So that, all

round the world, Torreya taxifoUa, Torreya Califomica, Torreya

nucifera, and Torreya grandis— as well as his own important

contributions to botany, of which they are a memorial—should

keep our associate's memory as green as their own perpetual

verdure.

Art. XLV.— Contribuli

College. No. XXVI.—On a
by Geo. J. Brush.

Associated with some spe
Dome District, Arizona, there
eral very much resembling so
from Cornwall. Mr. John C. T
having observed this anomalous
of it to me for determination

1

•

npiu-t

vided i
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by Mr. Samuel T. Tyson, of this laboratory, has confirmed the

correctness of the first examination.
The compact anglesite occurs in banded layers, sometimes

with a nucleus of unoxidized and perfectly bright cleavable

galena ; while in other specimens the galena has entirely dis-

appeared and the bands are symmetrically arranged in continu-

ous circular or elliptical lines', as so often seen in agate. The
bands or layers next the galena are frequently almost black,

gray to a light grayish-white at

the point farthest from the nucleus of galena, and the outer

steriorly coated with minute, almost mi-

Tbe
imens

ined was from one-half to one inch. The specih

of the light colored variety was about 6, while some of the

dark mineral gave a density as high as 6*44. Hardness = 8,

Mr. Tyson digested the finely pulverized mineral with a

strong solution of bicarbonate of soda for 24 hours, the:

tered and washed thoroughly and
acid by precipitation as a baryta I

!• the action of the bicarbonate was boiled with a,

and the insoluble portion was collected on a weighed filter.

The lead was then thrown down from the acetic solution by

sulphuric acid. Four analyses made by this method gave Mr.

Tyson.

Insoluble residue,

A fire-assay of the light variety yielded Mr. Tyson 0O578
per cent silver, 16-87 ounces per ton of 2,000 lbs., while the

galena was found to contain 27*3 ounces per ton, thus proving

that a considerable portion of the si] : was 1 3i

of oxidation. The insoluble residue in the dark variety was

almost black, and a qualitative examination of it showed it to

be chiefly - liile the residue from the light-

colored mineral was nearly white and almost entirely insoluble

in acids, and proved to consist mainly of clay.

Sheffield Laboratory, New Haven, April, 1873,
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Art. XLVL— On some Results of the Earth's Contraction from
cooling, including a d

the nature of the Earth's Interior; by James D. Dana.

Part I.

Preparatory to a discussion of some questions connected
with the earth's contraction, I here present a statement of the
views which I have entertained with regard to the prominent
results of this agency. They first appeared in 1846 and 1847,
in volumes ii, iii and iv of the second series of this Journal,
and were somewhat extended in 1856, in vol. xxii* Full credit
is given to earlier writers in connection with the articles referred
to. The views are as follows :f—

1. The defining of the continental and oceanic areas began with
the commencement of the earth's solidification at surface, as
proved by the system of progress afterward.

2. The coi the areas of least contraction, and
the oceanic basins those of greatest, the former having earliest
! !

j

:l >"H 1 crust. Vi't i e continental part was thus' stiffen .1.

i comparatively iinyi< ding, the oceanic part went
-'

'. ' sides of the depression somcwli.-i't

* Volume
1 1 may add in this I 'he Moon in 1846, si

years after my visit I the Wilkes Exploring Expeditioi
prompted to the first of the articles on the subject—that on the Volcanoes of th
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3. The principal mountain chains are portions of the earth's

crust which have been pushed up, and often crumpled or plicated,

by the lateral pressure resulting from the earth's contraction.

4. (a) Owing to the lateral pressure* from contraction over both

the continental and oceanic area-, and to the fact that the latter

arc the regions of greatest contraction and subsidence, and that

their sides pushed, like the ends of an arch, against the borders of

the continents, therefore, along these 1,orders, within 300 to 1000

mih- <>f tin- n.iht, a contin. nt \ \]-<-v'u need if- pr«>f( , undent oscilla-

tions of level, had accumulated its thickest deposits of rocks,

underwent the most numerous uplifts, fracture- and plication-.

had raised its highest and longest mountain chains, and became

the scene of the most extensive metamorphic operations, and the

most abundant outflows of liquid rock.

And (b) since the most numerous and closest plications, the great

est ranges of volcanoes, the largest regions of igneous era]

metamorphic action, exist on the oceanic slope of the border

mountain chain-, instead of the continental, therefore the lateral

pressure act< in a direction from the ocean.

(c) Since these border features are vastly grander along that

border of a continent which faces the largest ocean, therefore, the

lateral pressure against the sides of a continent was most effectii e

on the border of the largest oceanic basin, and for the two, the

* '

) the extent

ic were the

s, that is, those which contracted most, and that the

larger area became the most depressed.
5. The oscillations of level that have taken place over the inte-

rior of North America, through the geological ages, have in some

degree conformed in direction of axis to those of the border

regions, all being parts fundamentally of two systems of move-

ments, one dominantly in a direction 'northwestward or from the

Atlantic, the other northeastward or from the Pacific.

6. Owing to the approximate uniformity of direction in the

lateral thrust under these two systems through the successive

ages, (a consequence of the isolated position of the continent s -<
-

tween two oceanic basins, transverse to one another in axial direc-

large a part of the lateral force to have come from the special contraction and con-

Professor N. . Boston N.
e

'H. Soc, x, 231, xi, 8, and Geol.

Mag., v, 5 1
1 ) presented, as o as are only folds

crust caused by the contraction of the lower regions ot

the outer shell Lence of ocean floors would, I

;-.:. : - r ...•.-; - •
view that LeConte attributes to me. These ideas are o

1
deposition, m
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tion,) mountains of different ages on the same border, or part of a
bonier, have approximately tin- sum> trend, and those of thtx<n>te

"!/> on tin . p; . -ir. '..,il. r -Pacific md Atlantic— ha\
a different and nearly transverse trend. Hence, "one dial plate
for the mountain^ of the world, such as Elie de Beaumont deduced

European ireoloM-v, will not mark time for America."
(This Journ., II. ii'i. 398, 184 7*; wii, 346, 1856.)

7. The features ,,t the North American continent were to a
great extent define. 1 in ptv-Silurian time, the course of the Azoic,
from the Great Lakes to Labrador, being that of the App
ti'i'l various ridges in the Rocky Mountains foreshadowings of
this great chain, and so on in many lines over the continental sur-

face; and thus its ad re as plainly manifested
in its beginnings as are those of a \ertebrate in a half-developed

8. Metamorphism of regions of strata has taken place only
during periods of disturbance, or when plication and faults were
in |>n.gre>s : all met amorphic regions being regions of disturbed
and g. neralh of plicated rocks.

The heat required for alteration came up from the earth*- limiid

interior. (This part of the view requires modification, while the
other part, I believe, remains good.)

9. The volcanoes of the continental areas are mostly confined
to the sea-borders, or the oceanic slope of the border mountain
chains, not because of the vicinity of salt water, but because these
were the regions of greatest disturbance and fractures through
lateral pressure. Volcanoes are indexes of danger, never M safety*

#
10. Earthquakes were a resi

tions proceeding from lateral
\

occurs the remark :

u We see that the lateral

would be likely to dislocate," and in the next line,

whether internal or external, would cause shakii

Another important subject—that of the systems in the trends
of feature lines over the globe—is discussed in the articles re-

ferred to ; but I pass it by for the present
I propose to bring the above principles under consideration

with reference to making such changes as may now be neces-
sary.

I take up, first, the question as to whether oscillations of
level, that is, subsidences and elevations, have been made by the

... as is assumed in my
m the subject and those of most other authors;—and

how was the lateral thrust from the direction of the oceanic
areas made to differ in its results from that from the opposite

: After which I shall pass to the subjects ol meta-

_ toous eruptions, v .>!. am« -
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1. Have subsidences been produced by lateral pressure ?

The theory of Professor James Hall, that the great subsi-

dences of the globe have been made by the gravity of accumu-
lating sediments, has been shown elsewhere* to be wholly at

variance with physical law.

Another theory is presented by Prof. LeConte, in his recent

paper in the last volume of this Journal, to which the reader is

referred. Admitting, with Prof. Hall, that the mean- thickness

of the accumulations in the Appalachian region of Pennsyl-

vania is 40,000 feet, and therefore that this is the measure of

the gradual subsidence that attended their deposition, he shows

that the temperature in the bottom deposits would have been,

supposing the usual rate of increase downward (1° F. for 58

feet of descent), 800° F., and, at 10,000 feet, 230° F. ; and he

argues that hence there would have resulted below, first, " lith-

ification and therefore increasing density, and therefore contrac-

tion and subsidence pari passu with the deposit;" next, or at a

greater depth, "aqueo-igneous softening" or "melting," the

temperature of 800° F. being " certainly sufficient to produce

this result as well as metamorphism, and, during this process,

the subsidence would probably continue;" and, in addition, the

underlying strata on which the sediments were deposited would

have participated in the aqueo-igneous fusion" and thus have

added to the result,f
No other cause of the gradual subsidence than that here cited

is appealed to.

Now the whole of this contraction took place, if any c

the underlying Archaean rocks (Az
* This Journal, II, xlii

ning of the beds below,
gether the region of sec

ahing the beds.
"
le solely to crushing and plicati

the heating derived by the ria

. The elevation o
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nian) ; for in obtaining by measurement this thickness, 40,000
feet, the contracted rocks were measured.
The 40,000 feet of subsidence required was therefore wholly

independent of contraction in the stratified sediments. But
these underlying Archaean rocks were probably crystallized be-
fore the Paleozoic era began ; for in New York and New Jersey
they are in this condition, and they underlie the Silurian rocks
unconformably ; and the New Jersey Archaean or Highland
region is but a northern part of that of Pennsylvania and Vir-
ginia. They would consequently have expanded with the heat
instead of contracting. Even if not crystallized, they would
have been well compacted under the enormous weight of 40,000
feet of strata, and no experiments on rocks that I have met
with authorize the assumption that the ordinary law of ex-
pansion from heat would have been set aside.

For further argument on this point I refer to the subsidence
in the Connecticut valley during the era of the Connecticut
River sandstone (supposed to be Triassico-Jurassic). The thick-

ness of rock produced in the era was probably about 4,000 feet,

and this is the extent therefore of the registered subsidence.
The sandstone strata, as is apparent in many places, rests on
the upturned metamorphic rocks—gneiss, mica schist, etc.,— of

Paleozoic or earlier age. As shown in the preceding para-
graph, the contraction, under Prof. LeConte's principle, must
have been confined to the underlying rocks ; and since these
are crystalline metamorphic i

was not sufficient to raise mi
rocks are in general

lined), the heat ascendin^
on above would have produced expansion instead of contractu

Without further reference to facts, it is, I think, clear that the

subsidence required could not be obtained by the method ap-

pealed to by Prof. LeConte. Whatever cause, in either of the

above cases, occasioned the subsidence, it must have been one
that could do its work in spite of opposition on the part of the

heat in the rocks themselves or those below.

Another cause of local subsidence is local cooling beneath,

accompany; ; (cumulation of sediments. But
this idea is too obviously absurd to require remark.

In the present state of science, then, no adequate cause of sub-

sidence has been suggested apart from the old one of lateral

pressure in the contracting material of the globe.

2. Have elevations been produced directly by lateral pressure ?

The theory of Prof. Hall denies that mountains are a result

of local elevations, or of any elevation apart from a general con-
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Prof. LeConte makes the elevation of mountains real, but,

after explaining that the crushing effects of lateral thrust won hi

necessarily cause a lengthening upward of the compressed

strata (as "in the compression of "slate rocks attending the pro-

duction of slaty cleavage), and thereby produce a large amount
of actual elevation, arrives at the view, that there is no perma-

nent elevation beyond what results from crushing. With
crushing, in this action, plication is associated ; but it should

have a larger place than his words seem to give it (in all plica-

tion the rocks over a region being pressed into a narrower space,

which could be done only by a I,
as it has

performed ten-fold more work oi i
! .- kind than crushing.

But are plicatioi and crushing the only methods of producing,

under lateral pressure, the a.-tuai .-'.ovations of mountain re-

gions? Is there not real elevation besides?
In the later part of the Post-tertiary or Quaternary era. ti it-

region about Montreal was ra'wd m arh f>t>i> feet, as >howu by

the existence of sea-beaches at that height: an i si e\ -

dence proves that the region about Lake Champlain was raised

at the same time at least 300 feet, and the coast of Maine 150

to 200 feet. Hence the region raised was large. No crushing

or plication of the upper rocks occurred, and none in the under

rocks could well have taken place without exhibitions at sur-

face; and this cause, therefore, cannot account for the elevation.

The elevated sea-border deposits of the region are in general

horizontal. This example is to the point as much as if a mount-

ain had been made by the elevation.

But we have another example on a mountain scale, and one

of many. Fossiliferous beds over the higher regions of the

Kocky mountains are unquestioned evidence that a large part

of this chain has been raised 8,000 to 10,000 feet above
level since the Cretaceous era.* The Cretaceous rocks, h > ., 1

1

a
I

J

these- fossiliferous beds belong, were upturned in the course of

the slowly progressing elevation, and so also were part of the

Tertiary beds—for the elevation went forward through tue

larger part, or all, of the Tertiary era. But the local

or plication of these beds cannot account for the elevation, ana

no other crushing among the surface rocks of the

can be referred to this era. There may have been a crushing

and crumpling of the nether rocks of the mountain. But it

must also be admitted that there might have been, under tan-

gential pressure, a bending of the strata without crushing-

:
-

'<

set above the sea.
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especially if there is beneath the earth's rind along the conti-
nental borders a region or layer of " aqueo-igneous fusion,"
such as Prof. LeConte recognizes.

In the course of the geological history of the North American
continent, there were many oscillations of level in the land.
Portions that were raised above the sea-level in one era in
another subsided again and sunk beneath it ; and Prof. LeConte,
in the course of his discussion, admits the existence of an ele-

vated region along the Atlantic border which afterward disap-

peared. Had the elevation in the case of such oscillations been
dependent on plication and crushing beneath, so complete a

tranoe afterward would have been very improbable.
Such facts as the above appear to prove that elevatory move-

ments have often been, like those of subsidence, among the direct

results of lateral pressure. The facts are so well known and
the demon-- v accepted as complete, that I
have suspected that there is here ;tn unintentional omission or
oversight in Prof. LeConte's paper.

3. Kinds and Structure of Mountains.

While mountains and mountain chains all over the world,
and low lands, also, have undergone uplifts, in the course of
their long history, that are not explained on the idea that nil

mountain el hat may come from plication or
crushing, the component /> u - of riouuta n < h tins, or those sim-

pr»".^nf nvikiti'j—may have received, at t',- L
:
:,i> <>j "lh>-ir < / /y/W

>n«I: ;,,</, no elevation beyond that resulting from plication.

This leads us to a grand distil* y. hitherto

neglected, v.
I and of the highest interest in

1. A simp] Inch is the

result of one process of making like an individual in any process
of evolution, and which mav be distinguished as a monogenetic

range, being one in genesis ; and
2. A composite or polygenetic range or chain, made up of two

or more monogenetic ranges combined.
The Appalachian chain—the mountain region along the

-d.-r..!" North America—is a /.oh^/nntir chain: it

consists, like the Roek\ and oth -r mountain chains, of sevral
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era New York southwestward to Alabama, and completed ba-

rn diately afu.-r the Carboniferous age.

The making of the Alleghany range was carried forward at

first through a long-continued subsidence—a geosynclinal* (not

a true synclinal, since the rocks of the bending crust may have

had in them many true or simple synclinals as well as anti-

clinals), and a consequent accumulation of sediments, which

occupied the whole of Paleozoic time ; and it was completed,

finally, in great breaking, 1'aul tings and foldings or plications

of the strata, along with other results of disturbance. The

folds are in several parallel lines, and rise in succession along

the chain, one and another dving out after a course each of 10

to 150 miles ; and some of them, if the position of the parts

which remain after long denudation be taken as evidence, must

have had, it has been stated, an altitude of many thousand

feet ; and there were also faultings of 8,000 to 10,000 feet, or,

according to Lesley, of 20,000 feet.f This is one example of

a monogenetic range.

The Green Mountains are another example in which the history

was of the same kind : first, a slow subsidence or geosynclinal,

carried forward in this case during the Lower Silurian era or

the larger part of it ; and, accompanying it, the deposition of

sediments to a thickness equal to the depth of the subsidence ;

finally, as a result of the subsidence and as the climax in the

effects of the pressure producing it, an epoch of plication, crush-

ing, etc. between the sides of the trough.
In the Alleghany range the effects of heat were mostly confined

to solidification ; the reddening of such sandstones and shaly

- as contained a little iron in some form \% the coking

of the mineral coal; and probably, on the western outskirts

where the movements were smalf, the distillation of mineral

oil, through the heating of shales or limestones containing car-

bohydrogen material, and its condensation in cavities among
ov rlvitu strata : with also some metamorphism to the eastward;

while in the making of the Green Mountains, there was me-

tamorphism over the eastern, middle, and southern portions,

and imperfect metamorphism over most of the western side to

almost none in some western parts.

Another example is offered by the Triassico-Jurassic region

of the Connecticut valley. The process included the same

stages in kind as in the preceding cases. It began in a geosyn-

* From the Greek yrt , earth, and synclinal, it being a bend in the e,
'

r on these mountains by Professors W. B. and H
;

V.

. Amer. Geol. and Nat., 1840-12. J. P. Lesley gives

I Coal and its Topographv," and in many
Philosophical Society. A brief account is con-
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clinal of probably 4,000 feet, this much being registered by the
thickness of the deposits ; but it stopped short ofmetam
the sandstones being only reddened and partially solidified

;

and short of plication or crushing, the strata being only tilted in

a inonoclinal manner 15° to 25°
; it ended in numerous great

longitudinal fractures, as a final catastrophe from the subsidence,
out of which issued the trap (dolerite) that now makes Mt.
Holyoke, Mt. Tom, and many other ridges along a range of

These examples exhibit the characteristics of a large class of
mountain masses or ranges. A geosynclinal accompanied by
sedimentary depositions, and ending in a catastrophe of plica-
tion- and solidification, are tin < ^ential steps, while metamor-
phism and igneous ejections are incidental results. The pro-
cess is one that produces final stability in the mass and its

annexation generally to the more stable part of the continent,
though not stable against future oscillations of level of wider
range, nor against denudation.

It is apparent that in such a process of formation elevation
by direct uplift of the underlying crust has no necessary place.

The attending plications may make elevations on a vast scale
and so also may the shoves upward along the lines of fracture,

and crushing may sometimes add to the effect ; but elevation
from an upward movement of the downward bent crust is only
an incidental concomitant, if it occur at all.

We perceive thus where the truth lies in Professor LeConte's
important principle. It should have in view alone monogenetic

mountains and these only at tin tiine of func making. It will

then read, plication and shovings along fractures being made
more prominent than crushing :

Plication, shoving along fractures and crushing are the true

sources of the elevation that takes place during th>. uutk'mg of

geosynclinal monogenetic mountains.

And the statement of Professor Hall may be made right if

we recognize the same distinction, and. also, reverse the order

and causal relation of the two events, accumulation and sub-

sidence
; and so make it read :

Regions of monogenetic mountains were, previous, and prepara-
tory, to the making of the mountain-, areas each of a slowly pro-

U're<sinir -eosvnelinal, and, >•<)»*< <
l u>-idbj,

of thick accumulations of
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geosynelimu that they should have a distinc-

tive name; and I therefore propose to call a monnta
of this kind a synch noriuui. from sijuchnal and the Greek o/;°-'<

mountain.

This brings us to an

geology— that of a second kind of monogenetic mountain.

•ria were mad'-- through a progressing ge-

Those of the second kind, here referred to, were produced by a

progressing geanticlinal They are simply the upward bendings

in the oscillations of the earth's crust—the geantielin

and hardly require a special name. Yet, if one is desired, the

tfnii '/ t.rli,. ,,,-'< n>. the correlate of synclinorium, would be

appropriate. Many of them have disappeared in the course of

the oscillations ; and yet, some may have been for a time—per-

haps millions of years—respectable mountains. The " Cincin-

nati uplift," extending southwestward from southern < ! «i"

(about Cincinnati) into Tennessee, and referred by Newberry
and others to the close of the Lower Silurian, was made at the

same time, or nearly, with the Green Mountains; but, while the

latter range is a synclinorium, the former is a geanticlinal or an

anticlinorium, and it is one of the few (probably few) perma-

nent monogenetic elevations of this kind over the earth's sur-

face. There may possibly have been crumpling or crushing m
the deep-seated rocks below which determined its permanence.

As far as the Paleozoic rocks eon-titutine it <m.. it is a simple

synclinal ; but it is really a synclinal of the earth's crust, and

hence wholly distinct from ordinary synclinals, or those sub-

in a synclinorium, like the syn-

clinals of the Alleghanies.
The geosynclinal ranges or synclinoria have experienced in

almost all cases, since their completion, true elevation through

aticlinal movements, but movements that embraced

a wider range of crust than that concerned in the preceding

geosynclinal movements, indeed a range of crust t

strictly under the desi h-genetic mass. Thus

the Connecticut valley sai d-t. n b d>, which must Ian
1

''<'n

but littler:/ : ,-v underwent at the

epoch of their disturbance (since there"was then neitl

tion nor crushing) are now seven hundred feet higher above the

sea-level in Massachusetts than near New Haven. <

:



Geosynclinals and geanticlinals of low angle, like those of
the present day. graduate insensibly into horizontal surfaces.

The later oscillations in the world's history have taken in a

vastly wider range of crust than tlir.se of early time. We can-
not point to any geosynolinal in progress that is probably on
the way to become the site of a new synclinorium. This comes
from the fact already stated, that the completion of a synclinor-
ium has g« eralh consisted ii the . liditication as well as

of the rocks, and the addition of the whole mountain
region to the more stable portion of the earth's crust ; and the

f'nnl r fad t! at this process has been often repeated in past time,

until the crust has been so stiffened above, as well as below,
that only feeble flexures of vast span are possible, even if the
lateral pressi i h-om < nti ion had not also declined in force.

4. How teas the lateral thrust from the direction of the ocean
made to differ in its action or results from that from the

opposite direction ?

The fact of a difference in the effects of the lateral thrust

from the opposite directions, the oceanic and continental, is be-

yond question. The evidence may here be repeated.
The greatest of elevations as we'll as subsidences, and also of

plications and igneous eruptions, have taken place on the conti-

nental borders or in their vicinity ; they thus show that there
is something peculiar along such regions. Again, the border

mountains in North America are parallel to the axes of the ad-

joining oceans ; and th . instead of parallel

to one another. Again, the folds in the Appalachians are not

thru
i the other, proving inequality in the action of lateral pres-

sure from t! < ontinent 1 md ... mi. directions. Further, the
1-' •'_'. -r ram_r.-< of uplifts ami effects of heat occur on the oceanic

slope of the principal border-mountain chain, instead of the con-

tinental slope favor'n g the view that this lateral thrust was

•
,

t
.

-
'

•

• -.. :
.
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I believe it to be a true cause. It is certain that the depressing

of the ocean's bed, like the raising of the c

been in progress through the ages. The great principal rise of

the continent and continental mountains took place after the

Cretaceous period or during the Tertiary, and some of it even

in the Quaternary ; and this is almost positive demonstration

that the bottoms of the oceans were tending downward cotem«

poraneously. It is not possible in the nature of contraction

that it should have been all accomplished in these basins at the

beginning of their existence—a point I shall further illusiraie

when discussing the nature of the earth's interior. Moreover.

the mobile waters that occupy the oceanic depressions would

have given important aid in the cooling of the

cruet It is to be noted, also, that the distance between the axis

of the Appalachians in North America, and the opposite

(African) side of the Atlantic is 4000 miles ; and that between

the axis of the Rocky Mountains and the i

coast of the Pacific is over 7000 miles, while between the axis

of the Appalachians in Virginia and that of the Eocky Moun-
tains in the same latitude. the distance is hardly 1500 miles.

Hence the contraction was absolutely greatest over th

areas, independently of any result from special causes; and if

the generated pressure were not expended in uplifts over the

oceanic areas themselves, it would have been in uplifts on its

borders.

In addition to the above advantage which the oceanic areas

have had in the making of border oscillations, the lower posi-

tion of the oceanic crust, and the abruptness with which the

sides fall off, give it an opportunity to push beneath the sides

of the continents, and this would determine the production of

such mountains and just such other effects of pressure, on the

continental borders,- as actually exist, even if contraction were

equable over the globe, that is, were alike in rate over the

oceanic and continental areas. It puts the oscillation? over the

continents inevitably under the direction of the

oceanic crust. The angle of slope of the deepwater sides of the

oceanic basin is generally above five degrees.*

* The angle of slope on the sides of the Oceanic basin has not yet been propwlf

investigated. The margin of the basin on the Atlantic border is now in about UW
fathoms water (600 feet). According to soundings by the Coast Survey, as 1 am

loftst Survey Office, through J. E. Hilgard,

Esq., Assistant a off
o
C»pe "»*"

•
;

:•-.-
j •;. •.-: _.
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.
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This conclusion is further sustained by the known universal-
ity of oscillations over the oceanic basin. The central Pacific
area of coral islands— " registers of subsidence "—stretches from
the eastern Paumotus to the western Carolines, ninety degrees
in longitude; and it indicates that the comparatively recent
coral-island subsidence involved a region stretching over
more than one-fourth the circumference of the globe. The fact

teaches that the movements of the globe, which have been in
progress through all time in obedience to the irresistible energy
generated by contraction, have been world-wide, and so world-
developing, even down to the latest era of geological history.

The abov< expressed
in 1856 (this Journal, xxii, 335), that the relation in size be-
tween the mountains and the bordering oceans is not merely
"formal," as pronounced by my friend Prof. LeConte, but has a
dynamical significance.

In view of the considerations here presented, I believe there
is no occasion to reject the fourth proposition (4 a) on page 424

;

but only to modify it as follows

:

4". Owing to the general contraction of the globe, the <_nvatcr

size of the oceanic than the continental areas, and the greater sub-
sidence from continued contraction over the former than over the
latter, and also to the fact that the oceanic crust had the advantage
of b rermj,^ or, moiv strictly, of olilhjuely upward thrust against
the borders of the continents, because of it- lower position, t/n-re-

/<"•<
. these borders within 300 to 1,000 miles of the coast, etc.

5. Mountain-making slow work.

To obtain an adequate idea of the way in which lateral pres-

sure has worked, it is nr. \\-\ to rvn,enib< i tl at mountain
elevaion has taken place after immensely long periods of ouiet

and gentle oscillations. After the beginning of the Primordial,

the first period of disturbance in North America of special note

was that at the close of the Lower Silurian, in which the Green
M< mntains were finished ; and if time from the beginning of the
Silurian to the present included only fifty millions of years—
which most geologists of the present day would consider much
too small an estimate—the interval between the beginning of
the Primord "d metamorphism of the Green
Mountains, was at least ten millions of years. The next epoch
of great disturbance in the same Appalachian region was that

at the close of the Carboniferous era, in which the Alleuha-

Bies were folded up: by the above estimate of the length of

nsof years* after the commencement of

< : so that the Appalachians won- at least oo.OHHHH)

Of years in making, the preparatory subsidence having begun

* These estimates of the relative lengths of ages are based on the maximum thick-
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as early as the beginning of the Silurian. The next on the

Atlantic bord - t 1
i tit- . t 1

< l u cti

cut River Sandstone, and the accompanying igneous ejections,

which occurred before the Cretaceous era:—at least seven

millions of j^ears, on the above estimate of the length of

time, after the Appalachian revolution. Thus the lateral pres-

sure resulting from the earth's contra -thai required an exceed-

ingly long era in order to accumulate force sufficiently to

produce a general . ion or displacement of

the beds, and start" off a new range of prominent elevations

over the earth's crust.

6. System in the mount. i!,,-,imhhnj ,/u,r<:ments on the opposite

borders of the North American Continent, and over the

Oceanic areas.

A summary of the gcnm-al system of movements and moun-

•rders of the continent, and over

the oceanic area-, will. I think, n nder it apparent that the views

here sustained have a broad foundation.
I omit anv -pedal reference to the Archaean elevations, and

also the local disturbances in the Primordial of Newfoundland,
as well as the facts relating to minor changes of level.

A. Mountain-making on the Atlantic border.

(1.) At the close of the Lower Silurian, or a little earlier, a

culmination of the great Appalachian geosynclinal resulted in

displacements, plications and i letamorpn ism, and the making of

a S7///0 .'iiioria m. along the Green Mountain region—these moun-

tains (some summit-; at piv-ent over 4.000 ieet high ahove the

I
the result. The depth to which the region sub-

sided .luring the Lowu- Silurian era. and the thickness of the

accumulations, are not ascertained; probably the extent was

not less than 20,000 feet.

(2.) Simult; n .u-L . a /> e nn«> nt n ,ti, ',,,•< 'mm was made over

t" f'un-ini!.-! . _ mink Kn into Tennessee, parallel

svith tii Alleohanies > f Virginia, 250 miles to the northwest.

(3.) The Acadian region— m bracing w -tii S"'

Sr. 1 , Iho B >f Fund nd part of X«>va Sotia

and New Brnns .m-h di<»inin<r. aid pro!

between St. George's B tth also**

Appah-i.-hian region: it continued in prog
,. interruptions, and some shift

)f a great geosvnchnal.

i
, -non with that ot

l :,, ,„,»„•,-« hut with

At the (

occurred i



the begmnine ot the II
:

, v.vr Silurian

PpperSiki] ii sho in- that the Acadian g<

The close ot the I)
;,'',--'.'

'l.'iv'.'V,',

metamorphisni took 1 1;,.- in e. -n n Canada, Nova Scoti
the bordering region of New Brunswick, and the most <

sweof Acadian Paleozoic >vncliiic>ri;< resulted, according
ot ^ervaiioi s oS Dr. Daw^m and others.

(4.) The close of the Carboniferous age was an epo
mountain-making in the Alleghanv regton, the Allegl
from New York to Alab ., , h n,,. , !„ mad. ,s !

explained.

(0.) At the same time there were disturbances and svnclin
plications in the Acadian region. During the Carbonii
ei

1 t ording to Logan md Daw.vm lti 1)00 feet of rock
in some part- ;eeuuiuLit d. and therefore a *_reosvndi:i

16,000 feet formed, the rocks in their mauv coal-beds and
bearing Savers bearing evidence, to the last, of oscillatioi

v;_'l\ iiig an intermittent but progressing subsidence. The
1 '" nn trie result t is sum 1 1< s m; k< i than th it .

close of the Devonian.
(6.) During tl. P 1. oz ,i, . 1

,' ,11- the ~ea border, a more o
1'"'!',- barrier \m - m !i p.utich'no

which wa < .,,; icllnal of the J
I-l

:
,n,i„n lS 'e,lr

of clisplacemen ts. :md tin

the Tna<
to Southern N< rth Can.h

(8.) During t he era of
assico-Jurassic)
isted—a counte
ence is proved bv the abse

(9.) The era
witnessed but
the rocks of these eras on
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B. B£o mtMn-making after Archaean time on the Pacific border, within the terri-

tory of the United States.

(1.) At the close of the Lower Silurian, none yet known.

(2.) At the close of the Devonian, none yet known.

(3.) At the close of the Carboniferous age, or the Paleozoic,

non«- yet known; and ii mme ivnlh ...vim-.!, then the con-

tracting globe at that time, as far as U. S. N. America is con-

cerned, must have expended its energies, which it had been

_ i luring the Paleozoic, in making the Alleghanies and

in some minor plications along the Acadian region

The "Great Basin," between the Sierra Nevada on its western

border, and the Wahsatch range on its eastern (lying along the

meridian just east of tin- Giv it Sab Lake), contain.- a number..!

short ridges, parallel to these lofty border ranges, some of which

are quite high ;* and they consist, according to King, "of folds

of th. infra -Jurassic rock*"; and "it is common to find no rocks

higher than the Carboniferous," owing, it is stated, to the erosion

that has taken place. It is not clear that part, at least, of the

Great Basin plications may not have taken place before the

Jurassic era. If not, then the movements must have been m
some way involved with those of the Sierra and Wahsatch
regions.

(4.) At the close of the Jurassic, two great geo-

whieh had been in progress through the Paleozoic an- nml

this epoch in the Mesozoic, culminated each in the mak
loftv svnelinorium—one, the Sierra Nevada, some of whose

summits are over 14,000 feet high; the other the high Wah-
sateh, a parallel north and south range.

Whitney has proved that the Carboniferous and

liable in the Sierra Nevada range, and that

the close of the Jurassic was the epoch of its origin ; but direct

pro,.! is not yet found that the Devonian and Siluri

tions are included. The granite axis of the chain probably

indicates, as LeConte has suggested, the region of maximum
disturbance and metarnorphism.
The Wahsatch contain:, according to I

tions of all the ages from the Lower Silurian to the Jurassic,

and the whole are throughout conformable: and a _

ness of crystalline d to be Ar-

eh.eaii. which he states are conformable also. The plication-

ami mountain-making took place, as King states, cotemporane-

* An admirable chart, giving in detail the topographs of this whole region, and

- ^
•

.
- . : ,
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:
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.

li.arun Vols. I and li. The Botanical

Report of the Survey, V v,'. IV. on Zodlogy ««*



ously with the same in the case of the Sierra, befori

Cretaceous era, the Cretaceous beds lying on the Jurassi<
conformably.

These two svnclinoria are 4 "

"

geosynclinal of the Wahsatch-
took for its comple
opening Silurian, a
Paleozoic.

(5.) At the close of_ „
parallel with the coast, but geosynclinals c

origin, culminated in synclinoria.

One of the Cretaceous geosynclinals was in progress east of
the Wahsatch, along the whoie summit region of the Eocky
Mountains, in the United States. Directly east of the Wa hsatch,
aecor ling to King, the beds are 9,000 feet or more thick: and,

-rates, thej- have a great thickness in the Laramie
Plains, and little less over the upper Missouri region ; so that
the downward movement was in some parts a profound c
tu« uownwara movement was in some parts a proiouna on
and affected a very wide extent of country. Hayden and Kir
make this disturbance to have taken place after part, or all, .

the Eocene period had passed, while Prof Marsh holds that
occurred at the close of the Cretaceous period.*

* Clarence King has very briefly described the "Wahsatch region, as well as t

country to the west, in the third volume (4to, 1870) of his Vi
Geological Ex; I allel ; and on page 454, he says :

" Subse-

freshwater beds which close the coal-bearing period, another era of mou

undulating ridg . He then obse

':

aphie" disturbance and " tilted to an angle o
x '

'

These d

hsatch. The period in which they
he Wahsatch ai

'
"'

< of the Wah,
[flows of traeh

i region. Mr. King adds

the identity of the t

:

:;;. • .
.

'

-• •"_:. '
•

' i :;:. '

est period of ti Inded with the

Cretaceous in the folds referred to.

'!.-.! -
- .:--. :>.

while another ' '• r I r .r, . . U.
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The other geosynelinal belt of the Cretaceous era was to the

west of the Sierra X^:„,l<i. as L« — • li'.i.-i by Whitney. This oust

• l i <
i

> < I in extensive displacements and plications,

much raetamorphism, and a high sjnclinorinm.

(6.) The intermediate region—the Great Basin, whirh had been

wi , t r
1 ,)^ of t: Ji - . \ tin nnexation of the

n i t n ! , , hitei.l Siei md Wal -at< h—was tin in a

of a geanticlinal, or at least of absence of subsidence: tor

King says no Cretaceous rocks occur oyer it.

(7). With the close of the Cretaceous, or when the ( !i

rJan movements of the sea-coast and mountains were

ending, a geanticlinal movement of the whole Rocky Moun-

tain ivgi.. t began, vhit-li i. ut it above the sea-level, where it

has since remained. This upward movement continued through

the Tertiary.

(8.) During the Tertiary age, until the close, probably, of the

Miocene Tertiary, another pair of parallel geosynclinals—but

geosynclinals of Tertiary formation—were in progress. The

Cretaceous synclinoria had given still greater breadth I td

stability to the relatively stable region between them, and one

of these new troughs is hence farther east on the mountain

side, and the other farther west on the coast side.

; •

•

lated to a thickness of 4000 to 5000 feet ; and then foil

epocli of disturbance ending in another coast synch
coast r,i'_-> ..f mountain-, in -ome pki«-e- metamorphv, ami

Inn inj' rid/.-s. manv of whieh are at present 2,000 feet or more

in height above the sea, and some in the Santa Cruz Range,

according to Whitney, over 3,500 feet.

The other is to the east of the Cretaceous axis in tl

region of the Rocky Mountain chain. A great thirkia -- "i

f beds was made in the Green River region and some

ses about the Rocky Mountain summits, a

deposits to the eastward. The thickness, in connection with

i high angle, even verta-

mie Plains south of Fort Sanders; alor

n Long's Peak and r in Colorado, etc.

he Big Horn. The Chetish or \'"
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evidences of shallow water origin, indicates a progressing geo-
synolinal, although the ocean gained no entrance to it. The
downward bending ended probably just after the Miocene
period without general displacements; but there were tiltings

along the more western border of the Tertiarv in the vicinitv
of the Wahsatch and other mountains. (See note on page 439)

(9.) Since the Miocene era, and on through much of the
Quaternary, there have been vast tissure-eruptions over the
western Eocky Mountain slopes. They had great extent espe-
cially in the Snake River region where the successive outflows
made a stratum 700 to 1000 feet thick, over an area 300 miles
in breadth. There are other similar regions but of less area.

It is thus seen that along the Pacific side of the conti-
nent the crust, under the aeti >n of lateral pressure, first bent
downward profoundly, and then yielded and suffered fracture

s-, directly along a belt, parallel with the coast,

-
1 >ver this basin to some

extent), the two great lines 400 miles apart. The plicated re-

gions, thus made, having become firm by the continued pressure
and the engendered heat and resultant solidification, the crust
next bent, and then yielded, in a similar way, along an axis
outside of the former regions of disturbance, the two axes over
600 miles apart; and again all was mended in the same w&j.
Then it bent a third time, just outside of the last range, on each
side of the same great area, the lines over 700 miles apart

;

and then, over the western of the two ranges, the bed,- were

[gea; but over the east-

ern the final disturbances w< re local and slight.

There were hence two parallel series, eotemporaneous in steps
of progress, situated on opposite borders of the Great Basin, a
coa^ series, and a > series.. , \ inc its highest member
f"v\ ud the ktMii rhe.-UM series, the grandest in its three parts,

and leaving evidences of the profoundest disturbance, and the
greatest amount of metamorphism. The Wahsatch range is

nearly as high as the Sierra : but probably a fourth of it- height
is due to the final elevation of the Eocky Mountain region.

The last bendings were more i< ing because
the crust had become stiffened by its plicated and solidified, and
partlv crystallized, coatings, as we!! as \,\ •'.•:,:._'

. :

and ther, tbre. while tic- Te f nan m< e. < m'ent- w ere in progress,

the part of the force not expend d in i rod cine them carried

forward an upward ben.!, or g> ntiejinal, <,t the vast Rorky
Mountain region as a whole. For the sane- tva-on. profound

>k (dace where bending was not possible, and
therebv immense flood* of liquid nvk we
the SM H-,.. .
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There were irregularities or exceptional courses in

with this system of movements and their effects. But these

show only that in the same area the lateral pressure at work
was not alike either in amount, or in direction, in different lati-

tudes ; nor was the resistance before it the same.

The results correspond with the well-understood effects of

lateral pressura Suppose a long beam, having an even texture

\ that a portion toward the middle (say a sixth of the

length) is stouter than the rest, to be subjected at its

direct pressure. The first yielding an<3

would take place toward the stouter portion on either ade.

If this break were mended by splicing and cementi
firmer than before, the next region of yielding would be just

outside of the former. In brief, the fracturing would be in each

case near the stouter portion of the beam. Moreover, the ex-

tent of the yielding and fracture on each side would have some

relation to the amount of pressure against that side. Just so

has it been with the earth's crust under the action of lateral

pressure. The facts further illustrate the truth, before an-

nounced, that the force from the ocean side had in some way
the advantage, and in fact was the greater. But the full dif-

ference is not indicated by the difference in the results of dis-

turbance, since the shoving force on the side of greatest pressure

would not be limited in its action to its own side, unless the

intermediate stouter region were wholly immovable.

C. Movements over the Oceanic areas.

The history of the changes of level over the oceanic areas is

necessarily a meager branch of geological science. There are,

however, some great truths to be gathered which are of pro-

founder import than is generally acknowledged. They show

that the occeanic crust has sometimes acted in the capacity of a

single area of depression. iikli..u-h .»(' so immense extent. I

allude briefly here to only two of the facts, referring the reader

to my former articles for a fuller discussion of the subject.

First, the remarkable one that nearlv all the ranges of islands

over the Pacific ocean, and even the' longer diameters of the

particular islands, lie nearly parallel with the great mountain

ranges of the Pacific coast of North America. There is a

dynamical announcement in this arrangement—which is partly

I when we refer it, as I have proposed, to th<

of directions of easiest fracture in the very nature of the infra-

Archaean crust, and regard the courses of these feature lines ot

the oceans and continents as having reference to one of these

directions. But, besides this, there is a dec!
to the direction of the pressure that acted against the continents

and reacted over the oceanic areas.
The other fact is that of the Coral island subsidence, already

referred to, which affected the tropical ocean for its whole
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breadth, or more than a quarter oi the circumference of the
globe

; sinking the sea bottom at least 3000 feet over a large
part of the area, and probably over its axial portions two or three
times this amount* The oceanic basin was evidently one basin
in its movement ; but the areas of less and greater subsidence,
of parallel KW. by W. trend, so alternate along the southern
border of the region of subsidence that we may conclude there
were great parallel waves, made by lateral pressure in the crust,
as I have elsewhere explained, f that is, geosynclinals and
geanticlinals, such as are the only possible conditions of the
crust under the lateral pressure of contraction. Now this
great oceanic subsidence, involving the breadth of the ocean,
if begun in the Tertiary era, as is probable, was going forward
at the very time when the Eocky Mountains, and other great
mountains of the globe, were in progress of elevation, as if these
were counterpart movements in the "earth's surface: and it con-
tinued on di rinii ll > G a< ial era, when the continental eleva-

tions appear to have reached their highest limit.

We gather from these facts how it is that a general submer-
gence, or an emergence, might characterize cotemporaneously

- of North America and Europe ; as, for example, in

rboniferoos, Carboniferous and Permian periods, din-
ing which the rocks show that there was a general parallelism
in the movements. If a geanticlinal were in progress over the
middle of fc]

•.<! thrust in

the continent;
i .mi ,., , .-. V ,-ni-ts, there might also be a reverse

movement or general sinking along the continental borders, as

well as a rise of water about the continents from the diminu-
tion in the ocean's depth: and when the oceanic geanticlinal

flattened out again through subsidence, the subsiding crust

""uM naturally produce a reverse movement along one or both
1 "ti t mental borders.
From the various considerations here presented, derived from

both the continental and oceanic areas, it is apparent that the
earth has exhibited its oneness of individuality in nothing more
fandamentally and completely than in the heavings of its con-

The subjects of metamorphis
eruptions and volcanoes remain tor uiseussio

propose to consider the steps in the origina

nental plateaus and oceanic basins, and also
]

bearing on the general nature of the infra-Arcl
the part below the earth's superficial coatings.

Author's Rep. Geol. Wilkes U, S. Kxpl. Kxped.. -Ito. IS

t Rep. Geol. K ate and Cora] Um
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Art. XLVII.— On the relations of the Sandstone, Conglomerates
and Limestone of Sauk County, Wisconsin to each other and to

the Azoic; by Prof. James H. Eaton.

The age of the quartzite hills and ridges of Sauk County
has been satisfactorily determined by Mr. Eoland Irving* to

be Pre-silurian. Mr. James Hall f in his report of the State

Survey calls them Huronian. On Dr. Lapham's map a small

region on the Eau Claire Eiver, adjacent to the great central

area of granitic rocks, is colored as quartzite. An examina-
tion of this locality, to determine whether the latter rest uncon-
formably upon the former, would perhaps determine their age.

For the present we can say that these rocks differ lithologically.

The accompanying map is by Mr. Wm. H. Canfield, of

Baraboo, who for many years has been the officialy surveor

for Sauk County, 2

with the especial purpose of marking the quartzite outcrop. It

has been completed for Columbia County by Mr. T. C. Cham-
berlain, of Whitewater. The dotted line east of the [Jppe*
Narrows was also added by Mr. Chamberlain. It is believed
that this map shows the entire outcrop of Azoic rocks in the
region of the Baraboo Eiver.
We have thus represented a group of islands which existed

m the Potsdam sea, with their common trend east and west, <»'

at right angles to the dip of the rucks.
* This Joum, Feb., 1872.

f Survey of Wit,. p . „.
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The following localities were visited by myself in the fall
of 1872

:

The point marked (2) on the map is the locality from which
the fossils were obtained, which were described by Mr. Alex-
ander Winchell* in 1864 In a short time a large number
of fossils were obtained from loose pieces of sandstone. I was
assured that there is a quarry of the rock in a place near by,
but the time did not suffice to find it. The fossils were Scoli-
thus linearis Hall, Orthis Barabuensis Winchell, Straparollus
/'"•'""""''"'- W'im- !>unesotensis Owen.
.

At the locality marked (4), however, fis a section (fig. 2) which
agnificent in its exposure, of all the rocks which be-

long to this region, in their stratigraphical relations, except the
limestone. It is at the railroad station, Abelman. The Bara-
boo River, in forming the Upper Narrows, has left upon the

east side a nearly vertical section, about half a mile long and
300 hundred feet high at the highest point. This section is of
a core of tilted rock, flanked on both sides by horizontal Pots-

dam sandstone and conglomerates. No doubt can therefore

remain that the tilted rock is Pre-silurian.

The dip of the entire section of Azoic rock is to the north or

slightly west of north. Its face is cut by numerous vertical

joints in the same manner as the cliffs at Devil's Lake. At the

extreme southern end the rock varies from a compact dark -col-

ored homogeneous quartzite, to a much less compact and lighter

quartzite. One large detached block of the hard, dark quartz-

fully covered with ripple-marks,

he face of the cliff toward thePassing along the face of the cliff toward the north it be-

comes covered with large blocks of quartzite, sandstone and

conglomerate, which have fallen from above.

Coming to the exposed rock again, it changes I

morphic conglomerate. This makes up more than half the

section. It ""consists of <i,,rfihr pieces of the compact Sank
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masses several tons in weight. Numerous cavities are lined

with quartz crystals. The dip here is from 75-80° N.
The remainder of the section consists of the homogeneous,

dark, compact quartzite, bedded in the same manner. We
have then indications of three successive sets of circumstances

in Azoic times ; those in which were formed respectively the

underlying quartzite, the conglomerate and the overlying quartz-

ite. The lower quartzite must have been already hardened

from the moving sands before it was broken into fragments for the

conglomerate. And then its cement was crystallized. Finally,

layers of sand spread over this were hardened.

As has been said, upon the southern flank of this Azoic

core, horizontal beds of Potsdam sandstone lie unconformably.

They extend a short distance over the edges of the upturned

beds of quartzite.

The relation of this sandstone to the underlying

shows most unmistakably the effects of shore action. The

quartzite is generally in place, but the large blocks, formed by

the crossing "of the planes of bedding and"the joints, are some-

what isolated, as if they had formed crags on an old coast,

where the wearing of the waves had enlarged the cracks. Into

these fissures and crevices the sand is forced. There are also

blocks of quartzite, that have been displaced somewhat,

which are enveloped in sandstone. In the sandstone itself is

an occasional rounded pebble of quartzite. The sandstone

which rests upon the northern flank is irregularly bedded, hav-

ing the ebb and flow structure. Farther north are three iso-

lated hills of sandstone.

Eesting on the sandstone at the south, and stretching also

over the quartzite, is a conglomerate made up of a ir

stone, like that below, containing numerous rounded pebbles

of the quartzite of various sizes. The cement makes up a

considerable part of the rock. This conglomerate, as I have

assured myself by careful examination, is exacth

mentioned by Mr. Irving as occurring on the quartzite just

northeast of Devil's Lake, and containing Potsdi

The finding of this conglomerate, therefore, in its true relation,

verifies Mr. Irving's supposition in opposition to Mr. Winchell,

that neither the conglomerate nor the quartzite is the base of the

Potsdam system, for here the true base comes in between, as

sandstone. In the same manner there is a conglomerate at^
e

north resting conformably on the sandstone and unconformably

on the quartzite. One of the isolated hills of sandstone ifi *»°

capped by the same. As nearly as could be deter

level is the same as that of the conglomerate at

But its character i- up almost entirely of

small rounded pebbles of quartzite of a pretty uniform size.

The cement is quite hard, but true sandstone.



This section then represents an old Azoic reef of tilted rock,
running east and west, washed upon either side by the waves
of the Potsdam sea. On the south the action appears to have
been gentler than on the north, for while at the south the
quartzite has been triturated to a fine sand, containing, to be
sure, larger or smaller pieces of quartzite, well rounded, the
northern shore must have been exposed to the breakers which
washed out the fine sand and left pebbles of a uniform size.

It may be that within the circle of these islands was a sheltered
bay. Mr. Chamberlain has observed at a little distance back
from the edge of the cliff, sandstone again covering the con-
glomerate and, in fact, the entire length of the quartz
eating a subsequent subsidence of the entire reef below the
water.

At the point marked (5) on the map is a limestone ouarry.
W is horizontally bedded. All points of junction with the

g rock are concealed, but it is plainly, at least, 100
feet below the Potsdam sandstone in place. Whether it is a local

deposit in the Potsdam sandstone or is the Lower Magnesian
limestone, I have not yet determined. The latter supposition
requires an enormous erosion between the putting down of the
Potsdam sandstone and the Low. r \h _ n - mestone. A
number of fossils were secured, several cephalic shields of a
trilobite, a Pleurotomaria ? and others still more indefinitely

Another feature of interest in this region is the evidence of
glacial action aside from the drift. At the point (3) on the
map is an isolated hill of sandstone. On my visit the earth
tad just been removed from a large surface in order to quarry
the rock. It was entirely smoothed and covered with glaciaj

striae. Their direction was N. 66° E. On the surface of the

limestone previously mentioned, the polishing is even more
perfect, and the stria? have the same direction. The only way
I can explain this deflection from the usual direction is. that it

was caused by the trend of the ridges. At the Glacial epoch,

the erosion of the Baraboo Y as great as

m
:

;. Canfield writes me :
" The polished surface of quartzite

that I especially mentioned to vou, * * * showing probable

glacial rubbing^ was three-fourths of the way up the bluff ip

section 27. I also stated to you my convictions that the evi-

dences of that character «-o i] 1 be found all over the tops of the
'

r; M '
• Lake oi

the Bluffs.' There is certainh a -reat d'-al oi -rauitic dchris

piled upon the top of the blurts."
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Akt. XLVIII— On the formation of the features of the Earth-

surface. Reply to criticisms of T. Sterry Hunt; bv Joseph
LeConte, Prof Geol. Univ. of California.

In the April number of this Journal, p. 264, Prof. Hunt
reviews my paper " On the formation of the great features of

the earth-surface,"* criticising some points and making reclama-

tion of others for himself. In his criticisms he has sometimes

misunderstood and sometimes, I think, hardly fairly represented

me. In his reclamations, it seems to me, that, in his anxiety

to press yet once more upon the attention of geologists his own
labors, he has mistaken the use of similar materials for the

similar use of materials. That I have used materials similar to

those used by himself and many others, I admit ; but I have

used them certainly in a different way and for a different pur-

pose. Before I commence to show this, however, let me at

once acknowledge my deep indebtedness to Mr. Hunt for the

many valuable suggestions which I have gotten from the

thoughtful and repeated study of his numerous papers. I

frankly confess that it was the study of these that first turned

my attention to what I now regard as the true star-

and for this I most heartily thank him ; but from this starting

point we have certainly worked in somewhat different direc-

tions, as I now proceed to show.
1. My starting point is the proposition that u the whole

foundation of theoretic geology must be reconstructed on the

basis of a solid earth." But Mr. Hunt states that this has been

his starting point ever since 1858. This is very true. I did

not say it was a new starting point. I am sure no reader of my
paper could imagine that I made any such claim. On the con-

trary, this starting point is necessitated by a belief in the soliditv

of the earth, to which belief, I had just previously stated

""2), many of the most advanced geologists were fast com-

Among" these advanced geologists, I had in my mind
(p. 352), many of the most advanced
ing.

Mr. HHunt, but did not think it necessary to mention so obvious

•ry, now, I did not If I deserve any credit at

all m connection with this much coveted starting pom
collecting and arranging the evidence against the other starting

point, and in favor of this one, and thus justifying my selection

as the only rational one.

2. Again : after leaving the starting point, one of the im-

portant steps in my march was the aqueo-igneousfusion of deeply

" '•'"-;

erms. But Mr. H ;
- too, he has
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been insisting upon for years. Very true, again. I suppose
there is no geologist in this country, or in Europe, who is not
fully aware of this. Mr. Hunt does not give sufficient credit to
the good memory of geologists, or to the importance of his own
papers, or he would not have thought it necessary to mention it

again. If the idea had been original with Mr. Hunt, and con-
fined to him, it would have been necessary to credit it to him

;

but it had already become the common property of science ; it

had been used by Herschel, and Scrope, and Lyell, as well as by
Hunt and Hall. Surely, I did not claim originality, for I

spoke of it as a well known recent view (p. 467) ; my only fault,

then, was not mentioning Mr. Hunt. I am sorry, again, I did
not do so, but I can assure him it was only because I regarded
his writings as so well known.

3. Again, Mr. Hunt had stated in one of his early papers
that the aqueo-igneous fusion of deeply buried sediments
" offers a ready explanation of the phenomena of volcanoes and
igneous rocks/' and he now states that my views are similar to
his. Mr. Hunt, it seems to me, has speculated somewhat
vaguely on this subject. Sometimes he speaks of a zone or
region of plastic matter separating a solid nucleus from a solid

crust (p. 264), through which zone the shrinking nucleus would
act on the solid crust precisely as if the whole interior were
liquid ; sometimes he speaks more truly of local masses of
plastic matter beneath great recent accumulations of sediments.
The generation of gases and vapors within the sediments is,

according to him, the force of eruption. Now, according to my
view, a zone of liquid matter would not do at all : the liquid

mass is local, and is squeezed out by horizontal pressure through
fissures, as great massive eruptions] often forming the great mass
of mountain chains, and must be local in order that it should
be squeezed out. Volcanoes, I suppose, are parasites on these

great out-squeezed masses, produced by the access of water to

their still hot interior. Let it be remembered, however, that

my subject was a theory of mountain chains ; my principal

object, therefore, was not a general theory of volcanoes, but to

explain the association of both massive <>>//, ?,\,,,s and volcanoes

tain chains.

4. I had stated (p. 468) that the >n of sedi-

ments determined lines of weakness and, therefore, lines of

yielding to horizontal pressure. Mr. Hunt now states that he
had previously expressed similar views in similar language. I

freely admit this, although I did not know it when I wrote; it

had escaped my memory. This is the only sin I have to ac-

knowledge. As far as I know, the idea is original with Mr.

Hunt, and I ought to have known it and credited him with it.

I now do so ino.-t heartily. But observe, my main object was
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not the fact itself, but the use of the fact in sustaining my
theory. All I claim here, therefore, is the connection of this

fact with the position andformation of mountain chains.

5. I attribute the enormous foldings of the strata of mountain

chains to horizontal crushing together, produced by the interior

contraction of the earth. Mr. Hunt makes reclamation of

this also. Let us compare our views on .this subject. Me
Hunt attributes the folding of the Appalachian chain to three

causes
;

(a) Subsidence of a convex mass of sediments
;
(this I

have shown (p. 461) could not take place if the sedimentation

and the subsidence went on pari passu, (b) Contraction of the

strata by metamorphism
;

(this I suppose could only produce

foldings by producing subsidence of the convex surface, and

therefore, is subject to the same difficulties as the last.)

(c) Horizontal pressure produced by interior contraction. The

first, Mr. Hunt says, is probably not the principal cause, but I

cannot think he regarded the last as a great cause, for he does

not connect it with deratim, <a th? chain. Now. according to my
view, folding is produced entirely hy the horn
indissolubly connected with this crushing together horizontally, is the

up-swelling vertically, and the formation of the mountain chain.

Again, Mr. Hunt's Appalachian foldings were going on during

the whole process of sedimentation; mine commenced only

after the sedimentation was completed. That the latter view is

the true one, is proved by the fact that the last layer of the

Coal-measures is not only folded, but folded equally with the

lower strata. That the folding took place only after sedimenta-

tion was completed, is not, of course, original with me: it is

the common belief of geologists. All I claim is the
;

. on the one hand, with hurhmtn 1 ''r»Jmtg as a sole

cause, and on the other with the formation of !h>. chain.

6. I stated (p. 462), that Hunt and Hall leave the sediments

just after the whole preparation had been made, but before the

actual mountain formation has taken place, and, therefore, this

theory had been characterized as a theory of mounl
the mountains left out. Mr. Hunt, referring to this statement,

says that Hall and himself had been much misunderstood by

myself as well as by others ; that neither he nor Hall ever pro-

posed any theory of mountain formations at all, but only a re-

turn to the views of Buffon and Montlosier, that " mountains

are fragments of denuded continents."
In order to make my explanation of this point clear, I find it

necessary to define mv terms. The word mountain is loosely

used, in >• opuhu- lan-mure, to express

every considerable inequality of the earth surface, from a great

mountain chain like the Amies or the Himalayas, to .

of circiumi - >m the upper Mississippi. The
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result has been much confusion of thought. For it is evident
that the great bulge which constitutes a mountain chain, and
which can be seen only from a distance, is formed in an entirely

different way from the smaller inequalities which constitute

scenery ; the former is evidently produced by general causes
affecting the whole earth, the hitter wholly hy erosion. I think
therefore, that it is necessary ver; iguish these
in our theories. In my own lectures I no longer divide moun-
tains into two kinds, mountains of upheaval and mountains of
erosion, but simply treat the whole subject of mountains under
the two heads of mounini,, f.rmatin,, and mountain sculpture.

All portions of continents, it is true, are sculptured in this way,
but this is especially true of mountain chains, which are the

great theaters of erosion as of igneous agencies. When I speak
of mountain formation, therefore, I mean only the formation of
the great bulge or convex plateau which constitutes the chain;

but when Mr. Hunt speaks of mountains as " fragments of de-

nuded continents," he refers, of course, not to the chain, but to

the smaller inequalities, or the effects of sculpture. It is cer-

tainly one of the great glories of American geology, to have
clearly shown by the study of the Appalachian chain the im-

mensity of this work of erosion ; that not only the smaller

ridges and ravines, bul Great canons, wide valleys and lofty

peaks owe their origin to this cause alone. To Lesley, Hull

and Hunt is chiefly due the credit of expounding these views.

I confess their writings have been of immense service to me in

my mountain studies. But I insist that a theory of these is not

a theory of mountain chains. The older geologists, it is true,

neglected far too much the effects of erosion, and attributed

every peak, and ridge, and valley, to upheaval, or fracture, or

engulfment ; but there still remains the great bulge or convex
plateau, the real chain, to be accounted for; for no one imagines
this to be the result of erosion.

Now it is preciselv this convex plateau which, I had sup-

posed, Hall and Hunt" * "Hon. I had supposed
that they regarded the Appalachian chain as first a great convex

submarine plateau produced by a line of sedimentation ; then this

raised into a m„-v , „,<,>,„> >:,', plateau by continental elevation ;

and finally this plateau sculptured into its present forms. I

admit that all of this is not clearly and definitely expressed,

but when I attempted t<> formulate their views clearly 1 could

arrive at no other result. Others, I believe, have arrived at a

similar interpretation of their views. Under the impression

that this was their view. I proceeded to show that it certain ly

was not true, since the Appalachian region at the end of the

Paleozoic era, and immediately before the formation of the

chain, was not a convex plateau of any kind, but a concave
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trough, and the whole bulging took place afterward by the

crushing together of its strata. But now (if I understand

him aright, for he is still not very clear) Mr. Hunt says that

the Appalachian plateau or chain was formed by the same

unknown process by which the continent was elevated

;

was formed by continental elevation, which from some unknown
cause was greater in the Appalachian region. I wish much he

had clearly expressed this at first ; it would have saved much
useless discussion. I confess, however, I can not find anything

like this in his previous papers or in the writings of Prof. Hall.

In the early presentation of a difficult subject, however, some

want of clearness is pardonable.

7. According to my view, foldings are a necessary concomi-

tant of mountain formation ; but Mr. Hunt, p. 267, thinks both

cleavage and foldings are mere accidents, unnecessary to moun-

tain structure ; and he cites examples of mountains on the upper

Mississippi composed of perfectly horizontal strata, and of Cats-

kill mountain composed of nearly horizontal strata, uncompli-

cated with foldings. I could add other examples from my own

observations on the Sierra chain. Mt. Dana, a magnificent peak

more than 13,300 feet high, on the very crest of the Sierras, is

composed of strata which seem to be perfectly horizontal. But

this is no objection to my theory ; it is only an example of the

confusion of thought of which I speak above. The explana-

tion of the difference between mountain forma tiou and mountain

sculpture, between mountain chains and so-called erosion moun-

tains, completely answ t. I was speaking of

chains, not of isolated peaks. Mountain chains are, I believe, al-

ways folded ; but in the extensive erosion of the wide folds ol

thick strata it would be strange indeed if no portions where the

strata were horizontal were 'left as peaks. This is the case.

doubtless, with Catskill and Mt. Dana. As for the erosion hills

of the upper Mississippi, the explanation is still simpler. There

is no mountain chain there at all ; these hills are only fragments

of denuded continental strata.

8. I hold the view (p. 464) that during the Paleozoic era there

existed a continental mass, probably of considerable extent, to

the eastward of the Appalachian region. Mr. Hunt again

makes reclamation for rs. Surely there was no

necessity for reclamation. If I had imagined that this was new,

I would nave devoted a whole paper to it, not have dismissed it

in a single very short paragraph. But I certainly do not leave

this point doubtful ; on the contrary, I say " evidences are daily

accumulating" on this point : vt Uv "///labors; fori was on the

Pacific coast ; but by the labors of others. I of course referred

to the very evidence which Mr. Hunt mentions, but did not

vith facts so
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well known. If I deserve any credit in this connection, it is in

giving something more of definit on and espe-

9. In the last paragraph of my paper, I acknowledge my in-

ability to explain those "great and wide-spread otcttl.aUous

which have marked the great divisions of time, and have left

their impress in the general unconformability of the strata ; the
last being that of the Post-tertiary period." "After quoting this,

Mr. Hunt goes on to say that it is precisely this upward move-
ment which constitutes the continental elevation of Montlosier, Hall
and himself, and which give rise to plateaus by the erosion of
which are formed mountains. And since I regard plateau-for-

mation the only true mountain formation, by my own admission
(so argues Mr. Hunt) mountain formation is still unexplained.
Thus Mr. Hunt makes me, after writing a paper to explain the
formation of mountain chains, in the last paragraph acknowl-
edge that it is inexplicable. I wonder Mr. Hunt did not rather

suspect that he had entirely misunderstood me.
It was not upward movement or downward movement which

I regarded as inexplicable, but oscillation or movement upward
and downward alternately in the same place. All the causes of

movement of which I had previously spoken would continue
to act in the same direction, and therefore the continents ought to

grow higher and larger and the sea-bottoms deeper. On the
whole, this has probably been the case throughout the geologi-

cal history of the earth, as has been so beautifully shown by
Dana for the North American continent. The recent observa-

tions on the wonderful persistence of deep-sea faunae and therefore

of deep-sea conditions, through many geological periods, go far

to confirm this view for the sea-bottoms. Previously geologists

had mostly regarded the earth's crust only as oscillating ; Dana
showed gradual development or evolution of continents in the

midst of oscillation. Now I have attempted to explain the

nt, but acknowledge my inability yet to explain the

oscillations.

10. Finally, Mr. Hunt eriti< ise>. and perhaps justly, my views
as to the chemical cause of the intense heat so often found in

lavas. Since the publication of Mr. Mallet's paper, I much
prefer adopting his views on this subject. I now, therefore, re-

gard the process of mountain formation to be briefly as follows

:

lines of thick sediments, rise of geo-isotherms and aqueo-igne-

ous softening determine lines of yielding; then crushing to-

gether horizontally and swelling up vertically forms the chain : but

once the yielding commences, then m> <•!,<! ni<-nl >->«'rg>/ it '-hanged

into heat, which may thus be increased to any amount and pro-

duce true igneous fusion.
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Art. XLIX.

—

Notes of Observations on Jupiter and its

by Prof. M. Mitchell, of Vassar College. No. 2.

The following observations were made with the equatorial

telescope of the observatory of Vassar College, the object-glass

of which is 12-J- inches in diameter; the powers us

from 200 to 250. Longitude of obs. 4" 55m 37s
; lat. 41° 40' 50".

1872, Jan. 5. At ll h 12"' P. M. the 3d satellite and its

shadow, and the 1st satellite and its shadow, were seen on the

disc of Jupiter at the same time. The 3d satellite was not

round, but elongated in the direction of the belts of Jupiter,

as small as the shadow of the 1st and nearly as dark, the color

being brown. The 1st satellite was seen as a brilliant white

first satellite in transit does not seem to be a consequence of

difference of brilliancy of color between it and the planet.

1872, Jan. 17. 8*> 15" to 9h 12™. A circular whit.

seen on the lower part of the broad belt of Jupiter, sufficiently

denned to be measured.
On the 25th, at 8 P. M., a spot, apparently exact]

seen on the 17th, was observed in the upper part of the broad

belt, measuring nearlv the same in diameter.

1872, Jan. 30. The 1st satellite which was known to be

upon the planet could not be seen until it

its egress, although its path must have lain wholly within the

dark belt. It was by measurement smaller in diameter than

its shadow.

1872, Feb. 2. The 2d satellite was seen ae a

white spot when a little past the center of the disc. The

shadow appeared to be larger than the satellite, but, on measur-

j be smaller.

1872, Feb. 7. The 3d satellite showed a very well defined

disc with no spot. Its diameter was 2"'09.

1872, Feb. 26. The 4th satellite was occulted. It became

very indistinct as it approached Jupiter. Its light was whiter

than that ol the whitest portion of the planet. It became in-

visible at 9b 48™ 42 s -64.

1872, Feb. 28. The night was remarkably good. Two
large white spots were seen on the equatorial belt at 7 P. *•

They were well defined and were measured. They were vis-

ible for a short time only, and could not be seen to follow with

the planet as it turned. Dark spots seemed to succeed them

in the same position on the disc.

The 3d sat. 'Hire was first seen to emerge from shadow at



1872, March 1. The 1st satellite was seen to come out of
the shadow at 6h 49m 98

9.

1872, March 7. The 1st satellite seemed to touch the limb,
in transit at 7h 13m 51 8

-6, was wholly on the disc at 7h 19m 9 '6
;

after which it was seen for only ten minutes.

1872, March 10. Three dark spots were seen upon the prin-
cipal belt, larger and as dark as the shadow of the 1st satellite,

which was also on the planet's surface. The shadow seemed
to become smaller and more distinct as it approached the limb

;

it was last seen at 7h 56m 368 -88. By measurement the diame-
ter of the shadow of the satellite was larger than that of the
satellite. The 3d satellite was free from spots.

^
1873, Jan. 19. Observations on Jupiter began at 8h 30m P. m.

The 3d satellite was known to be in transit, but could not be
seen until it had passed the center of its path. It was then an
irregular dark spot It became more round and well defined
:| <"1 again ii i >ti net, although there were no perceptible changes
of light and shade on the disc of the planet, and the air was
steadily improving.

1873, Feb. 4. At a little after 9 P. M. the 4th satellite was
seen on the disc of Jupiter as a brownish-- r;u marking, not

far from the preceding limb, it was lost for' a time, but re-

appeared when near the limb. Like the other satellites in that

position, it showed a disc similar to that of the moon seen
through mist. It was first seen to protrude bevond limb at

9h 35m 458 -20; was wholly off at 9h 38m 81 rt -20. The 3d satel-

lite, shining tar from Jupiter, showed a disc irregular in shape
and hazy in outline. The broad belt of Jupiter was sli-ditlv

reddish.

"

1873, Feb. 17. Observations began at 7h 32ra
. The shadow

of the 1st satellite could be seen, thrown upon the planet, it

was not round, but elongated in a direction perpendicular
to the broad belt, upon which it was seen. As usually hap-
pens, the satellite was seen round and snowy white a few min-
utes before it left the disc; it was much whiter than Jupiter.

1st satellite was wholly ..IV a: *" 47"' 12 -."i
: -haoow hist seen

8b 52m 008
.

1873, Feb. 25. The 2d satellite was occulted at 9" 49- ,12^}.

1878. March 11. Jupiter was seen between thing clouds.

but the seeing was excellent A faint rosy tinge < Id be seen

on the upper part of the broad equatorial belt, on which there

was a large white spot. The 3d and 4th satellites showed dis-

tinct discs; that of the 3d was md.lv in e.Jor. The 1st satel-

lite was occulted. It touched the limb at *' 4h'"' 23"1 : was

the limb at 8" 48m 17ST : was last seen at «"ol m 23"-«.
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ceived. The 2d satellite touched the limb at 8h 30m 128,
75,

was wholly within the limb at 8h 38m 008
-25, after which it

could be seen for a very few minutes.

1873, March 17. 10 p. m. The 3d satellite was seen as a

dull irregular shading upon the disc of the planet. It became
a well denned brownish-gray spot as it neared the center, seem-

ing to be preceded by a minute grayish spot, possibly denoting

an irregularity in the shape of the satellite. Diameter of 3d

satellite = l"-8 as measured while in transit.

1873, March 28. The equatorial belt was marked bv two
large white spots, which seemed to narrow and elongate in an

equatorial direction as the planet turned. The shadow of the

... -p. 92m 44s -5.

Art. L.

—

Some remarks on the Geological Structure of a district

of country lying to the" north of the Grand Canon of the Colo-

rado ; by J. W. Powell.

The Colorado River; of the West is formed by the junction

of the Grand and Green ; from this point the course of the

river is a little west of south until the mouth of the Little

Colorado is reached, and from this last mentioned point, its

general course is to the west to the mouth of the Rio Virgen,

where it turns again to the south.

The Grand Canon extends from the mouth of the Little

Colorado to the foot of the Grand Wash, a narrow, abrupt,

canon valley extending back from the Colorado River from a

point about 60 miles above the mouth of the Rio Virgen.

This profound gorge is more than 200 miles in length, and

varies from 4,000 to nearly 6,000 feet in depth.
. .

I propose, in this article, to discuss briefly some of

pal topographical and geological features of a district ot

country lying to the north of the Grand Canon and south ot

the sources of the Sevier, east of the Colorado River, and west

of the Grand Wash and Pine Valley Mountains.

The principal tributaries of the Colorado from the region

under discussion, commencing on the west, are the Rio Virgen,

the Kanab, Tapete River and the Paria. All of these rivers,

for the greater part of their courses, run in deep _

this is true also of their tributaries ; so that the region is trav-

ersed by a labyrinth of profound canons.
From a line some distance south of the Grand (

line somewhat north of this region, all the geological forma-

tions have a general dip to the north. To the south, the upper

formations have been eroded away, and in going from the bot-
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torn of the Grand Canon north to the plateaus in which the
streams mentioned have their sources, we pass over the up-
turned edges of nearly 25,000 feet of geological formations.
Commencing below, in the most southern bends of the Grand
Canon, we find about 1,000 feet of metamorphic crystalline
schists, with dykes and beds of granite. In the lateral cafi< >ns,

which enter from the north, we discover another group of rooks,
composed chiefly of sandstones and shales, with varying local
dips. Dykes of eruptive rocks penetrate these beds in many
places, or pass through them in others, and large accumula-
tions of igneous material are found. This group is non-con-
formable with the lower metamorphic rocks, for wherever the
junction has been seen there are abundant evidences of exten-
sive erosion intervening. The rocks are of Pre-carboniferous
age. No fossils have been found in them, but the Carboniferous
rocks lie on their upturned edges, so that there was a long
period of erosion separating these formations also. The Car-
boniferous sandstones, limestones, and shales, next succeeding,
are from 4,000 to 5,000 feet in thickness ; then we have about
2,500 feet of what are deemed to be Triassic rocks ; next we
have 1,000 or 1,200 feet of Jurassic rocks ; still surmounting
these, we have 1,800 or 2,000 feet of Cretaceous beds, and then
we reach Tertiary rocks, 3,000 or 4,000 feet in thickness in this

district, but farther to the north m of nearly
7,000 feet.

The most remarkable features of the country are the deep
narrow caflons by which it is its explora-
tion a task of no little magnitude. The canon walls are tower-
ing escarpments of rock, that in many places cannot be scaled.

The class of features next in importance consists of long
lines of cliffs which stand athwart the country. These cliffs

height, and scores or hundreds of miles m length: in many
places quite vertical above, with a sloping tains at the toot.

There are two series of these cliffs in the region under discus-

sion, having their origin in very different causes. The olifls

belonging to one of the series have an easterly and westerly
trend

; the other a northerly and southerly.

The lines of clitis which extend across the country in an
easterly and westerly direction will be discussed first." Start-

ing at the brink of the Grand Canon and goin<. to the north.

we travel on the summit of Carboniferous formations, until we
reach a line of cliffs from 100 to 400 feet in altitude. This
escarpment is capped by a firm!y cemented conglomerate con-
taining many fragments of silicified wood, and ovi :

are scattered many like fragments, and .-ometimes hmm t;..

trunks, which are the remnants of rocks ai one time overlying
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the conglomerate, but now carried away by erosion. Ondeiiy-

ing this cap are variegated sandstones and marls. The whole

group is probably of lower Triassic age. The silicified woods

so abundant here are called by the Indians who inhabit the

country, Shin-ar-ump ; or, The arrows of Shin-aii-av. (Shi-

nauav is the Hercules of their mythology.) To the cliffs they

give the name Shin-ar-ump Mu-Kwan-i-Kunt, and we have

adopted as the English name, Shin-ar-ump (or Arrow) cliffs.

Still passing to the north a few miles, we reach the foot of a

second line of cliffs, composed of red sandstone, and beds of

lighter color, which are stained red on the -miaee. To this

line the Indians have given the name Un-Kar Mu-Kwan-i-

Kunt; we have adopted the translation, YwmUlnn <Vff\ Thi-

escarpment is often more than 1,000 feet in altitude, bold in

outline and brilliant in color, and forms a conspicuo
on the landscape. Still going to the north for a half day's

journey or more, we reach the foot of another line of cliffs,

which are capped by nearly two hundred feet of limestone, be-

neath which is found a bed of massive light-grey sandstone.

The Indian name for this line is, At-sf-gar Mu-Kwan-i-Kunt,
or, Gray Cliffs, which English equivalent we have adopted.

The limestone at the summit contains Jurassic fossils.

Continuing to the north, Cretaceous beds are seen in the hills

on either side ; farther to the east these beds are found in two

lines of cliffs, of which no farther mention will here be made.

Having passed the Cretaceous rocks, and many hundreds of

feet of lower Tertiary, we reach the foot of another line ot

cliffs composed of limestones and sandstones ; some of these

beds are of light pink color, and the exposed edges of all are

stained in such a manner as to give the same bright color to

the entire face of the escarpment. To this line we have given

the name Pink Cliffs, being the English translation of the

Indian name, Un-tsaw-ar Mu-Kwan-i-Kunt.
The general dip of all these formations, it will be remem-

bered, is to the north, and in passing from one line i

another, where the san red, a gradual descent

is made ; but the traveler in going north is almost impercepti-

bly passing on to later formed beds, until he meets with a hue

of cliffs where the ascent is made abruptly. The Shinarump

Cliffs have been traced from a point west of the Rio Virgen to

a point many miles east of the Colorado River,—a distance ot

nearly 200 miles; the Vermilion Cliffs have been traced some-

what lather, as have the Gray Cliffs. The Pink Chrt* are

about 50 miles in length, and form the southern boundarj <

:

two extensive plateaus that are separated by Long Valley myi

the Valley of the Sevier, and have a general altitude above the

sea of eight to nine thousand feet
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It will be seen from this description that to go from the bot-
tom of the Grand Canon to the summit of these plateaus, you
must climb by a great geographical stairway, the steps of which
have an attitude of many hundreds of feet, and a width of
many miles. As the rocks dip to the north, the difference in alti-

tude between the two points is only about 7,000 feet ; but were
the beds horizontal, the plateau would be more than twice that
height above the river.

It is a remarkable fact that the geological formations do not
terminate by a thinning out of the strata, or by gently eroded
slopes, but most of them end abruptly in line's of cliffs; and
where these are found it is inv; riabh seen that the summits of
Ihe escarpments are composed of rocks of a homogeneous and
firm texture, with underlying rocks that yield more readily to
atmospheric degradation, that is, the rocks below are of hetero-
geneous composition, and are not friable.

Another of the important conditions under which these won-
derful cliffs have been formed, is this : that the progress of the
emergence of the folds above the general surface of the country,
or level of the sea, was, in its earlier stages at least, little or no
greater than the progress of erosion, so that the rocks were car-
n t'-d away quite ns fast as they were exposed to denudation.
It would be beyond tfo fcs of such an article as
the present to discuss this subject.

The lines of cliffs which have a northerly and southerly

faulting or fol<

broken folds, for reasons which will subsequ
On the east side of the Grand Wash we discc

fault extending across the Colorado Eiver. The
fault is on the west <uh- of the fracture. The wa
in situ—for I supposed it to be a drop, not an uplif

a bold escarpment which forms < ;

Wash. To the escarpment we havi

Wash Gliflfe, and to tfas

Farther to thee ;! st ai

parallel to the first; the

wliirl/'nn.cri?,''

1

ii a'
'

'"n '•

f

i'libou" thirty mi

northern termii.

remarkably steep escarpment, in mucl
precipice, impossible to be scaled even
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mountain climbing. Several small towns have been located

along its foot, and tbe people have given to the cliffs lying to the

south of the Rio Virgen, the name Hurricane Lodge, but in

order to conform this to my general nomenclature, I have called

it Hurricane Cliff. The line of cliffs north of the Rio Virgen we
designate as Toker Cliffs ; the displacement we call Hurricane

Fault
It will be observed that the direction of these faults is, in a

general way, at right angles to the grand strike of the forma-

tions, and as the drop is to the west of the fracture, the local

dip is easterly.

Going yet farther to the east about twenty miles, another

fracture is discovered. This has been seen to extend south of

the canon twenty-five or thirty miles ; how much farther it

may continue is not known. It has been traced to the north

through the Yermilion Cliffs, where Short Creek Canon marks
its position. Where it crosses the Shinarump Cliffs, the dis-

placement is seen to be about 120 feet On the north side of

the Grand Canon it is marked by a canon valley about thirty

miles long, to which we have given the Indian name, To-ro-

weap. At the foot of the valley, on the brink of the Grand

Canon, the displacement was found to be 820 feet, and it ap-

pears to be still greater on the south side. We have named this

To-ro-weap Fault, and to the clifts have given the same name.

Again to the east another fault is discovered. We are not yet

certain whether this extends to the south of the Grand Canon

or not ; the most southern point where it has been seen is about

ten miles north of the canon, from which point it has been

traced past Pipe Spring to the foot of Long Valley, thence up

Long Valley to its head, and from thence across the divide to

the head of' Sevier Valley, down the Sevier Valley to Salina,

and still continuing in a northerly direction up the Sanpete

Valley to its head opposite Mount Nebo. The drop of the

rocks is still on the western side of the fissure, and varies from

100 to 3,000 feet In some places this displacement a

as a monoclinal uplift We have named this the Fault of the

Sevier. Along its course several lines of cliffs are seen which

have been designated as follows : the line on the east side of

Sanpete Valley, Sanpete Cliffs. From the foot of Sanpete

Valley to a point about midway up the valley of the Sevier,

ranges of eruptive mountains are seen to the east, the rocks

constituting which have probably emerged from the fissure of

this fault, and have, to some extent, obscured it South of

these eruptive ranges, the eastern wall of the valley of the

Sevier is a well marked line of cliffs, which forms the western

boundary of one of the plateaus heretofore mentioned. To
this line we have given the name Sevier Cliffs. Another line
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is seen on the eastern side of Long Valley, named Long Valley
Cliffs. Another fault is seen at the canon of the Kanab. It
has been traced about thirty miles ; the drop is from 100 to 200
feet, and still on the west, but being inconsiderable, no well
marked line of cliffs has been formed ; this we call Karab
Fault.

Another fault to the east marks the western boundary of a
great plateau ; this displacement, either as a fault or monoclinal
uplift, has been traced to the northern sources of the Dirty
Devil Kiver, and it probably extends much farther ; to this we
have given the name Western Kaibab Fault The eastern
edge of the same plateau marks the line of another fault.

This has been traced about fifty miles south of the Grand
Canon, and probably extends still farther, as a continuation of
the line would strike the San Francisco Mountains, a vast
group of volcanic tables and cones, and it is conjectured that
the eruptive matter issued from the fissures of this fault and

tes ; to this we have given the name Eastern Kaibab
I like the Western, it has been traced far to the north,

and it is believed to extend to Price Kiver Valley ; but here
the drop changes and is found on the eastern side of the line.

Still other folds and faults have been found to the east, but
none of them have been traced, having been seen only at points
along their lines, and hence no farther mention of them will

here be made.
This great system of broken faults has been a subject of

much careful study. Each one has been traced along its line

through the whole extent of the country under discussion.

From time to time the drop had been measured, and a great

variety of accompanying phenomena observed. Some of these

facts are of much interest In many places the faults are seen

to branch
; in others they suddenly or gradually change into

monoclinal uplifts : in still others the drop marks but a part of

the displacement ; the edge of the fallen rock having caught
on the wall remaining ,'n .a'tn, is turned up, so that belc

appears as a fold, and above as a fault In other place;

edge of the fallen rock is bent down, and in still other places

the rocks are not separated by well defined fissures, nor are

they folded, but irregular masses of broken rocks intervene.

It is interesting to observe the way in which these two sys-

tems of cliffs are related. The eastern and western faults are

of very irregular outline ; sharp salients are set out on to

the plains below, and deep re-entering angles are seen, and

that head to the north and flow to the south, have cut

canons through the cliffs, so that it is possible to ascend these

great steps by passing up a canon way, rath- r tl :m by irhmbing

escarpments. Wherever a fault crosses one of these lines, the
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latter is broken, and where the drop of the fault is to the west,

the line of cliffs on the western side of the fault is thrown to

the south, to a distance which is in direct ratio to the extent of

the drop.

The bearing of these facts, in the study of the conditions

under which these cliffs were formed, is very interesting, but I

may not stop to discuss it farther here.

The lines of cliffs which are formed by the north and south

faults are of much more regular outline, and are more rarely

crossed by canons, yet, in a few places they are thus cut by
channels of streams. In some places these streams, in crossing

the fault, run from the upper to the lower beds. In other places

they run from the lower to the upper beds.

The next group of topographical features in this country,

consists of the plateaus, to some of which I have heretofore

alluded. East of the Grand Wash Cliffs, and west of the long

canon valley at the foot of the Hurricane Cliffs, and north of

Grand Canon, and south of a short abrupt fold that can be

seen to extend between the two faults a little south of Fort

Pierce, there is a great table, its surface having an inclination

to the northwest, determined by the grand dip of the rocks to

the north, and the local dip to the east, which is due to the

faulting. To this we have given the name Sheav-wits Plateau.

Between the Eastern and Western Kaibab Faults there is an

extensive plateau, extending fron to the foot

of the Vermilion Cliffs; the Indian name for this is Kaibab,

meaning, Mountain lying down, and pleased with its significance,

we have adopted the name Kaibab Plateau.

A triangul.ir \ ,'>!
, Ti a-i.- > md-rone is seen between the

Colorado, the Paria, and House Kock Valley
I

for this we have

adapted the Indian name, Un-kar Kaiv-av-i. The Indian name

for the plateau east of the head-waters of the Sevier is Pouns-

a-gunt. meaning, the Home of the Beaver; this name we have

ted. The plateau west of the river they called Mar*

Mgunt, Home of the flowering bushes ; I hardly need add

that we were pleased to adopt this name also.

Through the great fissures of these faults floods of lava have

issued and spread over tin- country in broad sheets, or run

down into and filled the valleys. The earlier sheets of this

basalt, being of firmer texture than the sedimentary rocks,

have preserved the districts of country over which they have

spread from erosion, and thus table-mountains have been

formed. In our earlier studies we supposed that some ot

these mountains were masses of igneous rocks. On farther

examination it was found that they are composed of sedi-

mentary beds with caps of basalt only. Since the
of such beds of basalt, atmospheric agencies have carried awty
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many hundreds of feet of the adjacent softer beds, leaving
those portions of the bed, protected by the harder material, as

table-shaped mountains. As erosion advanced on the sides of
these mountains, the more friable material below was carried
away, and the edges of the sheet of basalt undermined, and
huge blocks have tumbled down, and, to a greater or lesser

extent, obscured the true structure of the mountain. In many
places later overflows have occurred in these mountains, not
issuing from the summits of such tables, on the flanks, and it

may be accepted as a general rule, that the later the flow, the
lower the point from which it emerged.

In other regions the-' -hevt- of basalt seem to have been
formed at a period later than those seen in the table mountains,
so that only low mesas appear; but of course no definite line

of demarcation can be drawn between such mesas and what
we have designated as table mountains.
The expiring energies of these eruptive :*_ neies have left

great numbers of cinder cones standing in lines along the fis-

sures. Many of these have well defined craters, and they
everywhere form conspicuous features on the landscape.

Canons and Valleys.

No sharp line of division can be drawn between canons and
valleys. For convenience, we designate intervening depressions

caused by erosion, canon valleys, but all of these excavated
basins and troughs will be included under the general head of

valleys.

This is a region almost everywhere of naked rock. The
caflon walls, and cliffs, present vertical sections of strata of

great magnitude, and the nakedness of the upper surface of the

, together with the exposure in the escarpments, make it

possible t<? examine the geologi

with great thoroughness

;

a degree of certainty elsewhere ra

circumstances, it has bee

which have combined tc . detenu

> discover the

i of the folds.

y in the follow

Order first : transverse ivalleys.

angles to the strike.

Order secc>nd : longitudi mil vail

is the strike.

Of the firsit order three v;irietiesa
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Of the second order we also have three varieties :

A, anticlinal valleys, which follow anticlinal axes

;

B, synclinal valleys, which follow synclinal axes;

C, monoclinal valleys, which run in the direction of the

strike between the axes of the fold, one side of the valley

formed of the summits of beds, the other side composed of the

cut edges of the formation.

Many of the valleys are thus simple in their relation to the

folds; but as we have two systems of displacements, a valley

may belong to one class in relation to one fold, and to another

in its relation to a second ; such we designate as complex val-

leys. Again, a valley may belong to one class in one part of

its course, and to another elsewhere in its course ; such we des-

ignate compound valleys. It will farther be noticed that val-

leys may have many branches, but in relegating a valley to its

class we consider only the stem of the valley proper, and not

its branches.

A great diversity in the features of all these valleys is ob-

served:. Most of these modifications are due to three principal

causes : first, a greater or lesser inclination of the rocks ;
sec-

ond, the texture of the beds, that is, their greater or lesser

degree of heterogeneity ; the third class of modifying influences

is found in the eruptive beds.

In the country under discussion the opportunities for study-

ing the effects and extent of erosion are very great. The

amount of erosion exhibited in the Grand Canon alone is so

great as almost to stagger belief If a hundred mountains,

each as large as Mount Washington, were tumbled into this

canon, they would scarcely fill it ; but even this great amount
" ' furnish a practicable unit with which to t~~"""

denudation of the country. A vast labyrinth of deep gorges

mding to every part of this region, andhas been <•:

should we compute the amount of rock-

to the general level of the country, we si

agre term of comparison for the sum of the material \v u«

I been carried away by rains and rivers.

the flanks of the folds which are found everywhere

the valley of the Colorado, we see the edges of I

which once, doubtless, extended quite over the folds. 1 hat

these formations were once continuous appears evident from

the following considerations : first, they are not seen either to

thin out, or thicken up, and bear no evidences of having been

immediate shore formations ; second, they terminate in abrupt

escarpments ; third, they may be traced on either side of the

folds, and seem to have"the same lithological and paleontologi-

teristics; and fourth, outliers of the formal
be discovered in many places, that have withstood the vicissi-
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tudes of erosion. The most remarkable of these are such as
have been protected by sheets of eruptive rocks. In the
Minkaret Mountains we find a group of basaltic tables and
cones standing far out on the Carboniferous rocks. Twenty-
five or thirty miles to the north we are able to study a series of
shales, marls, and sandstones, of Triassic age, exposed in the
Shinarump Cliffs. The surface of the country intervening
between the mountains and the cliffs is seen" to be Upper
Carboniferous; but here, in the mountains, from 1,200 to 1,500
feet of Triassic rocks can be studied, and it is found that all the
details of bedding observed in the cliffs are repeated on the
sides of these tables ; they are thus proved to be outliers of
beds that formerly extended over the intervening region.

The contemplation of this vast extent of erosion will not
stagger us, when we reflect that the sedimentary beds are
evidences of an amount of erosion co-extensive with the magni-
tude of these formations, and anterior to that which we are now
studying ; but it is interesting to study erosion by observing

.ite effects, rather than examining beds which only
give evidences that such an amount of erosion actually oc-

curred,—without being able to trace it farther.

The general history of the geological operations recorded in

this desolate waste can be briefly summed in the following

statement : The deposition of beds, of many thousands of feet

in thickness, in which are enclosed the relics of life which
existed when these rocks were formed, and which were buried
in their accumulating sands ; then the folding and faulting of
the whole sei -ith this, the excavation of a

wonderful system of gorges, and the carving of a vast net-work
of valleys, leaving behind towering cliffs stretching across the
country in every direction, and still, pari passu, with the fold-

ing, and faulting, and denudation, great floods of lava were
poured out from the interior to fill valleys, and form mesas,

and tables, and mountain cones. And in the present period

we have an ensemble of topographical features embossed on the

face of the country, wild, irnmd. and desolate.

on certain Errors ,'„ Mr. J-tfrei/ss A flick-

of E'irop'' ^omji'ir^l 'i-itji /hose of Eastern

bv A. K. Verrill.*

the distinguish'-'! author is much
I Magazine of Nat. Hist., IV, vol. xi, p. 206.
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familiar with American than with European shells. But as the

dredgings in connexion with the investigations of our fisheries

by the U. S. Fish Commission were under my superintendei

during the two past seasons, and Mr. Jeffreys alludes to ine

fact (though rather indefinitely) that he, by invitation of Pro-

.1. accompanied us on several dredgiu.e-cxcursious in

1871, it seems necessary that I should point out some of the

more important of tlie.se error.-. test it lie supposed by some

that the same views are held by me.
It is not my intention to discuss at this time the numerical

results presented by Mr. Jeffreys; 'but I would remind the

readers of his article that the regions compared are in no respect

similar or parallel, and that it is scarcely fair to compare the

shells from the entire coast of Europe with those from about

200 miles of the coast of New England, where t:

climate is for the most part more arctic than that of th<

north of Scotland—and. moreover, that the last edition of

Gould's "Inverlebrata of Massachusetts'
7

contains only a pari o?

the species added to our fauna since the first edition was pub-

lished in 1841. and ven little of the great mass ot facts in

regard to distribution. &c., which have been accumulated by

American naturalists during the last thirty years. Conse-

quently that work is far from being a good " standard of com-

parison/' To make a just comparison, all the shells on our

coast, from Labrador to Florida, should be compared with those

of Europe.
And without going into a long discussion of his

views on the geographical distribution of our shells, I would

remark that, to an American, it seems rather singular that iimst

European writers, whether zoologists or botanists, find it

necessary to trace back to a European origin all the exist nu

species of this country, and to suppose that they have '' mi-

grated" from Europe to America and other countri

opposing currents and all other obstacles. Thus M
can imagine that our land and freshwater shells could have mi-

grated from Europe all the way acroS, A-ia. the I\

and North America in order to re

but he does not seem to think it possible that they may have

originated in America, and thence crossed to Europe in the di-

rection of the prevailing currents and winds. Nevertheless

geology teaches us that America was a great continent, in very

early ages, when Europe was on ads; that no

other country is richer in the remains of terrestrial

plants connecting the Tertiary and Cretaceous ages with the

F< *mt: that m; v th -e supposed European fori, -

. kto oar Tertiary fbrffl

ations quite as far (if not farther) than they can in Europe ;
and
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tkit many of \\v L'un-ra of animals, and especially of plants,
no « foui 1 Ii\ >i_ in i). i , Mmtries, can lx traced hack to the
Cretaceous in America and only to the Tertiary in Europe.

.

Moreover the great number and diversity of the land and fresh-

water shells of America k .</.. <>[ /",,,'.,,'/./'. M.l.nutr, &c), and
the peculiar facts in their geographical distribution, cannot but
convince any one femi] v have on^-
znafee? in America at a very remote period ; which is confirmed

t that many of these can be traced far back into our
Tertiary formations. Nor are there sufheent reasons for sup-
posing that those of our species living also in Europe have had
a history different from those thai '•> America.
Of course, no one will deny that certain species of land-shells

have been introduced from Europe in modern times by human
agency ; but, so far as most of the ideutical species are concerned,
it seems to us far more probable that America gave them to

Europe, rather than the contrary, and this whether animals or
plants, terrestrial or marine.
But the special errors to which I wish to call attention occur

in the table of species, showing their geographical distribution.

te both to the names and specific identity of certain

shells, and to their ge i fciou. Although not
agreeing with the author in regard to many of his remarks con-

cerning the generic relations and names of species, I do not pro-

pose to discuss them here; for there seems to be no danger of
their general adoption, either in Europe or America.
The following marine species (named as in Gould), which Mr.

•b'iiVeys puts down as belonging to the region north ot ('ape

Cod. actually belong properly to the region south <•: <

extending in most cases to the Carolina coa.-ts or beyond, while

north of Cape Cod they are rare or local, viz :- <

Leanum, Maclra lateral.;*, IMrkoh. )>h, t h„i;f>.r„,;.<. /'

Gouldia mactracea, Cj/therea conv I

tata, Gemma gemma. lAoeardium M-rbmi. . i, ./

Mrho" pliratu a. P^tjtt Irra.t, Aimmkt
eb-xtrim (not of Linn.). Diaphana <kb,L.<. <\ ;,/,„„ nrgza, Placo-

hranchus catulus, Orepidula fa itwaw, (X

gldUCa, laathi.i't mi*/.'--, liifin.n Gr>> /''/. < hi, !,„. a hi-iiturnli.%

O. -^ndiiwAi. Tu.rhouiUa iiih'rnt[ibi, PI*" r<>to»t<i binirlnatu, P. pli-

lh> /'-.tit.
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Kettia planulata, Mac
t, A. quadrans, A. sulca*

limatula, M ' chlorotica, Crucibulum
Littorina rudis, L. lenebrosa, L. paViata, L-- nila heros, L. insert-

ata, Nassa trivittata, Melampus bidentatus, Alexia myosotis.

Many others, not named in the above lists, are not limited bf
Cape Cod ; but as they belong properly to the northern division.

they are here omitted.

As an offset of these numerous instances in which he has

unduly exaggerated our northern fauna, we find not one un-

doubted instance of an error on the other side, among the

marine shells.

The distribution indicated for our land and freshwater shells

is even more erroneous. It is sufficiently evident that Cape

Cod is in no sense a proper boundary between the norl

southern fluviatile and terrestrial species; but, disregarding

this, there are no reasons whatever for most of the special indi-

cations that he gives.

Thus he gives the northern distribution to all of the sixteen

species of S^i <, > m f
J

, h'um ; but most of them are well

known to be widely distributed over the eastern, middle, and

western parts of the United States, some even extending to the

southern parts. Unio complanatus, U. nasutns, Margaritana

arcuntn. and Anodon implicatu* are indicated as

north of Cape Cod ; but all these are found over most of the

northern and middle states and some in the western, while the

last one is somewhat rare at the north. But Unio radiatus, t

cariosus, U. ochraceus, Margaritana undulata, M. marginata, An-

odon fluviatilis, and A. undulatvs are put down as southern. It

would certainlv be difficult to show that these, as a group, are

more southern" than the previous lot; for most of them have

nearly the same wide distribution, and all of them, except U.

cariosus, occur even in Maine. Some of them (as U.

M. undulata. and A. /fariatiUs) are the most abundant species in

all the waters of northern New England and New Brunswick.

The distribution given for the species of Valvata, Melantho, and

Amnicola is equally faulty.

All of the eighty-one species of Helix. Hyalina, \t

L'.n '.r. Pupa. Vertigo, Succinetij Arion, Zomhs. '/'' ><>ph> •
' /x

-

Limncea, Phg.su, #////,/>/.«. Phnn>rhis. and Ai-ryiu* are set down
as having the northern distribution, except H;a> : -

Pupa fallax, Limnaza catascopium. and Phgsa ancillari& But

every American concholoirist knows that 'nearly all of those

spc-ies are verv widely distributed over North America, oust.

and south, many of them being limited only by the

Gulf of Mexico on the south and California or the Pacific on the

west Nor is there any reason for the distinction mad*? in tue
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case of the four species named above ; for these, though differ-
ing among themselves, have the same distribution as many of
those put down as northern, while //. Bmneyana and P. ancilr
lana certainly have a very northern range, for they arc abun-
dant in Maine, New Brunswick, and Canada.

It is evident that such numerous errors of this kind render
the paper, so far as ovogrnphie; I distribution is concerned,
quite worthless; for it is <nrc to mislead.
Most of these errors might have been easily avoided had the

author depended less on Gould's work and more on the recent
works of American conchologists ; for there is no lack of data
in regard to the distribution of most of our shells. Even Dr.
KrimpWs "Shells of New England" (1851), if consulted,

."e saved most of the errors in regard to the distribut i< ui

of the marine shells.

The fact that there is in the southern and shallower parts of
the Gulf of St. Lawrence an isolated colony of southern shells,
may have misled Mr. Jeffreys in many cases, especially as he
evidently consulted the Canadian collections much more than
those of the United States, many of the largest of which he did
not see at all. In respect of erroneous identifications and the
induction of certain species to varieties, there is also much to be
said

; but this article is already so long that it will be neces-
sary to refer only to some of the more obvious and important
errors of this kind, leaving the rest to be discussed more fully

elsewhere.

Every naturalist should be willing to allow his fellow natu-
ralists rull liberty of opinion with respect to the specific identity
or difference of closel rallied forms: and no one can claim to
be infallible in such matters. Some of the errors to be men-
tioned do not, however, come under this head: for the species
united have only remote affinities. Nevertheless the naturalist

who has collected and earefullv studied animals in their native
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Thus he states (p. 240) that " Gemma gemma" (or ToUenia

griYOii'i) is the young Gf Yen us merceuana ! But it lias long

been known to European as well as American eoi

t'ii 11 tlie auiin .1 oY/emui'i is very different from that of r>vrc~na-

ria, and quite peculiar : that the hinue is constructed on a very

different type is well known ; and Prof G. H. Perkins has

shown (Proe. Bost. Soc. K H., 1869, p. 148) that getnma is utft-

parous, producing about three dozen young, with well-formed

shells, at one time. Moreover, the young shells of mereetiaria,

si i dl< r tli. n t1i^ adult [f
i.rnvi, are sufficiently abundant on our

shores, and may be seen in man}^ American collections ; they

are certainly very unlike the gemma in form, sculpture, and
hinge, as has been well known for more than thirty years.

Again, he states that Ana transversa is a variety of Area

p.'-rala, the former being put down as northern, the latter as

southern. That these shells are widely different in form and in

the structure of the hinge is well known ; for Dr. J. E. Gray
many years ago established a new genus (Argina) for the latter,

on account of its very peculiar hinge. That the animals are

also quite different I can assert from personal observation.

Moreover, the differences in the hinge, epidermis, and form are

remarkably constant ; and, finally, the two species have the

same geographical range from Cape Cod to South Carolina, and

are often found together. Both are very common in Long
Island Sound and New Haven harbor ; and I have examined
hundreds of specimens of both species without fii

sli - h tost evidence in favor of Mr. Jeffreys's views. Indeed, they

are only distantly related, and evidently belong to distinct gen-

era. J rgma and Saxpi, a. ma, \vh have placed

He also state- that Mart, , avail* is a variety of M. so'ldissima.

He may not have seen a specimen of the true oval*'*, for it i- not

common in collections; but the genuine oval is is certainly a

very well-marked species, widely different from the solldi.s*>»fi.

T; \ diil'cr greatly in the hinge, epidermis, form of shell,r greaily in the hinge, epic
' the umbos ; moreover, the quite (iit-

erem. j3otn occur together of equal size in the Bay of f'uu-
1
y:

b - tiie former is not known so ith of C tpe Cod. while th« * -

• '.-verywhere along our sandy shores to South

Carolina.

Concerning Astarte castanea he says, "Perhaps a variety oi

A. ha^aljs Ch. :" but cutanea is one of the best-defined see. h>

in this difficult genus, varies eomparativelv little, and do. - i.ot

extend I • north, its wuUtern. It is per-

le--Th distinct from .1. / alis. He reduces A. quadrant to a

'for, even if this view were correct, He then' makes .1. /'•-"/-
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landica a variety of A. com.pressa ; but I have already shown
(Amer. Journ. of Science, April, 1872) that it is a variety of A.
quwir.tns. His arrangement of the other species of A*tart>i is

equally objectionable, but it is not necessary to discuss them
here.

The Pectin fuse us Linsley is given as the young of P. irradi-
ans, from which it is verv distinct: 1 tit tl e writer has shown
(Amer. Journ. of Science, vol. ii, p. 361, and vol. iii, p. 218,
1871-72) that it is really the young of P. Umiicoslatus.

Dekay is given as the anrhorin for .!' fo w.'.,„,„„,.-// and J-i.

fymnota : but they were both described by Couthouy in 1838,
from whom Dekay borrowed both the d« sl-riptions and figures.

five years later.

He states that DentaUum dentale (non Linn.) is a variety of
E»t'd!s st i ntn. and rl at the !; tter is a variety of J), idu/ssorum

Sars; but both of these statements are incorrect The first is

the Dental,- >>.<,n, and is a true U-utal'um,

be strwtato;

and the latter is also quite "distinct fr.> i a'hr^n urn. Possibly
Mr. Jeffreys has not seen perfect specimens of all the American
species

; otherwise, I cannot understand 'how he could have
made these statements.
He is correct in considering C^>,;<h,1<! glaum a variety of C.

fornicata, as others have done before him ; but he has adopted
a serious mistake, made by several other writers, in regarding
C plana (or ungnt'/nrnti*) al<o a a variety of C. fomicata, from
which it is really very distinct It is a very common error to

suppose that thi- -peri, - •! mv- inlia' fo tli<
: ind.fo of dead uni-

valy. shells; for it ven often occurs on the outside of such
shells, on stones, the back oi Lunulas. &.. and is livqii. ntly

axociatcd .-o/ in all these situations: but

neverthele^ it Aw j\- j - -
]

' -
'

i ( l«
'

all

nicata is also often found with

d. plentifully, on the i'//W« oi dead shells.

Nor can Margarita acuminata he the young of )f. varimsa ;

for in our collection there are full-grown specimens of both,

equal in size, from Labrador.

There is no sufficient reason for acloptir
'"

divaricafa in place of L. vincta : for it is no

fonne (1767), altho
the same nam.« bv lfobnriu- n 17-". • - •

'<
'<

• - •-•/"; I>r-

Stimpson and others. Fabririns mad-
have no right to perpetuate; nor does "usage." to winch Mr.

Jeffreys so often appeals, sanction the change.

The Lnnat.n tr,l, ,at., - ... .t «~ Mi •> h - think- the

young of L. hsrns, but onlv a eolor-vari :r. as th. writer had

previously shown (April, 1872). Both varieties occur together,
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from the smallest to the largest sizes ; but the former some-
times becomes plain colored berbr< reaching maturity. There
is no evidence that Natica clausa is the Niert

but quite the contrary ; for the latter was placed in the section

of uuihilicated species, was described as silvery within, and came
from New Zealand ! It is probably one of the Trochidae, and
certainly could not have been this imperforate Xatica.

In this place I shall not enter into a discussion of the numer-
ous cases in which the author has reduced the American shells

to u varieties" of the European species, because in many of

these cases there must long be great diversity of opinion, and
for most purposes it matters little whether these closely related

forms be called " varieties" or "species," so long as the actual

differences are recognized. But since Mr. Jei

made so many important mistakes in his article in regard to

the identity of species, and has united those that have no near

affinities, as already shown, it is logical to conclude that he

may have made other mistakes in the case of more critical

species. He must therefore pardon us if we regard his >h cish >ns

in all these cases as at least doubtful, until confirmed by other

evidence.

Art. LII.

—

Note on the use of a diffraction "grating" as a substi-

tute for the train if prisms in a Solar Spectroscope ; by Prof.

C. A. Young.

Since the diffraction spectrum differs from a prismatic spec-

trum of the same length in having the less refrangible rays

more widely dispersed, it some time ago suggested itself that a

so-called "gitter-platte" or " grating
v

ot tine lines, i _

tageously replace the prisms in spectroscopes designed for the

observation of the solar prominences through the C line. In

this idea I was strongly confirmed on seeing last winter some of

the beautiful gratings ruled upon speculum metal by Mr. Chap-

man, Mr. Eutherfurd's mechanician. The spectra furnished by

these plates far exceed in brilliance and definition anything of

the kind ever before obtained.
Through the kindness of Mr. Rutherfurd I have recently

come into possession of one of them, having a ruled surface of

something more than a square inch, the lines being spaced at

intervals of ^Vo of an inch. Combining this with the collima-

tor and telescope of a common chemical spectroscope we get an

instrument furnishing a spectrum of the first order in

D lines are about twice as widely separated as by the flint glass

prism of 60° belonging with the original instrument. In the
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neighborhood of C the dispersion is nearly the same as would
be given by four prisms.

The spectra of the higher orders are generally not so well
seen on account of their overlapping each other, but fortunately
with one particular adjustment of the angle between the collima-
tor and telescope, the C line in the spectrum of the third order
can be" made to fall in the vacant space between the spectra of
the second and fourth orders, and we thus obtain an available
dispersion nearly the same as that of the instrument I am
accustomed to use.

On applying the new instrument to the equatorial, I found
(under atmospheric conditions by no means favorable, though
the best that have presented themselves as yet), that in the first

order spectrum I could easily see the bright chromosphere lines

C, D
3 , and F ; I could also, though with great difficulty, make"

\ the outline of the chro-

inences were well seen,

both in the spectra of the first and third order, quite as well
I think as with my ordinary instrument in the same state of the
air. The spectra are of course fainter, but as this loss of light

affects the back ground upon which the prominences are pro-

jected, as well as the objects themselves, it does not materially

injure their appearence.

The grating is much lighter and easier to manage than a train

of prisms, and if similar ruled plates can be furnished by the

opticians at reasonable prices and of satisfactory quality, it

would seem that for observations upon the chromosphere
and prominences they might well supersede prisms.

Dartmouth College, May 9, 1873.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Geology.

1. Note on the occurrence of the Trias m British Columbia;
by J. D. Whitney. From a letter to one of the editors, dated
<';nui,ri,l uv. Mass., May 7, 1 87:3.—Several years ago, one of the
officers of H. M. Surveying ship Hecate brought to the office of
the California Survey a slab of rock, which had been collected

somewhere up the coast far to the north of San Francisco, but the
exact locality of which I was unable To asn-rtain. a- ?h<- sp.^-imen

was left in my absence. The slab was to me
ing as it closely resembled, both
cally, our Plumas County Triassic slates.* Ii

looked so familiar that for some time I coul<

myself that there was not some deception abou

* See Geol. of Cal., Vol. i, p. 309.
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extend the range of the Alpine Trias as far as British Col
in the little sketch I sent of our results, and which was published,

in this Journal for August 1864 (vol. xxxviii, p. 261). I did not

fail to impress on Mr. Dall, when he started for Alaska, the im-

portance of keeping a sharp look-out for the fossils of this interest-

ing formation. He was not, however, so lucky as to fall in with

any fossiliferous deposits of importance, nor was he able to throw

any light on the occurrence of the specimen brought by the

Hecate.

M. Pinart, a French explorer, however, has been more fortunate,

since it appears from a communication made by M. Fischer to the

French Academy of Sciences, last December (See Comptes Ken-

dus, lxxv, 1784), that M. Pinart collected specimens from the en-

trance of Pavalouk I!- n>ely crowded with a

species of M<»i<>t:>.\ m.l '

i ii M. ' j. her refers to the Alpine

Trias, thus in all probability, extending the range of this interest-

ing formation, not merely as far a . but even to

•ii. Alaskan peninsula. It is possible that the Hecate's specimen

was from the very region visited by M. Pinart. This is. indeed,

the more probable since, in spite of all my inquiries, I have never

yet been able to learn of any fossiliferous rocks cropping out

along the coast of British Columbia, or any where on the main-

land north of our boundary.
M. Pinart also brought from the Alaskan peninsula (locality

Aniakchak and another bay near Mount Chiginagak) specimens

of rock containing Aucella, in all probability of Jurassic age.

this formation having been previously recognized in that region

by Grewingk. As the Aucella is the most abundant an<l ehara -

teristic fossil of the Jurassic -hit. ^ ,,f the gobl-n J.m
this occurrence is also not without interest to us. Judging from

the discoveries of Messrs. Grewingk and Pinart, there is a good

field for paleontological investigation, as well as for the study of

volcanic phenomena, on the Alaskan peninsula and among wty**

cent groups of islands.

It is interesting to notice how this remarkable g
fossils which characterizes the Alpine Trias, and which seemed tor

a time to have such a limited range, has now been traced all

around rh- world. X«-w Zealand. Now Caledonia, the Pacific .-o^t

of North America, High India, Spitzbergen; thes

in which the peculiar Monotis- and /////>A/-bearing slates have

been found within the past ten or fifteen years.

2. Notes tn />„,. 4.<.s, „„ „,.,,,,,/,,;,,-„,.v/-/,,,/; U J. IX Dvxa.—
(1.) Although no case of unconfe, Carboiut-

erous and made out m
th > Sierra Xevada. the Great Basin, or the W
farther south according to Mr. J. W. Powell, in the vicinity ot

• <ir id i nl M» the Colorado. (See page 457 of this volume.)

The fart th lt Whit-.. v ha* found no rock, lower than Carbonit-

erous in the Sierra may be a consequence of the same uncon-
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formability beneath these mountains. But in the region of the
Canon, the Carboniferous. Tv\;i--lr. Jurassic, Cretaceous and Ter-
tiary beds are all conformable. The epochs of mounta ;

over the Pacific slope south of the latitudes of the Wahsatch ! ;:iu^,
and also of that of the north, were different from those within
these latitudes.

(2.} Mr. James T. Gardner, in a letter of May 8th, informs me
- opinion all the more important mountain ranges of the

Great Basin (in Nevada) are included in a chain trending about
N. 40° E., the whole having a breadth across the trend of 120
miles. Austin, in Nevada, lies near the center line of the chain.
To the west of this elevated region is the great depression where
the rivers of Nevada evaporate in Carson, Humboldt, Pyramid,
Mud, and other lakes ; and to the east is the great depressed area
of Salt Lake. "
close of the Jurassic, there were formed at this epoch three lofty

synclinoria, the Sierra, the Humboldt and the Wahsatch, or the
western-border, central and eastern-border chains of the Great
Basin. The precise determination of the epoch of origin of the
Humboldt chain is therefore of much importance.

3. Geological Survey of the Territories in charge of Br. Hay-

for the year 1873.—The Department of the Interior U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey of the Territories, in the charge of Prof. F. V. Harden,

\ reorganized last winter and placed in condition to carry on
tematic and connected surveys with a permanent corps of assist -

ants. Congress changed the name to Department of the Interior
U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories, as it

h.i> heeti found desirable to have topographical work conducted
under the influence of geologists. Variations of the surface forms
ti'e so indicative of structural e J ian •_'(> in the wester;,

that the geologist uses topography as one of the principal I.ranches
of his science. The experience of "tin- n>th Parallel Survey has been
that the op; aiticwn and discussion betwe. n

the gentlemen representing the two departments of geology and
topography have been of the greatest advantage to both.

The act I'
• •! these two branches of natural

science under one organization promises the best rea

scientific corps of the Survey now consists of Prof. F. V. Harden,
:, 1 his st :iff of Three assistant geologists,
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survey connected with measured bases. Several of the principal

geodetic stations will be determined astronomically by the U. S.

Doast Survey, whose experience and training as field astronomers
renders their work above all question.

The area to be examined is diyided into three districts ; the

detailed survey of each being entrusted to separate parties, con-

sisting of an assistant geologist, a topographer and assistant, and
a naturalist. The geologist is responsible for the report on the

geology of his district, and has full credit for it as independent
work. The topographer carries the secondary triangulation, and
with his assistant works out the topography.
The chief geologist, with an independent party, makes such

general and special examinations of the country as are necessary

for so great a scientific work. The geographer carries on the

primary triangulation and superintends the business and work of

the field parties.

The head quarters of the Survey will be at Denver, Col. Ter.,

from which point the field parties will be supplied by the quarter-

First operations will be commenced about the middle of May,
and it is hoped that the Survey will soon be able to give to the

country accurate maps and descriptions of that most interesting

region of the Parks of Colorado, and their encircling groups of

snowy summits.
4. Volcanoes of Hawaii. Copy of a letter from Rev. Tit r -

(
' " a s

to Prof. Lyman, dated Hilo, Hawaii, Feb. 14th, 1873.—"You have

seen an account of the eruption within the great summit crater ot

Mauna Loa in August, 1872. This continued for two or three

weeks. On the 27th of January of the present year, we had the

grandest display from the crater that I have ever seen. The ac-

tion within it was vehement, and the scene marvelously brilliant.

The great mural pit was in awful ebullition, and so violent was

the raging of the molten sea within, that herdsmen of Reed and

Richardson's ranch, on the eastern slope, reported the W
constantly qui v. rin- like a foiling p t. At Kapapala in Kan. :ir

the base of the mountain, both foreigners and natives assert that

they distinctly heard the swash of the fiery liquid, like the roar-

ing and surging of a rushing riv.-r. The sheen of light which rose

thousands of feet heav en ke a burning firmament

over the mountain, was truly magnificent. At times the splendor

was so vivid and so extended that observers called out the

whole neighborhood to witness the scene ; some thought they saw

the fiery river rushing down the side of the mountain ; and num-

down the side, and that it was

his, however, proved an opti-

nfined within the deep crater,

but it was fearfully grand. Parties were planning a visit to tne

scene of action, when suddenly the great furnace ceased blast.

[hk was a little tantalizing, but as we had all been favored witft

free tickets to a royal display of fireworks, we could not mourn.
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Kilauea has been very active for months, and vast changes have
been made in the great pit. The overflowings within it have been
frequent and abundant; hills of lava have been heaped up in the
southern part of the crater, and the deep central basin is fast

5. Geology of Ohio.—The first part of the Final Report on
the Geology of Ohio, under the charge of Prof. J. S. Newberry,
is just now leaving the press. It constitutes the first half of the
first volume, and treats of the Geology of the State, and will

extend, as we learn from Dr. Newberry, to 680 pages, and con-

tain 25 maps and sections. Part II. of the same volume treats of
the Paleontology, and will make about 450 pages, and be illus-

trated by 50 plates. This second part is promised by July 1st.

The sheets of nearly the whole of Part I, and some of the fin

I the Paleontology,

;

his asso(

igations

the important questions in American geological history apparently
settled by the survey in the fact that the " Cincinnati uplift," rais-

ing the region from Lake Erie southwestward into Tennessee, took
place at the close of the Lower Silurian. We defer a further

until a complete copy i

Dr.'Newberry, and his

> State under great obligations

ire now before us, and they show
;iates in the work, have placed

to them by their labors. Among

30 pp. 8vo. (Am.
Mass.)—The author of this memoir shows, from a careful t

the region of western Pennsylvania and Ohic
beds and accompanying strata, that the Cincinnati

highest elevation before the deposition of the Upper Coal-meas-
ures began ; that therefore the Upper Coal-measures of this region
and of Indiana and Illinois were never united, and probably not
the Lower Coal-measure basins. The Upper Coal-measures orig-

" west as the Muskingi "

united, and probably
measure basins. The
as far west as the 1

The paper conta
Pittsburg and higher coal beds.

extended as far west as the Muskingum River
many sections illustrating the relations of the

igher coal beds.

Report of Progress of the Geological Survey of Canadafor
1871-72

; by Alfbed R. Selwyn, F.G.S., Director. 154 pp. 8vo.

Montreal, 1872. (Dawson Bros.)—This volume contains a valu-

able report by Mr. Selwyn on a journey to British Columbia, and
an examination of the geology of the region, including the coal

beds of Vancouver Island; also a special Report on the Van-
couver Coal fields, by Mr. Richardson ; on the Plants, by Dr. Daw-
son; and on the Coal, by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt. There are other
reports on the geology "of Canada, by Mr. Bell, Mr. McOuat,
Mr. Vemior; of XYw IJnmswiek, by Mr. Bailey; and mining and
mineral statistics, by Mr. Robb. The genera of the plants collec-

ted from the Vancouver coal beds (at Xaniano and Xorth Saan-

, according to Dawson, T» ,/ioptevis, Taxodium (T. t
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i (C. Heeri Lsqx.), Taxites, Cupressinoxylon. Dr. Daw-
son states that the plants led Lesquereux and Heer to refer the

beds to the Tertiary, they being nearly allied to the Miocene ; but

that Newberry has shown that the evidence of the associated

marine fossils makes them Cretaceous, which is the opinion now
generally accepted, the species including Ammonites, JSaculUes, etc.

8. Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society. Vol.

II, Part L—This number of the Transactions of the Geological

Society of Edinburgh contains the proceedings of the Society

from November, 1869, to April, 1872, and includes many excel-

lent papers. They range through all departments of geological

science, while chiefly occupied with the geology of diii"

of Scotland. The number opens with the address of

Geikie, Esq., Director of the Geological Survey of Scotland, and
President of the Society, in which some important points in geol-

ogy are ably discussed. He offers just criticisms on the uncer-

tainties and inconsistencies in lithological science, even that of

Germany, where the subject has received most attention. The
fact that specimens of - ;<jdaloid, or

amygdaloidal dolerite ai Ban-like) may all be col-

lected from a single dike in Scotland, is mentioned as an example

of the multiplying of names and divisions, without sufficient dis-

tinrrioi.s, and as evidence that the geological characters and rela-

tions of the rocks have not been properly considered by those who
have drawn out the systems of classification. The evil from this

source is great. Rocks cannot be treated and arranged as if

chemical or even as mineral compounds, or on the basis of any

physical characters, by mere laboratory work, without a loss of

three-fourths of all that is of geological interest in their relations.

9. Annual Report of the State Geologist of New Jer»

year 1872. 44 pp. 8vo. Trenton, N. J., 1872.—This Report of

Prof. G. H. Cooke is occupied with valuable information respect-

ing the ores and mines, and various economical mineral products

of'the slate. He mentions the opening of a mine of mica, a mile

north of Broadway, in Warren Co., in a granite vein intersecting

gneiss. Some of the plates of mica are more than a foot across.

10. Das MUhalgebirge in Sachsen, von Dr. H. B. Gi.mtz.--

The second number of the second part of Dr. Geinitz'- WW*
-appeared near the close of 1872. It contains descriptions and

figures of the Brachiopoda and Pelecypoda of the Middle and

Upper Quader. The figures occupy seven crowded plates.

11. A M\ - described

and figured (Sitz. Nat. Ges. "Isis," 1872, pp. 125) a Myriapod from

the Permian (Rothliegende or Dyas) of the vicinity of Chemnitz.

He calls it Pakeojulus dyadicus, a name that indicates its rela-

12. Tafeln zur Bestimmung der Mineralien, von Fbanz v.

Kobeix. 108 pp. l2mo. Milnchen (J. Lindauer).—The tenth

edition of von Kobell's well known and excellent tables for tne

determination of minerals has just been issued at Munich. It ™
an indispensable aid to the student in mineralogy.
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13. Supposed evidence of Man in the Miocene near the Darda-
nelles.—J. Lubbock communicates to "Nature," of March 27th,
the information that a letter from Mr. F. Calvert to Mr. E. Cal-
vert announces the discovery in beds, regarded as Miocene Ter-
tiary, of bones supposed to be of the Mastodon or Dinotherium,
having on them etchings of figures of animals.

1. Nervation of the Coats of Ovules and Seeds.—A br
by Van Tieghem in Comptes Rendus, Aug. 14, 1871, and Ann.
>ei. Xut., Nov., 1872, and a long one in the latter Journal by Le-

(apparently Van Tieghem's pupil), develop clearly the

tew respecting the morphological nature of the ovule.
He deduces the foliar nature of its envelope from its " libero-vas-
eolar lygtem," which is that of the leaf. It answers, as has been
before explained, to a marginal lobe of a carpellary leaf trans-
formed and convolute around the nucleus, which, being destitute
of vascular tissue, is a "parenchymatous i I •! bc soee," ;i trichome,
to use the recent term of the Germans. LeMonnier sums up the
conclusions thus : 1 . The ovule always consists of a lobe of a car-
pellary leaf, folded around a cellular mamelon inserted upon the
medial line of the lobe: 2. in Angiosperms upon the upper or fro-

chean face of the leaf; in Gymnosperms upon the lower or liberian
face. 3. The embryo, although discontinuous from the tissues of
the mother plant, has determinate relations of position : not only is

the radicular extremity always directed to the micropyle, but its

plane is generally perpendicular to or parallel with that
of the seminal lobe. 4. The prim i die presence
of vascular bumlles, is commonly the only membrane which per-
sists in the mature seed; the secundine, except iu rare cases

{Mtphorbiacece), is only a deduplication of the primine, and is

mostly transitory. a. g.

2. Supposed American Origin of Rtibus Idmis.—Our culti-

vated Raspberry is an importation from Europe. Our native Red
Raspberry, R. strigosus, however•, is so near it that tl

distinctness has been in doubt; and -p« citnen- from Uritish Amer-
ica and the Rocky Mountains certainly occur which a botanist

must needs refer to R. Idmis itself. In Ins studies of the Euro-
pean Rubi, Prof. Areschoug(in Botaniska Notiser, 1872. mid in

a translation by himself in Trimen's Journal of Botany. April,

1873, p. 108, etc.) makes prominent and important the fact that
IL ll.*>»a has no near relative, or in other words, i- the s..le Rasp-
l»'rry. in Eur. .p. , i»ut in mode of growth, in the I ark. ete.. as well

;ts in the fruit, accords with American specie-.— with one of them
so closely that all who have come to the conclusion that -pcems
ll;ive a history must needs infer a community of origin. An-ehoug
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Japan and Mandohurin. ;m 1 M ivimowicz regards them i

of a common species. Prof. Areschoug adopts the now familiar

idea " that the Asiatic and North American floras have recipro-

cally mixed with each other by passing Behring's Straits and the

islands which in its neighborhood form a bridge between the two
oontroents;"—which is a partial explanation of a problem that

has to be treated far more generally now that we have reason to

believe that this flora formerly filled the Arctic zone. He thinks,

moreover, that the simple-leaved frutescent species (alio extra-

European) are the ancestors of those with divided leaves,—but
this is a speculation of a different character, upon which little 01

no evidence can be brought to bear. a. g.

3. Gelsemium has dimorphous flowers, the stamens and the

style reciprocally long and short. This was observed by Mr.

Canby and myself this spring, but the long-stamened condition is

the most common. It has already been noticed by Chap
it is worth calling attention to, as it was overlooked in Gray's

Manual, as well as by A. DeCandolle and Bentham in their mono-
graph of Loganiacem. The stipules are reduced to minute and
glandular^ deciduous points. a. g.

4. " A New Textile Plant, allied to the Nettles (Zaportea Cana-
densis), has recently been imported from the Alleghany Mountain!
into Germany by M. Roezl. The plant is perennial and capable

of enduring the climate of central Germany. Further experi-

ments are needed ere the commercial value of the plant can be

determined" Gardener's CI ,,;<!,. -Some in this country are

old enough to remember a former trial. It was taken to England
and Ireland fifty years ago by a Mr. Whitlow, with much ado,

and was to take the place of flax. a. g.

5. Hooker's Icones Plant'arum.—Part II, of Vol. II, new series,

just issued, contains plates 1126 to 1150. The figures are chiefly

of Rithiacem and Composite, and illustrate the new part of the

Genera Plantarum. Luina hypoleuca, of Lyall's collection in

Oregon (and which has lately been detected
"lily North American plant in this fasciculus. The name is evi-

dently an ana-ram <.f T,od-i. The genus is probably too near

Tetra lymia, which sometimes has glabrous achenia. From the

figures of the Rubiaceous ^enus Heterophyltea, it may be rather

confidently a limorphous flowers, in the manner
A. g.

6. Bentham and Hooh ,\ Gvw P/>mtarum.—P*rt L of \ ol.

II. of this most important work was published in April. :md 1 ;u-

come to hand. It contains, including an index, 554 pages
:

the

whole, except about a dozen pages, devoted to the fcwo g*e*«

<"»r<i. r-, Hubiacem, 337 genera, and Composite, of 76G p
: -tion of old iri-nera. A «-riu»Ml

notice of this work must be defern d. Th tit . |. - st it. < rlmt

the Genera Plantarum is sold in London, by Lovell Reeve & Co.,
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and by Williams & Norgate. It may be ordered from any prin-

cipal bookseller. But any botanists who find it difficult to pro-
cure the work otherwise, may be supplied upon application to
Harvard University Herbarium. a. a.

1. Wai. S. Sllli\ \m.—This distinguished Bryologist and most
admirable man died at his residence, Columbus, Ohio, on the 30th
of April last, after an illness of about three months, at the age of
70 years. A biographical notice will be given in the ensuing
number of this Journal. a. g.

III. Astronomy.

1. Telescopic Observations of Meteors.—Dr. Galle, of Breslau,
has recently discussed the interesting question whether multiple
meteors enter our atmosphere in flights, or owe their separation
into discrete bodies to the effects of explosion. He remarks that
several considerations seem to suggest the former theory, and
quotes in its favor some telescopic observations recently made on
meteoric bodies. Such observations are so seldom effected (simply
because a telescope cannot be turned upon shooting stars, and the
chances are enormously against tin- accidental passage of any
of these bodies across the telescopic field of view), that great
interest attaches to the few that have been recorded, especially
when meteors have been seen with telescopes of considerable
power. Two observations, both by Dr. Reimann, were recently
announced, and the Konigsberg heliometer was the instrument
with which the observations were made. In the first case, three
small meteors, separated from each other by small dark spaces,
were seen to travel together across the telescopic field. The two
in front were smaller than the third, and the three presented the
appearance of a small isosceles triangle, whose base traveled in

front—thus, •' These bodies moved so slowly that they could
be conveniently watched. This slow motion implies great dis-

tance, yet they were as bright as stars of the fourth magnitude.
The observer formed no estimate of their apparent dimensions.
The bodies showed no trains. In the second case, a small meteor
passed across the field of view, in whose track, at a distance of
about a quarter of a degree, followed a fainter meteor.

Dr. Galle remarks that the number of such observations is not
large. Most of those made before the year 1860 are collected in

a communication from Haidinger, read hei<>re the meeting of the

Vienna Academy in Fehruarv. 1st.; 1, and relating to the double
meteor of Elrnira and Long Island. Galle considers that it tele-

scopic obsei : effected, the number of cases

meters could he I:n-eh increased. One of the most
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train. The well-known skill and accuracy of Schmidt and the

length of time (14 seconds) during which the object continued in

the telescopic field, render- r hi- l>-< m- m \n< iliarly valuable.

Dr. Galle considers that his researches into the phenomena pre-

sented by the meteors which fell at Pultusk on January 30, 1868,

as a rain of stones, demonstrate that the meteors were separate

long before they reached the place of so-called explosion, and
that this place is only the spot where a complete resistance to the

planetary velocity and a partial rebound from the impressed air

take place, and whence the meteor falls with a velocity corre-

>p"i.ding to the law of terrestrial gravity. Haidinger, from cer-

tain physical features of fallen meteors, had already ini

necessity of the theory that the separate meteors had followed

distinct paths through the air. Dr. Galle considers t!

ent it may be regarded as still an open question, whether meteor-

ites enter our atmosphere, from outer space, already separated so

as to form a swarm, or whether, shortly after entering and daring

their passage through the air, they are reduced through the effects

of heat into smaller fragments, which the more or less freshly

broken appearance of many fragments, as distinguished from the

full or partial over-crusting of others, seems to indicate.

He notes as unusual, in the first observation by Dr. Keimaim.

the circumstance that the two meteors traveling in front were

smaller than the one which followed then
Feb.

2. Origin of Meteoroids and Aerolites.—An interesting
•

sp.-ni-

lation by Professor Schiaparelli on the hyperbolic ve

some recently » and fireballs,* occurs in his la**

published work on the "Astronomical Theory of Meteors," relat-

ing to the question of the possible identity, or of th«

origin of these meteors, and of ordinary shooting-stars or meteor-

showers. Rejecting, on apparently sufficient grounds, as falla-

cious, the conclusion of Laplace, that if comets, befon

the sphere of the sun's attraction, are supposed to be•'
:

-

of their attaining the immediate neighborhood of the -

bolic orbits is many thousand times greater than t!

of comets with hyperbolic orbits approaching it so closely as to

become visible from the earth ; and adopting the exactly opposite

conclusion
I

»,ana the en-

tire absence of hyperbolas of any very great

the orbits of non-recurrent comets indicates them all to

ally journeying in space with nearly the same veloeii\, ,ii.d !::

..

:

w as the original inmates, of portions of one ot the

" star-drifts," of whose existence very decided proofs have late<_\

svhich hyperbolic velocities were credibly

t his work (translated from the

, The&rie <kr Sternsebnuppen, p<
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been obtained by Mr. Proctor; and as composing, with other
stars of the same vast eddy, attendant bodies accompanying in its

iiy, of which
the sun itself forms a part. On this assumption, aerolites and
meteors moving with hyperl i - ,.

i t ies are bodies from more
distant -paces than the star-family of the sun, or wanderers from
the regions of more disl ce they have, possibly,
been projected, with sufficient initial velocities to eseap. fro in

their spheres of attraction by the stars themselves; and their
origin is, in this engi . m that of comets, and
of meteoric showers. If, as Professoi Sri aparelli observes, this
be the real explanation of the high velocities occasionally met
with among the best recorded descriptions of aerolites and tire-

balls, the e\ ined by the spectroscope of a gen-
eral unity of composition among the remotest fixed stars is even
more remarkably extended by the analysis of meteorites to the

re. But if the innumerable crowd
and weight of the stellar fragments which this hypothesis sap-

poses should appear to offer an insurmountable objection to its

reception, the only obi >pen to con-
jecture is to regard the occasionally observed high velocities of

aerolites, or fire-balls, as constituting very rare exceptions ; and
the generality of both aerolites and shooting-stars to be moving
in orbits, like the comets, with velocities which seldom greatly

falling toward it from spaces not more distant
than those of the parent eddy, or "star-stream," whose drift, or
motion of translation in space, is found to be in general nearly

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. The Katlvixil J< '•/,„,,/,,/ > i> •>, I » Id its annual st

at the Smithsonian Institution in Wa-hinu'ton, D. C, April

;

18th, 1873, when the following papers were presented :

The determination of singular points of Curves and Surfaces by the met
quarternions

; Benjamin Peirce.

The geodesy of the Coast Survey ; B. Peirce.

Silt analysis . Kilgard.

On the meteoric iron found in 1871, near Shingle Springs, Eldorado C
California; B. Silliman.

of continents ; A. Guyot
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ystem of life in animals and the true principle of grada-

al types ; A. Guyot.

. le of the Observatory of Harvard College;

litless Spectroscope in 1

once; J. Winlock.
Observatory of Harvard College 5

. aid of the Bache Fund ; J. "Winlock.
On a method of illuminating the threads of the reticule of a telescope by tl

electric spark ; J. "Winlock.

Comparison of the Specti

the Sheffield Scientific School;
On certain harmonies of the Solar System ; Stephen Alexander.
Report of progress of a Magnetic Survey made by the aid of the Bache Fund

;

J. E. Hilgard.

Eulogies were also read on deceased members of the Ac.i 1- -uv :

on Dr. John Torrey, by Prof. Asa Gray; on Prof. William
Chauvenet, by Prof. J. H. C. Coffin.

The following members of this Academy have died during the

year 1872-73 : J. H. Coffin of Easton, Pa. ; James Hadley of New
Haven ; John T. Frazer of Philadelphia ; William Stimpson of

Chicago ; and John Torrey of New York.
The following new members were elected : Theodore Gill of

Washington, D. C. ; Elias Loomis of New Haven ;
Joseph Lover-

ing of Cambridge. Mi-. : William A. Norton of New Haven,

Conn. ; and J. J. Woodward of Washington, D. C.
2. Reports of Explorations and /Surveys to ascertain the prac-

ticability of a ship canal between the Atlantic and
oceans by the <'•/>/ <>f tln> Ixthnms of Tehuantepec ; by R. W.
Shufeldt, Capt. U. S. N. 151 pp. 4to, with 20 maps. (Made
under the direction of the Secretary of the Navy.) Washington,

1372.—The Report of Capt Shufeldt contain- a parti n n i- • " ''-

of the region surveyed, with some lithographic views. It is fol-

lowed by tables of heights and distances ; of Building Materials

on the routes, giving th* f Useful Trees, Pl^ts,

&c. ; of Languages of the Aboriginal Tribes, and a Report "

Hydrographic Surveys on the Atlantic Coast, by Lieut.-C

N II. Kanpihar, U/S. N , and on the Pacific Coast, by Liem.-

Comm. A. Hopkins, V . B. X. Map No. 18 is a colored geological

chart of th< epee, showing the limits of the dil-

fercnt rooks, but without indicatingthe period to which v.
''

ation of ''
. a guide for the deter;

tity and quality, and for the detection of impn
•us. For the use of pharmaceiui-

the

Lieut.-Comm.

gists, and manufacturing chemist- :

:1
'

'

: ''

Ph D orv

Appletc
Tlii- till-, fully explains the object of Dr.

students. By Frederick Hoffman, Ph.D. 393 pp. »vo,

with 96 wood-cuts. 1873. New York (D. Appleton & Co.)—

nd well up to the existing

of modern Pharmacy. It is a

very medical and pharmari'iui-

structive guide to medical stu-
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—

Notice of New Tertiary Mammals (continued)

;

by O. C. Marsh.

The present paper is a continuation of that on page 407.
The remains here described were nearly all collected by the
late expeditions from Yale College, and the type specimeDS are

preserved in the Museum of that i

Tillotherium hyracoides, gen. et sp. nov.

This genus presents some remarkable characters in its denti-
tion, which separate it widely from any described, with the pos-
sible exception of Anchippodus Leidy, to which it may prove
to be nearly related, when additional remains of that genus are
discovered. There were two large incisors in each premaxil-
lary, the inner and larger one being gliriform, and covered on
its front and outer faces with enamel. The canine was small
and directed well forward. There appear to have been four
upper premolars, increasing in size posteriorly. There are three
true molars, the last being the largest. They are all much

» greater in transverse than in anteroposterior extent, and this is

especially true of the last They are composed essentially of a

pair of external cones, connected with a single internal lobe by
two oblique converging ridges. There is a small tubercle in

the depression thus enclosed. The basal ridge on the posterior
side is expanded, forming a low shelf. The antero-external
cone has an outer cusp, which projects outward and forward.

The present species was about two-thirds the size of a Tapir.

The large upper incisors are sub-triangular in transverse out-

line, the posterior face being concave. The lower jaws and
skeleton are not known with certainty. It is possible that the
present remains "may prove to he gcnerically identical with

Anchippodus minor Marsh (Trogosus castoridens Leidy).

Anteroposterior diameter of large upp< r incisor,

Transverse diameter, -

Space occupied by last three upper molars,

Antero-posterior diameter of first upper true mo
Transverse diameter,
Antero-posterior diameter of last upper molar, . -

Transverse diameter, - -
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The known remains of this species are all from the Eocene of

Brontoiherium gigas, gen. et sp. nov.

An examination of the remains, in the Yale Museum, of the

huge mammals allied to Titanotherium, has led to the discov-

ery that two different animals have hitherto been referred to the

species known as T. Prouti These animals are generically

distinct, and probably are from separate geological horizons.

The one here described differs from Titanotherium in its denti-

tion, having but three lower premolars, the series being as fol-

lows :—Incisors 2, canine 1, premolars 3, molars 3. The animal

was, moreover, a true Perissodactyl, with limb-bones resembling
those of Rhinoceros. The genus' is related to Titanotherium *

and the two appear to form a distinct family, which may be

called Brontotheridce.

The present species is based on portions of three individuals,

one of which has the lower jaws and entire molar series com-

plete. They indicate an animal fully equal to T. Prouti in

size, and but little inferior in bulk to the Elephant. The lower

molars resemble those in the type specimen of T. Prouti, but

the jaw below them is not so deep, and its lower margin is more
nearly straight, descending but very slightly toward the angle.

The front part of the lower jaws is somewhat suilline in form.

The incisors are quite small, and the two next to the symphysis

are separated from each other. There is a short diastema be-
,

tween the canine and first premolar.
From the other specimens preserved, the greater part of the

skeleton can be made out. It closely resembles that in recent

Perissodactyls, but shows some approach to the Proboscidea.

The femur has a third trochanter, and its head a pit for the

round ligament. The fibula is entire, and slender. The astra-

galus is remarkably short. It has a deep groove on its upper

surface, and the articular facets for the navicular and cuboid

are nearly equal. In the manus there are four toes of nearly

equal size, the first digit being rudimentary or wanting. There

were three digits only in the pes, the first and fifth being

entirely wanting. The toes were short and thick, as in Pro-

s. The metacarpals and metatarsals are longer than

in the elephant, and the phalanges shorter. The foot was also

more inclined. The carpal and tarsal bones are very short,

and form interlocking series. The tail was long and slender.

* The generic name THanofherium Leidy is antedated by Menodvs Pomel (Bib.

Univ. de Geneve, x, p. 15, Jan., 1849). The latter, however, is -

"
-on Meyer, 1838, and is also objectionable in its form,
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Length of lower jaw, from condyle to front of symphysis, 634- mn"

Depth of lower jaw, from top of coronoid process to angle, 367'

Depth below front of last lower molar, 123-

Depth below first lower molar, 113-

Length of symphysis, 122 •

Length of last lower molar, 117-

Length of last lower premolar, 5V
Transverse diameter, 35*

Length of first lower premolar, 31 •

Transverse diameter, 21 •

Distance between lower canines, 28-5

The remains on which the above description is based were
found in the Miocene of Colorado by Mr. H. B. Sargent, Mr.
J. W. Griswold, and the writer.

Ehiherium crassum, sp. nov.

A large suilline mammal, which probably belongs in the
genus Ehtherium, is indicated by portions of two skeletons, in

the Yale Museum. These specimens present some features not
before observed in any Ungulates. The most striking of these

is a very long process descending from the malar bone, and
giving attachment to the masseter muscle. This process re-

sembles somewhat the downward prolongation from the zygo-
matic arch in some Edentates and Marsupials, but it is longer,

and more compressed. The radius and ulna were separate, or

very loosely united. The third and fourth metacarpals were
nearly equal in size, and the second and fifth larger than the

corresponding bones of the pes. In the latter the first digit was
wanting, and the fifth rudimentary. The hoof phalanges were
short. The tail was long, and quite slender. This species is

intermediate in size between R. Mortoni and R ingens.

Length of malar process below squamosal suture,

Length of symphysis of lower jaws,

Anteroposterior diameter of lower canine, .

Transverse diameter, -

Transverse diameter of humerus at distal end,

Transverse diameter of r,i Hu- :it di>t:i! end,

Transverse diameter of head of tibia,

Length of third metatarsal,

A rather smaller specimen, apparently of the same

afforded the following
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Length of symphysis,
Depth ofjaw below first premolar,
Depth below last lower molar,
Space occupied by lower molar series,

Space occupied by three lower true molars,

All the known remains of 'the present species are from the

Miocene of Colorado.

Yale College, May 5th, 1873.
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